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SUBJECT:

Lite Inaurance.

TO:

All officers and enUsted menof the U.

s.

A1:'tJq j,lr

)lorees.

1. As the MiUt&r7 Persouel Division "1s charged with the
maintenance of an adviaor,y .ervice on insurance, m&nT questiona are
presented from dq to dq. The need of competent uTice on life inBUranceproblema has been increased emeto the hea"7 and r.pid incre.le in the personnel strength of the ~
.lir Jorces.
2. To meet thia need Major Waddell 1. Smith waa sometime
aco dee1cnated aa the Insurance Officer, hll duties being to di .. eminate all information available in reference to aviat ion insurance protection and to conduct a continuous insurance educational c8llPaign in
the ,ervice.
3. In an attempt to aulver the mOlt general of queltionl
and to publish insurance information of wide interest. a leries of ten
article. vere pubUshed in the Air lorces Beva Letter, formeI'll' the Air
Corps Jre"s Letter. Most of this informa.tion is of such permanentvalue
that the ten articles are J."eprintedherevith. vel' batim.
4. All personnel are urged to stud1' the contents of these
articles.
Due to the lapse of time, someof the information contained
i, inoperative. It Ihould all be read, however. as a bacqround. keeping in mind the dates on which the article, were released.
Jor the Chief of the Air Corp,:

~

~""A'-Il""':-:-_--llo-""1'
Lt. Colonel, Ai orpa,
Ohief, Mil11;&:7Per
e Division.

:IEADQUARTERS

ARMY AIR FORCES

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

THE AIR FORCES NEWS LETTER
NO.1.
NATIONAL

SERyICE

LIFE

INSURANCj

Reprint from Air Forces News Letter,
December 15, 1940.

:BY'Waddell F. Smi th,
Major, Air Corps.

This is the beginning of a series of
articles on life insurance, and its intent is to disseminate information to
Air Corps officers concerning U. S. Government Life Insurance, National Service
Life Insurance, relative merits of the
~ious forms of policies and time
~it8 within which it mq be obtained.
is suggested that Post Adjutants keep
file of this and successive insurance
\cles for the future reference of
~e interested.
. October 8, 1940, an Act was signed
~e President, and that part re1at.o insurance 1s known as 'National
~ervice Life Insurance Act of 1940.'
:By the provisions of this Act, Government Insurance is no longer obtainable
by those in the service or who subse-!uentlyenter the service. Substituting therefor is what is to be known as
'National Service" Life Insurance. The
maximum is $10,000, and it must be applied for on the 5-Year Level Premium
Term Plan. This plan is low in cost
d; and has no cash or loan value, but by
1-- law~,
after one year or any time
within the five years, be converted to
Ordinary Life, Twenty P~ Life or
Thirty P~ Life. The rates on the converted forml are not published yet and
')there will not be available any of the
- endowment forms that were offered in
~..United States Government Insurance.
_.Neitherwill the 81>ecialdisability
clause be obtainable, as it was in the
-1-
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Government Insurance for an extra
premium. The rat.s for the 5-Year
Level Premium Term policies obtainable
now as National Service Life Insurance
are listed below as the monthly' premium
per $1,000 insurance:
Age
20
21

22
23

24
25
26
27
28
29

30
31
32

Monthly
Premiwn
.65
.65
.66
.66
.67
.67
.68
.69
.69
.70
.71
.72
.73

Age
33

34

35
36
37
38
39
40
41

42
43

44
45

Montbly
Premium
.74
.75
.76
.77
.79
.81
.83
.85
.87
.89
.92
.95
.99

Age
46
47
48

49
50
51
52
53
54

55
56
57
58

Monthly'
Premigm
$1.03
1.08
1.14
1.20
1.27
1.35
1.44
1.54
1.65
1.77
1.90
2.05
2.21

The law prescribes that those now in
the service (as of October 8, 1940) ~
apply for this insurance at any time
within 120 dlqs of October 8, 1940, provided they submit to satisfactory phYsical examination.
Those entering the service after October 8, 1940, mq obtain this insurance
at any time within 120 ~s
of admi ssion into the service without phYsical
examination.
The policies a8 ilsued will, of
course, cover death from any CBUse, in-

eluding full aviation
coverage, war
coverage,
etc.,
and if the policy holder leaves the service he is entitled
to
keep the inBurance and enjoy all it.
banen'li II exactly
as if he had remained
Ln vne service.
The insurance
is to be administered
by the Veterans Administration
just as
is U.S. Government Insurance,
and the
gOITGrnmentwill bear all the expense of
o7orhead, etc.,
and premiums may be
pai.:1 monthly by entry on p~ vouchers
buy roUI! for enlisted
men.)
All policies
will contain a free d.isabili ty clause which provides that it
the insured 18 disabled
totally
for a
period of six months, that from that
,iay on and as long as the insured remains disabled
the premiums on the poll
cy "rl.ll be waived.
A total of no more than $10,000 m~
b8 D,eld of U. S. Government Insurance
aua National
Service.
Therefore,
any
per vons not holdir'tS $10,000 of Governm~nt Insurance m~T apply for $10,000
of National Service Insurance or such
amount as will make the total of both
$10,000. It must be remembered that
tho~e who were in the service on Octo~
ber 81 1940, and who did not have ~vor nr.~nt Life Insurance,
must apply for
th(1 n"'.ti.onal Service Lneur ance within
120 day. of October 8, 1940.
.A great l1k-my officers
failed
to obtain their U.S. Gov9r~~cnt Insurance by
not applying for it wi thin 120 d.a\vs of
amnission into the service.
Thi. new
act therefore
enables those individual.
to obtain insurance
at low rate! and, of
cour se , the premiums charged need not
be increased
to cover aviation
hazard,
3,3 1. ~ ::le:'!"lI:::"ar:' in commercial Lnsur-anc«,
ApPUc1tl::'lu form, Veterans Administrat:l.o:.l - 1f';',9,A" ma-..,be used pending publication
of new applications.
Form
f739A should be changed as follows:
At
tj~; top,
delete the words .United
State~ '1overnment" and write above it
"tl.:.',r ~ erial, Servi ce , " In par agr-aph 12
dcL::'lta €rve:-;rthing and insert
"5-year
1;,;781 Premium Term. It
Paragraph #14
ij} ,~':ld. ne ::,elated by drawing lines
th:'OJ.6~l. it. Par agr aph 16 should be de1Y.,;d. ~):T ~,.lking out.
In paragraph 18,
a.~;~\, 'r"ference
to premiumll for dilabil-

ity and allotment
for d1s~bility
should
be deleted.
The War Department has iuued
\:;.nd,er
{late (,j;' October 3lt 1(140, a Circ~11,,;,
No. 125. which thoroU(;hly covers '(;h~!5
National Service Insurance,
and if (1).
tainable
it is suggested that it be
read. carefully.
This Ihould be found
on file in all post headquarter~,
A.lthoagh this National Service :[n.
sur-ance is excellent
and the be s t ob'"
tainable,
it is inconceivable
that, all,Ione would be justitied
in droppiTI~ the
U.S. Government Insurance
in orce= to
buy the National
Service Insuranc8;
thougt. it is permissible
if done jJ.doJ:'
to 120 days from October 8, 1940,
Tb.e
Veterans Administration
advises that
such action could only reaul t irl, loss
to the U.S. Government Lnsur ance policy
holder.
No ori tici8m of thir: Lnsur'anc: Ls
ju~t.ifled.
a8 it ill lowest in cc ct , 'fn{'~
e!.\t~::-B administrative
overhead ,";':[1 :;(c,l
death claims due to tho extra hro.:''':'(~S
of the service are paid by the a.')-:-a~nmefit i,tself,
and the premium!! rn-'ct'i by
po'l j [~y holders represent
only tv:~t1;.<,J
normal mortality
C'oats., Furth':'Tl'Te.
it cannot fail,
as it is guaru.'1t:.i,C'
:L~,
it. entirety
by the Government.
The rate!! and cash. loan, patel up
and extended insurance values of the
converted forms of policies
wil10e
printed
as soon as they are pub l.f. shed
by the Veterans Administration.
t~:;.n.
will be quoted in a subsequent axtid.a
on Insurance in the Air Corps N6WQ
Letter.
Those who are on foreign servi v':':C~
advised that their app'Ld oat.Lorie . ,\,.,;c)
not be in the hand.s of the Ve~eJ.'''Administration
within :'20 da:rs ,L" C. '.ber 8, 1940; rather,
the:r will "he u>~
cepted if the application
is I::i&i>?rl.
and postmarked on or ;;efore 120'
after October 8, l~~O.

Following the Imb11cation
of~',
rates for the new N'ation.a.l Servi(~"' l'l-i1)
I nsur'ance , severa:!, i nd.Ivi dual III ~ ~'itC;ff'jV'
edthe
idea of cashing out tbs
f~:,
<

Governmentpolicies in order to be able
to b~ $10,000 of the new insurance
withia the 120~
limit.
UPO:lsuperficial consideration .t might appear
advantageous under some circumstance.
to do thi., but under no condition. i.
it advi.able if the premium. are being
paid regular17.
A. great many'war veteran. have 2o-Year
:lndo_ent policies which are soon to
mature for their face value, leaving
them with no more in.urance.
Several
of the.e individual. have desired to
cash out their endowmentsi. the United
State. GovernmentInsurance, Just in
time to be wi thin the 120-c1.q limi t and
the. obtain new National Service Insurance. If it were not for the oircum.tancel to be outlined later, it would
be advi.able to cash the endowment. In
the palt and until the la.t month, the
Veteranl Administration hal conlistently ruled that when an endowmentpolicy
(U.S. GovernmentInsurance) matured and
the insured received hi' face amount,
that he bad thereupon surrendered hi.
right., having bad his full $10,000 of
insurance.
However, a te.t case was
made in spite of previous adverse decilionl,
and the last ruling of the
Veteran. Administration was that policy
holder, (World War veterans only) whOle
endowmentpolicies matured and were
paid at maturity could immediately or
U7 time thereafter apply for and receive a new $10.000 of insurance on any
of the U.S. GovernmentInsurance plans
at his attained age and could also obtain the dilability
clause in addition.
Thll ruling applies also to those whose
endowmentpolicies have already matured
and been paid.
There is no l2O-d.q
limit imposed on wuch cases, but satisfactory evidence of insurability
must
be furnished.

It il highly advi.able for a war veteran to continue hi. endowmentto maturi ty 81'ldthen b~ more U.S. Government Insurance than to cash out hi.
endowmentwithin 120 d aVI and buy National Service Insuranctt. Even if a
policy i. heavily encumberedwith a
loan. it i. still advilable.
The
United Statel GovernmentInsurance i.
more de.irable than National Service
In.urance. a8 there are several more
for.. of converted policies from which
to choose. Also. the special disability
clause mq be obtained in conjunction
with GovernmentInsurance.
Further. the
amounts of income to beneficiaries
in
event of death are higher in the Government Insurance policies than in
National Service, as the rate of interelt on which they are computed i.
higher.
Nothiug in this. however,
Ihould be construed to detract from the
value of National Service Insurance.
If an insured's endowmentmature•• he
mq elect to take the face value i. the
form of a monthly income for a limited
number of months or to take it as a
life income. Thele options should be
con.idered carefully, as they are computed on a basis of ~
interelt.
and
that is better than can be obtained b)"
investing.
For example. $10,000 Iltq be
received at the rate of $57,50 monthly
for 20 years or a total of $13,800.
The additional $3,800 is 3~ interest.
Should an insured accept settlement of
his matured endowmentin the form of aD
income, that still does not bar him
from obtaining an additional $10,000 of
new U.S. GoverD11lent
Insurance.
In each future issue of the Newl Letter. pertinent points concerning U. S.
GovernmentInsurance and National Service Insurance will be di scussed.

NOVEl,iBER15, 1941 FaST SCRIPT: The rates for the converted forms 0: policies, Ordinary Life, 20 Payment Life
and 30 Payment Life have now been published and will be
found in Article 8. pages 22 and 23.
Application forms now in
use are Veterans Administration Insurance Form Number 350
(without pbysica1) and 350 A (with physical). All reference to Form Number 739 A should be ignored.
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OOv:mnomB'! IJlSlJB.dOJl

SPEOIAL DISABILITY OUIJSI
Reprint from .Air Forcel lewl Letter,
Jaa'U11r7

1, 1941.

The December 15, 1940, il.ue of the
lewl Letter published ratel and facti
about the new Rational Service Life
Iaaurance which il now obtainable by
those in the lervice or who lubsequent11' enter the ,ervice.
Thil i' a remiader that a time lim t of 120 clql
hal been impoled, after which applic81tioa for the in.urance will not be
cone1dered. A8 the .Act was signed by
the Prelident on October 8, 1940, then
the time limit for thOle who were ia
the service on October 8, 1940, will
ixpire on J'ebru.a.ry5, 1941. Those who
entered the service lince October 8,
1940, or who maT enter .ubsequently,
will have 120 dqs from date of entry
within which to apply. Thi. inlurance
il written at absolute cost by the
Governmental the entire overhead i.
alsumed by the Veterans .Administration.
.AlIO, the .Act which authorized the insurance pronded for the creation of a
8eparate funcl out of which all claim,
will be paid when w.ch clail18 can be
traced to the extra hazard a of the aerTice.
110extra prem!.1 are charged to
cover the extra hazard of aviation. The
Office of the Ohief of the .Air OOrp8is
very deBirou8 that eTe170ne ia the Ail'
Oorps, Reeerves on active duty and aviation traiaes
shall have thil insurance. This information .hould be thoroughly disleminated to all individual.

B7

Waddell r. Smith,
Kajor, Air OOrpl.

now on foreign aervice, and aJJY application. which are postaarked wi thin the
120 dqa will be acted on. J:Irr individual8 who aq buT thi, insurance mq
be al.ure4 that when they return to
cinl life th8y .., conti.us their inrarance, ad. the premium, the;r Pill' will
not be ue4 to PaT 8ZJ'T claim. aria1nc
from the extra hazard. of the lervice.
The 1UL1Ift&1 yalus of this insurance
Ihould b. iD.tamt17 appreciated, as the
policiea coyer death from an;r cause,
peace t1JDeor war time, in or out of
service.
NuT ind1,Tidual. have for
~
;rearl r.cretted
not having had the
old U.S. GoYer
•• nt Ia.vance.
They
now can 'btI7 thi. ne" Rational Service
Insurance.
The time limit of 120 dq.
il po.i tiYe, and 1\0 exception8 can be
made, &Dd 10 it il 121"ged
that all post
commander.and orcaa1zation commend
el'l
continue te .trela the yalue of thil
iaauranc. t. the ottioel'l and men of
their co-.4.
MaDT of the war-tiae officer. have
~ear
~nt
polici •• written loon
after the war, aDd which will loon be
maturiDg for their face value.
When
thi. mODe;r
i. r.ceiTed from the Veterans J4m1D1,tration it ~t
be reported
ae inoom. for tax purpolea, but the
amount ao receive4 i' exempt trOll tax.
A test c&le waa r:uled on, ud it 88tablilhed it. no~tasab1lit;r.
lor reference, thia C.... IUI1' be found. in the In-

ternal lleTeaae lhllletin. and 18 bown
as I.'!. - 3924, Bulleti. 1939-2, page
151. !hi. is an interpretatio.
ot a
case UDderSectio. 3, Act ot 1935. ADT
Iateraal ReTenusagent will be able to
tind. this ruling, ad it should be cited
in JIl81d.ng out lederal i.come tax r.,ports.
This paragraph ie to call to the atte.tion ot holdere ot U.S. GoTeraaent
I.suranoe policies (not the newlational Service Insurance) that they haTe
the right to add. a special disability
claule to their policies b,. maldDg application, passing satisfactory physical
examination and pq1ng the extra prem1'tUIlS required.
Application mq be made
at &D:T time to the Veterans .1dm1nistraUon, 'but it should not be delqecl.. The
value ot this additional protection i.
considerably in excess of the prell1uas
charged.
~
disability arieing from aircraft
accident or frOIl war sernee is tully
cOTered, in addition to disabilities
troll health causes or accidents. In
general, its provisions are waiver of
all future prelliUlls on the policy and

p~ent
of $5.75 per .onth per $1,000
~
of insurance without d1•• ipating ~
,
ct the principal ot the poliq. thi.
~on proof ot Usabili t1' trOll &"lJ7 c.s.
which is total and exist. tor 120 aqs
or more.
Oneneed not be retired from servio.
to collect this disability.
&8 0....
are on record where disability p.,.snt.
have been madeduring disability without the individual haviDgbeen retired.
HoweTer.just the fact that a offic.r
is retired froa serTice doe. not ....
that he will autoaaticallT qa.alitT tor
this disability benetit.
It is possible tor individuals to be retired with
d1eabilities which are in.utficient
to
qualify, even though theT mq be of 8uch
a nature that they lUll' lut .ore thaD
120 dqs. The d18abilit:r olaue is ot
creat value and. should be had. b,. all
holders of U.S. GovermaentInsuranc.
policiel.
J'ull information, rates and
application foras mq be had by addre.sing a inquiry to the Veterans .1dJIlin1stration, Washington, D.C., or &"lJ7 ot
its branches. Most supply rooms at &nrf
posts haTe these foras in stock.

NOVEt<.BERlQ., 1941 POST SCRIPT. A new 120 day period,
August 18, 1941 to December 16. 1941, within which
certain mili tary classes may obtain Hational Service
Life Insurance, is now running. See Article 10, page
30.
All aviation cadets
and aviation students are now by law automatically
insured for $10.000 of National Service Life Insuranoe, the premiums thereon being paid by the
government (Public Lave No. 97 and 99, June 3, 1941;.

10. 3.
INSURANCJI PROGRAMING AND
TtPU OJ'POLICI1Il8
DISCUSSD
:ByWaddell .,. 8mith,
Major, .Air Oorpe.

Reprint from Air J'orcea BevI Letter,
March 1, 1941.
The institution
ot Govermnentinsurance during the World War val in ettect
a gOTernmentstamp ot approval on the
principle ot lite inlmrance. Its ettect waB BOwide spread that the enUre population waBbrought to an acceptance and adoption ot the utility
and eatety ot lite insurance.
It hae
become the mOBtpositive meanBot
tranamitting the accumulationl ot one
generation on to the next. Since the
World War the total volume ot lite inlIU1"ance
in torce in all lite inlurance
companies hal trebled.
Life insurance
baa proven itaelt
to be the mOBtpractical mediumtor army perlonnel to
create and pasB on their eltatee to
wives and children.
Bowthe GonrDllent
has 8&ain approved ot life inlurance
by ottering Bational SerTice Lite Insurance to all vho enter the actin
serTice, whether they be Selective
SerTice enrolleee, Bational Guardamen
or Reserves on active duty. Thil new
group ie and will be ot low average
age and the great majority without dependente. Accordingly ~
will tail
to purchale anT Bational SerTice Insurance or u much al they should. It
muBtbe applied tor within 120 ~s
ot
induction and that rule cannot be voided. lIlve. though one baa no dependentI
a moderate amount il advilable inaemuch .. life insurance il sure to be
needed eventually by the individual.
jl1 organization
commanderlahould
.tre.e the importance ot it repeatedly.
Strange as it seeml, even Rational
SerTice Life Insurance must be Isold.1
Bational SerTice Life Inlurance is provided by the U. 8. Govermnentand the
premiums-Asseased are only enough to
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cover normal mortality.
All coet ot
Itdminietration ie aelumed by the Government as are all costs of extra hasarde incidental to the eervice, either
in peace time or war time, Mter the
inBured return to c1'9'11lite he ~
retain his insurance on the lame advantageouB basil.
(See War Dept. Circular 125, Oct. 31, 1940 and Circular
149, DeO. 10, 1940.) The Government
has proTided the insurance and it ie
DOW up to those eligible
to recognise
itl merit and apply for it.
Bational Service Lite Ineurance JlUet
be applied tor aB a tive year level
premiUIIterm policy.
At any time atter
one 7ear and betore the end ot five
7ears it mq be converted to Ordin8%7
Lite, 2Q-P.,ment Lite or 3o-P8Jment
Lite.
The one 7ear period ot determent betore converting is sound. Firlt,
it the term polic7 il dropped then the
inBured hal not loet aB he hae had
value received in protection.
Second,
the insured who converte after one
7ear will be certain ot his desire to
continue the insurance tor lite and
will have had a 7ear to determine which
policy he wishes to convert to.
MuchdisculBion arises as to what ie
the best form ot lite insurance policy
to ca.rrt. A briet discul8ion 11 herewith presented.
Ot the many varioue
torms otlife
insurance policies,
they
mq be diTided into three clasees,
namely: term policies,
life ~oliciee,
and endowmentpolicies.
A term policy,
as its name indicates. covers only a
limited number of 7earl and as it doee
ROt cover old age mortality and .. it
bears no cash or paid up value, the
premium. are consequent17 low. Term

insurance policie8 ma, be converted to
permanent forms of insurance, but if
one intend. to convert them it should
be done as .oon a8 possible to obtain
the rate. applicable to the younger
ages.
Life policies are, as the name Implie8, lite time contracts with level
premium8 pqable for life and the face
amount of iJ18urance pqable at death
whenever i' oocurs. (Ordiaar,r Life or
Whole Life). This form Is the lowest
cost insurance which will provlde a
life t1me of protection.
The one objection to this form of policy is that
the insured does not want to have to
pq premilDllsall his life. Insurance
cost must be paid for, no matter what
the form of policy, therefore, to avoid
the necessity of p~ent
of premiums
for llfe, the premiums which normally
would. have to be paid over the year.
of expectancy of an insured are limply
compressed into 20 years or 30 year.
and the result is a 2O-P~ent
Life
Policy or a 3O-P~ent
Life Policy.
In the last two mentioned policies,
if the insured is living at the end of
the premium paying period, then no
more premiums need be paid and the
face amount of insurance ls paid up
and pqable at death. The third type
of policie. are endowments.
Any Xndowment Policy must have a definite
maturl ty date and if the insured 11
living on the maturity date, then the
insurance ceases and the face amount is
paid the insured in cash. An Indowment
Policy is actually a term Insurance
policy written at term insurance rate.
wi th enough added to the term premi UJIl
which, with earned interest, will equal
the face amount ;,f the term policy at
expiration.
The three types of life insurance
policy forms have been described and
it is now pertinent to note that no
endowment forms are available when National Service Life Insurance is converted. As the intent of the Government is to provide life insurance and
as the purpose of an endowment is primarily savings, no endowment forms
have been provided.
The most popular
form of policy is Ordinary Life (also
-7-

known as Whole Life) and sixty per ceni
of all insurance sold each year is Ordinary Life.
It provides the greatest
amount of permanent protection for the
least cost.
This paragraph is devoted to the inlIUrance planning of regular officer,
who, when young, want to plan ahead
their course in insurance bqing.
In
general, insurance is used for three
purpose_, namely family protection,
education of children, and provision
tor additional ca8h or Income for retirement. Under average conditions
tamily protection should be bought fir,t
and increased from time to time until
the amount is deemed totally 8ufficient
for one's estate. Bext, educational
endoWJllent.tor children are a4T1sable.
The UI'I1.81 form is an endo'Wllentpolicy
for wach period of years which equals
the differential between the child',
age and oollege age. The insurance
should be on the life of the father,
with a trust agreement which, in event
of death, will hold the insurance principal at interest until college age
when the policy vill mature for cash
and thereby provide the neoessary educational funds. This form of insurance
should not be bought until the famil;r
has first been adequately protected
wi th Ordinary Life (or 20 or 30 Pay)
insurance as it is high in cost for the
amount of insurance involved. After
the family has been adequately protected and proTision maae for education of
children, then the thought. of the head
of the family will naturally turn to
some form of endowment which will mature at about retirement age to provide
funds for the purchase of a home. Such
a program cannot be completed until the
officer has had. 'Several pq increases.
A good rule to remember in deoiding
what kind of insurance to bW 18 that
the natural purpose of life insurance
is protection and I protection insurancel is what should be bought.
However, ae aforementioned, education ot
ohildren and retirement endowment are
valid reasons for violating the rule,
but only in moderate amount.
Air Corps Officers and Air Corps Reserve Officers are to~
confronted

Air Oorps personnel, especially the
flying personnel. With conditions uncertain, it is not at all unlike17
that the remaining companies who will
write insurance without restrictions
for service pilots, ~
at any time
wi thdraw. The names of some companies
whoyet will insure service pilots will
be furnished on request.
Officers requesting this information shouJ.d.address the Office of the Ohief of the
Air Corps, Washington, D.C.

with Bomedifficulty
in obtaining insurance without any restrictions
imposed, such as aviation waiTerl and
war clauses.
HoweTer, insurance with
out such waiTer. and clauses can be
obtained, tho1Jghthe companies still
writing it haTe established limits of
from $2,500 to $5,000. Twocompanies
will consider individual cases up to
$10,000. The Office of the Chief of
the Air Oorps advocates the purchase
of insurance in adequate amounts by all

NOVEMBER 15. 1941 POST SCRIPT; A new 120
day period is now running, August 18, 1941
to December 16, 1941. See Article 10,
p8(?,e 30.
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AVIATION W.AIVERS, WAR CLAUSJlS .AND ~

Reprint from Air lorces News Letter,
March 15, 1941.
The most frequent question asked by
military personnel about life insurance is this: Is the life insurance
policy I bought from the JohA Doe Life
Insurance Company still good since I
am now in the service? In ninety per
c~nt of the cases it is. However, one
shoul~ not believe blindly that his
polic,y is good. Beither should he believe to the contrary Without fact.
Many easel have been known where individuals m1stakenly believe their
policies did not cover military service or aviation and allowed their policies to lapse.
T~is article is intended to aid those
individual. who are in the service, or
who may be called into service to determine the cove~age in their policies.
~very word will be important and the
article should be studied carefully by
the individual who is concerned about
a policy. However, it is impossible
so completely to cover the subject that
all questions ~
authoritatively be
answered. ~one
in doubt about the
coverage of his policy should write the
home office, furnish the policy number
and ask the question. AA officer once
said: "I am afraid to writ. the home
office and tell them I am fl71ng for
fear they will arObitrarily cancel the
policy. II That feeling is wrong and
should be diwssed.
A collP~ might
be glad to have an aviator drop a policy which he obtained before he commenced flying. However, it il certain
that no comp~
would go on record in
correspondence, stating that a policy
was not good, unless it actually did
not cover aviation.
Life insurance policies are presumed
to cover death from any cause, and if
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liability for any specific hazard is
waived then it must be specifically
waived by rider in the policy at time
of issue. If any waiver of liability
is put in a policy after it has been
issued and accepted by the insured, it
m~ only be done at the request of or
with the permission ot the insured. An
example of this i8 a life insurance
policy on the life of an aviator and on
which he p~s an extra premium to cover
his oCCl2pational hazard. He quits flying and aske for removal of the aviation extra rate. The company does so
at his request and then includes a
rider providing that the policy no longer covers the insured for aviation exoept while riding as a fare-pqing
passenger on the air lines.
In addition to aviation coverage,
policyholders often are concerned about
two other occupational factors, namely,
mili tary service in time of peace and
mili tary service in time of war. All
three of these occupational phases will
be dealt with in subsequent paragraphs.
Life insurance companies are empowered to issue contracts of insurance,
when such contracts involve the use of
the mortality table or, in other words,
when such contract. are based on the
expectation of life of the one contracted with. Inasmuch as policies
are life-time contracts, the issuing
company is charged with responsibility
for inve8t1gati~ and determining all
requi8ite factI betore entering into
the contract. Then when a company once
approvel an application and ~he contract i8Sued, the insured 11 cons1clered
to be insured for life, the insurance
to be pqable in event of death from
~
cause, no matter how, when or where

it mq happen, 80 long as he pa;rs the
p~emium9. It is not the province of a
:,'~'
(1..,.
e;

i"

Lnaur

ance company to be able

to

,,-(;e o r readjust the t erms of a polJust because an insured Ch008dS to
,,~r

his mode of living, develops

Le ar t trouble, or changes his residence

to a feverish tropical country or learns
: " fly, or goes to war, etc. As ment::;;:l0.,
the l\1.lrden
of determining the
< <pucted physical and occupational risk
j
upo n the company, based on their
vwu informational sources and the stat&:t:Jtmts
made by the applicant in the
lr~~dcal examination and application.
Si,ate insurance commissions are loath
tv permit the companies to put riders
L. policies eliminating liability in
event of death from certain specific
causes, as the mortality tables, when
o.eve l.oped, included deaths from all
causes. Life insurance policies,
th~refore, are presumed to cover death
iJ.'OlQ
any cause and can never be cancelled or raised in rate by the companies, though some exceptions will be
noted later.
Until war was declared in Europe, the
c ~)WJlercialinsurance companies were
not apprehensive about war hazard. Oonse quent-Ly in the regular routine of issuing policies they felt no necessity
to use aviation, war or military serTi,.':..,
exclusion riders, and it is pretty
cer-t.af n that policies issued before
that time on applicants in civil life
contained no such restrictions.
Many
a.viation cadets and Air Corps Reserve
officers bought insurance policies at
Standard rates and with no exclusion
riders before they entered or applied
for admission to the service. Such
poJicies are perfectly valid even before expiration of the contestabilit7
period in the polic7. However, if app.ltcat i on had. already been made for
e,''''la,tion
training, and the answer "No"
\"a" given to a question in an insuranee application IAre you now or do
~0U. have any intention of becoming connected with the military or naval service, either regular or reserve?-, then
that Ls a misrepresentation and, 1f the
cou:rpanylearns about it, they can cancel the policy or, if death occurs
-10-

from an aircraft accident, they can
contest payment of the claim, but cancell<:ltionor contest must begin within
the cuntBstability period in the policy, ueual.Iy two years.
~he point of expression intended in
the preceding paragraph is that if at
the time of application the individual
is not already in mill tary or naval
Bel"v'ice and is not then flying or has
not in writing expressed a request for
such service, a policy issued on such
application is good from date of issue
in event of death from any cause. That
is true even if the insured subsequently enters the service, aviation or
ground service. If death occurs, even
in time of war, the face amount of the
policy is payable.
Since war was declared in Europe,
all the companies have considered uee
of military service, war service and
aviation service exclusion riders and
have used them in individual cases or
on certain age and sex classes where it
was felt the possible risk was too
great to assume. The insurance companies are justified in tIus, for their
firat duty is to protect the interests
and invested assets of the policy holders who already are in the company.
This article relates only to policies
already owned and in force in commercial insurance companies; therefore, no
~ention is made of what, if any, restrictions might be found imposed in
policies that may in future be appli~d
for by those who are now in the military service.
The "Contestibility Clause" in evel'~!
life insurance polic7 is universally
misunderstood by policyholders and
usually adversely understood.
An eA..
planation of this clause, therefore,
is necessary. Every company uses its
own phraseology, but the general Lmport is the same in all, SO that ~~
interpretation of one practically means
all. When such a clause s~s:
"This
policy shall be incontestible after
two years from date of issue," it does
not mean that an insurance company can
refuse payment within that time or
cancel the policy within that time,
and it does not mean that an insured

added protection. bnt it must be reJlr\tstwa!t two ;years to be .ure of hi.
memberedthat the.e clauses do not
protection.
It does .ean that, if a
fraud or misrepresentation i8 impoped
cover all "accidental deaths.
The
c1aues genera11:r state that IProvited,
upon an insurance cOllpazl1'
to obtain an
1;;yahall
insurance poliC7 and if the cOllpazl1'
li.- however. that no Double Ind8llD.1
be paid if the death of the ineured recover I it within two :rear. (lome policies one ;year), the;y.q
8U8 to cancel
B'U1ts from rocid-e, lane or insane,
the poliCY'. If the coJDp8.nT
does not
~articipation in riot, insurrection,
or
discover the fraud or milrepresentacivil commotion, or from submarine 0ption and the ineured 41el within two
erations or aircraft flights (except
:rear., then if the comp~ can prove
as a fare-pq1ng paleenger) or from
the fraud or milrepresentation the:r CaD. participation
in m11itar;r or naval
contelt p~ent
of the insurance.
The serTice in time of war.'
fr..a or .ilrepre.entation
must haTe
RowJD8.DY' times have we erronecus1T
heard: 'NT insurance doeanI t cover me
been made to obtain the insurance and
on night,
in ~
aircraft,'
or IM1'
it JllUstbe in the poliCY'. ae a part of
the statementl made in the application
insurance il no good in time of war.'
or to the .edical examiner. If frau4
Thele Ddsunderstandixagscan near1:r alor misrepre.entation wal committed and
vqs be traced to reading the ezeepthe ineured diel within two ;year.. even tiona in Double Indemnit;y Clauses, as
then in order to conte.t, the comp~
noted in the previous paragraph. The
must prove that the fraud related to
insured carries the impression that
the cause of death. If an applicant
war lerTice, aYiation, etc., are not
concealed the fact that. he was an avicOTeredwhen actual1;y the po1ic;y 11
ation cadet and obtained insurance, 'but good, only the Double Indemnity feadied in au automobile accident within
ture being restricted.
two ;years, the COmp~IS
prote.t woult
KanT commercial insurance polici.s
not hold. As a matter of polic;y, no
which were obtained prior to entry inone would carr:r insurance pqable upon te the .l1r Corps contain disabiU t:r
death which might not occur until IUUO"
clauses which proTide that. if the in;years hence, if it was thought that
sured i. disabled from either sickness
or accident for 120 days or more (or
the claim would be contested.
.bsurvarTing period), the comp8lJ1'
will waiTe
ance is therefore g1ven b;y the confut'Ul'e premi'Wllson the polic;y and, i.
teltibilit;y
clanse that, after two
addition, pay a disabilit;y income to
;years, the coJlIPaD1'
deprives itself of
the insured. These clauses do not genaD;y right of contest except for nonerally exclude disabilities
occasioned
pQ1mentof premiums. ~ repetition it
b;y war serTice, fl;ying accidents, etc.
is again stated that a polic;y mq not
Therefore, po1ic;yho1ders in serTice
be contested even within the two-:rear
period unlesl fraud or misrepresentawhohave such dilabi1it;y claules ~
tion wal committed to obtain the polic;y. doubly appreciate them, especial1;y if
a:tJ:7 flying is being done.
All companies offer an additional
ArJy reputable Ufe ineurance coDlpa.D1'
feature vi th life insurance policies
will
do exactl:r what 1te polle," confor an extra premium, knowna. a 'Doutracts
provide. Therefore, it is imble Indemnit1' OJ-ause' or 'Accidental
portant
that ever;y po1ic7ho1der shoulcl
Death Benefit.'
~ee
olauses generread
hi.
po1iC7. Kost questions can
all:r proTide that if the death of the
be
answered.in
that~.
Rowever, IlaD;y
insured oceurs from accidental causel
q1;..estiOD.s
do
come
up
and
matterl
of
that the face amount of the poliCY'will
l:J'o$m ee are needed.
lCTer;y
po1ic;yho1clbe doubled. In the last few years, in
er should feel free to call on the
addi tion to all deaths from natural
agent
who sold him the policy, or tha1J
causes, accidental deathe of all kinds
office
in which the poliCY' records are
have increased the rate b;y approximate17
carried,
or the home?fflce.
One who
l~.
These clauses are therefore good
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18 awq from home can easil;y obtain
advice and service b;y calling on the
Dearest local office of his insurance
compan.Y. However, whenever an;y change
1, made in a poliC7, or &1l amendment
or an interpretation,
1t IIWIt come from
'he home office in order for it to be
binding upon the coJIP8ZI1'.
The foregoing article hal dealt entirel;y with life insurance written b.r

private life insurance companies. 11'0
mention has been made of U. S. Government Insurance or Bational SerTice(U.S.)
Insurance.
The Government, through
theU. S. Veterans Burean, administer.
this insurance, anel.its purpose 1s to
protect against all accident hazards.
Bo ailitar,y.
war or aviation exclu.ion
riders are ever used.
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10. 5.
What 11 aD 'Old Line' life insurance
COllpaD1"What ie meant by Ilegal reserve, I a 'stock COIlpaJq"and a lmutual
COllpaD1'" The.e pointe are most generally underetood but explanation should
be of interest.
101d Line' i' eimply a popW.ar _e
for Legal ReeerTe,' therefore they
are S~O~OU8, and ~
future reference to ILegal Reserve' insurance vill
also mean 'Old Line' lneurance.
M1:T
11fe insurance compN11'
which 11 chartered to do buaineee as a legal reserve compa:D7
must set aBide the legal11' req~red reserve which is established
by law as being required to make each
policy financially
secure. The reeerve
ls nothing when a poliC1' ie iSBued,
but it increases yearly as the policy
increa8es in age and the increase ls
effected by impounding a part of the
premium each year and investiJl& and
compoundingIt.
The legal reserve
e cash value) of aD Ordinary Life policy
must contlnually increase until at the
age of 96 the reserve vil1 equal the
face amount of the policy.
The mortal1ty table runs out at the age of 96;
therefore, an;y persons insured who are
li rtng at age 96 are paid the face
amount of their policiee.
An Ordinary
Life policy is,therefore,
an Endowment at 96.
The amount of legal reserve must be
continually increased even after a
policy becomes paid up. A twenty pqment life poliC1' issued at age 20 is
paid up at age 40, with a reserve
value at 40 of approximately $460 per
$1,000 of insurance.
After age 40 the

re.erve continuee to increase, not from
prE1DlS but from interest earned and
compoundedon the reserve itself.
The
reeerva on an endowmentpolicy must be
iacreaeed as rapidly as the a&e of the
endowmentincreasel.
At maturity of
aD endowmentthe reserve must equal.
\he face amount of the policy in order
to P81' the face amount in cash. From
the foregoing it can ba eeen that every
life insurance policy in force on the
books of a cOllpaJ11'
has an indi viduallT
ascertainable reserve based on the age
of the insured at date of issue of the
policy, age of the policy after issue,
type of policy, such ae Ordinary Life,
20 Payment L1fe, or Endowment.
In perua1ng the financial statement
of a legal reserve life insurance compan;y, the item lilted under Liabilities
as 'Legal reserve to protect the policyho1dere' is an amount equal to the 8WI
total of each individually calculated
reserve on each polia.v, for that year.
Legal reserve is of interest to policyholders in two wqs.
First, if
every policyholder of a legal reserve
life insurance companydecided on the
same ~
to eurrender his policy for
cash, then the legal reserve held by
the cOIlp8ll7would be Just the required
amount to pq off every policyholder.
Second, if a legal reserve life insurance companyshould cease doing business, then the legal reserve, which the
various states can control, would be
sufficient t~ p~ all death claims as
they occur a.:D.d
p~ all endowmentsas
they mature, provided those insured
continue p~ent
of their premiums. All

legal reserve funds are invested in
state approved securities and at any
time that a company is considered Aear
to insecurity, the state in which it
is incorporated can compel it to cease
selling new insurance. The legally
required reserve of course is adeq~te
protection
for the policyholders and
if the state should deem it necessary
to protect the policyholders, the entire legal reserve and the policyholders may be transferred to another company for managument or merger.
In buying commercial. insurance it is
important to ascertain the rating of
the company. All of the major insurance companies have now and have continuously had top ratings for years.
Each company is rerated every year.
These ratings may be obtained from the
National Underwriter Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, or Alfred M. Best and Company,
New York, N.Y. or your insurance agent.
These institutions rate insurance companies just as Dunn and Bradstreet rate
the credit of business concerns.
The legal reserve life insurance companies exe divided into two classes,
"stOCk companies" and MMutuals •• Both
types by law establish the legally required reserves to protect policyholders. The difference is that the rates
of stock companies are fixed at the
lowest possible level and no dividends
are paid to policyholders.
The IlUtual
company's rates are usually higher than
the stock company rates, but the mutual
companies refund this excess charge as
a dividen4 to the policyholder and
the amount of dividend is dependent 01
mortality. savings, administration cost,
and interest earnings.
Originally, life insurance companies
would issue a policy only when an applicant was absolutely a standard risk,
physically and occupationally.
Probably
half of the companies still refuse to
issue a policy unless the risk is standard and can be issued at standard
rates. A good many companies, however,
now practice writing suD-standard policies for physical. and occupational impairments.
For example, a man who ~s
overweight would be turned down by one
company While another company would
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accept the risk by adding to the standard premiums. An army pilot mq be
turned down by one company yet anot~er
will add $1.00 per month per thousand
and insure him.
The $1.00 per month per $1,000 extra
rate for Air Corps officers was established in 1930 and except for some
variationa, has remained and 1s accepted
today as the extra premium required to
cover the aviation hazard. Years back
the accident rate was higher than now.
The present low accident rate, however.
has not effected a reduction in insurance extra premium charges.
There are a number of good life insurance companies who several years
ago adopted the $1.00 per month per
$1,000 extra rate for Regular officers
in the Air Corps. As these companies,
with tvo or three exceptions had no
one familiar with the a.rmy and aviat10n who specialized in this type of
insurance, they have to this date had
few applications from Air Corps officers. Having little or none of this
aviation business, they have not felt
impelled to withdraw their policy offerings to aviators because of the
possibility of war exposure.
These companies have all, however,
adopted a rule that they would not accept any applications from brokers.
They will, however, issue policies when
the applications come in from their
full time civil life agents in their
various offices around the country.
Care should be exercised before accepting a policy to determine that it does
not contain a war clause or an aviation
waiver.
Air Corps Reserve officers on extended active duty have generally never
been eligible for life insurance with
aviation coverage. Their hazard while
on active duty is comparable to that
of the Regulars.
However, a life insurance policy is a life time contract,
and if a policy is issued while on active duty the company must continue on
the risk after the active duty period.
Not knowing what the post active dutY'
risk ~
be, the companies have not
been willing to issue to officers with
aviation coverage. One compaIlY is re-

putedly willing, however, to acoept
.l1r Corp. Reserve officer.,
and the
ldentl t7 of the coJDPaD1'
will be furnished on request.
The office of the Chief of .Air Oorps
stroDClT advocates the purohaH of
life ineurance. .lt the pr •••• ' tille
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there 1s no guarantee that insurance
mq be bought in the future.
hy adverse headline of the newspapers can
easily be such as to cause the insurance companies to withdraw their ofterings until complete settlement of the
international situation.

NO.6
LIFE INSURANCE
Q,UESTIONS
ANDANSWERS
Reprint

By Waddell F. Soith
MaJor, Air Corps

from Air Forces NewsLetter,
May 1, 1941.

QJjESTION:Can 1I\Y U. S. Government
Life Insurance Policy (not National
Service Life Insurance) be paid in installments to nv beneficiary in event
of II\Y death?
~~SWER: Yes. All U. S. Government
Life Insurance Policies (not National
Service Life Insurance) are paid to the
beneficiary in a lump sum unless the
insured elects during his life time
how the proceeds shall be paid and then
the method of settlement he elects is
a compulsory settlement.
However, he
may cancel the provision or change it
at any time during his life t ine . If
the insured makes no election, then the
beneficiary may elect to take the proceeds in installments
instead of a
lump SUID. However, since few beneficiaries will avail themselves of the
opportunity,
the insured should prescribe the method of settlement during
his life time.
Option No.2 in the policy provides
for a limited number of monthly payments. The amount of the monthly installments depends on the number of
months selected, which ill9.ybe from 36
to 240 months. The installments are
computed by fib~ing
in J!% interest
in advance and the table of amounts of
monthly installments are in the policies.
Option No.3 provides for a month~
payment to the beneficiary every month
for life.
The amount of the m:mthly
income is determined by the age of the
beneficiary at the tiJe of the death
of the insured.
Twohundred and forty
such installments are guaranteed and
should the beneficiary die after the
insured and before receiving at least
240 months installments,
then the remaining installments will be paid to
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the cont ingent beneficiary.
This option
has the advantage of a guaranteed monthly
income to the benefic iary, so long as the
beneficiary lives.
A Safe Investment
These options should be utilized by insured personnel.
A widow can rarely invest a lump sum of moneywith the same degree of safety and get ~% interest on it.
Even though a beneficiary should be frugal
and not given to reckless spending, there
still
is the ever present possibility
of
improperly investing a lump sum of money.
United States Government Life Insurance is
a sound mediumfor the insured to create
an estate, therefore it should be equally
as sound in conserving the estate for the
benefic iary . No reference has been made
to National Service Life Insurance which
is the form of insurance issued in the
service since October 8, 1940. This insurance is made payable to the beneficiary
in installments without any action on the
part of the insured.
Any installments
that ill9.ybe due a beneficiary are not subject to attachment for debts of a beneficiary.
GuardsmenEligible
Q.UESTION:I am a National Guardsmen.
Am I entitled to buy National Service Life
Insurance?
ANSWER: The National Service Life Insurance Act of 1940, passed October 8, 1940,
permits anyone who is ordered into active
service for a period in excess of thirty
days to apply for National Service Life Insurance. All personnel of the Nat ional
Guard that have been inducted into Federal
service under existing law are entitled to
apply for this insurance.
Application
must he

.ade however within 120 dql of ind.uction.
Seleciive SerYiee enrollee I in actire
,erYiee and. ... ber, of the Officer, Relerve Oorps AD4 the Knlistecl .ReserYe
Corps who are ordered into acUve service for a period in exoe., of thirt7
i~V8 are also eligible within the 120
oa;p' 11m t.
Otf10er. in the Regular
~
are elic1ble onlT 111thill 120 dq,
of eollJlli
.. ion. Uponpro.otlon .. of.
fleer i. not given a new ohanoe to applT.
lanlilted .en in the Regular Arrq
IIla;y 8pp17 wi thin 120 i81"
of enli8tment and. each reenlist.ent.
Aviation
Gad-eta who failed to app17 tor &n7 I'a~1anal Service Life In.-a.rallce or the
max1J11'QJ1 of $10,000 Ilq .ake a new application for the insurance or the
Ci.u.anoeto make a total. of $10.000,
i.inly after di8charge to iA4:ce,P" are ..
liar..-. cOllUllleeion.and thflu JlIl.i.Al\ lIl'lllJlT
ill Ulin 120 dqe of e!ff>"',,,Lu
of
,,~~enA.d acUTe du,t:t.
;zr,1ESTlOJTI I am 1n~{j.~ liegular
J.nq
.' ."11 (.Ave a $~O,OOO u, S. Go..-t;rwnent
1~'~, l!~surance Policy
ro -which. ! haTe
.....; ,;0';
> :',ft epac1al .:....
L..:.: •.. "" ';,;' ~~, .l.f'

d..a,.

o;.;.;;"",tired
, '".

2.

fr",.<j • .',~

, ';,:/ rl11 Y .~, ';
r he bM;.utth~ t'

When&11 insured has added. the speoial
dieabilit7 clau.e, for whioh he PaT'
&11 extra prem,..
he 8till mq not expect automatic qualification
in even~
of retirement.
ThoU&hthe special dilabillt7 clause doe, not require permanent dieabilit7,
it must be total
dilability
for.
vel'lOd !...:, ~:I:M86 of
120 ~I.
There are 0&88. on recora
of Air Corp. officere who have collected the Ipecial dt •• btiity p~ents
for
long periods, but who were not retired
and who .ubsequently returned to a
duty etatua.
AJ.thoughthe~e i8 80me
milunderetand1ng which the foregoing
exploration JDaT clear up, any-thi~ a.H.
Ihould not be con.1dered derogatory to
the value of thi. Bpeclal dieabUtt7
clause.
The dieabllity olau •• COTer8d.1eabllltT tor ~: ~a~~e. Whether 81cknee8
or acdde.-;"., and, 1 t 1 B an espec~ all.T
goodt':.Uul
';~. (.;i,ver~e in event.
ot d:tiHl."'::;1,~U ~.)f,~r.)!Il aJ.7.'craft e.cciden':
and f':l.vtl d':;,!¥b:;'~Hy in.curred in 'if1iU'
eerv1:8, }JJ,vor..e "lthr, has a policy of
U. E.
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Veterans Bureau.
These are the onl,.
tvo inlurance bodies that are official
governmental functions.
Po1107 Gan ~e Reduced
QUESTIOlh
If I bUT the full $10,000
of Bational Service Life Insurance,
then can I later reduce the amount of
insurance if neCeS8&r7'
.AlSWJm: Y.s. The amount of insurance can be reduced at ~
time to ~
amount of $1,000 or more. Hovever, if
less than $10,000 ls ini Ually applied
for, then the amount mq not be increased except upon reenlistment in the
Regular j,nq or upon being reordered to
active duty. If an individual feell
that $10,000 mq be too much insurance
to carr,. permanently, the full $10,000
still should be bought if possible in
order to have the full amount of protection during the emergency.
AnY' time
after one ,.ear, and before expiration
of five years, the insured can convert
any part of the insurance to one of
the three permanent forms. It is even
permil8ible to convert any amount desired and still continue the balance
as term insurance for the remainder of
the five yearl. It i8 allO possible
to convert part of the insurance to one
plan such as Ordinary Life and another
part to 20- or 3~aTMent
Life.
QDESTIOI:
What provision is made in
lational Service Life policies in event
of disability.
ANSWER: If the insured becomes totally disabled for six months or more,
then the premiuml on the polic,. are
val ved for life or as long &s the 411-
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abili t,.lasts. In event of death &D1'
premiums 10 vaived are not deducted
from the face amount of insurance.
Thi s
disability clause i. granted to all
lational Service Life Insurance po1ia,vholder. without extra charge.
Rasnl~ Received Polia,v.
~STION:
I applied for 11fT lational
Service Life Insurance a month 8&0 and
have not yet received JIlT polic,.. When
should I expect i U
.uSWD:
Up to April 19, 1941, the
Veterans Bureau had received 336,000
applications for a total volume of
$1,150,806,720 of insurance.
It takes
time and great care to procell all
these applications accuratel,.. Rovever,
the Veterans :Bureau is getting out individual certificatel to applicantl,
acknov1ed&ing the insurance liabili t,.
of the Government and the,. generall,.
reach the applicants vi thin thirt,.
~s.
Thil certificate vi1l be replaced b,. a regular pol1a,v vhen the
insured convertl his polic,..
QUESTION: What if I Ihould lose JIlT
National Service Life Insurance Oertificate'
.ANSWER:
The claim will be paid in
event of death even if the certificate
il lost or deltroyed.
Indentit,. and
the militar,y Itatus of the deceas.d
viII have to be established, also that
of the beneficiary.
If, hovever, a
certificate i. lost, the Veterans :Bureau should be notified and the polia,v
number furnished, if possibl., along
with a request for a duplicate.

NO. 7

lUTIOliAL SERVIOB LID nrsmwrcm
AND v:BlTmUNS ADMINISTRATION DFICIDCY
Reprint

~y Waddell F. Smith,
Major, Air Corps.

from Air 70rces Newl Letter,
MaT 15, 1941.

Th1. arUcle is directed to the attention of all classes of milit&r7 perlonnel who have applied for National
Service Life Insurance since October
8, 1940.
Since that date the Veterans AdminiItration hal received more than 395,000
applications for National Service Life
Insurance and it can be seen that it
is a Herculean task to process that
m~
applications.
This article is
written to assure such applicants of
the status of their applications and
insurance coverage.
The Insurance Division of the Veterans
Administration baa alw~s been very accurate in itl contract relations with
polia,rholders and is continuing to
maintain its standards, but due to the
sudden load since October 8, 1940, it
has had difficult7 in keeping pace. Applicant s for insurance are urged to have
patience and allow the Ve~eran. Administration time to shoulder the load.
All applicants who have met the requirements in app17ing for the insurance and are pqing the prem 'IDlS mq be
sure that "the7 artJ fullY' covered bY' the
insurance, even though they have or mq
not have received certifioate.
JollowiDg a practice during the World
War, the Veterans bureau does not iUU8
a policT for the application for Bational Service Life Insurance.
The.Act of
October 8, 1940 authorized the issue of
a five 7ear term contract with privilege
of conversion to a permanent plan of inaurance after one year and before expiration of the five Y'ears. As the initial

contract is for term insurance, the Veterans Administration issues to applicants a .National Service Life Insurance
Certificate.n
This designates the number of the contract, the amount of insurance, the eftective date and the
name of the applicant.
This certificate is full evidence of
the contract of insurance and no poliCY'
will be issued unless or until the term
contract is converted as provided b7
law atter one year from issue and wi thin
the five-year term period.
When the inlured converts, he then will receive a
regular policy on the plan of converted
insurance selected.
Applications that are filled out correctly with service record properly
verified are usually acted on and a
certificate issued to the applicant
within a month. However, some are del~ed due to nece.eity ot verifying
service records with the Adjutant General, dates of induction, extension of
active duty. There is an endless amount
of work which !DUst be don.. and done o81'etul17 and accurately in processing these
applications before the time comes when
the certificate can be mailed out.
It is suggested to new applicaDts
that they be certain that their applications are made out correct17 and vi thin the l2~
period.
Then the7 should
pq the premiums regularly, preferably
by deduction from pq, and in course of
time the7 will receive a certificate.
Applicants should make an exact cop7
of the application to file as a part of
their papers and to keep until the cer-
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tificate arrives.
It is also a good
plan to put a memo wi th the copT ot the
application indicating how premium. are
being paid, by allotment monthly, or bymonthly, quarterly, semi-annual or
annual check.
Whenever any money is sent to the
Veterans bureau. whether check or moneT
order. in p~ent
of any premium after
the first. it should be made pqable to
The Treasurer of the United States and
sent to Director of ~inance. U.S. Veterans AdJnin1stration. Washington. D. C.
Delq in oredi ting euch eums will be
avoided if, in communications a correspondent gives his full name. eerTic.
number, amount of application. and 8£.
and date of birth. I t readily- can be
seen that this will enable the Veterans
AdJn1n1stration to ident1!)' his insurance record.
There are so ~
duplications of names that action must
be del qed until definite location of
the proper individual's record.
It is
worthwhile to keep a copy of all euch
communications as evidence of the transactions.
Paragraph 14 in the application for
National Service Life Insurance aaks
where and to whom the applicant wishes
the oertifioate mailed. A. large percentage of certificates issued bT the
Veterans AdJninistration are mailed to
the indiviciuals designated in Paragraph
14 of the applications.
AlBO a large
percentage of such applicants forget
that they requested that the certificate
be mailed to some other individual and
then wonder w~ they have not received
their certificates.
Some applicants do not have ~
living beneficiary within the permitted
classes. namely wife. child (including
adopted child, step-child or illegitimate child) parent. or brother or sister
(including whole or halt blood) of the
insured.
Not having any relatives wi thin the permitted classes does not preclude issue of the insurance.
Par .....
graph No. 12 of the application should
be completed -No living beneficiary
within the permitted classes."
The
certificate viII be issued to the applicant and. shOuld h. BubsequentlT marr;y

or have children he then il privileged
to name such beneficiary.
If an insured
di8S without having a named benefioi&r7.
then search will be made and the insurance paid to beneficiaries in the following order: ~irst. vi dow. if she
survives the insured.
If no widow.
then pqment will be made to child or
children, equallT.
If no children survive the insured, then pq:ment will be
made to parent or parent. if liT1n,;,
otherw1.. to brothers and si,ters.
I! an applicant baa no beneficiarie.
within the.e classes. he should applT
for insurance aqhow because of the
probable tuture need of the insurance.
Under normal condi tions. such an iD.d1vidual could wa1 t until the need arose.
lIoweTer. Dational Service Life Insurance
must be applied for within 120 ~s
of
induction into the .erTice. The extremely high quality of the insurance and
the very low cost make of ita value
which i8 too good to pass ~.
Thil 1nlurance 8hould not be looked
upon ae temporary protection for the
8IlergeD.C7;rather as permanent life time
insurance protection by conversion to
one of the regular permanent contracts.
after one Tear and before expiration of
th8 five-year term.
Following the World War. the War Risk
Insurance Division of The U.S. Veterans
Bureau recei Ted ma.D1' claims by wicloWB
and parente for p~ent
of husband' 8 or
son's insurance. when such insurance was
never applied for. The Ve~eran8 Bureau
wae put in a bad light and haul to face
the unpleasant task of del21"ingpqment
to supposed beneficiaries.
Investigation in most cases revealed that the
individual nner applied for insurance.
but for personal reas~nl advised wife,
mother, or other ~pposed beneficiar,r
that he had government insurance when
he haci never applied for it.
In recent weeks the author has talked
with reserve officers, enlisted men, an4
selective service enrollees and found
that some individuals were under the impression that thaT were ~tomaticallT
insured b1 the Government and had so
informed their dopendonts.
Those conclusions were arrived at by casual
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converlationa with other uninformed
perloeel, whereas thq Ihould have
lought accurate iJlformation trOID their
organ1sa~ion cOlllm&D.ders.The eltabliabaent of euch m1lapprehension. a.
atated above ~
not cOlDe to light until
Tearl later.
Difficult aituationl allO arose after
the World War by veterana dropping their
insurance but conceallng the fact from
the beneficlaries. The Veterans bureau
then had the unpleasant task of convinclug the beneficiaries that the insured
and not the Veterans bureau had failed
to live up to the terms of the contracte
of insurance.
A little aside from the foregoing
SUbject is the dating of Bational Service Life Insurance when it is applied
for near the end of the l20-d.q period
after induction. Kovever, it il of such
interest that it will be mentioned in
thia paragraph. The law allows onlT 120
~s
and the ~lication
must be made
before expiration of that time. However,
regulations vill permit the effective
date of the insurance to be the first

of the month folloving the month in
which application is made, provided no
Cash p~ent
i8 made vi th the application and also provided deduction of
the first month'S premiUlllil made from
the PBiY of the month in which application is made. Actually then it il
possible to have the effective date of
the insurance as much as 30 dqs later
than 120 ~s
after inductlon into the
service and atlll meet the requirements.
!he date of application and not the
effective date must be within the requirement of law of 120 dqs.
If, however, the effective date is the first
of the folloviDg month, no insurance
coverage 11 provided from date of application untll that date.
The Veterans Administration has alw81's
ahown itself to be more than anxious
and willing to go to aD1' length to protect the interestl of both insuredl and
beneficiaries. Add to that the intelligent cooperation of the individuall
concerned and the result will be a life
insurance service that ia unequaled in
quality and relative C08t.

!iOVEMBER~,1941 ~
SCRIPr: Since June .3, 1941
aviation cadets and aviation students are automatically insured for .10,000 of National Service Life.
Oadets and students must, however, complete an
application in conformance with War Department Circular No. 1.32, July 8, 1941.
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converlations with other uninformed
of the month followiDg the month in
perlonnel, whereas thq Ihould have
which application il made, provided nO
10000htaccurate iJlf'orution from their
cash pa-YIDent
il madewith the appliorgan1sa~ion commanders. The eetabcation and. allO provided deduction of
li8bment of such misapprehensions as
the fir It month'S premiumi8 made fro.
Itated aboTe mq not come to light until
the Pill' of the month in which applica7ears later.
tion is made. Actually then it is
Difficult situations alao arose after
possible to have the effective date of
the World War by veterans droppiDg their
the insurance as muchas 30 dq. later
insurance but concealiDg the fact from
than 120 dqs after induction into the
the beneficiaries.
The Veterans bureau
service and .till meet the requirements.
then had the unpleasant task of convinc- !he date of application and not the
iDe!:the beneficiaries that the insured
effective date must be within the reand not the Veterans bureau had failed
quirement of law of 120 dqs.
If, howto live up to the terms of the contracts
ever, the effective date 1. the first
of insurance.
of the following month, no insurance
coverage is provided from date of appliA little aside from the foregoing
cation until that date.
subject is the datiDg of 1\TationalServThe Veterans Administration has alw~s
ice Life Insurance when it 18 applied
shownitself to be more than anxious
for near the end of the 120-clq period
after induction.
However, it 18 of such and willing to go to an:r leugth to protect the intere.ts
of both insureds and
interest that it will be mentioned in
.Addto that the intellithis paragraph. !rhe law allow. only 120 beneficiaries.
gent cooperation of the individuals
4«1. and the application must be made
before expiration of that time. However, concerned and the result vill be a life
insurance service that il unequaled in
regulations will permit the effective
qualit1' and relative cost.
date of the insurance to be the first

~OV»1BER~, 1941 ~
SCRIFT: Since June ;3, 1941
aviation cadets and aviation students are automatically insured for .10,000 of National Service Life.
Oadets and students must, ho~ver, complete an
application in conformance with War Department Circular No. 1;32, July 8, 1941.
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NATIONAL SERVICE LIFE INSURANCE.
ORDINARY, 2Q-PAY A1TD 3Q-"PAY RATES

Reprint from Air Forces News Letter
July 1, 1941

"-----By Waddell F. Smith

l'Iajor,Air Corps
NO.8
The National Service Life insurance Act
was signed on October 8, 1940. It provided
that the insurance was issued.as a five-year
level premium term contract and that it could
be converted at any time after on year and
before expiration of the five years to either
Ordinary Life, Twenty P~nent Life or Thirty
Payment Life. On October 8, 1941, the first
policies will be one year old and eligible
for conversion. The following tables quote
the retes on the three available forms.
Rates for ages not quoted will be furnished
by the Veterans Administration upon direct
request.

~

Monthly Qparter1y Semi-Annual Annual
35
36
37
38
39

$1.80
1.85
1.91
1.98
2.04

$5.39
5.5~
5.72
5.93
6.10

.$10.73
11.03
11.39
11.81
12.16

40
41

2.12
2.19
2.Z7
2.36
2.45

6.34
6.55
6.79
7.06
7.33

12.64
13.06
13.54
14.07
14.61

2.54
2.64
2.75
2.87
2.99
.3.12

7.60
7.90
8.23
8.59
8.95
9.,34

15.15
15.74
16.40
17.11
17.83
18.61

42

43
44
45

ORDINARY LHE
Premium Rates for $1,000
~
18
19
20
21
22-

$1.18
1.20

•.3.5.3
.3.59

1;7 .04

7.16

.1.3.97
14.21

3.6S
.3.74
.3.8.3
3.92
4.01

7 ..33
7.45
7.6.3
7.81
7.99

14.56
14.80
15.15
15.51
15.86

;e

1..37
1.41
1.44
1.48
1.52

4.10
4.22
4.31
4.43
4.55

8.17
8.41
8.59
8.8.3
9.06

16.22
16.69
17.05
17.52
18.00

.30
31
.32
.3.3
34

1.56
1.60
1.65
1.69
1.75

4.67
4.79
4.94
5.06
5.24

9 ..30
9.54
9.84
10.08
10.44

18.47
18.94
19.53
20.01
20.72

24
25
26

Zl
2B

47
48
49
50

Monthly Qparterly Semi-Annual Annual

1.2.3
1.25
1.28
1..31
1.34

2.3

46

.......

$21.31
21.90
22.61
23.44
24.15
25.10
25.93
2f>.87

Z7 .94

29.01
30.07
31.25
32.56
3.3.9,8
35.40
36.94

TWENTY PAYMENT LIFE
Premium rates for $1,000
~

Monthly Quarterly Semi-Annual Annu81
18
19
20
21
22

23
24
25
26

z:
28
:?9
-22-

$1.91
1.9.3
1.96
1.99
2.02
2.05
2.08
2.12
2.15
2.19
2.23
2.Zl

$5.72
5.78
5.87
5.96
6.05
6.1.3
6.22
6 ..34
6.4.3
6.55
6.67
6.79

$11 ..39
11.51
11.69
11.87
12.05
12.22
12.40
12.64
12.82
13.06
1.3.,30
1.3.54

$22.61
22.85
2,3.20
2.3.56
2,3.91
24.27
24.6.3
25.10
25.45
25.9.3
26.40
26.87

~

Monthly Quarterly

.30 $2.31
31
2 •.31
.32 2 •.39
.3.3 2.44
.34 2.49

t6.91
6.91
7.15
7 ..30
7.45

Y1i

SemiAnm:IBl
Annual

Monthly Quarterly

tl3.78
13.78
14.25
14.55
14.85

t27 •.35
Z7 •.35
28 ..30
26 ..39
29.48

35 .2.0.3
2.08
.36
.37 2.1.3
2.18
J8
2.24
.39
41
42

$6.08
6.22
6.37
6.52
6.70

.12.11
12.40
12.70
1.3.00
1.3.36

.'U.O.3
24.6.3
25.22
25.81
25.62

2.30
2.37
2.43
2.51
2.59

6.88
7.W
7.27
7.51
7.75

1.3.72
14.13
14.49
14.97
15.44

27 .2.3
28.06
28.77
29.72
30.66

7.99
8.26
8.56
8.86
9.22

15.92
16.46
17.05
17.65
18 ..37

.31.61
32.68
33.86
35.04
.36.46

9.58

19.08

.37.88

.35
.36
.37
.38
39

2.5.3
2.59
2.64
2.70
2.76

7.57
7.75
7.90
8.08
8.26

15.09
15.44
15.74
16.10
16.46

29.95
30.66
31.25
31.97
.32.68

40
41
424.3

8.44
8.62
8.83
9.04
9.28

16.82
17.17
17.59
18.01
18.49

.3.3
..39
34.10
34.92
35.75
.36.70

45

44

2.82
2.88
2.95
3.02
3.10

49

2.67
2.76
2.86
2.96
.3.08

45
46
47
48
49
50

3.18
.3.'Z7
.3..36
3.46
.3.56
3.67

9.52
9.79
10.06
10 ..35
10.65
10.98

18.96
19.50
20.04
20.6.3
21.2.3
21.88

.37.65
.38.71
.39.78
40.96
42.15
4.3.45

50

.3.20

40
4.3
44
46
47
48

••••••
All three forms of converted insurance
will contain a table of surrender values
consisting of cash or loan value, raid up
insurance value and. extended insurance vall:
The premiums charged for any of these thre:
converted forms of policies are lower than
any obtainable old line le~l reserve partPolicyholders will
icipating
insurance.
receive a substantial
annual dividend whier
will further reduce the cost of the insurance. No other insurance should be considered tJ be equal to these converted policie
due to the low rates and dividends.
The
table of cash and loan values and }:Bid up
and extended insurance values will be equal
to or greater than obtainable in any other
commercial insurance issued at the same 8f!,8
and on the same plan of insurance.

••••••
THIR'lYPAYMENT
LIFE
Premium rates for $1,000
~

Monthly r,parterly

Semi-Annual .Annual

ts.89

.17.64
18.00

18
19

$1.49
1.52

$4.46
4.55

20
21

1.54
1.56
1.59
1.61
1.64

4.61
4.67
4.76
4.82
4.91

9.18
9 ..30
9.48
9.60
9.78

18.23
18.47
18.82
19.06
19.42

29

1.67
1.70
1.7.3
1.76
1.79

5.00
5.09
5.18
5.27
5 •.36

9.96
10.14
10 ..32
10.50
10.67

19.77
20.1.3
20.48
20.84
21.19

.30
31
32
.3.3
34

1.83
1.87
1.90
1.95
1.99

5.48
5.60
5.69
5.84
5.96

10.91
11.15
11 •.3.3
11.6.3
11.87

21.67
22.14
22.49
2.3.09
2.3.56

22-

2.3
24
25
26
'Z7
28

9.06

Semi-Annual Annual

NewNational Service Life Insurance
Applications
The act authorizing this insurance provides that it must be applied for within
120 days (not four months) of induction
into the service or extension of active
duty. By reference to the following table
the last day upon which application 'l'l'SY be
made and signed and put in channels or the
mail may be readily obtained.
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Entry Final Entry tinal
Entry
Final
I8te late I8te
Date
Date
Date
~.io lUg.a May 10 Sept. 7 June 100ct •.8
8
11
11
9
11
9
10
12
10
12
12
9
11
10
11
13
13
13
12
12
14
14
14
11
12
15
13
15
13
15

I~dly Table Showing the lest ~
of the
Statutory 120-IBy Period During Which
Acceptable Application For Insurance
may be Submitted.
Entry Final Entry Final Entry Final
Date Date Date
Date U!lte Date
Jan.1 May 1 Feb.l June 1 Mar.1 June 29
2
2
2
2
2
30
3
3 July 1
3
3
3
2
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
3
6
6
6
6
6
4
7
7
7
7
7
5
8
8
8
8
8
6
9
9
9
7
9
9
8
10
10
10
10
10
11
11
11
11
11
9
12
12
12
12
10
12
11
13
13
13
13
13
14
12
14
14
14
14
15
15
15
15
15
13
16
16
16
16
16
14
17
17
17
17
17
15
18
18
18
18
16
18
19
19
19
17
19
19
20
20
20
20
20
18
21
22
23
24
25
26
Z7
28
29

30

31

21
22

23

21
22
23

24

24

25
26
Z7
28
29
30
31

25
26
Z7
28

21
22
23
24
25
26
27

21

28

22

24

22

25

23

26

z:

24
25

28

26

29
30
31

Z7

,/

16
17
18
19
20

13
14
15
16
17

16
17
18
19
20

14
15
16
17
18

21

19
20
21
22
23

21

18
19
20
21
22

21
22
23
24
25

19
20
21
22
23

24
25
26
Z7
28

26

23

26

Z7
28

24

Z7
28

24
25
26

29

26

29

27

30
31

Z7

30

28

Entry Final Entry Final Entry
I8te
Date
Ie.te Date Date
July 1 Oct.z:JAug. 1 Nov.29 Sept.1
2
2
2
30
30
3 Dec. 1
31
3
3
2
4 Nov. 1
4
4
2
5
5
5
3
6
6
6
4
3
7
7
7
4
5
8
8
8
6
5
6
9
7
9
9
10
8
10
10
7
8
11
11
11
9
12
10
12
12
9
10
11
13
13
13
12
14
11
14
14
12
15
15
13
15
16
16
16
14
13
17
17
17
14
15
18
18
16
18
15
19
16
19
17
19
20
20
18
20
17
21
21
21
18
19
22
20
22
22
19
21
23
20
23
23
24
24
22
21
24
22
25
25
23
~
26
26
24
23

Final
Date
Dec.30
31
Jan.1
2
3
4
5
6
7

23
24

25
26

Z7
28
29

30

28

29

Note: This table being constructed for
February Wit.i:l 28 days, tile proper al1owance must be -nade for leap year.
Entry Final Entry
rate
Date Date
Apr.l July 30 l"ey 1
2
2
31
.li.\lg.
1
3
3
'2
4
4
t;
1
5
..6
6
4
?
5
7
8
8
6
7
9
9

14
15
16
17
18

22

19
20
21

23

16
17
18
19
20

Final Entry Final
Date Date Date
Aug. 29 JUIlf'1 Sept.29
2
30
30
3
Oct . 1
31
Sept.l
2
4
2
5
J
6
4
3

,

4
5

7
oR

6

6

9

7
-24-

22

23
24
25

25
28

8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
1.9
20
21
22

23
24

Entry
Date

Entry rinal imtry
Final
Date
Date
Date
Date
Date
July Z7 Nov.24 Ani!.. Z7 Dec.25 Sept. 27 Jan.25
28
25
28
26
28
26
29
26
29
:n
29
Z7
30
Z7
.30
28
30
28
31
28
31
29
FiDal

Entry FiDal Entry Final Entry Final
Date
Date
Date
Date
Date
Date
Oct. 1 Jan.29 Nov. 1 Mar. 1 Dec. 1 Mar.31
2
30
2
2
2 Apr. 1
3
31
3
3
3
2
4 Feb. 1
4
4
4
3
52555
4
6
3
6
6
6
5
747
776
8
5
8
887
96999
8
10
7
10
10
10
9
11
8
11
11
11
10
12
9
12
12
12
11
13
10
13
13
13
12
14
11
14
14
14
13
15
12
15
15
15
14
16
17
18
19
20

14
15
16
17

16
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This Table being constructedfor
February with 28 days. the proper allowance IIUSt be made for leap year.

NOTE:
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BIRTHANDMARRIAGE
CERrIFICATES
DIVCliCEDECREES
Beprint

from Air Forces News Let tar
August 1941

F. &i th
Major, Air Corpe

By Waddell

10. 9
~
claims by dependents of mil1 tary
personnel for Government Insurance, National Service Life Insurance, pensions, compensation, six mnths' gratuity and arrears
of !8.'1 are ~
de~ed
because of not
having at hand properly certified
copies
of birth and marriage certificates
and
divorce decrees.
Probably 75 per cent of people over the
age of 35 are UDder the impression that
they cannot obtain a birth certificate.
Most all of these peol'le can obtain a birth
certificate
if they write to the pt-oper
office of record.
Officers and enlisted men themselves do
not need birth certificates
except for
J;8.ssport purposes.
However, it is alW81's
desirable to have one. It is pu-amount,
however, that all military personnel should
have on file authentic certified
copies of
the record of birth of wife -and children
and a certified
copy of the record of marriage.
If either husband or wife has been
previously married, no certificate
of that
marriage is required but a certified
copy
of the record of the d1vorce is required.
Whenever a certified
copy of the record
of birth or marriage IIlB¥ be obtained, then
no governmental agency charged with settling
a claim will accept &Dlthing in its place.
From this it 11J8.Y be seen that church records, records of family Bibles, affidavits
of individuals who witnessed a marriage,
ministers'
cart ificates
of having perfortned
a marriage, etc., are all refused.
-26-

From the foregoing it my be seen that
the first step is to determine if there 1s
available a public record in the state,
county or city in which born and in which
married.
Military personnel should write
immediately to the proper authorities
to
obtain these documents. As the United
States Veterans Administration has been
constantly called upon to advise claimants
where to obtain certified
copies of these
p.lbl1c records, Mr. Luther E. Ellis,
of the
Veterans' Administration compiled the
name~ and addresses in all states and
possessions of the offices charged with
keeping the public records of birth and
marriage.
ihe book is of such great utility
that
the United States Social Security Board
asked permission to reproduce it.
The
author is glad to be able to advise that
this book, under the name of "Custodians
of Public Records" is in the hands of each
of 477 field office f of the Social Security
Board. ihese field offices are all being
advised to make the information in the book
available to Air Corps personnel who can
visit aqy of the field offices.
In this volume will be found a separate
listing for each state and where to write
and how far back the records of marriages
and births go. Where it is found. that
state records were not kept previous to
certain dates it will show what county
and city authorities
may be written to to obtain the records locally.
The book also

Advises on records of deaths and divorces.
the period in which the birth or marriage
Obtaining these necessary certified
copoccurred.
That being established,
it then
a.es of the public records is very easy to
is permissible to establish proof in other
ways as follows:
put off.
However, it must be ren.embered
that it is much easier for tile records to
be obtained now than to leave the job to
PROOFOF AGE
dependents, year's later.
The payment of
1. ! Certified ~
Of ! Church Record
many claims for Government insurance, penIf The Child Was Baptized In ! Church.
sions and compensation have been neld up
Many churches maintain such records and
because of delay in obtaining certificates.
the present registrar
of the churCh will
frequently occasioning much financial emmake a sworn statement of the record.
barrassment to dependents.
Even when it is
2. Sworn Statement Of Doctor Who Offifound that no state records are kept, many
ciated At The Birth Of The Child~In
~
cities and counties have bureaus of vital
cases this cannot be obtained, due to deat.
statistics
available and it always should
of the doctor or removal from the cOmmunit;
be the rule to 'tJI'ite to the bureau of vital
If obtainable,
the doctor must swear to it
statistics
of your city or county, when no
before a notary.
state records are available.
3. Sworn Statement Of Two Witnesses
Much bad information and misunderstandPresent At The Time Of~e
Child's Birth.
ing is extant about birth and marriage
This affidavit
iiiUBt be aade by individuals
certificates.
For example, in order to marwho knew both parents at the time of and
ry, a license must be obtained-but
that
before the birth, but they do not actual1¥
is not sufficient
to support a claim, for
have had to be present at the birth itself,
the marriag-e might not even have been perbut must certify that they knew of the
formed. But let's assume that it was. Than
birth and of the naming of the child, etc.
the minister or church official
who per4. Notarized Certificates
From Entry ~
formed the service furnished a very beauFamily Bible Qf ~
Birth.
There are III8D1'
tifully
e~aved
certificate
that he did
avenues for fraud in making certificates
on a certain day perform said marriage.
from entries in family Bibles; therefore,
'lhat still
is not sufficient.
However, the
such certificates
may be refused and other
minister or church official,
after performproof required.
Or the family Bible itsel:
ing the ceremony, makes a return affidavit
withmay have to be produced.
the license to U1e bureau of vital statistics
5. Request Veterans Administration To
which is charged with keeping the record.
Obtain Prom Bureau Of Census The RecordQi
'lbat office then makes an official
record
The Family ~
First Record Of ~
Census
of the marriage.
A certified
copy of
Which Was Made After Birth Of ~
Child.
that record, issued under seal by that
This method is only a last resort and 1s
office is what is actually required.
not requested by the Veterans' AdministraWhenever a birth occurs, all physicians,
tion unless they are convinced that no
hospitals
and institutions
are required to
proof of age can be obtained as outlined
report the birth along with the name of
under the previous steps.
Then the Veterthe child, its sex, names of parents, etc.,
ans ! Administration must be requested to
to the bureau of vital statistics
charged
obtan it from the Census Bureau.
Such
with maintaining the plblic record.
The
census reports frequently require three
birth then is a part of the public record
months to obtain.
and a certified
copy of that record, issued
There is an unending delay in the settle
under seal by the office or bureau in
rent of claims, while awaiting proof of
charge is the document required to support
age and it is, therefore,
incumbent upon
a claim.
all military personnel who are married to
It must be recognized, however, that in
begin immediately to obtain acceptable re~
some cases there are absolutely no availords of birth of a wife and children.
It
able public records of birth and marriages.
will be noted that affidavit
of parents
In these cases then other proof will not be ac-to establish proof of ~
bas not been
cepted until or unless a certified
statelisted as acceptable.
ment is obtained from state or county ofPROOF OF NARRIAGE
ficials
verifying that no public records of
the birth or marriage is ootainable for
(see next page)
-Zl...

PBOOF OF MAJRUGE

1. Cart ified Copy Of Church Record 11
Marriam WasPerformed In! Church. See
Proof of A€;e, No. 1.
2. Sworn Statement Of Minister Or Public
Official tfuo Performed The Ceremony: See
Proof of Age, No.2.
:3. Sworn Statement ~!!E. Witnesset! Who
~
Present At ~
Performance .Qf. Ceremon.y:.
See Proof of Age, No. .3.
4. A Notarized Certificate ~
1m ~
Entry .Ql ~
Marriage In Family Bible,.

r

DECREES OF DIVORCE
Whenever a widow is claiming pension or
compensation for the death of a husband,
and it is shown that either the deceased or
the widow or both had a previous marriage,
then a certified
cop,y of the public record
of the divorce proceedings must be 0bta1ned
and submitted before the right of the claimant can be established.
In order to obtain copies of d1vorce decrees, a request should be addressed to
the clerk of the court which granted the
divorce.
In a good ~
states, state records of divorces are kept, compiled from
reports submitted by the county courts.
Even though some states maintain records
of divorces, they may not have any information other than the names of the principals
and the date of dissolution of the marriage.
J'br pension purposes a certified
copy of
the actual decree and the terms thereof is
required; therefore,
the copy of the decree
should be obt8Lned from the court which
granted it.
The book, "Custodians of Public Records,"
also lists information for each state, giving the proper method of addressing the
county courts and it also supplies information as to which states mintain state records of divorce.
Inasmuch as certified
copies of divorce
decrees must be presented in support of a
claim, then they should be obtained at
once. ~
cases are on record of court
houses burning, resulting in destruction
of records.
Get them now when it is easiest.
Dependents when making a claim are
always badly unnerved and it is the duty
of all military personnel to obtain these
necessary supporting documents in advance.
Certified marriage certificates
are not
required for the settlement of United States
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Government Insurance, National Service
Life Insurance or policies issued by commercial life insurance companies. However,
as National Service Life Insurance is reid
to the beneficiary only in installments,
a
certified cop,r of the record of birth must
be submitted. Even if the beneficiary is
under the age of .30 and receives the fixed
installments of $5.51 per month on tl,ooo,
for 20 years, a birth certificate
is still
necessary to establish that the age is
under .30.
If the proceeds of either United States
Government Insurance, or policies isgued
by commercial life insurance companies are
to be taid as a life income to the beneficiary, then proof of age will be required
as the amount of the income is based upon
the ~
of the beneficiary.
A great deal of misunderstanding exists
about photostats.
~
individuals have
bad numbers of copies of birth certiflcates
and marriage certificates
photostated and
it muat be said that they are unacceptable.
Actually the original itself in order to
be acceptable would have to meet the requirements as set out in this article.
Even if the original is acceptable, the
photostats would not be.
Photostats are acceptable, however, ~n
they are actually made from the public
record b~' the bureau of vital statistics
or other official agency in charge of the
public record.
It then is good only if
before the PJ,otostat is made, a marginal
indorsement is mde certifying that it i8
an official photostat of the public record.
It then must be signed under the seal of
the issuing office.
Very recently the author wrote, and the
Office, Chief of Air Corps published a
pamphlet titled,
"Insurance, Estate and
Wills,' which is now in the process of
distribution
throughout the United States
Army Air Forces.
It was not possible in
that to go into detail about birth and
marriage certificates
and divorce decrees;
therefore, the material in this article
may be considered as a part of or an
addition to that publication.
!Ibis article is the ninth of a series
which has been published in the Air Forces
NewsLetter.
Following publication of
one more art icle, all ten are then to be

combined into a compendiumon insurance
and printed for distribution
througbout

the United Statee AraJy Air Force ••
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SPECIALINSURANCE
OPFORTUNITY
FOR EMERGENCY roRCIDS

Reprint from Air Forces NewsLetter
October 1941
By Waddell F. SIn 1th
Major, Air Corps

NO. 10
The Service Extension Act of 1941 was
signed by the President and became a law
August 18. This law f!J1vethe President
authority to extend the periods of service
of all military classes for periods not
to exceed 18 months.
Section 3 of the act authorizes certain
militar,r classes whose periods of service
are extended by the President, and who
failed to apply for National Service Life
Insurance or the full amount of insurance
within 120 days of date of original induction into service, to apply for now
and obtain the insurance without ~sical
examination.
The Act allows 120 days
from signing or until December 16, 1941
within which time application must be
DBde.

By this authority those who failed to
apply originally
for National Service
L~fe Insurance or for the full $10,000
may now make application,
provided
their periods of service are extended.
ORDER
NOTALL-INCLUSIVK
The President on August 21, 1941 issued
an execut i ve order.
The executive order
did not extend the periods of service of
all military classes, therefore, only the
military classes whose service was extended by the order are authorized now
to apply for National Service Life Insurance.
This article
is presented to inform all
military classes of their rights to iDsurance and not as an interpretation
of
the law affecting their periods of military service.
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Somemilitary classes are not entitled
to apply for National Service Life Insurance in the current 120 day period from
August 18 to December 16, 1941, therefore,
it is vitally important that all individuals concerned be certain of their exact
military duty etatus.
Each military class will be taken up
separately and their rights to apply for
National Service Life Insurance during the
current period set out.
REGULAR ARMY
Officers.
No provision was made for
regular officers in the United State~ Ar~
inasmuch as it was not necessary by law to
extend the periods of service of regular
officers.
Enlisted~.
No provision was made for
enlisted men in the regular army. The
additional opportunity to apply for insarance within 120 days of August 18 was intended to be extended only to the emergency forces.
Enlisted men in the regular army, however, are ent it led to apply
for National Service Life Insurance within
120 days of reenlistment without examination.
If the current enlistment should
be continued or extended, then application
may be made within 120 days of such cont inuance or extension but subject to physical
examination.
Aviation Cadets and Aviation Students.
Special legislation-enacted
June 3, 1941
provided that all aviation cadets and
aviation students shall be issued
$10,000.00 of National Service Life Insurance, the premiums thereon being paid

by the Government for the cadets and
students. All classes of aviation cadets,
assigned to pilot training, or as bo~
bardiers or navi~tors, or to photography,
engineering, armament, meteorology, or
communications are included and the premiums therefor pard by the Government
during t.ra.Lni.ng , Aviation cadets and
aviation students are entitled either
upon graduation or discharge from such
status to continue their insurance by
f9Ying the premiums themselves.
Due to the foregoing, aviation cadets
and aviation students are in no way concerned with the present period in which
certain military classes may apply for
insurance.
All aviation cadets and aviation
students should familiarize themselves
wi th War Department Circular no. 132,
July 8, 1941, which may be found in any
headquarttrs.
RESERVE OFFI CERS ON EXTENDED
ACT! T.t£ DUTY

Air Corps Beserve Officers. All such
officers now on duty shoul.d examine
their orders. If they were originally
ordered to active duty under authority
of Public No. 18, 76th Congress, passed April J, 1939, and extension of
active duty if ~,
authorized under
the same Act, t hen such officers are
not entitled to apply for National
Service Life Insurance during the
120 day period from August 18, 1941.
The periods of service of Air Corps
Reserve Officers on duty under authority of Public No. 18 may be extended by authority of that law for
periods up to a total of seven years.
As there was no necessity, the executive order of the President, which
extended the periods of military service of various classes, as authorized by the &~rvice Extension Act
of 1941, did not extend the periods
of service of such Air Corps Reserve officers. Inasmuch as the
executive order did not make such
extensions, therefore the current
120 day period for making application for insurance does not app~
to such reserve officers.
It must be remembered, however,
that the already existing lawen-

titles anw reserve officer to a new 120 day
period within whic~ to apply for ~ationa1
Service Life Insurance, said period commencing as of the date on which reordered
to active duty or the present tour is continued or extended. upon be~
reordered
wlth an intervening separation from service,
application for the insurance is not subject
to ~sica.l examination. If the present
tour of duty is continued or extended, then
a satisfactory physical examination must
accompany the examinati.on.
Reserve Officers, General. The reserve
officers of all arms, branches, and services that are now on duty, excluding all
but a limited number of Air Corps Reserve
officers and a limited number of reserve
officers of other branches, have been ordered to active duty under authority of
Public No. 96, 76th Congress, passed ~
ust 27, 1940. The insurance provision in
the Service Extension Act of 1941 extends
to all such officers on active duty a new
opportunity to app~ for National Service
Life Insurance within 120 days of August
18, 1941, subject to the following limitation. Only such reserve officers ImY apply whose current period of active duty e~
pires within said 120 days and whose actise
duty is continued or extended within said
120-day period. Applications also must be
made within the 120 day period.
NATIONAL GU~tID IN FEDERAL SERVICE

SELECTIVE SERVICE ENROLLEES NOW IN SERVlCi1
REGULAR ARlvrY RESERVE

ENLISTED RESERVE CORPS IN FEDERAL SERVICE
The periods of service of all of the

above military classes were extended by executive order by virtue of authority granted to the President in the Service Extension Act of 1941.
Although provision is made in the executive order for blanket extension of all
of the above classes of military personnel,
the execut ive order authorizes the Secretary of War to release from active service
such persons or units as my be released
without ~irment
to the interests of
national defense, the releases to be effected upon completion of the original
twelve months of training and service.
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The Service Extension Act (approved
August 18, 1941) granted to all military
classes whos~periods of service, training,
active duty, etc. were extended under
authority of the aforementioned law, anew
opportunity to apply for and obtain National Service Life Insurance. IJherefore,
the National Guard, Selective Se~ice,
Begu.la.r Army Reserve and Enlisted Beserve
Corps all are eligible to apply within
12> days of August 18, 1941, and no ~sieal examination is necessary.
Individuals who may have previously
. applied for less than .10,000.00 insurance may in this present 120 day period
apply for ~ additional aIOOunt,provided
the total amountheld will not exceed
.10,000.00.
The four above mentioned classes of
military personnel are entitled to apply
for insurance under this provision even
tbo~ their periods of service may not
actually be extended at the completion
of the current year of training or service. It ill necessary, however, that
application be made while still in active
service and on or before December16, 1941,
the end of the l20-day period.
In addition to the privilege of applying
within 120 days of August 18, 1941without
~sica1
examination, all personnel of the
four above mentioned classes whoseperiods
of service, training, or active duty are
extended upon cOUlpletionof present period
of service, training, or active duty, are
entitled to apply for National Service
Life Insurance within 120 days of such ex,tension, but subject to satisfactory pbysieal evidence of insurability.
Also 8D¥
individuals in these four classes, ~
may be mustered out of service or relieved from active duty and whomay subsequently
be. ordered back into active service, are
entitled to a new120 day period within
which time application may be madefor
National Service Life Insurance. The 120
days period begins on the date of reentry
, into the service and no physical examination
is required.
RETIRED OFFICERS

!11)

ENLISTED MEN

Retired Officers. Inasmuchas retired
officers who have been ordered back into
the service are not ordered for any l~
i ted period of service, it was not nee-
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esSBl7 to extend their periods of military
service, therefore, they are not eligible
to apply for National Service Life Insu;rance in the 120 day pel! expiring December
16. All such officers are, however, eligible to apply for National Service Life
Insurance without examination within 120
days of date on which originally ordered
back into service.
Retired Enlisted Men. The Service Extension Act authorized the President to extend the periods of service of ret ired
enlisted menwho are ordered back into
active service. The President did by
executi ve order extend such periods of
service therefore, retired enlisted men
nowin active service are entitled to
apply for National Service Life Insurance
without examination during the 120 day
period colllllencingAugust 18, 1941 and
expiring December16, 1941.
ONE YEAR ENLIS'DiENTS

Of The United States)
'!he President's executive order did not
extend or continue the periods of service
of the above one-year enlistments. As
these classes of military service were
not extended, no additional opportunity
to app~ for National Service Life Insurance is applicable.
(Ar~

GENERAL REMARKS

War Depu-tmentCircular No. 192, issued
September16, 1941, which may be found in
aIlJ' headquarter-s, furnishes information
as to the rights of military personnel
to this newl20-day period for obtaining
insurance. It also sets out instruetions
for Itaking the application.
It is higJ:1ly
important that the application be completed
in accordance with t~ instructions in
the circular.
Any individuals whomaybe in doubt about
their military status and rights to apply
for National Service Life Insurance should
make application before December16, being
careful to complyfully with all instructions contained in WarDepartmentCircular
No. 192. Those applicants then determined
to be ineligible by the Veterans Administration will be declined.
The value of National Service Life Insurance and the importance of its being applied for by all military classes cannot be

stressed too much. No charge is made
aga inat the premium deposits of the insured to cover administration
cost.
'llie
entire expense of administration
and overhead of National Service Life Insurance
is paid out of general appropriations
for
the Veterans Administration.
Whenever a
death claim is paid and the cause of death
is attributable
to the extra hazards of
the service either in time of peace or
war, the claim is paid out of a separate
appropriated fund and no such claims are
paid out of the premiums deposited by the
insured.
Pay your premiums by deduction monthly
from your pay.
(War Department A.G.O.
Form 'No. 29-.3). Although it is permi ssible to pay premiums monthly, quarterly,
semi-annually, or annually by check or
money order, deduction from pay is surest.
Whenonce the deduction from pay is properly commencedthen the insurance is sure
to be kept in force.
~any situations
may

arise in tiroos of ellergency which ~
se}
arate a mAnfrom contact with his person
affairs,
causing temporary inattention
tc
premiums falling due. The insurance,
therefore,
might lapse when it is needed
the most unless premiums are deducted fre
pay.
All present holders of National Sarvici
Life Insurance should give thougnt, to COl
verting their insurance.
Conversion is
permi t ted azw time after one year and before expiration of the 5 year term. Bat
and descriptions
of t.he converted policy,
forms are contained in War Department Ci:
cu1ar No. 149, issued December 10, 1940.
This circular may be found in any headquarters.
National Service Life Insuran
is not only unexcelled protection while
in service, but is of such superior permanent value that all holders should pla
on converting sooner or later so that
they may continue to have the benefit of
the insurance throughout life.
I
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~ AIR CORPS
WASHI~

D. Co

WAR DEPARTMENT

(l-A)

OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF THE AIR CORPS
WASHINGTON

SUBJECT:

TO:

December 22, 1941

National Service Life Insurance

All officers and enlisted men of the United States
Army Air Forces.

1. On December 20. 1941. the opportunity to apply for National
Service Life In~rence at any time by all classes of personnel of the
armed forces was ~ranted by Section 10, Public Law No. 360, 77th Congress,
approved December 20, 1941.
2. The above-mentioned act amends the National Service Life
Insurance Act of 1940 as follows: "Any person in the active service, and
while in lueh active BRrvlce, shall be granted ~ch insurance without
m~dical examination upon e.ppl1cation therefor in writing. made wi thin 120
days after the date of enactment of this Amendatory Act, and upon ~ayment
of premiums: Provided that after the expiration of such 120-day period
any such person may be granted National S~rvice Life Insurance at any time
upon application, payment of premiums, and evidence satisfactory to the
Administrator showing him to be in good health."
3. The Veterans Administration has released Insurance Form
No. 398, titled "Information and Premium Rates for National Service Life
Insurance." This pamphlet contains no reference to the new 120-day period
above mentioned, tDecember 20. 1941 to April 19, 194211 as it was printed
prior to passage of the Act. However, it contains full and complete
information aoout National Service Life Insurance anc..should be studied
thoroughly by those who are interested in applying and also thoBe who
already have purchased the insurance. Inusrance Form No. 398 may be
had by direct request to the Veterans Administration, Washington, D. C.
4. Nothing in the foregoing should be construed to mean that
in~rance may not be obtained without evidence of in~rabl1ity after
April 19, 1942, by persons entering the active service after the passage
of thftact. Such persons are entitled to apply wi thout ex~inat1on wi thin 120 days from admission into the service. and at any time thereafter
upon ~bmis81on of evidence of ~ood health.
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- 2 5. National Service Life Insurance contains no restrictions as
to residence, travel, occupatio~, or military or naval s~rvice and covers
dFath from any cause. All claims arising: from the extra hazards of the
service, either in peace or war, are paid by the ~overnment and not out of
the policy-holder's
premium fund. All expense of administratlon
of the
lnsurance is borne by the govprnment, thr0ugh the United States Veterans
Adminlstration,
givin~ the policy-holder the benefit of insurance at
Dbsolute cost.
b. It may well be said here that the Un i ted States Veter[lllS
Administration
maintains 8 vf">r:r
lart;e and hH;hly orgam zed an~ trained
insurRnce denartment under the direction of the Director of Insurance,
United Ste,tec::
Veterans Adnu na s t ra t Lon , ThlS division of the Vett'rans Administration is charged with the issue of the policies, collection of premiums,
service to the policy-holders
~nd the payment of claims.
The whole organ1zation
is highly t z-arn ed and sc Len tifically directed,c;nd in add I tion
the orgFtIlization has been imbued with a spirit of cooperFtion and understanding to the end that any National Service Life Insurance policy-holder
mRy depend on liberal, exact and preferentlal treatment.
In addition to
this service, the policy-holders
should unfallingly recognize that the
Director of Insurance, United States Veterans Admlnistr2tion,
through
that agency and »ased upon the laws au t h or i z Lng the insurance, is 'Providing the finest, soundest and lowest cost insurance obtalnable.
The
insurance is of such {':reatvalue that a.Ll, po I i cv-ho Lde r s should p'Lan on
convertin~ and continuin~ the insurance throughout life.
1. At the close of Rovember, 1941, 6H2,190 nolici~s had been
issued for a totC'llof $2,381,451,000 of insurAnce.
\lith the opening up
of the p r esen t n ew onportuni ty to buy Na t t ona.L Service Life Insurance, it
is ~xnect~d that the number of policies ~nd gross amount of insurance wlil
be va.st Ly increased.
T!li8 vas t body of i nsurance actually is e, form of
social security and is endorsed And V1aranteed by the gove>rnment. The
benefIts of it c~n only be had by Rn~lyin~ for it.
/

~~~

/""

~

/~A~
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Sm i t h

~
__~

Major, Air Corps
In suranc e & ?lorale Ofti c er
Military Personnel Division
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Cj liE DECLARATION

J

ON DECEMBER

OF WAR BY THE CONGRESS

8

WAS A RINGING

ARMY AIR FORCES IN COOPERATION
WOULD

STRIVE

FOR AERIAL

WARNING

OF THE UNITED

TO THE WORLD THAT THE

WITH OUR GREAT AIRCRAFT

SUPREMACY

STATES

IN EVERY

THEATER

INDUSTRY
OF OPERA-

TIONS.
OUR COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF
ENEMY WAS FOUND DEVASTATING
WOULD BE B1W/l']JlTTO HIM.

mrs

MINED TO ATTAJV

EXECUTED

LEAST

THAT NO MATTER

WARFARE,

PARTICULARLY

WHERE

THE

IN THE AIR,

WE OF THE ARMY AIR FORCES ARE DETER-

OBjECTIVE--WE

NO DECl SH'E OFFENSIVE
BEEN

PROMISED

SHALL ATTAIN

OR DEFENSIVE

SUCCESSFULLY

WITHOUT

SUFFICIE ....
'T AIR STRENGTH

IT.

ACTION

AERIAL

OF THIS WAR HAS

SUPERIORITY

TO CHALLENGE

OR AT

THE SUPERIORITY

OF

THE ENEMY.
THE JAPANESE
STARTLED

A COMPLACENT

THINKING.
VINCED

THESE

EVERY

SUFFICIENT

LATIVE

QUALITY

FORCES

STABS

OF ITS HABIT

AT OUR VITAL

THAT WE MUST
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Ten For One
(

u. S. Tigers

~Iaw Japs

AMERICAN pilots in. the Chinese Air Force are
giving Japanese airmen their worst licking
of too war. Trained in new ani devastating p.trsuit tactics by a former acrobatic
ace of the
U.S. Army Air Corps, the American Volunteer
Group in China is knocking down more than 10 Jap
planes for every loss of its own.
In less than two months they have driven Japanese boroers fran the vital Burma road, parr-Ied
beavy aerial thrusts at its chief port, Ra1:goon,
ani blasted Jap air bases in Thailani ani IrrloChina. At January's end these American pilots
had destroyed at least 135 Jap planes in the air
and wrecked anot.her 50 on the ground, and had
lost only 11 of their own pilots.
They have
becore national heroes of the oft-bClli:>edChinese
who hail them as "The Flying Tigers".
All Forner U.S. Flyers
The story of the Flying Tigers is one of the
strangest sagas of American aviation-a
saga of
American planes ani yotIDgAmerican pilots tooched off by a spar-k of military genius in a battle
6,000 miles from home. The pilots
were fresh
from American military flying schools.
All of
them resigned
commissions in the U.S. Army,
Navy and Marine air forces to fight the Japs
over China.
Their fighter
planes came from
American factories
that had already learned to
make more potent persui ts , The spark of genius
came from a tall,
taciturn,
Texas school teacher, Claire L. Chennault, retired U.S. Army Air
Corps captain ani now a brigadier general in the
Chinese Air Force.
Chennault and his planes and pilots got together in China lastsunmer.
Six months later
they celebrated Christmas together by clawing 48
Jap planes from the sky over Rangoon in the
most spectacular Victory of too Asiatic air war.
Sixty Jap bombers roared toward Rangoon at
15,000 feet the day before Chris tmas • A Tiger
s quadr-on of 18 planes sped up to 18,000 feet,
swooped down to mke. the interception
and send
their first
vtct tms spinning into the jungles
and rice paddies around Rangoon.
The Tigers
darted at the heavier Japs in wide weaves from
above ani below instead of making the conventional side approach. The Jap fornations broke
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and fled with Tigers .tn.mting them far

into Thailand.
On Christmas Day the Japs came back for more
ard got it.
Formations totalling
70 planes nade
the attack and again 18 Tigers went up to meet
them. In this fray the Tigers brought their two
day score to 48 enemy planes against a loss of
three of their own planes and two pilots.
Instead of climbing to 18,000 feet as ordered,
both of the American pilots
lost mixed with a
British squadron, apparently became confused and
.met the Japs on their own level at 15,000 feet.
There tbey were caught in heavy cross-fire
from
an eooll\Yboober echelon.
The tactics that enabled the Tigers to' hang up
this
remarkable
record
were developed
by
Chennault during 18 years as one of the hottest
acrobatic
pilots
ever to kick around an Air
Cor-ps puraut.t ship and four years of obserVing
the Jap air force in action.
The first World War jolted Chennault from a
career as a business college teacher and high
school principal.
He joined the Aviation Section of the Signal Corps in 1917 as a ground
officer and stayed with it to become one of its
greatest
pilots.
But throughout his aviation
career he never lost interest
in teaching ani
seemed imbued with a deep seated desire to pass
on the knowledge he had acciemlated,
As leader of the ''Three Men on a Flying Trapeze", he originated,
taught ani performed formation acrobatics that have never been equalled.
In the early 19305 Chennault, then a captain,
and his companions--first,
Lieut. H.S. Hansell
(now a lieutenant
colonel)
and Lieut.
J.H.
Willianson, and later Willianson and Lieut. W.C.
McDonald kicked their P-12 pursuits
around in
incredible
formation acrobatics
at all of the
IIRjor air shows.
They flew as if a single hand controlled
the
sticks of the three planes.
They did spins in
perfect unison and once flew through an entire
1
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acrobatic
routine
with their
ships linked by
string.
So perfect was their co-ordination
that
the thin cord remained unbr-oken, They finally
invented a clinax to their act in which they did
a formation roll while each ship barrel-rolled
1Jrlividually.
Out of these acrObatics and a two and a half
year stretch
as commander of the 19th PUrsuit
Squadron in Ha.wa~i, Chennault evolved his pursuit tactics.
In 1931 he spent a year at the
Air Corp; Tactical School at Maxwell Field, finally becondng chief instructor
of the pursuit
section and writing a text on pursuit tactics.
Maj. Gen. John F. Curry, then commandant of
Maxwell Field reported that Chennault was "one
of the outstand~
authorities
on pursuit aviation, a fearless pilot and an able air leader."
Chennault was frequently
called
to Air Corps
headquarters
for expert opinions on new pursuit
designs and supervised many service tests of new
equipnent in the field.
In 1936 his two partners
on the Trapeze team,
Williamson and McDonald, left the Air Corp; to
run Chiang Kai-8hek's Central Aviation School in
Hangchow, China.
But Chennault's
flying, days
seemed 'over in 1937 when he was retired
for
physical disability
incurred in line of duty.
But Williamson and McDonald persuaded Chennault
to join them and he arrived
in China
shortly after the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese
war to teach prrsutt
tactics
to the Chinese Air
Force.
The Chinese air effort
waned as the war
continued. but Chennault stayed on, sttrlying Jap
tactics
and helping organize an air raid w~
system,
now so efficient
that Chinese headquarters
are warned of raids while Jap bombers
are still
waI'lllir.g up at their bases.
Chennault
also set up air bases in the interior,
prepari~
for the day when China could strike back.
Last summer Chennault was made a brigadier
general
in charge of Chinese Air Force combat
tmits and becaae responsible
only to Chiang KaiShek. The American Volnnteer Group was formed,
with its nafn task to drive Jap bombers fran the
Burma road and insure delivery
of American war
supplies to the Chinese armies.
Chennault spent six months mould~
his planes
and men into as fine a fighting
force as had
ever left
the grotmd, despite
a shortage
of
spare parts,
8.IIIl1lU1itionand fuel.
In spite of
minor miracles performed by the ground crews,
many of their
plane losses
have been due to
overworked engines rather than Jap bullets.
To
conserve anmmition,
the Tigers were trained to
get their Jap; with their first
burst.
COuDat
2

Brigadier General Claire L. Chennault
of the Chinese Air Force
reports
show that about 8 of every 10 Japs
downed fall during the first
"squirt"
fran the
Tigers' guns.
Chennault trained his uen like a college football team. He quartered. them in special hostels
where American food and drinlls were served. and
American chocolate and tobacco were available.
Every Tiger carries
a bottle
of alcohol
to
sterilize
eating utensils
and be used on minor
injuries
in the field.
The Tigers were whipped into perfect physical
condition with daily calisthenics
and plenty of
baseball and football.
In addition to tactical
naneuvers,
Chennault taught
them all he knew
about the Jap airmen until
they were able to
anticipate
almost every enemy tactic and IIIIU'leUver and always keep me junp ahead.
They finally went into action in the middle of
December and by December 27 the Burma road was
free of bombs. The wreclls of 47 Jap bombers
east of the road narked the limit of Jap aerial

(Continued on Pale B)
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FIrat Air (;orps f:;hlef Dies

Gen. Patrick Wa ged Early Fight for Air Power

DEATH came to Major General Mason Mathews
. Patrick at a time whenthe United States was
engaged in building the most powerful military
air nachtre ever conceived.
This gigantic air structure will serve as a
living memorial to General Patrick, who as the
first
Chief of the Army Air Corps laid its
fourrlation •
As Chief of the AIooricanAir Service in France
during the first World War, he foresaw air
power's potential importance in any future conflict.
As first Chief of the Air Corps he waged
a peacetime struggle preparing a frameworkfor
the aviation expensIon he la1ewmust come.
lle was 78 whenhe died. But age meant little
to General Patrick. At the age of 60 he became
a qualified airplane pilot-the
first major general and the oldest Army officer ever to receive
that rating.
Exacting, punctual and studious,
it was typical of the General. At a banquet
coomemoratingthe event, he explained to fellow
airmen that he had taken up flying, not in
search of personal glory, but to gain a clearer
conception of the skill required of a pilot.
(His instructor
was Major General Herbert
Dargue, then a major, who has been unreported
for several months after an official
flight
while comna.rrlingthe First Air Force at Mitchel
Field, N.Y.)
Becaning a pilot was more than an outs tanding
personal feat for General Patrick. By imisting
on being a flying air chief, General Patrick
buil t up the morale of the Corps; in his constant emphasis on flying as an essential modeof
transportation he did muchto convince the public of its great usefulness in time of peace.
Followed.Aviation Developoonts
Active nntil about a monthbefore his death on
January 29 at Walter Reed General Hospital in
Washington, General Patrick had kept in touch
with recent aeronautical developnents. Following his six-year administra"tion of the Air Corps
ending in 1927, he carried on his fight for
aviation progress as an expert on air traffic,
lecturing on this subject before military and
private auiiences. Fran 1929 to 1933 he served
as a memberof the Public utilities
Commission
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in Washington, where he made his home. His
wife, the former Grace Cooley of Plainfield,
N.J., died in 1938. Their one son, Capt. Bream
C. Patrick, is now on duty with the Headquarters
ArmyAir Forces.
General Patrick's genius was organization. It
was organization that was needed when he became
Chief of the AIooricanAir Service in France, ani
organization was demanded in setting up the
post-war air program. A trained engineer,
he applied his construction skill to aviation.
General Patrick had graduated from the United
States Military Academy
at WestPoint in 1886 as
number two man in a class of 77, and was co~
missioned in the Corps of Engineers.
At the
close of the Spanish-AmericanWar, he was named
Chief Engineer Officer with the Army of Cuban
Occupation.
Fire ShowingIn WorldWar I
By 1917 he had reached the rank of colonel.
He sailed for France that year in coomurl of the

First Engireers. After a few months overseas he
was promoted to brigadier general and placed in
charge of all construction am fores try in the
AEF. Only soldiers who knew the vas t camps,
great cantonmentsani vast docks which sprang up
almost overnight can appreciate the magnituie of
that task.
For six months General Patrick
served as COIIID8Jlling
General of the Line of Canmmications. Thenseeking a manwith Vision and
a strong hand, General John J. Pershing, his
classmate at West Point, appointed General
Patrick Chief of the Air Service.
The success of General Patrick's administration is a matter of record.
American airmen
shot down 776 Germanplanes while losing only
290 of their own. Within the short space of a
year America had turned out 7,118 airmen fran
her flying schools, built up an air force of
149,000 men and produced 11,760 planes and
30,630 engines. The air force thus created was
more than twice the size of America's entire
army before the war.
But General Patrick's work in aviation had
just begun, Following the Armistice he was assigned the job of tearing down the t.remerdous
edifice he had built up overseas-the job of re3
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tW'ning the nen to civil life, disposing of SW'plus property ani building for peace.
.
There was no settling
down for General
Patrick.
He was detached frOOl the AEFair force
and assigned to the Inter-Allied Aviation Commission, representing the United States on air
nat.ters at the Peace Conference. He returned to
this cmmtry in July, 1919. For his war service
he was awarded the Distinguished Service Medal,
the French Legion of Honor, the Italian Order of
St. MaW'iceand St. Lazurus, the Belgian Certificate of the Order of Leopold and the Order of
the British Empire.
After serving as' commandingofficer of the
Engineer School at Fort Humphreys (now Fort
Belvoir, Va.) for two years, General Patrick in
October, 1921, was appointed Chief of the Air
Service.
The Air Service became the Air Corps
in 1926, and he served as Chief until r-eachtrg
the retiremant age of 6i on December13, 1927.
Reorganized AmaricanAir Power
These were aviation's formative years in the
United States ani one of the most crucial periods for military aviation.
General Patrick's
task was the coeplete reorganization of the Air
Corps. Havingalready been subjected to several
investigations,
Armyaviation was ultimately
placed mrler scrutiny by SOOle
13 separate boards
and commissions appointed by the Executive
Branch or by Corgress to examine its structure
and make recoomendationsfor changes. To many,
General Patrick is best knownas the firm, far
sighted air leader a.n:lorator who appeared before committee after committee on Capitol Hill,
sendfrg hOOle
his massage of progressive thought
on aviation.
The record of his testimony reads
like prophecy of what has nowCOOle
to pass.
While corduct.Irg the fight for adequate legislation, General Patrick was putting his words
into action. He saw the great need for but.ldrrg
up the American aircraft industry.
But faced
with the necessity of operating with the greatest possible ecmany, he had to makemaxinJ.ml
use
of the equipnent at hard and the large stock of
war-built planes which could be rebuilt ani recondf.t.Lonedat about half the cost of newships ,
To stimulate aircraft
production and airmindedness on the part of the public, General
Patrick built up a new interest in aviation by
fostering spectacular but scientifically
valuable air exploits.
The public soon sensed the
future in store for aviation by such achievements by Armyflyers as the around-the-world
flight, the good will flight around South America, the flight to Puerto Rico, the non-stop
4
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flight across the Americancontinent, the dawn
to dusk cross-country hop, and the flight frOOl
Oakland; Calif., to Honolulu, Hawaii.
No opportunities were neglected to delllClR3trate
the practicality
of the airplane in peacetime.
General Patrick directed the greater use of
planes in spotting forest fires,
patrolling
flooded areas ani directing rescue operations,
dusti~ cotton ani other crops to eliminate insect pests, ard in aiding in mapping areas inaccessible by foot.
Supported Technical DevelopDents
Building up what finally became the Materiel
Division, located at what is now Wright Field,
Dayton, Ohio, General Patrick fostered the production of newplanes and the starrlardization of
types into porsutt , attack, boobardment, observation and cargo ships.
In the six years frcm
1921 to 1927 workwas intensified on air-cooled
and water-cooled engines and on numerous instrument aids to aerial naVigation; the parachute and other fl~
safeguards were perfected
and wearing of a parachute by Army flyers made
marrlatory; a network of la.n:ling fields ard airways was begun; air navigation IIRpswere developed on a newstatus, ani aviation medicine and
radio came into be~ on a modernscale.
Traini~ kept pace with technical advancement.
General Patrick directed the establishment of
Randolph Field, Texas, and the coordination of
courses of instruction at primary and advanced
flying schools. Every effort was made to turn
out airmen accomplished in aerial gunnery and
bombardmerrt
, am competition in bombing among
tactical squadrons was fostered.
Impetus was
given to the training of Air Corps Reserve
Officers, and aviation training applied to National Guard and R.O.T.C. Officers.
In 1926,
sunner t.ratmrg campsfor Reserve Officers were
held at virtually all Air Corps fields.
The persistent efforts o~ General Patrick to
secure an increase in Air Corps personnel culminated in the appointmant by the Secretary of
War, in 1923, of a board of officers knownas
the Lassiter Board to IIRkereconmendations on
reorganization of the Air Corps. The program
formulated by this body contemplated a minimum
peacetime strergth of 4,000 officers, 2,500 fly~ cadets, 25,000 enlisted man, 2,500 airplanes
and some lighter-than-air
equipment, all to be
secured by. progressive development over a 10
year period. Although the Secretary approved
the proceedings of the Board in principle,
no
(Continued on Pase 40)
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.t\lr Power Beeolobed

War ~hange8 High ~olDlDand8

two months of war brought a ser-Ies
THEfirst
of promotions and transfers
to Army Air
Forces senior officers, am. again emphasizedthe
increasingly important role of air power in the
gram. strategy of' the United Nations.
Maj. Gen. Henry H. Arnold, Chief of the Army
Air Forces, was prcmoted to the grade of lieutenant general.
Maj. Gen. George H. Brett,
Chief' of the Air Corps, was named Deputy Supreme
CoIIlIl8.Irler
of too Allied Forces in the Southwest
Pacific with the rank of lieutenant general.
IJ.eut. Gen. Delos C. llimons, former Chief' of the
Conbat Coomarrl.,
was appointed military coomurler
of the vital Hawaiian area. Brig. Gen. Joseph
T. McNarneywas made a memberof the board investigating the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor
am. promotedto major general.
Maj. Gen. Millard F. Harmon,former coomarrler
of the Second Air Force, was appointed Chief of
the Air Staff succeeding Brig. Gen. Carl Spaatz
whowas prcnoted to major general am. madechief
of the Combat Command. Maj. Gen. Walter R.
Weaver left his post as camnanderof the Southeast Air Corps Training Center at MaxwellField
to become Acting Chief of the Air Corps.
Maj. Gen. Frederick L. Martin was given commaIrl of the Secord Air Force in the vital western Defense Colll'll8lld
on the Pacific coast.
He
was relieved as cosmarder of the Hawaiian air
force to testify before the Pearl Harbor irNestigation board. General Martin was succeeded by
Brig. Gen. Clarence L. Tinker, former conmm:ler
of the Third Interceptor Connand, who was promoted to major general.
Arnold's Rise Rapid
General Arnold's elevation to lieutenant general climaxed a series of promotions from brigadier general cOOlllB.lXling
the First Wingof the
GHQ
Air Force at MarchField in 1938 to the post
of Chief of the Army Air Forces, Deputy Chief' of
Staff for Air ani represented Americanair ~er
at the important Anglo-Americanmilitary conferences held in Washingtonduring the visit of
(It is interesting to note that the Roberts'
report covering
the investigation
at Pearl
Harbor gave no intimation of dereliction of duty
on the part of any Air Forces personnel.--Ed.)
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British Prime Minister Churchill.
General
Arnold is also president of the Air Council.
General Brett several months ago began an extended tour of the world war fronts .and flew
General Wavell, British Comnanderof Imia ani
SupremeComnanderof the Allied Southwest Pacific forces, to the conference at Chungking
where plans for the unified cOOlllB.Jrl
were f'ornulated.
Brett A Specialist
General Brett learned to fly in 1915 af'ter
service as a lieutenant
of the Philippines
Scouts. He has been a specialist in air supply
service am. administration ani has also served
as comnarder of several tactical units ani air
bases.
In October, 1940, he was promoted to
major general am the following month was designated Assistant Chief of the Air Corps. He
succeeded General Arnold as Chief of the Air
Corps last May.
General Emnonsserved as Chief of the -Goni>at
Coomarrl(formerly GHQ
Air Force) since 1939. He
returned to familiar territory
in taking over
the Hawaiian conmandfor he served a tour of'
duty in Hawaiias coomurling officer of the 18th
Canposite Wingshortly arter his graduatim !'ran
the Command
and General Staff school at Fort
Leavenworth,Ka.nias, in 1933.
Harmon served In Philipp1D!8
General Harmoncame to AAFheadquarters with
a long record as a coomarrlerof tactical units.
A West Point graduate, General Harmon began
his army service in the Philippines with the
infantry.
He was assigned to the Aviation section of the Signal Corps in 1916, served with
the First Aero Squadron on the Mexican border
and accompanied a special expedition
into
Mexico. A month bef'ore the United States
entered the first World War, General Harmon
sailed to France on an observation mission ani
attended French aviation schools.
He was assistant chief of the Air Service Advance Zone
in AEFheadquarters for six months, and later
served as a pilot with a French combat group
near Soissons,
where he won the Croix de
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Guerre with a bronze star.
In April, 1918, he
returned to .AEF headquarters to select airdrare
sites and types of motors for American equipment. After the war he served a year as a
meniberof the Air Service Advisory Board. He
graduated from the Command
and General Staff
School and the ArmyWar College and served on
the War Department general staff before being
appointed as c<mna.rrlant
of' the Air Cor-ps PrinBry
Flying School at March Field, California,
in
1927.
General Harmon atso served as an instructor in
the Ccmnan:l
and General Staff school and assisttant cOIllIlllnBnt
of' the Air Cor-ps Tactical school
at MaxwellField, Alabama. Amongthe tactical
units he has ccmnandedare the 3rd Attack Wing
at March Field, California,
the 20th Pursuit
Group at Barksdale Field, Louisiana, the 7th
Pursuit Wing, Mitchel Field, Long Island, and
the Fourth Interceptor Comnand,Riverside, California,
and the Second Air Force, at Fort
GeorgeWright, Washington.
Tinker Holds Medal
General Tinker wears the Soldier's
Medal,
awardedwith the f'ollowing citation:
"For heroism on Sept. 21, 1926, in rescuing
CommanderRobert Burg, U.S.N., from-a burning
aeroplane near Kenley Aerodrome, London, Englam. Althoughinjured ani in a semt-dazed condition due to the crash, Major Tinker was able
to get clear of his burning plane, but whenhe
realized that Commander
Burg was still
in the
cockpit, he rushed back into the f'lames in an
attempt to rescue his passenger. He was driven
back by the intense heat, but returned to the
other side and af'ter repeated and determined
eff'orts, being badly burned in the attempt, he
extricated CcmnanderBurg and dragged him, unconscious, to a place of saf'ety."
General Tinker spent many months in English
and American hospitals recovering from t~ injuries he suf'rered in the crash. After his recovery he served as assistant cOIIlll8.l1dant
of the
AdvancedFlying School at Kelly Field, Texas.
He subsequently commandedMather Field, Calif'ornia, ard then began a series of' tactical unit
eonmands, He was in charge of' Route 18 f'rom
Oakland while the ArmyAir Cor-psnew the air
mail and then comarded PUrsuit am boni>ardment
uni ts at March and Hamilton Fields.
After a
tour as Chief' of' the Aviation Division of' the
National Guard Bureau and Chief' of' the Supply
Division of the Office of the Chief of the Air
Corps, he again resumed commandof' tactical
units, leading the 27th BonibardmentGroup at
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Barksdale Field, the 3rd BombardmentWing at
MacDill Field, Florida, and f'inally the Third
Interceptor
Command
at Drew Field, Florida.
General Tinker began his military career as a
second lieutenant in the Philippines Constabulary in 1908am learned to f'ly in 1920.
General Weaver comes to the Office Chief' of
Air Cor-ps from the ccmnandof' the Southeast Air
Cor-ps Training Center at MaxwellField.' He was
assigned to the Air Cor-ps during the' World War
after 10 years service in the inf'antry. General
Weaverlearned to ny in 1920 am has since specialized in Air Corp:;administration. Amonghis
notableachievemmts in this field was his hand-.
ling ofnood relief in southern Alabamaduring
the Mississippi River f'Iood of' 1929 during Which
28 tons of food and medical supplies were delivered by air to stricken comnunities. General
Weaverhas also devoted muchtime to the developoont of' aircraf't radio.
General McNarneylearned to fly in 1917 and
spent nearly two years in France with the Air
Service of' the .AEF. He commandedthe Observation Groups of the First Corps in the Chateau
Thierry of'fensive, the Fourth Cor-ps in the St.
Mihiel drive and the Fifth Cor-ps in the Argorme
operations. After the Armistice he remained in
Paris for several months writing a manual on
observation techniques. Since the war General
McNarneydid several tours of duty in the War
Department and coomurledvarious f'lying schools
and tactical
bonibardment units.
He was appointed to the j oint Army ani NavyPlanning Canmittee in 1939.
General Eaker is another colorful veteran of'
the ArmyAir Forces with a reputation as an author as well as a pilot.
He collaborated with
General Arnold in writing "WingedWarfare" and
"This Flying Game",and was decorated by three
foreign goverments f'or his participation in the
Pan AmericanGoodwill Flight in 1927. He also
wears the DistiIguished Flying Cross with an Oak
Leaf Cluster.
He,waschief' pilot of' the "Question Mark" which set a world endurance flight
record in 1929, and made the first blind f'light
from coast to coast.
He c<XllD!Urled
the 34th RJrsuit Squadron and the 17th and,20th purSUit
Groups. His present permanent station is with
the First Air Force at Mitchel Field, Long
Is land,

General Olds, 45-year-old chief of the Ferry
Conmand,is one of' the youngest generals in the
Army. He is a pioneer in the field of heavy,
long range bClli:>ard.tmnt
am camnandedthe famous
SecondBoobardmentGroupat Langley Field, which
service tested the original B-17s. He cammrled
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AIR FORCES GENERA.LS IN WAR SPOTLIGHT

GENERAL HENRY H. ARNOLD

GENERAL DELOS C. EMMONS

GENERAL GEORGE. H. 8RETT

GENERALCLARENCE

L. TINKER
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a group of six B-17s on a Goodwill Flight frOOl
U. S. TIGERS••• (COI1t.inu.d From Page 2)
langley Field to Buenos Aires and return am. a
operations.
The world know. now how the p:l1ots
year and a half later participated
in another
fran Texas, New York, California, <Jllo, Flor1da
mission under the command of General Emmons and a dozen other states routed the JaJll
which took seven B-17s on a roun! tr-ip to Rio de
Ul the blazing holiday battle over aa.oonJ how
Janeiro.
For his South Amerioan flights, Genthey carried the war to the enemy by ,.cOI'tiIW
eral Oldt received the medal of the InterChinese and British bomber. to burn and blut
national League of AViators, the MackayTrophy,
the big Jap air bases at Hanoj, in Indo-China.
the Distinguished Flying CrOls and decorations
and. Raheng, 'l'ak ani Muod in ThallaJXl an!
halt
from lAtin American cOWltries.
General Olds
dozen other fields.
served u an a1l' traffic expert for the Array Air
Forces shortly before his ass1gnment to organize
the Ferryi~ C<JIIII&1'd.Originally organized to
speed bClllbers to Britain, the Ferrying Camnard
is now the largest airline
in the world, girdling the globe to supply the oamat lmits of' the
AAF and of its allies with planes, parts and
equip:aent.
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DBPOT BMPLOYBBS COOPERATE
All of the employees of the WaooSub-Depot Supply, Waco, Texas, signed a letter addressed to
the cClllll&l1i~ officer of that Air Service CanIlI8J'd actiVity, read~
as follows:
"Duri~ this period of extreme emergency, we,
the unders1gned employees of the WacoSub-Depot
Supply, Waco, Texas, volunteer to wark as many
hours per day, seven (7) days a week, ifard when
neceseal'y, as the Sub-Depot COIIIIIlU'der
may direct,
with the urders~
that no caupensation will
be derived."
Employees who signed the letter are: George
W. Whitlock, Amos D. Alley, John H. Mack, Alvis
T. Barkley, Elroy C. Untermeyer, David Comb,
JoeB. Reed, Harry P. Ankerson, Jr., Earline
Carpenter,
Carmon F. Beavers, Maurice Cole,
Martin J Arnold, Elmer Cunningham, Wynell L.
Woodall, Marie Helen Adler, Catherine Campam
Francis ColHa.
I

•

"Wings" were recently presented to the first
group of Royal Air Force cadets undergoing instruotion
under the American flying training
program. The•• cadet. graduated from the ,Ad..
vanced Fly1l'lg School at Turner Field, Ga.., which
is under the jurildiction
of' the Southeast Air
COrpl Training Center. Colonel John B. Patrick,
commanding otricer of Turner Field, delivered
the graduation addre •• , and Major Norris B.
Harbold, the director of Tra1n1l'@, presented the
"wirp" to the ~lilhnen.
A SO-minute coast ..to-coast radio broadcast
featured the graduatiCl'1 exerciles, ard the program wu sent to Englan:l over short wave.
8

•

Civilian pilots between the ages of 21 lid 415,
who possess ~ certified flying hour., of whtch
2~O hours have been on ~iroraft of 400 h,p, or
better, are eligible fOr lWployment in t.rl'M
aircraft
for the U.S. Army Air CarPI Ferrying
CCll1IIILtd. They will receive tempo!, ..ry empl~nt
unier the Civil Servioe for an initial pll'ted or
90 days, begulIllfli at a salary of $3,000 JIll' annum. A pElrdiem expense allowance of $/5.00 will
be paid on all da:nestio ferry trips away fran
home station,
and $6.00 on trips outside the
United States.
AdvancementsDaY be effected at the em. of each
9o-day period, upon the reOOllllDendationof the
Control Officer of the Air Corps Ferrying C~
1DlLJ'd, who lIByat that t.1mealso reo<lllDemferry
pilots for reserve commissions, grades of rank
being depement on age ard experience.
FEBRUARY
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The Setting Son

A German View of Japanese Air Powe

IT is

difficult
to get an exact picture
of
the air power of the lam. of the Rising Sun,
for everything that concerns its military power
is concealed behind a heavy veil of secrecy.
Japan has no separate,
indepenient air power.
All planes are divided between the Army and the
Navy. The highest estimate of the total number
of Japanese planes is 4,500.
The British
magazine Aeroplane, in the March 7, 1~1, number,
places the total at 3,000 or less.
The German
Handbuch der Luftfahrt of 1939 estimates 2,600
planes, training planes ani reserve ma.terial included, with a total
personnel of 33,000 men.
These are divided between the Army and the Navy
at a ratio of two to one.
French AId German Influence
Originally
the air arm of the Armywas influenced strongly by the French and Germans, both
in planes and instructors.
French and German
influence are still
plainly noticeable in Ja~ese plane construction.
Only in recent years
has American influence
made itself
felt.
The
Japs lmve no originality
either in plane construction or in the field of tactics.
In the Army air force the regiment is the
h~6hest tactical
unit.
The reg:lnent has its own
flying
fields,
ground service
and training
schools'.
The regiment consists
of two to five
squadrons of about 10 planes each.
The planes
are of the same type, although squadrons appear
in China which have three heavy boobers am. six
planes of a lighter type which are also scouting
planes.
Among the planes in the first
line is
an approximately equal nuaoer of boni:>ers,. pursuit planes,
and scouts.
The Army has six
training
schools for its air power: a flying
,and technical
school at Tokorozawa, and air
fighting school at Akeno, an observers'
school
ani specialist
training
school at Shimoshizu,
booib-dropping training
school at Hamarnatsu, a
flying school at Kumagi, and an air defense
school at Inagemachi.
There are said to be
3,000 Armyflyers.
The Navy is supposed to have
2,100.
The training
schools produce a bare 700
a year.
In the field
of warship construction
Japan
patiently
followed am. imitated the great WestFEBRUARY
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ern Powers for many years.
Neither did she do
any pioneer work in the field of aviation.
Before 1914 only a few officers
of the Army and
Navy had voluntarily
dedicated themselves to the
air service and had gotten training
as flyers
abroad, particularly
in France. After the World
War Japan began to use planes more generally in
its military operations in Siberia.
In 1919 the
systematic building up of the air services was
begun. The firs t flying field for the Navy was
at Kasumigaura, am. for the Army, at Tokorozawa.
Just. as once mrler the shoguns and at the beginning of the Meiji period between 1845 and 1875
foreigners were called in to organize the Army
and the Navy, so now also foreign instructors
were taken in to organize the new war weapon,
In the spring of 1919 an English coomission of
40 men urrler Lieutenant
Stempthill
arrived
to
organize the naval flying service, am. a French
commission of 60 men under Lieutenant General
Faure for the Army air service.
Interest
in
flying
clubs and aeronautical
companies was
stimulated.
NowJapan stands among the great
,powers in respect to its air force.

The Naval Air Force
After the firs t Navy flyers returned in 1912
from training in France ani the United States, a
training
field was constructed
at Opama near
Yokosuka.
English
officers
shared in this
training from 1919-22. During this period the
Japanese air weapon thrived
and an extensive
construction program was set up. In 1923 there
were already 9 squadrons with 8 ma.chines each, a
few reserve planes at the lam. bases, together
with a number of planes for the ships.
From
1927 on this naval air force grew quickly.
In
that year a special
bureau for the Naval Air
Force was set up in the Navy Department.
In
1937 there were 19 naval bases with 3~ squadrons.
These bases were in the bay of Tokyo:
Opama (Observers' School) , Tateyama, and Kisaruzu; to the north was the large flying school
Kasumigaura;
on the inland sea; Kure, Hiro,
Saeld , am. Kishimota; on the west coast of Kiyshu:
Sasebo, Omura, Kagoshima and Kanoya; on
the west coast of Honshu: Kuritza near Mazaru;
in Korea:
Chinkai; in the north: Ominato and
9
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Namuro; in the south: Chich1maon Bonin Island
information the construction
of 1938-39 was
together with Saipan and Palau.
In addition
little more than 1,000 planes.
tJere are bases in all larger cities of the main
The great airplane firnB are ¥.awanishi, Kawasaki, Mitsubishi, Nakajima, and Tatikawa. These
islanis growing steadily.
.
'
According to the latest information, the Navy are the factories from which the Armyand Navy
has 39 squadrons with between 1,000 and 1,500
draw almost all their planes and supplies.
In
planes. The greatest nmber of these planes are
addition, in the last years Japan has been able
to import a great 11llIIi>er
of foreign planes or to
shore-based. These planes have an active share
in the war on land in China. The ships which
build them under license. These are the Junkers
carry planes are the carriers, the battleships,
G 38, 86, and 87, the Heinkel 112, the Fiat CR
cruisers, and plane tenders. The carriers are
\42 and BR20 M, the KoolhovenFK58, the Hawker
the Hosho with 26, the Kaga with SO, the Ak8gi
Nimrod, the Lockheed 14, the North American 16,
with 50, the Ryujo with 24, the Soryu, Hiryu,
the Seversky P 35, and the Martin 166. Kawanani Koryu, each with 40 pl.anes, The tenders are
ishi builds among other kinds Short seaplanes
and Rolls Royce motors under, license for the
the Notoro, Kamoi, Chitose, Chiyoda, and MidNavy. Kawasaki furnishes pursuit planes and
zuho , These ships have no flight deck, but
bombers, and has licenses
from Dornier and
carry a number of seaplanes.
The nine battleB.M.W. Mitsubishi builds for the Army and the
ships, modernized after 1928, have a catapult
Navy, has licenses for Blackburn scout planes
and three planes aboard. The 37 cruisers over
and torpedo planes, Curtiss pursuit planes,
5,000 tons have one or two catapults and one to
Junkers dive booi>ers and Hispano :sulza, Sydney
four planes.
No information is available on
and Junkers motors.
Nakajima builds its own
mWlyconstructed warships.
designs, has licenses from Douglas and Fokker
The Planes
for commercial planes, and for I.orraine and
Bristol motors.
The negligible pioneer work in the Japanese
The Navy and Armyair power both operated in
airplane industry has already' been pointed out.
the Chinese conflict.
The Naval Air Force seems
A closer view of the types of planes shows that
to have specialized more on booi>~ behind the
the Japanese are far behind their contemporaries
front, insofar as one can still speak of fronts
abroad. This is true at any rate fo~ the mahere. The distribution
of the naval air fields
chines designed in Japan. In addition there is
along all the Japanese coasts and over the capIDJChconstruction under license, which furnishes
tured islands in the mandated territory
shows,
good copies of or !ginal machines and plane mohowever,
that
the
real
task
of
the
shore-based
tors.
The airplane
industry
has to fight
naval air power is the guarding of the coasts
against various difficulties.
First of all
and
adjoining seas in collaboration
with the
there is little
cooperation in the air field.
other naval units.
The Japanese Naval Air Force
There is no central organization that regulates
coobines, like the Dutch East Indies Naval Air
development and production.
The military air
Service and the U. S. Naval Air Force, the tasks
service is under the Naval Ministry; the civilof the British Coastal Comnand.
and the British
ian service under the Depar-tment of Comnerce;
Fleet Air Arm. The main task of the Japanese
whereas aeronautical
research belongs to the
Naval Air Force is not much in evidence in the
Ministry of Instruction.
Furthermore, the air
Chinese
conflict,
for China has no sea power,
service industry lacks, in spite of its privani
the
sea
war
can
be limited to a bloclalde.
ileged position, trained workers, modern machimry, and above all the necessary raw mateSooething About Japanese Tactics
rials.
In the field of raw materials, machimry
and technical workmen, Japan is dependent on
Four years of war in China have shown a few
other count r-aes , German technicians are now things about the methods of the Japanese air
trying to supply the necessary schooled personf'orce , Japanese bombers are assigned the folne1. Estimates concerning the output of JapLowf.ngactivities:
Bombing of enemy plane
anese airplane industry vary. Insdders consider
bases; operations against railroads and shipping
it to be fran 1,500 to 2,500 planes a year from
(coastal and river); bombing of enemymilitary
tJe 40 or more factories.
This neans that Japan
forces on the battlefield
and behind the battle
will not be able to supply its ownneeds if it
lines; and bombing of large industrial and polbecomes involved in a war against the United
itical centers.
states or even in a War against the Russian air
Tte Japanese air force precepts prescribe as
power in the Far East.
According to reliable
first task of the air arm the annihilation
of
10
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tle e.emy air forces in tleir bases. As a rule,
along with machine gunners , They seldom come
tle Japanese bOOlbers
undertake nights up to 250
lower than 300-400 feet.
The cooperation with
miles past the front, accanpanied by fighters,
tle Army must be very good for this.
with which they frequently asseIIi>le along the
Incendiaries U!led
route. Raids on flying fields are carried out
by large groups (30-40 planes), and seldom by
In industrial and political centers the Japless than one squadron. Prel1m1na.ryreconnaisanese have a preference for boo:i:>1ng
the Chinese
sance flights over air fields without simultanquarters of cities,
universities,
government
build1ngs, and hospitals. Aga1nstChinese quareous bombardment are never made. The accompmyirg fighters (15-30) ny in groups of three,
ters they use Incendf.ar-y bombs. In European
eclelc:ned at two or three levels, above, behind,
quarters they use boobs of 500 to 750 lbs. When
right and left of the boobers, at a distance of
the Chinese air defense was still in a chaotic
3,000 - 6,000 feet.
The bombers usually apstate, these nassacres took place from low altiproach at a height of 6,000 - 12,000 feet with
tudes and were accompaniedby formtion demonthe SWl behind them, in fOl'llRtionsdependent on
strations.
Later when tpe Chinese had antithe nmi>er of banbers. If they cone upon enemy aircraft protect:i,on and fighters, the Jap boni>fighters, the bombsare 1.nJ:Im1a.tely
dropped.from
ers new at 10,000 to 12,000 feet, and a prothis formation. If there is no active air detecting screen of fighters was tallen alorg.
fense, a run is, made over the objective, and
In a defensive fight tle Japanese booi>ersIceep
finally test bombsare dropped. Af'ter that the
a closed formation for mutual firing support.
flight is divided into groups of three or into
The Japanese night precepts prescribe:
"fion't
squadrons, which attack separately their own fire on the one whomyou attack by chance, but
assigned objectives.
The bombsare dropped in . on the one whomyour comrade can't fire ahorizontal night.
gainst."
With a view to bringing all machine
gunners
into
the firing, the Japanese groups
Planes First (J)jectives
change their formations during the air battle,
The objectives are first of all planes on the
am go above and below the pursuing pfanes to
ground, then hangars or buildings.
For the
get them away from their leader. Whenonce in
first target small fire am. fragmentation bombs bat tIe the Japanese squadron as a rule attempts
of 25 to 50 Ibs , are used. These bombardments no dodging maneuverswhich might result in the
do not have muchsuccess. Tlere are cases known separation of a plane and its certain destrucwlere 40 Japanese boobers have let more than 200
taon, In other words, the defp..nseof tle squadbarbs fall on a certain terrain, after which the
ron is such that the expedition continues, with
Cl11.mse
could still use tbe field for taking off
nutual fire support, while tran;fers can be D8de
and landing. The return trip is of'ten divided
within the group. Mutual firing support is caninto groups of three (two bombers and one
s idered to have 11t tle value in a squadron group
fighter'). These return along different routes,
wlen the planes are too far apart. Tle Japanese
thus mking reconoatssaree nights.
prefen a short firing distance (50 to 200 yards)
Night bODi>ardments
are 11ttle used. They h8.d
for all types of planes.
little
success and were not madenecessary by
- Reprinted
from Seemacht (Sea Power), a
great Japanese Losses in day at.tacks, The dayGerman magazine published in Berlin.
light attacjs on flying fields, however, seldom
Lost during a cross-country night, an aviacaused the Chinese great losses, for they could
t
ion
cadet made a forced laming in a plowed
spot the approach of the enemyand move their
field near a Nevada town when his fuel supply
planes to a place of' saf'ety in plenty of time.
becaae exhausted. Since the town residents had
Railroads and ships are attacked with small
formations of several planes and often in dive
only once before seen a plane at close range-barbardn:ents from 2,000 to 2,500 feet.
Hits on
a Cub during a county fair, the cadet was ~railroad bridges are the greatest damage they
corded quite a reception, especially since the
can cause although this seldom occurs. Seldom picture "I WantedW~" was shownthat n1ght at
the local theater.
do they cause a delay of more than 24 hours.
Negotiating with one of the citizens to guard
Many river craf't are sunk, however.
the airplane during tle night, tle cadet was surAgainst land military
forces one-motored
prised to see that 1rrlividual reappear shortly
bombers are used exclusively.
They attack by
diving With fragmentation bombs of 25 lbs.
with a rille, a pistol and two dogs'. But, tlen,
Thirty to forty bombs are carried in one plane
everyone in towncarried a gun,
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LIE.UT. BOYD D. WAGNER

LieUT. GEORGE S.WELCH

CAPT. COLIN P. KELLV JR.

L.IEUT J D 0
. · . ALE

Airmen Awarded DS~~s

First War Heroes Honored
By Lieut. B,obert Dotz

airmen are writing a new chapter in the
ARMY
annals o~ winged war~are. The tradition
that began more than 20 years ago over the
~ields o~France has been transplanted to Paci~ic skies where American air power stards astride the JapuEse path to conquest.
Surprised am ootl1llllberedduring early phases
o~ the battle, the pilots, gunners, booibardiers,
am navigators o~ the ArmyAir Forces fought a
magnificent action against swarms o~ Japanese
attackers.
Grotmd.crews did a superb job to
"keep 'em nying". Af'ter more than six wee.kso~
bitter battle against superior enemyforces, AAF
pilots were still
in the air over Luzon and
P-40s were still
knocking down Jap bombers.
Over the Indies, AAF bonibers are pounding Japanese sea powerwith ever increasing violence.
Battle confUsion am overloaded cables mke it
impossible to single out all the heroes o~ the
AAF's baptism by fire.
The names of many a
young lieutenant who plunged his P-40 into a
f'ormat.I on o~ enemyboohers am of manya booiber
crewmanwhocane through in a pinch are miss~
from the dtspatcbes • To these unsung heroes is
due a share o~ the ~orrml honors given to ai.rIoon
whosespectacular deeds have been recorded. All
possess the skill am valor that is the invisible badge of' the AAF.
captain Kelly A Synbol
The story o~ Capt. Colin P. Kelly, Jr., has
been indelibly engraved in pililic prints arrl the
hearts of his six f'eLlow crewmen. Together
Captain Kelly and his crew brought their big
B-17 across Paci~ic wastes f'r-omHawaii to the
Philippines
as part o~ the most spectacular
trans-oceanic ~orrmtion night ever nade by larrl
planes. Flying a cfrcuttous am uncharted route
to avoid Jap patr-o'ls, they arrived in the Philippines less than two monthsbef'ore the outbreak
o~ war.
Together at 23,000 ~eet, Captain Kelly arrl his
crew fourrl, boobed am sunk the 29,000 ton Japanese battleship Haruna o~ the northern tip of
Luzon, Hooew8ro.
bourrl, their mission canpleted,
they were attacked by a pair o~ Jap ~ighters.
Their bomer was badly hit and began to burn.
FEBRUARY
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Captain Kelly, as pilot and commander, ordered
his six ccepantons to bail out am held the ship
steady as one by one each crewmandove to sarety. Captain Kelly vanished with his flaming
ship. To the Anerican people Captain Kelly has
become more than a hero.
He is a symbol o~
AIooricanair powervictorious in cooi:>at.
Captain Kelly was awarded the DistingUiShed
Service Cross posthumouslyat a ceremonywhich
saw General MacArthur pin the Cross on Capt.
Jesus Villamor of the Philippines Air Force am
Lteuts . J.D. Dale and Boyd Wagner o~ the AAF.
Captain Villamor was credited with knockir:gdown
a trio of Japs while leading his squadron o~
Filipino pilots.
Lieutenant Wagner was the
first AAFpilot to o~icially
shoot down ~ive
enemyplanes in WorldWar II am was also credited with destroying a score of' enemypla,nes in
a daring grourrl str~itl?; o~ a Japanese air~ield
near Vigan. Lieutenant Dale was credited with
se~
a pdr of JapuEse planes downin nanes
dur~ the early days o~ the battle o~ lllzon.
Lieut. Marshal J. Anderson was described by
General MacArthuras "one o~ the most intrepid
pilots in the Philippines." The General personally decorated Lieutenant Arrlersonwith the Distinguished Service Cross at a Luzon air~ield
almost imnediately ~r
his return from a ~oray
in which he led his squadron to attack arrl disperse a strong fornation o~ Japanese dive booi:>ers and then s t r-af'ed an enemy truck column.
Lieutenant Marshal shot downa Japanese observation plane during this attack am several days
later sent a Jap ~ighter down :in ~lames. His
ownship was damagedduring the latter attack
and Lieutenant Anderson bailed out.
TwoJap
~ighters ~ollowedhis parachute and shot him to
death while he dangled helplessly in mid-air.
Col. H.H. George and Maj. Emmett O'Donnell
have been singled out ~or special mention in
heavy boohardmentoperations. General MacArthur
recommendedColonel George ~or promotion to
brigadier general as a result o~ "distinguished
leadership am gallantry in action".
A veteran
in heavy bonibardment, Colonel George won the
Distinguished Service Cross as a pilot in the
1.3
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first .world Warani participated in the famous
B-17 flights to South America.
Major O'Donnell was the leader of the mass
flight of B-17s from Hawaii to reinforce the
Philippines.
Early in the war Major O'Donnell's
barber attacked Japanese naval units covering a
landing at Legaspi. While pressing home the
attack, a squadron of Japanese carrier-based
fighters attacked the AAFbomber. Contimrlng
the attack on the naval nnits, the crew of the
barber shot downfive Jap fighters ani arrived.
safely at its base after Major O'Donnell lIIldea
perfect laniing despite a pair of flat tires on
his landing gear.
Others Cited For Bravery

I

Other fighter pilots cited in dispatches fran
the Philippines
include:
Lieut. Randolph
Preator., credited with beiIl?; the first AAFpilot
to knock down an enemy plane over the Philippines; Lieut. Joseph Moore, whodestroyed two
of five Japanese planes eIl?;agedin machine gunning an AAFpilot whohad bailed out, ani Lieut.
Samuel Merrett, who was killed leading his
squadron in an attack on Jap naval umts ,
Outstanding heroes of the attack on Hawaii
were Lieuts. George S. Welch and Kenneth W.
Taylor. Both were awardedDistinguished. ServiceCrosses for "extraordinary
heroism over the
islani of Oahu 00. DeceDber7, 1911".
Surprised by the early morning Jap attack on
Oahu, Lieutenants Welch and Taylor drove 10
miles under fire fran Wheeler Field to Haleiwa
Field where their P-40s were stationed.
They
took off on their own initiative without ma~
an effort to determine the number of Jap raiders.
Over Barbers Point they sighted a formation of 12 planes 1,000 feet below ani 10 miles
away. They closed to attack, Lieutenant Welch
shooting down a dive bomber and Lieutenant
Taylor a pair of Jap planes. Lieutenant Welch
broke off the attack after his guns jamned ani
an incendiary bullet Passed through his plane
just behind- his back. Clearing his guns in
cloud cover, he returned to the attack am. shot
down another Jap plane.
Both AAFpilots returned to Wheeler'field for more fuel ani 8DIIIlnition.
While still on the ground another Jap
formation attacked the field.
Lieutenant Welch
took off with three Jap:; on his tail am. went to
the assistance
of another AAFpilot who was
being attacked fran the rear.
Lieutenant Welch
shot the Jap off the AAF'plane's tail am pursued another Jap plane five miles out to sea
where he shot it down. Lieutenant Taylor took
off despite the fact that his guns were not
14
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fully loaded arrl escaped into the clouds with a
quick take-off errling in a charrlelle. He elu:ied
a formtion of eight enemyplanes.
Four other AAFpilots were cited for heroism
urrler fire by Lieut. Gen. Walter Short, Hawaiian
military ccmnanier. They were Lieut. Lewis M.
Sanders whodestroyed a Jap plane that had just
sent an AAFship downin fl8JMs; Lieut. Gordon
Sterling, who attacked a Jap formation of six
planes arrl destroyed one of them; Lieut. Phillip
RasDlJSsen,who~aged a Jap pursuft, over SCh<>field barrac.ks am. shot it downafter a :f\n'ious
battle,
am Lieut. Harry Brown, who suddenly
fount himself in the midst of a Jap formation
ani shot his way out after destroying one pl.a.m
without dmmginghis own.
No story of the Pacific air war would be canplete without mention of Marine Fighting Squadron 211 of Marine Aircraft Group21 ani its canmam.er Major Paul A. Putnam. The initial Japanese attack on WakeIslarrl by 24 barbers mocked out eight of the squadron's 12 GrUDlll8Il
Wildcats but it took weeks for fantastically
superior Jap formation;; to knock the other four fran
the air. During that period Marine flyers shot
downfive Jap planes, sank me ship arrl me sublllU"ine. Never were there more than four Marine
planes in the air at a single time arrl never did
the Jap formati<J1SlllIlber less than 27 barbers.
Lauding the work of his ground crews, Major
Putnam wrote in his last report:
"Since the
first
raid, parts and assemblies have been
traded back arrl forth so that no airplane can be
identified.
Engines have been traded fran plane
to plane, have been jlmked, stripped rebuilt arrl
all but created. I wish to coenent particularly
on the indefatigable labor, ingenuity, skill
am. technical knowledgeof Lieutenant Kinney am.
Technical sergeant Hamilton. It is due solely
to their efforts that the squadron is still
operating."
The Japanese actually shot down 13 Marine
planes,
since Marine mechanics fashioned
a new plane from the parts of the planes
wrecked in the first bombing attack.
The last
Marine planes were knockedfran the air on DeceDber 22, exactly 14 days after the first Jap
attack.
They were flown by a captain and a
second lieutenant against a force of more than
60 J ap carrier ani lam. based b~rs.
The captain was f'orced down, woUJrled,his ship a total
wreck. The lieutenant was reported "lost".
ThUSended the epic of Marine airmen over Wake
Islarrl, a performmce that will stir toasts fran
AAFmeneverywhere.
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HE man who has, so to speak, been brought up
with aircraft
will have no difficulty
in
distinguishing
the peculiar features of the various types.
He knows the whys and the wherefores of the cons t.ruct.tona.I details,
he knows
the function of each type, he is interested
in
e'l?;ines and performances, and notices new features.
His knowledge is always up-to-date and
he seldom fails to recognize anything he sees,
or, if he does, he wants to knowwhat it is.
He
is in much the same position as the countryman
who has knownall the conmonbirds of the countryside since childhood and notices the rarer
species that occasionally
visit his neighbor-

T

hood.
The novice in aircraft
recognition
is in a
very different
position.
He will, no doubt,
know by now UJ8.t there are fighters and boobers,
that sane alight on land and others on the sea,
or on the decks of ships, that some have only
one engine and others two or more, tbat there
are monoplanes and biplanes;
but he will know
the names of only a few that have been much
written about in the press, ani he will not know
row to start distinguishing them in the air. It
is the novice that we are considering in this
short article,
and one who cannot afford the
time to attend courses, but must acquire the
knowledge and skill at hare.
Silhouette

Is Basic

It is now generally accepted that the silhouette is the foundation of all instruction
in
recognition.
Silhouettes are easy and quick to
produce on paper, they can be accurate and upto-date,
and can be distributed
easily.
They
can be studied in the home and carried about in
the poc ket, in the form of books or, bet tel'
still,
as packs of cards.
Three views of the aeroplane are essential,
the plan, the side and the head-on-view.
If a
three-quarter
front v iew can be s upp.lt ed as
well, all tbe bet tel' •
There is no need, to start with, for any description
of the aircraft,
but only for their
names, which should be printed on the backs of
the cards.
Al.ternat rve ly, the cards can be numFEBRUARY
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bered and a key of the nuuhers printed on a separate card.
The silhouettes
should not be all-black
for
learners.
Wh.ite cont inuous or dot ted 1ines
should be used to show the constructional
de-tails of the aeroplanes, such as the flaps, rudder-s , undercarr iage, eugine nacelles, etc.
Although sore of these features may not be visible
at a distance against the sky, they are of great
assistance
ill learning to distinguish
the silhouettes, ani also for instilling
into the mind
of the learner
an incipient
,interest
in the
p:t.rts of an aeroplane.
Novice Should Learn 50
The nuni>er of types presented to the .novtce to
learn in the first
instance must be limited.
Fifty is a convenient nunber. Three silhouettes
of each will nake a pack of 150 card..
s , Someone
with full and up-to-date lmowledge of the most
cannon or important types, i.e. those that every
Observer ought to know, must compile the list.
This is a very important par-t of the proceedings
am must receive careful
consideration.
Biplanes should be omitted fran the first 50 aircraft,
and seaplanes and flying-boats
can be
omitted frOOIthe packs made for inland observers.
The pack of 150 cards can then be presented to
the observer.
It has been found that complete
begiImers can learn to recognize and name every
card in a pack of 150 in 10-12 hour-s study.
A learner should start
by diViding the pack
into categories.
A convenient division
of t.he
aircraft
is t.hose with:(a) Single radial engines.
(b) Single engine3 in Line ,
(c) Twin engines with s Ing Ie fin and rudder .
(d)
Twin engines with twin fins and rudders.
(e) Three ard four engines.
ely this meaus he can work up from the simp] es t and fewest to the more comp]ex •
All he need do L<;t.o sit in his chair, layout
the cards -on a table,
s t.ar tIng wit.h eategory
(a), and note their names and d.ts t.tnguf shf.ng
features.
'I'hen he s l.oul d pIck up t.lie cards,
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shuffle them and gothrouglnthemrepeatedLy
until he can nameeveryone correctly.
He may
tb!n get a memer of his family to display them
in turn for him to namealoud. This is important •. He IDJSt,learn to ~ay the namesquickly.
Ha.v~ le81'ntthElflrst
Category, he can proceed
through the pack in tb! sane wayuntil b! !mows
them.all.
It is easier than it seems at first
sight.
Tales "Screen Test"
He is then ready, along with others, to be put
through a test with a prescribed numberof the
silhouettes projected on to a screen for, say,
10 seconds each, each competitor writing the
names down on a piece of paper. Whenhe has
passed the prescribed test he has coorpleted the
first and most :Importantstage of his career as
an observer.
It is worth while saying bere that not every
observer has started in this way, yet the silhouette must be the foundation on which every
beginner has had to base his learning.
No
doubt, if accurate scale models were available
of every type, they wouldbe of great value, but
they are not easily produced in large numbers
and they are apt to become obsolete rather
qt,lickly.
.
So far, the observer has only an arm-chair
kmwledge of silhouettes.
This alone will not
make him a good observer in the field, but he
will have gone a long way towards becomingone.
F1rst of all, b! will have becameinterested in
aircraft, and, secondly, he will have begun to
learn exactly in what way aircraft vary in their
appearance or construction.
He will also have
learnt a lot of names, manyof which are likely
afterwards to be cc:mlrl?;
constantly to his notice
in the picture papers. He will see photographs
of them from different ar.gles ani cane to !mow
tb!ir uses, and whonakes them. He has reached
tb! stage whenhe feels he ought to be able to
recogntze them in the air.
Total Depems On CirCUlStaooes
Unfortunately, a difficulty immediatelyarises
here, in that the number of types seen in any
local! ty is usually very small, am very often
they nay be just those whichare not on the list
of the first 50. This brings us to the necessity of further lists
and further packs of
-cards , The total must depend on the circumstances.
In the tests of the R.O.C. Chili there
are ffi in the 3rd Class list, 55 in the 2rrl, ani
80 in the 1st Class list, a total of 200. The
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and 1st class lists
include a number of
I talian and French types which might be seen
over Britain, as well as the less .;likely Gernan
types. The 3rd class list 1ncltrles, of course,
all the more important Germantypes.
I t is
reckoned that the total of British, American,
German,Italian, Russian arxl Japanese types is
at least 650.
The observer should nowbe in a position to
learn to recognize at sight everything that he
sees every day from his post ani to notice am
name new types whenever they appear. The assistance of an expert at this stage will be invaluable. The noVicewill discover quickly that
in spite of near resemblances of many types,
Marly every aer-oplane has its peculiar 'sit' in
the air.
After a time it will often be the
'sit' that is recognized arrl not any particular
feature, though an observer should never allow
himself to take anything for granted in this
respect. First sights are very often deceptive
arrl there are too many"catches" in recognition
for anyone ever to be certain of first impressions. The use of binoculars is often essential.
At this stage the observer nust begin to seek
practice. He DUStnot only go on with the additional packs of silhouette cards, but he must
study photographs and be shownfilms. A keen
interest nu>t be maintained.amorgstobservers by
the perusal of periodical literature
dealing
with aircraft, especially with newtypes coming
into the service of the several countries.
Interesting descriptions of aircraft, their performances, armamentand functions will help to
impress on their minds their salient features.
Very often neither silhouettes nor photographs
will be available of newenemytypes. Oddbits
of information about them may be picked up
which, if remembered, may help an observer to
recognize an aeroplane as soon as he sees it.
He may!mowthat it cannot be anyt~
else.
Films Are Valuable
The use of films, with ccmnentaries, maybe a
very valuable methodof teac~
the elements of
recognition, and might, if there is the opportunity, form the ground-work of instruction.
Their developoont in this country has been slow,
but they take time and care to lIBkeand require
the facilities
to show, which maynot exist in
country districts.
Lastly, competitions of all sorts should be
arranged with silhouettes, photographs, models,
etc., am even with parts of silhouettes, such
(Continued on Page 39)
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Canding 9Em Important9 Too

~~FLIGHT STRIPS" FOR' DISPE~SION

OF AIRCRAFT

By Lieut~ Col. Stedman Shumway Hanks

,\. N important contribution to National Defense
... can now be made by state am County highway
departments
in the construction
of "Flight
Strips" in highway rights-of-way or roadside development areas near main am secoIrlary roads.
Urrler sections 8, 9 and 14 of the Defense Highway Act of 1941, $10,000,000 has been authorized at the present time from Federal rums for
the construction of "Flight Strips."
The entire project is to be carried out in coopera,tion with the Army Air Forces am the Cornmissioner of Public Roads is authorized to make
the necessary engineering surveys am plans, and
also to enter into agreements with the various
State highway departments to acquire such new or
additional rights-of-way, or lams, which may be
required.
Pr irnary Importance
ill signing the Defense Highway Act, the President sent a letter to Congress in which he
stated that the Secretaries of War am Navy regard the authorization for the construction of
access roads to military am naval reservations
am defense industry sites to be of primary importance am urgency.
"The Secretary of War also places in the same
cat~ory the authorization for the construction
of "Flight Strips" for the landing am take-off
of aircraft. Under these authorizations, estimates of appropriations may be provided, in such
amounts and for projects in such areas as will
best Ireet our defense needs."
The accepted definition for a "Flight Strip"
is "a landing area not less than 200 feet in
width and not less than 1,800 feet in length
(the area could be as large as 800 by 8000 feet)
with clear approaches,
located in a highway
r~t-of-way
or adjacent to a public highway, on
public land, developed with State and/or County
furds , including Federal aid."

Idea A Sourd One
In testimony before the Senate in conr~ction
with the Defense Highway Act, General Arnold
stated that he felt the "Flight Strip" idea was
FEBRUARY
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a sound one in that it was believed by using a
minimum amount of money, by taking straight
stretches of road pointing generally in the prevailing wind direction,
that the Air Forces
would be able to get land~ng areas with the
least possible expense. Be said they could also
be used for parking of military convoys.
When General Brett appeared before the House
Committee on Roads he stated that the Air Corps
was primarily interested in "Flight Strips" from
the standpoint of coordinating with the people
who do the work in connection wit~ the actual
location of the "Flight Strips", as We.ll as the
actual specifications to be used, such as surface width, construction
and length of the
"Flight Strip" area.
General Brett pointed out the extreme importance of the "Flight Strips" in the movement of
large numbers of airplanes fran one part of the
countr-y to another, am also as making it possible for the Air Forces to disperse their airplanes so as to prevent their loss on the ground
in case of attack.
Will Be Auxiliaries To Bases
Each Air Force commander will cooperate in the
selection of "Flight Strip" areas, am the regional managers of the Civil Aeronautics Administration will be consulted regarding the general location of these areas in relation to other
landing facilities.
In general, military
"Flight Strips" will be located within a radius
of from 5 to 50 miles from air bases and will
serve as auxiliaries to those bases.
In modern warfare air bases am airports are
the first targets of bombing operations by enemy
planes. For this reason it is better to avoid
concentrations of banbers am fighting planes at
the central air bases, and have them serviced
am stored by squadrons scattered from the main
base. Properly camouflaged "Flight Strips" provide a good part of the strategic answer to this
problem. Using rubberized cement, such things
as fences, stalks of corn, tobacco plants,
brooks, trees, etc. can be outlined on the
"Flight Strips", while the operation offices may
easily be disguised as farm buildings.
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DIAGRAM
shows how
flight strip"
can
be laid out beside
highway "r ight-oFway" line.
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Complete servici~
8lXlrepair facilities
must.
necessarily be located at the min air base, but
airplanes my be flown easily to the base for
these overhau1.~ operations fran nearby "Flight
Strip" areas 8lXl thus prevent a heavyconcentra ..
tioo of planes at one point at any given t1me.
The question of mintenance is of great importance. All "Flight Strips" must be maintained
by SaDe responsible authority.
If and. when the
Army should require these areas for their permanent operation, then the "Flight Strips" should
be mintaimd by the military authorities.
First ~

Is To Build Them

On the other hand, if and when the civilian
authorities
are to use these "Flight Strip"
areas, then the Federal Govenmmt, through Congress, my have to pass further legislation and.
appropriate t'urds for their maintenance, or the
States affected may wish to do so.
The first thi~ is to get SaDe actual "Flight
Strips" built.
Whenthe Federal authorities realize howeffective these areas are, the Federal
C<IIID1sslonerof Public Roads and. the Chief of
Army Air Forces will be in a position to know
more about the provisions that will be necessary
to take care of their maintenance, and appro-priate recoomerxlations can be made then.
Whenit is fourrl that a hard surface is difficult to obtain without considerable expense, due
to a lack of granular soil, etc., it maybe necessary for the Army's 8Viation engineers to
place portable airplane steel plate runway mats
on the "Flight Strip" area.
The cost of maintaining such a runway would be negligible and.
would probably be assuned.by the Army Air Forces
as long as these mats remain on the ground.
These runway mat installations
proved highly
successful d.ur~
the recent "Battle of the, Carolinas".
Already many States have planned. for the construction of "Flight Strips".
Nowthat Federal
legislation
has been enacted and funds are
available, speedy action my be expected in view
. of the recognition on the part of the President
am highest military authorities of the primary
importaree of "Flight Strips".

•

Air Corps o1't1cers recently detailed as members of the General Stat't Corp; with troops were
,L1eut.Cols. EmU C. Kiel andRobert E. Douglass,
Jr.
Detailed. 88 JDeJlbersof the War Department
General Staff am assigned. to the Office of the
Chief of Staff in was~too
were Majors Isooard.
H. Rodieck am George F. Schulgen.
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AIR SERVICE COMMANI)
Air Service C<IIIIBRi been established.
Anew
to supply, maintain
store mterlel
has

and.

and

equ1pnent am provide essential services for the
Amy Air Force.
With headquarters at Dayton,
Ohio, the new COOIIIIIni
replaces the old Air Corps
MUntenance COODIflIrl.
Although the Maintenance C<ImIud. operated. as a
part of the Materiel Division, the new -¥r service C<JIIIJlUd
will ftmction as a separate organization.
This c~
has been made because under the expaoied Air Corps program the Materiel
Division is concerned primarily with experimental work and. the procurement of new airc:ra:ft.
General Killer

Is Chief

Chief of the Air Service COOII8lrl
is Brig. General Henry J.F. Miller.
His organization w1ll
be equal in importance to the Materiel Division,
which operates directly under the Chief of the
Air Corps, Major General George H. Brett.
Slogan of the cOOlllaldis "We Keep 'Fin Fly1~".
This is an accurate description of its duties,
which are to keep every airplane of the Air
Force ready to fly.
Specifically
the conmand
is charged. with supply, mintenance, warehousing
ani air transport between stations,
and. is responsible for the adequate stocktrg , proper cataloging am rapid distribution
of supplies and
equipnent.
For the purpose of execut tng these ftmctions
the COIIIII8.m
has divided the United States and
its possessions into seven diVisions, four in
the United States am three in outlyi~ territories.
Mobile units will operate ~n these
areas for the purpose of lIBinta1n:1r:gam supply~ field operations.
These regions were formerly served by the nine corps areas, but in
July all service elements and functions were
placed under the control of the Chief of the Air

Corps.
$2,500,000

~

Nowunder construction on a government-owned
tract of land. located near Dayton, 0l1io, is a
$2,500,000 bUild~
which will house the head.quarters of the Air Service C<JIIIJlUd.It is expected that construction will be cOllPleted. BaDetima in the spring •
In addition to the 800 civilians now employed.
by the cOODlfllrl,
approxiDately 2,400 w11\1be added. before staffing is complete. A large m.mi>er
of prospective employees are now in tra.ining at
air depots for supervisory jobs.
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HERE are

three

aviation

cadets

on the

way to

their

positions

in a bomber.

Together
they consti tute one of the many "Three Musketeer"
combat teams of t I uAir Forces.
Left
to right.
they are a navigator,
a bombardier
and a pilot.

More Musketeers

~ombat ~rew Eligibility Extended
By OUver Townsend

T HE
bardiers,

"Three IrtIsketeers" of the Air Forces-ban-

navigators and pilots--ean
now
be recruited fran an eligibility
list increased
to approximately 2,000,000 by the lowering of
the age limit for aviation cadets to 18 years,
the extension of eligibility
to married IIBn8lrl
the abolition of formal educational requireIIBnts.
Ulrler the ~w rul~
any male citizen of the
United States between the ages of 18 to 26 inelusive, 1.ncltrling.Armyenlisted personnel, my
apply for training.
If married, the applicant
DlJStfurnish an affidavit that his wife ani family have adequate 1niependent lIBans or support.
T'DIIAd.:late Appointment
As part of the overall changes in Air Corps
recruitDBnt and tr~
technique the procedure
for enlistDBnt has been changed so that appointment as 'an aviation cadet immediately follows
enlistment. This has been madepossdhIe throUgh
the establis1'llent of an increased IllIIi>erof Cadet Examining Boards in each of the n~ Corp;
Areas.
Unier the new procedure applicants aA'ly directly to the nearest Cadet Examining Board,
where they II18t present three letten
or recanmendation signed by citizens
of established
stanUng in the C<mlllIlity,and a birth certificate or other documentary evidence of date of
birth and proof of at least 10 years' citizenship.

At the local
pective cadet
examination ~
test, designed
ness to pursue
instruction.

Cadet ExaminingBoard the prosis given a preliminary physical
63), and a IIBntal "scree~"
to determine the applicant's fitsuccessfully Air Corps courses of

Physical requirellBnts are sitnilar to those of
Reserve Officers called to active duty, except
that the prospective flying officer must have
"20/20 eyesight" and normal color perception.
The "screening" test is designed to test the
applicant's aptituie for Air Corp; tra~,
not
his lmowledgeof certain academic fields.
'the
"screening" test is a "multiple choice" type of
eXamination, in which the examinee chooses the
FEBRUARY 1942
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correct answer fran a list of five possfhIe answers for each question. The Local Examining
Board also holds forml proceedings to determine
whether the applicant possesses the required
moral ani character qualifications.
If successful, the applicant is enlisted at
once, appointed an aviation cadet, ani sent ~
DBdiately to me of .the Three Air Corps Replacement Centers.
There he is given additional
tests to determine the type of training he is to
receive, incluiing a Type 64 physical examination for flying duty.
Depending upon the results of his aptitude
tests at the Training Center, and prOVidedhe
passes the ~ical
examination for flight duty,
he is assigned for aircrew training as either a
boobardier, navigator or pilot.
All aircrewmen
whosuccessfully c<lllpletethe Air Corps tr~
program, which incluies 10 weeks at a ~placement Center, 10 weeks at a primary training
school, 10 weele at a basic school, ani 10 weelcs
at an advanced single or twin-engine school,
will receive coomissions as second lieutenants.
In addition all aviation students
who have
applied for but not yet begun enlisted pilot
training my apply for cadet status.
During the
training period aircrew cadets receive $75.00
per month, plus $1.00 per day suosfsterce , They
also receive ~essary clothing, equipmnt, medical care, ard a $10,000 life insurance policy
dtB"i:r:g
the }leriod of training. 01 ass:ignDent to
active duty tiEy DBYcontinue the policy by PLYing the premiUIJIS.Upon graduation each cadet
receives an initial uniform allowance of $1150
cash. On release from active duty in the Air
Corps Reserve, he receives $500 for each year of
active service.
May Be Ground. Of'ficers

Newaviation cadets who fail to pass the advanced Type 64 physical examination at a replacenent center' are 1Jm2diately considered for
training as Air Forces grourrl officers.
Gromxicourses offered by the Air Forces ard
lead~
to coomissions as secord lieutenant are
in the fields of 8.J'UIUmnt,
engineering, IIBteorology, ccmmmications and photography. Eligibility
for armament training is extended to
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civilians,
aviation cadets, am t o t'orllBr aviation cadets now in civil lit'e-preferably
to
those who have had training in engineering or
Jilysics. Aviatim cadets ani fOrDBrcadets IIIJSt
be recOllllJ3m.ed
by the cCllllllUrlingofficer of the
Air Corps training
detachment for armament
training for their IIBchanical aptituie, ani may
not have failed any grand school subject.
fCamidates for engineering training IIlUSthave
d<J,!pleted at least three years of engineering
S':udies at an accredited college or university.
Communications training
is open to aviation
cadets who have canpleted either two t'ull ;years
of engineering studies or have had two years of'
. college ani hold an amateur radio license.

IIIuV Grand Com-ses
Those e1:igible for IIBteorological tr~
are
college graduates who have specialized in science, eng~ring
or similar teclmical sli>jects.
They DlJ8t have satisfactorily
completed courses
in mathematics, including differential
am. integral calculus, am. physics, iI:rlud~
heat ani
thermal ~cs.
Applications for }i1otographic training are not
being accepted at present, but when they are
needed only applicants who have had at least
three years ot' chemistry or geology in' an accredited college will be accepted. Preferably,
applicants
should also have had some professional or considerable amateur experience.
In addition to the many courses leading to
commissions open to aviation cadets, the Air
Corps also offers many other teclmical and professional courses leading to non-cOlllJlissioned'
Qt't'icer appointuents for new applicants 8D1 tor
~iations cadets whodo not take !'light tr~
qr a grOUl'd-of'ficer's training course.
~

."

Generals Transferred.

In connection with the revised am. expanding
.Air Corps training ani recruitDBnt program three
general officers of the Air Forces have been
ordered. transferred. to new stations.
These are
"jor 'General Bartoo K. Young, who has lieen ass igned to the Office of the Chief' ot the Air
Corps tran the west Coast Training Center; Brig.
Gen. George E. Stratemeyer., who has le~t the
Otf'ice ot the Chief of the Ail" (:orps togo ..t.o
the Southeast Air Corps Training Center as
IIl&nding Officer;
and Brig. Gen. Ralph~.
COUSins,who has been relieved of l1uty 88 chi~:f
of the A-I Divisim of the Air StaN'. a.n\. ordered
to comma.ndthe West Coast .Air COl"PSTraining
Center.

Oan-
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T HEREare

no cloud cops at Randolph Field,
but night flying traffic probably couldn't
be controlled more efficiently
even if there
ltere-t1laIlks to a cleverly devised system which
enables instructors to maintain close watch tran
the grOlDldover all students aloft.
Needless to say, safety is paramount. Each
ship must have a definite
place in the field
pattern and each student must know where and
when he is to make an approach 'for a practice
landing.
This problem of traffic
control in
night flying has become even more involved with
the aviation cadet training program now nearing
its peak.
By dividing areas on the east and west sides
of the field into quarters, this system uakes it
possible for as many as sixteen planes to be in
the air at once,
It's accanplished by stac~
two planes in each zone, of course, at different
levels.
One flies at an altitude
of from 1,000 to
1,500 feet, while the other circles at from
2,000 to 2,500 feet.
White blinking ground
lights spaced at five-mile intervals clearly define the boundaries of each quarter and el1minate the possibility of ships flying into zones
other than their own.
Night :flying is inserted into the cadet course
beginning with the fourth week of the ten-week
basic tl"aining program here, or after the Embryo
pilot has had approximately 215 hours of dual and
solo daytime flying in his basic trainer.
On
his first night flight, the student is accaupamed by the instructor lUltll he has mastered. the
trick of after-dark landings. Aft&r that, which
usually requires about 30 to 40 minutes of instruction, he's on his own•
Normal coomunication is by radio, but often
light signals govern landings.
Of these, there
are two types--bar signals and circle lights
atop a hangar, ani the spotlight.
The bar signals are used to indicate ~t
the plane in a
certain zme is to land. One bar ot light indicates the first. zone, two the second, and so on.
One Bar For First

Zone

If it is desired to bring in the ship in the
lower section of the first zone, one bar appears
ill bright red lights. The student in that zone
flashes his landing lights to indicate he has
received the signal.
He drops down to 000' feet
where he enters the traffic pattern and lams.
.
(Continued on Pa~e 28)
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The ~rDise of the Arabian Night
n)y I...
ieut. £:01.£:aleb ~T. Haynes

in Jnne I was ordered to Washington for
EARLY
sixty days duty with the Atlantic
Division
of the Air Corps Ferrying Corrmand. After three
months , in which I made North Atlantic Trips No.
1 and No.4 to England, I was discussing
my return to Puerto Rico with Colonel Robert Olds,
Chief of the ACFC, when my phone rang.
A trip
to Africa and the Middle East was in the offing,
to transport
Maj. Gen. George C. Brett,
Chief of
the Air Corps, and staff on an inspection
trip.
General Brett asked me to suggest an itinerary
and smiled when I told him we might expect motor
trouble in .the vicinity
of Borinquen Field, P.R.
as this is my home station.
A relay cutout did
catch fire just out of Borinquen, and forced a
lay-over of two days.
At that potnt , the General
said, "C.V., I lmew we'd have a layover at Borinquen Field, but I didn't think you'd have to
set the plane on fire to do it!"
Picked Crew
However, I'm getting ahead of my story.
I was
very fortnnate
to secure a picked crew for our
mission.
NaVigator was Major Curtis E. LeMay,
copilot and assistant
navigator Capt. Carlos J.
Cochrane.
Special credit is due to our enlisted
men.. M/Sgt. A. Cattarius,
the air engineer;
M/Sgt. B.R. Martin,
assistant
air engineer;
M/Sgt. J.E. Sands, radio operator,
and Mr. H.
Parker, British
assistant
radio operator,
performed all the functions usually performed by a
coobat crew of five men, plus all grotmd maintenance necessary on our trip.
Ground maintenance
for a ship of this type, the Consolidated B-24,
normally takes twelve to eighteen men.
We left Bolling Field (at 9.18 A.M. EST) on
August 31. After an nneventful trip we reached
Miami at 1.20 P.M. that day.
We were there
joined by General Brett,
his aide, Lieutenant
Jack Berry; Colonel Ray Dunn, and Colonel H.B.
Newman, of the Office of the Chief of the Air
Corps, and Mr. H.C. Short of the Middletown Air
Depot.
The following
day we proceeded to Borinquen
Field, P.R., where the relay cut-out fire mentioned above occurred and was repaired.
We left Puerto Rico (at 13.20 GMT,) reached
FEBRUARY
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Port-of
3.

Spain,

Trinidad,

Gassing

at 16.55 GMT,

Done By Hand

Pan American Airways weather facilities,
radio
and maintenance
were used from Trinidad
to
Belem, Brazil.
Belem lacks hangars.
Gassing
was done by hand pumps fran drums, and we took
forty-five
minutes to service.
The same day
(September 4th) we flew on to Natal,
arriving
there at 19.55 GMT.
We were greeted at Natal by Colonel White, the
American Attache, who boasts a most unusua.l collection
of tropical
fish.
One fish could swim
as well backwards as forward.
Due to a shortage
of transient
accommodations, our party spent the
night in the Catholic hospital.
.
Our ship departed Natal at 00.28 GMTthe night
of the 6th.
AIthough we had considered landing
at Bathurst,
Sierra leone, decision was reached
enroute to land at Free Town on the Gold Coast.
Weather was poor on the West, Southwest, Coast of
Africa.
We spent the night with the governor of
the colony,
continuing
on to Takoradi
on the
seventh.
Warned About "Gyppy Tumny"
On our arrival
in Africa
we were warned
against
a disease
known as "Gyppy Tummy."
A
particularly
painful and vicious form of stomachache, the only treatment
seems to be closes of
whisky and aspirin.
Some times the aspirin
is
deleted fran the prescription.
Major leMay was
to suffer
a very severe attack of it in Cairo.
(He was ad'vised to consult a certain Dr. Hamilton, who is conceded the East's leading authority on this malady, but on further inquiry learned that the good doctor himself was in bed with
"Gyppy Ttmny"!)
With permission of the Liberian government we
flew over Liberia enroute to Takoradi.
We renafned over night at Takoradi.
In order to avoid passing over Vichy-French
territory,
we flew to Kano via Lagos. JL~ exotic
village where the jungle reets the desert,
Kano
is the junct.Ion of a railhead ann spverR]' important caravan routes.
There are no hotels,
and
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most of' the buildings are conical mud huts. The
~.
is very old. It has some remarkable primitive dye works which are still in operation.
~hese are mentioned in the Bible.
Here our
p~rty bought a supply of' f'ine leather goods,
learned the art of'African bargaining-never
pay
more than one-f'ourth the f'irst price asked by
tre seller.
Natives Curious
The native chief' and some two hundred villagers were out to see our plane land. Their pre~ence proved f'ortunate, as our wheels broke
.through the runway. At a signal f'rOOlthe chief',
the natives started to push us of'f'. At first
all pushed in dif'ferent directions, but they
were finally straightened out, and to the thump
of' tom tans rolled us to f'lnner gr-ound, We deflated our tires to 45 pounds and had no fur-ther
trouble of' this kind.
The race of the engineering officer at EI Fasher dropped when we mentioned our gas requirements.
He had what we needed, he hastened to
explain, but almost every gallon was brought 425
miles in small drums on truck or camel.
EI
Fasher also is a caravan center whose markets
offer elephant tusks and strange animal hides.
Giraffes and other big game are plentiful.. It
was near this point that General Brett carefully
photographed a herd of' "gazelles", only to learn
on developing his negative that the gazelles
were the common garden variety of'goats.
Colonel Perrin asked p~rmission to join our
party at EI Fasher, but Colonel Dunn protested
vigorously.
I wondered why, until I realized
that Perrin would make the thirteenth passenger.
Fortunately a British official also wished to go
to Cairo. His presence made f'ourteen instead of'
thirteen and Colonel Dunn was happy.
The governor, who had entertained us hospitably, urged us not to fly to Cairo direct, as a
f'orced landing in the Sahara desert would be
most dangerous. Accordingly we took of'f'on the
morning of the tenth in the direction he advised.
Use Secret "Corridor"
Flying over the ruins of' the Nile valley, we
approached Cairo along the secret "corridor"
which must be used by all friendly aircraf't in
that area, giving the signal of' the day when required. In Cairo we were met at the airport by
Mr. Kirk, American Minister; Colonel Burwell,
Lieutenant Atkins, Major Nick Craw and several
British of'f'Icf.al.s , Major Craw has had many exciting experiences including Greece, Crete and
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so f'orth. He was a.prisoner for several days on
one occasion.
On our third day in Cairo we were advised by
British Intelligence
of' an expected air raid
and advised to move our ship. However, we f'elt
that with its conspicuous markings the B-24 was
saf'er in the hangar.
The raid came of'f on
schedUle, and thirty-nine people were killed,
some ninety injured.
While in Egypt we had an opportunity to visit
several advanced British outpost air units in
North Africa.
Most of the men are Colonial
troops: Australians, New Zealanders, South Af'ricans. Their morale appears high and they are
doing a wonderful job in face of'almost incredible hardships.
Dust Worse Than Heat
Dust is more vof a problem than heat, yet mechanized equipnent appears to function in spite of
it. I talked with several British of'f'icerswho
were enthusiastic
about the quality or such
Aln:!ricanequipment as they had received.
On September 23 several members of our party,
accompanied by British Air Marshall Dawson, flew
to Basra, Iraq. On the way we were requested to
fly low and give the signal of' the day at several desert outposts. Bagdad has a fairly welldeveloped airport which still bore same scars of'
a recent Iraq uprising. Basra, at the head of
the Persian Gulf, was the most easterly point of
our travels.
'
After a night spent in Habbaynia, Iraq, we returned on the morning of the twenty-fourth to
Lydda, Palestine.
Weather facilities and maintenance appear excellent through the part of the
Middle East covered. Following a day of sightseeing the party, with the addition of Wing COOlmander Brown, who had entertained us royally in
Jerusalem, departed for Cairo. Conmander' Brown
flew the "Arabian Knight" (as we had unoff'icially dubbed her) about a hundred miles and expressed himself well pleased with her performance. In Iraq we had been promised the chance
to fly a captured German ME-II0, but were told
it was out of commission when we accepted the
offer. We reached Cairo on the twenty-fifth.
General Brett and Lieutenant Berry left us at
Cairo. They were replaced on the return trip by
Colonel Burwell and Wing C<mnander Harris, whose
brother is at present stationed in Washington.
Food Plentiful
Food is quite plentiful in ~t,
but far more
expensive than it is in I.onion. Accoomodations,
(Continued on Page 40)
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New Army Reeord

180 Miles Without a Motor
By Lieut. £Iaude L. Luke

Several months ago Lieutenant Luke established a distance record tor Army glider pi.
lots when he flew a soaring plane from the
Army Glider School at Elmira, N.Y., approxi.
mately 180 miles to a farmer'R field near Fort
Dix. N.]. Recently he told the sto~y of the
flight to Corporal George Eckels. editor of
the Middletown Air Depot publication. "Wings
Over Olmstead."
Las t November Lieutenan t Luke was ki l1ed in
the crash of an Army Air Forces glider at Patterson Field. Ohio. His was the firs.t fatal
glider accident to be recorded since The Army
Air Forces began its experimental program in
the use of powerless aircraft
for military
operation.

IT was clear

and bright the morning of the
f'light.
The United States Weather Bureau's
meteorologist, Barney Wiggins, attached to the
Army School at Elmira, forecast that this would
be an excellent day to soar cross-countr-y.
Myplane was a Wolfe, produced in GeMll8IlY by
Wolfe-Hirth. It has a wingspread of fifty-two
feet and weighs about three hundred pounds. In
soaring circles the Wolfe has a good name for
speed and lightness.
It has very sensitive controls and heel-action
pedals.
Most United
States gliding airmen are f~iliar
with toeaction. Flying the Wolf'emist; be very like f'ly1ng one of the earliest type motor-driven ships.
It is unstable and requires constant attention
to keep it in flying position.

I had. been away fran the Army School at Elmira
tor 8bout forty-five days. Havingflown nothing
but transports during this interval,
I admit
that I felt no little
trepidation in preparing
to f'ly cross-country in a plane I still
found
scmewhatforeign and unfamiliar.
ll1t the officials smoked a barograph ani after
checking it installed
it in the Wolfe. They
handed me a chocolate bar and a wide necked
bottle filled with orange juice.
It was 10.30'
A.M. I was towed off Harris Hill and as the tow
line reeled out to the end I reached an altitude
of sane six hundred feet. For a while I soared
up and downthe slope in front of a thirty-five
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mile wind blowing out of the north.
I nosed
around for some thermals.
I found one or two
but my turns in a plane so strange to me caused
muchgrief.
Each one felt like an incipient
spin. (Someof you maywonderwhat a 'thermal'
is. A thermal is a mass of moisture-laden air
that rises from spbts on the ground heated by
the sun, until it reaches the inversion point or where cold air turns the thermal into a
cloud. The logical 1rxl1cationof a thermal is a
cloud, although not always. WhencloUds build
up over a widespread area, '11ft' resul ts .)
Othtlr gliders had taken off, somebefore and
me. They all seemed to climb much
higher tl:l8.rlI could. For about ninety minutes' I
slope-soared over Harris Hill. Tirm after tirm,
the Wolfe's nose nuzzled the warmthof a goodly
thermal. I would rise several thousand feet.
EB.ch tirm I believed there were not enough thermals to permit me to leave the air over Harris
Hill. And each time I cameback to slope-soar
ani wait. I was intent on staying up five hours
at least, to qualify for the Silver-C award,
granted by the Federation Aeronautique Internationale.
(Other reouirements: Altitude, 3000
feet; distance, 30 miles.) I hoped I could meet
sane of these qualifications by s Iope-soar tngujore,
s<me after
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Fran time to time I headed.back to the field
after riding thermals to several thousand. feet
and had several very_close calls.
About noontime I hooked.on to a strong thermal that shot
me upward to four thousand feet in two and a
half minutes. This WIJ8 encouraging. For the
first time I believed I really had a good chance
to take off cross-country. Overheadthe sky had
beglm to form into small cotton¥ C\ID.1lus
clouis.
I found enough 11ft, hopping from cloud to
clCQi, to gain altitUde little by little.
Circling to stay in the area of lift I began to
drift down wind. In the next five minutes I
would have to decide whether to shove-off, or go
back to Harris Hill.
The wind decided for me.
I was too far to "get in" to Harris Hill.
So I
was on the way!
The simplest way to fly cross-country in a
glider is to go downwind. Youmust circle to
hold altitude because the cross-section
of a
thermal is very small. Saoot:imesthey are only
"bubbles." These drift with the wind. If your
objective lies downwind, that much distance is
gained.
In other words, it is logical that a
cross-country gliding flight is no more than a
series of spirals, while flyill'; with the winj.
Senses Chance At Record
WhenI left Elmira I chose MiddletownAir Depot as a tentative
goal.
It was almost due
south. I would have liked. to land there at my
hane station.
But the wind was caning out of
the northwest now - it must have been one
o'clock - and progress was so rapid that I felt
I had an outside chance to establish sane kind
of record if I continued on a straight downwind
course. The upper Susquehanna river was my canpass.
Northwest of Scranton I was downto 2000 feet
and losing altitude rapidly.
There was a range
of mountains to cross if I were to go on. I
circled to gain altitude.
A thermal picked me
up under a cloud and soon I was half across the
UXllD'ltain
l'i~e.
I had to go on. In this region
I put to practical use a bit of information given us by instructors at Elmira. I watched hawks
Wheeling over the mountain tops and crowded one
of them out of his ownthennal.. I gained al titude on hawk-course just sooth of Scranton's excellent airport.
There are many mountains between Scranton and
Allentown. Scranton looked tempting. Besides,
I was hungry! To go up or cane dOwn,that was
the question.
But clouds, gleaming in bright
stmlight, were favorable to staying up. Lift
was good up to the inversion point at the base
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of the clouds - almost constant at 8000 feet but no higher.
Upward 000 Feet Pel' M1mte
Many times dUring the flight I got downto one
thousani feet or even less 8J1d picked out tentative landing fields to come in on 1:t' the sky

gave out on thermals.
But again and again I
found one of these up-currents to ride.
They
were well-defined, if not runerous. WhenI did
f1Dj one my rate of ascent was well in excess of
five hundred feet per minute. Visibility
was
excellent.
I had no canpass 8J1d was sitting on
my map. I had to depend on IIBIlOry
for local geography. With relief I foum towns turned. out
to be what I had guessed they were.
After crossing another range of mountains
north of Allentown, where I found no emergency
fields within range of my gliding angle, I got
hungry again.
Nowfor that chocolate bar, I
thought!
But my heavy winter flight jacket
pressed too snugly against the sides of the
cockpit and I couldn't reach the candy - or the
map I was sitting on, when I wanted it badly.
Another handicap was the hood that fitted over
my head like a cowl. I must have looked. like a
turtle,
sitting up there in the cockpit with
only my head showing! While juggling for the
chocolate bar I dropped a thousand feet of pre.cious altitude and actually dragged out by my
shoe tops.
SanehowI arrived over Allentown, down very
low. I looked overside for a spot to ~8JlC1 on.
There were the fairgrounds enclosed in a racetrack and packed with people!
I circled the
field several times. Surprised fairgoers looked.
upward and began to clear the field.
I saw a
plane on the grounds. I suppose the pilot gave
the sign to clear the field.
SUddenlymy varianeter indicated a thermal and
I soared upward again, almost a mile. I could
C<:l!Ie in at Alleritownairport nowif I wanted.
I
was lnmgry enough to want to. But warma1r fran
the city held me comfortably aloft.
Far off I
could see the gap where the Musconetcongriver
cuts through the hills to reach the Delaware. I
saw smokerising fran a factory stack and headed
off to ascend its artificial
thermal before wind
dispersed it.
But I came too late.
Still,
I
got on another hawk's beam. But this time I
didn't crowd him and we shared the useful warmth
of his thermal! Round and round we soared, up
to eight thousand feet - enough to cross the
mountains. Trenton. NewJersey was in sight!
(Continued on PaAe 40)
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Important Changes Made

Air ~orps Reorganized

Na sweeping reorganization,
the old diviIsion
brealldown of' the Of'f'ice of' the Chief'

0:(

the Air Corps nas been revised
and a new organization
under a series of "assistants
to the
chief" has been set up.
The reorganization
was made in order to meet
the demands of' fUll-scale
aerial
combat called
f'or by the President in his war message to Congress.
The biggest step in the adjustment of the
internal
organization
of' the Air Forces since
their creation as a semi-autonomous part of' the
War Department last Jtme, the new plan provides
for closer coordination
of' ef'f'ort both within
the Of'f'ice of' the 'Chief' of' the Air Corps, and
with the Headquarters
Army Air Forces and Air
CaOOat Forces.
Will Speed Up Procurement
Instituted
soon af'ter the appointment of'Major
General Walter R. Weaver as Acting Chief' of' the
Air Corps, the reorgantzat.ton for the first time
gives the Air Corps an Adjutant General, Jtrlge
Advocate General and a Fiscal Officer.
These
and the other changes are expected to speed up
the procurement of' equipment,
the training
of'
personnel
and the delivery
and maintenance of'
combat aircraf't
in theaters
of' operation--the
primary f\mctions of' the Air Corps in its place
in the Air Forces.
SerVing directly
under the Chief' of' the Air
Corps under the new organization
is an Executive
Assistant.
The Adjutant General perf'orms the
normal dutues
of' such an of'f'icer,
the Judge
Advocate General perf'orms those functions
formerly charged to the Chief' of' the Legal Division,
and the Fiscal
Of'f'icer perf'orms those
duties f'ormerly charged to the Chief' of' the Fiscal Unit.
Another newly created of'f'ice is that of'. the
Inspect.or General, who perf'orms those f\mctions
formerly charged to the Chief' of the Inspection
Division.
The series of' assistants
to the Chief' of the
Air Corps prov Ided f'or in the new organization
. incltrles an Assistant
f'or Procurement Services,
an Assistant
f'or Supply and Maintenance Services, an Assistant
f'or Personnel
and Training
SerVices,
an Assistant
f'or Ferrying
SerVice,
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and an Assistant for Army Air Traffic Services.
The Assistant
for Procurement
Services
replaces and performs the duties f'ormerly charged
to the Chief' of' the Materiel Division.
The Assistant
f'or Supply and Maintenance Services replaces and perf'orms the duties f'ormerly charged
to the Commanding General of' the Air Service
Command, the Chief' of the Building
and Ground
DiVision, and the Chief' of' the Anmunition Unit
and the Airplane Unit of the Operations
Division.
The Assistant
for Personnel and Training Services replaces
and performs the functions
f'ormerly charged to the Military
Personnel
Division, the Civilian Personnel DiVision, Training
Division,
the Intelligence
School Section,
and
the Medical Division--less
those f'unctions
transferred
to the Air Staff.
The Assistant
f'or
Ferrying Services replaces and handles the f\mctions f'ormerly charged to the Conmaniing Of'ficer
of' the Air Corps Ferrying Coomand.
Intelligence

ReDa:tns

The Assistant
for Army Air Traffic
Services
will take care of' the Administrative
Regulations
of Army Flying, the operation
of' the Army Airways Commmfcatdori
Service, the Weather Service,
Bolling Field, the duties now charged to the Map
Section of' the Intelligence
Division,
the f\mctions .of' the old Operations Division,
and the
allocation
of aircraft
to activities
and agencies under the control of' the Chief' of' the Aircraft.
Under the new organization
the Intelligence
Division will be continued f'or as long a time as
is necessary,
until the absorption
of its activities
is acccmplished by other agencies.
Executive Assistant
to General Weaver, under
the reorganization,
is Lt. Col. L.S. Smith;
Assistant
Executive for Administrative
Planning
and Coordination
is Lt. Col. Byron E. Gates;
Assistant
Executive f'or Technical Planning and
Coordination
is Lt. Col. James G. Taylor;
the
Air Corps Adjutant General is Col. William F •
Pearson; the Jtrlge Advocate General is Lt. Col.
E. H. Snodgrass; the Fiscal Officer is Lt. Col.
A.W. Martenstein,
and the Inspector
General is
Lt. Col. G.H. Beverley.
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Brig. Gen. Oliver P. Echols is the new Assistant for Procurement Services, Brig. Gen. Henry
J.F. Miller is the Assistant for Supply and
Maintenance Services, Brig. Gen. Robert Olds is
the Assistant ror Ferrying Serv ices , Col. Walter
F. Kraus is the Assistant for Personnel and
Trai.n.ingServices, am. Col. Oliver S. Ferson is
the Assistant for Air Traffic Services.
Lt. Col. .J.G. 'I'ilylor
remains as Chief of the
Air Corp> Intelligence Division.

FI..IGHT REQUIREMENTS
of piloting skill will be given
MAINTENANCE
first consideration among the duties assigned to personnel holding "flying ratings, according to a new Army Air Forces Regulation
listing the minimum annual flight requirements
for Air Corp> pilots.
Under the new Regulation commanding officers
are directly charged with the responsibility for
seeing that regular and frequent flights are
made by all personnel holding flying ratings,
and by all non-rated officers placed on flying
status by the Chief of the Air Corps.
Commanding officers are further held responsible for assurance that pilots are thoroughly
qualified to "pilot", and that they have sufficiently demonstrated
familiarity
with the
various aircraft types before they are permitted
to fly them.

LETTER

Officers and men rated as pilots but not
technically qualified to fly the planes with
which' their units are equipped, due to lack of
flying hours, are given credit for co-pilot time
in meeting the annual fHght r-equtr-ements
,
Other rul.tngs instituted by the new regulation
are that personnel placed on a limited flying
status IlRlStmeet all requirements in conformity
with their duties, ratings and limitations; and
that non-rated officers on flying status must
meet reqUirements similar to those of "unlimited" pilots.
It was also provided that personnel on flying
status for only part of a fiscal year must meet
a proportional amount of the requirements.

~----CLOUD

COPS ••• (Continued From Page 22)

The circle lights atop the hangars are used in
conjunction with the bar signals to bring in the
upper zone planes. After the plane in the lower
zone has landed, a combination of one red bar
and a green circle is the signal for the plane
in the upper section of Zone 1 to drop down into
the lower zone and make his landing approach.
Planes' in other quarters are handled in similar
manner, the number of bar lights indicating the
zone.
Spotlights are used as an auxiliary to the regular bar light control, but take precedence
when used. They are used in three colors-green
Flight Requirements
to indicate that the plane is cleared for takeoff or landing, red to warn that something is
The minimum annual flight reqUirements which
wrong
and that the pilot about to land should
mus t be met by all personnel holding flying ratreturn
to his zone, and white for identifying
ings, and by all non-rated officers on flying
ship
numbers,
to assist the pilot in parking.
status, are as follows:
When
flashed
intermittently,
it's a signal to
1." One hundred hours of flying time. Not
taxi
into
the
line.
less than 40 of these hours must. be accanplished '
The student is drilled in three phases of
during each six months' period of the fiscal
night landing. First he must set his plane down
year.
with all the field's floodlights on, then with
2. Ten hours of night flying. Not less than
only his ship's landing lights and the boundary
four of these hours must be obtained in each
markers of the field. Third phase is on a small
half of the fiscal year.
3. Twenty hours of instrument flying.
Not
runway outlined only by small beams of light
shining parallel to the thus improvised runway
less than eight of these must be accomplished
and visible only from a point directly opposite
during either six months' period.
4. Two instrument tests. Pilots of limited
the entrance to the runway area.
status whose limitations do not prohibit instruThis last phase of training needs a portable
ment flying raist meet these instrument tests as
lighting system and generator recently invented
"pilots".
At least one of the tests is perand developed at Wright Field, Ohio, which can
formed in an airplane if possible. Rated pilots
be set up and in operation in from 30 'to40 minassigned to duties involving piloting who pass
utes and enables the operators to transform into
an airdrome what a few moments before had been a
this test are furnished a certificate showing
cow-pasture. Thus are simulated actual condithey have qualified as instrument pilots. This
tions encountered by pilots engaged in tactical
applies alike to Regular Army, Reserve and
problems.
National Guard officers.
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Yanks In the R. A. F.

Alracobras Strike for -Britain

Leader who won the Distinguished
Asquadron
Flying Cross in the Battle of Britain and
has had eight confirmed victories
over enemy
aircraft,
now cClllll8lXis
a famous fighter squadron
which has recently been equipped with the Bell
AiracObra fighter aircraft.
He is very proud of
the distinction,
81Xl so are his pilots;
they include lOOnfran all parts of Great Britain, fran
three of the great Dominions, several Czechs,
and recently there was also a Singalese pilot.
To a representative
of Fli~ht the Squadron
Leader explained that the Airacobra is in some
ways the most modern aircraft
in the world, at
any rate the most modern fighter.
It is a
specially designed machine, full of new ideas.
Its' outstaD:ling features are the position of the
liquid-cooled Allison q1ne (of 1,1l5O h.p.) behind the pilot" with shaft drive to a tractor
airscrew in the nose, and a nose-wheel under-'
carriage.
Pilot's Back Is Safe
Naturally,
two questions which the Squadron
Leader was asked were whether the nose-wheel
stood up well to rough landings, and whether the
engine showed any tendency to move'forward into
the small of the pilot's back. To both he was
able to give satisfactory answers.
The Airacobra was designed to work off runways, and the aerodrome where his squadron is
stationed is far fran reseui:lling a croquet lawn,
but all the same the nose-wheel has stood up
well.
It ought to do so, for its strut looks
very solid, not to say heavy; and, as a matter
of fact, the ~
altogether is heavier than
British standard single-seater
fighters~
The
squadron has had one breakage of this member
from an unusually heavy landing at night, and
three other cases of damage, which were not
serious.
There have been no serious accidents, but in
some landings which m~bt have been better the
engine did not move !'ran its bed, and showed no
sort of inclination
to do so.
The squadron
feels no anxiety on that point.
No TroLi>leFran Engine
As for maintenance of the engine,
it was
treated with the same care as the Merlins in

British fighters, 811dthe squadron did not know
what its flying life would be before it had to
be taken out for a major overhaul.
Up to the
present it has given no trouble.
Few facts can be stated about the performance
of the Airacobra,
but in the U.S.A. it has
been pub l f.shed that the top speed is in the
neighbourhood of 400 m.p.h. The pilots say that
air combats now are decided by speed and fire
power. The Airacobra certainly has the first,
and it excels at its own favourite height.
Its
a~m~ment likewise
is formidable.
Several
versions are possible.
The machines of this
squadron have one 2O-Dm. cannon tiring through
the airscrew hub, two machine guns in the nose
which fire through the arc of the airscrew, and
four machine guns in the wings. The amount of
azmnm.ition carried is impressive, and no doubt
the enemywould like very DI1chto know the precise figures.
The Airacobra as built for the R.A.F. is in
same particulars
different
from the form in
which it is used in the United States.
Our men,
too, after receiving their machines, have them-selves introduced some modifications.
These
will be notified to the ID8lI.1facturerIU'1d. will be
incorporated in future del1v&ries.
Spares A. Little

I.e.te

:It was uentioned also by the squadron that all
the spares did not arrive with the machines, 811d
this was a bit of a nuisance.
But R.A.F.
aircraftmen are ~n1ous,
and the .machines have
not been kept aground by the non.arrival of the
spares.
The squadron presumes that the said
spares had. been dispatched, but had gone astray
somewhere on the way. We may recall
that
something of the S8JJe sort happened in the case
of machines delivered to the Russians, who had.
to manufacture the necessar)' tools before they
could erect the aircraft.
But things will
sometimes go astray in time of war, and it is
not suggested that the Americans were careless
in the matter.
Everyonelmows how anxious they
are' to help the Allies.
cne veryg~J>Ofutabout the A1racobra is the
splendid.. view' 'whiCili
.the .pilot gets behind htm by
simply turning ~- hi.S
fie8d~
It is a very important
~
,~ ,
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matter in a dogfight, and this Americanmachine
is about the best of the lot in that respect.
The entrance to the pilot's cockpit is through a
s ide door, not through the opening at the; top.
In fact, the top of the transparent cover does
not open, and this !reans that very tall pilots
can hardly be canfortable inside.

NEW 8. E. T. c, INSIGNIA

Short Pilots Best
It is preferable to pick pilots of not over
5 ft. 10 in.
The Americans also suggested
putting a 11mit on the weight of the pilot, but
so ,far this squadron has not fotmd it necessary
to stick to the 11mit which the designers suggested. Whena pilot has to do a "brolley hop"
(it has not yet been necessary) there is a quick
release of a door in the side, and the pilot
rolls out on to the wing, and then off that into
open air.
That obviates the III81loeUVres
which
are found advisable when a man has to quit a
Hurricane or Spitfire.
Of the flying qualities
of the Airacobra
nothing but high praise was heard from the
pilots,
even though some of them who had been
bef'ore in Hurricane squadrons had got so attached to their old machines, as pilots will,
that they f'elt rather hanesick f'or them.
Condensed Prom FLIGHT

•

Eleven-year-olds may still be a little young
f'or enlistment as aViation cadets, even under
the newly lowered age 11mits, but that didn't
stop Thaddeus Schultz of' Manoa,Fa., fran applying. Thaddeus wrote the 33rd PUrsuit Group at
Philadelphia ani said:
"I would like to join
the Army Air Corp. My f'ather was a fighter in a
bax:i~ ring and I would like to be in the Air
Corp. I am 11 years of age am in good health.
P.S.--I
am a Polish decente not a German
deeente ;"
Thaddeus was told the Air Corps appreciated
his "fine spirit ani will~s
to serve", but
that he'd have to wait a few years, urder present regulations,
before he could take flight
training.

•

There is quite a spt'1llJcling of so called "G':'
Men" and "Bobbies," the British equivalent of
Americanpoliceman, "Cops," "Flat Feet," or what
have you, ~
the Br1tishers Utdergo~ flying
training at the Southeast Air Corps'Training center.
The IIBjority of 66 former representatives
of the law are patrolJren, the remainder being
ex-detectives am special investigators whowere
associated with SCotlard Yard.
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THIS is the new official insignia of the
Southeast Air Corps Training Center.
The image on the crest is that of a Griffin, mythological half-lion,
half-eagle
which could
never be taken by an enemy. The clenched fist
directly below stands for defensive action,
and the seven shafts of lightning symboliz~
the seven phases of instruction--elementary,
basic, advanced, bombardiering, navigation and
gunnery--which prepare cadets for aerial combat. The background of the shield is azure,
and represents the clear skies of the States
included in the Southeast Training Center.

•
ApproxiDBtely10,000 persons were present at
the dedicatioo recently of Gardner Field in Taft,
Kern County, Calif., one of the f'0lU'basic f'ly1ng schools in the West Coast Air CorlS Tra~
Center.

_
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NeW', COlDbat TealDs

Support ~ommand8 Provide Lightning Punch
•

By Col. WllllalD E. Lynd

A

IR support aviation has been developed to
provide ground rorces with the close air
support essential to their success in cooi:>at.
All designated air support units are contained. in the Air Force Cooi:>at
Coomurl. A staff
section exists in headquarters or this conmard,
with an Air Support Officer as chief.
As the
functioning of air support aviation is in close
conjunction with the operations of ground forces, the Air Support Section has been located at
the Army War College, the location of the General Headquarters of the Army.
Five Air Support CoIllD8.llds
are organized, one
within each numbered Air Force and the fifth
directly Wlder the CombatComnandto work with
the ArmoredForce.
Worm With Grourrl Forces
The function or Air Support Commandsis to
hardle all types or aviation working in direct
connection with and support of,ground forces.
This type of aviation includes light and dive
bad:>a.rdnent,observation, photographic, and other elements such as tow target, and transports
for air-borne and parachute troops.
Before the war there were eleven observation
groups, illcluding forty observation squadrons.
Additional group headquarters and observation
squadrons are nowbeing authorized by the War
Department. There is nowone photographic group
or four squadrons with new authorization for
still more. Observation organization is designed to pr-ovfde a group for each corps, containing one squadron to support each division,
and one for corps use.
In addition to corps
groups, one observation group is being pr-ovtded
for the support of each army.
One of the major changes behg madein observation aviation is the utilization of two-engine
baJba.rd:mantand pursuit type planes for assignment to observation squadrons.
The war has
proven rather conclusively that the mediumspeed
ord1nary two-engine observation airplane cannot
live in modern combat. The old theory of continuous observation or surveillance of an enemy
area can no Ipnger be employed. Observation beyond the enemy lines will nowconsist principally of going in to observe a par-tdcular point
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or some particular
activity and returning as
soon as that information is obtained. Either
speed or defensive fire power or both must be
depended upon to obtain this information. The
information or verification ordinarily will be
secured by photography. A considerable m.mi>er
of the light type un-armed liaison planes is
also being prOVided to observation units for
courier and messenger service.
Provides Cla;e Support
One of the principal f\mctions of Air Support
Commandsis to provide both close and direct
cooi:>atair support. Conbat support is provided
by light and dive bombardment. Light bon:i>ardment groups of four squadrons each with one
additional squadron, are now included in the
five Air Support Conmands
, I t is hoped to proVide light bombardmentfor air support in the
ratio of two squadrons per each ArmoredDivision, and one squadron per each infantry and
motorized division.
The present light boDbardment airplane is the A-20-A fast two-engine
horizontal bomber. Dive booibersnowbeing used
are the A-24 type, the same as the SBD-3in use
by the Navy. Much'attention has been paid to
the tactics and technique of coobat air support
of ground troops. Several exercises and maneuvers have been held in this connection, particularly with armored forces.
Signal conununication plays .an important role
in air support, as ground organizations must be
able to contact their supporting air unit and
ask for the destruction of a_certain objective
or for the reconnaissance of an area. The cannmrler of the air organization mlSt then be able
to contact his various squadrons either on the
gr-oundor in the air.
For this purpose, Signal
Ccmpa.nies
Aviation are incltrled in the Air Support Cooman:ls.
In order to furnish aviation for the towing of
targets for antiaircraft
artillery
fire, tow
target detachments are incltrled in the Air Support Commands. These det.acbments are to be
equipped with airplanes and equipD:!ntfor towing
ani tracking missions to assist the antiaircraft
artillery in their training.
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Tran;port aviation for the movementand convey1~ of both parachute and air-borne troops
will be provided by Air Support Conmands. One
transport squadron was utilized for this purpose
in the Louisiana maneuversani a transport group
of three squadrons was used during the. Carolina
maneuvers.
Practice At .Maneuvers
'l'he Air Support COIIllIIal'ds
of the different Air
Forces support and assist in the routine train~ of the army with which the Air Forc.e is associated.
Air Support Commands
as such have
participated in maneuvers only during the GHQ
control portion of the Carolina maneuvers. All
aviation operating during this phase of the Carolina maneuvers was included in the First and
Third Air Support Colllllll.IXis
supporting the First
Army and Fourth Corps respectively.
The results
obtained from this first maneuveremploymentof
Air Support Commands
were very gratifying.
It
developed the conclusion, as expressed by several high commanders,that the air support organization i~ sound and logical.
Of course
tbere are IllUlydetails yet left to be workedout
and adjustments made, but the fact that air support as noworganized is f\mctioning along correct lines, augurs well for the future development of aviation support of grotmdforces.

News Letter Changes
o
was issued for the
Nmonth
of Deceniberor January because of the
AIR

FORCES NEWS LETTER

NEWS

LETTER

als , D:1stribution to the field is on the same
basis as ArmyAir Forces regulations, except
that Wright Field, like WashingtOI\,receives one
copy "for each headquarters or division and one
additional copy for every four officers and key
civilian personnel assigned thereto." Requests
from individuals to be placed on the mailing
list cannot be granted.
Personal Items Not Wanted.
The bulletin outlining the type of material
desired and the method of preparation states
specifically that "personal items are no longer
wanted" and that public relations officers and
other contributors "should not send information
on such matters as squadron picnics, dances, the
promotion of enlisted men (unless the circumstances were unusual) or of officers, descriptions of athletic events, etc." It says further
that newsreleases ARENill SUITABIE
as a substitute for material prepared especially for the
NEWS lEITER.

The bulletin states that material considered
appropriate f~r publication includes sLories on
technical developnents in the Materiel Division,
changes of policy with respect to aviation, descriptions or discussions of newairplanes, outstanding flight achievements, articles discussing in detail innovations of military technique
workedout by ArmyAir Forces personnel, and detailed acceunts of maneuvers, including descriptions of the problems encountered and how they
are solved.
Contributors maysave themselves and the personnel in charge of the NEWS LETTER a great deal
of trouble by reading tlle bulletin, policy and
regulation governing publication of the NEWS
LETTER before sending material to Washington.
Articles of the sort carried in the current issue are wanted. Provided he knowswhat he is
talking about. the author- maybe of any rank or
from any organization.

extra pressure of work placed on the Headquarters ArmyAir Forces by too war.
COIXiitionshave so been adjusted however, that
it is expected publication on a regular monthly
schedule can nowbe resumed. In the future the
NEWS LETTER will be published on or about the
rirst of each month so long as publication does
not interfere with necessary war business.
A Ill.IIiberof changes have been maderecently in
the instructions
covering the preparation of
With the establisho:ent of sUb-depots in Merced
material for the NEWS LEITER and in the method ani Lemoore,Calif., a total of eight subsidiary
of distribution of the publication.
Potential
depots of the Sacranento Air Depot have been escontributors and officers assigned as local NEWS
tablished during the past year in California ani
LETTER correspondents should familiarize themNevada.
selves with these changes, whichare outlined in
detail in Army Air Force Bulletin No.41-8; Army
Training aviation cadets in night cross-coenta-y
Air Force Regulation No, 5-6 ani ArmyAir Force
ani formation flying is an experiment started. at
GoodfellowField, San AJ:gelo,Texas. Heretofore
Policy No.5-I.
.
Distribution of the NEWS LETTER no longer is
such training wascorrlucted only at advanced flyon a personal basis.
With the exception of a
~ schools. If successful, it is possible that
few general officers, active ani retired, no inthis Lype of flying will be inaugurated at too
dividuals receive the publication as individuvarious other basic flying schools.

•

•
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Bolt From The Blue

Patrol Bombers ~orral Sub at Sea

/
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~~~~===~~~

\A

N aircraft of the R.A.F. Coastal Conmand has
captured a German U-l;Joat-the first time a land
aer rp.lane has forced a submarine to surrender

ou.r tght ,

They fought out one of the strangest duels in
nistory, with one adversary in the sky, the
other beneath the sea. The sky won. After the
aircraft, a Lockheed Hudson bomber, had attacked
the U-boat the crew of the submarine c~~ tumbling out of their conning tower, waving a white
shirt as token of surrender.
The Hudson, completely unaided, held the Uboat prisoner for nearly four hours. A Catalina
flying-boat of the Coastaj Conmand then arrived, to
relieve the Hudson.
The Catalina acted as
gaoler, assisted by other Hudsons and Catalinas
of the Coastal Command, for nearly ten hours
more.
Ship Takes Over
One of His Majesty's ships was able to arr~ve,
just as daylight was fading, to take over from
the aircraft. By then the U-boat had been held
prisoner from the air, without any actual contact except the threat of machine-guns,
for
nearly thirteen hours.
he
Hudson took off early in the morning, and
headed out over the Atlantic i Visibility was
poor, frequent rainstorms swept acroSs the sea.
The water below was angry and rough, covered
~ wi th white caps.
They were "toddling along with George (the
automatic pilot) doing most of the work," when
suddenly there was a shout from the navigator's
cabin in the nose of the aircraft.
"There's one just in front of YOu'''~outed
the navigato~
Tne pilot gazed out where the
navigator was pointing, at the same time pul l tng
out the automatic pilot and taking control.
There, about 1,200 yards away on the port bow,
was a U-boat.
Navigator Watches
rhe pilot thrust the nose of the aircraft
dOwn, and dived. The navigator stood with his
face pressed to the cockpit window, keeping the
suumarine in sight.
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"Let me mow when its time to drop, Jack,"
called tlllipilot quickly.
The navigator nodded, and a few seconds 'later
yelled "Now!"
The rear gunner, who had been hastily winding
in the aerial, popped his head into the astrodome just in time to see a column of water
shooting high into the air.
Then the pilot turned the Hudson steeply, and
climbed. Below him he could see the wide area
of churned waves. As he watched there was another shout fran everybody in the aircraft. The
U-boat had cane to the surface. The gunner, who
had rushed into the rear-turret, had the best
view. He saw the U-boat surface rapidly, on an
almost even keel. She came surging up through a
mass of foaming water.
The navigator reached for his camera and called to the rest of the crew.
"Machine-gtm them, let's machine-gtm them."
'l'hewireless operator dropped to the floor and
l'frpidlywound. down the bef Iy-gun, Then the aircraft dived across the U-boat, all gtU1S blazing
tracer bullets-front
guns, rear-turret
and
belly-gtm.
Crew Tumbles Out
As the Hudson dived, the U-boat's conning
tower hatch was thrown open, and about a dozen
of the crew tumbled out and dropped on to the
deck. The Hudson crew thought they were manning
the guns so they kept their own guns firing
hard. The red streaks of the tracer were pep'pering into the conning tower and kicking up
little spurts of water all round the U-boat.
This was too much for the Germans. Those who
were already on the deck turned arid ran back into the conning tower, those who were coming up
from below still tried to push outwards. For a
few moments there was "an awfUl shanibles" in the
conning tower, ~ the Hudson pilot afterwards
described iW The U-boat crew were all mixed up
together, s~e struggling to get in, others to
get out. All the figures seemed to be capless,
and they were distinctly visible fran above, for
they were all wearing bright yellow life-saving
jackets.
Four times the Hudson roared over the U-boat,
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guns streaming, banking steeply each time to
swing round,into the attack again while' the rear
guns and belly-gun kept up the fire.
The rearturret was firing practically all the time. All
the pilot remembershearing, besides the din of
the firing, was the navigator muttering:
"I've lived all my life to see those baskets
scrambling out of a conning tower."
U-boat Surrenders
As the Hudsonwas cominground for the fifth

LETTER

conning tower of the submarine.
The message reached base, and it was determined to bring that U-boat and its crew to shore
if it were humanlypossible.
Never before in
history had an underwater craft surrendered to a
land aircraft.
Jt was determined not to let the
U-boat get away. A Catalina was at once sent
off to relieve the Hudson, and all the other'
aircraft in the vicinity were diverted over ,the
U-boat from time to time, to demonstrate to the
crew that there was a big striking force ready
if' they tried to escape. Hudsons,Catalinas, on
patrol--they all flew over the U-boat from time
to time.

attac~the U-boat~
9ne of its crew
held a white shirt up from the 'conning tower,
waving it violently.
The airmen ceased fire
but continued to circle with guns trained,
Catalina Arrives
watching suspiciously.
The Germans followed
'them anxiously round with the shirt, and then to
GThe relief
Catalina arrived in the earlY~-\.'
~_ke their intentions quite clear, held up what \L.rternoon.
~
~ared
to be sane sort of white board.
.......---)
'"--w'henthe Hudson crew saw the Catalina ap"They've shoved a white flag up," called the
proaching they were afraid it might bomb and
wireless operator triumphantly.
sink the U-boat. So they signalled anxiously to
The Hudsonthen flew right over the U-boat at
it.
about 50 feet, to see what it was all about. By l'-;'Look after our, repeat 0 U R, submarinewhich\
the~the entire U-boat crew ~ crowdedinto the
has shownthe white flag."
\
~ing
tower, some thirty to forty of t.hem. "
"O.K." signalled back the Catalina.
~
packed so tightly they could scarcely
Then the Hudsoncrew, satisfied,
dived twice
move.
more over "their" U-boat to have a last look at
Ii'Anda very glum lot they looked," the. pilot
it.
Oneor two of the Germans,whohad got down
saidh'iit'.t.ei'w~-W;.
.." "Wewere qwi!oteclose enough
on the deck, waved mournfully to them'. The
L!?-~ee their faces, and not a smile anYWhe~-J
pilot wavedc,heerfully back, and set course for
The U-boat now lay stopped in the water,
home.
slightly downby the bows, with the wavesbreakThen it was the Catalina's turn to circle ending over her decks, and sanetimes right over the
lessly, the blister guns trained on the U-boat
conning tower, drenching the crew.
crew. They kept it up for eight hours, without
having to fire a single shot.
Surface craft
HoldingThemA Problem
were steaming towards the spot as quickly as
.;
possible, but they were a long wayoff yet. The
Then, for the first time, the Hudson crew
question was, could they get there before nig,htrealized with jubilation that the U-boat really
,fall?
had surrendered to them. The problem remained,fIG ,!, The hours dragged by, in those interminable
how to hold ~
pr Lsoneg, and get them taken
circles.
Someof' the U-boat crew, nowand then,
into custody.
walked out on to the deck from the conning
The navigator prepared a message for base and
tower, in spite of the waves--they were all
the wireless operator's hand rattled up and down
drenched as it was, so what did the waves
on the key.
matter? The Catalina took the precaution of
All this time the pilot was circling the Ufrequent dives over the U-boat to ensure that
boat, keeping his eyes glued to it.
He did that
the hatch was still closed. Other aircraft came
for three and a half hours. Hadhe lost sight
periodically to add to the threat--but still no
of it for one second he might easily have lost
surface craft.
it altogether.
~hen at last he stepped on to
his home aerodrome, his neck was so stiff he
Ship Arrives In Time
could not turn his head.
The weather was grOWingworse, daylight was
All this while too, as the navigator and wirefading. There was every chance of losing the
less operator were working away at their
signals, the rear-~mer kept his guns trained
U-boat during the night, and the Catalina crew
ceaselessly on the U-boat crew huddled into the
were growingdesperate.
(Continued on Page 39)
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Lost on West £oa8t Flight

Gen. Dargne Missing Since December 18
By Maj. Falk Harmel

MAJ.

Gen. Herbert A. Dargue, cOlllIl811ding
the
First Air Force, MitchelField,
N.Y., has been
miss ing since DeceDi>er12, 19U, when he departed on a transcontinental
flight in an Army transport plane, accanpanied by Col. Charles W. Bundy
and Lieut. Col. George W. Ricker, of the War DepartIoont General Staff; Major HughF. ~Caffery,
Capt. J .G. Leavitt,
1st Lieut. HomerC. Burns,
Staff Sgt. Stephen Hoffman and Pvt. 1st Cl.
Sanuel J. Van Hanm, Jr-., Air Corps.
General Dargue belonged to the small group of
officers who were affiliated
with Ar~ aviation
practically
from its inception.
His contribution to the development of this branch of the
service dur:ing a period exceeding a quarter of a
centUry has been of an exceptional
character,
and his untimely end has left
a void in the
ranks of the Army Air Forces which will prove
exceedingly difficult
to fill.
Taught By Wm

General Dargue learned to fly in an old hydroplane at Fort McKinley, P. I., in 1913, his instructor
being no less a personage than Maj.
Gen. Frank P. Lahm, Retired,
who was then a
lieutenant
of the 7th Cavalry serving a detail
with the Aviation Section, Signal. Corps.
While a member of the First Aero Squadron,
General Dargue saw service with the Punitive Expedition
into Mexico in 1916, where he did a
considerable amount of flying in the early Wright
biplane ani where, amidst natives extrenely hostile to AJrericans, he ereountered many thrilling ,.
experiences and extreme privation.
Forced landings in his fragile plane necessitated long and hazardous treks on foot, without
food or water, through alkali deserts and mountains, arrl often he reached a condition border:ing on thorough exhaus tion before he finally arrived at localities
occupied by friendly troops.
During World War I, General Dargue was on duty
for several months with the A.E.F. in France and
England, making a study of the training
of
pilots, observers and mechanics. He then returned to the United states
for duty au Assistant
Chief of Training in the Office of the Director
of Military Aeronautics.
After graduating
in 1920 from the one-year
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General Herbert

A. Dargue

course at the Air Service Engineering School at
M::Cook
Field, Dayton, Ohio, General Dargue served on staff duty in the Office of the Chief of
the Air Service, Washington, D.C., until August,
1928, occupying responsible positions in the 0perations Division,
the WFlrPlans Division and
the Training and Operations DiVision.
These
staff duties were interrupted in 1924-1925, when
he attended the Coumandand General Staff School
at Fort Leavenworth, Rans., and from which he
graduated with distinction.
From December21,1926, to May 2, 1927, he canmanded the flight of four Armyplanes on a good
will tour around South America, dUring the course
of which he narrowly escaped death following a
mid-air collision
with one of the other Army
planes in the flight.
After he released
his
safety belt and jumped from his violently spinning plane, his parachute became entangled in
the wreckage. Fortunately,
his parachute broke
away from the wreckage and he escaped injury,
although he struck the ground Violently.
In recognition of his organizing ability
and leadership of this flight,
General Dargue was awarded
the Distinguished Flying Cross.
(Continued on Page 39)

A. N. C. Aircraft Types Coordinated

NEW COMMITTEE DEVELOPS DESIGN CRITERIA
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A the
N Army-Navy-Civil Comnittee to coordinate
developnent of aircraft design criteria
has been established by the Secretaries of War
and Navy, am. the Administrator of Civil Aeronautics.
The new comnittee works tmder the su-

pervtsaon of the Aeronautical Board.
Memership of the canmittee includes the senior Armyand Navy members of the Aeronautical
Board's worldng comnittee; three memers designated by the Assistant Chief of the Air Corps
Materiel Division; three membersdesignated by
the Chief of the NavyBureau of Aeronautics, am.
foor memers designated by the Administrator of
Civil Aeronautics.
Air Corps members of the committee are Lt.
Col. D.G. Lingle, Army memberof the Aeronautical Board's working comnittee, who is chairman;
and Lt. Col. H.Z. Bogert, Lt. Col. Orval R.
Cook, and Major C.K. Moore, of the Materiel
Division, Wr:1ghtField.
C<mD1ttee Functions
The functions of the caml1.ttee, as outlined in
the precept, are as follows:
(a) To develop aircraft design criteria governtng: imposed loads, structural design, allowable stresses,
methods of analysis, methods of
testing,
performance calculations,
etc., and
recoomendthe adoption of these criteria by the
three menber branches of the governrent.
(b) To arrange for such studfes , tests,
investigations,
and conferences as may be necessary for the developxent of these criteria.
(c) To arrange means for exchange of technical information related to these criteria between responsible personnel in the menDerbranches of the government and for maintenance of
effective liaison.
(d) To arrange for promulgation, including
publication, of criteria
adopted by the member
branches of the government, in the form of ANC
Bulletins.

"'7iC

ments, am. in order to report progress and the
results of Investigations to the menber branches
of the government.
Structural design problems of the Coomittee,
in general, fall into three classifications:
external loads, internal stresses, am. allowable
loads. These general classifications
are further broken down into projects, each harrlled by
a technical sub-coomittee. Projects of the ANC
Coomittee are sponsored by either the ArmyAir
Force, the Navy Bureau of Aeronautics, or the
Civil Aeronautics Administration.
First publication issued. by the ANCCOIIID1ttee
is a Ground loads Handbook, issued on ANCProject NumberTwo. The handbook is divided into
three sections covering the strength requirements for tail wheel type larrlirg gear, tricycle
type landing gear and emergency landing and
harrlling structures.
The booklet will be distributed amongthe services am. the irrlustry in
order to standardize am. coordinate the design
of aircraft.

•

new civil contract glider-training
school
has been opened at Twenty-Nine Palms, a
small desert
community 60 miles from Palm
Springs, California.
Successful completion of
the glider-pilot
training courses given last
summerat Lockport, Illinois,
am. Elmira, New
York, has led to the establishment of the new
school.
Students will be volunteers selected from the
ranks of Air Forces officers serving as instructors at airplane pilot-training
centers.
Instruction will be provided by the contractor,
t:re Twenty-NinePalms Air Academy.
The t'irst class, of 12 stu1ents, began tra~
ing early in January, with subsequent classes
entering at two-week intervals.
The second
class began training about January 14. Later
classes will each include approx1Imtely 24 students. Pre-war plans called for the training of
126 glider pilots at the school.
12 Sub-CcmD1ttees
Students, all trained power-plane pilots, wi]1
in
The ANCCoomit tee holds meetings when deemed be given an average of 30 hours instruction
gliders of the two-place TG-1 and TG-2 types.
desirable in order to arrange for 12 technical
in
Sub-committees, operating as part of the ANC These gliders were both used successfully
earlier glider-pilot
training progr8IllS. ~~
design criteria
program, to carry out assign-
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For Duty Abroad

Dow to Bondle for Britain
By Lieut. Bruce Buttles
Ameriean Embas8y. London

WImHER

assigned for permanent or temporary
duty, Air Force personnel traveling to the
United Kingdom this winter should plan their
clothing ani equipnent with utmost care.
Every
article
must be studied, and the advantages of
each garment carefully weighed, to determine the
best possible selection
within prescribed baggage limitations •
•These are 40 pounds fo~ the Air Corps Ferrying
Commandand 20 kilos
(44 pounds) for British
Overseas Airways Corporation-the
two most likely gateways for passengers in a hurry.
It is
true that Pan American Airways permits some 20
pounds more on the route from NewYork to Lisbon, but this generosity is of no advantage when
BOAC
restrictions
apply beyond. Neither IIlin1num
includes an overcoat
on the arm or articles
tucked into pockets, and this loophole is often
a helpful escape for bulky travelers.
What The Traveler Can Take
The actual situation
is, however, that one can
travel light and still
have plenty of essentials
if he exercises a reasonable choice. Naturally,
the exact selection
will depend upon type and
place of service,
but by using the Air Corps
issue flight
bag, the 40 to 44 pounds should
provide, roughly, for the following or equivalent articles:
One civilian
suit
(two suits for service in
London) a complete field uniform With an extra
pair of slacks (dark shades are best), two O.D.
cotton and one O.D. woolen shirts,
six civilian
shirts,
two suits
of heavy underwear,
some
changes of light underwear, and extra pair of
good heavy shoes, warm slippers and a bathrobe,
ties, handkerchiefs and the usual toilet
articles, plus a modest reserve of razor blades,
matches, lighter flints and fluid, chocolate bars
ani flashlight
batteries.
Extra insignia and
jewelry are essential.
In addition the wise traveler probably will
include a few gifts
for British
friends if he
can spare the weight and space.
The ideal selection will vary from time to time, but currently cigarette
lighters,
safety matches, silk
hosiery, cosmetics and miniature flashlights
are
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highly prized.
Such articles
are valuable in
repaying inevitable social obligations to British subjects and their wives.
What To Wear
Personnel of the Air Force customarily wear
mufti in London and the uniform elsewhere.
That
makes two overcoats essenti~l
in winter unless
a cooibination garment is adopted. This may be a
heavy trench coat with removable lining
and
shoulder straps.
In selecting both civilian and
military apparel, it is important to note that
even in London cleaning requires much longer
than in the United States and sometimes cannot
be done at all.
Usually garments will not be
returned within a week and some articles
(such
as leather
gloves)
currently
require
three
months. Laundry facilities
are also slow. As a
result, dark materials are popular.
Neither the
blue uniform nor civilian dinner dress is worn.
Flying clothing is issued on this side.
Persons permanently assigned should send a
small trunk by water freight.
But in view of
the uncertainty of shipping, it is unwise to ex~
pect delivery in less than two months, and the
possibility
of complete loss should be considered from the start.
Although clothing is severely rationed in the
United Kingdom, arrangements were completed recently with the Foreign Office to obtain extra
clothing coupons for Americans where necessary.
Wheneverpossible, however, it is best to bring
as much clothing as is required from home. It
is actually out of the question for an officer
to supplement his wardrobe and buy replacements
dur-irg the year on the ordinary civilian ration.
Adequate Food.
Insofar as food is concerned, Americans in
London usually find that the quantity is adequate.
There is a noticeable shortage of butter, eggs, fresh fruits,
bacon, milk and similar
dishes commonat home. One cannot expect orange
juice with his breakfast porridge.
However, the
diet in some instances has added weight to visitors who found less physical actiVity than they
were accustomed to enjoy across the sea.
Most
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Alooricanofficers brirg concentrated vitainins as
stardard practice to supplementthe food supply,
although similar products are available in London.
Americancigarettes, tobacco, toilet articles
and non-perishable foods of various ldnds can be
had through a commissary primarily set up for
the-benefit of permanent officers and employees
at ~~heEmbassy. Prices are not muchabove-and
in S('.(OO
instances are substantially below-those
~harged in retail stores in the United States.
Since the goods desired may not be in stock on
your arrival,
it is good procedure to have a
personal supply in the flight bag, or kit, of
tobacco prO<h.lcts.
• On the other hand, travelers passing through
Lisbon mayfind muchgrief in carrying more than
three or four cartons of cigarettes and a rea~onable quantity of matches. Portuguese cust.ons
officers are likely to place a quite elastic
interpretation on regulations ani charge approximately $6.50 "in transit"
fees to pass any
"unreasonable" quantities of tobacco, matches,
silk stockings or concentrated vitamins through
the country.
One Air Force officer who paid
$1.05 a carton for cigarettes
in Washington
found it necessary to pay $6.50 in Lisbon and $7
more in the United Kingdomon seven car-t.ons,
only to find the same cigarettes through diplomatic stores at 75 cents a carton in London. It
was possible recently to purchase standard
brands of American cigarettes in Portugal for
about $2 a carton.
Bring Portuguese Mmey
Whenentering Lisbon it is valuable to have
not less than 150 Portuguese escudos in small
bills and coins to avoid exchanging American
currency at unfavorable rates.
For the most
part, travelers'
checks or a letter of credit
are the best means of carrying funds , but these
Il1USt
be cashed at a bank under present regulations.
They commRnda substantially
better
figure than dollar bills, which should be avoided completely. As a matter of fact, American
currency can be bought in Lisbon banks at various discounts-recently
12 per cent-by tender
df drafts on NewYork.
No distinction
is madebetween the different
denominations of currency, which need only be
kept to 10 pourds , Thus it wouldbe possible to
bring in two five-pound notes or one 1o-pound
note Just as well as 10 one-pound notes, with
the added advantage that the larger denominations are muchcheaper. S('.(OO
loose British silver is also helpful.
Prices of five and ten
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pound pieces in Lisbon have been about $1.90 to
the pound recently, and about 90 cents more'in
NewYork in small quantities.
Five pound notes
are more convenient. Purchasers should beware
of counterfeits.
The Portuguese escudo is worth
about four cents in American exchange. The
AmericanExpress Company,which has offices in
many cities,
and Perera & Co., 10 Broadwb.Y,
New
York, are large dealers in fore:ign exchange.
WhereTo Stay
Hotel reservations are -usually made automatically at Lisbon but not in London, where the
traveler is more or less on his own. For that
reason, it is advisable for new arrivals
to
telegraph ahead on landing for space. Londonis
•
very crowdedand the Quartermaster, 20 Grosvenor
Square, w. 1., is frequently of help in obtaining acccmnoda
tions • American officers usually
stop either at the CUlIilerlandHotel (about $2.75
a day), the Dorchester (around $4.25 a day) or
Grosvenor House (also about $4.25). All these
establishments are convenient to the FlIi:>assyin
Grosvenor.Square.
Despite a 17 per cent depreciation in sterling
exchange, British prices will be definitely high
to Almrican visitors.
Lunchor dinner in a good
restaurant will be about 10 shillings,
or $2,
and desirable places are so crowdedthat tables
must be booked in advance. Drinks are roughly
twice as expensive as at hone and the prices of
some unrationed foods are fantastic.
Fresh
pears, for example, are currently on sale at 3/6
(about 70tt') and white grapes were priced recently at 20/ ($4) a pound. But expenses in the
field are negligible and the Air Force officer
will -find that by using care his extra expenses
in Londonare usually balanced by savings at RAF
stations.
In any event, he will return home
with his life enriched by an experience in living not available to the average person.
(This article was written by Lieut. Buttles in
London before this country entered the war.
Uni form requirements have since been revised so
that uniforms are worn at all times while on
duty.)

•

In a class of 756 avia~lon cadets undergo~
process ing at the Air Corps Replacement Center

at Montg('.(OOry,
Ala., before flight

training,

63

had. not attended college but secured their cadet

appointment by passing the difficult
entrance
examination, tlnJs indicating that lack of' a college education is not necessarily a bar to young
menseeldng appointment as aviation cadets.
FEBRUARY 1942
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DARGUE••• (Continued FrOlll Pa,e 35)
Shortly after returning fran this flight, he
as tails.
Tails are very important.
made a good will air tour of 70 cities in the
Every Observer should have access to a c~
United States.
This flight,
which eni>raced 3t)
plete am up-to-date reference book of silhoustates am included a visit to Ottawa, Canada,
ettes,
and they should all be provided with
involved a total distance
of apprOXimately
folders,
which can be carried in the pocket,
10.000 miles.
depicti~ by categories the aircraft listed for
General DBrgue graduated fran the Army War Colthe three classes of tests.
lege in 1928 am fran the Naval War College the
SUPPORT ••• (Continued From Pa,e 34)
follOWing year.
He was stationed at Langley
But at the last mcmentthey sighted one of H.
Field, Va., for nearly five years thereafter,
cOlllll&l'dingthe Second Bombardment Group until
M. ships, which steamed up, and started to
s1gnal orders to the U-boat crew.
August, 1933, am the Secona BombardmentWing
Then came darkness, the Catalina lost touch,
mtll OctOber, laM. For the next feu' ~s
he
ani had to go haDe.
was on duty as Assistant CCIIIJlIU1dant
of the Air
Long before daylight next day, however, anCorp; Tactical SChool at MaxwellField, Ala. He
other Coastal CCIIIII8lld
Catalina was in the area,
was then appointed a Brigadier General ani ascontinuing the vigil.
By now a gale was blowsigned to the cClllllBldat the 19th W~ at Albrook
ing. The night was jet black, and rain storms
Field, Panama Canal ZOne. During his two years
were lashing everywhere.
of dist~hed
service in Panana, he made nuonce, in the darla1ess, they picked up aglow
merous flights to neighboring South am Central
of light fran the submarine, but so fierce was. ADericancountries am proved to be an outs tazdthe gale that, as they circled, they were blown
1ng anbassador of good will.
Shortly follOWing his return to the United
off their course ani lost her again.
But soon they saw her reflected
in the dim
States, General Dargue was appointed Brigadier
light through the storm with the white foam of
General and Assistant to the Chief of the Air
Corp;, ani ass 19ned to duty as Chief of the Inthe waves bre~
across her bows.
Throughout the r~
hours of darkrlE!ss.the
spection Division, Office of the Chief of the
Catalina continued to circle, sometimes losing
Air COI"p5. More recently he was elevated to the
the U-boat's
light for as much as fifteen
rank of Major General am placed in cOlllll&l'd
of
minutes at a t:1Jm, but always f1.rxiing her again.
the First Air Force at Mitchel Field, N.Y.
At last light began to break, and the crew
An active fiier. throughout his military careet:,
could just see the thin outline of the subGeneral Dargue, over a span of a quarter of'f.a
marine. As the light strengthened they could
century, has piloted the various types of milimake out one ship lying near by, and soon they
tary planes with which the Air Corps has been
saw other ships approaching. The Catalina crew
equipped, fran the 40 h.p. Wright biplane of the
watched the beginning of the long task of
pioneer days of flying to the modern "Flying
getti~
the U-boat am her crew to harbour.
Fortress."
A scholarly officer whoIIIll8tered the
From the time the first ship arrived, the Ucourses at the various service schools, he exboat was covered fran the air by Coastal CCIIIII8lld hibited superior ability
in both military and
aircraft
for practically
the whole of the next
naval air tactics.
Under his guidance as head
\ of the faculty of the recently discontinued Air
forty hours.
77lE ROYAL, AIR FORCE QUAR7DLY
,::Corps Tactical School, it rose to an unusual
September •. t,.
height amongservice schools, being considered
by DI1IlY
as the first school of its kim in its
Staff Sgt. ~lus
J. HaverstockarrlPvt. RalJil
teachl~
and its broad conception of air tacC. Krebs, Jr., Air Corps, received the Soldier's
tics, particularly air strategy; of cooperation
Medal for heroism in rescuing a fellow soldier
in. both tactical ani strategical
operations with
fran the b~
wreckage of an airplane which
ground and naval forces, and the role of the
crashed at Lovell, Texas, on June 12, 1911. The
l~
rqa baJber in modern warfare.
imperiled soldier was trapped in the gunner's
cockpit fran which he was taken to a place of
Air Corps ncnxm; enJo~ a field day recently
safety by his rescuers, who were urxleterred by
when 400 technical sergeants were temporarily
the intense heat, smoke and flames or by the
Jl'anoted. to IIIll8tersergeUlt am 1,000 staff serthought at the quantity of gas in the tanks of
geants to technical sergeant.
These pranotiCI'B
the airplane.
were Widely distributed.
OBSERVERS •••

(Continued From Page 16)
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CRUISES ••• (Continued From PaAe 24)
however are limited
at stations
outside
of
Cairo.
Radio facilities
are excellent
in the Middle
East.
Stations
are equipped with homing devices and can provide weather and navigational
information.
We left
Cairo at 05.13 GMl' on the twentyeighth,
and spent the night at El Fasher , The
next day we encountered an unidentified
pursuit
plane, which eventually
turned away. We landed
at Takoradi
at 13.15 GMTthe evening of the
twenty-ninth.
Torrential
rains delayed us two
days a~ Takoradi, and another two were lost on
account of the illness
of Mr. Parker, our British radio operator.
During.the
stopover some
time was spent in inspecting the neighboring native markets.
Camel meat, water buffalo and python were much in evidence.
So far as I mow,
however, none of our party sampled these local
delicacies.
Averaged 200 MPH
Leaving Takoradi at 6.04 the morning of October 3 we reached Belem that afternoon at 19.42,
approximately
one and a half hours before sundown, covering
a distance
of 3405.15 statute
miles in 13 hours and 38 minutes.
Average speed
was approximately 250 miles per hour.
we took off in a slight overcast. The weather
was poor for about five hours out.
Speed was
aided by 'a slight
tail wind. The automatic pilot did not function
and the plane had to be
flown manually most of the way. The navtgator
was interes ted to find that on taking the noon
reading the sun was directly
overhead, so there
was no angle at all on the octant.
But, thanks
to Major LeMay's skilled
naVigation,
we hit
Belem on the nose as ETApredicted.
A ~~were oil leak developed in No. 3 engine,
out
Belem. As we were too heavily loaded to
go back, we continued on to Borinquen ready to
feather
No. 3 at any time.
The oil leak was
caused by a loose hydraulic
pump housing.
We
remained in Puerto Rico a day and a ha~f for
maintenance.
The home stretch
was completed
when we reached Bolling Field at 3.02 P.M. on
October 7, having c<JDpleted approximately 26,000
miles.

er

Few Replacements
It is interesting
to note that the only replacements needed were a hydraulic pump shaft,
nose wheel inner tube and relay SWitch, all of
which were carried on board.
Routine inspection
replacements
were, of course,
@ade. And, as
40
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preViously noted, coroat crew performed most of
the ground maintenance work.
The Southern route to Middle East and to Europe is more feasable during the winter months
than the northern route via Newfoundland, Scotland, etc. due to the absence of icy conditions
along the tropical
South Atlantic route.

~
LUKE ••• (Continued From PaAe 26)
It was 5.30 P.M. Clouds that I sailed
t.owar-d
faded out, just as steam disappears in the open
air.
After Trenton there were no more thermals and
I did a straight
glide, deperrli.ng entirely
on my
gliding
angle for distance.
I passed Quakertown, Doylestown, and Langhorne. The flight was
about to end.
I picked out a farmer's
field,
circled
once, and landed, to the astonishment
and fright
of some cows that made way reluctantly.
Nowit was six 0' clock.
Some farming people came out and invited me to dinner.
Hunger
had fed my ignorance,
perhaps,
for I did not
know how to say 'no.'
I still
had the chocolate
bar.
But roast chicken • • • After dinner we
dismantled the ship and stored it in one of the
farmer's barns.
Fr-omthe fannhouse I phoned the ground crew at
Elmira and called Fort Dfx , They sent a car
two men to assist
me.
The next morning we
picked up the Wolfe on a trailer
and took it
back to Elmira.
A glider landing near Fort Dix caused strange
and lively
interest.
I was regarded with a curiosity
appreciable
only to those real pioneers
who flew early in the century.
Aerodynamically
a glider may be classed as a plane, but my Wolfe
was a hawk with frozen wings and I also set a
record for hunger!

and

PATRICK
action

(Continued

was taken for three

From Page 4)
years.

Congress finally
passed the Air Corps Act of
1926 authoriZing
a five-year
expansion program
which contemplated
at the end of the period
1,650 officers and 15,000 enlisted men, including 500 flying cadets,
and the production
of
1,800 serviceable airplanes.
The Air.Corps Act of 1926 was a victory
for
General Patrick, however meager it may appear in
comparison with the present
125,000 warplane
program.
Arrl it was General Patrick who opened
the wedge for the mighty Army Air Forces
of.
today.
The man who learned to fly at the age of
00 "kept !em flying" in a crisis.
FEBRUARY
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Come to the skyways, Brother.
Comewith me
And know the 11fe that's free from fear and dread,
Where courage rides in constant rivalry
And wea1cling never yet has dared to tread.
~
to the ~s,
Brother.
Come this hour;
Nor heed the dirp of him who has no spine.
Come feel the thrill and joy of speed and power
And know the ,lory of this li.fe of mine.
Come where the air 1s free of sordid stains,
Where the pace is set by skill alone.
ee.. feel the surp of red blood in your veins
And quaff the cup that cOfflJrdne' er has known.

Thou'"

Fear not.
danpr see.. to r ide apace,
"Ti.. but the snarling of a conquered wind.
Thi. 11fe of our. is but one glorious race;
Yet he. who'd ldn, mud leave all fear behind.
So to the sk".".y., Brother.
Come today
And venture up beyond ..mere eagles fly.
Come! Seek real adventure while you may
And drive the foes of freedom from the sky.
Major N.R. Cooper
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Safari on Wings
By Major Geoffrey Bonnell
Air Foree J<'erryCOlftnt~Dd

monthswith the Ferry CCIIIJIlUld
in Africa
Pom
and the Middle East shows you hdlf III.lchof

possible to save the l~.
Existing runways had to be made longer and
their foundati<ns st~thened.
Newrunwaysani
this war has to be won on the grdUnd. bef-ore it
can be wonin the air.
foundations had to be buil t , For this work
Service am. supply are the heart of the Cem- latives are used. I have seen ht.mireds of hal:flaked African natives carrying crushed foundatim stme in bucll.ets balanced on their heads.
Ferry pilots and fl~ht
crews are doing a
great jOb, but every flyer ]mowsthat the backDesert sand has a habit of seeping into yOUl'
bone of the show is on the ground, in the hands
engines while your ship is being warmedup, SO
of the nafntenance nen am. nechanlcs whoservice
concrete plattOIWJ had to be built.
Weuse the
the planes in a ness of sand and heat all the
engines as little
as possible on the ground.
Whenthe sun .is blowing you have to watch yaur
wayaloll?; the line.
And before warplanes are ferried in quantity
fuel.
SaJld doesn't add octane to gasoline.
Neither does the tropical sun.
to the Far Fast, African natives carry tons of
foundation rock for runways, and hundreds of
Pl~
ahead for fuel is one o:f our biggest
taslls, and the oil canpanies engaged in the work
canels carry fuel for engines. Canels and nahave done a spleroid job in :filling our needs.
tives are in the thick of it over there.
Fueling was done entirely :from tin cans whenwe
The grourd is be~ won. Airdroo:es are buildWe travel light 00. :fuel, carrying just
~ up, supplies are caning in, and coDlllmica- started.
enough :for each trip, am. we plan it carefully.
tions are much improved since we set up the
Save on fuel and you gain on cargo space. And
first Ferry COOIIBIXi
base in the Middle Fast last
cargo space is gold when it holds tools and
winter.
At the momentI am some 9,000 :flying
spare parts.
miles away but only a :few days out from my
At one desert airdrome they had to employ a
base, and I lmow that the ships are being PJShed.
thousand camels in addition to desert trucks to
through as :fast as possible.
But it is one
keep up with the increasing demand :for fuel.
thing to talk about fighting an air war thouI!'achof the big lud>erill?; animals brought in 315
¥Ilds of miles fran heme and another ~
to do
it.
A lot of angles enter in when you start
gallons of fuel in cans.
Supplying fuel by
close to scratch.
camel, you have to figure on something like a
There were service stations across Africa. when
25 per cent loss; camels are high off the groom
we started, but they were British stations used
and many cans break when the natives unload.
only for :ferrying single engine ships.
The
But the camels kept the ships :flying on.
British shuttled the f1ghters on short hops in
Servicing is important enough :for us to build
squadrons. The bulk of their baJi>ers had. to be
our flight schedules aroom it.
Long hops, for
based on the Isles to carry
instance, are made princithe war to Germany, so the
pally at night.
We time
British weren't fe~
big
them for dawnarrivals, allIajor Bonnell was one of the first
planes, and had. no need for
lowing ground crews as many
Ferry Comml!ll1dstaff officers in the
large airdranes.
daylight hours as possible
lIiddle East, from which he has just
for repair work.
Wecould use the British
returned. A veteran in aviation, he
Youuse a minimum of sigstations :for forced landflew with the first English scout
nals to keep the enemy:fran
ings, but to push across the
squadron to leave for France in the
four-motored jobs you need
getting
in on the party.
last war, and later joined the Amerairdromes with plenty o:f
This means that your radio
ican Army and flew with the famous
:Is used sparingly, and that
lell?;th to the runways. You
First Purauit Group.
After the war
need room to get heaVily
nav:igation is usually celeslIajor Bonnell organized the Floridaloaded ships o:ff the grourd,
tial.
Westarted out with
West Indiea Airway, called the lint
and with all that weight
Frenchnaps on the desert, but
airline to carry U.S. mail to a forthey offered few landmarlis ,
they will run a long disei". port. He spent :J) yean on Wall
tance a:fter alighting.
We
many of those misplaced. We
Street
before
rejoining
the Air
use the brakes as little as
have our own maps now.
Forces in July, 1941.

~.
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Adequate coommications develop only after an
organization
has passed through its early
stages, particularly in the type of count.ry we
are working. The colllllUIlications network is
gett~
smoothed.cut, but I've seen the day when
the message carr~
yoor departure t1mereached
your objective after you got there.
Signal
changes are a necessity; keeping up with the
changes is a job in itself.
It pays to be ready
with the right answers. Mistakes in signalling
mayIMananti-aircraft fire.
The African landscape doesn't have a reputatioo for carpets, so it isn't ideal countr-y for
forced l~.
F1.~
miles of jungle 50 feet
up, I've seen a natural zoo, with Lf.ons , elephants, antelopes and all the main attractions.
We actually had a lion greet us after one landing, but it was at an airdrane and the lion was
a cub, a pet of one of the boys. The lion ran
around the airdrane like a dog. I really felt
sorry for him, because everyone wanted their
pictures taken holding him in their 8.l"II5.
Operating a ferrying service over desert and
jungle has a thousand side shows, and a thousand problems. Sabotage , for instance, is always a threat.
It forces you to double check.
every detail before a take-off,
even though
everything has functioned perfectly on the last
leg of the trip.
Nomatter howstrange or difficult the/problem, each man pitches in to solve
it. The personnel is top rate.
Havingserved with the RAF in the last war ani
knOWinghow they had built up an air force to
function in all parts of the world without
established bases or the proper equipnent, I got
a great kick out of our first
f'ormation of
heavy bcmbers to cane in at a British airdrane.
They arrived in perfect formation and after
l.anling the crews carried 00 like vetersos,
Our officers and men get along famously with
RAF personnel, with whomwe are housed and
messed. Mess halls are like trading posts,
where cigarettes, pith hel..tI2ts, shorts and the
like are continually being swapped. Captured
Italian and German revolvers and f'ield glasses
br~
large trades.
The British fix up ccmfortable living quarters
and mess halls, and there is a good table all
al~
the way. &It the coffee is bad; if ycu're
coming, bring your own. Weare very caref'ul
about f'ood and water, and either you lay of'f
food which doctors advise against or you get
Gippy Tumny (a f'ortn of dysentery).
Each plane
carries enooghwater for the trip; at the hotels
we drink bottle water. And it pays to personally see to it that your table utensils
are
clean.
2

Actually, the little
things count most over
there. Food, rest and a change of clothes are
the necessities,
especially on long ferrying
flights.
There is a lot of psychology tied up
in it.
Day in and day cut a man can do a better
job whenhe is staved and clean and smart 100»1ng. I t is up to the captain of each plane to
see that his crew is neat appearing.
We wear s\.llllOOr
unifonns, topped by pith hellOOtsin which the boys all want their pictures
taken, and we are ras t adopting shorts.
Not.
.that it is hot-a IMre 120 degrees when I left.
But you get a dry heat over there and it does.
cool of'f' at night.
The heat doesn't seem to
affect the engines, but it can affect the men,
and keeping fit is :important. High boots are
issued on reaching the coast as a protection
against mosquitoes; we sleep under nets.
Sane
of those bugs seemas big as the planes we new
in the last war.
lllch of' the pioneering has been done, but it
is as great a showas ever and we are all prood
to take par t in it. Whenyou're a thousand
miles from nowhere it means something to have
your crews th:ink:iq!; and working as teams. That
is half the battle.
The esprit de corps is doing a lot to push the planes up front.

A

NEW OFFI£:ERS' S£:DOOL

IR Forces enlisted men are noweligible to
becom camrl.ssionedofficers f'or adm:ln1stl'ative posts, and an Oft'icersCandidate School has

been established for this training at Miami
Beach, Fla. Also eligible for the school are
Air Forces Warrant Officers and Aviation Cadets
recomemed by their school cOlllllaD:lants.
The man accepted will be trained for administrative duties such as squadron adjutants, and
IMSS, supply ani tranc;portation officers.
Upal
satisf'actory ccmpletion of' the 12 weellscourse,
graduates will be cooml.ssioned Secord Lieutenants in the Army of the United States am. 88s1gned to units of the Army Air Forces.
Applicants mist have passed their 18th birthdays ani not have reached their 36th birtlDay C1l
the day of completion of the course for which
they are selected.
Other requirements incl~
United States citizenship,
a score of' 110 or
higher in the Army General Classificatioo test,
ani three IOOl1tffi
of' military service iumewHately
preceding the date of' enrOllment, or a m1niDun
of' six IOOl1tffi
cumulative service within the 12
month period imnediately preceding the date of
enrol.Inent , Men interes ted in enroll~
in the
school are instructed to apply to their Com~
Officer.
MARCH-APRIL
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Honting For Tin Fish
By Capt. Lynn Farnol
First Air Force

far back as the early 1930's the Army
Aslncluied
off-shore patrolling in maneuvers,

patrol on a green hydrographic chart while the
crewmenstuff themselves into heavy sheepskin
using Martin B-10s to sweep the Pacific for
flying c'Iot.hea , An Army"jeep" takes them to
:imaginaryinvaders; similar exercises were cartheir B-25 in battle paint. A gasoline trailer
ried on by the Second Bombardment
Wingat Langand several-ammunition trucks are moving away
ley Field.
from the plane as they arrive.
The crewmen
Armyflyers hunt real prey now. They seek
stand in front of the ship while the engineer
gives the TwinWrights a final check. He makes
"tin fish" off the coastlines of two oceans and
the pre-flight-ehecldng the gas tanks, IIIUlifold
the Gulf of Mexico. lhmting enemysubmarines is
pressure, oil temperature, vertical and horizonexacting work. Day in and day out it is routal controls, and tachometer. The others waft
tine, but a routine flight can suddenly becone
while the pilot-comnander holds a hurried conalive, as happenedrecently on an off-shore paference With the radio-man to check over the
trol operating from an Air Force base on the
call Ie t ters for the day-spec tal daily signals
Atlantic coast. let's follow that flight.
The story really begins at various points in
to the base in case of emergency,
the country fran seven months-to a year before,
Radio-man and gunner climb into the tail.
at Kelly Field where the pilot was trained, at
Pilot, co-pilot, navigator and booibardier go up
Barksdale with the bombardier, in Florida with
front. The pilot takes the controls. There is
the navigator, ani with the training of the coa powerful roar, and the plane taxies across the
pilot, radio-man ani gunner. On patrol duty the
field.
crew does not include an engineer. Each member
Up over the treetops, and over the surf, and
can handle a machine gun. On this flight the
each manis at his post, fran the bonilardier in
the nose to the gunner in the tail.
The intergunner also II:Ia.R3 the canera.
comlinks
them
together.
Eyes
s
train
in every
At a "brief" held shortly before take-off the
squadron comnander sketches the route of the
(Continued on Page 29)
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LT. COL.. <ALES V. HAYNES

MAJOR CURT;~ L.1i MAV

CAPT. DONALD KEISER

<APT: JAMC'S CONNAl..l..Y

•
HONOR
ROLL
DISTINGUISHED

SERVICE CROSS

IJ:I!:IJ.r. COl.. STARlEt I. ROBINSON-for leadin,

a 'roup of 17 btMrber. again8t
~
tranaporta
in the Philippine •• inkin, one. hittin,
another and
cIMta,in, an en_y crui.er.
The a•• rd
IIIIIdepoatm-.ou.ly
after he
f.iled
to return frOlll recent "-hin,
o".r.tiOlllJ.

.41.

MA.KIl I.l1l'II!:Il G. HElDGER- for .dIlJini8terill'

f1 ra t aid to .ounded and conaequently aavin, ,.IIY 11"'ea durin, l!II attack by 150 Japaneae plane. on a
PIt111ppille•• Lr field.
.a10r Heid,e" is a -edlcal officer
attached to
the Air Corpa.

CAPl'.

m

J. MJR[,TJiR-forPlJrticlP1Jtin, ln a bombin, attack on a Japaneae
airclr_
ill the Philippines.
Hi. plane .as t.ice hit by anti-aircraft
lire and .ttacked
by 10 Jap fighters.
He maintained
hia place in
~tion
and protected
the fOl'1lllltion leader' a plane fighting off attack. for 20 .unute..
Captain .ueller
landed hi. plane despite damafed
controls.
It had been hit in IIIOrethan 100 places.

CAPI • .MIllS COlUlAILYfor successfully
cOlllpleting a haurdous mission durin,
_ich he d•• troyed a 15,500 ton Japanese transport
and then evacuated
JS badly lI .. d.d AAF pilot..
weather cOllditloll ••

CAPl'.

The m1ssion

.41. completed

under adverae

KEISI!R-for extraordinary
achieve ... nt during an attack on enemy
.hipping resulting
in a direct hit on a Japenese cruiser.
He returned
to hi. ba.e throu,h an equatorial storm.
D(I(AID

CAPI. W.AUJ.liR
R. FOOD-for cOlllJland1n, a B-17 that attacked
enemy .arships.
He inaisted
on ,oing .ith his ship although he had malaria.
He fIe.
1,500 mile., directed operations and returned safely although near colla".e.
CAPr. FREDT. CUMMINGSfor a t tempting to sal vage hi s pIane frOlfl a burnin,
han,er dudng an air raid on a Philippines air field on Dec..,.r
8. He
IlUCceeded in t.xiing
the _chine outside the hangar but Japaneae dive
bOIIIbersapot ted hl. and machine gunned him blaatin,
the plane to bi t.
and wounding Captain CU8IIinga ill the head and ar •••
CAP.r. HEWITT T. WHElESS-for fighting
off 18 enemy purauit planea
minute. and aafely returning to his base .ith a dalfJBgedmotor.
MARCH-APRIL 1942
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sm. JOSERI L.. LOCKHARD."£or
volun1:arJ.ly r .. aining o'!~t;
in charge
of an anti-aircraft
detector unit on the Island of O~.
December 7 and
detecting the approach of unidenti fied aircraft
..hf~h proved to be the
Japanese planes 'Which raided Pearl Harbor. Serge';nt Loclchard detected
the planes at 1 :02 a.m. approximately 132 miles off Oahu. After recheckin, the distance
and azieuth Ser,eant Lockhard reported to the
duty officer
and furnished him ..ith complete particulars
of his findinAs.
Subsequent investigations
have proved conclusively
that the
planes reported by Sergeant Loclchard ..ere the larAe Japanese air force
that attacked the Island of Oahu at approximately 7:'55 a.m. The service of Sergeant Lockhard ..as also noted in the report of the Roberts
board investigating
the Pearl Harbor attack.
Ser,eant Lockhard ..as
promoted from a private in recogni tion of his services and is no.. attending an officers
training school in the United States.

STAFF

MASTERSOT. LOUIS SILVA- for manning a side gun on the leadin,
bomber squadron attacking Japanese shipping.
three of an attacking Jap pur sui t squadron.

PURIHRART

Silva

plane of a
destroyed at least

ANDSILV;AR

cm.,. EIJGENE L. EUBANK-forsuccessfully

dispersing and protecting his squadron's planes during a Japanese raid on a Philippines
air base.
Col.
Eubenk was previously awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross for leading a flight
of B-17s from San Francisco to the Philippines
shortly
before the outbreak of war.

A GHOllP. OF GUNNERS on one B-17 were dwarded Silver

Stars for "gallantry in
during "hich they manned their guns in a badly hit and burning
B-17. All the gunners were wounded but the mission was successfully
completed and the damaged plane landed. Another B-17 gunner was awarded the Silver Star for sticking
to his post after receiving a shattering woundabove his left knee. He fought off three attacks after beitJA
wounded and remained at his post firing until he collapsed from lack of
blood.
Unfortunately
due to disrupted cable facHi ties the names of
these gunners are not yet available.
action"

DISTINGUISiYING

LIEU.I1. COL.. CAlEB V. HAYNES, pilot;

6

CROSS

Major Curtis Le May, co-pilot;
Capt.
Carlos Cochrane, navigator; Master Sgt. Adolph Cattarius,
flight engineer; Tech. Sgt. Richard E. lIartin, engineer; and lIaster Sgt. James E.
Sands, radio operator--for
'~eroism and extraordinary
achievement in
successfully
pioneering Ocean airlanes and amassing extensive information on trans-oceanic
!lying by landplanes".
These officers
and men
comprised the crew of a B-24 'Which fIe" a 26,000 mile survey flight
to
Asia and return.
Lieut. Col"""el Haynes was awarded an Oak Leaf Cluster
to the Cross having won t1>1'award previously
for piloting
the B-15 to
Santiago, Chile and return carrying Red Cross Supplies
to earthquake
victims.
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Physieal Training in the Army Air Forees
By Maj. Gen. WaIter R. Weaver
Chief, AlP Foree Teehnleal Training Command

IF it

is true that an army travels on its
stomach, it is just as true that an air
force flies and fights on the stamina., coordination and canpetitive spirit of tm I12nwhoIlIU1
its planes. This is the fundamental principle
upon which the United States Army.Air Corps
physical training program is founded.
It is obvious that it takes more than good
physical condition to make a combat crewman.
Intelligeme, skill ani natural aptittrle are all
d.elllUlded. But it is equally obvious that no one
who is not in first-rate
physical corddtdon can
expect to have the endurance, the lightning coordimti~ ani the will-to-win necessary in modern warfare.
The latest fighter plane is little better than
useless in the hands of a flyer whofails in tne
pinel: because he doesnIt neasure up physically.
The heroes of our Air Forces in the Pacific war
zone are the men who are hanging on and ondoggedly-in the face of numerically superior
opposition, and who remain clear-headed and
alert against the enemy.
This is the kind of man the Air Forces need,
ard this is the kind of man Air Cor-ps physical
directors are striviQ?; to produce.
System

Is Scient1f'ic

Om- directors are gofrg about it in a progressive, scientific way. Soon after first report:ing for flight trainiQ?;, each aviation cadet is
analyzed physically from the standpoint of the
job he will be called upon to do after his
train:ing is over. After he is "sized up", exercises are provided which will correct his deficiencies ani develop his strong points unt f'l he
has achieved lIliXimJm physical efficierey for his
type. These he must perform in a daily class
period of at least one hour in Iength,
The job of the physical training director is
not easy. He DJ.lSttake young I12nfamiliar with
an unregulated life and prepare them for a
strictly-regulated
military existance.
He DUSt
take "soft" bodies and harden them for the
strain of modern coDibat flying.
He must take
awkwardDJ.lSCles
ani develop control and coordiMARCH-AFRIL 1942
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nation. Fran all kinls of backgrourrls, fran all
types of enVironments, men come to Air Corps
Reception Centers. These I12nlII.1Stall be developed to meet tmiformly high physical standards
before they are permitted to t'ly for the Army.
The Air Forces need and are building a mcdern,
progressive physical trainiQ?; program.
Noeffort is JIRdeto s taniardize the Jilysical
developoont or aptittrles of all Air Forces personnel. The fact that there are IIIU1Y different
types of Jilysiques is recognized. The oojective
of the program is not to try to change these,
but I12rely to classify each inlivtdual 8Ccor~
to his body characteristics,
and then ccn1ition
and develop him to the point where h1$ natural
abilities are permitted to "b'Ioom",
Tml>11.Jl!; Is Effective
It is the aim of the program not ooly to build
up each inlividual to his 1IliX1m..un physical efficiency, but also to keep Wm that way. In order
to take care of the building-up process, exercises designed to cordi tion arrl harden tm cadet
are emphasized during the early part of his
training.
At this point special emphasis is
7
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placed on tUDi>ling,which not only builds DlIJScles ani develop; coordinatim, but also teaches
the student how to roll on the ground during a
rOl.l!;h
pu-achute 1arrling.
Anot.ner f'orm of' exercise designed. to develop
balance ani coordination is a kin1 of' precision
hop-scotch which must be executed with great
accuracy ani timing on a mat laid out in black
am. white squares. Still another is the "wand.
drill",
in which cadets are taught ti.minsz:and
coordination by manipulating wooden staf'f's in
tmison. Music is often added to increase the
sense of smoothness and relaxation of' muscles
necessary at the controls of' an airplane.
Amongthe muscles brought into play most in
piloting a plane are those of' the abdanen, neck
and back. These all receive special attention
during the earlier
phases of' the Air Corps
tr~
Jrogram.
later, as the cadet becomes conditioned, the
time devoted to calisthenics and gynnasticsis
gradually reduced, and. individual am group athletics substituted.
These include games which
can be used all through 11f'e f'or keepiI:g.in good
physical coniition.
Someof' the most ccmnonof'
these are tennis, handball, squash, wrestling,
sW1nm1ng,badminton, bowling, f'encing ani volleyball.
Bef'ore being used each sport is analyzed
thoroughly to determine its demands on ne~ve
control, its inf'luence on blood pressure and
respiration,
the physical characteristics
it
cultivates ani the JllJScles it develop; bef'ore it
is incorporated in the Air Corp;; program.
Sports which might seriwsly injure the cadet
ani -incapl.Citate him as f'ar as f'light training
is concerned, such as boxing, f'ootball ani baseball, are not given.
Other games, including
sof'tball ani golf', are not used to any great extent became of' their "inefficient"
periods of'
inactivity.
The physical training program is continuous
all through the Air Corps flying course. It is
not limited to any one phase, such as pr.1maryor
basic, and it does not have to stop and. start
over again every time a stuient changes schools.
Whena new cadet .reports to a Receptim Center
a physical record is begun which continues as
long as he is a f'lying of'f'ic~r of' the Air
Forces. This record f'ollows him fran school to
school, ani even out intocoubat untts , Continuous tab is kept on the physical condition of'
all Air Forces f'lying personnel by means of' a
standard physical ef'f'iciency and achievement
test.
This test, given periodically, measures
8
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each nan's physical cOIrlition ani shows him exactly where he stands in relation to his own
highest state of' physical f'itness, and his relative status among the menof' his organization.

Batq S1Btem Be~

Developed

The f'orm of' the achievement test has not yet
been crystallized.
At present there are a 1'DJIIIber of' exercises which are being used with sane
degree of' success.
These include a standing
broad jump, a high jump, a "chinning" exercise
and. a running test where the iJdividual's
time
in covering distances of 50 and 150 f'eet is
neasured, Constant experimentation is going on
in an effort to weld these many tests into a
starrlard physical rating system. Whenthis is
accauplished it will be possible to keep a check
on the f'i tness of' all Air Forces f'lying personnel.
So that the beneficial e~ts
of' the scientific
training given to aviation cadets is not wasted.,
a staf'f' of' physical instructors
has been employed f'or the Air Force Cooilat Comnand.
It is
the job of' these men to administer the periodic
physical f'itness test, and to see that f'lyers
exercise often enough ani wisely enough to keep
in cOIrlition.
Under this program a physical director has
been provided f'or Air Force Coubat Coommd Headquarters, one f'or each Air Force, and one f'or
each of' the larger coubat tmits. These menwill
be not so muchphysical instrmtors as advisers.
There is a negative value to the new developDEntprogramas well as a positive one. This is
the ability to predict through physical tests
who will succeed and who will not succeed in
pilot training.
Experimentation is still going
on along these lines, and. no def'inite plan has
so far been adopted.
<ne method, however, has showna high degree
of' accuracy, in pre liminary tes ts • The plan,
whichwas discovered by James L. Livingston, one
of' the Air Corps physical training Assistant
Directors, is built upon the natural and. cross
coordination necessary in pllotiI:g an airplane.
Cross CoordinatiCll Dif'ficul t
Walking with the right arm swinging in conjunction with the left leg is a sample of' nattD'al coordination.
Cross coordination involves
moving the right arm in tmison with the right
leg and. the lef't arm in coordination with the
lef't leg. Such movementsdo not cane natural to
the l1uDIm body and require concentration or an
artificially
developed skill in order to perf'orm.
(Cont inued on Pa~e 10)
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Basing his research upon the many nattD'al-and
cross coordinating movementspilots are called
upm to execute, Mr. Liv~ton
developed three
groups of exercises to measure physical aptitu:le
'for flying.
These have been given to a crosssection o'f cadets during a preliminary test
period-mixed in secretly with the other calisthenics flying stu:lents are now required to take
at ReplacementCenters.
All cadets who could execute these exercises
correctly by the em of the first class period
were graded "A". Those whocould execute them
at the end of the second class period were
graded "B", and those who Daeded three periods
were graded "C". All who took more than three
periods to master the exercises were given a
grade o'f "1)". Cadets fallmg in the "1)" classi'fication, it was predicted, would not prove to
be satisfactory pilot mterial.
In the tests so
'far conducted the system bls provedto be 88 percent accurate,
Another exercise test 'for pre-determining pilot 'failures is the modi'fied Burpee test.
In
this exercise the subject throws h1JJBel'ff'rcxn a
stanUng to a horizontal "leaning rest" position
and. then leaps back to his feet agatn,
Normal
piiot carxlidates can accomplish this feat from
15 to 20 times in 30 seconds. Trainers figure
that candidates who can perform this stunt, only
seven t:1meSor less in the prescribed time stand
a good chance of being eliminated from flying
school.
Tests so far have shown them to be
right 83 percent of the time.
I'f these and other physical aptitude tests
starn up in subsequent trials throughout pilot
training centers as convincingly as they have so
'far, they may prove invaluable in helping to
determine the type of training aviation cadets
should receive.
Pred1ct1cu; Made Early

I'f this could be done it would save the Air
Corps a large amount of time and lOOney. One of
the most attractive
features of the physical
aptitu:le test is the fact that all predictions
are made within the 'first week after the cadet
reports for training.
Recognition by the Air Corps of the need for a
Jrogressive system of physical trainjng for aviation cadets culminated in instructions being
issued for the present program as 'far back as
J8J'lU8.ry,19U. These instruetiom, issued. from
Air Corps headquarters, madea one-hour per day
physical program compulsory 'for all aviation
cadets, and prov1ded for at least one physical
instructor 'for each school and training center.
10

The selection of personnel to run this vast
programwas begun in February, 1911. Directors
of physical training for the Army Air Forces ana.
Units o'f the CODIIIalld
were appointed and placed
in key coordinating positions in Washington.
These1ncluded James E. Pixlee , former Director
of Rlysical Education and Assistant to the President, George Washington University, appointed
Physical Training Director for the Army Air
Forces; and Birch Bayh, rorner physical and. athletic education director of the Washington, D.C.
City School System, appointed Physical Training
Director for the Air Force CombatCOIIIIllflDi.
In
addition, each Air Corps flying training center
and the Air Corps Technical Training Command
selected directors to administer programs locally.
Chose QualU'ied Persmnel

While the Director ot" Physical Training for
the Air Forces was busy preparing a general
guide for. use in all A tr Corps flying schools,
the physical training directors of each flY1u~
training center were seleCting the personnel who
would serve as ins tructors • No one was even
considered who did not have a college degree
with a major in physical education, and at least
one year's graduate study or three yea~s of
practical experience.
Alwayskept in mirxl in considering applicants
was the difference between a purely athletic and
a physical education background,
The Air Corps
decided at an early stage that no candidate was
wanted whodid not tn'derstand that it takes more
than just muscular developnent and. skill in a
certain game to mke an expert cooi:>atcrewman.
After he was hired, but before any work was
begun, each new instructor
was given a sixweeks' training course in which he learned how
to drill like a cadet , give orders like an officer, and generally beccxneorientated to a military envirol1llent.
Then cameconferences-days of them-in which
each lJII.n was invited to contribute his ideas to
the creation of the most advancedplan possible.
Conferences were necessary, for these menwere
working in a field Virtually without precedent.
Before they met there was no specfa.l tzed physical training program for Air Corps personnel.
Those instructions that did exist were 1nclude<i
in the Army Field Manual on physical education,
prepared with an eye prilJll.rily to the corxlitioning of soldiers for haIrl-to-hand fighting.
As a
result of this lack of a specific program, scxne
(Continued

on Page 51)
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Torpedoes Sprout Wings
By Lient. F. J. Novitski, U. S. N.
OUPLING
of" the airplane ani the torpedo has
Cproducedone
of modernwarfare's most deadly
instI'llOOntsof destruction.
The torpedo plane's victory record in the
present conflict is impressive--three Italian
battleships at Taranto; the Bismarckbrought to
bay so an English cruiser could finally torpedo
her after battleships
had frUitlessly poured
heavy caliber shells into her drift~
hulk; the
RepUse ar:rl Pr ince of Wales sunk in a few hours
by torpedo planes, and a score of Italian and
British cruisers arrl transports stmk or damaged
in the Mediterranean.
And let us not forget
Pearl Harbor.
The British aircraft Carrier Illustrious took
a three hour pasting from a swarm of Junkers
dive bamers one afternoon in the Mediterranean.
Seven 2,000 pound bombshit her flight and hangar decks but she steamed into Malta, stayed
long enough to sustain another bombingattack
ani then steamed across the Atlantic for overhaul. The aircraft carrier Ark Royal, practically a sister ship, took one torpado in her
belly and went to the bottan.
Clearly, the torpedo is this war's prime offensive weapon of the sea. An unofficial compilation of naval communiquesindicates that a
majority of warship; of all nations sunk in the
war have been destroyed by torpedoes.
What is a torpedo? Whyis it so effective?
How is it used by planes?
The IOOdern
torpedo is a self-propelled, selfcontrolled tmderwater missile carrying a heavy
explosive charge. In size, shape ani weight it
1s much the same as the heavier aerial bombs.
It consists of four main sections, the warhead,
airflask, afterbody and tail. OnceIaunched , it
will travel long distances at high speed. It
will find and hold a pre-set depth. It will
maintain within a fraction
of a degree the
course upon which it was launched or it will
start on that course and then turn through a
pre-d.eterminedangle to add deceptiveness to its
attack.
Hits wealcest Spots
The torpedo's victims usually suffer a fatal
blow because the torpedo hits them where they
are softest and where the force of the explosion
is confined--below the waterline. Nonaval architect has yet been able to protect a warship's
urderbody as well as her decks am sides. The
MARCH-APRIL 1942
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Bismarckand Prince of Waleswere the last word
in British am Germannaval design. But when
torpedoes hit them they went down.
The warheadis the business end.of the torpedo
and its simplest major part.
It consists of a
thin reinforced steel or bronze shell loaded
with as manyhtmireds of pounds of explosive as
the powerplant Will propel. It also conta:ins a
detonator and a mechanism which renders the
charge harmless until after the torpedo has run
a few secoods on its course.
Behitrl the warhead is the airflask which carries a sufficient supply of' air to support combustion.
It 1s made of high alloy steel only
thick enough to withstarrl a pressure of 200 atmospheresani the shocks of launch~.
The ems
of the_airflask are closed with steel bulkheads.
In the rear end of the bulkhead a small section
of reduced wall thiclmess is set aside to carry
water and a few pints of fuel, usually alcohol.
The afterbody carries in it the organs, brains
ani the nervous system of the torpedo. In outwardappearance the afterbody is a tapered steel
shell decorated with a variety of apertures ani
attachments which are streamlined to its shape.
Imide an array of pipes twist arrl turn to find.
their wayaroutrl shafts, gears, valves and sundry odd shapes of brass, bronze, steel arrl monel. Each has its ownimportant f\mction.
Whena torpedo is launched air is released
rrom the airflask to the combustion pot. Some
of the air is diverted to force fuel into the
same combustion pot while still another stream
of air strikes a cap on the igniter, which pro11
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trudes into the combustionpot, causing the igniter to burn. The combustion pot thus has
flwre, air and a spray of fUel and a merry blaze
ensues. The resultant gases are led through
nozzles to two counter-rotating turbines mounted
on concentric shafts.
After imparting their
energy to the turbine wheels, the gases pass out
through the tail into the sea, makingthe characteristic
wake of the torpedo. The turbine
wheels drive two counter-rotating
propellers
which drive the torpedo through the water.
Simultaneously with this action, a shot of
high pressure air has spun a small gyroscope
which thereafter constantly indicates to the
torpedo its correct course. Any off course wanderings actuate a small air engine which operates the vertical rudders of the torpedo. For
control in the vertical plane there is a hydrostatic diaphragm which indicates the correct
depth at which the torpedo should I'lU1 and a pendulum which prevents too radical changes in
depth which would result in diving and broaching. These control another tiny air engine connected to horizontal rudders. The tail mounts
the vertical and horizontal stabilizing surfaces
in addition to the rudders and propellers.
Such is the torpedo, certainly one of the most
ingenious devices of destruction ever madeand
now vastly more effective through its employment
by fast, far ranging planes.
!

.

Originated Here

The torpedo plane is already 31 years old although the public became aware of it only in
19«>. Like so manyother mediUIIE
of attack it
was conceived and given early developnent in the
United States, only to be first used effectively
by another nation.
Rear Admiral Bradley A.
Fiske, U.S.N., is generally credited with being
the inventor of the torpedo plane. In 1911 he
succeeded In launching a torpedo fran a seaplane
flying ove~ the Potomac River at the diZZy
height of 15 feet. Subsequentdevelopnents both
here and abroad have progressed to the point
where torpedoes can nowbe launched from high
speed planes at an altitude considerably in excess of 15 feet.
The torpedo plane can be used wherever the
bomber can be used against floating targets,
and, as already indicated, is vastly more effective against such targets than the boober. However, it should be obvious fran the description
of the torpedo that it isa delicate instrument.
This fact naturally limits the speed and height
of drop, which in turn imposes limitations on
the tactics of the torpedo plane. Torpedoescan
12

be loaded on Wings, in the bombbay or slung
below the fuselage.
The cockpit of a torpedo
plane is equipped. with a director for correctly
aiming the torpedo.
The torpedo attack lILIStbe delivered from moderately low altitudes at extremely close range
withoute.usingall the speed available in modern
aircraft.
The altitude IlB.lSt
not be too low, or
the splash from the dropped tin fish may fill
the boot>bay and wreck the plane. On the other
hand, if the altitude is too great the delicate
mechanisns of the torpedo my be derangedby the
drop. Speed must be limited for the same reason.
ApproachTeclmique
The range mist, be close to insure accuracy and
negate evasion tactics by the ships attacked.
At the dropping point the torpedo plane must be
in nearly noma.l flight position.
If the plane
were in a steep glide or dive the torpedo might
nose over when it hits the water and run on a
reverse course. Furthermore, the approach for
the attack must cover several miles so that
accurate observations can be taken. The approach mist, be flown under the same conditions
as the main attack.
There can be no long, fast
swoop from high altitudes,
no quick drop or
speedygetaway.
It will not take pilots long to realize the
risk irwolved in the combinationof level flight
at low altitude and comparatively slow speed
over manymiles of sea in view of the enemy.
Torpedoplane pilots must have cold accuracy and
a determination to close the range, mist, be impervious to danger. The torpedo plane presents
a difficult target for enemyfighter planes because its low altitude makes diving attacks virtually impossible. If torpedo planes have their
f'Ianks covered by their own fighter screen they
are Virtually iImnmefrom other plane attacks.
In breaking awaythe torpedo plane pilot's chief
concern is flak fire from the ship he is attacking. Italian and Japanese pilots seem to prefer
"hopping the quarterdeck"-opening their throttles in a speedy dash just over the decks of
their ship victim. Other pilots prefer a sharp
breakway turn and a speedy scoot just above the
wavecres ts or between other ship; if a formation is being attacked.
There need be no prescribed form for a torpedo
plane attack on ship; in port. Success depends
mainly on surprise.
For an attack on ships
urrlerwaythe custcmary formation is a wide ech(Continued on Pa~e 46)
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Air Service ~ommand Supplies the World
By Maj. Gen. Henry J. F. Miller
Chief ot the Air Serviee

TRETCHING
across the length and br 'aath of
Sthe
continental United States and reaching
into the overseas possessions of this nation a
huge organization is workingconstantly, day and
night, to keep Armyairplanes ready for action
wherever they are needed. Membership of the
organization is made up of thousands of civilians, men and wamn frOO!all walks of life, all
lmucklirg downto a vitally important task urrler
the direction of military persormel. Their job
is to repair and l18intain all Army aircraft, and
to do all the mechanical am. clerical work incidental to the main task. Their organization is
the Air Service Conmandof the United States
Army Air Forces; their slogan, "WeKeep 'EnF1.yirg."
Many of these workers and their officers are
engaged in the Vital, specialized tasks of repairi~ damagedairplanes, overhauling and rebuilding aircraft engines, maintaining gauges,
navigation instruments am. radio equipnent, all
of which are important units in the modern Army
airplanes.
The large volume of paper work required by the
extensive operation of the Air Service Coomand
is haniled by thousands of civilian office workers,office
managers, stenographers, typists,
auditors, clerks am. trained specialists in many
different classifications-all
urrler the direction of military persormel. Muchof this work
is carried on in offices at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio, and mich of it at the various Air Depots • The whole organization of the Air Service
Cemnarrlis directed frOO!headquarters in Washington.
Duties of the Air Service Comnandwere originally discharged by the fonner MaintenanceCanIDalrl, which was a branch of the Materiel Division of the Army Air Corps, UnderAir Force regulations issued fran Washington on OCtober 17,
19U, (A.A.F. Regulations No.20-4) the Mainteraree COOJDBJ'rl
was 1nactivated and the Air Service Comnandwas established inmediately to take
over the work of repairing and maintaining Army
aircraft.
Under the latest Army re-organization
effective on March9, 1942, the Air Service Canmand was placed on equal footing with seven
other Ccmnands.
MARCH-APRIL
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The same regulations which announced the organization of the Air Service Comnandto supersede the Maintenance Ccmnandalso announced the
establishment of the First, Second, Third and
Fourth Air Service Area Coomandsand the inclusion of the already-established 50th Transport
Wingas canponent parts of the Air Service Can118Dd.Each one of the Air Service Area Comnands
corresporrls to one of the Air Force Areas. Each
one covers approximately one-fourth of the
United States.
Every continental Air Depot and
suo-depot is incluied in one or another of these
areas. Overseas depots are urrler the technical
control of the Air Service Ccmnand.
There are now seven continental air depots,
located in various sections
of the United
States. The addition of newdepots from time to
time will greatly increase the strength of the
Air Service Command. Four new depots are already planned.
Seven Big Depots

Of the seven continental depots now eXisting,
all but three control numeroussub-depots, and
these three will be given the control of subdepots to be activated in the future.
Fortyseven sub-depots nowcore urrler the jurisdiction
of the existing four continental control depots.
These four are:
the Fairfield Air Depot at
Patterson Field, Fairfield, Ohio, near Dayton;
the MiddletownAir Depot at Olmsted Field, Middletown, PennsylVania; the San Antonio Air Depot
at DuncanField, San Antonio, Texas; the Sacramento Air Depot at ~Clellan Field, Sacramento,
California.
The San Antonio Air Depot nowcontrols 19 subdepots in Texas, Louisiana, Colorado, Oklahoma,
and Arizona. Fairfield controls 18 sub-depots
in Alabama,Georgia, Flor-Ida, Illinois, Mississippi, and South Carolina. Nine sub-depots, in
California, and Nevadaare controlled by Sacramento. The Middletown Air Depot controls one
sub-depot at Bolling Field, Anacostia, D.C.
The three continental depots which will be
given the control of proposed sub-depots are
Mobile at Brookley Field, Mobile, Alabama;Ogden
at Hill Field, Ogden, Utah; and the Wellston Air
Depot at wellston, Georgia.
13
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It is obvious that a staggering volumeof' work
is required at headquarters and in the f'ar-f'lmg
air depots and sub-d.epotsin order that the lif'e
blood of' the Air Forces my be kept f'lowing. In

an operation so Vitally coonected with the efficient action of' war planes and other Army aircraf't, there are III.l1tituies of details, involving myriad problems in engineering and mechanics, supply and tr8llSportation, personnel work,
office management,and routine activity in mechanical and clerical jobs of almost every description.
All this detail DlJStbe handled expertly.
Arrl in order that it maybe so handled,
the work mJS t be divided and subdivided and assigred to well qualified specialists.
The principal assignments thus made under the General
Staff of the Air Service Command
are those handled by the follOWing offices:
Engineering,
Supply, Training and Operations, Persormel, and
the 50th Tr8llSport WiJ:g.
Actual maintenance of aircraft, equipnent and
supplies which are delivered to the Air Corps
for use in peace or war is a part of the responsibility resting upon Staff Er:gineering for the
Air Service CoIllIlaTrl.The Staff Engineering Officer is charged also with the formulation of
plans am policies pertaining to the design and
operation of engineering staffs of Air Corps
Depots.
Specifically,
the Staff Engineering Officer
must supervise-in
coordination with the Field
Service Section and the Assistant Chief of the
Air Service CODIDl8J'rl-the
issuance of necessary
instructions for the correction of major maintenance difficulties
encounter-ed in the field.
Wheneverthe need arises for the change or improvement of extat tng policies applying to engineering and maintenaree procedures, the Staff
EngineeriJ:g Officer DJ.lStsupervise the makingof
such changes and improvements, in coordination
with the Inspection Section, Office of too Chief
of the Air Corps. He DlJStcoordinate all special engineering projects and make recommendations on persormel mtters concerning military
and civilian persormel in the engineering activities of the Air Service Comnand. In making
any recomnerrlationon such persormel matters, he
works in close coordination with the Assistant
Chief of Staff--Persoonel.
Depot Engineering Staffs perform maintenance
workonUnited States Army and National Guard aircraf't, aircraft ell?;ines, accessories, tmit assemblies and auxiliary equipnent.
These duties are carried out by an extensive
organization of officers and civilian workers.
The depot Engineering Superinterxientis under too
14

direct commandof a Chief Engineering Officer
appointedby the C~
Officer of the depot.
Several Assistant Engineering Officers make up
the military staff of the Chief Engineering Officer.
()le of these assistants is in charge of
the Administrative Section; another, in charge of
the Inspection Section; still another, in charge
of the Flight Test Secticn; and one, in charge of
the Radio Repair SectIon,
.
The civilian staff of the Engineering Officer
consists of a general superintement of aircraf't
shops, a superintement of aircraf't shops, a general foremanof Air Corp; shops, principal clerk,
principal drartsnan, ani senior stock tracer.
All sections of the Fl:gineeriJ:gStaff are divided. into branches, and the branches are subdivided into units, each charged with its own
specif'ic duties and all welded together into one
intricate organization.
One job essential for the smooth, efficient
operation of the Air Service Command
is the distribution
of necessary supplies to depots.
Equipnent and materials ranging fran office supplies to complete airplanes must be furnished
wheneverthey are needed. The responsibility of
planning too distribution
of supplies and the
administration of policies and procedure are
function;; of the staf'f officer in charge of Supply. The actual distribution and the storage of'
supplies are handled by the SupplyBranch of the
Field Service Section.
Among six main branches of the Field Service
Secticn is the Supply Branch, in charge of the
actual distribution,
storage and issue of such
supplies as spare parts and accessories for airplanes am aircraft engines, combat equipnent
and armament,miscellaneous aircraf't equipnent,
fuel, lubricants, chemicals and paint, machinery, tools and metals, and manyother supplies
on the procurement list of too Air Corps.
All instructions, regulations and cor-respondence necessary for the proper execution of Supply activities are coordinated under the supervision of the Chief of the Supply Branch. He is
in charge of the investigation of any serious
difficulties
encountered in the discharge of'
supply duties, and he recommendsthe remedial
action that maybe required. He supervises the
supply activities of tre depots, studies established practices and existing methods of issue
and storage, with a view toward obtaining the
max1llun e:f'.ficiencyof too depot.
Many other details cane urrler the supervision
of' the Chief of the SupplyBranch and his assistants-such .work as the mintenance of consolidated property records of all items and comnodMARCH-APRIL
1942
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ities on the storage and issue list of' the Air
Corps, the disposition of' any surplus or excess
property in accordance with law and regulations,
and the accomplishment of' other work which is
d.ema.nied by the necessity f'or close cooperation
between Supply and the rest of' the Gen~ral
Staf'f'•
.Field Service !Dlportant
Other branches of' the Field Service Section
are charged with the maintenance of' Air Corps
equiJlllent and supplies; assignment of' nomenclature to Air Corps articles; classif'ication of'
supplies and equipnent f'or storage and issue;
in! tiation of' engineering studies f'or the investigation of' f'aill.U"esand def'ects in DltI.terial
or equiJlllent, and the preparation of' reports,
required by higher authority, regard.1ngremedial
action necessary.
The Field Service Section also prepares tables
of' basic allowances, tables of' allowances,
weight and bulk tables, and similar data; prepares other-data pertaining to war plans and
special projects; prepares, stores and issues
Technical Orders, instruction books and manuals;
prepares annual budgets and administers funds
made available to the Field Service Section;
designs Air Corps technical buildings and reViews projects f'or repairs and alterations;
maintains records of' all aircraf't, engines and
equipmmt, showingthe location and condition of'
the equipnent and the f'lying time of' every airplane ani engine.
An extensive organization of' main branches and
untts--some 30 branches and units in all--is
needed to carry out the complete program of' the
Field Service Section. The main branches, in
addition to Supply, are these in charge of'maintenance, publications, c<mmmications, and armament.
Another important staf'f' duty of' the Air Service COIIIII8.Ild
is discharged by its training and
operations diVision, the organization which
trains military and civilian personnel, prepares
tables of' organization f'or ASCservice units,
supervises the movementof' service troops and
the attachnent of' tmits f'or tactical operations.
Every facility is being used f'or the training
of' military and civilian personnel f'or service
in overseas depots, continental air depots and
sub-dep,ots • With large m.unbersof' Air Depot
Groupsbeing activated f'or the handling of' secorrl echelon maintenance wherever needed, civilian aviation schools are training military personnel in mechanical branches, uhder contract,
ani civilian specialists are workingwith Train-

ing and Operations in compiling i~tructional
material am guidesf'orthe
personnel of' these
groups.
Training is given in both classroan work ani
practical
on-the-job experience, under the
supervision of' competent instructors.
The Air
Service CODIlI8.Ild
maintains a system of' promoting
all workers whogo through the training courses
successf'ully.
Air shipnent of' supplies and assenblies needed
by outlying stations are madeby the 50th Transport WingHeadquarters, located at Wright Field.
Activated in January, 19:1:1,the Wingis responsible f'or the scheduling and operation of' all
inter-d.epot air f'reight movements. The Wing
also furnishes transport airplanes ani tr~port
pilots to function with the training and acti vity of' parachute troops and air-borne infantry.
Most of' the inter-depot shipnents are madeup
of' new engines, propellers, and goven:iment-furnished equipnent. In other shipnen~ there are
overhauled engines and supplies and reparable
assemblies, transpOrted fran outlying stations
to the repair depots.
-There are nine squadrons in the 50th Transport
Wing, all assigned to various depots.
On the
basis of' miles f'lownand traffic moved, the 50th
Transport Wingwould rank f'if'th on the lis t of'
commercialairlines in this country.
All this effort-the
efficient work of' l!:ngineering, Supply, Field Service, Training and
Operations, Personnel, the 50th Transport Wing,
ani all the offices and um.ts of' the Air Service
COIIIIlaIrl-adds
up to the achievement of' that one
f'undamental objective expressed in the slogan,
"WeKeep 'Ein Flying."
The importance of' this Objective can not be
over-emphasizedin the present struggle.
In the
detailed work and routine of' the various subdivisions of' the Air Service Command
the main
objective must never be f'orgotten. Every unit,
every imividual is working together toward the
achievement of'one goal; and all, working together, will makea .major contribution to winning the f'inal victory.

•

•

•

Erik H. Nelson, pioneer ArlDY Air Corps longdistance f'lyer and aircraf't~ngine
expert, who
resigned fran the AriiJy in 1928after a decade of'
service, dl.U"~ whichheparticipated in a series
of' trail-blaz~
long-distanPe f'lights, clinllxed
by the Room the WorldFlight in 1924, retl.U"Jled
to active duty with the Arnw Air Forces. He was
comnissioned a Lteutenanb-eol.one'l and assigned
to the Inspection DiVision;
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Unweleome Guests

They ~ateh 'EDt With Their Flaps Down

the most successful fighter tactics of
ONEof
the air war to date
been the pursuit
has

ship patrol over enemybamer bases. The Gerand British have developed this tactic of
"intrusion" to a high degree as a night fighter
operation to attack long range night bombers
returning to their bases after a foray over
enemyterritory ani the Japanese have used it as
a daylight maneuver to catch Allied heavy, high
altituie
bombers tmder unfavorable conditions
d.ur1I:g the "let down"to their fields.
When the fighter patrol attacks returning
banbers in the vicinity of their bases the aggres sor has several advantages. The bombers
usually have an extrenely 11m:Lted
8lOOUllt
of fuel
left after completing their mission and their
defensive maneuvering is limited accordingly.
Crews of returning baJi>ers are usually fatigued
ani not as alert as they approach their base ani
the all important element of surprise is usually
found aiding the JllTSUits.
At night the element of surprise
is even

DI8JlS
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greater ani the hunt~ consequently better.
In
addition to the booi>ersshot downby the fighters' guns, there are often crashes caused by
destruction of field lights, failure of banber
pilots to lower lanting gear during the confusion of the surprise attack ani bOOlbersrunning
out of gas during prolorged defensive maneuvers.
Both the English and the Germans favor a
single, tWin~ngined night fighter for the attack on any given booi>erbase. The GerJDlU'li1l
use
the Messerschmitt 110 am the English the American-built Havoc or DB-7 (American model A-20
serdes.) Both planes carry light bam loads in
addition to heavy 8l'IIBDBnt.
.
The Havocis an all netalllOlOPlane powered. by
twin Wright Cyclone qims.
It was originally
built for the American Army Air Forces as the
A-20 light attack bamer. The British ordered.
them in quantity during the early days of the
war for the same use ani dubbed them Boatons •
Whenthe heavy Germanday boabing attacks were
shifted to a nocturnal schedule after the Battle
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Over Britain,
the Boston's were equipped_as
night fighters ard called Havocs.
They carry a crew of three or four and are
equipped with heavy armament, light bomb load
and exhaust screens.
For night operations the
plane is painted dull black.
In addition to
their use as "intruders" the Havocs have been
successful in knocking dCAVIl
night banbers over
&glard.
As the A-20 series they are still used
by the AAF.
Patrol German Bases
Here is how the HavocsDBke life miserable for
A lone Havocpatrols
over each Germanbomber base from which night
attacks are launched against England.
They
cruise around and above the flak range of air
base defenses with notors throttled to conserve
fuel.
WhenGermanbombers return to land the
Havocs open throttles
and dive to the attack.
Fatigue from the flak-filled
trip over England
and surprise frequently cause Germanpilots to
land in a hurry with their wheels up or over or
undershoot, piling up the bomber even if the
Havoc's guns fail to damage the ship.
If the German guns his engines and tries to
run, the Havoc closes the range and engages him
until he lights out for another field.
The
Havoc then lets him go knowing that another
Havocwaits over every field the banber can make
with the limited fuel left after a r-ound trip to
England. After several unsuccessful stabs at
Havoc-infested fields, Germanbombers sometimes
zun out of fuel ard crash in darkness.
"Just a piece of cake," is the way one Havoc
pilot describes the operations.
"Weshoot at
everyt~
we can see, frequently getting two or
three.
The Jerries
son:etimes get so jumpy they
start firing at each other."
Another pilot reported:
"When we approached an enemy airdrome in
France we spotted
eight aircraft
circling
arourd,
Wejoined the circle and opened fire on
one from about 30 yards. Wehit his fuselage
and saw sparks streaking from an engine.
We
gave him fOlD'more bursts in the port engire and
he blew up. We reccgmzed him as a Heinkel 111.
in the brilliant
orange flash just before he
disintegrated.
The other aircraft dispersed so
we cl:Lni>edinto a clOlrl, banbed the airport and
came home."
When the possibilities
of machine gunning
eremy planes are exhausted the Havocs drop their
bombs on the airport aiming particul~rly
at
lighting installations.
The object is to keep
the field dark as long as possible and thereby
German night booi>ercrews.
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prevent the bombers fr(lll la.nd:ingwhile they exhaust their fuel.
A sergeant pilot reported on this tyPe of
action:
"Wehad just about given up sighting the Hun.
There seemed to be no aircraft in the sky. So
we made a careful run in over the airdrome and
dropped our banbs fr(lll 4,000 feet.
"Great fires sprang to life below. Our gunner
was studying them throogh the lower hatch when,
looking up, he saw a Nazi bomber smack on our
tail its, outline etched dis tinctly in the glOW
fran the fires below. It was only 50 yards away
and he let it have a burst full in the nose.
The HlID returned our fire but his tracers passed
below our tail.
Then he dived and the gunner
fired straight into his cabin. He crashed directly below, exploded and burst into flames.
Wecould see the fires for 50 miles on the way
home."

Howthe German bombers are smashed on the
ground was described by a member of another
Havoc crew.
"Our objective was an airdrome in Holland,
well back from the coast.
We reached it at
7,000 feet.
The ground lights flashed on and
two enemyaircraft Iarded, Wewere too high to
attack.
The lights went off and we waited.
Five mimtes later the lights came en again and
an aircraft
took off. Another was well along
the runway when we came over him. Wedropped
our bombs in his path.
His lights slewed up
perpendicularly into the sky and he burst into
flames."
A good night's work over enemy territory
illustrating
the versatility
of the Havoc as an
"intruder" is descr:ll>edin the following Pilot's
report.
"Wewere assigned to patrof a Nazi airdraoo in
Bol Iand,
Webroke out of scattered clouds over
tJ1e airdrome to find the beacon flashing steadily. At 5,000 feet we saw a red cartridge ccming up and the ground lights and flare path
:imned.iately lit up. Whenwe got a little
low~
we could see the eremy aircraft getting ready to
land and others circling to follow him in with
their navigation lights on.
"One aircraft landed and taxied to a dispersal
point before we could reach him. Wegot onto
the next one at 500 feet.
We could see our
~~M~~o~from50~~.
~l~~
went out and he plunged.straight down. While we
were dealing with him with our forward guns, the
(Continued on Pa~e 20)
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Making Amerlea~sSky Warriors
By .Maj. Gen. Barton K. Yount
Commanding General, Flying Training Command

THE course of events

in Europe ani more recently in the Pacific area has demonstrated.
conclusively that air power is apt to be the
deci~
factor inmodern warfare. THis year ani
next will bring on the great crisis.
America
IIl.IStgain air supremacynow. The urgency of the
need. is a tremendous challenge to our rapidly
expanding aircraft
industry to strain every
effort to produce the 60,000 military aircraft
required. by our Armyand Navyduring 1942. It
is no less a challenge to our Air Forces to provide a huge pool of highly trained airm:ln to IIIU1
these planes, as well as a vast army of technically trained maintenance ani service crews.
To meet this challenge the ArmyAir Forces
have recently set tip a Flying Training Conmand
to centralize th~ tremendous task of provtdmg
the flying personnel required. for the expanded
air program-a program superimposed on plans
already exparded.several times at a breath taking pace. To take our new warplanes into the
air, a constant stream of bombardiers, navigators, pilots, and aerial gunners mist, also flow
fran our training centers.
Bottlenecks Are ElJm1nated
The Flying Training Command
was created to
bring all of the training centers urrler one unified control, eliminate bottlenecks, speed up
the program, and add new facilities
so that an
ever enlarging supply of caupetent personnel may
be sent to our combat colllll8.l1ds.This must be
done with all possible speed.in order to make up
AIooricanAir Forces wherever needed in the rapidly expani1ng world conflict.
At the present time the Flying Training Command is housed.on the fifth floor of the Maritime Buil~,
Washingtm, ani the place is humming with actiVity.
Newsets of figures are
being worked out to step into line with the
total flying personnel required. to met the present goal of an Air Forces of a million men and
with the possibility
that this lllIIIbermayeventually reach two million.
Figures are being
coordinated. with aircraft procurementschedules
to ensure the proper proportions of cooibatpilots for fighter planes, two-engine and fourMARCH-APRIL
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engine bombers, bombardiers, naVigators and
gtmners-all to synchronize with the delivery of
the planes. Plans are being set up for operational training in which pilots will receive
additional training ani meni>ersof canbat crews
will learn to work together as a highly efficient teams.
Training courses are being revised to include
the latest tactical lessens learned the hard way
in the actual crucible of war in the air, including an increased emphasis on dive banbing,
the use of aerial torpedoes and the employment
of gliders.
In cooperation with other divisions
of the Air Forces, new sites, schools ani necessary facHi ties are being arranged which eventually will more than double the present program.
Emphasis

()l

Quality

Despite the unprecedented increase in our pilot tra.1n1Jl!;program-fran about 500 per year in
1938 to 30,000 per year in 1942, plus substantial milt) .rs fran Englani for the RAFani smaller groups 11'001 I.a.tin Americancountries and from
China-we have kept our emphasis on quality.
The acid test is combat against enemy air
forces, and even in the short period since the
active entrance of the United. States into the
cCl1f1ict, Americanairmen have cane through with
flying colors, often against overwhelmingodns,
In IIIUlY
cases they have shot downhostile planes
ani reached. objectives with their booibson the
very first trip aloft in enemyskies.
To enlarge the pool of available pilots the
WarDepartment has asked the Civil Aeronautics
Administration to concentrate all CAAPilot
training in an all-out total war program. First
priority in the training facilities
of the CAA
is to be given to the pilot training of students
whocan meet the revised. reqUirements for appointment as Aviation Cadets in the ArmyAir
Forces, and whoare membersof the Air Section
of the enlisted. Reserve Corp;~ After that the
flight training is to be limited. to students
who, while unable to meet the requirements for
appointment as Aviation Cadets, are otherwise
qualified to pursue a course of flight training
looking to the issuance of flying instructors'
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licenses tmder regulations of the CAA,and who
tniertake :In writ~
to contribute future effort
:In a field of aeronautics adapted to serve the
natiooal :Interest, directly or 1Jrlirectly.
Th18 means that a total of more than l500 CAA
Pilot Training tmits :In all parts of the C01Dltr1 are now being def1ni te11 harnessed to our
war effort.
It 18 expected the CAA elementar1
training will be given to some 4lS,OOO
students this year, and that a large proportion
at these will be carried em through the secavy stage, with considerable
ll\JDI)ers taking
crOl!l8-eCUltrV,1nstrument and instructor flight
tr~.
To aid the constant11 enlarging activities
of the Air Foree Ferr1ing COIIIDILnd,
a
special course will be given to apprax1mately
1.000 pilots for this important field.
Even more striking
than the zooming figures
and activity in the pilot tra:ln1ng 18 the strong
ElJllbu18 we are placing on the other key DBtbers
at the modern aircrew-the boai>ardier and the
JJ&v1gator. .As recentl1 as 1940 oor t'acilities
for th18 type ot training were extremely limited, but now weare prepared to turn out these
spec1al1zed f'ly~
offieers :In great IUli>ers.

n,!ng

Their Flaps Are Down
(Continued

frOlll

Pa,e 18)

rear gunner hit another with the top gun.
Cl1Dbing we saw a. third plane c~
toward us
and got in several good bursts as he passed
below.
"We got SaDe al titme by then and saw another
below and off to. the port. We dived on him and
gave it to him with our froot guns •. Another was
just be10nd so we continued our dive and sent'
him down from l500 feet.
We had only b~
to
shoot at a sixth when the rear gunner called 8Di
asked us to 11ft the nose a bit.
We. did and he
tired astern directly into the nose of NuJber 7.
NUni:>er
7 went into a vert1caldive
at 600 feet.
and by the time he crashed we were a good four
miles past the landing field.
"Dw-ing this engageuent ool.y three eneDl1aircraf't were seen to lan1 :Intact am taxi off. We
still
had our bombs so we climbed a bit and
dropped them at the point where the aircraft
were seen to taxi ott. The boobs burst on huts
an1 buildings an1 started quite a fire. We went
haDe without incident except for a few seconde
in an enemy searchlight."
Another Havoc pilot reported an engagement
with a Junker 88 over F.rame:
"Our target was a French airdrome fran which
the Hun had been sending over bombers.
We
crossed the S<DDeand :fom1d the field without
diffiCUlty.
As we eircted' down the ground
lights flashed on and we saw a JU 88 gathering
speed for a takeoff.
H1s naVigation lights went
ott as soon
he lett the grourd but we had him
well spotted. We elosed :In beh:1Jxi him to a hundred yards am let him have three good.bursts.
"His port engine and tuselage1mmediately
caught fire and he DBde a steep diving turn to
the starboard.
Our rear gunner then caught the
starboard engine and he crashed in names 200
yards behind the airdrome boundary fence.
CI1nbing to 3,000 feet we could see' the German
explode.
Then we dropped our bombs and came
haIB to breakfast."

Heed More' CI'WB
In the same way, we are giving considerably
more attention
to the training of pilots for
f"our-e~:lne bombers. Within the past year or
two the Air Forces' championing of the longrqe III.l1ti-e~ine
heavy boober has been. amply
v1ndicated as a strat~6"'c weapoo of the utmost
value. The newest v ~rsions of our Boeing B-17
and Consolidate'J-24, bae.kbone of America's
"heavy bomber program," already doubled twice
and reeentl,
doubled again, will require .an
1ncreas~
flow of pilots and ea:d>at erews work.:lng together as a team, am the Flying Tra:lning
CaoJJBm 18 giving this a high priority rating :In
its present sehedule.
American air power is already beginning to
:1nfl.uencethe fighting em several fremts in the
world-wide battle for freedom, and there have
been many thrilling
examples of how effective
our flying tra:lning has been and how good. our
planes are :In compar18onwithd1e best the enemy
The FTesident has signed a bill granting a
has to offer.
Straining every effort, and all
$150 uniform allowance to offlcers ccmnissioned
pulling together,
we can look forward to the
below the rank of maj or on or subsequent to
time, not so far off, when the air-fighting
Septenber 26, 194:1and all DBDi>ers
of the Offistrength of. our nation will be such in both
cers Reserve Cor~ comnissioned prior to Sept. quality and quantity,
that the starred red,
eoi>er 26, .194:1 who have been called to active
whit;e and blue wing insignia of America's air
. duty and have served three months. All reserve
~t
will be a sign of supremacy--a symbol of
officers who have previously'received
a unUom
allowance will have the azoountof that allowance
terror to our enemies and of victory to ourdedlJcted fran the new
allowance.
selves and our allies.

as

.....,
.1M
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The Australian Front
By Oliver D. Townsend
LYERSand ground crews of the Army Air
FForces
assigned to Australia should feel
IOOre
at lane on this "downUl'rler"continent than
in any other foreign country In the world-with
the pcssible exception of Canada.
Big (almost as large as the United States) ,
occidental (95 per cent of its people are of
British extraction), progressive (electricity,
automobiles, large modern cities),
Australia
coobims lOOStof the best characteristics of the
United.States and Great Britain.
The seven million people of Australia are
friendly and have a free and easy spirit which
makes them well-liked by Americans, and vice
versa. Most of them are ci ty-dwellers-over
half crowd into the six big state capitals of
Sydney,Melbourne,Adelaide, Brisbane, Perth and
~t.
The standard of living is almost as high as
that In the United States, and the cost slightly
lower. The monetary system is British, and is
based on the pound sterling.
A recent ruling
perm!ts the free use of Americanmoneyin Australia on a basis of about $4 to the pound,
large amounts of Americancigarettes are consumed.a.nrn.utlly,and millions of feet of Anerican
moV"Tlpicture film are exhibited. U.S. cigarettes ill peacet:1Jreordinarily sell for about 25
to 28 cents per pack. Recently all stocks of
cigarettes-along
with stocks of tea--were impounded for the exclusive use of the armed
forces.
Food in Australia is muchlike it is in this
country-except
for being a bit more on the
"meaty" side. Vegetables don't play the prom'inent role on menus that Americanshave become
accustomed to. One of the favorite dishes is
IIlltton.
Australians are very sports conscious. Many
of their tennis stars and rugby, soccer and
cricket teams have won international
fame.
Sports heroes have a national reputation which
exceeds that of movie stars and statesmen.
There is plenty of roan for sw:illlning at the bundreds of miles of fine beaches which ring the
continent.
Being below the equator, the seasons in Australia are exactly reversed from those in the
United States.
Right nowStmmeris errling and
fall is coming on. Winter begins in June,
spr~ in Septeui>erand s1.lllOOr
in Deceni>er.
MARCH-APRIL
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The best way to get an idea of the climate of
this antipodes continent is to turn it figuratively up-side-down and place it in the northern
part of the western hemisphere in the vicinity
of the United States.
Whenthis is done it is found that the southeas tern part of the continent, containing the
big cities and JOOSt
of the people, falls in the
neighborhood of Virginia.
Perth, biggest city
en the west coast, is situated. on about the same
latittrle as San Diego, California. Port Darwin,
gatewayto the Orient and only settlement of any
size on the north coast, falls as far south as
Nicaragua-and is just as tropical.
Most Australians cluster in the southeastern
part of their country, and for a very good reason. This is "white man's country", Here the
temperature dips downto top-coat level in the
winter and, doesn't blow the top out of the
thermometer in the sumnertime. This is rare,
for Australia is mich closer to the equator than
the United States, and snowfall is tmknownexcept on the highest mountainpeaks.

Interior

Is Deserted

"Out west", around Perth, there is another
sect.ton of territory with a white II81l'S climate.
Here, 1,500 miles across deserted wastelands
from Adelaide, closest southeastern city, is
Australia's California, where about a million
people live.
The populated regions of Australia are all
within several hundred miles of the coastline.
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The interior

is little IOOrethan one vast desert
where the traveler can go for hurrlreds of miles
without seeing a huInan settlement.
Isolated in the tropical heat of the north
coast, m a peninsula jutting northward into the
Netherlands East Indies, is Port Darwin, military center and one of the chief targets of the
Japanese.
In normal times Port Darwin is a sleepy seaport with a population of little
more than
2,000, canposed chiefly of Ch:1.rese,Malays, Japanese and native blacks.
At the beginning of
the war, however, this populatdon had. been increased by British and Australian defense workers to about 7,000.
The accent is on the Orient in Darwin. Chinese nerchants peddle their wares in native costune, and incense and Oriental music mix with
.AmericanJazz in the waterfront taverns.
The
best coommications in peacetiJre were with Singapore, Java, Ho~ Kong and India-not with other
parts of Australia.

Isolated as it is, an invasion force taking
Darwins till has well over a thousand miles to
go by boat or across the trackless wastes of the
interior before it can reach the southeastern
regicn-the real prize.
Center of this southeastern region, and economic and industrial capital of Australia, is
Sydney. Its population of over a million and a
quarter people makes it the third city of the
British Empire--after
London and Calcutta.
Sanewhatresenbling San Francisco in appearance,
Sydney has probably the finest harbor in the
world-large enough to shelter every ship in all
the world's fleets.
Known as ~ral1a's
Paris,
Sydneyis the enterta.1rllIentcapital of the South
Pacific, and the political capital of the State
of New South Wales.
Secondcity of Australia is ~lbourne, capital
of the State of Victoria, 500 miles southwest of
Sydneyon the southern coast. Melbourne, with
over a million people, is the seventh largest
city in the British Empire. Other big cities
are Brisbane, half-way up the eastern coast; and
Darwin Is Tropical
capital of Queensland,with326,OOO
people; AdelIn appearance Darwin is like an early .American aide, capital of South Australia, with 322,000
mining town. The sidewalks are roofed, there
population; and Perth, capital of Western Ausare few trees, and the ranshackle houses are
tralia, with 224,800 people.
rarely IOOrethan one story high. The city itself sits on a 6O-foot bluff over.Iooklng one of
the best harbors in the Pacific.
In the bamboo
The great distances of the Australian conforests behind Darwin crocodiles slide through
tinent
have been a natural invitation for the
nu:ldy rivers, and native aborigines hack out a
developnent
of coenerctat aviation. Civil aviprimitive existence.
Most of the better hemes,
ation
was
first
started there by Army pilots
erected on the outskirts,
are built on high
returning
from
the
air fronts of the World War.
ironwoodstilts
to keep out the white ants and
Twoof
the
most
famous
of these flyers were
termites.
Keith
and
Ross
Smith
whoflew
all the way home
Only 12 degrees below the equator, Darwin is
from
Europe
in
November,
1919,
spending 124
hot. Just before the s1.1lllrer
rains cemethe temhours
in
the
air.
perature averages 100 degrees and the hlUIlid1
ty
Planes have played an important part in the
runs between 80 and 90. Tropical white clothing
developIBnt
of Australia. Not only do they prois worn almost exclusively, and the houses are
vide quick service between the big cities, but
little IOOrethan large verandas with enclosed
they are also the only connectim isol&.ted Vildress~
roOOB.
lages of the interior
have with the world.
Darwin is the capital of Australia's Northern
Aside from being bumpy, the air over Australia
Territory, a vast expanse of wasteland twice as
is SClle of the best in the world for flying, bebig as Texas--and with a population of but
slightly more than 10,000. Coomunications in
cause of the absence of fog and scarcity of
heavy cloud formations. With more than 20,000
this sparsely-settled
region have been poor.
Darwin has not been connected with other northmiles of airlines, and with more than nine million miles flown annua.I ly, Australians are among
ern coastal towns by roads or railroads.
The
the most airminded people in the world. They
only link with the rest of the continent has
realize the dangers of attack by air, and the
been a railroad broken by a 62O-milestretch of
highway, running to Adelaide, on the south
values of an aerial defense. "Keeping' em flycoast.
Isofated by land, Darwin has developed
ing" over Australia is one of the most satisfyinto an tm60rtant air terminal between Ausing assigrunents to which .Anericanair and gr-ound
tralia and Asia.
crews can be assigned.
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Engineers With the Army Air Forees
By Brig. Gen. Stuart £. Godfrey
Chief of Engineers, Army Air Forces

IN each campaign of' this war t~

importance
of' airdremes has been f'reshly demonstrated.
In the Japanese penetratims of' the PhilippineS,
Malaya arrl the Dutch East Iniies, airf'ields have
been the first objects of attack and later the
stepping stones by which Japanese aviation was
able to give effective support to the advance of
Iand arrl sea forces.
The German!J.lftwaffe failed in its attempt to
destroy the RAF largely because engineers had
provided England with a wealth of camouf'laged,
easily repaired and Widely dispersed landing
fields which offered a hopelessly decentralized
target and enabled the RAF to keep its f:1ghters
in the air almost continuously.
On the other
hand, observe what happened to the RAF when it
lacked airdranes in Greece and Crete.
Even before these lessons were made clear to
all the world our Army Air Forces had allotted
an important place to aviation eng1neers-a new
type of'lBlit cmsisting of ~ineer
troops specially trained and equipped to build and hold
advanced.coni>at airdranes in all types of theaters of operations.
()no

EngJneers Active

As General Arnold recently pointed out., our
training of "theater of operations" engineer
troops for combat duty with the Air Forces was
greatly accelerated. durill?; the pre-war period by
employnentof the aviatioo engineers in the construction of huge air bases in Iceland, Greenlard, Alaska and the Caribbean. These aviation
engineers "set the teeth in our hemisphere defense that will force an enemyto run into our
fist instead. of' our chin," according to General
Arnold. Meanwhile, the dooestic program of airport construction proceeded apace mrler the directioo of the Corps of Engineers.
The building. of many new permanent airdromes
in the United States and its overseas possessions and bases is an important activity_of the
Corp; of Engineers, actill?; through its Division
am District Engineers. In war, however, a different type of airfield
construction must be
visualized.
This nay involve the energency expansioo of existing air bases by the provision
of auxiliary airfields,
smaller and better conMARCH-APRIL 1942

cealed.

Again, it may be pioneer work in s'cae

new and distant theater.
In any event, there will be a Vital need f'or
engineer troop units with the Army Air Forces •
The need has become far more extensive -8Bi more
specialized than in the days of World War I.
The forn:er snaIl grass plot has been replaced by
an extensive tract of lani, cleared. of obstacles
and with all-weather
use t'acilJ.tated
in many
cases by paved runways• For this work, troops
with special equipnent and sper.;ial training are
needed. Moreover, an air fr)l'ce, like a field
army or an armored force, r.leeds its own engineers-troops whohave tra.::l..ned
with it int:imately, who speak its language and understand its
needs.

These engineers wttl! an air force must be
trained and equrpped to construct rapidly advanced military aird't'omes, or to :improveexis ti~ ones. They DtUf.:lt
be skilled in the camouflage of airfield.":> and the construction of defensive works. 1'hey must be organized and. prepared to repair instantly
fields damaged by
enemy bombing.. Finally,
with their trained
ri:flemm. and machtne gunners , they DlJStbe prepared to takr~ an active part in the defense of
airdromes.
The first troop unit formed for special work
with the Army Air Forces was the 21st Engineer
Aviation Regiment, organized at Langley Field,
Va., in JlB1e, 1940.
This untt has been the parent organization of
the bulk of ex Lstmg aviation engineer units.
The ~alifold activities
of this regiment have
included work of construction on their own barracks and grourds , experimental work on runways
including steel landing mats, and the development of techniques for camouflaging airdromes.
The regiment has furnished the personnel and
equipuant for two sizable detaclments to carry
out important task force missions.
Since then a score or more of separate aviation battalions
have been or are being activated. Many more are planned.
First Unit Formed

To visualize a military airdr<JDe ill war, we
need to differentiate
it sharply :fran the usual
commercial airport or permanent peacetime Air
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Corp; station.
The latter offers a CMSplCUOUS
will often be occasion whenan entire regiment
and vulnerable target to enemybombers. By
will not be needed.in one locali ty, the bulk of
great effort it can be rendered less conspicunits organized to date have been engineer aviUCU5.
But preferably an air force will operate
ation battalions
(separate).
Experience in
fran smaller auxiliary fields. SUchfields lend
Eur-ope indicates that to build one airfield
in
thenselves better to camouflage. Planes on the
reasonable time, perhaps in six weeks under
field, instead of being huddled on a parking
favorable conditions, a unit of the size of a
apron, are dispersed in pens around the peribattalion
is needed.
The organization and
phery of the field or in adjacent fields, made equipnent of the battalion have been carefully
accessible by a taxi-track.
Servicing instaldesigned to provide a balanced force capable of
lations are simpler and are also diSpersed and
independent work.
concealed.
-,
Equipuent C<mplete
In connection with such airfields,
the tasks
for aViation engineers maybe described as folNopains have been spared to Iilakethe equiplows:
nent for aviation engineer units as cauplete ani
Improvement or provision of advanced airadequate as possible, without at the same time
dromes, together with all appn-tenances such as
over-burdening the troops. Thus, general-purrunways, landing strips,
shelters,
airplane
pose construction equipnent was preferred to
parking areas, internal routes of coommication,
more efficient, but specialized machines. Even
water supply, lighting, ani other utilities.
so, the separate aviation battalion has no less
Improvementor pr-ovfsf.on of routes of c<mmmithan 220 pieces of heavy eqUipment, and 146
catim to such airdromes.
vehicles.
This heavy equipment includes such
PrOVisions for gas-proofing ani banb-proofing
items as diesel tractors with bulldozers, carryessential parts of such installations.
all scrapers, auto-graders, gasoline shovels,
Camouflageof advancedairdranes ani other Air
rollers of several types, concrete mixers, air
Forces installations.
ccmpressor-s , trencher, well drill,
arrlthe like,
Assistance in the anti-mechanized defense of
with numerous trucks and trailers.
Moreover,
advanced airdromes by construction and defense
sets of additional .specaat equipnent-additional
of road b.locks , ani by canbat against raids deasphalting and concreting equip:oont,rock crushlivered by ground forces.
ers, draglines,
pumps, floodlights,
and the
Assistance in the defense of advanced airlike--are prOVided in storage for use if and
dranes against air attack.
whenneeded, as in case of overseas task forces.
Maintenance and repair of airdromes, espeA special unit, knownas a headquarters comcially after damageby enemyb<JJbers.
pany, is provided for ass:i.g:nloont
to an air force
to assist in provtdmg for tne-spectaf engineerEngineers MlStFlght
ing and camouflagefunctions of several engineer
It is seen that these tasks require that aviaviation battalions.
Supply ftmctions for the
ation engineers be both techni~al specialists
Air
Forces
are
prOVidedfor
by including an enam canbat soldiers.
Airports are usually logineer
supply
platoon
with
each
Air Base Squadcated well behind the frmt line, and the canbat
ron;
this
platoon
also
has
a
small
utility sec£\mction will be the exception ratl~J' than the
tion.
rule. But in the future, no aif'port in a theA newtype unit is the engineer aviation topoater of operations will be entirely secure
graphic
company,which is designed to work with
against either a raid by armoredforces, or the
tre
Air
Corps
photographtc
and mappingsquadrons
increasing threat of vertical envelopnent. Enin
the
field
preparation
and reproductlon of
gineers, with trained riflemen am machine gunspecial aeronautical charts and target maps.
ners, thus constitute an important element of
defense. Events overseas have proved tllAt good
NoFeacet:1DE C<n>tnJction
riflemen are particularly
valuable in dealing
It should be borne in mind that aviation engiwith parachute troops~ so vulnerable during
neer units are not intended for peacetime contheir initial landing. AViatim engineer units
struction, and have no role in the maintenance
also have some armored scout cars, both 50 and
of airports in time of peace. This does not
30 cal. machine guns, and 37 1DIl. anti-tAnk guns.
mean that for training these units can not and
The aviation engineer regiment consists of a
shoula not be used on definite construction
regimental headquarters, headquarters and servtasks , but it is not interrled that they supplant
ice canpany, and three battalions.
Since there
MARCH-APRIL
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the existing agencies, eitper for construction
or maintenance in the zone of the interior.
Even in a theater of operations, it is not contemplated that all airport construction shall
necessarily be performed.by aviation engineers.
The latter are intended primarily for "pioneer"
workon the more advancedairdrooes, where speed
is essential and the utilization
of existing
facilities or improvisation of newones is indicated. The more permanent base airdromes in
rear areas, built more deliberately and with
great refinement, are likely to be the work of
engineer general service regiments.
These
latter units, given somespecial equtjment and
training, should be able to :irehrle airport construction amongtheir many t..c;l<s.

have urrlertaken somedefinite tasks in this program, such as the construction of soil cement
and asphalt parking aprons and roads. During
the past few months they have performed emergency construction work in connection with the
dispersal and protection of airplanes, by means
of taxi-tracks, hard standings, and revetment
pens. Theyhave assisted in the developnent of
steel landing mats, and of the best techniques
for airdrome camouflage. Theyhave constructed
experimental runways, using various types of
constructdon,
A major activity of Air Force Engineers and
their regional ass is tants has been an engineering survey of existing airports and potential
airport sites, with a view to provddmg facilities for the possible concentration of the Air
Many F.ng1lleers Needed
Force CODibat
Comnandin any desired theater of
operations
in
the United States.
Nodefinite rule can be given as to the rn.unber
of engineer troops that maybe needed with {lon
In training for airdrOOJe
construction, the objective of speed is constantly sought for. The
Air Force, though it is noteworthy that the
construction of an airport in China, with runway
British Expeditionary Force contained no less
designed to take Flying Fortresses, reqUired
than 60,000 engineers,
one-fifth its total
100,000 Chinese with hand tools to ccmplete the
strength.
The large program of airfield contask in 12 weeks. A battalim of aviation engistruction in France was doubtless largely rerears, with modernequipnent, wouldtmdertake to
sponsible for this high percentage. As indiccut this time in half.
ated above, an aviation battalion can construct
expeditiously one advanced airdrome. It can
naintain am repair, .under favorable conditions,
AN IDEA FROM A BEER ~AN
perhaps as manyas nine. A rough rule for an
NSPIRED
by the simple act of opening a can
air task force, therefore, would indicate one
of beer, a compact lightweight lightening
battalion or equivalent for every new airfield
hole flanging machinehas been perfected to redesired for immediate construction, with addplace the preViously unwieldy metal dies which
itional battalions for the maintenance and exweighedfrom 50 to 80 pounds.
tensim.of existing fields.
With this discovery, the transporting of heavy
In their important role of assistance in airIOOtaldies into the field is said to be urmecesdrOOJe
defense, aviation engineers at an air base
sary and the use of machine work for dies no
naturally comeunder the coommi of the officer
longer needed.
charged with the defense of the base, am operWeighing only two pounds, with an over-all
ate similarly as in other defensive canbat mislength of 12 inches, the machine is especially
sfons , Engineer troops stationed at an airdrcme
valuable for field operations.
It works very
With the primary mission of maintaining the
effectively on lightening holes ranging in size
field in fly~
condition will have ampleopporfrom two and one half to six inches.
tunity to strengthen the defensive works-pillThe idea originated with Captain William H.
boxes, emplacements, road blocks, mine fields,
Barrett, engineering officer of the 2nd Air Deani the like.
pot Group, Sacramento Air Depot, McClellan
The training of aviation engineer units is
Field, Calif.
It was perfected by Sergeant
planned to prepare them for the tasks outlined
Julius F. Merkel, who in civilian life was a
above. The basic training of recruits is given
designer with the Sperry GyroscopeCompany.
at the Engineer Replacement Training Centers,
ani is the same well-rmmded training that all
engineer soldiers receive.
The CAPABILITIES 01' our BOMBARDIERS
Troop units are not, in general employed in
MUST be commensurate with the inherent
the air base ccos truct.ton program being executed
capabilities of their instruments.
by District Engineers. But in many cases they

I
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"ECLIPSING THEM ALL"
- GENERAL ARNOLD

PoUsh Pilots Still Serapping
By.Lleut. Robert B. Dotz

......
({ ~~~

'-

nOLISB pilots
are still
in the air over
;['"'
Bur. . )(ore than two and a half' years
a.f'ter tI81r CCllD1try was cmquered am. their air
f'orce dlstropd. by the. Ge1"lllUl lnf'twaf'f'e, Polish
a1rD8D .... sUllknocking
Mazi planes out of'
ContmeDtal skles.
.
The Po1ee DC:.. wear RAP' un1f'ormsam f'ly ships
of' BritSsh Md "'rlean
-.nu:f'acture.
This is
the tb.tril -u'oriI they have worn am the third.
type ~ sb1p tbey have f'lomt agaimt the GerEm. 8fIIe .ortbaPoles
are ~
the most experience4 CQd)at ...p:U.ots in FAaoope-veterans of'
three maJor air campaigns.
Others have only
recently learned to f'ly on toreign soil af'ter
t1ghtJng in the defeated grc:un annies of' Polam
am. France. But .all of them are among the most
efficient,
doggE!<iand I"Uthless pilots arrayed.
against the Axis.
'The Poles' efficiency as cClli>atpilots comes
primarily frODl,their grim. concentration
on a
single JW'POse-the destruction of' German~n
and materiel.
These Polish pilots ht., a lost
everything but their lives aui have tasted. bitter defeat twice but they refUse to stop 1'ightiJW. They live <nly for revenge and are willing
to go to any ends to achieve it.
This attitude
plus their natural skill JDB.kes them deadly in
battle.

Pole Wants De.art
A Polisht'ighter
pilot eqressed. this attitooe
well in describing his battle with a pair of'

JunJer 88's.
"I went after the lett hSrd machine, torgetting everything else in the world. I thought
only that I would.bpe the left ham ma.ch1ne f'or
dessert".
"They will do anything," said one AAFobserver describing the Poles in the RAF. "The
Poles have the best squadrms over there. They
get excited. a lot am scmeU-S lam with their
wheels up but when they f'ight they really get
into it. It they nm out of' 8DIIlO, they otten
ram a GeI'DlLll p1an8 am. then bail rot."
other Ameriean observers am. British officers
credit the Poles with several innovations in
RAIl' tactics as a result of' their dar~
am disregard. f'or their own safety. The Poles are genMARCH-APRIL 1942
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erally ccmceded to be the tirst to dlscover that
the huge GeJ".III8D day bClllberf'onatiom
could be
scatt~ed. by head-on attacks at theforlll.tion
leaders.
This tactic was 1nst~tal
!n enabl.1ng RAF Nghters to break up Genan daylight
attacll8 dur1:ng the Battle 01" Brita1n .and reap a
~
toll of' disorganized straglen.
8olved. 109 Prc:Jbl_
The Pol_are

also credited. with solVing the
MesserschD:ltt 109.,....
.For
several daJlI af'terthe
new model appeared RAF
f'ightel'l!! W8l'e unable to :f1ni a vulnerable spot
at oonventimal range al~.
they were able to
squirt it with a variety of' 8IIIIlO. The Poles
closed the range to 50 feet and then let tly
with all their guns. The 109's simply d18integrated., showering the p.u-s~
Poles with debris.
Several Poles had to bail rot when their
planes were damaged.by the l09's debris but the
BAFlearned how to el1m1nate the DIIr
The Polish air f'orce of' 1939 consisted
of'
aboo.t 2,000 planes, JOOre tbm halt of' tblD obsolete.
In addition to a variety 01" old toreign
models, the Poles had several modern types producedin- Polish aircraf't tactories at Warsaw,
Lublin, Biala and Podlaski.
These included
about 400 twin engined Los bClllbers and .-.11
quantitie$ of' the P-7 and P-ll .ingle seater
pD'SUits:,1.tbe Jraras observation plane and light
1:xIIber and the speedy Wilk attack boIIber.
The intantPolish
aircraft 1JldU8trywas boaD~
and new plants were being planned f'or the
Vistula...8an River industrial d18trict wben war
C8BB ~. Sept.
1, 1939. ()le. of' the tirst targets
of' tbe. 0e1"lllUl b<Dbers were the aircraft
works
and tJalds' at Warsaw. The tactories
and military airdre-s were attacked at 7:30 a.m. on
Sept. 1 -. within two
the Polish aircraft
:lJ.al:DJtry ... destroJed, am the air torce strangled b1 .tile lJItt;wa.tte' s bCIIbJ.
Ikl8t ~ the Polish planes were destroyed. on
thegrormd.
Ulsses in the air were not excessive _ptte the hecvy odds ega1Jwt attacJaers of'
StuJra ."a".,
and big f'01"lll&tiol18
ot )(esserscbJd.tts, Be1nkels and Dorniers.
Polish light
attack bombers concentrated
on ... hing the
Gel"lllll Panzer f'ingers stretched tar in 8dvance

proo:la. or the ...
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of the na!n'a.rnd,es and official Germansources
cred1t,tos"8IXl Wllk,p<td:>erformations with holding up 4~or-ed'di~isions
for as long as 24
hours'.":' 'pdH.s,h, pursuits were also effective
while t~y l.~~d.'
'But,the:Pol.1sh air force was tmable to exist
mdet"-,the 'pressUre of an est:imated 2,000 planes
of all types.used by the Germansin this campaign. Every Polish air field and supply base
was h8mnere(}incessantly by the Luftwaffe. In
add1tionto'the
destruction of planes on the
ground, Pollsh pilots were faced with the destruct ton of ~e
fuel and ammmition supplies
8lrlthe devastation of their bases. The effectiveness of t~ePolishair
force was actually
eliminated principally
through destruction of
its bases and SUpplies althoogh annihilation in
the air would have been ineVitable had the battle contdraied,
This was evidenced by the IlUIIi>er
of Polish pilots who flew their planes to France
ani Balkan countr-Ies because there were no more
places for them to set down, refuel a.nd rearm in
Poland.
Most of the Polish pilots who escaped to
France and the Balkans joined the French Armee
de l' Air in France and Syria.
On January 4,
:1940, GeneralWaldislaw Sikorski, premier of the
Polis'h government in exile, a.nd GuyLa Chambre,
French air minister, signed a pact recreating
the P~lish air force and officially
attaching
its autonomous tmits to French forces on the
Western Front and in the Near East.
Reputation For Amacity
Already the Poles were creating their reputation for audacity.
They flew any French
equipoe~ they could get off the gr-ound, They
flew against.GerUWl formations of superior numbers and equipment with a fine disregard for
fuel, ammtUli,t10n, territory
and most of the
othercmsiderations
of pilots who interrl to return both t:i;lemselves and their equipment to
theirPase
{lfter combat. Polish pilots were
amorg the ,most frequent casualties fran s'tunt.Ing
at low altitudes.
After ',the ;fall of France most of the remaining
Poles :in theA.rmee
de 1'Air escaped to England
where they were incorporated into the RAF. Nunbers of Polish grourxl soldiers whofiltered into
~land
were given flight training and attached
to the Polish BAF squadrons. Manydifficulties
were experienced by the English in training
Poles.;Allof
the Poles were impatient to get
another crack at the Germansard as soon as they
were clear> of their training airdromes they
28

would light out for France. Gas for training
flights had to be rationed to prevent these
sorties.
One Polish pilot was towing a target plane at
a training camp in Scotland during the Battle
Over a-itain whena big GerDlUl
raid was reported
several hundred miles away. The Polish pilot
was inforllled by radio of the raid and ordered
down.
Instead of landing he headed in the directim of the raiders.
Three RAF persutts went
up and had to herd the Polish pilot to his base.
His plane was an old biplane armedwith a single
30 caliber JlB.chinegmt.
Action In Libya
The Poles in training

still regard a run over
the invasion coast, bombing ports and machine
gtmni~ German troops wherever they can find
the:D as the best sort of exercise a.nd RAF training officials come to expect it whenever they
allow Polish trainees to go up with live bombs
am. lOfded guns.
The Polish air squadrons with the French in
Syria flew to Palestine after the Fall of France
and are now in action with British Imperial
forces in Libya.
The Polish RAF squadrons in Englarrl are now
fairly evenly divided between porsutts and bonDers , They continue to playa lively role in the
air war over the Continent and provide an excellent add! tion to RAF morale with their cheerful
persistence in contributing to what they regard
as the inevitable victory over Germany.
Here are excerpts from Polish fighter and
bad:ler pilots' descriptions of actions in which
they were involved. The fighter pilot had just
left a hand of bridge at the call of "Flight
ScraDi>le" and was at 20,000 feet over the sea
feeling that trouble lay ahead because the night
before his Polish mechanic had dreamed of his
aunt in faraway Poland, always an omen. His
squadron sighted and attacked about 20 Jtmlrer
88's protected by a screen of Messerschmitt
109's.
~
went Dark
\
"I looped the loop unt LI things went a little
dark before my eyes, opened throttle and f'ound
myself on the tail of a damagedJU. This time
he was close.
About 60 yards. I was troubled
a bit by another JU which fired at De. I saw he
was a poor marksman so I got my client in my
sight a.nd gave him a loog burst into his engine
over the fuselage untd.I sparks flew. After a
momentI saw he was on fire.
He turned slowly
(Continued on Page 40)
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AAF Huntinat Subs
(Continued

from Page 3)

direction.
No one talks, a few smoke. 'fhe
radio is ~811tioosly silent.
They settle downto
monotonouscrutsfrg,
Finally a tanker is sighted and the plane circles several t:irnes in challenge. It dip; lower,
untd.I the wing tip seems to skim the water, although the ship is a full 200 feet above the
crest of the waves. The,navigator leans forward
and shouts "0. K.., she's got it ••• British, but
damn slow about it."
They fly on, close enough
to the water so parachutes are useless.
A freighter appears, nor-thbound, They challenge, report and continue on. They spot the
hulk of a tanker, passing close enough to get a
friendly wave from the patrol ship crew on
guard. The search goes on. There is little
talk, only the drone of the motors.
Then the bombardier's hoarse voice calls on
the intercom, "off to the right about a mile."
The landing gear is lowered to reduce speed.
All eyes are peeled for what might be a periscope and its betraying wake. The bomb bay
doors are opened. The bombardier toys with the
bombrelease. Theypass over the spot. Not~
there.
The direction is changed. One by one ships
are discovered, routinely challenged and forgotten.
Then, action at last.
From the shore
comesthe message: "800••• Investigate. " Direction is changed to comply with the position
given. Throttle open, the plane heads for the
area.
A rescue isn't possible, but they can
guide ship; to the scene, perhaps find the sub.
They sight something.
The pilot changes
course, heads for the spot. Downthere eight
men can be counted huddled on a raft that is
bobbing in the choppy sea. The plane circles
lower until the faces of the men can almost be
seen. Onemanstands up and points. They head
in that direction.
In a brief IIlOOlent
they sight
two dories, one with 14 and the other with 20
men aboard. Instantly word is flashed to the
base:
Ship submarined-two boats and a raft
with 42 survivors-position.
The naVigator
hands the pilot a slip of paper ••• "positionchecked."
The plane circles back and forth, crewmen
alert for a conning,tower or periscope, but constantly in sight of the survivors.
For a half
hour they fly around, A ship is sighted in the
distance.
The radio-mangoes into action again
as details are exchanged. The rescue ship picks
up speed.
They pearl. for l:Icma still hoping for a crack at
MARCH-APRIL
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that sub. Then the pilot and co-pilot stiffen
up. ,;The bombardier gets orders to open the
banb bay; the camera-manis warned. There is a
speck out there, broadening into a horizontal
object in the distance.
It looks like a ship.
No, a submarIne , But it turns out to be only a
Navyblimp lying so close to the water that it
seems to be sw:imn:ill?; along.
The blimp drops a flare, indicating a SUbmarine below. The plane is banked sharply. The
bombardier waits while the pilot lines up the
plane on the flare and makes the "run." They
fly over the flare. The banbs burst. The pilot
kicks the plane around.in a steep bank as they
go back to inspect their handiwork. The flare
is blasted to bits.
Splotches of oil trail on
the surface for about 150 feet.
Another flare, and again they dive at it. The
pilot warns "Hold it or we'll bomb the tail
right off the blimp." The bombardier grip; the
stick.
He plays with the button ••• presses.
It
was a depth charge and they turn just in time to
see the full spout. Another bombi~ dropped,
another and another, until no more are left.
The sea is sprinkled with little patches of oil. _
Then, as they circle the blimp, another Ar~
plane appears out of the North. Twodestroyers
are spied racing to the scene. The destroyers
zig ~ag in. The water leaps high from their
depth charges. The plane turns away. The crew
settles back for the trip home.

NEW TE~DNIqlJES
HREEnew Labor-eavtng devices of considerable value to the Air Force have been developed at AlbrookField, Canal Zone, urrler the supervision of Major W.W.Gross, Air Base Engineerirg officer.
One of the new developnents is a portable balancing stand, enclosed by a screen to cut off
drafts.
This was developed by Major Gross and
Technical Sergeant C.A. Patton.
Another new device, built by Corporal D.W.
Henrichs, is a landing gear retracting
strut
p1.ckingnut wrenchfor use on all series Curtiss
P-36 and P-40 airplanes.
The purpose of the
wrench is to eliminate the removal of the strut
from the, wing when it is necessary to make adjustments.
The third new development is a combination,
pump, tank and heating unit which performs the
JUl1lOSe
called for in Technical Order Nunber0315-9-that of emersing oil temperature regulators in hot oil for' prevention of corrosion and
for removal of moisture at periods of inspectioo
and repair'. It was designed by Staff Sgt. Mirama.

T
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Air Forces Adopt New Shoulder Patch
A distinctive shoolder patch has been adopted
by the Army Air Forces and will be worn by AAF
personnel everywhere.
Four colors are featured in the new patch:
white star with red center, stylized gold w1.tl!;s,
and a field of ultra marine blue.
NewAir Forces patches will be available in
quanti ty as soon as the Service of Supply can
issue them and will replace unit patches now
being worn in the AAF. Various units will be
privileged to wear Distinctive Unit Ins:ignias.
~

PRACTICE BOMBINGS
SCORED BY MOVIES
moviJ:gpicture equipnent soon will be
SIH::IAL
automatically scoring aerial bombardment

NAZI PARATROOPER
ISTOLS,sub-machine guns,
P~rtars,
entrenching tools,

1qp.ves, spikes,

field glasses,
compasses, maps, Verey lights,
hatchets and rations are all carried by the
average Germanparatrooper, according to British
observers. Many are also equipped with collaps:ible bicycles.
A German paratrooper usually carries a .32
Luger Pistol automatic magazine of nine cartridges and one spare Imgazine in the holster as
well as a tirly, but very handy and easily operated sub-machdne gun with a web magazine case
holding three magazines of 30 rounds apiece and
a magazine filler.
Machine guns and mortars are
dropped separately and are collected immediately, if' f'ire is not too great, or af'ter dark.
The sub-machine guns, deadly from 50 to 70
yards, have practically no stoppages and rattle
away at a lively pace. Used as rifles with a
skeleton folding butt extended, they are very
accurate up to 200 yards.
Most Germanparatroopers carry field glasses.
Many wear knee pads and boots with extra leather
heels to break the shock of the fall.
Each has a large, single-bladed,
stainless
knife with a six inch marline spike attached.
The paratrooper has about six blue pear-shaped
grenades with screw tops which reportedly have
not been very effective.
Their ccmpa.sses are
cheap and inaccurate but each man is prOVided
with an excellent map.
hand grenades,
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practices at all bombardier training schools.
The present observaticn crews and spotting towers that are tyiJ:g up persormel and equipoont a
hutdred or more miles away f'r00I training school
headquarters, will be eliminated.
This new equipnent has been developed by the
camera tmit of Wright Field's Armamentlaboratory and already is in use at one bombardier
training school. By increasing the accuracy of
spotting b<:n:b1mpa.cts,the newmovie method will
assist boobardiers to increase their effectiveness.
The current method of juiging a bomb.ardier's
accuracy is to utilize radio coomunication between three scoring towers'and the bombing
plane; then, the spot of b<:n:b:impact is charted
by "tri8.l"@llation" observations :fran the several
towers. Large grourrl crews and extensive equipnent must be used to carry rot b<:n:bil':@;
practices
urrler these conditions.
With the newly developed projection lens,
screen, projector and a s'tardardfzed 35 mn. camera, need for the grourrl crews is eliminated.
The bombardier simply sights his target and
releases his b<:n:b;a camera automatically films
. the action and the boob :impact in relation to a
distinctive grotmd.target and marker (lights at
night).
Immediately, af'ter the practice,
the
film is processed and, with a special projector,
is shown in a scoring viewer that provides means
for accurate Iy locating the impact of the bomb
am measuring within two feet the range, deflection and circular areas directly from the
scoring grid in the viewer. Results of practice
bombings can be recorded at altitudes
of from
1,000 to 20,000 feet by us:lng various lenses and
screens.
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closed
Ivisions.

my eyes and saw a kaleidoscope
of
Superimposed on these,
like the
flicker
of a film, was a regular
beat as the
night rolling
in from the East chased the sun
over the Western horizon and then, to the sound
of returning
aircraft,
gave way to the sun once
more.
In those few moments I saw the story of
night bombing as it has appeared to me in the
last eighteen months.
I saw the short nights of Summer, 1940, fade
into winter:
those fruitless
journeys across
England to France; take off at dusk am land at
dawn, day after day and regular as clockworkAbbeville, Pofx , Auldnoye, Charleville:
crossroads, bridges,
troop fornations and then crossroads again-journeys
which were meant to hold
up the Gernan drive to Paris.
I saw also Lofty
sitting
at the wheel, lean, strong and handsome
and heard his voice:
"I can't see a sausage."
And the rear gunner, who rarely opened his mouth
except to eat chocolate:
"Are we over Germany?"
"No."
"Well you wouldn't be likely
to see a
sausage."
Then France fell and I experienced
my first
real sight of gunfire.
The Happy Valley with
its countless
targets:
sometimes Mannheim or
Frankfurt or Ehrlen or Kiel, but mOstly the Happy
Valley and always the Zuider Zee as a half-way
house where we could fly rourrl in peace until we
found a pinpoint.
They were easy~ those trips.
The weather was good and we flew low enough to
be able to see the ground, for the Flak was
nothing to worry about--mostly
curtains
of explosive tracer going to 8,000, sometimes 12,000
feet; red., green, orange and white; a beautiful
sight, especially
if you were two miles away and
going in the opposite direction.
MARCH-APRIL1942

One night we were attacking an oil refinery
in
Western Germany. I was bomb aimer at the time
am could see the target almost as if we were
flying in daylight.
As we were running up, an
1.P1Sual barrage started to burst under the tail,
provoking the gunner out of his customary silence:
"Ac Ac behirrl, Captain; you'd better get
weaving" -a remark which, from the subsequent
ASpersions on my character,
I gathered. the Captain heartily
emorsed,
for it was an except:l,onally long run up.
However, at last
the target
came in the
sights,
and rather
thankfully
I let go.
I
leaned. forward to see what damage the banbs were
going to do, but what seemed like ages passed
ani still nothing happened. Eventually the target went out of sight, which it oughn' t to do,
eo it was obvious something had gone wrong. Arrl
as I was thinking
up something to say to the
Captain--I
had just noticed. I had not levelled
the sight-I
saw the boobs burst five miles away
in the middle of a wood, followed. by the biggest
and longest
explosion
I have ever seen.
Ten
weeks later I was reading the Telegraph.
There
was an article
by a neutral
correspondent
describing
the effect
of British
raids,
and it
said that on this particular
night one of the
aircraft
had apparently missed the refinery,
but
had hit a secret arrnnmition factory concealed in
a wood some five miles away.
Then as the nights grew longer, the story behim the images began to take shape.
The German
defences began to catch up the early lead which
the Night Bombers had had, and for the first
time we ?egan to realize the true value of nethad and organization.
Flak and searchlights
appeared on the Zuider Zee: there were rumours
of balloons and night fighters:
the proficiency
of German ground crews increased as steadily
as
did the number of their guns, so that evasive
action over wider areas became an urgent necessity and radio direction firrlers suffered in coosequence.
At the same time, navigation by wireless
was
lfIade DX>Te difficult
because of enemy interference.
And there were cases of crews finding
themselves
over occupied territory
when the
radio put them over England.
As a counter mea-
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sure, our attacjs becane less stereotyped. Dif'f'erent routes were chosen to spread the def'ences; bombhg heights varied also and people began to look on 12,000 f'eet as not abnormal.
Furthermore, crews began to experiment with nuIII:lroustric}js to confuse the def'ences. Someof'
them are still behg used with success: others
had to be abandonedrapidly.
One day we discovered the current GermanAir
to Ground signals, one of' which--a colour cartridge-was addressed to searchlights and said:
"I am in trouble.
Stop everything."
On the
Wednesdayone crew tried it out rather diffidently, they f'oum that th:3def'ences closed down
as if' by magic. OnFriday the squadron set off
in high spirits
and fully equtpped , Unf'ortunately it became evident hem the 1mnediate results that the Germans had in the meantime
changed its mean1~ so that it nowread: "I am
an enemy aircraf't; please f'ire on me." Crews
began also to stuiy the III:lthodsand difficulties
of' anti-aircraf't
def'ence and tried to devise
means of' giving the guns the least possible
help.
Occasionally letters would come round
hem Higher Authority with suggestions or orders
to the sane effect.
One of' them recomnendedthe
detailing of' one aircraf't tQ f'ly round the target at a low altituie so as to draw all the f'1re
while the others bcmbedin peace-but this expedient was never adopted.
MoreD8DBge
None the less, as the wee}jswent by, more and
more aircraf't cane back danaged , .AJxl then suidenly-as
if' we were not expecting it-winter
had set in. First, w:irrlsand rain and mud. Mt.rl
was everywhere: of'ten ankle deep, and with it
cane more and more Night Flyhg Tests and brief'~s and high teas, but f'ewer and f'ewer deliveries of' bonos, Night af'ter night we drove out
the f'1ve odd miles to dispersal, walked out to
the aircraf't
(the mud was too thick f'or the
'buses to drive into th:3 f'1eld) clinbed in: ran
up the ~1nes,
then switched off and waited f'or
the van to cane round.with the signal to carry
on or break it up.
It was these periods, when we operated full
time, that kept us go~.
Otherwise, they were
tedious wee}js. Searchlights and Ac An were getthg worse monthby month, but it was the weather on return to base ani the cold that gave most
trouble.
One night the gauge showed-400 Centigrade.
The perspex cracked, the Second Pilot
collap;ed in the hont turret, Iooklng just like
a snowman. In sane mysterious f'ashion, an inch
of' solid ice appeared on the navtgataon table.
Mannheimwas the target.
Wearrived on our es32
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timated time of' arrival at 15,000 f'eet, nound.,ring through the top; of' the clouis, and began
to come down. At 12,000 f'eet the port engine
cut, and at 10,000 the starboard began to cough
am f'1re intermittently. Wecame out of' cloud
at 6,000 and the e~ines began to pick up. But
there was a blinding snowstorm and visibility
Was nil, so we new back under the clouds to
Boulogne.
.Flghters Best Def'ence
With the NewYear~~~ the most serious defence the Germans hAd yet produced-f'ighters.
PreViously, no one had taken the possibility
~erio1,lS1y. But now more and more crews came
back with stories of' encounters and shadowi~s.
Aircraft would be trailed sometimes f'or upwards
Qf an hour, without a shot being f'ired.
On
other occasions, at tacks would develop out of'
the blue and without w~.
A Squadron Leader in a Whitley was suddenly
attacked by a Messerschnitt.
It was a 110 and
cane almost head 00, its f'1rst burst putting one
e~1ne out and ~
the turrets unserviceable.
The intercomn. went dead and all the pilot could
do was to keep in the air.
The.Messerschmit t
seemed to knowthis, f'or he new round in small
circles, shoot.Ing as he pleased. But the Whitley was tough:
so was the Squadron Leader.
After a f'ewminutes the German knockedhis mainplane off on the Whitley's tail, and the Whitley
IIIl118ged to limp ham.
The f'ighters, f'ollow~ the lead of' the ground.
def'ences, resorted to all manner of' tricks.
They lit thenae lves up to act as decoys: they
trailed
lights behind them, and they f'ixed
searchlights on their noses. This latter device
was too DRlCh
f'or the rear gunner: he broke silence f'or the third t1me and said: "Twosearchlights takmg off away to port, Captain." But
in all f'airn~ss he was not the only one. Another gunner reported searchlights f'ollow~ him
out to sea.
Yes, it is true these f'ighters came as a menace when they f'irst appeared. But it was not
10~ bef'ore the bombers had the upper hand once
more. As the weeks went by, the toll of' German
night f'ighters rose higher and higher.
I t was
With the vision of' this and of' countless of'
these f'ighters hesitating to attack and, when
they did, breaking away at the f'irst sight of'
return f'ire, that I wokeup, wondering perhaps
to what dizzy heights the eternal bat.t Ie between
ground def'ence and Night Bomberswould reach by
this t1Ill:lpext year.
--From the Royal Air Force Journal
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Fighting Filipinos of the Air
By Maj. Falk Harmel

FOR leading his

squadron of native airmen in
a successful engagementagainst Japanese invaders and personally shooting downthree enemy
planes, a little
Filipino flyer named Captain
Jesus Villamor late in Decemberwas awarded the
Distinguished Flying Cross.
Again in February this Kelly Field graduate,
weighing 116 pounds and standing only five feet
four inches, was cited in a coomuniqueof General MacArthur, this time as the recipient of
the OakLeaf Cluster for repeated acts of extraordinary heroism.
The conm.miquetold howCaptain Villamor met a
, fornntion of Japanese fighters while on a photographic mission over Cavite province escorted by
several P-40s. The ensuing coobat was described
as one of the most spectacular of the Philippine
campaign.
Despite the fact that he was flying a slow biplane trainer, Captain Villamor nanaged to elude
the Japs and land his plane. His escorting canrades began a series of thrilling
dogfights.
All six Jap planes cameto grief. Four were immediately shot down. The fifth was crippled,
landed on an air field near Pilar and was riddled by artillery
fire from Americanand Filipino troops.
The sixth Jap ship fell out of
control and crashed in the mountains of Bataan,
Although still in its infancy whenthe Japanese onslaught came, the Philippine Air Force has
played a vital role in the Far Eastern war.
Only six years ago the Air Forces NewsLetter
reported that one-third of the Filipino air
force was-rendered inactive whena student pilot
cracked up a StearmanTrainer. Fortunately, the
student pilot was only slightly injured and the
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ship was repairable, allowing the Filipino Air
Force to regain its full strength of three
planes.
Air Arm Organized
Twoyears before, in April 1934, the initial
steps had been taken to organize the Philippine
Arnw Air Corps. Major General B.J. Valdez, appointed Chief of the Philippine Constabulary,
adopted a numberof measures aimed at the complete rehabilitation of this or,ganization, chief
amongthem being the creation of an air arm.
General Valdez, Deputy Chief of Staff of the
Philippine Army, delivered an address at the
graduation exercises of the ninth class of the
Philippine ArmyFlying School. Briefly outlining the history of this school, he said:
"I believed then, as I do now, that a wellorganized air force constitutes not only an efficient modeof protection against foreign aggression, but also a valuable adjunct in the
naintenance of peace and order."
In the spring of 1937, on the occasion of the
visit to Mexico and the United States of the
President of the Philippine Coomonwealth,
Manuel
L. Quezon,accompaniedby General MacArthurand
General Valdez, the latter madean unofficial
inspection of Kelly Field, Texas, and evinced
great pleasure over again meeting one of his
countrymen, Flying Cadet Villamor, then a student at the AdvancedFlying School.
Captain Villamor's heroic exploits against the
Japs is another testimonial to the efficient instruction roothodsat the Army Air Corps Train1tJg
Center. The youngFilipino, son of a justice of
the Philippine SupremeCourt and a graduate of
the Philippine Military Academyat Baguio, was
33
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detailed by the Philippine Goverrarent to undergo
flying instruction
at the Air Corps Training
Center, and reported there in June, 1936. Dur~
his pr-Imar-y and basic phases of instruction
at Randolph Field and his advanced instruction
at Kelly Field, he llRde excellent progress.
At
Rarrlolph Field his average in ground school subjects was 85 per cent and at Kelly Field it was
92.56 per cent.
At both schools his flying rating was "B", indicating
"Very Satisfactory"
progress.
He graduated on June 9, 1937, meanwhile being commissioned a third lieutenant
in
the Philippine Constabulary •
HaVil~ specialized
in Pursuit
Aviation at
Kelly Field, he was for several months on temporary duty with the First Pursuit Group at Selfridge Field,
Mich.
He was then detailed
to
take the course in Aerial Photogr-aphy at the Air
Corps Technical School at Lowry Field, Denver,
Colo. Here the young Filipino airman continued
his fine scholastic
record, and when he graduated in August, 1938, with the rating of "Excellent",
the following notation appeared on his
record card:
"An above average student.
He
displayed grea t interes t in all phases of the
photographic course.
He showed extraordinary
manual dexterity
in processing
negatives,
prints,
laying of mosaics, etc.
He will make an
excellent photographic officer."
Whenhe left
Lowry Field to return to his native country he
had accumulated
a total
flying
time of 475
hours.

Difficulties

Met

As with a great number of new enterprises,
the
early career of the aviation arm of the Philippine Army was beset with llRny difficulties
and
disappointments.
No qualified
officer
of the
Philippine Cpnstabulary being available to direct the organization
of this r~wly authorized
unit, the task was delegated to Captain Russell
L. Maughan, Air Corps, then Aviation Adviser to
the Governor General of the Philippines,
and
well knownin aviation circles as the pilot who
barely won out in a race against the sun when he
flew an Armypursuit plane fran the east to the
west coast in the daylight
hours of June 23,
1924. Captain (now Colonel) Maughandid not rematn long on the Philippine assignment. He was
nearing his fifth year in the Philippines-three
more than the norma l tour of duty, when in February, 1935, Captain Ivan L. Proctor took over
the job.
The latter
had scarcely started
on
this assignment when he became ill and soon after died, following an operatioo.
Other misfortunes followed.
34
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Finally,
through the valuable cooperation of
General Douglas MacArtlmr, Military Adviser to
the Philippine
Commonwealth, the services
of
Lieut. Will iam L. Lee, Air COllE, were obtained.
This husky young officer
took over in June,
1005, and brought new life and i.mpetus to the
Filipino air uni t. Assisted by Ueut. Hugh A.
Parker, he drew up flying rules am regulations
and carefully
selected
flying students.
Airplanes were purchased, and the most promising
young officers
of the Philippine Army were detailed to take the course at the ArmyAir Corps
Training Center.
Carefully selected enlisted
men were sent to the Air COllE Technical School
at Chanute Field, Ill., to receive instruction
in aircraft
mechanics and other trades allied to
aviation.
(Continued on Page 38)
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Gliders Play Important Role in AAF War Plans
By Lewin H. Barringer
Ast. Director,

Ail' .'o ..ces (.lidel' I....oy..aol

IN July

13th last the Air Corps accepted de,.
livery of its first
glider,
a two-place,
all-metal Schweizer.
This historic event took
place at the Warren Eaton Soaring Facilities,
on
Harris Hill near Elmira, N. Y. during the 12th
arnual National Soaring Contest.
Its importance
was emphasized by the presence of Major General
H. H. Arnold, Chief of the }.;rmyAir Force who
IJRdea flight in this ship piloted by N"Jajor Fred
R. Dent, Jr., first Air Force officer qualified
as a glider pilot.
In the five months that have elapsed since
then much has been done in this new branch of
our aerial forces.
Before going into it, let us
stop a moment and analyze our reasons for including motor less heavier-than-air
aircraft
in
our flying equipment.
Military glider'S as de ..
vel oped so far have two bas ic uses.
Firs t is
the air transport of men, equiprent and supplies
from one location
to another.
Second is the
surprise attack of enemy positions by air-borr~
shock troops.
The Germans have given us ample proof of the
value of both of these uses.
Gliders were
first used successfully by them for attack during the invasion of Belgium in 1940.
It now
seems reasonable
to suppose that this was
Hitler's
so-called
"Secret Weapon" as troops
larrled in gliders were instrurrental in capturing
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key forts and bridges _. It I'lDS not until the air
Irwas Ion of Crete tn
hm::ever, that world
attention w~s focused on t.hf s r1€W weapon which
was here fJrst used In nllmbers c Since then we
have heard of the Germe,ns
gliders against
the RussIans on the shores of the Black Sea and
currently
agaIns t the British in Lybia.
The
last ment.f.oned is the fjrst report we have had
of thetJ~se of gliders i'm' t.ranspor-t.Ing
supplies.
In considering
f'or transport

the reasons

we come at

for using gliders

once to the fundamental

truth that you can tow more UJa11 you can lift.
This is the basic eeononnc l'cason for the use of
locomotives plus {"AU'S s t.rueks plus trailers
and
tugs plus barges in surface transportation.
To
put :I t simply ~ .in the
stage of advancement of aA';j'iaJ
nrc carrying our
psssergers
nnct f're:lght In Ute 111oc(lIl()tive." The
first reason, then} for
tr-anspor-t gliders
15 economt.c,
Thls
becomes obvious
when we cons Lder
that the two engines
of a
t.ransport
thx'e,cl large gliders
is
doing a job naw
engJnes. Added
to this is the fact that the cost of the gliders
will be very considerably less than t.hat, of the
transport planes they win replace"
}...1though it
is still too early to knowwJ:mt they will exactly
be, it has been estimated
that the overall
equipnent costs for t.t-:
air a body
3l;)
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of men, such as a battalion, by tr~t
planes
and gliders will perhaps be only half that of
do~ the ~ob with transport planes alew.ae.
Whenused for surprise attack the glider can
be a formidable weapon. Towedin numbers at
night these ships can be relp.ased at h1gh altitllie IIRI1y
miles from their objective. TMy then
glide rapidly downunseen and unheard, and land
close to the objective in the fil'st faint light
of dawn. Out of each jumps a complete combat
team such as a machinegun squad, fully equipped
and ready for action.
German

TYPes

The German gliders used in Crete were of 10-12
place capacity. Theywere high w~, cabin monoplanes with wil'{!;span of 80 feet am. fuselage
length of 50 feet.
The semi-cantilever Wings,
braced by a single strut on each side, were of
woodconstruction; the fuselage, of welded steel
tubing. The entire ship was fabric covered.
Apparently a two-wheeled landing gear was used
for takeoff and then dropped in flight,
the
l~
being madeon the woodenskid. Those of
us who in recent Years'have seen Germansailplanes competing at our National Souing Contests at Elmira are familiar with this operation
on a smaller scale.
It was trieky, to say the
least.
If .the pilot dropped his .leels too low,
they were apt to bounce up and damagethe bottan
of tie fuselage. If dropped too high, there was
daI:ger of their bouncing into and injuring crew
neni>ersor being smashedon impact.
Performance of these big Germantransport
gliders is interesting.
One to three of them
were towed behind a single Junkers JU-52 at a
speed between 100 and 120 mph. After release
they probably glided, at a most efficient L/D
ratio, at about 70 mph. I..evellai off at about
50, they were landed at 35-40 mph. on beaches,
roads, and in small fields.
Secret of a pilot's ability to land a large,
reavily loaded glider in a small field. is a combination of flaps and spoilers to give accurate
control of glide path and speed. Addedto this
tiere is the characteristic of a glider in stopping very quickly, without danger of nosing
over, whenthe stick is pushed full fot'Wardafter landing.
I once brought a single seater
sailplane with 62-feet span to a dead stop in 40
feet after a Landdng madeat over 00 1IIph. in a
snall field.
Since the Air Force began actively to initiate a glider program five monthsago, real progress has been made in the procurementof equip36

ment and the trainil'{!; of pilots.
In the former
category the Materiel Division created a Glider
Ulit in its Experimental ~ineering
section at
Wright Field. This organization has carried on
tie development of several designs of 8 and 15
place gliders.
The Navy is building 12 and 24place gliders to be used by the Marine Corps.
Construction of the Army ship; is well urrler way
and tre first static test and flight test transport gliders have been delivered.
A program of flight testing with the small
two-place training gliders has also been going
on at Wright Field for sam months. Someof the
item;; tested have been types, sizes and lengths
of towlines, various combinations for multiple
towing, intercoomunication between gliders and
towplaneand so on.
Tre most interesting experlmmt maderecently
was the picking up of a glider, rest~
stationary on the gr-ound, by an airplane passing overhead at close to 100 mph. TOO basic device that
made this experiment successful was a winch
drum, equipped with a brake, in the airplane.
This drun reeled out sufficient line to ease the
acceleration of the glider. Once in the air and
up to towing speed the glider was reeled in to
the proper towing interval by a small electric
motor driving the winch. TOO 1np>rtaree of this
developnent is that it maysolve the problem of
launchil'{!;a train of transport gltders.
It will
conceivably be possible to pick up several gliders out of a field too small for tre safe takeoff of the airplane alone.
Tests At WrightF1eld.
At Wright Field for these tests are several
Schweizershoultler-wing traini:ql; gliders, Frankfort high-Wing trainers,
a German"Minimoa"
shoulder-Wing,high perf'omaree sailplane, and a
Polish "Or'Lfk" sailplane of similar design. The
two latter ships a~e used chiefly for analysis
of design and construction.
An 0-49 has been
used for towing and has proven to be an ideal
towplanefor tre training gliders.
Training of Air Force pilots whowill act as
instructors, supervisors, and test pilots in the
expanded program, has been carried on by the Elmira Area Soaring Corporation at Elmira, N. Y.
and the Frankfort-Lewis School of Soaring at
Joliet, Illinois.
Only one class of six officers were trained at Joliet as the volume of
training necessary was then not yet large enough
to justify two schools.
Marine Corps pilots have been trained at
Joliet.
The Air Corp; train~
was discontinued
at Elmira due to winter weather corditions.
It
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is proceeding at an expanding pace, at the
Twenty-NinePalDs Air Academy located at TwentyNine Pa1Ds in the California desert.
The primary training course lasts four weeks.
The 30 hours of flight training given includes
auto, auto-pulley, winch and airplane towing.
Several hours of double towing (twogliders behind one towplane) give the pilots practice in
towed formation flying.
Enoughsoaring flight
is dona to makethe pilots thoroughly proficient
in handling the gliders and to instill in them
real enthusiasm for this tyPe of flying.
This
last consideration has already proven valuable.
~er
all, it is logical that a man's interest
in and initiative for any actiVity will be considerably increased if he gets a real kick out
of it.
A pilot has to be either singularly
lacking in imagination or pa:infully blase not to
get a whale of a kick out of soaring flight.
Plamrll\g Advanced School
Tentative future plans call for the establishment of an advanced school for glider training.
Here graduates of the primary courses will receive instruction in flying the large, troopcarrying gliders.
Their background of flying
the training gliders will then stand them in
good stead, but these big ships will feel quite
different.
With their great size, weight,
higher wing loadings, et.c., , these gliders will
certainly not be sailplanes in any, sense of the
word. In fact, as one engineer stated the other
day, tbey really should not be considered as
gliders, but as transport airplanes with remote
powerplants.
Muchthought has been given to the piloting
background and experience necessary for pilots
of the transport gliders. Due to the consideration of the size of these ships and the fact
that they will be towed in formation at night,
thought that a pilot s}1OUJ.d
have at least the
miniJDum airplane training of the Air Corps primary schools or CPTcourse before entering a
glider school.

GUNTER'S l!ASSEMBLY LINE'

A

Detroit "assembly line system" has been installed at Gunter Field, Ala., to speed up
aircraft inspections and to train enlisted men
to be skilled mechanics.
Hangars are diVided into eight equal parts,
each part being called a statim.
Four stations
in each half of the hangar constitute a line.
A
sub-station or wash rack located. outside of the
hangar forms the beg:lnningof each line.
An airplane sent to the Ma.intenanceHangar is
taken first to the sub-stat1on for a general
check-Up which includes oil pump drainage,
screen cleaning, gas tankinspectim,
and engine
spraying and cleaning.
All dtscrepanctes are
noted. on a blank form by the Hangar Inspector
and the plane is movedto Station One.
Wheels, landing gear, brakes, tail wheel, ins trtlllBIlts, skin, structure, cockpit, propeller,
and thrust bearings are inspected at this station. Statim Twochecks cables, ~ tion system, flight controls, hydraulic system, values,
electrical system, and fuel and oii -systeDB. At
Station Three the propeller is painted and restenciled, the radio installed, and the plane
vac1.RllD.
cleaned. All discrepancies fourrl by the
Technical Inspectors are corrected at Station
Four, the plane is recowled.and preflighted, and
then returned to its Squadrm.
At the Maintenance Hangar Office a complete
record is kept of the time m each airplane on
the field.
This record showssuch data as airplane field rnunber, serial nunber, time on the
plane, engine model, serial number and time,
propeller time, last depot inspection report,
time towards a 50 or 100 hour inspection and
whether the plane is or is not in commission.
By means of this record, the Officer in Charge
determines which airplanes are to be called in
for either a 50 or 100 hour insPection.
The Post Engineering Officer and his assistants are in charge of the Maintenance Hangar,
and the HangarChief, the ~
Inspector, and
the Line Chief are non-c<Jllllissioned
officers.

Second To None
~

At the closing banquet of the 12th annual National Soaring Contest at Elmira, N. Y. last
July, General Arnold said that we would have a
glider force second to none. Worldevents since
then have shown his wisdomin adding this new
tyPe of aircraft to our Air Force. The progress we have made so far mkes us confident that
his statement will come true in the not-toodistant future.
MARCH-APRIL
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The WarDepartment has instructed civilians
not to call Interceptor Command
Headquarters
for information about reports of pending air
raids. This restriction has been instituted because of the necessity for keeping all agencies
of the Interceptor Commands
free to repel attacks. Under WarDepartment instructions, Interceptor COOIIl8.11ders
havethe sole responsibility
for ordering all air defense measures.
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Filipino Air Force
(Continued from Pa~e 34)

At General MacArthur's request, the War Deptrtmmt approved a one-year extemion of' Lieut.
U!e 's tour of' duty.
In the f'ollowing year another request was made f'or a one-year extension
of' duty f'or the young Chief' of' the Philippine
Army Air Corp; because of' his "outstanding f'itness f'or the duties he is perf'ormingand his intimate experience With the Philippine Army."
This was denied on the grounds that add! tional
f'lying instructors
at the U. S. ArmyAir Corps
Tr~
Center was urgently needed.
Lieut. Parker, during his service as flying
imtructor at the Philipplre Army Flying School,
f'lew over 1,000 hours. Bef'ore he returned to
the States in November, 1937, he was presented
the Distinguished Service Star of' the Philippines by President Quezon, with the f'ollowing
citatim:
"For outstanding service to the Conmonwea'l th
of' the Philippines in a position of' maj or responsibility, there is hereby presented to First
Lieutenant Hugh A. Parker, Air Corps, United
States Army, the Distinguished Service Star of'
the Ph1lipplres.
As Plans and Training Officer
of' the Air Corps Training Center, Philippine
Army, and individual instructor of' !'lying cadets, his services have been characterized by
UIDJSualefficiency and prof'essional skill, unf'lagging enthusiasm, and outstanding results.
His work has reqUired incessant devotion to
duty, a readiness and capacity to compreherrlthe
particular r-squtrements of' Filipino students,
ani an ability to adjust technical instruction
so as to overcane unusual dif'f'icul ties.
His accanplisboont and examples have been an inspiration to every member of' the Air Corps of' the
Philippine Army and a source of' satisf'action to
the Chief of' the Air Corp;, the Chief of' Staff',
the .Military Adviser, and the Coomonwealth
Governrent."
Work Cmt:1rued
The work so brilliantly
started by Lieuts. Lee
and Parker was carried on with no less successful results by Captains Alden R. Crawf'ord,Mark
K. Lewis and Lieut. Charles H. Anderson, assisted by an able staff of' Philippine Army 01'ficers.
Captain Crawf'ordwas the Acting Chief'
of the Bureau of' Aeronautics; Captain Lewis,
.Acting Chief' of' the Philippine Army Air Corps;
and Lieut. Anderson, Operations Of'f'icer and
Chief' Flying Instructor of' the Philippine Army.
Lim!ted by the rnunberof' airplanes am. f'lying
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instructors, only three classes of' 25 students
each were conducted annually at the Philippine
Army Flying School. Usually, about f'orty per
cent of' these students completed the course.
The f'irst class was graduated on October 30,
1937, and the commencementexercises were an
outstanding event. The guest of' honor, President Quezon, delivered the principal address.
Ranking U. S. Army officers present were Generals MacArthur, Lucius R. Holbrook, John H.
Hughes and Evan H. Humphrey. High ranking of'f'icers of' the Philippine Army were also present. It was at this function that Lieut. Parker
received his decoratim !'ran the Philippine Canmmwealth.
Captain Crawf'ordlef't the Islanis in December,
1939; Captain Lewis in July, 1939, and Lieut.
Amerson in the spring of' 1940. The latter was
decorated with the Distinguished Service Star of'
the Ph1lippine Comnonwealth.
Cited. By lfacArthur
ApprOVingthe request of Captain Lewis to attend the Air Corps Tactical School at Maxwell
Field, Ala., General MacArthur stated:
"Captain
Lewis is on duty with the CODIOOnweal
th Government, acting as Chief' of' the Philippine Air
Corps , in which capacity he has showngreat abili ty. He has successfully furthered the developnent of' the Philippine Army Flying School,
has perf'ected plans f'or and is directing the expansion of' the Air Corps and has exhibited
marked qual! ties of' initiative,
leadership and
juigment." A most promising career in the Air
Corp; f'or Captain Lewis errled whenhe crashed at
Biggs Field, El Paso, Texas, on December 9,
1941.

Fran the latest information aVailable, a message !'rom General MacArtlnn-,sent last November,
Ldeut , Colonel Charles Backes, Air Corps, has
been Acting Chief' of' the Philippine ArmyAir
Corp; f'or more than two years. At that time he
had already served f'our years in the Ph1lippines
ani his tour had been extended another year, but
it was proposed to order him back to the Un1ted
Stat~ for a period of' f'our m<ntlE f'or reasons
of' health and in order to permit him to visit
Air Corp; installations
ani :familiarize hiDself'
with current developoonts.

The properly EOUIPPED iwd MANNED bombardment airplane is a PRECISION [nstrument.
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BaJiksdale - Never
By Lieut .•

)0"0

Barksdale
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other air field has experienced more COOlpletely than Barksdale Field, La, , the rapidly changing phases of activity that have been
part of the growth and developnent of the Army
Air Forces.
Pursuf t base, GHQ
Wing Headquarters, Air Force
Caxbat Coomurlbase, advancedPilot School, Banbardier School, Nav:lgationSchool and Third Air
Force base~rksdale
has been all of these.
From an obscure beginning with about 10 instructors ani as many airplanes, 12 schools have
developed.out of Barksdale, each school equipped
with experienced instructors.
Staff schools
within the Soutreast, Gulf Coast, and WestCoast
Air Corps Training Centers have all received
persormel fran Barksdale.
Barksdale's varied career began in 1932 when
it was established as the hone of the 20th Pursuit Group. In 1935 the Third Attack Groupwas
added and the field became the headquarters of
the Third Wingof the new GHQAir Force. This
las ted until October, 1940, when the Air Corps
recognized Barksdale's value to the expanding
training program ani nade it a Specialized flying School.
OnFebruary 6, 19l2, whenthe Barksdale school
was moved to another location, the field returned to the Cooi>atCoomand,where it remained
until the Commandwas abolished by the Air
Forces reorganization which went into effect
March9. Barksdale is now one of the most important bases of the Third Air Force.
Muchof Barksdale's most interesting history
was crowded into the years when it was an advanced Specialized Flying School. This school
was incorporated into the Southeas t Air Corps
Training Center and canprised not one but four
schools in its or:lginal operational plan. These
schools were AdvancedFlying School (TE) (Pilots), AdvancedFl~
School (TE) (Banbardier),
.AdvancedFlying School (TE) (Navigation), and
the Advanced Flying School (SE) (Pilots).
A
brief resume of the functioning of the various
schools follows.
Advanced FlyinA School (rE) (Navi~ation)

First of the four schools to receive students
was the Nav1gatiooSchool. The first class, SE
41-A, was received in November, 1940. In its
MARCH-APRIL
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eight months course, this school graduated 52
navagat.or-s, At the beginning, very few airplanes were available, and those on hand were
the obsolescent B-10 and B-12 types and some
B-18 types.
In the later stages, however,
Beechcraft AT-7's were madeavailable in sufficient JlUlIbersard training was improved. During
all but the last few weeks of training, flying
instructors served as pilots for navtgat.ton missions in a.dditim to their other duties.
Advanced Flyin~ School (SE) (Pilots)

Twoclasses of single-engine pilots were received while the school was located at Barksdale
Field. They received training on AT-6, AT-12,
P-36 and P-35 types. One class of 37 was graduated while the remaining students, instructor
personnel and the various line squadrons were
transferred with the school to Craig Field,
Selma, Ala., whenthat school was activated.
Advanced Flyin~ School (rE) (Bombardier)

The BombardierSchool, second of its kind to
activated, was patterned somewhatat.ter tne
school then operating at Lowry Field, Denver,
Colo. The two JrRj or differences were the necessity for operating on bombing ranges located
very near the landing area 'of Barksdale Field
ani the necessity for utilizing
the same equipnent and pilots that were employedby the TwoEngine School. The first difficulty was solved
by using single traffic pattern and the second
by training two-engine pilots and bombardier
students together. This last was done by using
student pilots for the Two-EnginePilots School
as co-pilots on bcmbing missions, while students
of the BombardierSchool were receiving training.
Later, however, pilots were specifically
assigned to duty with the Booi>ardierSchool.
be

Advanced Flyin~ School (rE) (Pilots)

last to leave Barksdale Field was the Advanced
Flying School. Cl'E) (Pilots).
In one year this
school graduated several hUIrlred two-engine pilots. Sam of these graduates were sent to temporary duty with the Air Corps Ferrying Ccmmrrl
and have since been assigned to duty with the
Air Force Cooi>atCoomurl. Sane others have been
retained as instructors with the various train39
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ing centers.
The remainder were sent to bombardment mrlts ani the Air Force Cooi:>at
COOII8J'rl.
Instructien was begun with B-10, B-12, ani a few
B-18 type airplanes but later the school furnished A:r-7, A:r-8 ani the I.ockheed-Hl.dson types.
At the time these schools were f'ounded , very
little had been dcne in the field of specialized
sttrlent training since the four-section plan of
operation was discontinued.
Newoperational
plans had to be formulated. Newgr-ound school
curr icula had to be written.
Mennot qualified
in specific phases of instruction
had to be
trained.
Newsquadrons had to be formed and
trained. to maintain the equipnent to be used.

Plans 01" 6peratlen of each school were worked
out inlividually by school staffs.
Somedegree
of flexibility
was allowed so that schedules
would not ccnflict with other training.
As soon
as schools were operating smoothly the training
of key perscnnel or cadres for other schools was
urdertaken.
The problem of GroundSchool curricula was a
major one, due to the fact that 'many courses
taught were ccmpletely new. Instructors were
ass1gned. the various subjects for the II1lltiple
JU'POSeof making detailed studies of all data
aVailable, incorporating these texts, and then
c<nluct~ classes. Since there were no special
Ground School instructors
available,
these
duties were fulfilled
by flyi~ ..instructors,
baJibardier instructors, and navigator ins tructors during their time on the grourd. In many
cases it was necessary to exc~e
instructors
between schools when these instructors
were
qualified in highly technical subjects given by
two or more schools.
Coordination between flying and grourrl instructions
was obtained by a system of halfdays • In the Two-EnginePilots SChool, for example, the lower class was assigned a period for
flying and a period for grourd school while the
upper half was assigned the reverse.
Similar
systems were employedby other schools.
In order to insure proper maintenance for ::»hour-a-day f'ly1ng schedules, several new squadrons were activated.
These men were specif'ically trained for maintaining the type of' aircraft used in the schools to which they were assigned. This system proved very efficient.
The
average percentage of airplanes of all types in
camlission daily was approximately 70 per cent
during this period.
From the beg1mJ.ingat the Specialized Flying
School 12 individual schools have sprung into
being, ani now, someof' these have begun to subdiVide.
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Poles Still Flyinj
(Continued

from

PlJ~

28)

as though in oil and went downinto the sea.
"Then I .saw a machine' that had been damaged
ani was slOO~ ani another tear~
away for all
he was worth. I went after him and approached
him from the rear ani above, pressed the button
and something began banging into my fuselage
from below. It was as if a bucket of hot water
hld been poured downmy neck. I don't remEmber
breaking off to the right.
I DIIU'l8ged
to look
and see if my legs were still whole and then
four MF..s flashed by me. I dcn't knowwhich of
them hit me but I was DBd with all four of them.
Without warning my machine suddenly caught
:N.re."
The Polish pilot was knocked lDlConscioustry~ to bail out and whenhe cameto he was burning
in his spinning ship. He finally kicked his way
out ani bailed out but was severly burned about
the face ani spent weeks in a hospital.
He concluies:
"NowI'm flying again."
The Polish booi>erpilot flew a Wellington to
bomb Essen in the German Ruhr valley.
His
squadron reached their target, booibed it from
low altitude and then headed f'or home in the
l:lght of the fires they set.

"Shortly after leaviIl!; the target we ran into
a stonn of flak.
It was so close we could hear
the bursts plainly over the engine roar.
Our
Welling started to bounce Violently.
Wewent
into violent j inking (weavingand zig zag tactics) ani clilli>ed and dived as fast as possible
to throw the buD:mers off. But it was no good.
We counted 12 salvos of from 20 to 30 rounds
apiece. 'lb~
got rapidly worse lBltil we could
hardly centrol at all.
Ailerons had no effect,
the rWder alJoost none, except that the airplane
responded exactly in reverse.
Weside slipped
fioomone side to andther ani things looked bad.
Finally we got her on an even keel al though we
were still weavil'l!;.
"Whenwe reached the English coest I suggested
that the crew leave the building. The crew said
if I was going to stay that was good enough for
them so they stayed, gett~
back into the tail.
Wefound our base, ~ame in to land, but when I
put the flaps down they only went part way.
Just as we touched the grourrl there was a terrific cracking noise. The starboard wing went,
ripping dawnall the fuel lines into the e~ine.
WeDBdeit th~
ani nobodywas hJrt."
MARCH-APRIL
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Man in the Stratosphere
By £:01. David N. W. Grant
Air Surgeon~ ArlDY Air Forces
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is an accepted principle that the most important instrument in an airplane is the pilot. Notonly IIIJStgreat care go into his selection and in training him as an engineer but it
is equally important that he keep abreast with
the most recent advances in aviation physiology
ani medicine.
This must be done if he is to
qualify for flying to the great heights and at
the high speeds of which the most recent aircraft are capable.
From the humanpoint of view the principal
hazards of high altitude flight maybe lis ted as
follows:
Deficiency of oxygen
Decrease in atmospheric pressure resulting in
(a) Expansion of gases in the alimentary
canal
(b) Escape of gaseous nitrogen in the
form of bubbles within the tissues
(3)
Increase in atmospheric pressure requiring admission of air to the sinuses
and middle ear
(4)
High acceleration:
(a) Intermittent - contributing in some
cases to air-sickness
(b)
Continuous - contributing in some
cases to blacking out
(5) Cold
(6) Fear
(1) Fatigue
(1)
(2)

The deficiency of oxygen, to which anyone is
subject who goes to high altitudes without an
oxygensupply, was the earliest recognized hazard of high altitudes.
In the WorldWarthe capacity to endure anoxia was rated as one of the
essential features of selection of flight personnel. While it remains an important characteristic it is no longer recognized as the sole
limiting factor for personnel in high altitude
flight.
Present oxygen equipoont, if properly
used, insures a fully adequate oxygensupply except under the most extreme conditions, and it
is nO\\realized that the jobs of the pilot and
of his crew present other hazards that are at
least as critical as his oxygensupply.
.MARCH-APRIL
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One of the priilcipal purposes of the Air Corps
indoctrination program now getting tmderwayis
to demonstrate to the ycnmgpilot or crew rneni>er
that, his mental functioning falls below par when
he goes to 15,000 feet without oxygen, that he
is likely to faint if he goes above 20,000 feet
without oxygen and that when he goes above
40,000 feet, even with pure oxygen, he is in a
precarious state.
For an adequate oxygenuptake
the ltmgs require, even with pure oxygen, a density of more than one-fifth
that of air at
ground level.
This critical limit is passed at
39,000 feet and from there on the hazard of
anoxia increases rapidly. A man is in as great
danger at 42,000 feet breathing pure oxygen as
at 18,000 feet breathing atmospoer-tc air.
It is
difficult to convince ycnmgpilots of this truth
except by actual demonstration in a chamber.
They forget the fallacy of the old tradition
that if a man lifts and carries a growing calf
each day he will eventually be able to 11ft and
carry the adult bull.
It is equally certain
that, on the one hand, a day will cane whenhe
cannot 11ft the youngbull as it is on the other
bani that, even whenbreathing pure oxygen, he
will lose consciousness as the altitude is increased mich above 40,000 feet.

Special Mention
Thosefeatures of oxygenequipnent ani its use
deserving special mention in this general survey
are:
(1) The insidious effects of oxygen lack.
'!he brain is affected first-resulting
in loss of
j~nt,
unwarranted self-confidence, loss of
alertness, sleepiness and possible loss of consciousness.
A man may go through this entire
cycle and return to thegrotmd without having
realized his precarious state. ThosewhoacconpUsh successful comats above 20,000 feet without oxygenare apt to boast of their acccmp11shment and so to encourage such foolhardiness in
others. Those whofail in attempting to repeat
the performance don't live to tell the tale.
The moral is-depend on the altimeter, not on
your symptcms,to detenn1newhenoxygenis to be
used. A reasonable, conservative rule regarding
43
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oxygen usage is that given in T.O. No. 03-5OA-1
as follows: "Except in urgent, unf'oreseen emer~encies, all personnel will use oxygen at all
times while Participating in flight above 15,000
teet.
Oxygenwill also be used when remaining
at an altitude below 15,000 feet but in excess
of 12,000 :feet for periods of two hours or longer duration and when participating
in flights
below 12,000 feet but at or in excess of 10,000
feet for periods of six hours or longer duration".
(2) The relation of cold to oxygenuse. Oxygen lack aggravates the et'fects of cold and favors frost-bite.
Also, once a man has become
cold his oxygenrequirement is increased because
of shivering. Oxygenshould be used as liberally as the supply permits when cold begins to
penetrate.
(3) The relation of work to oxygen use. Work
is acc.omplishedby oxidation of body fUels and
in emergencies a gunner or other crew meni>ermay
require for short periods four or five times as
muchoxygenas usual. The present oxygenequipment renders such workhazardous unless the oxygen regulator is opened to capacity.
Even then
there maybe an oxygen deficiency above 30,000
feet.
Above35,000 feet work should not be attempted except in extreme emergencies.
(4) The question is frequently raised, "Does
breathing pure oxygen have harmfUl effects?"
The answer for personnel of the Air Forces is,
"No". Extensive experimentation and observation
have erased all doUbts as to the harmful effects
of oxygen.
'(5) Another ~onmonquestion is, "Does exposure to oxygen lack from service flying have
permanent harmful effects?" The answer again is
in the negative, provided that accidents due to
inefficiency while anoxic do not occur. Oxygen
lack sufficiently severe and.prolonged to result
in brain ~e
might be encountered by flight
personnel only in rare emergency provided T.O.
No. 03-50A-1 is followed. As the first evidence
on this question we have the records of the historic flight made in 1875 by three French balloonists.
They reached 28,800 feet without oxygen equipnent. Twodied, preswnably of oxygen
lack, while the third, Tissandier,
survived
without apparent harm,
Recent direct experimentation on animals and
accumulated observations on men substantiate
this point.
(6) A quotation from a German manual for flying personnel is to the point--"The efficient
use of the oxygenapparatus insures mental superiority over the eremy".
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The second hazard listed above is the effect
of decreasing pressure.
The body contains fiir
partly trapped within it, in the ear, in the sinuses, in the alimentary canal. As the pressure
decreases during ascent to high altitudes these
gases expand and unless they escape they cause
pain. Escape through the Eustachian tubes of
the ear and from the sinuses causes no difficulty in the heal thy IMl1 in ascent.
Expansion of gases in the stomach and intestines is one of the commonestof discomforts.
Body movements that favor the passing of this
gas are usually effective.
Foods knownby experience to be gas-forming should be avoided.
The d1sccmfort of expandinggas is aggravated by
the fact that such gas bubbles will expand mich
more in the body, where they are surrounded by
wet tissues, than dry gas in a balloon. Whereas, dry gas will expand to five times its volune
at 39,000 feet, gas in the presence of excess
water will expand to about eight times its initial volume.
Decreasing the pressure on the body not only
affects gas bubbles already present in the body
but it permits the free nitrogen in body fluids
to escape from solution and form bubbles. This
nitrogen is present because the entire body is
in equilibrium with atmospheric nitrogen at
gro~
level.
Whenthe pressure decreases as
one ascends this nitrogen terns to escape. The
bubbles thus formed rarely cause trouble at
25,000 feet.
At 30,000 feet some subjects have
trouble after two or three hours.
At 35,000
feet some have trouble after one hour and at
40,000 feet trouble may comewithin 15 minutes.
However,many yOlll':g
men can "take" four hours at
35,000 feet or one hOW'at 40,000 feet.
These "troubles" may take the form of joint
pain, of throat irritation
or of itching skin ...
Joint pains maybe mild and disappear or they
maybecome severe enough to cause a virtual paralysis of the IOOIIber
affected or even fainting.
Throat pains and itching skin, once developed,
are almost certain to grow worse as jUdged by
chambertests.

cne cm-e

There is only one cure and that is descent lIDtil the pain is alleviated or disappears.
Usually the man recovers entirely before he is
half-way downto ground level.
Laboratory exper:1:loonts
indicate that exercise
for one-half hour while breathing oxygen gives
considerable protection against this hazard. It
remains to determine the usefulness of this procedure tmder practical corrlitions.
On descent from high altitudes air must reMARCH-APRIL
1942
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enter the middle ear and the bony sinuses.
Clearing the ears by swallowing, by blowing the
nose, etc. is a technique nearly all can learn
)Vith practice.
Except in emergencies, flights
to high altitudes should not be attempted when
one has a cold. Stubborn infections of the ear
or sinuses may result.
Clearing the ears does not necessarily grow
IOOre difficult with increasing rates of descent.
If
man has no difficulty in clearing his ears
coming down at 5,000 feet per minute he can
probably do as well at 25,000 feet per minute.
High accelerative forces whether of the intermittent type, as in rough air, or of the more
sustained type, as in pull-outs, and other maneuvers, constitute one of the acute hazards to
which flight personnel is subjected.
The first
form is of less concern to the pilot than to his
crew. While the pilot either overcomes airsickness or quits, the members of his crew may
continue to experience it. This seems to be
particularly true of the tail gunner where riding is roughest. For-tunate.Iy air-sickness rarely if ever has permanently ill-effects.
Unfortunately there is. no assured preventative nor
can we escape the fact that a gunner in the process of vomiting is for the time being out of
action.
The effects of high sustained accelerative
forces as in p.il.l-outs,have been described in a
recent Technical Order, together with the accepted method for increasing one's tolerance of
"G" • This need not be repeated here, other than
to refer to the figure, showing the crouching
posture that has been taught the German pilots
for some years. This posture is believed to increase one's tolerance by about 1 "Gil.

a

Cold Is A Hazard
The hazard of cold is not merely the pain experienced and the danger of frost-bite.
The
principal haniicap is the reduced level of bodily :t\mct1ons, both mental and physical. Fingers
are numbed and operations are clumsily carried
out, if they can be carried out at all. The
physical misery dulls one's awareness of other
dangers.
The oxygen system must supply more
oxygen and may freeze in the process of doing
so. Added clothing greatly interferes with the
bodily movements requisite for routine operations, and also renders more difficul t parachute
escape.
Finally goggles and windows become
frosted; in order to clear the windows it may be
necessary to open them and thus lower the temperature even more.
Protection against the hazard of cold is an
MARCH-APRIL
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engineering problem that is on the way to solution. Clothing should be loose-fitting and dry.
Rapid ascents in the tropics are more difficult
than in temperate zones because, if adequate
protective clothing is donned before the flight,
the wearer may be soaked with perspiration before he leaves the ground. Electrically heated
suits seem better adapted to tropical and temperate zones than to the arctic zone. If the
wearer of such a suit must bail out, he cannot
long survive arctic cold.
As emphasized before, the use of oxygen helps
to protect against cold.
Hot drinks during
flight also help sane. Alcohol makes one feel
better because it dilates skin capillaries and
favors transfer of body heat to the skin. The
resulting temporary sensation of warmth may have
disastrous results since it is accomplished by
lowering'body temperature.
Alcohol also tends
to inhibit shivering and so to increase still
further the danger of continued exposure to
cold. Alcohol should be looked upon as a restorative for the man who has been rescued fran
cold. It should not be made available to the
man who is expected to undergo a long exposure
to cold.
No Fscape Fran Fear
The hazard from which there can be no escape
is fear. Fear may arise from anyone
of the
hazards previously mentioned or from a combination of them.
It is the job of the flight surgeon, responsible for selection of aviation cadets, to eliminate those most likely' to be eliminated because
of chronic fear, but the fear hazard is a mental
state from which none of us is wholly protected.
Repeated exposure to all the other stresses entailed in flight may be well endured in the absence of any strong element of fear. It is this
psychological
factor of pronounced
fear that
seems chiefly responsible for the cumulative fatigue occasionally experienced by war-time pilots.
In sunmary it may be said that the hazards encountered by flying personnel are now well recognized through recent advances in aviation
medicine and relatively efficient means have
been discovered and developed for meeting them.
This has been possible through the team work of
engineers, flight surgeons, physiologists, psychologists, and other scientific groups.
The
effectiveness of these contributions, however,
finally depends on the cooperation of the air
crews.
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Torpedoes Get Wings
(Continued from PaAe 12)

elan with ample space between planes to allow
f'or a breakway turn in either d.1rectioo oece the
torpedo is dropped. The wide spacing has the
added advantage of' str~~
rot the targets ani
diluting the def'enders' f'ire.
The attack is
generally delivered f'rcm f'orward of' the beamso
that shiJS present their largest target bulk ani
at the S8ID9 t:1meadd a vector of' their own speed
to that of' the torpedo thus cutting down the
t:lmeavailable f'or the ship to dodge.
Dod>leAttack
Another f'orm of' attack that can be extremely
ef.fective, provided that it is JDBde
in force, is
one delivered f'rom a semi-circle
of planes
spread across the bow and to both beams of the
enemy ship.
The torpedoes then speed in f'rom
all angles so that avoiding them is almost an
impossible task. The quintessence of success,
h<:Mwer, in a torpedo plane attack is a double
attack in which two f'lights approach f'rom both
port ani starboard bows spaced ninety degrees or
mre apart and perf'ectly synchronized to arrive
at the target abrot a m:iD.lteapart. The Torpedo
has more speed than its targets but can sometimes be avoided.by a qu1ck-~
skipper who
will generally SWinghis ship to a course opposite and parallel
to the course of' the torpedo•. In so doing he presents the least poss:lble target bulk and is in a posi tim' to dodge
the torpedo by a slight troch of the helm.
fut if' the ship be~ attacked swings parallel
to the first torpedo attack he is in no position
to dodge the second attack delivered from the
opposite bow. The second batch of torpedoes
approach him at right angles to his course to
which he is pinned by the approach of' the f'1rst
batch.
Whicheverway he turns he finds h1mself
in a seaf'ull of TN.r anxious to fulfill
its purpose.
A big help to any torpedo plane attack but of'
particular benef'it to the echelm attack f'rom
f'e:rwardof the. beam, is a smoke screen laid down
close to the ship to be attacked. The attac~
p1.aD:s can then Calle in belrlnl the screen ris~
occasionally above it f'or observation, burst
through the screen, drop and hightail f'or protect1oo.
Of course the question arises "Who
will bell the cat?" f'or a smoker is a p-:lmetarget, although he does have the advantage of'
speed. and a high rate of' change of bearing.
A
smokescreen is also a fine barrage target f'or
naJc fire and pilots DBycCUlt on heavy fire at
the screen.
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device called an Ox:lmeteris
Anew
as a "watCh dog"
high altitude

being used

chamber
tests.
Through an illuminated "ear-ring," the
Ox1Deterprovides instant readings w1throt delaying the experiments.
Previous to the developnent of the Oximeter,
the amount- of oxygen in the bloodstream of a III8%l
in the al ti tude chaDberwas recorded by securing
a sample of the subject's blood by means of a
needle and syringe.
Operated' outside of the
altitude chamber, the Oximeter does away w1th
this laborious process ani permits the tests to
coot1DJewithout interruptiws.
The ear \mit of the Oll:1Deter
is clamped 00 the
lobe of the subject's ear so that the light fraa
the lamp shines throqgh the lobe into a photocell 00 the other side. The Oll::1meter
capitalizes 00 the fact that the blood changes as its
oxygen content changes. Nonally saturated. it
is bright red, but as more oxygen is lost it
shades off to deep purple. FUrple passes less
light thlm red,so any charge in the oxygen content of the blood alters the intensity of' the
light which shines thrrogh the ear lobe.
The Oximeter was originated by Dr. Glenn A.
Mil11llan, cmsultant ani lecturer in bio-~1cs
at the University of Pennsylvania.
in

FREE LEGAL ~LINI~
legal aid cl1n1c-bel1eved to be the first
of its .kim. at any U.s. Army pos t-was inaugurated at lDwry Field, Denver, Col., to provj.de enlisted personnel with necessary legal
help.
The clinic offers legal. advice to Army personnel am. secures ccmpetent legal aid for them in
matters of family relationship,
guardianship,
haDes and personal possessfoes, wages and other
1ncaue, installment P:D"chases,taxes and other
debts, wills and insurance policies , welfare
laws and civil service, accidents, atid. rights
uoier the Soldiers and Sailors Relief Act.
If the case warrants, .a I119Dt>er
of the Denver
Bar Association is called in for help. Then, if'
an attorney is needed, the association supplies
its services f'ree of charge to enlis ted men.
The Army is assuming no responsibility for any
of the cases handled.
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To reduce average bombing errors by ONE.
HALF is equivalent to multiplying the effectiveness of a bombardment [orce by FOUR,
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War Is ~Iimbing
By £apt. Nathaniel F. Silsbee

WAR

is movingup into the higher levels, and
the see-saw between high flying bombing
planes, higher flying fighters to knockthem out
of tba sky, then newtechniques to get the bamers up even higher, goes on at a furious pace.
Put differently,
every new offensive weapon
brings an almost 1mned.1ate
reaction in the field
of defense.
For some years science, recently prodded by
Mars in no uncertain terms , has been attempting
to prepare both menand machinesto fly into the
stbstratosphere, which exterrls fran 5 to 8 miles
(or more) above the earth's surface.
At the
outbreak of this war a high ranking British official stated that the nation which first perfected superbooi>ersfor stratosphere operations
wouldwin. later in this article we shall see
what is being done along this line by ourselves,
as well as by the British ani the Germans.
It should be realized, however, that owingto
weather conlitions, particularly over continental Europe, there will still be plenty of boobing
in the 10,000 to 25,000 altitude range, as well
as dive bombingand the fast low flying bombing
tactics as developed, for exampleby the British
using modified Hurricane lIe fighters and the
Russianswith newheavily armoredbomber-fighters.
These activities are not within the scope of this
article.
Difficul ties Involved
First of all, then, let us look at some of
the technical difficulties
involved in getting
planes ard pilots to fly "~tairs."
The first job is to get the bomber and its
load up there. This has been madepossible by
such engineering gadgets as supercharged engines, constant-speed propellers, ard high-lift
wings. The theory of the supercharger is fairly
simple. The gasoline in an airplane engine
burns oxygenfrom the air. The higher the al titwe the less oxygenthere. is in the air, therefore the higher the engine goes the less efficient it is. Engines, at higher altitudes, becomeshort-winded, like the traveler climbing
Pike's Peak,
Take, for example, a Pratt & Whitney Twin
Wasp, which develops 1,200 h.p. for take-off.
MARCH-APRIL
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At 20,000 feet, without supercharging, it would
be turning up hardly more than 500 hvp, and at
25,000 just over 250 h.p. Not so good if speed
is to be maintained. However,with the supercharger, extra air is pumpedinto the carburetor, ani that does the trick.
Turbo-Supercbarger~nious
The built-in blower type of supercharger is
usually operated in twogears, going into "high"
as the higher altitudes are reached. A recent
development in which this country appears to
have a jump on the rest of the world is the
turbo-supercharger. With this ingenious device,
the engine's exhaust gases are utilized by directing them through a small turbine compressor.
This rotates a blower which sends the "thickera!" air on to the carburetor.
On the occasion of the Wright Lecture at the
Institute of the AeronauVcal Sciences, Decenber
17, 19U, the Collier Trophyfor the year's outstanling contribution to aeronautical science
was jointly awarded to Dr. Sanford A. Moss, of
the General Electric Research laboratories, inventor of the turbo-supercharger, and to the
u. S. Army Air Corps for practical application
of the device to high altitude flight.
Another problem .Ls to get. the propeller to
take larger bites of air at the higher altitudes. This means that the blades must be able
to turn in the hub to allow charge of pitch-low
pitch to allow the heavy bombingplane to get
off the grourrl, ani high pitch in the substratasphere to secure bigger bites of the rarefied
atmosphere.
These are nechamcaf solutions to the problem.
Another angle brings us into aerodynamics. It
takes a lot of lifting surface to get a fully
loaded B-17 (ar-ound 25 tons) up to 35,000 feet.
One reason why foreign heavy bonbers have been
slow, and therefore highly vulnerable to fast
well-armed fighting planes, is that to produce
sufficient lift the wings have had to be large,
ani that mans plenty of drag. This problem is
being tackled by fore:lgn research organizations,
and one excellent solution in this country has
been found in the Davis wing, with its sensa47
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tionally.high l1f't-drag ratio.
The use of this
airfoil on our B-24 Consolidated heavy bomber
(Liberator to the British) has spelled outatandirg performance for this ship.
The IIlmm Element

So DUchfor the Machine. Howabout the pilot
the other nemers of the coobat crew? It is
generally agreed that most pilots and flightcrew personnel can functi~n normally up to
around 15,000 feet for a short period.
Beyond
this level oxygen deficiency begins to produce
certain dangerous symptoms-such as an unusuaf
buoyancyor possibly irritability,
'loss of JreII1()ry, lack of judgment, delay in reaction, etc.
Hence oxygen masks are a prime essential,
or
better still-as
they provide the answer to the
intense cold as weli as the lack of oxygen-pressurized cabins, of which more presently.
The
latest types of oxygen masks include-besides the
oxygen tubes-radio
microphones, special coldresistant l1ni.q?;am double-lens goggles to prevent fogg~ am frost formation arourrl the pilot's eyes through the air leaks. It maybe recalled that this happened to Major Schroeder in
1920 in one of history's
most remarkable
flights,
when a world's altitude
record of
33,113 feet was achieved.

am.

Another headache for "the high t~;yeris aeroembolism, an ailment somewhat similar to the
"bendS" sea-d.ivers experience after rising to
the surface of the water too quickly. This is
caused, not by oxygen or lack of it, but by nitrogen. At altitudes above 30,000 feet man's
blood, organs and tissues give off their nitrogen in the form of bubbles.
This trouble is
more apt to affect pilots of fighter or interceptor planes because of the very rapid rate of
cl1Dbof this type of ship.
In consultation

with the MayoClinic,

an inspring.
Milo Burcham, Lockheed test pilot, during the
altitude tests of the~twin-eng1ned P-38 interceptor, "air conditioned" himself before stepp1ng into the plane. Donningan oxygenmask he
rapidly pedaled a gymnasium-type bicycle for
half an hour. This workedoff enoughof the nitrogen bubbles, but he had to canplete .his high
altitude test flight in the P-38 breath1ng puoe
oxygen, but no air., which contains nitrogen.
TOOproof of the lJl,Dd~-no aeroeni:>olism.
This, of course, is only a partial solution to
the problem, as such procedure wouldnot be POSsible in the case of high fly1ng defense operations, owing to lack of time. The case for
terestdrg experiment was perforned last
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pressurized
cabins was stated by Dr. Carl
Sclmi.dt, of the University of R:!rmsylvania,at a
recent meeting of the Institute of the Aeronautical Sciences.
He warned that as regards
SPeed, rate of cl:1nb and ceiling, the performance of military aircraft already available to
the conteIrling air armies is more than their human occupants can fully utilize unless special
maasures are taken to canpensate for sane of the
physiological strains.
Dr. Schmidt said that "the closest approach
now available to a solution of these problems is
the closed-cabin airplane in which the air or
oxygenis canpressed sufficiently to prevent any
oxygen-Lack, and aviators'
"bends", and also
heated sufficiently to minimize the deleterious
effects of cold. • • .But blackouts, due to centrif'ugal force, which is brought to play whenever the direction of a rapidly movingplane is
suidenly changed, remain an unsolved problem."
D. W. Tomlinson, Vice President in charge of
Engineering, of Transcontinental and Western
Air, Inc., is more familiar with high altitude
flying than any other man in the world.
He
anticipates that before the end of World War II
stratobomers capable of 24 hours' continuous
flight may be showering enemy territory
with
boobs from altituies seven or eight miles above
the earth.
He says "Up is as high as we can
DBke it. The sky has no limit."

For a couple of decades af'ter WorldWar I not
muchwas done in the way of substratosphere
flight from a military point of view. In November 1931, the Ninety-fourth Pursuit Squadron,
Army Air Corps, made aviation history with a
cross-conntry flight at an altitude of 20,000
feet frOOlSelfridge Field, Michigan, to Bolling
Field, Washington, D. C. in which all pilots
used liquid oxygen. This was a forerunner of
tl'E modernhigh altituie coobat flying which.today is playing such a vital role in the fate of
nations.
XC-3l5 A P1cmeer
The first use of pressurized cabins for experiDentalflight
above 30,000 feet came a few
years later with the specially fitted Army Air
Corps Lockheed XC-35transport.
It was in this
plane that Mr. Tau11nsondid nnch of his pfoneer
work "upstairs," in preparation for the Boeing
Stratoliner--a comnereial adaptation of the Air
Corps B-17 Flying Fortress--with
pressurized
cahins for transcontinental passenger flights at
20,000 feet, atmospheric pressure being main-

(Continued on PaAe 50)
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£old £hamber Testing

~

~

Performance at New Heights

~EHIND the story of sensational performance
at high altitude
is a long process of low
temperature testiq!; in which materials and working parts of the airplane are scientifically
ptmished in cold chambers before they are used
in a warplane designed to operate in the lIIllI'derOtIS cold and low pressures of the stratosphere.
Present progress in the conquest of the bleak
upper regions would be fatally retarded if the
Ar~ Air Forces did not have cold chambers with
very special types of refrigeration
at Wright
Field, Dayton, Ohf.o , but depended solely upon
h~h altitude flight testing.
Air Corps turbo-superchargers,
engines, fuel
systems, instruments,
guns, oxygen masks and
regulators,
cameras and hydraulic systems function at greater altitude today than is relished
by enemy air forces.
The cold chamber, as a contributing
factor,
was firs t enlis ted in Air Corps research and developnent at McCookField in 1922; 20 are in use
at Wright Field today.
Temperature Changes Cause Trooble
Airplanes
of the Ar~ Air Forces are engineered for the temperature extremes which will
be encounter-ed in operations from either tropicalor
arctic
bases.
The stratosphere,
where
temperature stabilizes
at a median _670 C., and
where the next mission may lead, is not many
minutes' flight above any airdrcme, wherever located.
Radical changes irl temperature can produce
malfunctioning.
Two of" the most conmon changes
caused by cold are lubrication troubles and unequal contractions
of dissimilar
materials.
Gyro instrument oil, for instance, turns to cup
grease at -500 C. Tolerances of working parts
are often wrecked by the contra~tion-expansion
difference in materials.
Scmeplastics and synthetic rubbers turn brittle.
Paints and platings my crack and peel off.
The cold chambers in which these troublesome
failures
are isolated and remedied vary in design and capacity.
For prolonged tests of large
equipnent, and when test engineers work inside,
refrigeration
of large chambers is obtained with
carbon dioxide gas, ammonia or freon, a nonMARCH-APRIL
1942

toxic gas.
Smaller chambers, chilled by a fan
blowing over a charge of dry-ice,
have proved
satisfactory
for the quick testing of many sna.Ll
articles.
To secure basic data, the Materials laboratory
at Wright Field has for many years used a cold
chamber with a capacity of 800 cubic feet which
can maintain a temperature of -400 C. for three
or four months without difficulty.
Air Corps engineers and those in industry are
supplied with handbook data based on low temperature tests-for
hardness, fatigue, impact, tension and torsion strengths--of
the metals, alloys, plastics,
rubber, lubricants and other materials used in the mmufacturing of planes.
Whenasked how it feels to be exposed to -400
for four or five hours at a stretch,
a veteran
testing engineer said that no undue discomfort
is felt,
unless you have poor circulation--if
your heavy boots, suit, helmet, gloves and face
mask fit with the proper looseness; if you keep
busy moving around; and if you don't take the
heavy garments off after you come out until all
feeling of cold has gone.
F\mctiom.l cold testiq!; of equipnent, prior to
the crucial
high altitude
flight
testing,
is
conducted in cold chambers of the experimental
laboratory in which the development project is
assigned.
In the Power Plant laboratory, a big refr~eration bunker supplies the chilled air for aircraft engines being tested under altitude conditions, and services a good-sized cold chamber
which has been used through the years in such
projects as:
checking net.hods of de-icing carburetion systems; eliminating types of leakproof
fuel tanks and hose which grew brittle
in cold;
comparative tests of oils and warm-up periods;
priming techniques;
development
of engine
starters,
of remote fuel pump drives, accessory
power plants; and other similar projects.
Equipnent l.Bb {Bes ChaDi>er
The Equipment laboratory
is a heavy user of
cold chambers due to the large number of projects distributed
in its several units.
In the instrument and navigation unit alone
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several are used to check the changes made to
preserve accuracy in higher al ti tuies of ins trunents with delicate sprfrgs , diaphragms, gaskets
8Rl turbines.
Noless exact~ are the low temperature tests of electrical
systems and the
equipJent developed by that untt .
For physiological and- chemical studies, the
Aero Medical Research Unit has a new low-pressure, low-temperature chamber in which -550 C.
can be maintained. Exclusive of the air-lock,
it can comfortably accemodate six Den. As an
aid to the advancenent of aviation nedicine,
this tmique chani>eris ideal for neasuring physical reactions to exposure in cold and low
pressure simultaneoosly, for observing physiological changes in flight personnel while using
oxygen, and for studies of fatigue and aeroembolism; and the effect of altitude
on the
sick, wounded, and on chemicals and medicines
during transport by plane have been investigated.
In the vital tests of oxygen supplies, masks
and regulators in conjmction with deve Lopeent
of new equiJlIlE!nt,cold chaDi>ersare used to determine service life, freezing characteristics,
the max1nun allowable moisture content for oxygen, the efficiency of oxygen driers, and the
operation of respiratory valves at low temperature.
Clo~
Gets "Winterized"
All new types of heavy flying equipment are
subjected to cold chanber tests by the Parachute
Unit, including gloves, boots, suits, helmets,
as well as sleeping bags 8Rl electrically heated
suits.
(At LaddField, Alaska, winterizing programs
take advantage in winter of an outside temperature hat frequently drop; to -550 F. Newtypes
of fUel-servicing trucks, tractors, snowplows,
crawler-wheel trailers, am various large maintenance and salvaging articles are subjected to
every ldrrl of cold test..)
So that/gtDlS will :t\mction wherever the airplane goes, the Armament
laboratory attacks its
low tempera,ture problem; of lubrication, of tolerances and prevention of condensation, in a
cold chaDi>er. IIydraulically operated units, ani
gun chargers, valves, breechblocks, bombsights
and accessories need to :t\mction without freezing, j~
or failure.
To bring aerial photo,graphy to its present
performance at high altitudes,
cold chambers
were used by the Rlotographic laboratory to weed
out SCJDe camera motors, shutters, film and lens
which functioned well in internediate altituies
but not in .the stratos}'ilere.

eo

War Climbs Hijh
(Continued from PaAe 48)
tained at about the 8,000 foot level.

After the Luftwaffe's failure to clear the
R. A. F_ frcm the skies by IlRSS daylight boni:>ing
raids in August and September 1940 they began
ccmingover in small groups at muchhigher levels. One airplane used in this waywas an adaptation of the Messersclunitt Me-110twin-engine
convoyfighter as a light borri>erwith an effective ceiling of over 30,000 feet. The Spitfire
Mark I and Hurricane Mark I fighters, Which.,
with their higher speed am heavier fire-power,
did such devastating work in the mid-altitude
range of 12,000 to 20,qoo feet, lost a great
deal of their effectiveness at the 30,000 foot
level. Later models increased the ceiling and
the race for higher altitudes
in the fighter
class was in full swing.
The latest
Messerschmitt
single engine
fighter,
the Me-109F, is reported to have a
ceiling of over 38,000 feet, with the Spitfire
Mark V and Hurricane Mark III and the newer
Typhoon(by the makers of the Hurricam) in the
samegeneral vicinity or higher. The Materiel
Division at Wright Field has been attacld.Rg the
problems of high altitude
flying from many
angles, and in the fighter plane class has a
ship which should hold its own with the best of
them-the Republic P-43 with turbo-supercharger,
now in production 8Rl in operation by our COnbat
C<DIII8lld.
A larger, ImlCh
more powerful advanced
version, the P-47B, is well along, and has been
announcedas going into large scale production
within ~ few months.
Bad>ers

"Up There" Too

In the bombardmentfield the Air Corps has
pioneered with the long range 4-engine Boeing.
This airplane has carried strategic
bombing
(three to four tons of bonDsto objectives over
1,500 miles away) to the substratosphere levels
above 35,000 feet. As the Fortress Mark I, the
R. A. F. BomberCommand
has been enthusiastic
about its performance ani is Looking; forward to
the newer models, the B-l7E's, nowcoming into
production.
The newest British heavy duty
bombers, the 4-engine Short Stirling
and
Harrlley-Page Halifax, while in the same league
as our B-17 as to range and bombload, definitely do not have as high a ceiling, am this is
also true of the German4.•engineFocke-Wulf
Kurier.
Victory usually goes to the plane "on top" ani
American research and engineering skill maybe
counted on to "Keep 'em flying higher."
MARCH-APRIL
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Physical Trainin~
(Continued from Page 10)
schools had been giving no physical
training
whatever, and others substituted
drill
and uncontrolled
mass calisthenics
for a progressive
1rill.vidual program.
The conferences
were extremely productive.
The first accanplishment was a determination of
objectives.
This was done by !IRking a study of
the various specialized
types of jobs the Army
Air Forces are called upon to do. Men whQare
going to be pilots
need a different
type of
physical tra~
fr(lll those who are going to be
grOtn'rl technicians.
To date there have been two
general program; set up: one for flyers and one
for technicians.
As time goer; on a more complete brealldown will probably be JIRde.
Much of what is the present Air Corps physical training
program was developed at the
Southeast Training Center urrler the direction of
Ernest B. Smith. Mr. Smith, former Professor of
Physical Education at Auburn University,
Alabaaa, was the first
physical director to be employed by the Air Forces.
He hired a staff,
held conferences
and formulated many of the
ideas which now serve as a basis for the entire
system.
Once the firs t complete program had been devised and put into operation in the Southeast
Center, the other flying training centers soon
followed suit.
Many of the ideas advanced ln
these other training
centers have proved to be
improvements over the original program, and in
many instances
have been incorporated
in it.
Coordinating
efforts
between flying training
centers have so far been very successful,
and
the best of what has been developed in each section is being welded into an increasingly
more
l.miform program that is getting superb results.
Coordinated though it is, the program is not
run f'r(lll Washington.
Each flying training eenter-8outheast,
Gulf Coast, West Coast-as well
as the Technical Training C<mmrrl, is responsible
for its own system. Directives and instructions
are issued from training
center headquarters,
and instructors
are hired there.
Heading the program at the Gulf Coast Training
Center is H.L. Berridge,
former physical education instructor
at the University
of Texas.
The West Coast program is being run by Douglas
Dashiell, director
of physical education at the
University
of Nevada, and the Air Corps Technical Training Ccmnandchief instructor
is J .B.
Miller, Director of Physical Education and Ath....
letics at the University of Tulsa.
MARCH-APRIL
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At the present time the Air Corps has a field
staff of approximately 350 physical instructors
and directors.
This staff is responsible
for
the physical conditioning of all Air Corps cadets
in a daily program lasting
at least one hour.
When the Air Forces expand, a much larger
staff of physical instructors
is envisioned.
At
this stage we will have accomplished a program.
that should have been established
in the period
inrrediately follOWing the World War. The experiences of the last war plainly
indicated
the
needs for a program such as we are now carrying
00.

In concrete results
the efforts
made by the
men who have developed the Air Corps physical
training
program as it exists today have been
very encouraging.
Since the program was put
into effect the nuni>er of cadets eliminated frOOl
pilot training in test classes has been reduced
nine per cent, the average height has been increased .227 inches, and the average weight has
increased 4.8 pounds , It is impossible to determine whether these improvements are due entirely
to the establishment
of the physical
training program, but it is safe to assune that
the program is' at least partly responsible.
For many years our enemies in this war have
recognized
the value of physical
training
in
prepu-ation for aerial canbat.
Set against this
in the present conflict
is the fact that, primarily,
our manpower is at least physically
equal if not superior to tbat of our eremtes ,
Our task then1s to press, in a canparatively
short time, a program of air crew and ground
crew physical training
that will increase
the
importance of this factor,
thus constituting
a
mighty contribution
to our war effort.
We have
made a good beginning.
And, judging frOOl the
results
obtained so far, the program, in the
end, will have more than justified
its undertaking.

~
To meet an increasing demand for meteorologists
in the Army Air Forces, training in that subject
is being offered to a limited mnnber of young
men, not below 20 nor more than 26 years of age,
who are in their senior year at a recognized
college and who have satisfactorily
completed
thorough courses in higher mathematics.
Universities
designated as training
centers for accepted students are the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Canbridge, Mass.; California Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.; NewYork
University; Chicago University and University of
California,
Los Angeles.
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DERE ARE Tn.: GEORGES

Col. Harold Lee George

Brig. Gen. Harold H. George

Brig.
Gen. Harold H. George, former c oonanding general of the Philippines
Air Force,
ani Col. Harold L. George, Chief of the Air War
Plans Division, Air Staff, are often confused.
Such was the case in the News Letter when General George was inadvertently
described as a
heavy banbardment specialist.
General George is a veteran pursuit pilot,
having won the Distinguished
Service Cross in
Wor ld War I for at tac king a forma ti on of four
German Fokkers, destroying two and drivi.ng the
others bac k to the ir own terr itory. He was recently promoted to brigadier general for "gallantry in action"
with General MacArthur's
forces in the Philippines.
Colonel George is a
veteran of heavy bombardment,
havf ng crmmanded
the famous Second Bombardment Group at Langley
Field and participated
in the B-17 flights to
South Aner tca , He was awarded the Distinguished
Flying Cross for his work in these pioneer long
distance flights with four-eng1ned equiprent.
The Georges are not related although they were
born within
a year of each other.
General
George is a native of Lockport, N.Y. Colonel

George was born in Somerville, Mass.
General
George took flight training wi th the Air Corps
in 1917 after four years service in the Infantry. Colonel George carne to the Air Corps in
the same year after brief service in the Cavalry.
Both served overseas during the World
War, General George with the 185th and 139th
Aero squadrons ani Colonel George with the 163rd
Day Bombardment
Group.
Both are graduates of
the Command and General Staff school and have
commanded
tactical
units of the old GHQ air
force.
General George commanded the 24th and
33rd Pursuit Squadrons,
the 7th Observation
Squadron and the 8th and 31s t Pursuit Groups.
In addition to the Second Bormardroent Group,
Col one I George has comnarried the 72nd and 96th
Bombardment Squadrons and served as a bombardment and tactics instructor at the Air Corps
Tactical School.
When Gen. Douglas MacArthur left the Philippines early in March, Gen. H.H. Georr-;ewas one
of the staff officers who accompanied hiru to his
new post of Allied Coommder
in Australia.

~
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A Saga of the South Pacific
By Lieut. Robert B. Rotz
T was weird and ruthless war over
IIndies.
Native tom-toms blended with

the
air
raid sirens. Idyllic tropical harbors suddenly
sprouted mushrooms of flame and steel under the
1mpact of bombs from six miles above. There
were long hours of cruising over steaming
jtmgles, jig-saw patterred islands, sandy beaches
and watery wastes. There were long hours patch1r:g, gassing and arming ship; under the pitiless
glare of the sun and the flame-spitting snouts
of Zero fighters. Long missions wrapped in the
softness of tropical moonlight. Brief hours of
sleep snatched under w:irl?;s
of grourrledship; and
meals of bananas, coconuts, chocolate and stale
bread.

It was a backyard war. One minute you were
over Jap fields giving them hell and then you
were back home to find that the Zeros and
Mitsubishis had blasted your hangars and shot up
your half-cooked lunch. It was a savage war
with an active Fifth Column, faked signals and
insignia. Everybody who "hit the silk" was a
special target for Jap machine guns ,
It was an epic war against heavy odds in whioh
a handful of AAF heavy boot>ers took on the Jap
Air Force, Army and Navy in a battle the Jap;
will never forget.
Heavy banbers fought the main actions over the
Southwest Pacific.
Most of them were B17 Ds
and Es with a sprinkling of B-24s. All of them
flew from the bases in the United States to the
Pacific battlefront, some before and some after
the outbreak of war.
Levin

Blasts

Haruna

They blasted Jap landing parties and convoys
all the way from Legaspi and Apparri in the
MAY
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Ihilippines to Bali and Java in the Indies. One
of them piloted by Capt. Colin Kelly gave the
American people their first boost in morale when
it carried Corporal Meyer Levin over the Haruna
200 miles off northern Luzon and allowed Bombardier Levin to lay his only three eggs obliquely across the battleship from 23,500 feet
and sink her. The bombers slowed the pace of
the Jap drive southward and when they were
pushed from their bases they made long night
flights over lost territory to evacuate Air
Force personnel from under the noses of the
.Japs ,

Some of those men who fought, flew and serviced that handful of AAF heavy bombers are now
back in this country to teach the lessons they
learned over the Indies. Fran them come details
of the air saga of Southwest Pacific.
There was that moonlit night off Java when a
lone B-17 searched for a Jap convoy. As Capt.
H.C. Smelser, pilot, describes it:
"We were cruising over the sea at about 4,000
feet when tracer bullets suddenly danced all
arourrlour plane. I ducked into sene eIouds and
climbed to about 15,000.
We broke ihto the
clear at about 3 a.m. and there below was the
most perfect target I have ever seen--a Jap
convoy of 30 ship; escorted by four warship; all
silhouetted in the moonlight.
"They were lined up two abreast and hardly a
ship's length apart. They were steaming directly into the moonlight so they couldn't see
us caning up behind them. I de-synchronized the
engines and Lieut. Marion L. Wheeler, the
boot>ardier,gave me directions for beginning our
target run. We came over them and Wh~eler
1
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planted eight 600 pound banbs smack ill t.he midof the co l umn of' shifB.
I counted six ships
sinking before we left.
With a few mort- 175 w>
c oul d have wiped out the whol e convoy
i r, tW(1
minutes.
"After we got back to Java three Austral i ans
flew some ancient crates that looked like the
old Keystone bcmbers over the convoy at 500 feet
ani sank SOOJe more shrps , Whenthey landed they
looked at all the bullet holes in their ships,
laughed 1ike hell, had another drink of whiskey
ani nnde another run over the convoy."
dle

Nine For Wheeler

LJeut. Wheeler, Capt. Smelser's bombardier,
sank a total
of nine Jap ships in the Indies
from his perch in the nose of the B-17.
In
addition to the six in the convoy, he bracketed
a heavy cruiser
from 15,000 feet off Bali and
destroyed two transports
in Macassar Straits
from 27,000 feet.
Capt. Smelser calls him "the
best boaoardter in the Pacific".
Bombardiers, navigators ~
gunners were the
unsung heroes of the Philippines
and Indies
battles.
After playing second fiddle to pilots
in peace-time practice
they came into their own
in the battles
above the Indies as equal partners in the aerial coobat team.
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Bombar-d Ie r-s played

role tr. the dest.ruc
ad,li t I on to

Li e u t,

a part icu l ar- I~; mrno r t.a nt
~)f .lap liaVlc]
p<)w<'r.
II.
Wllc,t'l>/!
'llld C')'p.
L.'. in.

t.Lon

euts , Cec i l Gre,L!;6 arid na]plj SLonp and S"('J'.l.
Wi11 Ium Bur ke c ornpt l h: \:Ox:>,;,t i onal 1Y lif'" ur 11t,'
banbing records under fire.
Lieut. (jregg, ill
the lea.d plane rmking a heavy ra id OIl t.ho har-bor
of Davao, bracketed a Jap heavy cruiser
with
four 600 pound bombs from 30,000 feet.
Sergt.
Burke in the nose of a Flying Fortress piloted
by Capt. William Bohnaker got another cruiser
from about the same altitude.
Four other Jap
ships were destroyed
by bombardiers in that
raid.
Lieut. Gregg also sank another cruiser
during the battle
of Macassar Straits
and several transports off Bali.
Lf

Captain Wheless

The successful fight of a single ~17 against
18 Zero fighters
over Luzon is the aerial
gunners'
epic.
The lone survivor
of Clark
Field, this B-17 was on its way to attack Jap
landing parties at Legaspi when Jap Zeros made
(Continued
Captain

Eugene

the Far East,

Vinson,

on Page

36)

recently

demonstrates

lap

returned
Zero

from

fighter

tactics to a group of Key Field pilots. ~
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Aeeidents Must Stop
By Col.
Director

s. R.

of Flying Safety
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smashed up Army bomber in a midwestern cow
pasture is more of a victory for the Japanese than a Flying Fortress brought down in
connat over Burma,
Losses of planes and persormel by accident are
always worse than losses in battle.
A bad
accident meansone less plane ani one less pilot
or coobat crew to carry the fight to the enemy.
Whenthe nearest Zero fighter is some 4,000
miles awayfran the accident, it meansthat this
country has lost one of the most valuable cogs
in its war machinery without a bullet being
fired or a boob being dropped in return.
Accidents will happen despite all of our precautions. Wenust accept that. But a crackup
resulting from carelessness
or cockiness is
certainly an inglorious end for the pilot who
has received the best flight training the world
has to offer, and from whomso mich is expected
in this war. This type of crackup is anything
but fair to membersof the crew whohave wor'ked
so hard to qualify for their jobs. It is rank
injustice to the ground men ani factory workers
ani designers who labored to place the plane in
the bands of the pilot.

A

Acciden t Ra te Grows

Yet, Air Forces pilots continue to crack up
airplanes at a rate which is causing serious
concern. This year the rate of accidents to
every 1,000 hoors flown by military aircraft has
increased sUbstantially.
Such destruction of life ani equlpnent cannot
ani will not be tolerated.
This useless wastage
can ani mist be stopped.
An analysis of airplane accident reports shows
that 80 per cent of all accidents involving
military aircraft are the result of some human
failure. This means they are preventable. This
meansthey can be stopped by constant Vigilance,
by the exercise of conmonsense and the observance of the f'tnrlemental rules of safe flying.
No airplane is so "hot" it can't be safely
flown if handled properly.
The numberof accidents attributed to errors
of personnel is increasing at a rate out of
proportion to the increase in airplanes and
pilots.
Accidents attributable
to materiel failure
MAY 1942
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remain at a comparatively constant rate. Every
effort is being made through research, design
improvements, and constant surveillance
of
equipnent to further reduce these accidents.
Up To Airmen

Reduction of the personnel type Of accident is
strictly up to the men who fly the planes and
the menin coomurl.
Accidents can be reduced, but only with the
cooperation of everyone--Commanding Officers as well as the greenest Aviatien Cadets.
In recognition of the vital importance of
accident prevention, General Arnold has set up a
new Directorate of Flying Safety as an independent unit in the Headquarters Army Air Forces.
It is the job of this agency to see, through
directives,
publicity,
close superVision and
disciplinary action, that accidents are reduced.
The Directorate has set as its goal a 25 per
cent reduction in aircraft accidents during the
next 12 months, and is ready to take drastic
action to achieve it.
To carry out the program set up by the Director ate, 20 Regional Safety Officers will go out
into the field to inspect and report upon local
efforts to cut downthe rn.mberof accidents.
These officers will work directly under the
ConmandingGeneral of the Air Forces. It will
be up to them to maintain close personal centact
with each Air Force unit within their region,
ani to investigate and report to Headquarters on
practices, systems, and, in fact, en everything
affecting flying safety.
They will also make
special studies of the causes of accidents and
recommendpreventative measures. Directives
will be prepared and published fran Headquarters
en the basis of their findings.
Investigations

Still

Used

The use of the new Regional Safety Officer
systemwill in noway affect the existing method
of investigating and reporting accidents. Under
this system the Commanding
Officers of all Air
Forces stations appoint an Aircraft Investigation Camrlttee, cauposed of three meni>ers,whose
duty is to investigate
accidents, determine
their cause, and to make recommendationsupon
(COntinued

on

Page 6)
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FOR FERDINAND FUTTS PLEASE LI<iHT UP A CANDLE,
HE MISTOOK THE FLAP FOR THE LANDIN<i GEAR HANDLE;
HE OVERSHOT,UPPED WHAT HE THOUGHT WAS THE GEAR,
BUT FOLDED HIS FLAPS AND FELL IN ON HIS EAR.

0;&
D

A VERY HOT PILOT WAS HENRY HIGHTOWERS,
WHO BOASTED OF HAVING THREE HUNDRED HOURS.
TO PROVE IT HE DOVE ON HIS GIRL.'S HOUSE ONE DAYTHEY WOULD HAVE BEEN MARRIED THE FIFTEENTH OF MAV.

GANDER, MY LADS AT THE STUPID DROOP
WHO KNEW HE COULD MANAGE AN OUTSIDE LOOP;
HALFWAY AROUND IT HE CRUMPLED A WING,
AND MUFFED HIS YANK ON THE RIPCORD RIN<;.
cartoons reproduced on these pages are
THE
among a set of 12 whichwill shortly appear
as colored posters on walls and bulletin boards
throughout the Air Forces. These posters are
"brain child" of Captain Willard Van D. Brown,
of WheelerField, Hawaii. The original drawings
were the work of Mr. Jack IDving, Wheeler Field
Fire Chief.
They were redrawn for use as
posters by an Air Forces artist.
Before Flight Safety had cometo the front as
a vital Air Forces programand before the directorate of Flight Safety had been established,
Captain Brownwas pondering what he calls "an
original approach to the problemof pointing out
and emphasizing to our flying cadets and junior
officer trainees the most consistently re-occuring mistakes which they make in primary,
basic and advanced flying schools, and continue
to make after reporting
for duty as rated
pilots. "
Captain Brownknewwhat he was talking about,
He had graduated fran RandolphField in 1932 and
in 10 years he had been through the mill. He had
observed, and according to his ownreports, had
experienced those mistakes in flight.
Captain Brown had seen a few of the Flight
Safety posters published by the Royal Air Force,
but was more interested in showing cause and
effect in typical Americanfashion. His pondering resulted in catching the slang and doggerel
MAY 1942

of the Air Forces and of usi~ it with illustrated cartoons to tell a vitally serious story
with a semi-lnaorous toech.
The three posters reproduced here are good
examples of the entire .set.
Others tell of
"wbappy twerps" whoforgot about ohecklng their
landi~ gear, neglected to switch to a full tank
of gas, forgot the old axian:
The truest tale a pilot learns, that's mown
fran pole to pole:
"Aship is never landed 'til its wheels have
ceased to roll".
Of his project, Captain Brownis deadly serious, and expresses the hope that if the posters
can prevent the loss of a single airplane their
purpose will have been achieved.
The Director of Flying Safety, whose ownreport on the accident prevention campaignappears
on other pages of this issue, has expressed the
hope that Captain Brown'sefforts will stimulate
others in the Air Forces along similar lines.
One of the needs at present is a similar poster
set directed toward accident prevention among
ground crews and maintenancemen.
The News Letter is prepared to devote space
each issue to the Flight Safety program and
welcomesarticles and art work on this subject
originating in the field.
Full consideration
will be given every such contribution.

•
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Accidents Must Stop
(COntinued

from Page 3)

which to base corrective action.
One of these
comnittees goes to the scene of every accident,
nakes its investigations
there, arrl submits its
report to headquarters.
The questions the committee tries to answer
are:
What caused the accident?
Howdid it
occur? Howcan accidents such as this one be
prevented?
Statements of witnesses, a close
study of the wreckage and the cfrcuestances of
the accident, and the pilot's personal, official
and medical history
form the basis of the
report.
Sabotage is always considered as a
possibility
until definitely
ruled out by the
€\Vidence.
Whenfinished, the report is sent to Washington where it is reviewed and subjected to
critical analysis.
The informtion taken from
it is broken downunder 80 headings and tabulated with other data in the form of charts,
graphs and tables.
The recoomendations of the
Investigating Comnittee are also carefully considered, and corrective action is taken in the
form of directives and suggestions to operational units, engineers, training instructors
arrl recrui tirl!; officers.
Educa tiona 1 Campaign

In addition to continuing this report system
arrl settirl!; up the Reg:J,onalSafety organization,

the Directorate of Flying Safety will also conduct an intensive educational and publicity
campaign. This will be designed to acquaint
pilots with some of the more commonforms of
accidents, to suggest preventative measures and
to warn them to keep on guard against the careIessness that inevitably leads to accidents.
Included in the campaign will be articles,
posters, radio programs, motioo.pictures, photcgraphs arrl every other kind of informational
device capable of impressing upon Air Forces
personnel the necessity of keeping a constant
Vigil that preventable aircraft accidents do not
occur. The Directorate is deadly seraous in its
effort to cut downthese accidents, and proposes
to use every weaPon in its power to achieve its
goal.
Experience has always been the direct critetion of safe:ty in flying.
A pilot through long
years of flying builds up a fund of knowledge
upon which he draws automatically in an emergency.
Up until two years ago ~vehad, in the min, an
experienced Air Force. It was a small, highly
6

trained, closely knit group. It was an organization which had been bunt up slowly over a
per-Iodof years. Its operatioos were lUlderstood
by practically all of its personnel, arrl it "as
supervised by a smll ntlJi:>erof officers of long
experience.
Problems

Of Growth

With the declaration of emergency, overnight
there was placed upon the shoulders of this
smll group of experienced officers the tremendous problem of building an Air Force secood to
none. This meant procuring more airplanes than
had ever before existed, of obtaining pilots to
fly them, crews to man them and mechanics to
maintain them. On top of this was the problem
of organizirg this vast mass into efficient combat units capable of carrying the fight to the
enemy.
In one year and nine months the number of
military airplane pilots increased 315 per cent,
the llUIIi>er
of students learning to fly increased
1,000 per cent, the nuni:>erof military airplanes
increased over 400 per cent and the number of
hours flown 800 per cent.
Under an expansion program such as this it
was mly natural that a large 1ll.1IIber
of experienced persoonel had to be taken fran the flying
line ani placed in planning, training and administrative pos It tons , As a result the ratio of
experienced to inexperienced pilots dropped
abruptly-fran one to three to about one to six.
Since then, a continuously increasing dilution
has been in progress, until today the ratio of
experienced to inexperienced personnel in the
flying activities of the Air Forces is about one
to 50. This is expected to drop still
lower,
to one to 150, by the end of the fiscal year
1913.
Underpresent conditions it is no longer possible to closely supervise the newly-graduated
pilot, to build up his experience step by step
tmder ideal conditions, or to substitute close
supervision
by old-timers
for his lack of
experience. Today another substitute mis t be
used. It is instruction, and the efficient use
by pilots of the accumulated experience of the
Air Forces throughout the years, as expressed in
direct.ives, posters and other media utilized to
disseminate safety information.
Sane of the best outlines of what to avoid in
flying are contained in the reports of Investigating Coomittees submitted from the field.
A
study of these sh?ws that 56 per cent of all
accidents occur in landing arrl 10 more per cent
MAY 1942
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in taxiing.
These above all others can be
pr~vented by the use of coomm sense, ani by the
ability of the pilot to stay "m his toes".
These same reports
also reveal that a great
IUd:>erof accidents could have been prevented m
the ground before take-off--by
pilots
simply
ta~
the time to get the "feel" of any new or
different
ship they are going to fly.
N1netynine per cent of this getting acquainted peocess
can be done on the ground, the rest should be
dcne up about 10,000 feet before any tactical
or
cr-oss-coentry flying is done with a new type.
A few of the more obvious
lessons
to be
learned from Jl8.5t accident experiences of Air
'Forces personnel are the following:
(1) Get
thoroughly acquainted with Y<W"airplane so you
will instinctively
go for the r~ht controls in
case of emergency, (2) Don't be foolish, cocky,
or careless,
(3) Don't let your mirrl w8Irler, but
concentrate
on flying
your airplane,
and
(4) Dont t disobey instructions
and directives.
Flyers who hedge-hop into h~h tension wires,
come in with the landing
gear up, fly into
thunderheads and collide
with other planes do
not belong in an air force
faced with the
serious
job of conducting
a life
and death
struggle with the Luftwaffe 8Irl the Japanese.
This is war. Our purpose is to win it.
But
we can't win it with airplanes
that are strewn
in pieces over the countryside,
8Irl with pilots
who crack up before they even see a Jap simply
because they are too careless,
too cocky or too
disobedient to observe the furrlamental rules of
flying safety.
We need the cooperation
of every officer and
man in the Army Air Forces to put this program
across.
Without it we must faiL
With it we
can reduce our accident rate nnch more than the
25 per cent set as our goal.
The builders,
the
naintenance men and many others are doing their
job to get the planes flying,
its the pilot's
job to keep 'em there.

>
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Safety is Possible
ORE
than a year of accident-free
operations
under pre-war and war conditions which reqUired flying in all kinds of weather has been
completed by pursuit squadrons under the comnand
of Captain Mervin L. McNickle, Army Air Forces,
according to War Department records.
Captain McNickle was in commandof the 39th
Pursuit Squadron of the 35th Pursuit Group from
January 15, 1941 to January 25, 1942, and has
been in conmard of the 307th Pursuit Squadron of

M

the 31st Pw-su1t Group from February 1, 1942, to
date.
:Dw-ingthe period in which they were under his
c<mnand, these two squadrons have completed
2,300,745 miles of flying without a casualty.
The record is regarded as the more reDll.rkable
in view of the anluoos service performed by the
squadrons during these ma.nymonths.
The 39th
Squadron lMde its record of perfect safety tnler
Captain ~Nickle's
cOOlllfUld
while engaged in the
Louts Iana lIIllleUVers,the 1st Interceptor Coomurl
Exercises,
the 3rd Interceptor
Conmand Exercise~, the North Carolina maneuvers, several
demondtrations
including
exercises
at Fort
Belvoir,
Va., and war-time
serVice
in the
Pacific Coast, theater of operat toes ,

~----REVENGE FO;R TOM YOU QUON
EVENGE
will be sweet for TomYou Quon.
His wife ani three sons were killed by fire
from Japanese warships
while attempting
to
escape from Hong Kong. His country has been
ravaged by Jap troops.
Ani he himself has a few
accounts to square as a resul t of two years' experience battling
the Japs as a member of the
Chinese Air Force.
Now Quon is in the U.S. Army
Air Forces, stationed
at Jefferson
Barracks,
Mo., waiting for his opportunity
to help his
adopted Uncle Sam.

R

In 1932, Quon, who left China at 14, took a
course at the Alford Flying School, LeGrange,
Ill.
By 1937, when the Chinese war began, he
had 200 flying hours to his credit ani returned
to China for active duty. There he was ass Igned
to pursuit squadrons and flew several makes of
American planes.
"At that time," Quon said, "we were fighting
the Japs at Kwangsi Province near Canton. I got
a good deal of comat experience, even though we
often fought against terrific
odds, since the
Japs had 50 planes to our one.
I was never
wounded, although two of my planes were destroyed and I had to bail out.
We didn't
have any
flying conveniences,
either.
We had no radio
and we had to determine our course by landnarks" .
Quon's qualifications
are now being studied
for disposition.
One possibility
is that he my
be ass igned to the Air Corps Ferrying Command
because he ferried Russian planes from Moscowto
China durill?; one period of his Chinese Air Force
experience.
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GEN. HAROID H. GEDRGE, who was killed April 30th in a plane crash, was
posthumously awarded the Distinguished Service Medal--" for exceptionally
meritorious service to the government in a post of great responsibility.
General George served as Chief of Staff, Far Eastern Air Force, as
Commanding Officer, Fi fth Interceptor Command, and from Dec. 21, 1941,
to March II, 1942, commanded all Air Forces troops in the Philippine
Islands.
In this capacity, he had full responsibility
for all Air
Forces operations in the defense of the Bataan Peninsula, Cor regi dor and
the other fortified islands at the entrances of Manila Bay. He had
brilliant strategical and tactical concepts, and under continual attacks
by hostile aviation in greatly superior numbers, demonstrated outstanding capacity for command, operating weak forces in such manner as to
fulfill the urgent needs of the command and to strike the enemy effectively when opportunity offered.
His personal courage and unceasing
devotion to duty, his ingenuity in improvising when normal means were
lacking, and his inspiring leadership in the execution of seemingly
impossible tasks kept his force intact and effective in spite of all
enemy efforts and contributed immeasurably to the defensive effort of
the entire command".

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE CROSS

BRIG. GEN. RALPH ROYCE-chief
of staff of the American Army Air Forces
in Aue t rel i e «-" for heroism and extraordinary achievement- in aerial
flight against an armed enemy". Gen. Royce lead a 4,000 mile flight of
three B-17 bombers and ten B-25 bombers in a daring raid on shipping,
airfields, and other installations at four Japanese-held points in the
Philippine Islands on April 13 and 14. As a result of the raid, the
bombers sank Four enemy ships, probably sank another, hit an additional
airfields and troop concentrations.
For this same achievement, the
Distinguished Service Cross was also awarded to LT. COL. JOHN HUBERT
DAVIS, squadron leader of the B-25s, and CAPl'. FRANKP.
BOSTROM,
pilot of one of the B-17s who saved himself and his crew despite
destruction of his plane.
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MAJOR DAVID GIBBS-for extraordinary heroism in action in the Philippines
and Dutch East Indies. (No details available.)
CAPT. RAY COX and CAPT. FRED CRIMMINS-for entering burning hangars on
Clark Field during the first Japanese attack on the Philippines, calmly
starting the engines of many planes and taxiing them to safety. (Due
to an error in the cables. Capt. Cri.. ins was listed in the March-April
NPJIfSlEITER under the n.-e 0 f C~ings.)
LIEUT. RUSSELL K. CHURCH-(Posthumous)-for
conducting an attack on 25
airplanes parked on a hostile airfield in the Philippines in the face
of heavy anti-aircraft fire. Although his plane had been set on fire,
he dived more than a half mile to release his bombs with marked effect,
and died in his crashing airplane.
LIEUT. CARL P. GIES-for extraordinary
achievement during an attack on
Del Carmen Field, P.I. With complete disregard for the personal risk
involved, he engaged 20 hostile craft and brought down one enemy plane,
and later upon rejoining a companion airplane, was attacked by three
enemy fighters.
His furious attack sent one raider crashing and
diapersed the two remaining enemy planes.
LIEUT. JOSE P. GOZAR-for heroically
fighting off Japanese planes Over
Zablan Field, P.I.
When his guns jammed he continued the attack by
a ttempting to ram an enemy plane. By his display of courage and leadership and after a series of such maneuvers he forced the enemy to flee
without further attacks against the airdrome.
LIEUT. RANDALL KEATOR-for outstanding
achievement
in attacking
three
enemy planes and bringing down the first hostile plane destroyed in
air combat in the Philippines. He was joined by other American aircraft
and in the ensuing combat two more enemy planes were shot down , While
returning to Clark Field, he pursued an enemy plane and engaged it
until it plunged in flames. (Lieut. Keator was erroneously listed as
Randall Preator in the February NEWS LETTER.)
LIEUT. JOSEPH LAFLEUR-for
extraordinary
Philippines. (Details unkn01m.)

achievement

in action

in the

LIEUT. GRANT MAHONEY-for

volunteering for an extremely dangerous aerial
reconnaissance mission over Luzon in early December. He secured vital
information needed for a subsequent successful bombing attack. Next

day, upon returning from a bombing mission near Legaspi, in which he
destroyed an enemy flying boat, he displayed exceptional courage in
landing his airplane with hoBbs dangerously hanging from their racks
in preference to bailing out.

SERGT. ANTHONY HOLUB-for his display of personal heroism and devotion
to duty. When a heavy aerial bombardment began on Clark Field, he
ran to his airplane and returned the machine gun fire of attacking
planes from the top turret guns of his craft. After his ammunition
was exhausted, he ran through heavy strafing fire to a nearby damaged
plane, removed as many ammunition cans as he could carry and returned
to his guns, defending his aircraft fram serious damage.
(COntinued on Page 33)
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- After

Swivel Chair Bombardier
II)'

TluUJlDS

O. Milius

Photo .nt ....p..etation .Jnil. A-2
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you read Shakespeare
or the comics,
you know about camouflage-the
fallen log
that gets up and runs away carrying a rifle, the
haystack that skips over the brook and up the
oppos ite bank in high gear.
Camouflage was old stuff when Birnam Wood went
to Dunsinane in Shakespeare's
sneak attack on
Macbeth.
The aerial camera has put old-fashioned camouflage on the spot. Sleight-of -hand concea.Irrent.
has been forced into new techniques
for deceiving the bombardier up above and the behindthe-l ines observer who wasn't there-the
photo
interpreter.
Whether flying at high altitudes beyond antiaircraft range or hedge-hopping, at 300 miles an
hour, the bombardier s till has his troubles in
spotting any highly camouflaged
target in time
to bomb it accurately.
In fact, flyers often
find it difficult
to locate their own highly
camouflaged bases when returning fran a mission;
in sane cases they have to be "talked in."
.. Se c r e t Weapon"

The photo-interpreter
has been this war's
secret weapon on the anti-camouflage
front.
Furnish him with clear photographs
and he will
MAY
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analyze the pictured landscape in detail, clearing up at his leisure all the mysteries
that
escaped the above-the-spot observer.
The photo interpreter
is the swivel chair
bombardier.
like the armchair general, he never
misses.
A reconnaissance pilot speeds over his
target on the lookout for enemy interceptors,
flak, his pr-edetermined course and altittrle. A
photo interpreter, back at base headquarters,
studies the still, flat surface of a pair of
aerial reconnaissance
photographs
under the
stereoscope, and sees the colorfUl landscape in
a kaleidoscopic
pattern of gray tones before
him.
The stereoscope gives the photo-interpreter
a
third-dimensional view. This compact device of
magnifying lenses, adapted fran Grandma's parlor
stereopticon, in the hands of the photo interpreter becomes as tidy a lethal weapon as the
Garand rifle.
With it he can locate not only
the camouflaged target, but make a reasonable
cor.jecture as to the next enemy move.
He can
identify the nwnber and types of aircraft, for
example, and read all the vital statistics of an
enemy area fran the picture.
The primary objective
for the photo interpreter, as for all other participants
in total
II
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air war, is the enemyairfield.
Nowthat the
sky is a froo.t line trench, the vulnerability of
the airfield to attack--both by bombingand by
aerial Ihotographic reconnaissance--has assigned
camouflageto extra heavy guard duty aroundsuch
vital areas.
The value of camouflagefor .known airfields is
to puzzle the bombardier, delaying his recognition of his target for the split second that
maydetermine success or failure of the mission.
For new and secret installations
or airfields,
the aim is to conceal them as long as possIbIe
from photographic reconnaissance and interpreta t ton, Thus, delay maybe caused in the recognition of newbuildings, new runways, unaccustomed activities,
preparations for a campaign, or extension of the size ani strength of
.known fields.
The photo interpreter has three camouflage
nuts to crack--eoo.cealment,disguise am. decoys.
The best way to keep an interpreter
from
drawing the right conclusion about what goes on
at an airfield is to keep him from seeing anything. To this end, the enemywill adopt the
most nrl:imentary form of concealmmt--just plain
hiding. The pilot will park his aircraft urxler
trees out of sight, in tents covered with foliage, or under elaborate structures of netting.
Supplies are similarly kept under cover, in
every sense of the word.
Tricks

Of The Trade

Another device for keeping installations out
of sight is simply to bury them. This is often
a meansfor protecting fuel stores ani personnel
shelters. Their presence my be revealed to the
photo interpreter, however, by small moundsof
earth which are given a startling third dimension of stereo Vision, or by truck tracks or
footpaths leading to the mounds. This type of
concealmentmaynevertheless be very difficult
to spot unless located dur ing construction. By
comparative photographs, the photo interpreter
mayfind a clue in the personnel activity or in
the aircraft habitually parked near the suspected areas.
Instead of hiding the installations,
it is
possible for the enemyto copy someof nature's
woodcraft tricks and makethe whole field blend
with the landscape--not enough to conceal it,
but enoughto delay recognition on the part of
the bombardier. This protective coloration
technique takes a tip from animals that wear
vertical stripes to harmonize With the tall
. jrmgle grass they live in, or those dappled with
12

spots like the patches of light and shade in
their forest lairs.
The camouflagedairfield will have an outline
to conformwith the pattern of the Iandscape-s-a
straight and decided outline in an area of geometric farm patterns, an irregular and indefinite outline in a region of unbroken, unfenced
woodedareas. Installations are sited so as to
take advantage of natural cover such as woods
and contours of the ground; aircraft
may be
parked in gaps cut in hedges so that their wirgs
will carryon the line of the hedge. Sites are
avoided if they have geographic cues, such as
lakes, river forks, monuments, or other landmarks that my help a brmbardIer- quickly identify the location. The installations are toned
downby darkening roofs, runways, ani taxi ways
with paint or cirrlers or seme other mediunwhich
will makethemphotograph the same tone as the
surromrling area. Disruptive painting, however,
if done inadequately, is worse than useless,
both for runwaysam. buildings.
.
Disguise

Is Best

Airfields located in mixed open and wooded
areas, with natural avenues of approach, are
easier to blend into the existing landscape
pattern.
The woodedareas are therefore espe-:
cially subject to the photo interpreter's
suspicion as is any unaccountable traffic on highways. In either heavily woodedareas or flat
open country, blending would be less successful
for concealmentthan other devices.
The type of camouflage that poses the most
difficult problem for the photo interpreter is
disguise.
The suspicious
elements may be
plainly seen, but howcan he tell whether they
are what they seem? The answer is found through
judgrrentrather than through direct recognition.
The photo interpreter may find that furrows,
canals, hedges, fences and other apparent obstructions are merely painted on an airfield to
makeit seemto be unusable. (on one field the
GermanAir Force painted a lake).
Roads, avenues of trees, orchards, andregular pat terns of
subdividing farm fields are painted across the
airfield as a usual practice. This artificially
projects the pattern of the landscape upon the
field.
Each installation
of the airfield may
have its owndisguise, appropriate to its size
and situation, in keeping with the surrounding
countryside. The hangar may look like a barn,
with an adjoining orchard painted beside it.
Personnel huts maymasquerade as cottages with
garden patches, arranged along their. appropriate
village streets, like the layout used at Dekooy.
MAY 1942
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Another sector of the field may be planned to
resemble a churchyard.
(The German Air Force
does not limit itself to any standard type of
structure, but follows the policy of using the
obvious but innocent-looking
structures characteristic of the area).
Every building big
enough to be useful should, in Such excessively
innocent areas, be suspect.
Fooling

The Shadow

Another element of disguise is the technique
of altering the shadow pattern and the apparent
outline of an Jns'ta.Hat.Lon,
On German airfields,
netting and built-up camouflage structures are
extensively used to cast an irregular shadow
pat tern and disguise a building's outline. The
interpreter can circumvent these wiles with the
aid of stereo vision's third dimension, looking
for the contours of the structure within the
pattern rather than the general shape.
A neat Nazi stunt for camouflaging an airfield
is to duplicate all installations
in a decoy
field, to draw enemy fire, and with no other
operational use. When night bombing is the
threat, a mock airfield is set up some distance
from the actual field. The shape of the nmway
is duplicated and treated so that it gives off a
faint glow, or at least is discernible at night.
The type of decoy field designed for protection
agains t day banbing is generally set up nearer
the real field, complete with runways, taxi
tracks, dispersal areas, dUIIIJJY
aircraft, and in
some cases even the field markers.
On these dummy fields the photo interpreter's
close scrutiny uncovers a conspicuous lack of
the usual airfield activity and of minor installations.
His responsibility,
whenever
he
observes an apparent duplication of airfields,
is to determine which is the decoy, so that the
bombardier will be on guard agair.st this deception.
The Stereoscope

To circumvent these devious aims of camouflage, the photo interpreter has only one basic
tool--the stereo vision made possible by the
stereoscope, which gives him depth perception.
The stereoscope projects the flat surface of the
pair of aerial photographs into third-dimensional relief. What had appeared to be a flat
rectangle on the picture, when viewed by stereo
turns out to be the domed roof of a camouflaged
hangar. This third-dimensional relief enables
him to determine if the pattern that suggests
trees is merely paint on a disguised runway or
MAY
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actually trees standing out in full relief and
casting shadows. By stereo he may recognize the
true nature of what appears as a dark irregular
shadow pattern on the photograph:
it becomes
the rectangular roof of a camouflaged aircraft
shelter in a disguising clump of shrubbery.
As an aid to rapid analysis, the photo interpreter must develop a sense of texture and depth
perception. The texture alone may be the tipoff to a camouflaged field--an airfield must of
necessity be firm and hard. A pattern of painted fields stretching across it, even though
blending in color with surrounding farm areas,
will show by their hard surface that they are
not bearing a crop. A sensitive perception of
depth-that
is, relief, or irregularity
in
contour--will help him penetrate the disguise
that depends on outline rather than height.
There are a half-dozen or so touchstones which
serve as clues to the penetration of camouflage,
such as roads, taxi tracks, runways, eart~
scarred from excavations, mounds of heaped-up
earth. A methodical procedure for the photo
interpreter,
in inspecting
photographs
for
camouflaged airfields, could be worked out sanewhat along the likes of the following steps.
Procedure

First, to spot an airfield on a reconnaissance
strip of a suspected area, qUickly scan the
pictures for stretches of level ground or fields
without obstruction, or with the least obstructions-large enough for landing aircraft.
Second, having eliminated all except photographs of relatively clear stretches, (which are
level and large enough), inspect these for
possible hangars and runways--the largest elements of an airfield, and the most difficult to
conceal. Any building big enough to house or
hide an installation should be open to suspicion. Pay attention to straight stretches of
usable road and long stretches of well drained
turf that might serve the purpose of a runway.
'Third, watch for an area in which the texture
is definitely flat and bald, in contrast to the
velvety fields of growing crops. The flatness
may indicate the camouflaged
landing field,
scratched and packed down with use.
Fourth, watch for slight deviations from the
pattern of the landscape. Fields with outlines
that are too geometrical, too regular, or too
big may be merely painted across the airfield.
Roads that are too straight, clean, and sharply
defined may be painted dummies; roads actually
(Cont inued on Page 31)
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This will introduce Cross Country, a new
and informal section of this mallazine which
each month will feature local news bits. A
lot depends on you. We would like to get
our local news right from the horse's mouth:
so send in your contributions,
includinll
snapshots and photographs with a human interest touch. Address your contributions
direct to the Edi tor, AIR FORCES NEWS LETTER, Public Relations Division, AAF, Washington, D.C.
---The Editor

in Basra, Iraq, with the U.S. Military Mission.

HATfamily is "most represented" in the
Service? The Jenkins family of Verbena,
Ala., has seven sons on active duty with the
armed forces.
Two are in the Air Forces:
Charles, a master sergeant at DuncanField, and
Robert, a staff sergeant at Eglin Field, Fla.
The Army Ground Forces and Navy claim the
others •••••• The Watkins family of Washington,
D.C. also can claim seven. Col. DudleyWatkins
is on active duty at the Air Force Proving
Grourrlat Eglin Field, Fla. and s Ix sons are in
service. Lt. John C.A. Watkins, former editor
of the AIR FORCES NEWS LETTER, is n~ a student
flying-officer
at Tuscaloosa; Jack, also a
lieutenant. has been at HickamField since before
Dec. 7; two others are in the RAF;another is
with the Army engineers in Iceland, and the
youogest, soon to be comnissioned a lieutenant,
is in the senior RarCbrigade at the University
of Michigan•••••• Aviation Cadet VanW. Jones of
Kelly's AdvancedFlyi~ School has a brother Ted
in the Marines, Richard in the Army,Robert in
the Navy•••••• Mothers with.four or more sons in
the armed forces are entitled to receive the
EhDlemof Honor, a gold medal whichbears a star
for each son represented.
Information concerning mothers who can qualify should be sent to
the Flnblemof Honor Association, 60 East 42nd
Street, NewYork, N.Y••••••• One of the first
mothers to be honored was Mrs. Dora Cooper of
.samson,Ala., whoreceived the Flnblemfrom Maj.
Gen. George E. Stratemeyer,
Commandingthe
Southeast Air Force Training Center, in a
special ceremonyat which four of her five sons
in military service were present. The fifth is

"Get 'Em There, Get 'Em Back" is the new
s.lcgan of the Navigation School at Turner Field,
Ga ••••••• Althoughhe has been flying since 1921,
Col. Warner B. Gates, CommandingOfficer at
LawsonField, made his first flight in a co~
mercial airplane recently when he flew to San
Antonio on a Ferrying COlDIlarrl
mission •••••• The
~'s
first parachutist chaplain is RaymorrlS.
Hall of Ft. Benning, Ga. After a week of talk:ill?; to the menhe applied for permission to take
the five-week training course.
He found it
rough going but now is a qualified chutis t and
looks forward to each jump. The men's reaction
to his jumping? "It increased attendance at
chapel", Chaplain Hall reports.

W
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Godman Field wants pictures
for its
Squadron history book of any and all officers and men who have served at one time or
another in the 15th Observation Squadron.
When sendinll pictures,
please give full
name, date of service with this organization, and rank at that time.
Pictures
should be sent to the Public Relations officer, 15th Observation
Squadron, Godman
Field, Fort Knox, Ke~tucky.

The President has nominated Col. Claire L.
Chennault, commanderof the AmericanVolunteer
Groupin China, to be a brigadier generaL •••••
Every time Sgt. ThomasSnowpicks up the phone
on his desk in headquarters at CampBlanding,
Fla , , he has to say, "Special Services Section,
Sgt. Snowspeaking" •••••• Pvt. David Sackson,
former conductor of the Charleston Symphony
Orchestra,' and a memberof the NewYork Philharmonic and NBCSymphonyOrchestras and the
Coolidge and Gordon string quartets, recently
finished washing spuds, cleaned up, rushed over
from K.P. duty to the Service Club, and brought
downthe house at Keesler Field, Miss. with a
Bachviolin recital.
Two new service medals, the American Defense Service Medal, first to be awarded by
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the Army since the World War Vic tory Medal,
and the Good Conduct Medal for enlisted men
have been ordered established by the President.
The first will be awarded to all
U.S. military
personnel
for honorable
service of 12 months or !onl1er between Sept.
1939 and December 7, 1941. The Good Conduct
medal is ~uthorized
for award to those
enlisted men who on or after June 28, 1941,
honorably completed three years of active
Federal military service and who are recommended for the award by their Commanding
Officers for exemplary behavior, efficiency
and fidelity.
Harold Gatty, who flew around the world
with the late Wiley Post in 1931 is now on
duty with the U.S. Army Air Forces in Australia ••••••Major Warren Eaton, inventor of
the radio compass, is now at Wright Field.
His fonner co-workers in a plant at Aliquippa,
Pa., recently
sent Pvt. Ray Reed of Geiger
Field, Wash., a 10,000 word letter 00. a strip of
paper 6 inches wide, 40 feet long •••••• Friends
in Bethlehem, Pa , , sent Pvt. Raymond Kindt of
Mather Field, Cal., a letter
14 inches wide and
9 feet long •••••• More than half the newest olass
of navigatioo. cadets at Kelly Field's Navigation
School, the largest
in the AAF, have had no
previous flying experience.
They entered the
school direct from civilian
life or other Army
branches •••••• Gunter Field, Ala., tells
of the
civilian,
irwited to visit the field, who wrote:
"Maybe I could arrange to fly at Gunter Field if
you have a landingfield"
•••••• Herbert
C.
Klynstra,
who has toured the country with a
nationally
known circus as a clown, is now at
Kelly Field.
He has also been a carpenter,
acrobat, truck driver, salesman, shipping clerk,
and farm hand.

The Navy has been given full cOOllRlrlover all
anti-submarine
activities
on both coasts,
and
~
air units have' been allocated to the Naval
Commanders of Sea Frontiers
•••••• An Airborne
Commandhas been created
in the Army Ground
Forces, with headquarters
at Fort Bragg, N.C.
Several glider units from the AAF will be made
available
for special
training
under the Airborne Command
•••••• Great Britain has formed an
'Army Air Corps bringing
all air-borne
troops
under one unit.
Prev tous ly all planes belonged
to the RAF, but now the Army will have a flying
force of its own for closer
cooperation
with
. ground units •••••• Pilots on coomercial airplanes
nowbroadcast all weather information in special
16

code •••••• Lt. Col. Lester J. Maitland,
just
returned from the fighting
fronts in the Philippines and Australia,
and the first man ever to
fly from the West Coast to Hawaii, has been
named Assistant Comnarrlant of Gunter Field.
Soldiers at Logan Field, Colo., have discovered a law making it punishable to shoot
buffalo out of the Ft. Logan barracks windows ......The first group of the AAF's Flying Sergeants have been graduated as military pilots from the Gulf Coast Air Farce
Training Center.
Pilot training for enlisted men was begun last fall and upon completion of training the students are appointed Staff Sergeant Pilots with pay of
$108 per month while on flight duty ••••••A
Flying Serl1eants' Club has been orl1anized at
Maxwell Field, Ala., and plans are beinl1
made to expand it into a national organization •••••. West Point cadets who take
special traininl1 for the Air Forces will be
graduated with their wings instead of devoting several months after I1raduation to
special training.
Filipinos
in the U.S. have been IIRde eligible
for enrollment as flying cadets in the Army Air
Forces, and Secretary
Stimson has waived citizenship regulations
in their behalf •••••• Brig.
Gen. William O. Butler is the newly appointed
CommandingGeneral of the Eleventh Air Force.
Gen. Butler came to Alaska from Wright Field ••••
The Southeast Air Force Training Center estinates that 500 American Army fighter pilots who
otherwise would have been eliminated have been
"saved for the service"
through the new phys1cal training
program •••••• Maj. Gen. Follett
Bradley has been appointed C<mmrrling General of
the First
Air Force, and Brig. Gen. John K.
Cannon is the new COOIIlIIlllder
cf the First Interceptor Command
•••••• The Air Force Basic Flying
School at Moffett Field, Cal., has been transferred to Chico, Cal.
Applicants are needed for training at the new
Glider Pilot Training
School at Twenty-nine
Palms, Cal.
At present only enlisted men with
two months' service are eligible.
To qualify,
an applicant
must either be (1) a power plane
pilot,
graduate of a CAAprimary or secondary
course; or (2) a glider pilot who can produce
cer td.f'Ied evidence of at least 30 hours' glider
time or have piloted
at least
200 glider
flights •••••
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'orale

Builders

By Lieut. ~ol. R. ~. Jones
Air "'or(!es Morale

PEX:IAL service agencies are
set up in
S
all commands of the Air Forces to enlarge
upon recreational, Jilysical fitness ani general
being

welfare activities for all units down to and
:l.rx:luling
squadrons.
The efforts of these agencies will be directed
toward improving the physical condition of all
officers and men, and toward building up the
morale ani "esprit de corp;" of Air Force unt.ts ,
The agencies will work under the general
supervision
of the War Department
Special
Service Branch, headed by Gen. Frederick H.
Osborn. This Branch is constantly stuiying the
factors that influence the effectiveness
of
military units and aids field commanders in
tmir task of buildirg up morale in treir organizations. Activities of the Air Force special
service agencies will also be coordinated by the
Director of Personnel.
Qua l i Hce t i on«

As often as practicable, Air Force special
service officers will have physical education
and recreation training qualifications.
All
group special services of'f'icerswill be especially qualified for these activities. One noncommissioned officer "special services assistant" is authorized for each squadron, These men
will be selected for their leadership and personal qualifications.
They will assist their
cmnarders ani the group special services officer in directirg squadron physical cmditionirg
exercises, mass games, sport, recreational
actiVities, entertainments, and in bolstering
tbe general welfare.
Enlisted men with coaching, teaching, recreational, athletic or similar experience will be
eligible for these non-ccmnissimed assigrJnents.
They may also aspire to the physical training
course, AAF Officer Candidate School, if' they
have a college degree in physical education or
comparable training, plus experience in the
physical fitness field. Upon graduation, they
will be commissioned
Second Lieutenants and
assigned to duty, either as special services
officers throughout the AAF, or as physical
training instructors for aviation or technical
training stulents.
MAY 1942
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Special services activities in the AAF are an
outgrowth of the former A. and R. or Morale
officer's responsibilities.
Development and
maintenance of satisfactory morale is a natural
by-product of the program.
Al though the word
"morale" has been abused and misnnderstood in
IIIUlyquarters, it pertains to a highly important
feature of military life and efficiency.
"The Old Fight"

General George C. Marshall recently said,
"Na.polem evaluated morale over material as three
to one.
I believe that recent experiences
irrlicatea re-estimate of these values-the odds
being nearer to five to one, or possibly even
ten to one , in some instances, in favor of the
psychological factor."
"The old fight" has been laughed at for bedng
childishly dramatic, but it is nevertheless true
that training alone won't win a war if it isn't
backed up by a high degree of morale. Call it
what you will-esprit de corps , high spirits,or
a cheerful, resolute state of mini-it all adds
up to the same thing. All work and no play not
only makes Jack a dull soldier, but it also may
cause the breakdown of the most highly trained
Anny.

Play will not be the only activity under the
AAF special services program.
In addition to
the rigorous physical fitness and athletics
program being developed by a conmittee of the
nation's leading experts, there are educational
opportuni ties offered to anDi tiros soldiers, and
advice upon insurance matters, personal finances, dependents and other similar prco.lems,
Functions

Special services officers assigned to AAF
units will have such varied duties as promotion
of athletic contests, direction of calisthenics
and mass games, procurement of motion picture
service, organization of amateur theatricals,
development of libraries, production of radio
prograna , pranotion of crafts and hobby groups ,
activation
of musical
organizations,
and
stimulation of recreational
opportunities in
nearby civilian communities.
In short, they
(Continued

on Page 34)
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£rash TeehniquJlt

Russian Ramming Downs Axis Planes

O

NEof' the specialties of' Russian airmen in
their battle against the Gerrmnair f'orce is
the tactic of' ramning enemyplanes. The sacrif'ice of' a dying pilot in a damagedplane by a
deliberate collision with his f'oe is a relic of'
the First World War but the Russians have developed rammingas a def'inite tactic f'romwhich
both pilot ani plane mayescape urrlaml.ged.
.Ra.nJning
was developed by the Russian airmen
af'ter they observed that f'requently German
multi-motored bombers escaped af'ter being hard
hit ani seriously damagedby Russian pursuits.
Of'ten the pursuit pilot scored heavily, killi1@;
part of' the bomber's crew and disabling one or
moremotors. However,these at.tacks usually exhausted the pursurt ts limited tuDJJ.miticn
supply,
permitting the bomber to limp back behind its
ownlines. Ranming is designed to destroy these
crippled planes.
It takes a combination of'
skillful pilotil'@; am. utilization of' the crippled victim's lack of' maneuverability to execute a
successful r8DlDingoperation with a mininJJmof'
damageto the at.tacktng pilot am. plane. More
of'ten the at.tacking plane is daImgedand the pilot bails out.
Three Methods

Soviet f'lyers employ three types of' ramming
according to Major N. Denisov in a recent USSR
EiIDassybulletin.
The most daq!;erousis the direct blow. Hitting the enemyplane with a part
of' a Russian plane and clipping control surf'aces
by slight propeller contact are also used. The
latter method calls f'or the greatest skill and
of'f'ers the best chance of' survival.
Major Denisov points out that the propeller
clipping method calls f'or an approach from the
rear with the attacking plane's speed adjusted
to that of' the enemy. As soon as slight contact
is f'elt the attacker must drop away to avoid
crashing with the enemyplane as it f'a'lLs, If'
the ramning f'lyer is too slow he nay easily become entangled with the stricken plane and
dragged downwith it.
AmericanAir Forces observers abroad report
numerousexampkesof' the Russians' ramning tactics and there are accounts available f'rom
Soviet f'lyers whohave ramned.Gerrmnboobers am.
madesuccessful landings. Here is the account
20

given by Junior lieutenant V. Talali.khin whowas
awarded the order of' Hero of' the Soviet Union
f'or his exploits:
()l the night of' August 6, 1941, when f'ascist
bombers made one of' their attempts to break
throogh to Moscow,I was ordered to take off in
my f'ighter and patrol the approaches to the
city. I soon spotted a Heinkel 111 at an altitude of' about 15,000 f'ee t • Swooping down I
IIIlll8ged to get on its tail am. attacked.
Russian

Describes

Attack

"With one of' myf'irst bursts I put the booi:>er's right e~ine out of' coomissioo. The plane
banked sharply and set its course f'or home,
steadily losing altittrle.
I cmtirued to attack
the enemyand gave him about six bursts f'ollowi~ him down to about 7,500 .:feet when my amlIllJ1ition gave out. What was I to do? I could
have f'ollowed the booi>erf'arther but that would
have been useless.
With only one engine it
could still f'ly quite a distance am. perhaps escape. There was only one thing to do-ram the
enemy.
"I decided to chop of'f' his tail with mypropeller am. opened my throttle.
Only about 30
f'eet now separated the two planes.
I could clearly see the armor plating on the bombers
belly as I approo.chedfrom behind am. below.
"At that n:anent the enemyopened f'ire with a
heavy nachtne gun, A searing pain tore through
myright hand. Inmediately I gave my plane the
gun and the whole machine, not just the propeller, struck the bomber. There was a terrif'yiJ@; crash. Myf'ighter turned upside down. I
unfastened mybelt and drew up myf'eet, crawled
to the opening and threw myself' overboard. For
2,400 f'eet I f'ell like a stone not opening my
parachute. Only af'ter I heard the roar of' my
plane to one side did I pull the ripcord.
I
landed in a small lake and made my way to
shore. "
Landed Plane

Safely

Pilot Mikhalevof' the Soviet Fleet Air Service
was credited with ramning a Heinkel 126 in one
of' the first appearances of' this newGermanair(Continued

on Page 29)
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OORISField, Charlotte,
N.C., has supplemented its supply of expensive wrecking
trucks,
used for lifting
and transporting
wrec~
planes, with an inexpensive substitute.
The new device is a portable
hoist which can
easily handle an B, 000 pourrl plane when attached.
to a truck having a winch in froo.t.
The hoist costs less than $200 to lIIUlUfacture
ani is easily constructed.
It consists
of a
tripod of iron pipes which are at tached to the
truck bunper.
A cable runs fran a cylirrler at
the base of the tripod
up through a pulley
attaebed to tIE top.
This type of' construction
has been tried 00f<re, but tIE strain has always proved too great
for the f'ront springs and axle.
This problem
was sulved by adding a small wheel to support
tIE buDper, thJs absorb~
the strain.
The oow hoist was developed by Major James' H.
Reed, Jr.,
Commanding Officer
of' the Morris
Field Sd>-depot. Major Reed. first l118dea model
in the base ~
am. tested it in lllinia.ture to
prove its effectiveness.
Several full-scale
hoists are now in use at the base.
Major Reed was recently
c~nded
for his
ingenuity by engineering
officers
at several
other Air Forces Depots, who have begtn to construct, hoists of' their own.

ELECTRIC FLYING

THE

SUITS ON ORDER

Army Air Forces will soon have several
thousand electrically-heated
f'lying suits,
designed to keep aviators
comfortable
at 60
degrees below zero.
Many pounds lighter
than the sheepskin suits
they will replace, the new suits are not nearly
so bulky. Pilots therefore will have more room
for II8l1ipllating instruments, controls am. armament.
The temperature
of the suits will be
autonat.Ica.l Iy controlled to adjust to changes in
the temperature of the air.
The suit is the result
of experiments conduct.ed at Patterson Field duri~
the past win- .
ter, am. of a test flight to Alaska. Tests were
directed by Frank G. Manson, equipnent engineer
MAY 1942

at Wright Field.
General
lDU1UfacturetIE outfits.

Electric

Co. will

NEW ALLOY USED

~JORTH

Ameri~an has developed a new steel
alloy tblt can take the place of altDDinunin
airplane
construction.
Use of the new alloy
eliminates the necessity
of rivets,
since spot
welding can be used.
It is est:1Joo.tedthe total
weight of planes using the new naterial will be
increased no more than three percent that of aluninun planes.
Under the new process approxinately 1,250 pourrls of aluminun alloy should be
saved per plane.

BRITISH DEVISE

NEW DE-ICING

APPARATUS

de-ic~
apparatus has been developed in
Anew
Great Britain.
It is for use on aircraft

blv~
adjustable pitch propellers,
am. Jrov:ides
:bIproved, controlled
delivery
of' the de-icill?;
f'lu:id at required t:1JJes.
The new device consists of a peep-nose spinner
blv~
doWle walls that Jrovide a coo.tainer for
the de-icer f'luid.
The ootlet of tIE container
is normally closed by a valve spring,
being
opened by adjusting the pitch angle of the propeller blade.
Propeller pitch is controlled
from the cockpit, the a.rr~ment
being such that when ice is
forming the pilot can open the outlet valve of'
tre f'luid container by adjusting the pitch angle
of the prop from "maximum cruising"
through an
angle of about five degrees.
The valve plunger
then uncovers the outlet port and the de-icing
fluid under pressure is sprayed through holes
over the prop blades and other parts
of the
plane.
HOW

TO "SPOT" BY EAR

T HE British

Royal Observer Corps has been
conducting experiments with the sound of
airplanes, am. has uncovered some useful facts.
A few of the more interest~
are as follows:
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Unless the plane tmder watch by the observer
passes very near, the s ound seems to come from
S<llle distance behirrl it.
Wirrl affects the volume and intensity of the
soord of airplane motors, but not the pitch.
A plane sounds louder beh.lnd a cLoud than in
the open sky. Determination of the exact position under such circumstances,
however, is
difficult because the sound may be reflected
fran ale cloud to another.
On a hot day sound travels faster than on a
cold day', am on a damp day it travels faster
and farther than on a dry day. Planes may
theref'orebe heard lD06tplainly on a warm, misty
evening, or when there is a haze or the bar-oneter is I<Nt' • With a dry east wirrl in winter it
is often dif'ficult to hear a plane even two
miles away.
The sound of a plane can be heard quite
clearly in a stone, iron, thin wood or sandbagged enclosure; but grass, asbestos boards,
etc. are bad comuct.ors .
An appr-oachtng plane has a higher note than a
receding one. The pitch of this note changes
accor-dfrg to the dis tance of the plane from the
Observer.
The pitch of high-f'lying planes
changes slower than low-flying planes, even
though they are flyi~ more rapidly.
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NEW PILOT

TESTING APPARATUS

NOTHER
step toward the more efficient
training of AAF pilots took place recently
at Duncan Field when Captain A.F. Constable
invented an apparatus to measure the coordination and potential flying ability of aviation
cadets.
The machine utilizes the rudder and stick of a
regular airplane.
Confronting the man to be
examined is a pane] with three series of lightsred and green. Each time a red light flashes on
the cadet mist. use his Ins trunents to line up a
green light with the red. The time required to
accomplish a prescribed number of matchings,
Captain Constable says, will prove an accurate
neasure of the cadet's muscular coord:1nationand
pilot~ skill.
The machines are now being manufactured and
are being sent to a number of cadet reception
centers allover the United States. Captain
Constable has been given the job of supervising
the caonercial production.

A

In the picture below Capt. Constable demonstrates his device For Lt. Col. I.W •.Ott and Mr.

R.I.

Van Horn

of the Duncan

Field

Engineering

Depar tmen t ,
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The Delayed Jump
By Arthur D. Starnes

A

two year investigation
of free-fall
delayedopening parachute jumps conducted with the
assistance
and observation of two eminent medical authorities,
has convinced me that. airmen
Whomust jump frOO!airplanes-and
this applies
especially to combat air crews--should not open
their parachutes
until
they have fallen
to
dense, safe air close to the earth.
Close is an
indefinite
word, but it is my opinion that
chutes can be opened safely as low as 1,500 feet
above the ground by persons who never have
junped before.
The investigation,
which delved into the field
of physiology and the experience a long-delayed
parachute opening has upon the airman's mind
irrlicate
that such a use of parachutes can be
nade with a high degree of safety.
Furthermore,
these jumps can be made with what I understand
is standard
equipment for all army airmen-whether they fly at great heights or at altitudes below 10,000 feet.
In particular
I was
interested
in problems involving
jumps from
heights between 25,000 and 30,000 feet.
The
same conclusions apply for these jwnps--except
that the reasons for delaying the canopy opening
are more convincing than for jwnps from lower
levels.
Reasons
Specifically
the folloWing reasons for making
delayed jumps are found to be valid:
1. Delaying opening of the parachute decreases the likelihood of an airman being struck
by a falling plane or its parts.
2. Delaying opening when jumping f'rom a high
speed airplane will permit the body to slow down
to a safe rate of speed and prevent injury for
the airman due to the opening shock; it will
also prevent damage to the canopy and harness.
3. Enemy flyers who are known to practice
machine gunning of airmen found floating helplessly in parachutes cannot fire on airmen who
make free falls.
The outline of a falling body
merges into the pattern
of the earth below
making it almost impossible to keep track of a
manwho makes a delayed opening drop.
4. By delaying the opening one can jump from
high altitudes
and not become numbingly chilled
by low temperatures.
A chilled,
clumsy body
taking a landing shock is more apt to receive
injury than an agile one.
MAY 1942

Arthur H. Starnes, just beFore his historic
experimental delayed jump From 30,000 feet.
5. The oxygen factor is an impOrtant one on
the side of delayed jumps from high altitudes.
If parachutes
were opened at heights
above
20,000 feet and bottled oxygen was not available
a pilot might die from anoxia.
If a delayed
junp is made he will fall in a matter of seconds
into air that is life-sustaining.
Purely as qualifying
information
I may say
that I have made 51 delayed jumps, and more than
300 total parachute jumps.
I have made free
falls that range from 2,500 to 9,000 feet when
23
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leaving airplanes up to heights of 10,000 feet.
free fall was 29,300 feet made last
fall when I jumped from a corrected height of
30,800 feet.
For the record the corrected a~rspeed at that height was 165 miles an hour.
Indicated
outside air temperature was in the
neighborhood of 46 degrees Fahrenheit
below
zero. Weather bureau reports (radio sonde) that
morning indicated 48 degrees below at 31,000
feet.
Grot.mdtemperature was 61 degrees.
The time of that fall was 116.5 seconds. The
average rate of falling
speed approximated 170
miles an hour.
The peak was 230 miles an hour
at 26,000 which decelerated to 130 miles an hour
when the chute opened at 1,500 feet above the
ground or 2,100 feet sea level.
Speeds varied
considerably with body position in the fall.
I used an oxygen mask, goggles and a bail-out
bottle for jumps above 10,000 feet.
These are,
I understand, being made standard equipment in
the Army Air Forces.
In low temperatures goggles are essential
to prevent injury to the
eyes.

My longest

Conclusions

The conclusions
which I believe
should be
emphasized to all airmen in connection
with
these experiments follow:
A. Preparation.
1. It is not necessary to practice free fall
in order to take advantage of it in time of necessity.
2. Standard equipment for airmen is all that
is required.
(In making my studies I carried 85
pounds of instruments,. and my total weight was
285 3/4 pounds.
Even so, the long jump was accanplished without injury.)
3. Proper adjustment of parachute harness
cannot be too strongly stressed.
Improper adjustment may result
in injury when the chute
opens.
The rider strap,
or main suspension
loop, which forms about the hips should be so
adjusted that when one stands erect this strap
fits tightly just below the cheeks of the buttocks.
The harness should be snugly fitted.
One test is that if properly adjusted the harness nakes it uncomfortable to stand erect.
It
is coorfortable, however, when seated.
4. Airmen should be instructed
that no loss
of consciousness occurs during a free fall even
of sustained duration.
5. The heart beat rate is not significantly
effected,
nor is the breathing apparatus.
In
other words, during a free fall,
an airman can
breathe, shout and talk.
6. The Eus tach ian tubes should be opened during the fall.
Ear drums can be opened easily by
24
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a lower jaw action as if one were yawning; or by
opening the mouth wide and hollowing out, or
pushmg back the upper part of the throat in a
fixed position.
All these are adaptable
to
speed') of descent in free falls.
B. Jumping.
1. JlIIIIS should, when possible, be made head
firs t fran an airplane.
2. Airmen should remeniber that if parachutes
are opened at speeds in excess of 150 miles an
hour injury is almost certain.
If tane for deceleration
is available
the speed of fall will
decrease to 120-135 miles an hour.
3. The airman need not be concerned with body
position in relation to the earth's surface during fall or at the time of ripping the parachute.
Of seven known types of body movement
during free fall
only one type is likely
to
cause fouling of a properly packed chute.
This
is scner-saul.t.tng with the legs drawn up against
the belly.
This can happen only when the airman
knOWingly,and with great effort holds the legs
in place.
Releasing the legs changes this somersaulting motion.
4. A definite warning is available for airmen
to announce the approaching of the earth's surface during free falls.
This warning coomences
to occur at approximately 3,000 feet.
It consists of a feeling that the speed of fall has
suddenly increased.
It is accomp~,ied by the
visual indication of a spreading of the earth's
surface and a speed of rise in the horizon line.
The closer to the earth the fall is continued
the more definite the warning.
5. The. gravi ty pull during the fall is low.
The tWisting and turning effect is for the most
part comfortable; much more so than acrobatics
even in a light,
low-powered airplane.
Air
pressures are felt but are not uncomfortable.
6. It is not necessary to stiffen the body or
prepare for the chute opening shock. Relaxation
is desirable but a stiffening
of the body muscles does not matter,one way or the other.
C. Opening the Parachute.
1. If the parachute is released while the
body is spinning the shroud lines will become
twisted.
The chute will open nevertheless,
and
within a few seconds the body will slowly turn
and W1Wind the twists.
. 2. At the time of the opening of the parachute after a free fall--after
the body has
reached terminal velocity-there
is a black-out.
It canes without warning, pain or reaction.
It
lasts for from one to three seconds only, and
(Continued

on Page 30)
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By Oliver D. Townsend

IG, ancient, mysterious, crowded-that
BIOOia.
Air Forces personnel sent there to

is

fight the Jap will fiOO it one of the IOC\St"different" places in the world.
Shaped like a huge pear., IOOia begins high in
the mountainous
regions of central Asia and
stretches 2,000 miles southward, splitting the
northern part of the Indian Ocean into the
Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal. As large as
that part of the United States which lies east
of the Rocky Mountains, it is vastly different.
Sacred bulls wander unmolested throughout the
land, colorful bazaars line the crowded city
streets, and fakirs, yogis and other religious
nwstics practice their weird rites in the gardens of great-dceed mosques am temples.
Nation

Of Contrasts

IOOia is a nation of contrasts. It claims as
citizens some of the richest people in the
world-and many of the poorest. It has some of
the most beautiful palaces in the world-and
some of the worst hovels.
From the nicelyMAY 1942

turned green of the wealthiest Maharaja's polo
field to the squalor of the poorest "Untouchable's" tenement, the contrasts are keenly felt
in Irdfa ts day to day existence.
The climate of this great peninsula, like its
other characteristics,
also varies from one
extreme to the other. Most of the country is
low, flat and hot, especially in the southeas t ,
But toward the north as the land rises up to
meet the lofty peaks of the Himalayas the temperature sinks in inverse proportion
to the
altitude. Highest point in the Himalayas-and
in the world-is
Mount Everest, rising to the
Flying Fortress height of almost 30,000 feet.
Most of south and central India is one vast
plain with a hot season that chases white residents to the cool heights of the northern mountains during at least part of every year. The
heat extends as far north as Delhi, the capital,
on the northern plain.
During this season,
which begins in March, the government packs up
25
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am. movesto cool Simla, 7,000 f'eet high in the
southern f'oothills of' the Himalayas. The rainy
season, lasting f'rom June through October,
brings relief' from the heat to most of' IndIa ,
Cool weather mually prevails frOOINoveni>erto
February.
Americans will not f'irrl the average Indian
town to be especially enticing.
Sewage,drainage am sanitary f'acilities are sOOlethingthat
have yet to be "sold" to most of' India. Many of'
the smaller towns lack transportation
f'acilities,
and it is usually necessary to sleep
under mosquito netting in order to avoid the
insects, which in some sectors are not killed
because of' the reincarnation
belief's of' the
natives.
A IUIi:>erof' the big cities, hCM'ever,
have been
at least partly modernized. In these it is possible to ride in streetcars
ar:rl taxicabs, see
electric s tgns , buy occidental f'ood am. American
cigarettes, and generally f'eel more "at hOOle".
Many Indians in the larger cities and on the
excellent railroads understand and speak the
Frglish language.

opening directly on the outside. There are no
aisles running f'rOOI
car to car, or even between
cOOlpartments,which are completely isolated
while the train is in motion.
Roadsgenerally are poor, although there are
a nUJi>erof' automobiles in the centers of' population.
It is virtually
impossible, however,
to travel from one side of' the country to the
other by auto. This explains in part why the
railroad system has been developed to its present degree of' excellence, and whym03t travel
is doneby train.
The f'act that Irrlia has been a British colony
for so manyyears has madethe English language
f'airly cormnon
amongrailroad people, merchants
and hotel clerks.
In most cities and travel
centers it is not possible to go long without
ccmingacr-oss someonewhocan speak or at least
mderstam. English.
The native f'ood is very muchunlike American
f'ood-with strange namesam. stranger tastes am.
sneHs , But most railroad stations, hotels and
big cities have restaurants which serve western
dishes at varying prices and varying degrees of'
quality.
Plenty To Do
Just as "different" as their country are the
Indian people.
There are many interesting things to do and
Crowdedinto India's ancient prOVinces are
see in Irrlia duri~ free time. The Taj Maha.lat
almost
three times as manypeople as there are
Agras, one of' the seven wonders of' the world,
in
the
United
States. This makesit the second
has been a tourist mecca f'or decades. So has
largest
populated
country in the world, with
Bernath, the Hir:rlu holy city, where thousands of'
well
over
one-half'
the people of' the British
people go each year to wash their sins away in
Empire.
the sacred waters of' the Ganges--or to die on
India has 16 cities of'more than 200,000 popits banks in order to guarantee their souls a
ulation,
the two largest being Calcutta and BOO}place in heaven.
bay.
Calcutta,
with over a million and a half
Amongthings to buy in India are brassware,
people,
is
the
second
largest city in the Britebonyminiatures, kashmir shawls am. tapestries.
ish
Empire.
Other
great
cities are Madras,
These can all be obtained very reasmably proH;yderabad,
Delhi
ani
Lahore.
<l1 the great plain
vided the visitor isn't averse to the ancient
outside
of'
the
ancient
city
of' Delhi is New
am. honorable art of' dickeri~.
Delhi,
Irrlia's
moderncapital.
NewDelhi is the
The monetary system' of' Iroia is based on the
hore
of'
the
government
and
nothing
else. It is
rupee--worth about 3o,t in Americanmoney. Money
a
"made-to-order"
capital,
with
miles
of' great
is un1f'ormthroughout the whole country, and is
gardens
and
boulevards
•.
These
makeit
the most
composed of' both coins and paper currency.
beautiful,
clean
and
moderncity
in
all
India.
"Small change" consists chief'ly of' annas--each
Hub
of'
NewDelhi's
spoked
boulevards
is
the
one worth about one-sixteenth of' a rupee.
British
Viceroy's
House,
a
magnif'icent
palace
One of' the most progressive f'eatures of' India
surrourrledby governmentbuildings and gardens,
is its railway system, which provides good servand with a 177-f'00t copper domewhich can be
ice between most populated areas.
On these
seen f'or miles.
railroads there are three classes of' travel:
f'irst, second ard third.
Secord class is almost
Enjoying a civilization
that was old when
as good as f'irst and costs muchless, and f'or
Columbusset sail f'or America, the people of'
this reason is very popular with f'oreign visiIrrlia present a very conf'using picture to the
tors.
The trains themselves are unlike the
average occidental.
They are ccmposedof' more
trains in this country in that they are divided
than 45 races whospeak over 200 different Ianinto ccmpletely separate compartments,each one
(Continued on PaRe 31)
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~t th.~ Cadets
U)' Maj. .~alk "armel

General

Frank

(in civilian

O'D. Hunter,
clothes)

are

tour of Anry Air Forces Fields.
is at right.

by pilots

RiclemacloEr-have just c~leted
a 15,000 mile
nation-wide tour of Air Forces stations during
which they told Army airmen how they did it in
1918, and how "we can do it sga.in" in 1912.
Upon his return to New York, Colonel Rickenbacker, who won fllllle
as A.erica' s outs tanding
World War aerial hero, was officially c~nded
on the success of the trip by Ueut. Gen. Henry
H. Anlold, u-.m.~
General of the Air Forces.
Speaking at Mitchel Field, where the tour
ended, Colonel RickenbackEr stated that "man for
man and plane for plane, Uncle Sam has the
greatest aerial fighting machine in the world
today." He predicted a l~ war, and added that
we will need at least 300,000 pilots to achieve
victory--100,OOO as instructors a.rrl 200,000 as
ccatlatpilots in all pu-ts of the world.
He asserted that the IreI1 of the Air Forces are
as "full of fire a.rrl spirit today as the Minute
Men of Concord were," and told them they will be
flying planes "that are the last word in perIq12

of Harding

Col. L.L. Koontz,

aces of World War I-Brig.
TwoGen.American
Frank O'D. Hunter and Col. "Eddie"
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of a P-40,

at the controls
greeted

and Col. B.V. Rickenbacker
Field during

u-nding

their

Officer of

formance and armament.
can lick you."
Rickenbacker

recent

the field,

No force in the world
Cautions

Cautioning against over-confidence, he said,
"I am not underestimating cur enemf.es and their
equipment. Never underestimate your enemies.
But, 00 the other harrl, let's not get a frame of
mind that he is the top dcg ;"
The heroic exploits of both Colonel RickenbackEr and General IiJlterin World War I helped
them make a profound impression upon young Air
Forces pilots now undergoing training. Both
have had extremely narrow escapes, and on more
than one occasion have been almost on speaking
terms with the Grim Reaper.
In one of Colonel RickEnba.cker'smzner-ousCOOlbats over the front lines in France, a bullet
passed through the fuselage of his plane less
than three inches back of his head. Time after
time he came back to his home airdrome from
patrol with numerous bullet holes through his
airplane. Another close call was his r-emarkabIe
Z7
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recovery from the severe injuries
he received
in the crash of an airliner
on February 28,
19U, near Atlanta, Ga., which exacted a toll of
seven killed and nine injured.
It is not a matter of general knowledge that
Colonel Rickenbacker achieved his 25 victories
despf te the fact that sickness deprived him of
more than three month's service at the front.
Shortly after May 30, 1918, when he downed his
fifth
Victim,
the one entitling
him to the
nnofficial
designation of "Ace", he was ordered
to a hospital
in Paris to recover fran a fever
which for a time threatened to put him out of
the war altogether.
He had. hardly recovered when he heard that the
First
Pursuit
Group was about to be supplied
with the new French Spads to replace the old
Nieuports.
Thereafter
he stuck close to the
Spad depot in Paris nntil the first of these new
airplanes
was ready for the American flyers.
Seizing it when the mechanics pr-onouncedit fit,
he flew it to its new airdrome early in July.
He was made flight
leader of his squadron, the
91th, and carried out his custooary patrols for
a few days only to be bested <nee more by fever.
It was not until
September 14 that he was
credited
with his sixth Victory.
During two
weeks in September, Rickenbacker got six more
enemy planes and 13 in October.
Most of his victories
were achieved at altitlrles of about three miles.
He was accustomed
to going out on early morning patrols when the
cold is very intense.
Even so, he put in more
flying time over enemy lines than any of the
pilots
under him. He was a great believer
in
the efficacy of surprise attacks, and in launching these he took advantage of the protection
afforded by the blinding glare of the sun, the
shelter of clouds, and manents of inattention
on
the part of his quarry.
Awarded Croix tle Guerre
It was due to these precautionary methods that
he achieved
more victories
than any other
American pilot,
and remained alive to tell of
them.
His first
victory
on April 29, 1918,
resulted
in his being awarded the Croix de
Guerre with palm by the French.
During this
encounter his machine gun jamned and. he had to
repair
it himself,
immediately returning
to
attack his adversary.
The Distinguished Service
Cross was awarded him after his fifth victory,
and. to this decoration were subsequently added
nine oak leaves.
General Htmter also received many decorations
28

for his outstanding
exploits
of World War I.
During his activities
over the front lines in
France, he was outruOOered by the enemy in every
combat in which he was credited with shooting
down one or more of his adversaries.
In his
first Victory during a patrol flight he attacked
two biplanes, destroyed one and forced the other
to seek a healthier
climate.
In his next encounter,
accompanied by one other plane,
an
attack was made on a patr-o'l of six enemy planes.
General Ihmter destroyed one of them, and with
the aid of his canpa.nion forced the others to
retire within their own lines.
On another occasion,
when he was leading a
patrol of three, the American airmen attacked a
formation of eight planes.
In the dog-fight
which ensued, four of the enemy bit the dust,
and General Htmter accounted for two of them.
Most Exciting Moment
Perhaps his most exciting moment came when,
while separated from his patrol, he observed an
allied patrol of seven Breguets hard pressed by
an enemy formation of ten Fokkers. He attacked
two of the enemy that were harassing a single
Breguet and destroyed one. Meanwhile, five of
the enemyapproached and concentrated their fire
upon hfm, Undannted by their superiority,
he
attacked and brought down his second plane of
the day. By this time he had been awarded the
Distinguished
Service Cross with three oak
leaves.
He received his fourth leaf for his
eighth victory.
In this action he encountered
alone an enemy formation
of six monoplace
planes.
He inmediately attacked and destroyed
one of the enemy and forced the others to disperse in confusion.
General Htmter, now with the Eighth Air Force
at Savannah, Ga., also had his share of "narrow
squeaks" in peace as well as war. Once he was
wounded in the forehead during aerial
combat,
but managed to return to his home airdrome.
In
peacetime he became a third degree memberof the
mythical Caterpillar
Club. His first
recourse
to the silk occurred on March 20, while flighttesting an experimental pursuit plane at McCook
Field, Ohio. During a series of acrobatics the
entire adjustable stabilizer
broke away from tte
fuselage
and control
of tte plane was lost
entirely.
Injured In Crash
Some eighteen months before this initiation.
General Hunter was returning to Selfridge Field,
Mich., from Mitchel Field, N.Y., where he had
(Continued

on Page

32)
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Russian
(Continued

Ramminj
from Page 20)

craft on the Russian front.
Mikhalev dived on
the booher after exhausting his anmmition.
His
propeller
ripped the Heinkel's stabilizer
and
rudder.
A flying
piece of wreckage struck
Mikhalev on the shoulder but he managed to bring
his plane down safely.
The Heinkel crashed and
burned.
Pilot Vinogradov did his ramning in the oldfashioned way. Fighting a single Nazi bomber
over a vu'lncr-ab Ie Russian target he exhausted
his anmmition without getting a decisive hit.
Meanwhile a bullet punctured his gas tank and
his ship burst into flanes.
Vinogradov hurtled
into the Nazi bomber and both planes were destroyed.
Another Soviet pilot who rannned and lived to
tell about it is Alexandrovich Kiselev.
He escaped with only a scratch
on his cheek after
bailing out. His plane was lost.
"It didn't come off very well," said Kiselev
describing his ranmtrg . "I am sure it is possible to ram an enemy ship without losing one's
ownmachine. I was a bit excited and I suppose
that is why I m..rffed the job.
"MY anmmition ran out. The enemy had hit my
oil tank and radiator and my engine was just about giving its last gasp.
I didn't want to let
him get away so I went at him from below to get
at his tail with my propeller.
It was possible
to calculate the movementso as to clip him with
the tip; of my propeller.
But a stream of oil
messed up my windshield and I couldn't see very
well.
"Just as I was approaching him the suction of
the air whirls caused by the Nazi plane swept my
nachtne upwards. I got mad then and ramned him
rron above diggill'; into his left side.
I knocked my face against my stick.
If I had figured
it out properly that wroldn't have happened..
"The enemy plane disappeared.
My own plane
went into a spin.
I tried to pullout
but it
was no use.
I took my f'ee t off the controls,
stuck my head outside and was knocked back into
my seat by the air blast.
I pushed off with one
foot, counted to eight,
ripped and floated
down."
Lieutenant Katrich of the Soviet Air Force relates another ranming incident:
At about 10:00 avm, I was told that an enemy
plane had been sighted heading for Moscow. I
took off at once and soon spotted a vapor trail
at about 18,000 feet.
The enemy was above and
ahead of me. I JUt on my oxygen mask and picked
MAY 1942
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up altitude.
I drew up to within 300 feet of
the Nazi plane.
I sprayed him from stem to
stern.
It was only then that the Nazi crew noticed me. The cabin gunner returned fire.
I
gave them another long burst until I saw flames
streaking
from their port engine.
After the
third attack my ammunition gave out and their
tail gunner was silent.
The left engine was
burning but the plane continued to fly.
The pilot was apparently counting on my fuel supply
being exhausted.
It was then I decided to ram
him.
Thought Of Ramming
"I had thought a lot about ranmtng , The first
reports of ramming by our flyers interested
me
but in most of them the planes had been lost.
I
thought it would be possible to ram without sacrificing
one's own plane and here was a chance
to tes t my theory.
"I approached the bomber from the left of its
stern and aimed my nose at its tail, calculating
my attack so as to clip
its stabilizer
and
rudders with the tip; of my propellers.
My calculations proved correct.
There was a slight
jolt.
I throttled back and banked. WhenI came
out of the turn I saw the enemy gliding sharply
downwards. I glided after it.
The Nazi pilot
made several attempts to level off.
By gtmning
his motor he managed to fly level for a few seconds before dropping off again.
He finally
lost control and dove into the gr-ound,
The ship
burned. I landed at my home airdrane.
My plane
was urrlarmged except for a dent in my propeller
which caused heavy vibrations."
One of the most spec tacular ins tances of ramming which throws an interesting
sidelight on the
coohat p;ychology of Russian airmen was told by
eyewitnesses
at the airdrome over which the
battle occurred.
Sergeant-Maj or Nikolai Totmin
took to the air as his hOOIefield was attacked
by eight Ju-88 dive bcmbers escorted by a pair
of Me-lOg fighters.
Totmin set one bomber's
port engine afire with his first burst but was
attacked by the Me fighters
before he could
finish the bomber. Totmin banked sharply to
battle the fighters.
one Me followed the bombers but the other stayed to take on the Russian.
Totmin and his Nazi opponent went into a tight
circle trying to turn inside each other.
The
Nazi went into a quick clint> and Totmin followed
him. The Nazi then turned to attack and Totmin
banked sharply to bring his plane hurtling headon at the Nazi. Both planes sped toward (;ach
other but at the last moment before collision
the Nazi heeled his plane over. At that instant.
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Totmin banked in the opposite direction
and
drove his plane into the Nazis w~.
Totmin's plane staggered urrler the shock am.
both planes spen earthward.
Totmn Urice tried
tnmecessfully
to bail out but the air pressure
forced him back into the cockpit.
The third
time he got out but he was only 120 feet from
the ground and his chute didn't
have t:iJle to
open. He fell not :far f'ra. the wreckage of the
plane he had r~.

~
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effects.

D. Final de.cent lind a1i~ting.
1.
So-called
slipping
or guiding of the
stamard r-ound type of parachute should not be
attempted.
Airmen should chiefly be concerned
with dampiJl?;oscillation
as quickly as poss fb.le
am. centering them;elves under the silk canopy.
DmnpiJl?;
swings beneath the chute is accanplished
exactly as the damping of sWings in a child's
rope or chain lawn sWiJl!;.
2. Every effort should be made to turn the
body-by gripping the riser straps am. giving
the canopy short twists to turn it in the airso that the airman is faciJl?; in the directim
of
drift upon making contact with the gr-ound,
It
also is highly desirable
to reach upward, grip
the riser straps or shroud lines and p.111up as
IIl.Chas possible with the arne at the Instant of
alighting, thus reducing the landing shock.

~----Color photography is being used to detect
installations
in camouflaged areas.
Enemy air
fields,
and other important bases which are
carefully disguised and remain hidden in blackand-white reconnaissance photographs, stick out
like the well-known sore thumb when they are
reproduced in good color photographs.
It is
practically
impossible fo!, camofleurs to reproduce the natural colors with such faithfulness
that the counterfeit will not be exposed by the
color picture.

•

•

The Rip Chord, post publication
at McChord
Field, Wash., is participating
in the "Don't
Talk" orrensive on the home front with a series
of articles
and cartoons urging the men at the
field not to divulge military information.
Every issue of the paper contains warnings
that fifth columnists are carrying on subversive
activities
which should be fought with a policy
of strict silence.

WEATHEIl SERVI(;E

D'Weather

lE to the expe.nsion of the ArJ.y Ai!" Forces
Service, there are opportunities
in
this organization
for properly qualified
enlisted pers<n1el.
A high school edocatim, with a bac),gr<Uld of
-.the.atics
aDl ~iC8,
is esaential.
In exceptional caees, a basic lInolr1~
of -.tbe_tics will _t1a:ry these requiTe.eDts.
The
Weather ortice:r at each statim
is eIIIIJO"ered
to
deterJline the ability
~ the candidate with an
I.Q. test and an investigation
into his lIatbe_tical
qualifications.
If accepted, the candidate is placed in traini~
for duty as a
Weather Observer and. goes through three IIIOIlths
of training,
either
at the Weather (])servers
School, Chanute Field,
Ill.,
or at one of the
various stations
throughout
the Air Forces.
Upon c<mpletim 01' this trainill?;, he is rated as
an observer and is eligible for praootim.
A field training
of from 1 to 6 months follows, whereupon the candidate is eligible
to
take entrance examinations for the Weather Forecaster's Course. This course lasts 61110nthsand
the graduate is rated as a Forecaster.
He is
then sent to a field for duty and, pr-ovfded his
military record is satisfactory,
he is r-ated as
a Starr Sergeant and he receives flYill!; ply.
Interested personnel may apply to the Weather
Officer at their local stations
for ass~nt
with the Weather Service.

~
The RAFhas a one-arm fighter pilot--22
year
old Flight lieut. J .A.F. MacLaughlan. In coroat
over Malta las t March he had his arm shot orr.
While convalescing in Africa he obtained permission to fly with an artificial
arm. By the
time he reached Britain a medical board passed
him as fit for operational duty.

T

• •

HE two boys who took the old time Stinson
plane "Ole Miss" aloft and kept it there for
more than a month in 1935 are now "keeping 'em
aloft" over the southwest Pacific for the Army
Air Forces.
They are Capt. Al and First
Lt. Fred Key,
brothers who at one time set a heavier-than-air
endur-ance record by flying for 653 hours and 34
minutes over their home town of Meridian, Mississippi in a low powered Stinson monoplane.
The Key brothers
in the Pacific are flying
Flying Fortresses
over Jap troops, ships and
bases, for only 8 to 10 hours at a time--which
is a cinch to them.
They have dubbed their
planes the "Ole Miss II" and the "Ole Miss III".
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India
(Continued from Page 26)
guages, practice scores of religions,
and divide
thenl;elves into 2,400 canpletely segrated castes
ani tribes.
Moot Irrlians - 240,000,000
in all-are
Hlndus ,
This still
leaves room for about 80,000,000
MohanJnedans (more than in any other country),
12,000,000 Blrldhists and several million each of
Christians,
Sikhs, Jains, Zoroastrians arrlworshipers of local tribal gods.
During the course of its more than 5,000 years
of history the Hirrlu religion
has produced the
moot clearly-defined
caste system.
There are
four of these:
Brahmans (priests,
government
officials
arrl educators);
Kshatri
(warriors);
Vaish (business),
and Shudre or "Untouchables"
(laborers and beggars).
These are subdivided
into innumerable classifications,
each with its
om set of codes and restrictions.
Much of the internal
turmoil of Irrlia has not
been due to this great
intermixture
of religions, but also to the fact that the countr-y is
divided into t.wo sets of governments:
the native states ani the British provinces.
Although
by far the moot people are located in the 11
British prOVinces, there are still
enough left
ootside (63 million)
to support a large nUllt>er
of semi-autooomous Maharajas.
These, although
they have pledged allegiance
to the King of
Ehglani ani pay an annual tribute to his authority, retain a large amount of local cootrol.
Rich Prize
The biggest of the native states is Hyderabad,
half again as large as Englarrl.
It is ruled by
a Moolem "Nizam" famous as "the richest man in
the world".
The ruler of Hyderabad, like the
rulers of the other native states,
maintains a
private
army, levies
taxes,
and accepts
the
feudal oath of fealty
from his subjects.
The
British government exercises
authority
only in
matters of communication, currency arrl collection of cust.ons , and occasionally
in cases of
flagrant
misrule can demand a ruler's
abdication.

The British provinces have provincial governnents responsible to the Governor-General at New
Delhi.
They const.itute
by far the greatest
area of Irrlia, and contain most of the people,
big cities arrl vital coastal areas.
Irrlia throughout all history has been one of
the richest prizes in all the world.
Its vast
reservoirs of labor, its great untouched natural
resources arrl its productive soil have been the
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foundation of many of history's
great Empires.
Right now the Jap wants them badly as a foundation for his own empire.
Lying in his path are
the Eastern
"gateways"
to India:
Calcutta.
Madras and the tropical
islarrl of Ceylon. Air
power more than anything else will influence the
outcome of the battle
for these gateways, and
for the rich hinterlands beyorrl.

~

Swivel Chair Bombardier
(Continued from Page 13)
in me will have blurred outlines • Paths, truck
tracks,
and diggings
isolated
from routine
activities;
roads or paths without any apparent
logical destination--these
may indicate camouflaged :installations.
Earth that has been tampered with, either excavated or scraped, shows
some activity disrupting the area; it is usually
quite apparent
to the photo interpreter
as
either lighter or darker than the solid earth.
•Any installation
larger than would be noma'l for
local uses may be a hangar in disguise.
Any
disruption
of the local pattern
of land use,
such as irrigated
larrl apparently allowed to go
dry, canals without traffic,
or orchard country
without trees, may indicate
that the land has
been turned into an airfield.
A metal roof in a
thatched-roof
district
may be the tip-off
to a
new arrl alien structure
serving as an airfield
installatioo.
In all, the photo interpreter
should be suspicious of these variations
in the typical larrlscape pattern:
(1) any deviation in tone frOOl
the general color of the ground pattern;
(2) any
unusual shape of field
or type of building;
(3) any rmnatural texture of ground surface or
coommicati<n> line.
Fifth,
look around the edges and corners of
fields for pcss tbl.e parked aircraft,
with special attention
to the edges of stands of woods
and to hedges in which aircraft-parking
bays
might be cut.
At the first
sign of a clue the photo interpreter must pounce on the suspicious
loose end
and unravel it.
The success or failure
of a
mission often hangs in the balance during the
unraveling.

•

•

A new course including
fabric work has been
started
in Vancouver for women interested
in
aviation.
The class is preceded by elementary
ground school training.
A course .is also being
given in parachute packing.
The classes have
been organized by outstanding
Canadian women
pilots.
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ARMY EMERGEN~Y RELIEF
unnecessarily worried.about
wife
Asoldier
or family, the Armyhas long realized, is
his

not the best soldier.
In this war, the newly
organized ArmyEmergencyRelief intends to see
to it that today's Armycan go into battle secure in the knowledge that those left behind
will be cared.for in emergencies.
The ArmyAir Forces have established. a branch
of this organization and sections will be formed
in each air base for the local administration of
this emergencyrelief program. Under the provisions of ArmyEmergencyRelief, all menilersof
the Armyon active duty have equal rights to
necessary assistance throughout the present
emergency. Rank or service will not influence
the amountof aid granted. to Armypersonnel or
to their dependents.
Of primary concern to the relief organization
are those cases arising from casualties caused.
by combat or accidents, hardships caused by •
sudden change of station of units or individuals, and other emergency financial stress.
Financial aid will be given by A.E.R. on the
basis of actual need. It may be given as an
outright grant, or in proper cases, as a loan.
No interest will be charged on loans and repayment by installment is authorized.
Food,
fuel, medical and dental care, hospitalizatioo.,
assistance in securing pensions, canpensatioo.,
insurance and allotments mayalso be given when
the need arises.
Application Procedure

Each officer and enlisted man should acquaint
his dependents with the purpose of ArmyEmergency Relief and with the fact that they can
obtain emergencyaid through the nearest Red
Cross chapter or at the nearest Armypost.
Application for aid should be madeto the nearest A.E.R. branch or direct to ArmyEmergency
Relief, WarDepartment, Washington, D.C. Each
local branch will investigate the cases and the
final determination of the need for aid will
rest with the comnandingofficer of each base.
This assistance offered. to Army personnel will
not be a substitute for Red Cross activities,
but will supplementin certain special cases the
aid given by the Red Cross.
Funds will be
raised through individual memberships, both
civilian and military, proceeds from exhibitions, athletic events, entertainments, Army
motion-picture showings at posts, gifts, donations, and other contributions.
A large donation from thp. Red Cross will prOVide for the
32
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initial

operatioo.of the relief

organization.

Mr. Robert Lovett, Assistant Secretary of War

for Air, is president of the ArmyAir Forces
branch of ArmyEmergency Relief, with headquarters in Temporary"T" Building, Washington,
D.C. Other officers include Mrs. Henry H.
Arnold, vice-president; Major Wm. H. Garrison,
secretary and executive manager; and Mr. Robert
Fleming, treasurer.
~

World War Aces
(Continued

from Page 28)

participated. in a flying carnival. He ran into
snowstormsand fog while over the Alleghenies.
Whenhe ascended above the clouds his motor
began to miss and then quit altogether.
Endeavoring a 90 degree turn to land in an open
space, the airplane went into a spin and in the
crash which followed his back was severely
injured..
General Hunter's second degree initiation was
a real thriller.
On March 5, 1926, shortly
after joining an early morningformation flight
and while at an altitude of about 800 feet, a
disintegrated. piston caused.the breakage of the
gasoline line, spraying the volatile fluid over
the engine and cowling. The plane was inmediately transformed into a mass of flames, and
General Hunter bailed. out in.nothing flat.
His
parachute did not fail and he landed.on the iee
of lake St. Clair, SOOE 500 feet frOOI where the
flaming plane had crashed. through 18 inches of
ice. HeJIRdehis wayback to headquarters mims
his mustache almost before anyone except the
pilots in the formation knewanything about his
exciting adventure.
Perhaps his narrowest escape occurred during
his third initiation
on "Friday, the 13th" of
January, 1933. He was then stationed. at March
Field, Calif.,
and had proceeded to Wright
Field, Ohfo, to serve 00. a board of officers to
pass on a new type of pursutf plane for the Air
Corps. Flying as observer On a flight test with
the late Captain Hugh"
M. Elmendorfat the controls,
the new plane went into a spin from
11,000 feet and never straightened out. General
Hunter jumped frcm about 150 f'eet and struck the
groundbefore his parachute was ccmp1etelyopen.
He spent nine months at Walter Reed Hospital
before he returned. to duty status.

•

•

A squadron of P-40s being operated in Russia
by Russian pilots reports it has shot down19
German aircraft while only losing four p'lanee of
its own.
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The Honor Role
(Continued

from PaAe 10)

PVT. ROBERTJ. ENDRES-for completely
disregarding his own safety by~
to a nearby
abandoned truck on Clark Field, am. despite the
rain of aerial
machine gun fire and bursting
bcmbs, proceeding about the airfield
collecting
too woonied who were lying in too open. Filling
the vehicle with casualties,
00 proceeded to the
station
hospital,
unloaded
the wounded and
returned
to the field.
Seven such hazardous
round trips
saved many of the wounded from
further DIltilation am. death.
PVT. JOSEPHMcEIROY-for unusual heroism displa:yed while on duty at Clark Field.
Instead of
seeking shelter
from an aerial bombardment of
his airfield,
he ran to his nachtne gun position
in his grourrled airplane am. shot down one enemy
plane am. forced two others to witlrlraw •
PVT. GREELEYB. WILLIAMS-(Pos thlDous) -- for
defending his aircraft
am. opening fire on the
enemy during
an attack
on Clark Field.
He
successfully
and courageously
maintained
his
position behind his gun LBltil killed by a burst
of fire fra:n a hostile nachme gun.

SILVER STAR

*

.For bravery in action
Dutch Eas t Indies:

in the Philippines

and

LT. COL. lESTER J. TACY (Also Purple Heart
award), Capt. John Daugherty,
Lieut.s. Francis
Cappelletti,
Lawrence Gardner,
Cecil Gregg,
Arthur Hoffman, Douglas Kellar,
Malcolm A.
Moore, Melvin McKenzie, E. J. Nossum, Robert
Perry, William Railing, RObert J. Rogers, Austin
Stitt,
Jotm. M. Thacker, am. Jotm. J. Webster.
Also Sergts.
Max Baca, Clyde Anderson, John
Fleming, Edward Hargrove, James Hortzel, Russell
Huffman, R. P. Legault,
Victor Lorber, Donald
Miller, Wilbur McClellan, John Norvell, Howard
Ramall, William Sage, David Semple, John Sowa,
Charles Shellito,
Bernard Stroheckler,
and C. W.
Thrasher; CorpI. Frank A. Have, am. Pvts. I. E.
Barran, Wilbur E. Brown, J. M. Henderson, John
Makela, Kenneth park,
John A. Real, Paul A.
Reimer, ani Edwin Schaffner.

Wounded in action
Dutch Fast Indies:

in the Philippines

and the

MAJORHAROIDE. DUNGAN,Lieuts.
Francis McGiverin, and Harry Schreiber;
Sergts.
Michael
Biben, R. D. Brown, John Cootee, Walter Kolbus,
W. E. Manners, Rex Matson, and W. L. Olford;
Corpls. William A. Willi8mS, Elmer Connor, and
Frank A. Harvey; Pvts.
Robert Chopping,
E.
Jumia, Arvid Negdahl, Edward Olsen, and Edwin
Shipley.

DISTINGUISiYING

For action
East Indies:

in the Philippines

CROSS

and the Dutch

TIl'. COL. E».fElT 0 'DONNElL, Major Cecil C<Dbs,
Capt. Jack Adams, Capt. William J. Bohnaker,
Capt. Harry B. Galusha, Capt. Dooald Keiser (Also awarded the D.S.C. and the Silver
Star),
Capt. Colin P. Kelly, Jr.,
(Posthumous award.
Also n.s.c.) , Capt. Frank Kurtz,
(Three-time
winner of the n.F.C.,
also holds Silver Star),
Capt. Clarence McPherson, Capt. Robert Northcutt, Capt. William Patrick 1.kIntyre, Jr., Capt.
E:llOOrL. Parsel,
Capt. George Schaetzel,
Capt.
Fdward C. Teats, Lieut. Kenneth Casper, Lieut.
Paul Lindsay, Lieut.
Philip Mathewson, Lieut.
Carey Obryan, Lieut.
Harl Pease, Jr.,
Lieut.
Julius B. Stmners, Jr., Lieut. Earl R. Tash, am.
Lieut. Elliott
Vam.evanter, Jr.
The following officers
and enlisted
lOOnwere
awarded the D.F.C. for extraordinary
achievement
in a flight
of bombers from Honolulu to the
Fbilippines
in the latter
part of 191-1. Each of
the fliers,
the citations
read,
"displayed
skillful
airmanship
and accurate
lmowledge of
the h~hly technical
details
in the successful
execution
of the flight,
which each phase of
this flig~t
was accomplished
indicated
a high
quality
of navigation.
This outstanding
achievement reflects
the highest credit on the
military forces of the United States."
TIl'. COL. :ERNEST
MOOOE,
Major Gordon A. Blake,
Major William P. Fisher,
Major Alva.L. Harvey,
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Capt. Donald P. Flickinger, tieuts. Joe M. Bean,
Richard T. Carlisle,
Robert S. Clinkscales,
Stanley Cottage, Henry Dittman, Carl E. Epperson, JaJmS P, Ferrey, Morris N. Friedman, (Also
Silver Star), Henry C. Godman,Eddie W. Hayman
(Silver Star), Curtis J. Holdridge, Francis K.
McAllister (Posthumous. Also Silver Star),
. Guilford R. Montgonery,Donald D. Robins, Weldon
H. Smith, (Silver Star) Paul R. Tarbutton,
Frances R. Thompson,Ernest C. Wade,Robert F.
Wasson, ani Jolm B. Wright.
Also Sergns , George H. Brandes (Silver Star),
Glover L. Burke, Jr. (Silver Star), James L.
Cannon (Posthumous. Silver Star),
John F.
Carter, John F. Clark, William J. Delehanty
(POSthumous),Edv.:inJ. Dobberpfuhl, William S.
Fought, John M. Geckeler (Silver Star), Joseph
A. Giardina,
Clyal M. Gilbert,
William J.
Griffin, GeorgeA. Heard (Purple Heart), Stanley
C. Jackola, Coley L. James, Clevis O. Jones
(Silver Star), ThomasE. Keahey, Lester Kramer
(Silver Star), Joseph C. Laza, Robert G. McIntyre, NormanP. Michelson, EdwardT. Oliver,
Walter Partridge,
Roland F. Provost (Silver
Star and Purple Heart), Armando G. Ramirez,
Arthur L. Richardson, Fred D. Secrest (Purple
Heart), Vincenzo Spanziano (Silver star), Roger
W. Stephens, John A. Wallach, Herbert E. Wiest,
ani Perry W. Whitley. Cor-p'ls, William F. Johnson, Meyerlevin, Conrad R. Payne (Silver Star) ,
and Pvts. Robert E. Altman, Junior Brooks
(Silver Star),
Lincoln H. Dapron, John.W.
Kennedy, William A. Knortz, John J. Labreche,
Willard L. Money,John A. Resl, JamesE. Schoen,
ani Harer L. V1ncent.
For risking their lives in rescuing a marooned
Air Corps officer on an ice floe in Alaska, the
D.F.e. has been awarded to Lieut. Eugene T.
Yarboroughand Lieut. Frank L. O'Brien, Jr.

~----The Chrysler Corporation
is bUilding a
$100,000,000 plant at Chicago, Ill.,
to manufacture 12 cylinder air-cooled Wright engines.

.

'.

A newdevfce by which aerial torpedoes, boobs
and shells can steer themselves to a target
tnrler their ownpower has been patented at Great
Britain.
Launchedby a catapul.t , the' new shell
is really a tiny pilotless
airplane, complete
with engine, propeller and gyrostatic control.
~n over the' target, the device sheds its wings
ani drops-according
to the inventor-right
on
the objective.
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Morale Builders
(Continued

from Page 17)

will makeavailable to every man in the AAFthe
ca:nprehensiveprogrambeing developed by the War
Department Special Service Branch and the
Special SerVices Section of the AAFDirector of
Personnel.
The ArmyMotion Picture SerVice, an agency of
the Special SerVice Section, operates the largest single chain of theatres
in the United
States. The latest Hollywoodpictures are shown
at the same time they are released in civilian
theatres.
It is the function of the special
services officer to complete arrangements with
the ArmyMotion Picture Service to provide for
exhibition of the motion ptctures at each base.
Units on overseas ass1gnments are being supplied with selected current films.
Prior to
departure, units receive sound and projection
equtpnent for 16 romfilms as well as supplies
and repair parts.
Enough films are issued for
either eight or twelve weeks, depending upon the
requirements in each case. At certain tropical
bases, open air programs will be organized
wherever the climate is suitable for outdoor
showings.
Capra Di recting

In addition to arranging for the showing of
"civilian" movies, Special Service will produce
their ownnews and documentary films dealing
with the background of the war and pointing out
the hazards faced by the United States.
This
f\mct1on is under the direction of Major Frank
Capra, fonner Hollywooddirector, nowon duty' in
Washington. The first series of pictures will
be finished soon and will be shownonly to military personnel.
Through the cooperation of CampShow, Inccorporated, traveling shows with professional
talent are "playing" at certain bases. Twelve
such shows are now operating on a major circuit
and fourteen shows on a minor circuit of the
smaller camps. Under the direction
of the
HollywoodScreen Victory Committee, a "talent
pool" has been organized.
Stars who are "bebweenpictures" or who have free time are being
assigned by the pool to play convenient dates
and supplement the regular campuni ts as added
attractions.
In addition, popular bands and
concert artists are contributing their services.
A similar Broadwaytalent pool uses "I1BlOO stars"
whoare available.
Provisions have been made to take theatrical
units outside of the United States to various
outposts within safe flying distance. Onegroup
(Continued

on Pa~e 37)
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War by Moonlight

RAF ~~Fly-By-Night~~
Brings Down Jerry
checled everything. Then I began to close in on
the Dornier and found. I was travelling DI.lchtoo
fast.
I throttled back and slowed up just in
time. Wewere frighteningly
close.
Then I
swung up, took aim, and fired my eight guns.
Almost at once I saw little
flashes of fire
dancing along the fuselage and centre section.
RY to imagine the moonlight sky, with a
My bullets had fourrl their IlRI'k.
white background of snow nearly six miles
I closed in again, when strldenly the bomber
below. Sanewherenear the centre of a toy town
reared up in front of 100. It was all I could do
a tiny flare is burning. Several enemybooi>ers
to avoid crashing into him. I heaved at the
have cane over, but only one fire has gained. a
controls to prevent a collisim, 8Id in doing so
hold. After all the excitement of mytwo comlost sight of him. I worrlered if he was playing
bats, I can still
see that amazing picture of
pussy and interrling to j ink away, cane 1,Ip on the
I.ordm clearly in my m1trl.
other side and take a crack at 100, or woother he
It was 1rrleed the k1Id of night that we flywas hard hit.
The next manent I saw him going
by-nights pray for. I had been up about threedownbelow 100 with a smoketrail pour~
out.
quarters of an hour before I frorrl an enemyairI felt a bit disappointed, because it looked
craft.
I had searched all rourrl the sky whenI
as if my first shots had not teen as effective
strldenly saw him ahead .of me. I pulled the
as they appeared.
Again I pulled the boost
boost control to get the highest possible speed . control and went down after him as fas t as I
and catch him up.
I felt myHurricane vibrate
krewhow. I dived from 30,000 to 3,000 feet at
all over as she responded. and gave her maximum such a speed that the bot tom panel of the airpower. I nanoeuvred into position where I could
craft cracked, and. as myears were not used to
see the enemyclearly with the least chance of
such strlden changes of pressure I nearly lost
his see~
me. .As I caught him.up I recognised
the use of one of the drums. But there was no
him-a Dornier "flying pencil".
Before I
time to think of these things.
I had to get
spotted. him I had been aJ.ma>tpetrified with the
that bamer. TOOnas I cane nearer I saw he was
cold. I was beginning to wonder if I should
on fire.
Uttle fiames were flickering around
ever be able to feel my hands, feet or limbs
his fuselage and wings. Just as I closed in
again. But the excitement warmed.
100 up.
again he jinked away in a steep cl1ni>ing turn.
Whenhe got to the top of his clini> I was almost
Bi g Momen t Came
on him. I took sight very carefully and gave
the button a quf.ck squeeze. Once more I saw
He was
nearly within range 8Id was climblittle
dancing lights on his fuselage, but
ing to 30,000 feet.
I lmewthe big momenthad
a'lmost instantaneously they were swallowed in a
cane. I darent t take my eyes off him, but just
burst of flames. I saw him twist gently earthto make sure that everything was all right I
(Continued
on Page 38)
took a frantic glance round the "office" and

Of the 33 enemy raiders destroyed last night
it is now established
that four were brought
doYm by A.A. guns.
The remaining 29 fell to the
guns of the R.A.F. night- fighter pilots ••••
our night-fighting
forces took full advantage
of the brilliant
moonlight.
(Air Ministry
Bulletin.)

T

now
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The Odds Be DaIDned
(Continued

From Page

2)

an interception.
Capt. Hewitt T. Wheless kept
his plane on course and made a run over the
targets while the gurmers fooght off the Zeros
and the bombardier planted his bombs on six
transports.
By this time Wheless's plane was
the target of 18 Zeros blasting with cannon and
machine guns. For 75 miles the B-17 gunners
stood off the Zeros, shooting downsix while
bits of B-17 flew around their ears. Private
Killim, the radio operator manning one waist
gun, was killed by a burst from a Zero. Sergeant Brownwas shot through the wrist while
manning the other waist gun. WhenKillim was
killed Brownmannedboth guns alternately and
shot downfive Zeros. Other meni>ersof Capt.
Wheless' crew included 1st Lieuts. Raymond.
G.
Tebored, co-pilot, and William Meenaugh,navigator; Sgt. Schelotte, bClli>ardier,Sgt. Gootee,
engineer and Corp. Williams, gunner.
The battle ended when all planes exhausted
their amnontt ton. Then the astonished Japs flew
close formation with the Fortress and peered
into the cockpit to see what was still keeping
it in the air.
After the Japs departed Capt. Whelessflew the
plane 400 miles to his base with all but four
control cables shot away, two engines dead, the
front wheels flattened,
the tail wheel demolished and a leaking gas tank. Of the crew, one
was killed, three badly woundedand all grazed
by Jap cannon shell fragments.
8-17 gurmers accounted for IOOrethan one third
of all attacking Jap pursuits over the Indies
and stirred the Tokyoradio to announce: "The
AmericanB-17E is a four engined pursuit plane
used for all purposes and proved to be very
effective" •
To meet the changing tactics of -Jap fighter
pilots B-17 gunners shifted their armament
constantly,
strapping guns with improvised
mounts in new and unorthodox positions to surprise the attackers.
Tail gunners in the Es
took a heavy toll of Jap pilots whohadn't heard
about the "st~er"
and attac1led frCIDthe rear.
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rescued during this mtasi.on, Rowan's job was
porticularly important in the location of secret
Philippines bases at which the 8-17 refueled.
Whenthe navIga.tor brought the ship in the vicinity of the target he acted as fire control
officer and directed the work of the gurmers in
actual cooi>at.
Chief opposition to the heavy bombers came
frCIDZero fighters.
A1nnenback frCIDthe Indies
and Australia report that the Zero Iooks like an
AT-6with a slimner fuselage. '!hey are reported
to be fast and maneuverablewith a fast rate of
climb. Armament
ranges from six machineguns to
four machine guns and two cannon firing explosive shells. They are not armor-edand appear to
be ID.lCh
lighter than most pursuits.
laps Smart

Air Force menwhohave fought the Japs report
that their formation flying and tactics are
excellent.
The Japs are quick to ferret out
weaknesses in their oppositim turl then attempt
to press home their advantage with numerical
superiori ty • Jap fighter pilots are reported to
be extremely aggress rve , but no fanatical "suicide" at tacks have been observed by our airmen.
In bailing out combatcrews use a delayed parachute opening to plummet out of Jap fighter
range since .machine gunning of dangling parachutists becamea standard Jap tactic.
However,despite the famed Zero fighter and
overwhelmingrrumerical superiority, most of the
Jap pilot's successes have been scored on the
ground,
They are expert grourrl strafers, using
incendiary bUllets and fragmentation bombs in
low diving attacks preceded by bomber attacks
from higher altitudes.
Early morning hours,
during meals and dusk are their favorite times
for airdrOOlestrafing.
Fighter patrols spotted
Army booi>erscaning in to refuel and re-arm and
then strafed them on the ground with too lJI.lCh
success.
Natives co-operating with the Jkps
often madecamouf'Iagfrg ineffective.
Capt. Algene Key told of the Fifth Columnists' workin Java:
"One morning in Java I led a formation of
three planes into the air and our crew noticed
Navigators Role
three puffs of smokenearby. Three IOOreplanes
took off and three more Jllffs of smokewent up.
Navigators played an important role in the
Weflew over the spot where the smokewas rising
long and accurate aerial thrusts against the
Japs and the nocturnal evacuation of airmen from and bombedit with good effect."
the captured Philippines. Lieut. Fred Rowan,Jr.
A flight
of pursuits
with U.S. markings
naVigated the Flying Fortress piloted by Capt.
circled an Americanbase in Borneo. They called
James Connally on a long and difficult mission
the control tower in perfect English and rethrough tropical storms. -Japships were bombed ceived permission to land. As they camein they
and sunk and stranded Air Force personnel
sprayed the field with incendiary bullets,
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dropped light banbs on the ~ars,
field again and departed.

shot up the

Yankee Ingenuity
Some of the tricks work the other way. The
Lat.e Brig. Gen. Harold H. George, for instance,
inmobilized a field full of Jap boobers on Luzon
with nothing more than a field radio.
"Ju;t after we lost our last plane on Bat.aan",
the general related,
"the Japs established
a
heavy bClllber base 20 miles frCIII our lines.
I
knew they always listened
to our field messages ••••• so the minute I heard the Japs had
come down, I sent my wireless sergeant to one
end of our drcme with a field radio and told him
to send six P-40s immediately to attack Jap
bombers at their advance base.
He protested
that one of the ships had engine trouble.
I
said 'Okay, then send them five'.
Of course we
had none.
"Immediately after
the Japs intercepted
the
message, they ordered their heavy bombers to
take off without bomb loads.
We kept up this
variation for four days running before the Japs
caught on. On the fourth day we had a couple
P-4OS sufficently
repaired to fly and we .caught
their banbers flatfooted
in the midst of loading
on the ground.
They had decided they wouldn't
be fooled anymore."

~
Morale Builders
(COntinued from Page 34)
of motion picture s tars has already entertained
troops in Cuba, Puerto Rico, Antigua, Santa
lucia, Trinidad, British
Guiana, St. Croix and
St. Thomas. This is being continued whenever
existing conditions permit.
Libraries
are being established
in AAF stations and even in squadron dayr-ooms , They are
stocked with books ranging in interest
from
li~t
fiction
to important technical subjects.
Traveling libraries,
made up of small collections of new books, are regularly
transferred
frOOIone small station
to another in all corps
areas.
Every overseas unit takes its own collection of books, pr-ovtded by the special services section,
consisting
of one hundred paper
bound volumes. Reading material on the various
transports
is also provided.
Arrangements are
be~Jmde
to supply overseas units with current
magazines and newspapers.
"A singing army is a fighting
army", and
music is recognized as an important element in
practically
every phase of Army life.
Swing
bands furnish jazz for dances and social
funcI'lllAY 1942
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t Ions . Regimental bands pr ovIde the musical
setting for parades, ceremonial functions and
concerts.
Pit bands play for amateur theatricals.
Morale is never low when there's ID.ISicin
the air, so Special Service provides song books
and encourages the organizing
of barber shop
quartets,
choirs, and choruses for both formal
ani informal sing~.
Amongthe most important functions of Special
Service is the organization
of sports activities.
Complete athletic
equipment is being
provided for thirty-five
different
kinds of
sporting activity,
ranging frOOIindoor games to
mass demonstrations.
There is a systematic
effort todevelop intra-mural activities
as well as
inter-post,
inter-camp and inter-station
contests.
Competition with civilian
organizations
is also encouraged.
Radio activities
have not been overlooked.
The Red, White and Blue network has over 300
stations dedicated to spreading good will in the
service.
Programs consisting
entirely
of
enlisted talent are organized and broadcast over
conveniently located stations.
A plan similar
to CampShows, Inc , , has been organized to have
network radio pr-ograms originate at the various
bases.
A weekly tabloid
size periodical
called
"Yank", written by and. for enlisted men, will be
published for certain
overseas
forces.
The
first issue is expected shortly.
Special Service is directing
the correspondence courses offered by the Army Institute
at
Madison, Wis. Complete information concerning
the details are available at the Special Service
office at each AAF unit.

U.S.O.
But no matter what the camp itself may offer,
enlisted men inevitably want to ~t off the post
in their leisure hours.
In this regard, Special
Service cooperates with the U.S.O. and other
civilian
organizations
to prOVide adequate
recreational
facilities
in communities near the
bases.
Special services
officers
accompany units
assigned
to duty overseas
and continue
the
perforlllUlce of the function wherever possible.
DetaclBnents leaving for overseas duty are provided with a combination
radio~phonograph,
canplete athletic
kits and sports equipnent.
Urrler current war conditions, the Red Cross is
the wly non-military organtzat.Ion permitted in
the coroat zone. The functions formerly carried
on by the Salvation
Army, the Y.M.C.A., the
K. or C. and other civilian agencies are assumed
by Special Service.
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Fly by Night
(Continued
from Page 35)
wards and there
was a spurt
of fire
as he
touched the earth.
He blew up and set a copse
blazing.
down to see if. any of the crew had
got out, and then I suddenly
remembered the
London balloon barrage,
so I clillDed up and set
course for hane.
I had tilm n~ to think about the action.
My
w1Jdscreen was covered with oil, which made flying uncomfortable,
and I had a nasty feeling
I circled

But they told me all the Jerries
had gone hane.
"Not all",
I said,
"two of them are here for
keeps" •
-i-Fr
an RAF broadcast '.We Speak From the Air.'
~

Alaskan ~~Kashim~~

that I might have lost bits
of my aircraft.
Anyway I soon landed,
reported
what had happened, had some refreshment and then up in the
air once more, southward hot for Loodon,
Soon after
I was at 17,000 feet.
It's a bit
warIlEr there than at 30,000. I slowed down and
searched
the sky.
The next thing I knew, a
Heinkel was sitting
right
on my tail.
I was
certain he had seen me, and wondered h~ long he
had been trailing
me. I opened my throttle,
got
r ound on his tail
and crept up.
When I was
about 400 yards away he opened. fire - ani missed
me. I checked my gadgets, then I e Iosed up and
snaked -about so as to give him as difficult
a
target as pcss tb le , I got into a firing posation, gave a quack burst of my guns and brok~
8Jffay.
I came up again, ani it looked as if my shot
had had no effect.
.Before I could fire a second
tilm, I saw his tracer bullets whizz1tlg past me.
I fired back and I knew at once that I had
struck hane.
I saw a parachute
open up on the'
port wing. One of the crew was bailing out.
He
was quickly
followed
by another.
The round
white domes of the parachutes
looked lovely in
the moonlight.
It was obvious now that the pilot would never
get his aircraft
home, and I, for my part,
wanted this second DB.Chineto a "certainty"
and
not a "probable".
So I have another quick burst
of my guns.
Then to fool him I attacked
from
different
'angles.
There was no doubt now that
he was going down. White smoke was caning from
one engine,
but he was not yet on fi~e.
I
delivered
seven more attacks,
spenddng all my
anmmition.
Both his engines smoked as he got
l~er and lower.
I followed him down a long way
am. as he new over a dark patch of water I Lost
s:lght of him.
But I knew he had come down, and where he had
come down--it
was all confirmed later--and
I
returned to my base ready to tackle another one.
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Here is an inside view of the new"Kashim'", bull t by the men of Air Base Headquarters, Fort Richardson, Alaska. "Kashim"
is the Eskimo word for a "Clubhouse for Men"
to which women are admitted by invitation
only.
Taking the recreation
problem in
their own hands,
the 685 men of Fort
Richardson, working in their spare time,
felled the trees, hewed the logs and built
the entire building according to their own
design. It contains a huge fireplace for
barbecues, a bandstand and one of the most
elaborate sandwich bars in Alaska.
~
A gun camera h~s been developed
to train
pilots
in the use of machine guns and aerial
C8IIDon. In mook "dog fights"
the pilots
"shoot"
their gun cameras and the resultant
photographs
show where hits would have been made if real
ammunition had been used.
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HE WAR'S first raid on
Japan was a hedge-hopping
T
raid. Before and after the bombs
were released. Air Forces flyers
skimmed along as low as 10 feet
from the ground to make sure
that Jap fighters and anti-aircraft guns didn't interfere with
the business at hand. One of
the B-25s actually flew under a
power line. just missing a pole.
and dipped its wings under the
branch of a tree. Some of the
planes breezed so low over the

A PRIVATE at Foster Field,
Tex., with a week-end
leave
coming up wanted nothing more
than to visit his home in
Chicago.
His buddies on the
ground line rose to the occasion.
We've arranged
for
you to fly home in a Type C-3
trainer, they told him, and he
jubilantly
prepared
for the
trip. Not until he was readY
to board the plane did they
explain that a Type C-3 is a
Link Trainer.

GO'I
water that propeller
blasts
kicked up waves; wings were
raised to avoid the masts of
fishing boats. Japanese boys
threw stones at bombers zipping
low over one of the beaches. As
they approached their objectives.
crew members were able to detect
the facial expressions of the
natives and watch the Japanese
wave up at them. some waving
handkerchiefs, apparently ignorant of what was going on. After
the bombs had fallen. the natives
again raised their arms to the
bombers-.but only to shake their
fists.

OFFICERS back from combat
duty in the Far East warn
against underestimating the Jap
pilot. whom they describe as a
well trained. clever flyer. His
pursuit technique is rated as excellent. In bombing attacks he
and his companions usually stick
together like glue. often remaining in formation even after
their ships have caught fire.
His aggressiveness
is linked
closely to numerical superiority;
the Jap is cautious'when
the
fight is on even terms.
He
plans an attack 9arefully and
executes it to the letter. although in some instances his
failure to imprOVise has proved
costly. He invariably refuses
to close with B-17 gunners--and
for good reason.

fied man for Aviation Cadet
appointment at any time. Such
men must not only be recommended, should they apply; they
must be encouraged to apply.
Where an enlisted applicant for
Aviation Cadet appointment is
disqualified therefor. he will
be informed of the opportunities
and advantages of the Army Air
Forces Officers
Candidate
Sc hool ...

C2:1 =

AT A WESTERN field, so the
story goes, a Cadet ci rc led his
AT-6A for a landing.HO.K.?," he
queried. "Not: quite," replied
Control Tower, "not until you
lower your landing gear."
But
the Cadet was silent. "Lower
your gear!
Lower your gear!"
Control
Tower
was by now
mildly upset.
Still no answer.
And the Cadet came in, landed
on an empty belly, messy, but
safe.
-How do you explain
landing gear up after repeated
warnings?,"
demanded
the
Operations
Officer, "how do
you explain your refusal to
answer Control Tower?"
"Sir,"
mumbl ed the Cade t , .. i t was the
fault of that buzzer
in my
ship.
I never heard Control
Tower. That buzzer got louder
the more I eased back on the
throttle.
It was so noisy I
couldn't pick up a thing on my

d'"
,
~
AS A RESULT of the Japanese
Gil:
raid, General Doolittle has reSIGN OVER the bar in the
ceived letters from hundreds of
T8 ~/
.........."
••"._ ............
officers' club at San Juan,
grade school youngsters volunteering their services to the Air Puerto Rico; "No liquor served
to lieutenant colonels between
Forces. "Dear General." scribALL WHO are ready to stamp
the ages of 18 and 21 unless
bled an eight year old from St.
themselves as incurable Dodos
accompanied by parents."
Louis. "if you'll drive by and
might consider
the case of
pick me up I'm ready to go right
Lieut. Travis Hoover. Back in
~
now. I'll fight the little Japs
1939. as he neared the end of
GENERAL ARNOLD has directed
while you fight the big ones." that all qualified enlisted.men his primary flight instruction
The boy received an autographed of the Air Forces be given the at Lindbergh Field. Calif.,
picture of the General and his opportunity to train as Aviation Lieut. Hoover jotted down such
advice to stay in school and get Cadets. "Each unit and activ- serious words as these: ..Af ter
an education "so when we want ity." he states. "must be pre- about 11 hours of dual. it seems
YQU you'll be ready."
pared to lose any highly quali- as if my progress has reached a

=
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standstill, and I am very concerned. Will I be 'washed out'
if I don't snap out of it pretty
soon? Why can't I master the
one thing I want to do more than
anything else--be able to fly
and fly well for Uncle Sam." A
glance at the Honor Roll list on
page seven shows that Lieut.
Hoover has just been awarded the
Distinguished Service Cross for
piloting one of the B-25s that
staged the war's first raid on
Tokyo.
YOUNG AIR FORCES
flyers
who bombed and torpedoed the
lap fleet off Midway Island
were asked how it felt to
plunge into combat for the
first time.
Some of the
answers:
"You don't
get
thrilled, exactly; you have
tq concentrate
too much on
what you've got to do •••••
Scared?
I suppose
so, at
Fl-r s t , but I got mad right
away •••••I forget how I felt;
with the target below and
the Zeros alongside
there
really isn't time to feel•••••
It just felt good, that's all;
we'd been waiting for this."
-'~.~.,~.~.

~'WW~
ONLY FOUR Americans
hold
international Golden "C" soaring
certificates. highest soaring
recognition granted, and three
of them are with the Air Forces.
Major Lewin B. Barringer is on
duty at headquarters as a glider
specialist; 2nd Lieut. Chester
Decker is with the Glider Unit
at Wright Field. and John Robinson is a civilian instructor at
the Twenty-Nine Palms (Calif.)
glider school.
The fourth
Golden "C" holder. Robert M.
Stanley. is chief test pilot at
Bell Aircraft Corp.

~~"~\"'I//////~
~
available to all officers, enlisted men and civilians between
the ages of 18 and 36 who can
meet physical and mental requirements....Selected graduates
of the glider schools will be
appointed second lieutenants.
others will be given staff
sergeant ratings with flight
pay, and all graduates will be
authorized to wear glider pilot
wings insignia.
~
ON A RECENT night training
flight Aviation Cadet William
Waters found himself over a
small Carolina town with his
gas supply almost exhausted.
He recalled how another Cadet
in a similar spot had dipped
and circled over a small town
until he aroused citizens, who
quickly drove their cars to a
local airfield and flooded it
with their headlights for the
forced landing.
So Cadet
Waters circled and dipped.
Finally
he saw headlights
shining on a nearby field.
Waters came in--and ground
looped smack in the middle of
a freshly plowed cornfield.
The natives, it seems, hadn't
stopped to light up a landing
field. They had merely applied
their car brakes out of curiosity to get a better view of
what was going on up above.

~
THE THIRD Air Force is due
for most of the action in summer
maneuvers;
from July 26 to
August 16 and from August 31 to
September 20 in the Carolinas.
from August 31 to September 20
in Louisiana. and from October 5
to 25 in Tennessee. The First
....
2!!5
Air Force will be at the Carolina
maneuvers from October 5 to 25.
THE GLIDER PILOT program.
mles
by the way. is one of the fastTWO LIEUTENANTS
at Fort
est moving activities in the
Air Forces.
Some recent de- Belvoir. Va., where the Engivelopments: Prior flight ex- neer Board is training officers
perience is no longer necessary in the gentle art of camouflage, find themselves in a
to qualify for glider pilot
rather enviable spot.
They
training. which has been made
2

are First Lieutenants Herbert
Licht,
a former
landscape
archi tect , and Sam Ri ttenhouse,
a former civil engineer. These
two boss a sweating group in
clearing fields, cutting down
trees, razing stumps, and
building and hauling dummy
planes-all in a day's work at
the camouflage course.
Receiving
instructions
from
Licht and Rittenhouse
are
lieutenant colonels, majors
and captains, and the teachers
show their superior officers
no partiality.
What's more,
the ranking officers take it
and like it. or pretend they
like it.
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who
participate in submarine sinkings will get the Air Medal.
The boys on off-shore patrol
know that sub hunting is tough.
It is estimated. for instance.
that in two out of three
cases a submarine will sight a
plane and dive before the plane
sights the sub. Also. that a
submarine on surface during daylight can submarge approximately
25 seconds after spying a plane.
••
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NOTES: "V Mail" -- letters
photographed on special film.
flown to America and reproduced
for delivery here-has been made
available to all personnel of
our armed forces in the British
Isles. so we hear. It is reported that a ton of letters can
be recorded on negatives weighing only 25 pounds •••.The average soldier in field uniform.
according to the War Department
physical training manual. should
be able to run 100 yards in 13
seconds. high jump four feet.
broad jump 13 feet 6 inches and
do 25 push-ups from the ground
.•..Corporal Franklin Leve of
Maxwell Field won a national
contest to find an American name
for the armored divisions. His
prize winner: ..
Armoraiders". ••
At last count. 78 band units had
been formed within
the Air
Forces.
-The
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The Ferrying Command
By

Brig. Gen. Harold L. George
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HE present war differs from all previous
conflicts in its truly global character and
the pre-eminence of air power. Operations of
the opposing forces embrace the six continents,
four oceans and seven seas in their daily communiques. Despite the magnitude of the forces
involved on land and sea, air power has emerged
as the key to victory.
In a war of this character, battle lines are
stretched around the world. Here at home, we
are building up the arsenal of Democracy to
supply them. The link between is the .vital service of supply.
And as operat ions on the
battlefronts have been speeded up by the rising
.factorof air power, the service of supply must
take to the air to keep pace.
The Air Forces Ferrying Command functions to
translate factory production into combat air
units along the ever shifting theatres .of operation. We might describe the Command as an aerial service of supply.
December 7 left the Command with the responsibility of delivering all military aircraft to be
produced under the President's program of 60,000
planes in 1942, 125,000 in 1943. Since that
date the Command has plunged headlong into other
vital aspects of war--aerial delivery of equipment and personnel.
In accomplishing its huge job truly prodi9'~ous
feats of daring and skill are being performeC:l
by
• the Ferrying Command.
New routes have been
blazed above the Arctic Circle and below the
Equator, With few detailed maps and haphazard
weather information. planes have been flown
around the world
A globe circling series of bases have had to
be established and a special network of communications set up to provide the daily information
without which regular operations could not be
maintained. Equipment ranging from blankets and
strawberry jam to prefabricated houses had to be
brought in by ship and plane. With native labor
to which modern construction methods meant nothing, landing fields had to be enlarged and
runways extended.
The War Department has announced that our pilots recently evacuated more than 4,000 persons
from Burma. The Command also played an important role in the Battle of the Philippines.
Even after the fall of Bataan our planes made
two hazardous trips to the Philippines. On the
first trip 25 persons were evacuated. On the
second, just before Corrigedor fell. 30 evacuees
were flown out on a plane carrying a total of 37
men, packed in like sardines. The navigator
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practically had to stand on three of the passengers to take his fixes.
Not long ago the Command was notified that
several thousand pounds of essential military
supplies were needed as soon as possible at a
base in eastern Australia.
Two days and 14
hours after these supplies were made available
to us on the coast, we had them delivered in
Australia. During this fli9ht the crew spent
only seven hours on the ground, all for servicing. Meals and snatches of sleep were caught in
flight.
When a badly needed military hospital burned
to the ground in a remote section of Alaska, the
Command was notified. Thirty-six hours later a
24-bed emergency hospital was set up and in operation with materials and supplies ferried by
the Command.
Pilots and crews have experienced difficulties
of all kinds and descriptions--ice in the Arctic, storms and St. Elmo's fire that burned
holes in wings and fuselage in the South Atlantic. Japanese planes in the Far East.
The exploits of our airmen breathe life into
the formalized phrases of official citations
made for "extraordinary achievement", and give
new meaning to the stereotyped wording; "not
only reflects credit upon himself, but upon his
organization. all of the Army Air Forces and his
country as well...
Landing at a foreign airport surrounded by
barrage balloons with the ceiling zero is such
an exploit. Flying at 22,000 feet over a cloud
bank for hours until the oxygen supply was
nearly exhausted is another.
Bringing in a
plane safely over a northern route after an encounter with a cold bank that within a few minutes deposited more than a ton of ice on the
wings is a third.
There is the crew of a plane which took off
from Java during the early days of the war to
bring out the ground crews of a bomber squadron
withdrawn from the Philippines.
With enough
gasoline for only 2,000 miles, the plane successfully completed an 1.800 mile flight at
night through hostile territory, changing course
five times with only the stars as a guide. so
that the slightest miscalculation would have
meant failure. with death or capture by the enemy their probable fate. The thrill that ran
through the crew can only be imagined as their
signal for a landing was answered by a flare
from the utter blackness below. But the ground
crews so badly needed in Java were brought out
3
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"according to plan".
At one base in Africa. the crew brought in a
four-motored plane without any advance communication with a field because the radio station
was closed and the operator was away attending a
festival.
Establishment of our foreign routes raised
many new problems. all complicated by the factor
of distance. Sanitation in many places simply
did not exist. Anti-toxins merely helped in tbe
battle of prevention.
The whole question of
food for such diverse climates as those of
~eenland and mid-Africa. India and China had to
be examined. Seeds are now being sent out to
detachments in far-off places so our men will
have the familiar taste of home-grown carrots.
lima beans. onions and pumpkins to assuage homesickness as well as hunger. Frostbite and mosquitoes are only two of the myriad enemies it is
necessary to guard against in order to keep the
officers and men maintaining our bases in the
health and spirits vital to continuous operations. Refrigerators.
radios. phonographs.
baseball. bcdminton and other athletic equipment
have been enlisted in the cause.
Some of these difficulties are on the lighter
side. Ferrying one type of pursuit ship means
limiting baggage to a toothbrush and razor.
With crews constantly on the move. laundry still
is a chronic problem. There is the case of the
pilot whose fiancee spent almost three weeks
waiting at the airport before he could ~top
long enough to get a marriage license and have
the ceremony performed.
Yet. while daily problems were being solved.
an eye had to be kept to the future when the
full stream of production would be flowing over
the air lanes to American squadrons and to our
allies' forces everywhere.
Without the aid of existing commercial companies in a score or more fields. this gigantic
task could not have been successfully accomplished. Airlines. oil companies. manufacturers
and scores of individuals volunteered their services. They are still helping to perform vital
functions in a setup that already has exceeded
in scope the operations of all the civil airlines in the United States combined. and that in
the near future will surpass those of the entire
world.
Miraculous as some of the accomplishments of
the Ferrying Command have seemed in the past.
more miracles must be performed in.the future
before the war in the air can be won. There can
be no resting on laurels. no pausinq for breath
until we deliver the bomber that levels the last
Axis base to the ground.
Fortunately for us. the Ferrying Command had
the benefit of a relatively natural growth. although the nature of its work has made pioneering the rule rather than the exception. Created
in June. 1941. by direction of President Roosevelt to speed up aircraft deliveries to the
British under the Lease-Lend Act. its task was
later extended by international developments to
include deliveries to such other Lease-Lend ben4

eficiaries as the Un~on of Socialist Soviet Republics. the Netherlands East Indies. China and
other South American countries.
Starting with an original complement of two
officers and one civilian secretary. the Ferrying Command has grown within 10 crowded months
into an organization of several thousand officers. enlisted men and civilian employees. From
the beginning. questions arose for which precedent could furnish no answer because there
were no precedents.
The organization which has been evolved to
carry out President Roosevelt's program follows
traditional lines in many respects. yet allows
for infinite variations. It consists in broad
outline of a Headquarters. and a Domestic and a
Foreign Wing. The Domestic Wing ferries all
military aircraft from factories to points within the continental limits of the United States.
At the East and West Coasts. planes consigned to
foreign nations are turned over to the Foreign
Wing. which f~ies them across to fronts in the
Near and Far East. Australia and the U.S.S.R. I
well remember the time when our thinking was
confined to Hemisphere defense. Today we speak
of countries as a few years ago we spoke of
states. speak of oceans and seas as once we
talked of rivers and bays.
A natural by-product of this vast organization
is the training program. only recently instituted. to keep our pilot strength ample for the
task of ferrying thousands of airplanes a month.
varying in size from the small "grasshopper"
craft used for artillery spotting and ground
liaison to the huge Consolidated
B-24s and
Boeing Flying Fortresses.
Before the attack on Pearl Harbor. almost all
our pilots were military flyers. The sudden demand for their services with combat units led to .
employment of civilian pilots on civil service
status. Plans call for eventually militarizin~
the entire service by commissioning these civilians as soon as they can qualify.
The Domestic
Wing already has set up officer candidate
courses at control centers throughout the country to give intensive training designed to fit
these civilian ferry pilots for commissions in
accordance with their age and experience. These
courses are conducted during the 90-day civil
service appointment so that ferrying operations
are interrupted only for a short period and by
small groups at each sector.
The whole Ferrying Command establishment. as a
matter of fact. has a training as well as an
operational function.
Pilots with lesser
amounts of flying time start out on smaller
types of planes. progress to the faster and
heavier types. After undergoing training at our
4-engine school pilots may be transferred to the
Foreign Wing. where they fly bigger. faster
craft on longer missions.
From the Foreign
Wing. they are available for transfer to combat
units. where their experience and training is
invalucible for long range bomber flights. To
develop pilots and crews for the announced proJUNE
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gram of 500 heavy bombers a month will challenge
our best efforts.
Conduct of operations on the present unprecedented scale has offered a new experience in
organization. Since the Ferrying Command takes
every military plane from the end of the assembly lime, a sensitive finger must be kept on the
pulse of production to eliminate any delays
there. From our control centers, pilots and
crews are sent to the factory to take over each
plane accepted by the Mater iel Command inspector
and fly it to a particular destination. ~ir
progress is plotted almost hourly along the
route so that information is available immediately as to the location, route and condition
of any plane at any time. When a plane is delivered, the crews are returned by air to their
home control point or to another factory to repeat the process and keep the stream of preduc-

tion flowing smoothly.
The Ferrying Command looks to the future with
confidence. Ahead lies a task that a few years
ago would have appeared insurmountable •• Yet we
are now delivering more planes each month than
the Army Air Corps possessed a few years ago.
At home the feeling that we are responsible in
however small measure for the successful accomplishment of some war task should inspire us to
greater efforts. On the battlefront. a sense of
representing home and country. the millions of
individuals making up this great nation. nerves
our crews to fight the overwhelming loneliness
of vast ocean or desert wastes. and steels the
pilot. navigator. radioman. gunner and bombardier when the enemy is sighted. In this reciprocity of spirit will be forged the attainment
of our common goal. "Winning the War".

•

Ferrying Command pilots inspect their open air dormitory at an African base.
Nets are stretched over the beds for protection against insects.
The surroundings may be primitive
but the beds, springs and matresses
are
the
finest from the U.S.A.
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CONGRESSIONAL
Brig. General

James H. Doolittle---"For

conspicuous

leadership

above

and

beyond

the

at an extreme hazard to
life.
With the apparent
certainty of being forced to land in enemy territory
or to perish at sea. Gen. Doolittle
organized as well as led the air raid on
Japan April 18. 1942."
ca!l

of duty.

MEDAL OF HONOR

involving

personal

valor

DISTINGUISHED
For participation

and

intrepidity

SERVICE CROSS

in the Tokyo raid on April

18. 1942:

Majors

John A. Hilger
Captains

Charles R. Greening

David M. Jones

Edward J. York

Lieutenants

George Barr
Thadd H. Blanton
William M. Bower
Clayton J. Campbell
Robert S. Clever
Richard E. Cole
Horace E. Crouch
Dean Davenport
Robert G. Emmens
William G. Farrow
William N. Fitzhugh
Robert M. Gray

Thomas C. Griffin
Dean E. Hallmark
Nolan A. Herndon
Robert L. Hite
Everett W. Holstrom
Travis Hoover
Richard O. Joyce
Frank A. Kappeler
Richard A. Knobloch

Robert J. Meder
Richard E. Miller
Charles L. McClure
Harry C. McCool
E. E. McElroy
Eugene McGur I
Chase J. Neilson

Ted W. Lawson

Charles J. Ozuk
James M. Parker,Jr.
Henry A. Potter

J.H. Macia
Jack E. Manch

William R. Pound ,Jr.
Kenneth E. Reddy

Technical

Waldo J. Bither

Howard A. Sessler
Jack A. Sims
Donald G. Smitn
J. Royden Stork
Denver N ...
Truelove
Harold
Lucian
Thomas
Rodney

F.
N.
R.
R.

Watson
Youngblood
White
Wilder

Carl N. Wildner
Griffith P. Williams

Sergeants
Eldred V. Scott

Staff Sergeants

Edwin B. Baln
William L. Birch

Fred A. Braemer
Orner A. Duquette

Jacob Eierman
Edwin W. Horton,Jr.

Wayne M. Bissell
Robert C. Bourgeois

Aden E. Jones
Theodore H. Laban

Melvin J. Gardner

George E. Larkin,Jr.

Jacob DeShazer
William J. Dieter

Leland D. Faktor
Donald E. Fitzmaurice

Sergeants
Joseph W. Manske
Edward J. Saylor

P. J. Leonard
Douglas V. Radney

Robert J. Stephens
Adam R. Williams

Harold A. Spatz

Corporals
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Bert M. Jordan
David M. Pohl

David J. Thatcher
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FLYING CROSS

Major Jack N. Donohew •••••••••••••••• Heroism while pilotin~ a plane near Kala ... Wash.
Major Louis T. ~eichers (Pilot)
Capt. J.V. Chapman, Jr. (Co-pilot)
Lt. J.A. Hutchins, Jr. (Posthumous)
Marter Sergt. C.G. Green
Master Sergt. J.G. Moran
Tech. Seret. Francis G. Denery

f

Harri .. n mission flight to Moscow.

Capt. James J. Connally .•••••••••••••Lead pilot of a flight of Flyin, Fortresses
to Jolo. P,I .• on Jan. 19.
Capt. Richard T. Kight
Lt. Kenneth L. Akins
Lt. C.T. Allen (1st Navigator)
Lt. John G. Moe (Navigator)
Tech. Sergt. J.~. Cooper
Tech. Sergt. H. Smith (2nd Enginee
Staff Sergt. Errol W. Wynkoop
Major J.H. Rothrock (Co-pilot)
Capt. David B. Lancaster, Jr.
Capt. J.B. Montgomery
Capt. William N. Vickers. Jr.
Lt. Theodore J. Boselli
Lt. Edson E. Kester
Lt. F.B. Rang
Lt. Elbert D. Reynolds
Master Sergt. J.H. Walsh
Tech. Sergt. Charles M. Kincheloe
Tech. Sergt. Horace T. Peck
Staff Sergt. R.J. Barrett, Jr.
Sergt. Edward Schrempf
Corp. Clyde W. Nowlin
Lt. William B. Compton
Lt. Cecil L. Faulkner
Lt. Walter K. Heitzman
Lt. Thomes C. Mustain
Master Sergt. S.L. Jennings
Sergt. Benjamin Clifton
Corp. Jerome G. Parsons
Pvt. 1st Class J.A. Capute
Pvt. Robert Johns
Lt. C.W. Van Eeuwan (Posthumous)
(Pi lot)
Lt. J.J. Orr (Posthumous) (Copilot)
Pvt. 1st Class J.W. Gallik
(Posthumous) (Radio Operator)
Pvt. 1st Class E.A. Onufrowicz
(Posthumous) (Aerial Engineer
Aviation Cadet Earl W. Ray
(Posthumous) (Navigator)

Hazerdous

.and technically

difficult

round

on bOMbin,

trip

mission

flight

from

Bollin4 Field to the Netherlands
East Indies on an urgent and
vital mission.
Crew subjected to bombing raid at Palemban,.
Java.
which

end later encountered a severe electrical storm during
the ship was struck by lightning and burned in several

places.

Initial flights to the United Kingdom, opening North Atlantic
routes for the Air Force Ferrying Command, Summer. 1941.

Performed hazardous photographic
tory.

mission over Japanese

Deliberately
sacrificed the .. elves
plane into a gravel pit. explodin,

by diving
its full

terri-

their disabled
load of bo.&a.

rather than risk killin' civilians in an attempt to land on a
street or a vacant lot in a residential
area. Took off fro.
Mitchel Field. N.Y., Jan. 1. 1942.

Lt. Col. Caleb V. Haynes •••••..••••.• 2nd Osk Leaf Cluster--Flight
Major Donald Keiser .•••.•••••••••.••• Led Flying
the docks

Fortresses
of Rangoon

anti-aircraft

to Britain

across

the Bay

of Bengal

into flamin, wreckage,

and fighter

opposition,

in spite

and returned

to convert
of violent
without

a

loss.

Capt. J.B. Montgomery ••...•..•.•.•.•. Co-pilot.

round-the-world

flight. September, 1941.

(Continued on Page 20)
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Fly to Tokyo--AII Expenses Paid
BY

Oliver H. TowB8end

(This is the third in a series of articles
describinA countries officers and men of the
Air Forces will visit in larAe numbers before the end of the war.--The Editor)

•

"C anCIJIEto
beautiful. hospitable Japan" is
invitation Japanese travel agencies have
been bandying thoughtlessly about for years.
Doolittle finally did it.
With a party of 79 officers and men. Brig.
General James H. Doolittle last month conducted
a quick tour of Japan's chief industrial centers. Members of the party all report they had
a wonderful time.
Although the famous Japanese hospitality was
somewhat lacking when the Doolittle party arrived. the Tokyo radio has announced repeatedly
that the Japs are "so sorry" they couldn't give
him a much warmer reception. In all fairness to
the hosts. it must be admitted that, once they
knew the General had arrived, they tried their
best to get him to stop over permanently. Members of the Jap air force are still brooding because they allowed him to "rush off".
After all, General Doolittle and his party did
drop in somewhat unexpectedly. Perhaps that is
why the Japanese hospitality was lacking. But
he was simply following the precedent set by the
Japs at Pearl Harbor--and he did leave calling
cards.
All in all, the Doolittle junket was so successful that a new invitation, which has stolen
the show from the Jap travel agencies, has been
issued by the Air Forces.
A Better Offer

"Fly to Tokyo--All Expenses Paid" is the Air
Forces offer, and it's a much more attractive
one than any the Japs have made.
In response to this cordial invitation, thousands of Air Forces officers and men are thinking
about making the trip to Tokyo. This being the
case, it seems you all ought to know something
about Japan; what preparations to make, how to
get along with the natives, a little geography-that sort of thing.
To begin with, much of the success of your
trip will depend on the plans you make before
departure.
General Doolittle and his party
planned carefully. We suspect that his exact
itinerary was laid out long before he left.
This careful planning allowed him to visit every
city on his list, and to devote particular attention to many points of special interest.
General Doolittle proved that although the
Japanese Islands are somewhat isolated from the
United States and its foreign bases, they are
JUNE
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still accessible if you make a stopover in
friendly Shangri-La.
Americans who have made the flight to Japan
all agree that the trip from Shangri-La to Tokyo
shouJ.dn't be missed. On the way you pass directly over the Rising Sun. Note the sun carefully as you fly over--it appears to be setting
rather than rising. This phenomenon is puzzling
Japanese scientists increasingly as time goes
on.
Japan looms off the east coast of Asia like an
undernourished barnacle on the hull of the Queen
Mary. AI though you may not be able to see them
all in one trip, the Japanese Islands extend for
2,000 miles up and down the Asiatic coastline.
If strung along the eastern coast of the U. S.,
the Jap Islands and Formosa would stretch from
Cuba north to Labrador. Tokyo would fall in the
vicinity of Norfolk, Va. Laid end to end, Japan
reaches and reaches until honorable knuckles get
cracked.
Bombardier's Paradise

Fortunately for the American traveler, most of
the important points are concentrated in a 300mile plain stretching from Tokyo south to Geaka
On the Pacific side of the central island of
Honshu.
Crowded into this area are most of
Japan's 70 million people, all of its greatest
cities, and most of its agricultural and industrial wealth. You simply must not miss this
part of Japan-especially
if you are a bombardier.
The Doolittle party, despite a split-second
schedule. covered most of the important points
in this area. These included the Navy Yard
south of Tokyo. where a new cruiser and a new
battleship were given special attention; the
Mitsubishi aircraft factory near Nagoya; a "tank
farm" near Osaka; dock-yards at Kobe and Yokahama; and a number of steel works, oil refineries, armament plants and ammunition dumps.
Many tourist sights such as the Imperial Palace were ignored completely.
Americans hope
that the hospitable Japanese will not feel hurt
because Doolittle left no presents for the Emperor. If they consider this to be a violation
of their highly valued protocol, this oversight
can be made up for in subsequent trips.
A good share of the Doolittle visit was conducted just above the tree-tops, offering a delightful view. One of the most interesting phenomena encountered was the terrain, especially
over industrial and military areas, which looked
much different to rear gunners than to bombardiers. Often ships and factories that were
9
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plainly visible to the bombardiers had changed
drastically by the time they came into the rear
gunner's view.
Travelers to Japan should keep their radios
tuned in--especially if they understand Japanese.
Nippon's
radio announcers
will take a
great interest in your arrival and quite probably become very excited about it. This may
puzzle you somewhat. in that the Japanese usually pride themselves on their equanimity. But
at least it will flatter your ego.
As you leave central Japan. as the snow-capped
purple majesty of Mount fujiyama fades into the
distance.
let your eye stray to the south.
There. over the horizon stretch the islands of
Shikoku and Kyushu. two of Japan's five largest
islands.
Kyushu. home of the ancient port of
Nagasaki. is more than just the place where "the
men chew tobaccy and the women wicky wacky woo".
It is also the second most important industrial
area of Japan. and the place where most of its
coal and iron is mined.
It. like Tokyo.
shouldn't be missed.
North from the central Jap island of Honshu
lie Hokkaido
and Sakhalin.
and a number of
smaller islands.
Although you may not notice
them all in your first few trips. there are over
500 islands in the Japanese archipelago. some as
large as Great Britain. others smaller than Manhattan. Even so. their total area is no larger
than the state of Montana--and three-fourths of
that is covered by non-arable mountains.

LETTER

This drives the people down onto the plains
and makes big cities there--Tokyo. Osaka, Kyoto.
Nagoya, and Kobe. Tokyo at the last count was
almost as populous as New York, Osaka practically as big as Chicago. Tokyo's seaport. Yokahama. had almost a million people.
The Japanese people are fanatically proud of
their military history.
They have never been
invaded.
(Note to printer:
stand by for possible change).
Kub1ia Khan. conqueror of all
Asia in the 13th century. tried it twice and
failed.
The rest of the world has never been
given the chance--yet.
Commodore Perry. however. did some "negotiating" under American naval guns in Jap waters in 1853 and 1854.
Before the Doolittle visit. the most spectacular debacle in Japanese history was the earthquake of 1923. which hit the Tokyo-Osaka area.
Less careful than Doolittle. the earthquake destroyed thousands of homes. temples. and buildings and wiped out a large percentage of Japanese. In spite of this the Jap has retained his
sense of humor. Admiral Yamamoto. for instance.
recently announced he would dictate peace terms
in the White House.
All in all. there is nothing like a trip to
Japan to help one's disposition in these troublous times.
After your first visit you will
long for the day when you can return to these
beautiful little jewels of the Pacific. bringing
with you thousands of your friends. and showering the hospitable Japanese with tons and tons
of special tokens of our esteem.

Pendleton. Oregon, where Doolittle's raiders trained, celebrates
the bombing of Tokyo by "their boys"
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A "dispersed"

P-40,

well-hidden

from enemy view

Airdromes in Wartime
By

Lieut. Col. " ••dolph E. Smyser
Aviation Engin ....rs

o

T

HE present war has demonstrat~ th~ mi~itary
inadequacy of most peace-t~me a~rf~elds.
Modern wars are not begun with'the exchange of
polite declaration of intentions; instead, without exception, the aggressor nation has commenced hostilities by a staggering attack on
the air installations of its victim.
Although this formula has been repeated several times without variation. the results have
been uniformly successful. There is no evidence
that any of the victims learned except through
their own bitter experience that airdromes can
JUNE
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be built for maximum efficiency for either peace
or war, but not for both.
There are many different types of airfields
but once the landing and take-off area is provided they are differentiated
solely by the
degree and the amount of ser~icing. maintenance.
supply and administrative facilities provided.
For' military use. the following definitions
apply:
Airdrome:
A landing field at which military
facilities for shelter. supply and repair of
aircraft have been provided.
This is the ge11
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neric term for all military airfields.
Air Base: A command which comprises
the
installation and facilities required by and provided for the operation. maintenance. repair and
aupply of a specific Air Force.
In its strict
sense. the term Air Base can be applied only to
an area. However. most existing military airfields in the United States are now called Air
Bases because it is contemplated
that. under
operational use. they will provide supply and
repair facilities for a large number of units
concentrated in the vicinity On auxiliary air:lromes.
Auxiliary Airdromes:
An airfield located
within an Air Base operated as an annex.
It
does not have all servicing. supply and repair
facilities sufficient for its operation.
This
type of airfield is also called a satellite
field.
Satellite Field:
This term is of foreign
derivatio~. and is applied to an occupied airdrome which is not completely equipped with the
servicing. supply and repair facilities sufficient for its unaided operation.
This type of
airfield is identical in concept with an auxiliary airdrome.
Alternate Airdrome: An airfield available for
the use of military units in lieu of the airdrome to which assigned.
Advanced Landing Field: An area of land near
the general front available for the take-off and
landing of aircraft.
Minimum facilities for
serVicing only are available.
Permanent occupancy by aircraft is not contemplated.
Staging Field:
A landing and take-off area
with minimum servicing. supply and shelter provided for the temporary occupancy of military
aircraft during the course of movement from one
airdrome to another.
Dispersed Airdromes: An airdrome in which the
facilities for supply and repair of aircraft and
shelter have been spread out and removed so far
as possible from the immediate presence of the
landing and take-off area.
Dispersal Parking Area: Areas of land in the
vicinity of an airdrome not suited for landing
and take-off of aircraft. which are used for the
parking of aircraft.
Dispersal parking areas
may. or may not be contiguous with the normal
landing and take-off areas. but are connected
thereto by taxi tracks suitable for the use of
any aircraft which may be parked in the dispersal parking area.
Field Airdrome: An airdrome. generally in the
Theater of Operations. which is huilt for warti~e use only. Construction at field airdromes
is temporary. and the minimum consistent with
military necessity. thus differentiating field
airdromes from airdromes built during peace for
permanent occupancy.
Too often. an airdrome is unsuited before it
is ever built.
Selection of the site in peacetime is frequently based on political expediency
combined with economic necessity: the fundamental requirement for war time suitability is put
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aside.
Proper site selection is of course a
compromise
and adjustment
between
military
necessity on one hand and flying requirements on
the other.
Requirements Flexible
Fortunately.
the military requirements
are
reasonably flexible. as it is more often necessary to locate an airdrome
in a given area
rather than in an exact location.
Not only
should sufficient land be available for the requisite landing and take-off area. but additional space must be available for the proper
locating of technical installations. and for the
parking of aircraft.
It should be accepted as
axiomatic that except when undergoing repairs.
aircraft on the ground will be in dispersed locations. Airdromes are a logical target for the
hostile air force. so every possible effort
must be made to make the target inconspicuous
and unremunerative.
Careful consideration should be given to the
requirements
of camouflage
and dispersion.
Sites should not be chosen which are easily
found by relation to some prominent object which
is clearly visible from the air. For example.
placing an airdrome in the bend of a river would
render camouflaging inoperative. as the river
bend will always be visible from the air. The
presence of woods. trees and hedges in the area
are a great asset from the ca~ouflage point of
view. as these ccn later be reproduced on the
completed airdroilleby camouflage methods.
In
addition. they afford cover for dispersed aircraft. buildings. bomb dumps. gasoline storage
and other elements.
The first requirement of an airdrome is an
adequate landing and take-off area. This may
vary from a level grass strip to an elaborate
system of hard surface runways. Where soil and
climatic conditions permit the growth and maintenance of firm turf surfaces. it may be possible to prepare a grass surfaced landing area
from which light and limited traffic can operate
during any season of the year. thus avoiding the
necessity of preparing some form of hard surfaced landing area.
Advantages of Tur f
The principal advantages of the turf field ure
that it can provide a runway facing into the
wind at all times. and that it is more easily
camouflaged since its surface apprOXimates more
closely that of the surrounding country.
Generally speaking. all-over turf fields are particularly suited for training centers or even
operational airdromes used exclusively by pursuit and light observation aircraft. Under the
strain of heavy traffic. turf is likely to become rutted. especially if exposed to alternate
freezing and thawing. Because of the mud which
is inevitable during the wet season. maintenance
(Continued on Page 34)
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A partial list of officers and men of the Army Air Forces officially reported
to have died in the service of their country since December 7, 1941.
Major Generals
Herbert A. Dargue

Master SerAeants
Dave Jacobson

Colonels

First SerAeants
Wallace R. Martin

GeorAe W. Ricker
Majors
Chauncey B. Whitney

Austin A. Straubel

Technical SerAeants
Raymond E. powell
Srank St. E. Posey
Joseph Ambrose
Rowell H. Harris

Captains
Eugene D. Cadontseff
Colin P. Ke lly

Glen M. AIde r
William A. Anderson
Arthur Alfred Amron

John L. Du Frane, Jr.
James Gordon Leavitt

Lieutenants
Paul Willard Anthony

Staff SerAeants
John H. Mann
Joseph C. Herbert
John A. Price
Paul B. Free
Elwood R. Gummerson
James M. Barksdale
Edward J. Burns

Doyle Kimmey

Marshall Judson Anderson
Isadore Alfred

Thomas Francis Almon
William T.Biggers
Walter C. Boyle

N.W. Browne
Willis W. Burney
Glenn Rarold Boes

James H. Derthick
George F. Loritz
Russell V. Cornford

Jerry Orville Brez'ina

Donald Paul Baker
Ha 1 Browne, Jr.
William Perry Brady
Wilbur Camp ,,c,
Richard W. ,,~:ase

Edward F. Heard
Mack Sweeney

James C. Barham
Homer Charles Burns
_')f;,;'-P"-:t<o

Wi 11 iam A ..Cocke, Jr.
~~
Jack W. Clark
Robert E. Crouch
Ray Lawrence Cox
Woodrow Wiison Chr'is'ti,ari
Nathaniel Thomas Cornell
Hans C. Christiansen
Robert Devere Clark
Leonard William Carter
L. W.E. Duvall
William C. Daniel,III
Roy L. Drew
Willar.d Thurman Degolyer Arthur Ferdinand Davies
,

James R. Davidson,

III

John Joseph Doherty"Jr.
Frederick J. Dittman
John L. Dains
John,R. Van De Lester
John Pershing Robbins
Elias Turner, Jr.
Maurice M. Miller
Arthur Edward Gary
George H. Olson
Lonnie B. Wimberley
William R. Schick
Harry A. Sealey
Foy Roberson, Jr.
Samuel H. Marett
Karl F. Leabo
William E. Luetzow
E.D. Hoffman
John E. Loehrke
Louis A. Johnson
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Carl E. Danner, Jr.
George Clark Denter
Kenneth P. Donahue
James Thomas Drake
Dennis Joseph Dowling
William
John G.
John A.
Charles

S. Walker, Jr.
Kelso
Hutchins, Jr.
J. Young

James W' Riddell
Forrest M. Hobrecht
o

William L. Northern, Jr.
Lycurgus W. Johnson
Claude A. Knight
George R. Matthews
T.M. Richards
James E. Snyder
R.A. Saner
Robert T. Hanson
Roy Robertson

SerAeants
Lione I L. Lowe
Everett A. Pond
Stanley A. Donin
Corporals
Kenneth O. Whitaker
John Jurcsak
Gerald Dumais
Cecil R. Hamman

Paul H. Duncan
Arthur E. Karlinger
Donald F. Meagher

.•A';tortio~}'Tafoya

~";;~t~
Privates
Ralph S. Smith
Robert R. Shattuck
Willard C.' Orr
William W. Merithew
Harrell K. Mattox
Robert R. Kelley
William E. Hasenfuss
Melvin J. Dodson
~ugene B. Denson

Firat CIa •• "\~
Jerome J. Szematowicz
'William T. Rhodes
Thomas F. Philipsky
Horace A. Messam;
William E. McAbe~
James A. Horner
ClarenceE.
Ho¥t
James E. Gossard, Jr.
William Coyne, Jr.

Privates
Alfred Hays
Robert. L. Hull
Leo E.A. Gagne
Stuart H. Fiander

John J. Horan
Robert'R. Gooding
Lyle O. Edwards

Jack H. Feldman
Robert C. Duff, Jr.
Dean W. Cebert

Wil!ard
Russell
Malachy
Robert

E. Fairchild
C. Defenbaugh
Cashen
S. Brown

Arthur F. Boyle
Brooks J. Brubaker, Jr.
Robert G. Allen
Lelanc1 V. Beasley
Karl Santschi

wn 1iam J. Brownlee
Gordon R. Bennett, Jr.
Garland C. Anderson
Otto E. We llman
Edward E. VanDyke
13

Your Safety Joh
HyMal. w. R. Weber

strated a fine spirit of cooperation by contributing your own experiences to this booklet.
Typical of the episodes described i8 the following. submitted by Lieut. Clay Tice. Jr .. Frcmce
Field. Canal Zone~
.We were on a shadow-gunnery mi •• ion making
passes at the shc:dow of a two-ship ele..nt which
was flying at an altitude
of 500 feet.
I
started my dive at 1.000 feet and at about 100
yards from the target opened fire. I releaaed
the trigger after firing a burst of approximately 5 rounds but one of my guns continued firing.
As there was another ship ahead and above me
IIICIking
his cross-over. I realized that following
the pattern would endanger him. Glancing down
in the cockpit I reached for the hydraulic
button that controlled the malfunctioning gun
and placed it in the lock-back position. It was
but a split second before I had accompli.hed
this but as I looked up again I was almost down
in the water. I reacted without thinking and
came back on the stick but my propeller hit the
water throwing spray up over the cockpit. 'nJere
was no dCDllClJe
done to the plane. but diving into
the water at over 200 mph isn't something to
look forward to. If I had kept my head in the
cockpit an instant longer I would have crasbed:
but if I had known definitely
where the gun
control was locatad I would never have had such
a narrow escape."

Chief, Aeeldeat Pre"eaU.a DI.......
Dlreet ... ate .f FlyI•• Safety

Arnold has called
GENERAL
of the Army Air Forces

upon each member
to do all in hi.
power to aid the acident prevention program of
the Directorate of Flying Safety.
What can you do to help?
First of all. you can cooperate with the 10
special field safety officers who will represent
the Directorate throughout the United States.
These safety officers--all experts--have been
given the job of preventing airplane accidents.
They will make special investigations and inspections. and will study the accident prevention devices used at individual fields. Most
important of all. they will take every step
necessary to see that all officers and men of
the Air Forces know the rules of flying safety.
Help your safety officer. Cooperate with him.
Learn the safety rules and practice them. Especially learn how to eliminate landing. taxiing
and take-off accidents.
There is no possible
excuse for these.
A booklet soon to be published will describe
the narrow escapes Air Forces flyers have had
and how to avoid them. Many of you have demon-
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AAF Planes Torpedo Japs
FF Midway Island the lap Navy early this month ran smack into a new weapon of Army
air power--and came oFF second best.
The new weapon was the Army's Martin B-26, equippedwith a special torpedo carrying and
release mechanism.
Sweeping deck-high over the lap Fleet at lightning speeds the B-26s
used the new device to send their explosive Fish crashing into the hulls of carriers and
warships.
Together with Army B-17s and Navy carrier-based planes they sent the laps
limping home.
Sweeping out of the clouds in the picture at top is a B-26 medium bomber similar to
those used to blast the lap Navy with torpedoes. Below an Air Forces oFFicer inspects
the new torpedo release mechanism which made it all possible.

O

They Look For Trouble
By

Lient. Ilobert H. Hotz

T

Lockheed Test Pilot Milo Burcham climbs out of
a P-38 after checking it in the stratosphere
prior to delivery to the Army Air Forces.
Civilian pilots like Burcham work for
Forces
contractors.
It's their Job
airplanes aloft and look for all types of
before the planes are delivered to combat
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all Air
to take
trouble
pilots.

HE sun beats down on the runways at the
great Lockheed Air Terminal at Burbank.
Calif. Scores of war-painted Hudsons. Venturas
and P-38s are scattered over the field.
A
dusty station wagon bounces across the airport
dropping a pair of casually dressed civilians
before each of a long row of Hudsons
and
Venturas.
The civilians buckle on chutes.
Engines sputter. then roar. Twin engined bombers waddle across the grass toward the end of
the runway. Lockheed test pilots are going to
work.
These Lockheed pilots are an oddly assorted
crew with only two things in common--a long
and colorful record in the air and a love of
the work they do.
There is Jimmy Mattern. who flew solo from
New York to Siberia in 1933 and was lost for
14 days in the Arctic after a forced landing;
Jim Allison. who fought in Spain and China;
Lewis (Swede) Parker. who was a music student
at Harvard when he learned to fly and who now
mixes bronco-busting with his test piloting;
Milo Burcham. famous in the barnstorming days
for his one-wheel landings and upside down flying; several "old" KLM and French army pilots;
the former legal counsel
for Lockheed
who
learned to fly and left his law practice to
become a test pilot; ex-butchers. ranchers and
bartenders who learned to fly in the twenties
and were forced into other occupations during
the depression and returned to flying in the
pre-war boom. All of them are veterans of more
than 2.000 hours and 60 of the staff of 75 have
more than 5.000 hours.
They are typical of the crews of factory test
pilots seen lounging around the operations
office of every big aircraft plant.
The work
they do is typical of that done by factory test
pilots wherever planes for the Army Air Forces
are made.
When an Air Force pilot gets a plane to fly
he can be sure that there have been competent
hands on the controls before him. In addition
to the test flights by factory pilots. every
AAF plane is given a final check by an Air
Force acceptance pilot. Unless it is perfect
in every detail it is not accepted.
However.
with a good crew of factory test pilots the
work of an acceptance pilot is not too tough.
The bulk of the job of seeing that AAF planes
are fit to fly is done by the factory testers.
Lockheed test pilots like to talk about how
simple their jobs are. And if you watched them
play rummy in the pilot house awaiting call.
flew with them while they checked a few"squawks"
on a Hudson or rode along while they ferried ~
Ventura 40 miles to Long Beach. you might think
they were right.
But big Swede Parker and
dapper Milo Burcham could tell
you some scalp
tingling tales of their experimental
testing
JUNE
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of the original P-38 and there is a dusty set
run-up. Then pilot and co-pilot make their own
of maps in the pilot house drawer labelled
pre-flight inspection.
"Ralph Virden". Virden was killed last year
Once in the air the test continues in rouwhile testing an early P-38 and his name betine fashion. Test pilots don't "wring out"
longs on the airmen's honor roll in type as
the ship in a test of this kind. All of the
large as those of the pilots lost over Luzon
wing-pulling-off and slow rolling are confined
and lava.
to the original models. Once the design and
Another unsung hero of this routine battle
construction has been proved in the experimental
for control of the blue is Marshal Headle.
tests, production models are static tested for
former chief test pilot of the Lockheed crew. maximum strain on the ground so there is no
Headle was the first man to fly the P-38 and need for test pilots to try to twist them out
became extremely interested in the effect on of shape.
pilots of flying at the P-38's terrific ceilThe flight test starts out with a full power
ing. He used himself as a guinea pig in high
take-off and a rated power climb. Cowl flaps,
altitude pressure chamber experiments.
One
oil scoops, RAM, fuel pressure, oil pressure and
day while trying to see how little oxygen a te~rature. head temperature and manifold prespilot could live on at well over 35.000 feet sure are all recorded for both motors. The
he became confused from lack of oxygen and cut landing gear is lowered and raised in flight.
off his oxygen supply instead of increasing
Flaps are tested. Bomb doors are opened and
it. The only alternative to certain death from closed and a short run is made on each gas tank
oxygen starvation was for the engineers to to test the fuel feed system. De-icers are set
increase the pressure in the chamber to that to work and the plane is flown on the Sperry
of sea level as fast as possible.
It meant automatic pilot on four different courses. Trim
that Marshal Headle went through the effect
tabs are checked. props feathered and unfeathof falling from that height to sea level in ered. Heaters and ventilators are checked and
eight seconds. He may never fly again.
the cockpit inspected for aii leaks. A pair of
That is the kind of thing that happens when 360 degree turns are ~ade in each direction and
these test pilots push out along the fringes all instruments are checked. Props are used in
of the unknown. It is a dangerous and impor- low aDd high pitch and the landing gear warning
tant part of their work but the bulk of their horn is given a workout.
job is a bit more prosaic. It consists of putThe book full of data is turned in with all
ting planes fresh from the assembly line through irregularities
noted.
The next pilot who
routine checks, carefully noting and recording handles the ship after the mechanics have worked
all irregularities in the "squawk book". Then on the squawks will check off those remedied.
on succeeding flights each squawk is checked The ship is flown until all squawks have been
until it has been eliminated and the plane is eliminated. Then it is ready for an AAF acready for delivery to the Air Forces.
ceptance flight.
In the days before the Ferrying Command,
Most Hudsons average two hours of test flying:
Lockheed had its own ferrying service and test P-38s and Venturas usually get about three
pilots saw a good bit of the world delivering
hours.
With a pilot and co-pilot in the
planes. Elmer McLeod, now chief test pilot.
..office" of a Hudson or V~ntura, keeping up the
flew around the world delivering two Lockheed
data book isn't too much trouble. But with a
12s to the Rajah of Jedphur , He lived in orien- single pilot squeezed into a P-38 trying to fly
tal splendor with the Rajah for two months while pne of the fastest ships in the world with one
teaching him to fly. Other Lockheed pilots de- hand, while reading instruments, gauges and
livered Hudsons to South Africa and the Middle keeping in touch with the operations office by
East via the South Atlantic and the Burbankradio and recording squawks with the other, conMontreal run functioned with the regularity of siderable dexterity is required.
a commercial airline. But now a 40 mile hop to
The routine on P-38 testing is slightly difthe Ferrying Command Base at Long Beach or an ferent and the initial checking is broken up
occasional trip to Dallas is their only cross
into two flights. On the first flight the
country diversion.
rigging, flying characteristics. props, flaps,
Most of their time is spent wheeling the
landing gear and radio are checked. The cocktwin-engined Hudsons and Venturas over the pit and instrument 'checks are done during the
ridges and valleys around Burbank and streaksecond flight. P-38s are also put through a
special test at high altitude.
ing P-38s up to their ceiling. Occasionally
they give diners in the glass enclosed airport
From 50 to 60 flights a day are made by the
restaurant an infantryman's view of a P-38 in Lockheed test pilot staff of 75 and it takes a
action by swooping down on the restaurant and veteran to hold down one of these jobs. Yet,
pulling up in a terrific climb.
all of them still go to instrument and navigaA test pilot making the first check on a tions school in the old Spanish ranch house on
Hudson or Ventura has a big green book in which the edge of the airport. They put in regular
he and the co-pilot record the performance of hours on the Link and every once in a while they
the ship. Before he takes it over, mechanics shoot a few instrument approaches to Montreal
and inspectors give the ship a final check and just for old times sake.
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The Honor Roll
from PaAe 8)

(Continued
Lt. Theodore

J. Boselli .•.••........• Harri~n

mission

Master

Sergt. Adolph Catt.rius

Flight

Master

Sergt. Joseph H. W.lsh

Harriman

Tech.

Se r gt . Char Le s M.

Staff

Sergt. R.J. Barrett,

Kinche loe ....Four

to Russia.

to Britain.
mission

summer,

1941.

to Russia.

trans.At lent ic ferrying

Jr .......• Extraordinary

achievement

flights.
while

participating

in an aerial

flight as 1st Radio Operator
on an urgent and vital
from Bolling Field to Netherlands
East Indies.
Staff

Sergt. Elvin P. Wescott

Harriman

mission

mission

to Russia.

SILVER STAR
Maj. General Lewis Brereton
Lt. Nelson P. Davis (Co-pilot)
Lt. Bruno Deltissier (Bombardier)
Lt. Raymond W. Giannini (Navigator)

Participation

in an attack

on the Andaman

Islands. April

2.

Lt. Paul J. Long (Co-pilot)
Lt. Delmar J. Roge,rs(Pilot)
Lt. M.]. Svovode,(Navigator)
Staff Ser&t. E.E. Lindley(Bombardier)
Lt. Gene L. Bound

:...•..... Outstand~ng

Lt. Robert L. Ferry ..•............... Meritorious
against
Lt. G.A. Whiteman

(Posthumous)

St.ff

Sergt. Charles

A. Fay

achievement

a~riBl engasement
in the performance

ov~r Bali,

Feb.

of an aerial

7.

flight

the armed enemy.

Gallantry
Japanese

action durins

after
attack

Initiative.

his

plane

on Oahu.

had

been

shot

down

Dec.

7,

in the

Hawaii.

presence of mind,

coolness

under fire and determined

action.

PURPLE HEART
Major

Norman H. Llewellyn
(pos thumous )
Capt. Elmer Felix Parsel
(Posthumous)
Lt. James V. Cunningham
Lt. G. Harkness (Posthumous)
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Lt. Duke Paul (Posthumous)
Lt. R.B. Sprang (Posthumous)

Pvt. a.B. Knox (Posthumous)
Pvt. J.C. Paounoff (Posthumous)

Sergt. Howard A. Bennett
Sergt. R. Gregor (Posthumous)
Corp. R.F. Sampson
Corp. Clifford C. Ventriss

Pvt. John N. Richards
Pvt. Willie T. Stokes
(Posthumous)
Pvt. Leonard York
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Sweeps Over Franee
a,.ftl.h. Ueut. Bre.d

••

@!@!Paddy" FI.De •• e

•• ,.•• AIr Foree
The author, leader of a famous Australian
fighter squadron, late in
May shot doYm his 32nd Germa'" plane over France.
A few months earlier
he had celebrated his 21st birthday by bagging his 21st enemy aircraft.
Flight Lieut. Finucane's 32ttd "as a ne" Foc1ce-Wolf 190. It brought his
score even "ith that of the South African pilot, Wing Cam-ander A.G.
Malan, no" officially listed as missing, who had the highest score in
Sri t e Ln" s Fighter COI*UJnd.
~

,
have been on about SO sweeps, and most of
I
my victories
have been gained over France.
I've got my bag because I've been blessed with a

coaqratulatillq
yourself for this thing. blaming
yourself for that.
The reason for this is sillply that everything
pair of good eyes. and haTe learned to shoot
happens so quickly in the air that you crowd a
straight.
I've not been shot down--touch wood-trelleadoU8 c.ount of thinkiuq,
action and emoODd I've only once been badly shot up (I hope
tion into a very short space of tilDe. and you
that doesn't
sound Irish).
And for all that
suffer afterwards from JBental iadiqestiOll.
I've got a lot to thcmlc the pilots
in IIY secThe other week I W<18 feeling a little
jaded.
tion.
They are Australians
and I'Ye De¥er aet
Then.,. seven days' leave COIle round, cmd I went
a IIOre loyal or gGller crowd of cbaps.
They've
back bursting with energy.
On my first
flight
saved .y bacon _y
a time when I've been atafter
getting
back I shot down three Me. 's
tacked from behind while concentratiog
on a
in' one engagement.
and the next day bagged
Messersch.itt
in front
of me, and they've
two lIOI'e. Thatshows the yalue of a little
rest.
followed .e through thick and thin.
On the
The tactical
side of the galle is quite fasground they're
the cheeriest
friends a fellow
cinuting.
You get to learn, for instance,
how
could have.
I'm sure that Australia
IlWIt be a
to fly so that all the time you have a view begrcmd country if it's anythillq like it's pilots.
hind you as well as in front.
The first neees•
after the war I'. going to see it.
No, not
sity in COIIi>atis to see the other chap before
flyil¥J, or farai.uq.
I like a jab with figures-be sees you. or at least before he gets the tacCJClCOUDtcmcy
or auditillq.
tical advantage of you. The second is to hit
Perhaps that doean' t IIOWIdsuch like a f i.ghter
him when you fire.
You mightn't have a second
pilot.
But pilots are perfectly DOBlII people.
chance.
Before going off on a trip I usually have a
After a dog-fight your section gets split,
and
feeling in my belly, but once I'm in my aircraft
you must get together
again.
or tack on to
everythillq is fine.
The brain is working fast.
others.
The straggler
is easy lIle<Itfor a bunch
cmd if the enemy is .at it seems to work like a
of Jerries.
Luckily.
the chaps in my flight
clockwork motor.
Accepting
that,
rejecting
keep with IIIe very well. and we owe a lot to it.
that. sizinq up this, and remelllbering that.
'!ou On one occasion recently I saw an Me. dive on to
don't have time to feel anything.
But your
one of my flight.
As I went in after
him.
Derves may be on edge--not from fear. but from
another Me. tailed
in behind to attack me. but
excitement
and the intensity
of the mental
one of my flight went in after him. Soon half
effort.
a dozen of us were flying at 400 mph in line
I have COllIe back from a sweep to find lIy shirt
astern. everybody. 'except the leader. firing at
cmd tunic wet through with perspiration.
the chap in front of him.
Our chaps sometille~
fin? that they can't
I got my Hun just as my Dearest pal got the
,sleep.
What hap~ns .1.S t h Le • You come back
Hun on my tail. and we were then three Spitfires
from a show and hnd 1.t very hard to r~member
in the lead.
When we turned to face the other
what happened. Maybe you have a clear 1.mpres- Me. 's we found that several others had joined
s~on ~f thr~ or four iDCiden~s. w~ich stem? o~t
in. but as we faced them they turned and fled.
l1.ke 1.l1um1.nated lantern
sl1.des 1.n the m1.nds
The nearest I've been to being shot down was
eye. Perhaps a picture of two Me. 109's belting
when another pilot and I attacked a Ju , 88. The
down oD.yo~r ta~l. from out of the sun and albomber went down to sea level so that we could
ready w1.th1.n f Lr Lnq range.
Perhaps another
1
tt
k f
ab
. f
f th f'r
f
'k'
h
on y a ac
rom
ave. 1.n ace 0
e 1. e a
picture
of your cannon ~he 11s str1. ~ng at t.e
the Ju.'s rear guns.
We put that Ju. into the
belly of an Me. and the. ducraft
spray1.ng ?ebns
sea all right, but I had to struggle home with
around. But for the hfe of you. you can t re.
ft
'ddled
. th b 11 t
d th
d
mb
h
dLd
my a1.rcra
r1.
W1. u e sane
un erme er w at you 1. .
.
.
carr iage shot away.
Later. when you have turned 1.Dand sleep 1.8
.
.
stealing
over you, some tiny link in the forI force-~anded W1.~hout.the Bunde~carna?e. and
gotten chain of events comes back.
Instantly
w~ none t e ~orse
or 1.t.
ut 1.t wasn t very
you are fully awake, and then the whole story of
nace at the t Ime ,
.
the operation pieces itself
together and you lie
Well. as I said just now, . one day I'm plann1.ng
there, sleep driven away. re-living
the combat.
to go to Australia--and
oudLt books.
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Confessions of a Veteran Pilot
By Captain W. V. Brown
WbeeJer

Field, Hawaii

to Randolph cmd Kelly Fields ten years
I went
ago. as a Flying Cadet. We had a mighty
fine class of boys. 208 sta~ted 1 believe. and
83 were graduated. Almost all of the fellow.
were out of college a year. had worked at depression jobs. and decided that flying held a
vastly more impressive future. Besides. Randolph Field had just recently been conatructed
as a magnificent new training center. and we
were all anxious to take a crack at flying at
this beautiful field.
We turned out Solle good men. too. To mention
a few: Capt. Bierne Lay. Jr .. whose "1 Wanted
Wings" and other stories have made their mark
among the real yarns of flying lore: Jack
Strickler. who is designing speedy ships for
pursuit pilots: several officers who must
remain anonymous who are working night and day
to provide better planes by constant testing
at Wright Field: scores of crack airline pilots. who are also now ferrying military airplanes for the Allie. to all corners of the
globe: and the remainder. without exception 1
believe. occupied with Service flying.
Our trainiDlJ together provided a bond which
is closer than any fraternity could ever hope
to attain. We !iv«!. slept. talked. ate. drank.
and practiced flying as a closely knit unit
for one whole year. with the result that we
came as close to beiDlJ 83 brothers with a common purpose as it is possible for unrelated
men to be. Tluzt is why I like to bear of the
present day feats of men froa my class. and
why 1 look back foodly on their ezploits of
the past.

tried to land. with his no~mal vision somewhat
distorted. since he was hanging upside down
in his seat. with only his tautly stretched
safety belt accomplishing
his defiance of
gravity.
Thoughtfully considering the safety of his
airplane and mindful of the fire hazard. as he
hung slothlike in his cockpit. he carefully
cut off his ignition and all other electrical
switches. closed his fuel selector valve. and
after deciding that he was unhurt and ready to
leave the ship in good order. he released his
safety belt with a flip of the catch and i.mediately fell on his head to the ground four
feet below. knocking himself out and spraining
his neck to such an extent that his recovery
required a three weeks tour in the hospital.
It Stayed Dedicated

A dedication ceremony 1 shall never forget
was that of a newly completed stagehouse at
an auxiliary field near Randolph.
By way of
explanation. a stagehouse is generally a small
wooden building for the comfort and convenience
of instructors who are watching the practice
landing performances of their solo students.
and prOVides also a meeting place for other
students who are awaiting their turns to fly
aEd be judged.
The house always has ample
plumbing accommodations. though sometimes of
a rustic nature. depending on the locality.
This particular house was, situated nearly in
the center of a large practice field. with a
commodious and conspicuous adjacent building
devoted to the installation of sanitary facilClassi.c Boner
ities.
On this particular .orning 1 was watching
1 recall a claesaate at Randolph Field who
my instructor's other student .aking practice
pulled the classic bOIler of JlICD1y
another UDSUDCJ
landings over a hurdle. trying to pick up a few
pilot. He waa _inq
a practice landi.ngduring
pointers on how and what not to do when I had
his basic traini.ngstage into a comparatively
small strange field. when he saw that he was my own turn with the ship. when out of the sky
frOlll
the west came a large formation of Keystone
rapidly running out of field while still rolling on the ground at a fast clip. The fence bombers. the big lumbering biplanes flown in
ahead became a prominent landmark on the illlll8-the Bombardment section at Kelly Field in those
diate horizon. .An experienced pilot would have days for the training of bomber pilots. They
opened his throttle and gone around again for swept majestically in a wide circle several
another attempt. but not this lad. He figured times around the field. then swung into line
and passed in review in close formation directly
he could "Whoa. Nellie!" and pull up short:
over our beads. about one hundred feet up.
so he practically
stood on his brakes and
When just above us. a rain of paper rolls
promptly flipped over on his back.
descended upon us from the rear cockpit of
He was flying a biplane trainer. compareach airplane. with quite a few direct hits
atively large and sturdy. and when the dust
1 later
cleared and he had oriented himself. he could being scored upon the stagehouse.
see that his ship was resting comfortably on learned that the Kelly instructors had decided
that an edifice of this nature had never before
its upper wing with the fuselage well above
been properly christened. so they utilized a
and parallel to the ground. he himself gazing
formation
back down the field upon which he had just real graduation review practice
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flight for the execution of their ceremony.
Doggone practical too. considering the nature
of,the bombardment missiles.
While we're dealing in indelible experiences.
here's another feat which will always stick in
my memory. The incident occurred some years
ago in the fall. October to be exact.
My
friend. w~om we'll call Homer. then stationed
at a field in the northwestern United States.
was on an altitude mission in a two-place observation airplane when he happened to glance at
the instrument panel clock and saw that it was
lunch time. He had completed his mission. so
he lazily half-rolled and headed for the ground.
A few seconds afterwards. the ailerons started
to flutter violently. the ship trembled and
shook. and with a snapping jolt. both ailerons
suddenly peeled off and let go.
The plane immediately went into a tight spiral
almost like a spin, which no amount of counter
control with the stick and rudder would remedy.
Homer ordered his enlisted passenger to bail
out, and watched him as he struggled out of
the rear cockpit and dived off its edge. With
the change of weight distribution occasioned
by this action. the ship began to slow up its
spiral a bit. and finally by his working of
the throttle and the controls in various combinations, the ship came out of the spiral and
righted itself. With a little careful experimenting he found that he could partially control the wings by skidding the ship with the
rudder. that is. he could lift a wing by applying a bit of opposite rudder. So with rudder
and elevator controls only. he decided to try
to land the airplane and possibly save it.
He attempted to call the control tower at
the field to notify its personnel of his plight
in order to have the crash truck standing by
ready for his landing. but found that his radio
had been put out of commission by the severe
vibration of losing his ailerons.
So with
plenty of altitude in which to maneuver the
controls and maintain a fairly even keel. he
wrote a note on a piece of paper from the ship's
log, took off his leather jacket. stuffed the
note in the DOCket. and then flew over the field
at a safe aititude and tossed the jacket overboard in front of a hangar. He then climbed
back up to await results, but he could see his
untouched jacket lying on the ground and not a
soul in sight. After a few more moments he
decided to try again. This time he took off
his shirt. 'wrote the same note. buttoned it in
the pocket. and sent the shirt overboard to
join the jacket.
As I have said. the month was October, it
was lunch time. the locale was northwestern
United States. This particular combination
rendered it exactly the right time for baseball
fans to listen to a radio broadcast of the
World Series ball game being played at that
hour back east in New York. Especially during
the lunch hour all personnel on the ground had
their ears glued to their radio sets. Con-
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sequently Homer's shirt. like the jacket. received absolutely no attention whatsoever.
Fi»ally in desperation Homer took off his
pants, wrote a third note and placed this one
in a pocket. and now shirtless and pantless
he flew as low over the hangar line as he dared
and tossed over his trousers. This last time
someone heard the motor in time to run out of
the hangar and see the pants floating down.
retrieved them, and in short order had the
crash truck and other personnel prepared for
the possible crackup. However, Homer was such
a good pilot that he brought the plane in for
a nearly perfect landing. with rudder and
elevators alone. sans ailerons, into a small
tree-bordered field. without putting so much
as a scratch on either wingtip.
But he had
to remain in the cockpit until someone remembered to bring him his clothes.
No Dull

Moment

Some few years ago the Army was ordered to
take over the flying of the air mail. in the
dead of winter. I know a pilot who was flying
the run between Cheyenne and Omaha. in an open
cockpit ship one cold February morning. When
about 125 miles from his half-way point. North
Platte. Nebraska. he noticed that his fuel
pressure gauge had suddenly dropped to zero.
Having just changed to a full tank of gas. he
thought that the tank selector valve was not
set properly, readjusted it. and worked the
wobble pump a few times.
(Incidentally. the
wobble pump is merely a manually operated fuel
pump to bring gasoline pressure to the carburetor until the motor driven pump operates.)
The fuel pressure remained up only so long as
the wobble pump was operated. The truth then
dawned on the pilot. His motor driven fuel
pump had broken. Rather than land at some
emergency field with a full load of mail behind.
he decided to try to fly on in to North Platte,
so for some fifty minutes he held the stick in
one hand and worked the wobble pump with the
other, alternating hands when the pumping grew
tiresome.
Upon arrival over North Platte he saw the kind
of a landing he would have to make. The airport
at that time was shaped like a slice of pie,
the wedge pointing west. with a highway. fence.
and the inevitable high tension power line along
the north edge. and the Platte River forming
the southern boundary with its embankment. The
one hangar was situated at the point of the
wedge. and the arc of the slice was rough with
sand dunes. A thirty mile wind was blowing
from due south. which made for only one choice;
that is to land across the narrow slice. over
the high tension lines toward the river.
After carefully circling several times in
search of the best spot on the field. and having
gone over mentally the things he would have
to do practically simultaneously while landing.
the pilot started his final approach for a
landing. Keeping the wobble pump going with
one hand and holding the stick between his
JUNE
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knees. he rolled back the stabilizer and rolled
down the flaps.with the other hand. using his
left elbow to jab at the throttle to retard
it when necessary. while steering the rudder
conventionally with his feet. When just short
of the ground. he slapped the throttle shut.
grabbed the stick with his right hand from
between his knees. and kept pumping the wobble
pump with his left. Luckily he timed his
actions correctly. for he landed according to
intention and rolled to a stop safely. and
well short of the river bank.
If anyone ever spent a busier sixty seconds
I should like to know about it; for I was that
pilot.
Omaha Express

Then there was the example of straight thinking which overcame an emergency with hands
down honors. However. I would not recommend
the practice for habitual usage. since it is
definitely non-habit forming:
On a night flight out of Chicago the weather
had gone suddenly sour. a blizzard set in.
drowning out all radio beam signals. and the
snow cut visibility to a radius of from cockpit
to wing-tip lights (and they looked fuzzy); so
there was nothing left for the pilot to do
except keep flying. or else. He kept his course
and maintained a safe altitude for more than
an hour. after which it stopped snowing. but
he was still flying on instruments in the solid
overcast. Estimating his position by elapsed
flying time and with his radio still useless
because of static. he cautiously eased down
to what he thought was a safe minimum altitude
to try to get a glimpse of a break-through or
hole in the clouds. No luck. Finally. he went
as low as he possibly dared and still retain
a safety margin. and after a while began to
fly through open space and scuds. with the
solid ceiling a few feet over his head.
His original destination was Omaha. west and
just a bit south of Chicago. He had tried to
keep his course as nearly correct as possible.
but he had no way of telling what his drift had
been. whether he was north or south of his proper track. or exactly how far he was from Omaha.
In short. he was lost. which provided the necessity that mothered his inventive genius.
He noted the first lights he came to. a small
town. and tried to find the main road running
in an east-west direction. With better visibility but still a low ceiling he noticed
another town off to one side of his course. a
larger one which upon investigation proved to
have a highway running in the desired direction.
He followed it by the lights of the few cars
traveling at that time of night. and came to
another town. Feeling that he was at least
parelleling his intended course. he was following the road along when he happened to glance
down at a car over which he had just passed.
It was a passenger bus. with a lighted sign
above its front windshield.
He cautiously
circled and flew low over the bus. getting a
JUNE
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fleeting glimpse of "CJ,iAHA" on the sign as he
flashed past.
Taking a figurative hitch in his fuel belt.
he lessened his throttle to minimum for safe
flying speed. leaned the mixture control as
economically as the engine would take without
loss of power. and literclly circled the bus
into Omaha.
I later asked him what he would have done had
he run out of gas.
..I had figured my gas consumption closely"
he said. "and would have kept the last ten gallons for one of two choices.
The first. a
trial parachute flare to see if there was
sufficient open space to try a landing with
wing lights. and if not. to climb to sufficient
altitude into the overcast. cut my ignition.
set the stabilizer for a glide. and bailout.
without fear of total destruction of my mail
cargo or injury to myself...
Pretty smart thinking all the way through.
don't you agree? If not. try it yourself some
bitter cold night. without benefit of armchair,
pipe. lounging robe and slippers!

TNT
Up!

Up!

FOR

TOKYO

My' lads, the moon is fair.

We've work to do in upper air.
cargo, tonight, as you must know.
Is T. N. T. for Tokyo.
Avenge Pearl Harbor and Bataan?
Hell Yes!

We'll do that - every man.

And. time is near when we will

sow

Our righteous wrath on Tokyo.
We'll comb the land. the clouds.

the seas

Until we find the Japanese.
And when we do we'll

fix them so

They'll not return to Tokyo.
So gather, Eagles. in your might,
A battle brood that's fit to fight.
Equipped with men and planes

to go,

We'll blast Hell out of Tokyo.
N. R. Cooper.
Lt. Col •• Air Corps.
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OWN through the years America's soldier
has provided inspiration for story, poem
and song. But no less i.posing is his contribution to the pictorial arts, whose vast
galleries revea1 hI. in a ~titude
of artistic
styles.
Each of A.erica's wars has produced not only
styles and idioms of artistic expression. but
often definite characters.
These, in ti.e.
have becoae associated definitely with that
war.
World 'ar r gave us such well-re .. ~ered
character izations as the "Dere Mabel" Ber ies.
Ahern's "Balmy Benny" and Bruce Bairnsfatber's
"Ole Bill". The Spanish-American
and Civil
Wars produced their particular characters.
Even the present day cartoon conception of
"Uncle Sam" dates back to the Mexican 1IJar.
It is not unusual. then, that this war shoWd
produce its crop of characters destined to join
the parade.
At Chanute Field such a character baa taken

Sergeant

Lent,

upper left,
career,

and aviation
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rank with the thOusands of soldiers undergoing
technical traininq there. His IlGIte is "Heggie".
He is the brainchild of Sergeant William T.
Lent, staff artist assigned to the Chanute
Field pd>1ic relati0D8 depart.ent.
Ita to pedigree. '"Reggie" baa absolutely none.
He did not co~ in a drea-. nor creep out of
the mists of ieagination.
He just pOpPed up
one day before Artist Lent's drawing board in
the public relations office--a real flesh-andblood soldier. with an elfish cu.t in his eye
and a hair-trigger silile. He had a way that
was pleasing and a good personality.
Alert Sergeant Lent recognized in this soldier
so.ething that typified all the soldiers at
Chmmte Field. LeDt'. peD rapidly traced lines
on his drmriag board; the sketch took form-cmd in a Ilinuteor two. U,,'e was a character!
Sergeant Lent stylized his DeW character.
aDd without altering hi. physically from his
real-life prototype, dev.loped a personality
which bad iDdividuality, yet ellbodied certain

and some glimpses from the life
of his brainchild "Reg~ie"
JUNE
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collective traits of all the men around him.
Such a depiction is not easy. But Sergeant
Lent--Private Lent in those days--was a skilled
illustrator who came to the Army with a wellrounded background in the field of art. He had
left a position in the art department of one
of the country s largest firms and came to
Chanute Field where his talents were put to
work in the public relations department.
"Reggie- made his debut officially as a
cartoon character June 6, 1941, in Wings, the
Chanute Field post newspaper. He offered something different in soldier art. Unlike most
cartoon strips, Lent used no "blurbs" and the
pictorial story depended entirely on action
for its continuity.
Under Lent's guidance "Reggie" was a personable fellow whose antics were designed to bring
a laugh and at the same time carry a moral.
Often the moral was secondary to the laugh--but
the two were usually there together.
Thus, "Reggie" in a sense became a "propagandist'~-at least an instrument to put ideas
across in a pleasing way without preaching about
it. Truth is, he has been detailed to countless
such assignments, putting forth a message in
one way or another, and serving up a smile at
the same time.
And how do the soldier readers who follow
"Reggie's" adventures like him?
Some time ago a poll was taken and "Reggie"
proved himself 100 percent popular.
When
Artist Lent was released from service October 16, 1941. because of his age, "Reggie"
dropped from the pages of Wings and the pleas
were so numerous that Lent threatened to continue the feature after his return to civil
life. However, Lent re-enlisted last January 9
and "Reggie"promptly
returned to his former
place in Wings.
Most creatures of the imagination lack realism. Not so with "Reggie". Lent spends hours
observing the men around him and the product
of these observations asserts itself in the
shape of "Reggie's" next strip. The remarkable
fact is that "Reggie" was patterned after one
typical soldier, but reflects the characteristics of many different ones.
When Lent returned to duty in January interest
in Aviation Cadet training was at a high pitch.
and "Reggie" was launched on a new career as
an Aviation Cadet, which series is currently
appearing in Wings, keeping the advantages of
this field of training constantly before post
personnel.
The "Reggie" strip has attracted wide attention
and from time to time has been reproduced in
numerous newspapers, magazines and other national publications. Presently it is appearing
through a courtesy arrangeme9t in Texacts. post
newspaper at Sheppard Field.
In its broader aspects, the "Reggie" cartoon
has had a material effect on morale at Chanute
Field; not alone in the particular sense that
he has provided amusement through his humorous
JUNE
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antics, but more through the fact that he has
been a source of inspiration.
It was in a
large measure because of interest in "Reggie"
that Chanute Field soldiers staged an art exhibition between August 16 and September 9 last
year.
Actually there were many soldiers who had
artistic ability. Seeing "Reggie" as a product
of their own post, made them eager to have a
go at drawing, painting and photography.
The Chanute Field exposition, one of, if not
the first of its kind in the Army, brought
together many men of mutual interest.
The
event was Widely publicized and interest outside
Chanute Field was equally ardent. Supported
by the post newspaper and civilian newspapers
in the area, thousands 9f soldiers and civilians
viewed the exhibit, which was climaxed when a
committee of prominent artists judged the winners.
In the ranks of American soldiery today there
are doubtless many other budding masters. The
barracks room scene~the shadowed hangar--the
study of a single face--these and many more
rise up from the soldier's canvas to present
a story no words can tell. All combine to make
a picture-history that will live.
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ESCUING 56 ship~wrecked sailors is all
in the day's work for the crew of a big
Sunderland flying boat of the RAF Coastal Command.
One day while making a routine patrol flight
the captain of the flying boat spotted three
life-boat loads of men floating aimlessly down
below. Landing, he piled the whole bunch--56
of them--into his ship and brought them home.
He had to taxi for five miles over the sea before he could get his plane in the air.
The r-escuedmen were the survi~ors of a U-Boat
attack on a British merchantman 200 miles off
the coast of Britain.
They had been adrift
for 16 hours.

S

PECIAL instruction in military camouflage
for Air Forces officers will be started
shortly at the Engineer School, Fort Belvoir,
Va. and at the Aviation Enginesr School, March
Field, Calif.
The first class, held at Fort Belvoir, will
be for 70 officers--50 from the Air Forces and
20 from the Ground Forces.
The course will
consist of two weeks' intensive training, including concealment of airdromes, dispersal
and concealment of aircraft. and the use of
photographs in camouflage interpretation. The
course will also include the carrying out of
actual camouflage projects in the field.
The purpose of the course will be to extend
a knowledge of camouflage throughout the Air
Forces and to prOVide every squadron with officers trained in the use of camouflage in
combat operations.
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Aa::in 1930 it would have seemed logical to
predict that by 1940 the maximum speed for
aircraft would be about 575 mph. since from
1920 to 1930 the speed increase was about 19
miles per hour per year. But it is now 1942
and the maximum speed record is approximately
100 mph less than would have been predicted
in 1930.
This question immediately
arises.
Why
does the curve flatten out. indicating that
higher speeds are getting harder and harder
to attain?
There are a good many reasons for this.
Among the most important are: the "compressibility effect" on the propeller and airplane;
power plant design; want of more maneuverability; increased armament; cost; and last
but by no means least. the physiological aspect.
The factors affecting the speed of an airplane are horse power. propeller efficiency,
drag. wing characteristics and weight. Also.
after attaining a speed of about 350 mph an
entirely new factor comes up which has to do
with the approach to the speed of sound. After
passing this speed (350 mph) the effect of
compressibility of the air becomes noticeable.
and the compressibility effects become worse
as the speed increases.
Whenever the velocity of the air around any
part of the airplane equals the speed of sound.
a so-called shock wave is formed. This causes
an entirely new type of air flow. When this
compressibility shock wave forms. a considerable amount of energy is lost as heat and the
drag jumps up. At the same time. the lift
decreases so that a greater angle of attack is
required. thus leading to a further increase
in drag. All of these factors are included
in a high speed equation. and a very simple
high-speed curve may be plotted as shown in
the graph. A little explanation of this curve
will enable anyone to approximate the high
speed of almost any airplane.
Three things must be known about the airplane; weight. wing area. and horse power.
These three quantities are easily obtainable
because of their basic importance in the airplane design. From these quantities the wing
loading and thrust horse power loading can be
found by use of the following equation:
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Wing Lood.inq

2

= Weight

(Pounds)
Wing Area (Square Feet)

Thrust Horse Power Loading = Weight (Pounds)
Horse Power x .85
Starting with the wing loading at "A", going
horizontally to the line that corresponds to the
shape of the airplane being considered. which
gives point "B". go vertical1..¥from "B" to the
curve that corresponds to the thrust horse
power loading which gives us point "C" and
going horizontally back to the left side of
chart to point "n" which is the maximum airplane velocity in mph.
It is noticed from the graph that it is almost
impossible to get a speed over 575 mph even
with an airplane that is super-clean. having
a 60 lb. per sq. ft. wing loading and a thrust
horse power loading of one lb. per horse power.
(Maximum speeds referred
to in this article apply
only to horizontal flight. Aircraft speeds in excess
of 600 mph have been made in free falls. As a matter
of Inrereet',thitltheory of maximum speed was advanced
by Prof. Baldwin at the University of California atl
far back atl 1926. • .Ed.)
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Boeing ~ -:JI'Iing :lo,.t,.e:u . . .

Toughest of All
NE of the most effective weapons in the
O
Army Air Forces' arsenal is the
B-17
Flying Fortress. General Arnold has described
Boeing

it as • the guts and baclcbone of our aer ial offensive". Under the shadow of its wings. death
and destruction have descended on laps. GerllCms
and Italians from Luzon to Libya aod froa Hamburg to Hanoi.
The Flying Fortresses now ranging the air
fronts of this global war are the result of IDOre
than eight years effort by the workers and engineers of the Boeing Aircraft Co. and the pi.
lots and engineers of the Army Air Forces. The
history of this ship has been as stormy as it
has been significant.
Our air force has always sought to extend the
range of its striking power. By 1934 the Martin
~ 10 bOlllberbed pointed the way toward development of high speed. multi-engined
monoplane
bod:>ers with an internally braced wing. We entered the four engine field with a design contest which was won by Boeing. The Boeing design
called for a four engine monoplane with a 150
foot wingspread. heavy defensive armament and a
weight of 35 tons. The Air Forces ordered an
experimental model. the XB-15. to be built for
the Boeing design and announced .cnot ber competition for flying models of multi-engined bombers.
To enter this contest Boeing hatched a smaller
design from its XB-lS plans. added construction
features of its highly successful commercial
transport-the Model 247-and produced the fourengined Boeing Model 299. Design of the 299 was
begun in August. 1934. and 11 months later the
plane was successfully test flown at Seattle.
This $600.000 experiment weighed 16 tons
against the projected 35 of the XB-lS and had a
wing span of 104 feet. It had a slim. highly
tapered fuselage marked by gun emplacement blisters. Its four engines were set in the leading
edge of its single wing; bOlllbload. defenaive
arJllClllent.
speed and range surpassed those of all
previous ~rs.
lust a year after its design was begun. the
299 was flown from Seattle to Wright Field
(2.000 miles) by Boeing Test Pilot Lee Towers in
nine hours for an average of 226 miles per
hour-an unofficial non-stop speed-distcmce record. , At Wright Field the 299 was entered as
the XB-17 in competition with twin engined models and flown by both Boeing and Air Corps personnel. Before the tests were cOllpleted the big
ship crashed after taking off with locked controls.
On the basis of its performance the Air Forces
ordered 13 YB-17s for service testing in the
field and an extra model to be broken up in static testing at Wright Field. The first YB-17
was delivered in January. 1937. and all were in
serv ice by midsummer.
Few planes have been given such arduous service test~ as those first Flying Fortresses. It
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was this batch of Fortresses. flown by the men
of the Second Bombardment Group at Langley
Field. that were to make aviation history and
lay the foundations for the development of heavy
bombardment. The records of the first ferrying
flights to deliver new Fortresses from Seattle
to Langley include the names of some of the men
who later flew these planes to fame--Maj. Gen.
Robert Olds , Brig. Gen. Harold Lee George. Col.
C. V. Haynes. Lieut. Col. Alva Harvey. Major W.
D. Old and others who now wear decorations won
by the exploits in the big B-17s.
Among the
crewmen were COpt. Adolph CQttarius and Lieut.
James Sands who rose to their present ranks from
sergeants as a result of their work on fourengined bombers.
With their YB-17s the pilots and crews of the
Second Bombardment Group smashed records with
great regularity.
They flew the Fortresses
higher. faster and farther with heavier loads
than any other military plane and they pointed
out the path of heavy bombardment development in
spectacular fashion.
General aIds led a flight of six Fortresses
from Langley Field to Buenos Aires in February
of 1938 and in November 1939 led another flight
of Fortresses to Rio de Janeiro.
The Buenos
Aires flight won the Mackay trophy for the Group
and the Distinguished Flying Cross for General
aIds. General George. and Cols. C.V. Haynes
and Vincent J. Meloy flew three Fortresses to
Bogota. Colombia. in August. 1938. To settle an
argument on the plane's range. a B-17 was flown
1.400 miles non-stop from Bolling Field to Bermuda and return.
During the summer of 1938 military economic
and political pressure threatened to end future
development of the B-17 and might have succeeded
but for the performance of a Langley Field pilot. During a long range test a heavily loaded
B-17 was inadvertently stalled and spun through
a heavy overcast. The plane's wings were bent
due to the excessive load developed during the
maneuver but the pilot recovered from the spin
and landed the plane safely. Recording instruments carried on the flight showed that the
plane had held up under more strain than it was
designed to stand.
This performance eliminated the necessity of
static testing the 14th plane in the YB series.
Maj. Gen. Oliver P. Echols. then chief engineer
of the Materiel Division. ordered the static
test plane converted into a flying model and
equipped with turbo-superchargers to experiment
with high altitude performance.
At that time
there were no further funds for B-17 development.
If it were not for the unscheduled
Langley Field performance. the Fortress might
never have climbed into the stratosphere and
proved the value of heavy bombardment.
Engineers of the Air Forces and the Boeing
Company collaborated on installation
of the
turbo-superchargers on this plane and it took to
the air over Seattle in January 1939 as the
YB-17A. the first stratosphere bomber. On the
30

basis of the YB-17A's performance. the 39 B-l7Bs
were ordered equipped with turbo-superchargers.
During the summer of 1939 the growing Fortress
family smashed a series of national and international records to celebrate the 30th anniversary
of the Air Corps. General Olds began the record
breaking on July 23. piloting a YB-17 to 24.034
feet with a payload of 5.000 kilograms. This
performance set three national records. Two
days later Lieut. Col. Alva Harvey. piloting
another Langley Field YB-17. carried a 5.000 kg
payload for 2.000 kilometers averaging 200 mph
to set eight national records.
August 1 of 1939 was a big day for the B-17s.
Capt. C. S. Irvine in a 17A carried a 2.000 kg
payload (or 5.000 kilometers. averaging 166 mph
to break the international record set the year
before by two Italian airmen. On the same day
Capt. Irvine reached 34.025 feet in the B-17A
carrying a 5.000 kg payload to smash the international record set by two German pilots in a
Junkers model in 1938.
That same day the first B-17B to roll off the
Boeing production line arrived in New York just
9 hours. 14 minutes and 30 seconds out of Los
Angeles averaging 265 mph to smash the old
transcontinental record of 221 mph made by the
Douglas DC -1 in 1935. Col. Stanley Umstecd and
Lieut. Col. Leonard F. Harman. now chief of the
Bombardment Branch. Production
Division at
Wright Field. were the pilots. Their flight was
made at an average altitude of over 26.000 feet.
The XB-l~ which mcde its first fliqht in October 1937. also took part in the record breaking.
Piloted by Col. Haynes and Maj. Old the XB-15
carried 31.180 pounds payload to 8.200 feet on
July 30 to set an international record for payload at 6.000 feet. On August 1-2 Col. Haynes
and Maj. Old set an international speed record
of 166 mph over.5.000 kilometers with a 2.000 kg
payload. The B-15 flew steadily for 18 hours
and 40 minutes over a closed course between
Patterson Field and the MacChesney airport near
Rockford. Ill.
Col. Haynes also flew the B-15 from Langley
Field'to Santiago, Chile with a ton of Red
Cross supplies to relieve victims of the September 1939 earthquake in Chile. He received the
Distinguished Flying Cross for this performance.
The B-17C appeared in 1940 with flat paneled
gun position replacing the blisters in the early
models and a "bath tub" gun position slung unde:
the fuselage. Armor plate protected all 9wmers
and the engines' horsepower was boosted. Early
in 1941 20 B-17C's were diverted to the RAF in
England and Egypt.
About the time the B-l7D was making its debut
with leakproof fuel tanks. engine cowl flaps for
better cooling in fast climbs. 1200 hp. engines
and speed of more than 300 mph. the B-17C was
making its combat debut as the Fortress I of the

HAF.
France was basking in the warmth of early summer. Shimmering heat waves rippled over the
countryside around Brest. Only around the great
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The New AT-IS
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WO new twin-engine advanced trainers for
combat crew instruction--the
AT-13 and
Ar-15--are being delivered to the Air Forces.
The AT-13--already accepted by the Air Forces
for quantity production--is
made by the Fairchild Corp.
It is a midwing monoplane of duramold plywood construction. powered by radial.
air-cooled engines.
It will be used for the
training of crews of four to six men. including
pilots. bombardiers.
navigators and gunners.
Equipment includes tricycle landing gear. machine gun turret. internal bomb racks. bomb
scoring camera. radio. compass. marker beacon
and a complete interplane communication system.
Wing span is about 52 feet and weight about
11.000 pounds.
The AT-15--still in the test stage--is being
manufactured for the Air Forces by Boeing's new
Midwestern
plant.
Like the AT-13. it is designed for the integrated training of pilots.
co-pilots.
bombardiers.
navigators
and gun
crews.
Equipped with constant speed props.
radio compass. automatic pilot. radio. flexible
machine gun. gun camera. power turret and bomb
bay. the AT-IS looks like a small twin-engine
bomber.
It is constructed of steel tubing with
wood-faired. fabric covered fuselage and plywood
covered wings and surfaces. Powered with Pratt
and Whitney engines. it has a speed of over 200
miles an hour. Wing span is 59 feet. length. 42
feet.
AIRPLANE

MODELS

HELP

WAR

EFFORT

Miniature airplanes of both Axis and Allied
powers are being constructed by special contractors to the Army Air Forces. With these models. built to a scale of one inch to six feet.
high altitude bomber crews learn how to identify
each nation's warplanes.
Models now under construction cover the military and naval aircraft
of the United States. Great Britain. Australia.
France. Italy. Germany and Japan.
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ITHIN the next few months color photographs
will be possible from altitudes of from five
or six miles.
Color film ordinarily used for
photos from 12.000 to 15.000 feet will not work
at all from five to six miles--too muddy and unbalanced. This problem is being solved with the
use of a three-lens camera with matched lenses
and special combinations of films and filters
which vary from day to day with weather conditions.
Wright Field engineers also report that color
photography is now possible at night--with the
aid of brilliant flash bombs of colored light.
The flashes of these bombs are so bright they
can be seen for 200 miles. Photoelectric shutter trippers insure that the picture is taken
at the peak intensity of the flash.

GENERATOR

PROGRESS

Generator

Lab

In Wright Field's electrical laboratories.
Materiel Command engineers have developed aircraft generators which produce 800 percent more
power than those of a few years ago. This has
been accomp11shed while the weight of generators
was being reduced from 32 to 27 pounds.
This
great increase in voltage per p~lnd was made
possible through perfection of design and increased generator speed. Aeronautical generators now must supply power for from seven to 20
miles of electrical wiring in Air Forces planes.
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adjustable wind pressure--which can be selected
within a four to 30 mile per hour range. A 10
mile per hour pressure is usually used. This
means that the tee will remain in a pattern setting until a wind of at least 10 mile per hour
velocity develops from a new direction.
The tee was designed and constructed by Mr.
George Frock. Maintenance Superintendent.
and
Roy Lindsey. Chief Mechanic at Thunderbird
Field.
WRIGHT

Drew Field's

FIELD

"TEST

CLUB"

"Er se t z " Box Car

A

LTHOUGH
the neatest railroad is six miles
away. resourceful officers at Drew Field.
Florida. have solved the problem of teaching enlisted men how to load and unload freight cars
by erecting a "reasonable facsimile" on air base
property.
Shipping materiel by freight is a
necessary part of Air Forces supply.
The simulated box car was built under the
supervision of Major Robert E. Slack. Base Supply Officer. and was the idea of Colonel Melvin
B. Asp. Commanding Officer of Drew Field. It is
complete with ramp and side loading platform.
and is portable.
It can be converted from a 40foot box car to a longer 50-foot flat car with
very little effort.
Sides may be adjusted to
both 8~ and 9~ feet widths.
In a recent demonstration
a picked crew of
men were able to load over 9000 pounds of Air
Forces equipment into the car in less than 11
minutes.
Another test crew moved two 10-wheel
trucks aboard the car and prepared for movement
in 20 minutes.
.
THUNDERBIRD'S

"TEE"

largest wind-tee in the world
THEpilots
at the Air Forces Primary

guides
Flying
School. Thunderbird Field. Arizona.
The huge
tee is patterned after the regulation Army tee.
but is proportionately larger--with an overall
length of more than 71 feet.
The wind finder may be used as a "convertible
tee". turned by as little as one mile per hour
of wind. or as a pattern tee. If used as a pattern tee. the device will turn only at a certain
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EnAine

Testing

at

Wright

The picture above shows the way engines are
tested at Wright Field. The six-bladed "object"
hooked on the front of this engine is not a propeller.
Materiel Command officers call it a
"test club". After an engine has whirled this
monster around for a couple of days. Wright
Field experts have a pretty good idea what it
can do for an airplane.

• •

T

HE new Aircraft Year Book for 1942. pub-

lished by the Aeronautical
Chamber
of
Commerce. has been printed and is now on sale.
The year book contains a section on the Army
Air Forces. one on the Navy Air Forces and
another on air transport activities. in addition
to a number of special divisions on all phases
of aviation.
A directory of airplane. engine
and aviation equipment manufacturers
is also
included in the appendix.
Editor of the Year Book was Howard Mingos.
of the Aeronautical Chamber of Commerce.
The
Chamber is located at 30 Rockefeller
Plaza.
New York Cit y.
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Airdromes
(Continued from Page 12)
of the field and operation of airplanes becomes
more dif ficult .
Aircraft land and take-off into the wind decreasing their speed relative to the ground. and
hence. the distance required for taking-off or
landing. However. it is not always possible to
land directly into the wind. With light winds
under 5 miles per hour. cross-winds are not
serious. but as the velocity increases. it becomes progressively more important to control
the direction. Naturally. it will be impossible
to meet every condition for the number of runways is limited. Although in peace a larger
number can be built. in war. at a maximum. a
field airdrome may have 3 runways. and normally
2 runways will suffice.
Only in regions of
constant winds will a single direction field be
constructed.
The arrangement of runways must be such as to
utilize the existing ground to maximum advantage. Conventional symmetrical and triangular
intersecting layouts should be avoided. Not
only are these patterns difficult to camouflage.
but the intersections provide vulnerable targets. Instead. a more irregular pattern without
crossing intersections should be sought.
Aircraft performance has a definite relationship to the size of the landing and take-off
area. In general. as the wing loading of an
airplane is increased. the stalling speed of the
airplane increases; consequently the speed which
must be attained prior to take-off is greater
and the minimum safe speed which must be maintained in gliding in for a landing is also
greater. It follows that the distance required
for an airplane to take-off and land is increased. For each type of military airplane.
the wing loading. as well as the ground roll
required for taking-off and landing are given in
official publications.
As these figures are
obtained by experienced pilots under favorable
conditions. these take-off and landing distances
should be increased 20 to 30 per cent to obtain
the safe requirement for service conditions.
Normally it will not be necessary to know the
exact makes of airplanes and their characteristics. as by experience. standard runway requirements have been established for all gen~ral
classes. The pilot naturally wants the max~mum
length possible. and the engineer. pu~hed
for time. the minimum permissible.
The f~nal
length selected will be a compromise. based not
only on the type of aircraft which is to use the
airfield (and any field may have to take several
types) but also on the condition of the approaches. the obstructions and the altitude of
the field.
Although greater lengths are desirable for
safety. especially for training units. at operational airdromes the following are the minimum
runway dimensions which should be equalled or
exceeded.
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(1) Light Observation only:
length. •
.2500 feet
Width ..
100 "
Shoulder.
. 100 " (each side)
(2) Pursuit
Length ..
.3500 feet
Width ..
150 "
Shoulder.
. 150 " (each side)
(3) Bombardment
Length..
.4500 feet
Width. .
. 150 "
Shoulder. . . . 175 " (each side)
The above lengths apply at sea level only. Increased length 'must be provided at higher altitudes for the take-off run and the landing run.
as airplanes land and take-off at higher speeds
and climb at flatter angles as the altitude
above sea level increases. As a rule of thumb.
increase the distance required at sea level 10
per cent for every 1000 feet increase in alti- '
tude.
It should be noted that the shoulders are an
essential part of the runway. and should be
graded to the same grades. At field airdromes.
it is not contemplated that the entire landing
field will be leveled and seeded. With runways
of adequate width. supplemented by this additional cleared strip on each side. there appears
to be no military reason demanding the leveling
of the remainder of the area. If the ground is
unsuited for use without runways. planes unable
to land on the runways will gain little benefit
by having the whole area graded. The clea~ed
strip on either side of the runway should g~ve
ample margin of safety for planes temporarily
out of control which run off the pavement.
Although desirable to have clearing continued
to give a cleared strip 500' wide each side of
the center line. at field airdromes vegetation
and low trees which are not major hazards may be
left within this 1000' strip. Where local terrain conditions require. airplane revetments may
be located within 300 feet of the runway center
line. No construction should be permitted in
prolongation of the runway.
In general. the maximum grade. longitudinally
and transversely. should not exceed one per cent
(t%). Grade changes should be gradual. not
exceeding one-half of the one per cent (~) in
anyone hundred foot interval. Runway longitudinal intersection grades should be joined by
vertical curves at least 500 feet in length.
Where practicable. the longitudinal tangent
interval between vertical curves on runways
should not be less than 1000 feet long.
Runways must be sited to avoid obstacles at
their prolongation. as a clear glide pat~ of not
less than 1/20 is needed.
When poss~ble. a
glide angle of 1/40 should be prOVided for the
distance of two miles in the approach zone. For
instrument. runways or where overload take-offs
are planned. this glide angle should be 1/50 for
the first 1000 feet. (This is the first of a aeries
of three
Smyser.
issue .)

articles
on wartime
airdromes
The second article will appear

by Colonel
in the July
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HEN the Gulf Coast Air Force Training Center dropped airplane and engine operation
from the Aviation Cadet basic flying curriculum
in February.
Randolph
Field.
the Army Air
Forces oldest and largest of the basic flying
schools. was left with one vast school-hangar.
fully-equipped.
but without a student to call
its own.
But only for four days.
It took just that
long to convert that part of fledgling training into the new streamlined
mechanics school
which has been grinding
out enlisted groundcrewmen with methodical
regularity.
They aren't expert mechanics.
these newest
graduates
of the AAF's
new "Training
Type
Mechanics School for Enl isted Men". but they' re
definitely on the way. if the Training Center's
theory of operation
proves correct.
And it
has--up
until now. at least.
The purpose of the short. concentrated
twoweek course is to teach the basic soldier or
newly-enlisted
man the approved
methods
of
inspection and maintenance of training planes.
and such other technical duties normally performed in the school squadrons of the Training
Center.
No attempt is made to take the place
of the Air Force Technical
schools
such as
Chanute Field. Ill .. where a more comprehensive
course
is presented.
The short course was
designed
specifically
to meet the needs of
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ne~ly-opened.
and opening. schools throughout
the vast 31-school
Training
Center.
Each
school. in turn. will eventually train its own
mechanics.
A mechanic cannot be thoroughly
trained in
such a short time.
However.
the fundamental
or basic
technical
knowledge
can be given
without entering
into too much detail.
For
example.
the ability of a student
to remove
and re-install a magneto or carburetor and to
understand
the principle
of operation
and
routine maintenance is sufficient.
It is not
necessary
for him to know how to completely
overhaul such equipment.
With this foundation.
he can quickly go on with his learning when
he has been reassigned back to his squadron-or should he decide to apply for advanced training at one of the technical schools.
From the time the new enlistee
reports at
Randolph until two weeks (96 hours of actual
instruction) later. he is in the hands of First
Lieut. W.C. Holton and his specialist-instructor
faculty of 25 non-commissioned
officers. each
of whom is an expert in his own right.
Lieutenant Holton himself is a veteran instructormechanic with 14 years of experience. including
the eleven years which Randolph Field has been
in operation.
He has trained
over 20,000
Aviation Cadets in mechanics.
He received his
commission only last April.
Students
in the mechanics
school are all
volunteers. and are chosen by set quotas distributed between Randolph Field and the other
schools in the Training Center.
"These men."
says Lieutenant Holton. "represent the 'forgotten men' of the Air Forces - -the basic soldier
whose ability would never be recognized if it
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were not tapped and brought to the Service in crete mooring rings are available. He will do
this manner.
all this and much more.
"Some of them have never even seen the inside
Then. at the end of his two weeks he will
of a hangar. but that's nothing new to us. We r~ceive his certificate. which usually reaches
make mechanics out of them just the same; all h~m the following week--after he has already
we ask is the willingness to learn."
reported to the flying line of his original
The curriculum of the course consists of 72 field to assume his unheralded job as one of
hours of classroom lectures. highly effective
~he nine men on the ground who keep one flyvisual training film instruction. demonstrations ~ng.
and practice jobs--supplemented by 24 hours of
calisthenics and drill. A passing average of
TilE GIlEEKS FLY ON
70 must be maintained at all times.
NSPIRED by the desire to carryon
the
As for the actual instruction. this is roughly
struggle
against
Nazi
tyranny
and
to
free
divided in the following mcinner:
Six hours to fundamental engine.principles and their country. the Royal Greek Air Force has
engine construction; 12 hours to carburet ion. been working for many months to prepare itself
fuel systems. and technical orders; 12 hours to for the day when it could form independent
ignition. generators. generator control panels. units to join the squadrons of the Royal Air
starters. spark plugs. etc.; six hours to hy- Forces in the Middle East.
That day has now arrived. and Hurricane
draulic systems. engine operation (starting and
fighters.
ornamented with the colors of the
stopping. etc.); nine hours to aircraft construction. landing gear. wheels. and brakes and standard of Greece. will soon be in action on
propellers; 18 hours to practice work on test the desert front.
Many of the personnel. both air crews and
blocks. such as practice installation of magnet~s. carburetors. fuel pumps. fuel pressure ground staff. escaped from Greece and Crete durrel~ef valves or combination fuel units. con- ing the campaign of the spring of 1941. Others
trollable pitch propellers and trouble-shooting. followed when they heard of the formation of a
The test block period also includes the practice Royal Greek Air Force in the Middle East.
work of performing a complete 50-hour inspection The stream of volunteers increases daily. and
every man is Greek.
on the engine.
The long period of training presented many
The latter is the backbone of the course-where the student is taught the approved method difficulties. but schools were established. reof inspection and maintenance through the use pair centers organized and clerical and operaof inspection forms which may mean the differ- tional branches were formed.
All the pilots flew either on the Albanian
ence between life and death of the man up in
front against the Italians or during the German
the air.
"And they take pride in their work. as the good invasion. They are looking forward to a renewal
mechanic does." says Lieutenant Holton. "He of contact with the Royal Air Force. with which
may not know the man who flies the plane. but they fought in Greece.
These forces do not represent the total effort
if he can put his own personal stamp of approval
Numerous pion the machine he's just as proud as the man of the Royal Greek Air Force.
lots.
ground
crews.
air
gunners.
observers.
enwho takes it up."
gineers
and
personnel
of
all
categories
are
The school is conducted right on the Randolph
flying line. and is held in one of the hangars being trained for the expansion that is to come.
In addition. bomber pilots of the Royal Greek
which is complete with classrooms. practice
equipment. and actual training-plane wing and Air Force have already helped in anti-submarine
patrols over the Mediterranean. for many months.
fuselage cut-aways. A complete museum exhibit
This
Unit. which has the cooperation of Greek
of motors dating back to World War I helps reNaval
officers. is also to be reinforced.
mind the students of what remarkable strides
--RAF Journal
military aviation has made in the last near-40
years. In the course itself. the student will
see service on motors ranging from the 450Small models of German planes are used as
horsepower BT-9 to 1000- and 1200-horsepower
practice targets at the Air Forces gunnery
Allison motors used in the fastest pursuit
school at Harlingen. Texas.
ships.
In the practice labs he will "ground-fly" a
Students at Air Forces gunnery schools praccomplete ground-built. control-operated "mock- tice first on stationary ground targets. then
up" of a training plane. He can also trace moving ground targets. before taking to the air.
its entire electrical circuit through every
tiny wire and switch; he can go back and trace
Fifty million square feet of blueprints were
fuel distribution by a system of glass-enclosed turned out during 1941 at Wright Field. which
threads which show the direction of movement.
has the largest blueprinting plant in the world.
He will tear down and reassemble starters. genThe machines of this plant can turn out enough
erators. magnetos. and carburetors; he will blueprints in one week to span the earth in a
learn how to moor a ship when no regular con- foot-Wide circle.

I

•

•

•

•
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Ger_any~s Messersehmitt
Dlsseetlng the 109

+

The lIesserschmitt 109 is one of the German Luftwaffe's standard pursuits.
It is a single seater, low wing, skin-stressed monoplane with a cantilever
single-spar type wing. Its E model is powered by an 1150 horsepower Daimler
Benz liquid-cooled
inverted V-12 motor.
A similar type 1200 horsepower
motor is used in the F. It carries a three-bladed propeller and mounts a 20
DIJI cannon
and two machine guns which fire forward from the fuselage.
Its
normal flying weight is 6,050 pounds. Armor protects the pilot's head and
back.
The following conclusions on the flying characteristics and maintenance of
the 109 were reached by engineers
of the Royal Air Force after extensive
tests of captured models.
The flying characteristics apply only to the E
model. No flying experience had been obtained on the F at the time of this
report.

MAINTENANCE
XAMINATION of the MEl09 models indicates
that great care has been taken by German designers to insure ease of maintenance in the
field by crews with a minimum of skill and experience. Inspection doors are liberally provided and are locked by a single fastener of the
spring-loaded push button type. The doors open
easily without tools and prOVide a good flush
fit when closed. Wing guns are particularly accessible through a large hinged door along the
leading edge.
Rigging points for plumb bolts. straight
edges. etc .• are marked by dome-headed rivets
which stand out from the skin and are painted
red. There is no adjustment for wing incidence.
A simple and convenient jacking arran~ement is
provided by holes in opposite sides of the fuselage. A bar can be passed through these doors
and supported on framework on either side.
The universal use of multi-pin plug and socket
electrical connections is an important factor in
maintenance.
These connections consist of
shielded plugs held by wire yokes which are
easily releasable by hand. Every detachable
sub-assembly involving wiring is served through
such connections so that no dislocation of wiring is necessary when the sub-assembly is removed. On the 109F the sockets of all plug connections serving the engine are grouped on a
single panel.
No fuses are employed. Their places are taken
by a small group of switches controlled by temperature. Tripping anyone of these switches is
revealed by raising a button on the particular
switch: resetting is done by pushing down the
button. The time spent looking for and replacing ordinary blown fuses is eliminated.
The combined hand and electric inertia type
engine starter is very good and makes starting
independent of the electrical system. Engine
removal and replacement can be performed very
quickly by virtue of the simple standardized
mounting and the electrical plug connections.

E
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FLYING
HE general conclusion is that the 109
handles well and has excellent response to
the controls at low speeds. But all controls
become far too heavy at speeds over 300 miles
per hour. The ailerons become virtually solid
at 400 miles per hour and maneuverability at
high speeds is considerably restricted.
The turning circle of the 109 is also poor.
At 1200 feet the circle is 885 feet compared
with 696 feet for the Spitfire. This is due to
the higher wing loading on the German ship.
which is 32 pounds per square foot compared to
25 pounds on the Spitfire. The disadvantages
resulting from high wing loading and aileron
freeze detract considerably from its fighting
qualities. the RAF reports.
These disadvantages are to some extent offset
by good performance at high altitude. excellent
rate of climb. gentle and amply warned stalls.
The 109 has an absolute ceiling of 37.500 feet.
Its best rate of climb is developed at low air
speed and consequently the angle of climb is
very good. The 109 has a direct fuel injection
engine which does not sputter or cut out under
negative "G" such as occurs when diving suddenly
to seek cloud shelter.
The stall is very gentle with no tendency to
spin. Ample warning of the approach to the
stall is given by aileron vibration and buffetting. Owing to the high wing loading the stall
occurs at relatively high airspeeds.
The take-off run is remarkably short and the
initial rate of climb excellent.
Flaps are
lowered 20% on take-off. Landing is tricky until the peculiar feel of setting the tail down
is mastered.
Wheels are well forward of the
center of gravity and heavy braking is possible
immediately after the wheels touch without producing tail lift. The 109 can be taxied extremely fast.
The ship has an adjustable stabilizer. Lack
of an adjustable rudder results in additional
pilot fatigue since there is a large change of
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direction rudder trim required at high speeds
and continuous application of rudder controls to
keep a straight course is very tiring.
Slots open at very high air speed and their
opening is accompanied by aileron vibration
which is transmitted back to the stick and is
sufficient to spoil a pilot's aim in combat and
make accurate looping impossible. Vibration
stops when slots are fully open.
Lowering flaps produces nose heaviness which
is compensated by stabilizer adjustment. Controls of flaps and stabilizer are made by a
single handle which automatically makes adjustments for flap lowering.
On the 109E the ailerons are connected with
the flaps and come down 11 degrees with them.
This does not detract from the effectiveness of
the ailerons but makes them feel heavier . This
inter-connection is not present on the 109F. A
very simple and effective flap position indicator is used. Lines painted on the slotted flaps
at 10 degree intervals lie under the trailing
edge of the wing and emerge into the pilot's
view as the flaps are lowered. Take-off and
landing positions are indicated by different
colored lines. Flap operations are entirely mechanical by screw and nut gear and avoid the
vulnerability of hydraulic systems.
The 109 cockpit is too cramped for comfort.
It is too narrow and has insufficient head room
and a tiring seat position. The cramped position seriously restricts the force the pilot can
exert on the controls. particularly side pressures for the ailerons.
Extreme simplicity is featured in the engine
controls. The throttle arrangements are made by
manipulating a single lever. Mixture control.
supercharger speed. oil temperature and propeller pitch are all controlled automatically.
Instruments are well grouped with flying instruments on the left and engine gauges on the
right. There is no artificial horizon. View is
generally good but due to the cramped cockpit
the rudder can be seen only by turning most of
the torso. The cockpit hood hinges along the
right side and cannot be opened in flight. A
spring catapult can fling the hood clear and the
radio aerial mast of the plane to make a parachute escape easier. A panel arrangement directly in front of the pilot provides a two inch,
draught free opening for direct vision. This
facilitates maintaining high speeds while flying through rain. sleet and snow. The cockpit
glass is not bullet proof.

•

•

Personnel of the Army Air Forces base "somewhere in Costa Rica" live in tents with mahogany flooring and sidewalls. Although this may
sound ultra-swank. it isn't. Mahogany is the
cheapest lumber in the vicinity.
The Costa Rican Air Force base is a section
of the Caribbean Defense Command. and the pilots
regularly patrol the Pacific and Caribbean in
that area. President Rafael A. Calderon of
Costa Rica often visits the American flyers.
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THE LIEUTENANT'S LAMENT
A lieutenant is an officer,
Or so some people say,
He wears pink pants and shoulder straps
And draws commissioned pay,
But if you pause and ponder
You will see that they are wrong;
'Tis such a cause for wonder
That I've put it into song.
The colonels live in quarters,
The privates live in tents;
By the post commander's orders
The lieutenant merely rents.
The usa gives dances
For the poor enlisted men;
The colonels' wives plan parties
Where each rooster has his hen.
The college girls
Cast their pearls
Before the crude cadets;
But the men of Mars
With single Bars,
'Tis them the world forgets!
To buy their meals they are allowed
Just sixty cents per day,
But they must mess in with the crowd
And ten bits for it pay.
And if a post commander
Does, perchance, provide them quarters,
He builds them out of tarpaper
And living there is orders.
What is the rent?
Oh , it is meant
To provide such quarters free-Lieutenants merely do without
A forty dollar fee!

Oh,

lieutenants

they are officers,

Or so some may have though t ,
They wear pink pants and shoulder
But really they are nought.
They must respect their betters,
And 'tis numerous they are,
Their bars are really fetters
To an eagle or a star •••
Rank without authority,
Duty without power,
Service without glory,
o EEicer , for an hour!

straps

Lt. Donald E. Super
Maxwell Field, Ala.
JUNE
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Airborne troops are one of the most potent strikin, forces in modern warfare. Not
ne,lectin, this vital depart_nt.
the U.S. Army is developing the best airborne force in
the world. The cover picture sh"". what our aerial troop" look like while they are bein, loaded into one of their bi, transports--Curtiss-Wri,ht's
C-46, christened "The
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IGHTER
COMMAND
headquarters in an eastern city
recently got a new slant on aircraft
identification.
A
feminine aircraft spotter tele~
phoned in and excitedly reported
the presence overhead of "something that looked like a couple
of planes
with their arms
wrapped around ODe another." It
turned out to be a P-38.

~~~
FLYING
GENERALS
form a
powerful
weapon
for the Air
Forces.
The loss of one of
them. like Maj. Gen. Clarence
L. Tinker.
commander
of the
Hawaiian Air Force. leaves a
deep gash in our fighting machine.
So did the earlier
deaths of Maj. Gen. Herbert A.
Dargue
and Brig. Gen. H. H.
George.
But when your generals are
flying generals you can expect
action. and therefore casualties.
General Tinker was a good example of what we mean. It's no
secret that he was itching for
action. that he didn't have to
participate personally in the
Midway
action.
and that you
couldn't have kept him out of it
with a .50 calibre machine gun.
They didn't come any tougher
than -Tink,"
The name -general" has too often been linked with
brass
hat." In the Air Forces it can
only be associated with leather
helmets.
The record of our
general officers is a record of
action--of dog-fighting in the
last scrap, post-war barnstorming and test piloting. of bailing out. crash landings and pioneer long hops.
Our generals
are made of the same sort of

LETTER

Brigade battling Franco' s troops.
Stone was in the thick of war.
was wounded in action. lay in a
grease and dirt every Cadet and Spanish hospital for a spell,
and went back to the front aJain.
mechanic knows about.
Today Stone is a 27-year-old
All told. there are 83 Air
private, Air Corps, and a stuForce generals--five lieutenant
dent gunner at the Harlingen
generals. 23 major generals, 55
(Tex.) gunnery school. He fLr s t
B.G.'s. Everyone
of them is a
joined up in the infantry but
pilot.
Everyone
has been
swung over to the Air Forces and
through the mill.
The na~s
aerial gunnery
and for good
Doolittle, Royce and Brereton
reason.
As he explains it:
stand out as generals who have
"In Spain we were short of
personally led missions in this
tanks, planes and equipment of
war.
But you can expect plenty
all kinds; anti-aircraft guns
of our other generals to be in
were almost useless. I laid out
the thick of it. They are built
there a thousand times--just
that way.
taking it while they boomed and
C.3"l
strafed us. I swore that if I
ever got the chance that's where
ONE OF THE FEMININE
gender, so help us, called her
I'd be--up there, dumping it
down on •em ...
soldier at Fort Bliss, Tex.,
all the way from good old New
York.
Company Headquarters
informed
her he was AWOL.
She expressed her thanks for
this information and hung up.
A minute later the sweet young
thing was back on the line.
"Is there any way to reach
him a t AWOL?",
she asked.

~
COMBAT ACTION by Army aircraft is often announced through
the newspapers
in Navy department communiques. If you're
wondering
why. here's
the
reason: the Navy controls all
press releases covering combat activities which take place
in a zone of action under Navy
command.

cas
BACK IN 1937 and '38, when
the country still thought of
pattern bombing
in terms of
paper
dolls.
Sam Stone
of
Wichita. Kansas. knew there was
a war on.
He was in one--a
machine gunner with Loyalist
Spain's volunteer International

cS:s
AT CARLSTROM FIELD, Fla •.
Lt. Wilson M. McCormick, director of physical
training,
requires each cadet to pass a
25-yard swimming test before
completing primary training.
"It is important
that every
cadet be able to swim;" he explains, -as it may mean his
life in the event his plane is
forced down into water."

CONCENTRATED
FIRE
from
hundreds of troops equipped only
with small arms has played a
major role in bringing
down
attacking
aircraft along the
Russian front.
A purportedly
secret document seized from the
Germans by the Russians states;
"It has been found that our loss
of planes from small arms ground
fire has been exceptionall y high.
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In one of our air units which
supported a ground attack, the
loss from enemy small arms
ground
fire was 50 per cent,
The reason for this lies in the
well organized Soviet anti-aircraft fire."
The Germans aren't familiar
with this tactic themselves,
even reporting that a Russian
plane has been brought down with
an automatic pistol.
But the Russians seem to be
the past masters of the art.
'Every Russian ground unit is
said to attack low flying German
planes '"ith rifles and other infantry weaPOns. Russian cavalry
dismount and fire from a stand~
ing position with rifles placed
on saddles. Infantrymen lie on
their backs and fire.
Even
mortar fire is reported in use.
Said to be especially effective
are well camouflaged
fourbarreled
machine
guns.

FROIi THE BULLETIN
BOARDS
McClellan Field, California:
"One sentry shall walk this
post continuously in opposite
directions. "
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Forces commands a fighter unit
in Alaska; Charles
has just
joined the Army, hoping to get
in the Air Forces; another son
is in the Navy; another in the
Field Artillery
reserve, and
still another in the merchant
marine.

~

THESE "FLIGHT
STRIPS"
you
hear and read about (page 34)
are not widenings of the highways.
They do not always run
parallel
or close to highways,
OUR PRETTY
cover girl of
as
commonly
believed.
-Flight
last issue,
Miss Kathleen
Nelson, Tyndall Field secre- Strips" are near highways, all
tarial worker, appears to have right, but completely independscored a hit with the boys. ent of them. The highways make
for supplies and
Reports from Tyndall
say her it possible
troops to be rushed to these
picture--showing
Miss Nelson
landing areas.
in the field's snappy new uni- auxiliary
form for women employees--has
~
been picked up by the nation's
WE WON'T
SWEAR
by this
press.
The result has been a
one, but the story is told
flood of letters from male adabout three Canadians, sleepmirers, young and old. One of
ing in a tent at one of the
them came from a 14 year old,
training centers in England,
who wrote -all the girls around
who were suddenly awakened by
here write to the fellows in
a terrific crash not far away.
the service
and don~t even
"What
was it--thunder
or
bombs?", ask ed on e , " Bombs, "
bother with little me anymore.
So, I wish to get back at
was the sleepy reply. MThank
them (the girls I mean) by
Go d , " s aid the t h i r d ,
I
thought we were going to have
writing
a soldier
lady and
. "
that is why I picked your picmore raln.
ture.

--c""

M

AT FOSTER
FIELD,
Tex.,
the men in advanced
flying
school are plugging for paper
napkins
with war zone maps
printed on them for the mess
hall tables.
It seems that
the
table ~enerals" like to
chart out new ways to surprise
the enemy, and the linen is
now takipg a beating as the
strategists
gulp down their
food.
So, war zone napkins
might do something
to lower
the laundry bills.
II

....

:9

"IT HAS LDNG been customary
in this country to refer to the
Navy as our First Line of Defense.
.We of the Army Air Forces
like to consider ourselves the
First Line of Offense.'~-Maj.
Gen. H.R. Harmon at Lubbock
Fjeld
dedicat

ion.

IT MAY do some
good
to
mention that the swanky Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles offers a flat 50 per cent discount for the duration on all
rooms occupied by commissioned
officers.
The hotel has also
waived
cover and admission
charges t-o its Cocoanut Grove,
its theatre, and the Turf Field
Club.
• ='

SERGEANT BILL LENT, Chanute
Field's creator of the comic
strip -Reggie",
described
in
the last issue, scored such a
hit with his art work that he
has been ordered to temporary
•TOKYO SHOULD be informed
duty at heedquarter s in Washingthat our supply of Chennaults
ton to produce on a national
is practically
unlimited,"
scale.
His series of comic
comments Brig. Gen. Laurence
strips, features and cartoons,
S. Kuter, Deputy Chief of the all on flight safety, have been
Air Staff •
"inadeavailable to the field and
What he means is this: Brig. should show up presently
in
Gen. Claire Chennault,
famed camp newspapers. The sergeant's
for his leadership of the AVG deft touch is evident in this
"Flying Tigers" in China, has issue of the News Letter, which
five sons helping to win the contains
quite a bit of his
war.
Captain John of the Air work.

Revenge Was Sweet Off Midway
By

Llent. Colonel Walter C. Sweeney, Jr.

in June it was my good fortune to be
EARLY
in command of three bombing flights against
the Japanese fleet off Midway Island in two days.
Every man in my command brought credit to himself and to the Army Air Forces.
We acted
jointly with naval and marine personnel. and all
of us have only the most profound admiration for
the coolness. courage and bravery of such competent officers and men.
At Midway the morning of June 3 Navy patrol
planes reported that a strong enemy surface
force was approaching the island from a bearing
of 265 degrees true.
Positive information came in about noon. and
our flight of nine B-17Es took off immediately.
After flying about t~ree and a half hours we
found the Jap ships, some 600 miles out. just
where we had expected them.
It looked like an awful lot of ships down
below.
There were cruisers, transports. cargo
vessels and other escort ships.
We must have
surprised them. and we felt so at the time. because they started maneuvering
at once. ,The
maneuvering was orderly. but unquestionably violent.
This attack was made in flights at altitudes
of 8.000. 10,000 and 12.000 feet. respectively.
My flight picked out a large one and bombed it.

At the bomb release line very heavy anti-aircraft fire was encountered. It continued throughout the attack, and, as in the attacks that
followed, was plenty heavy.
We didn't claim
any hits in my flight on this one; we hit all
around it. but we didn't see any evidence of damage.
Our second element, under the command of
Captain Clement P. Tokarz, attacked a cruiser or
battleship--we weren't worried about identification at the time--and left it burning.
The third element.
led by Captain Cecil
Faulkner, went after a cruiser and is believed
to hit it at the stern. One pilot in the second
flight, Captain Paul Payne, couldn't get his
bombs away on the first trip in so he returned
through the ack ack and got hits on a transport,
setting it afire.
Then we headed for home in high spirits, our
only regret that we had no more bombs.
On the
way bac::, from about 30 miles away, we could see
the heavy ship and the transport burning. They
were both out of column and appeared motionless.
with huge clouds of dark smoke mushroomed above
them.
We returned to Midway in the dark, got a
little sleep and were up before daylight the
next morning (June 4) to continue the attack.
This time we had more B-17s, seven having
come in overnight. We assembled in the vicinity
of a small island and proceeded out to attack
the same main body we had bombed the previous
afternoon.
Enroute to the target we got word
that another enemy task force complete with
carriers was approaching Midway from 325 degrees
true and only a distance of about 145 miles from
that base.
We turned to intercept and climbed to 20,000
feet. Cloud conditions were lower broken. bot(Continued on PaAe 37)
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In the aleutlans

Fighting Fog and Japs

'

..

A lap
transport
burns
sinks in Kiska Harbor, Aleuti
after hits by an Army bomber.

MERICAN
airmen
are slugging
it out with
the Japs in a weird air-sea battle along
the Aleutian island chain where the rain drives
in sideways off Siberia at a mile a minute clip
and volcanic islands jut out of a fog-covered
ocean like telegraph poles.
It's the soupiest flying country possible.
Daylight runs 20 hours a day, and the nights are
never really dark but the fog is always around.
You chase the shore line in and out of bays,
coves and inlets and you dodge the cliffs.
Or
you stay under the fog by hugging the water for
miles on end, never over 100 feet, sometimes as
low as 10. Distances are great and the bad weather eats up your gas.
The fog hides your target and blacks out your results.
But you dump
your load and go back for more.
After a while
you get used to it.
We've been fighting the enemy and the elements in that sub-Arctic muck since early June,
when the Jap saueezed
a task force into the
Aleutian chain while simultaneously
pointing a
spearhead
toward Midway.
Our Navy states that the Jap invasion force
in the Aleutians amounted to approximately two
aircraft carriers,
several cruisers
and destroyers, a couple of seaplane tenders and from
four to six transports.
The presence of troop
transports
indicates
the attack was aimed at
capture
and occupation,
the Navy reports.
The first attack came on the morning of June
3rd, when the Jap sent 15 Zeros and four Kokekiki
carrier-based
bombers over the Dutch Harbor naval base and the Army's nearby Fort Mears.
Next

A

day the Jap came again, this time with 18 carrier.
based bombers and 16 fighters.
In this attack,
he inclucied Fort Glenn, an Army post about 70
miles west of Dutch Harbor
on the island of
Umnak.
He did better the second time, but all told,
according
to the Navy report,
the Jap accomplished
only minor damage not impairing
the
military effectiveness of the American outposts.
As this is written, no further attacks have
been reported on Dutch Harbor and the Army stations.
The enemy has occupied the undefended
islands of Attu, Kiska and Agattu on the westernmost tip of the Aleutian
chain and has constructed temporary living facilities ashore.
A
Navy-approved
report states that here "The .Icps
are getting
set for what may become a major
push against continental America."
Whatever
the result,
from the very first
move of the enemy, our Air Forces and our Navy
were ready for him.
On the day of the initial
attack our B-17 heavy bombers and the Navy's
PBY flying boats were searching for the Jap before his first plane appeared.
Anti-aircraft
batteries at Dutch Harbor opened fire five minutes before the first bomb was dropped.
"Our bombers
in Alaska
are carrying
the
fight to the enemy,"
reported
Brig. General
Laurence S. Kuter, Chief of our Air Staff, upon
his return from the combat area. "American airmen are also devising special means to put the
Japs within range of fighter planes operating
from our Aleutian bases. Never have I seen such
(Continued on Page 38)
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UST
a year ago at Elmi ra, N .. Y., Lieut.
General
Henry H. Arnold promised the nation
that the Army Air Forces would have a glideL
force second to none.
A recent tour to centers of glider activity
throughout
the country
shows that General
Arnold's promise is being kept. The war-going
glider is here.
War-going glider pilots have
been trained and are ready for action.
The "Commandos of the Air" are no longer a
promise but a reality.
Everywhere one finds a serious and enthusiastic acceptance of the glider as a military weapon and the glider pilot as a spearhead in mass
air assaults on the enemy.
A little more than a year ago no one took
gliding seriously in this country, except the
few sportsmen who enjoyed the thrills of thermal
and ridge soaring.
Now the factories that were
then turning out a few small and impractical
sailplanes
are engaged in mass production
of
huge and business-like
troop-carrying
gliders.
Today the glider is as much a part of our war
plans as the Flying Fortress.
The reason for the glider's coming of age is
simple and obvious. Perhaps it was too obvious,
for it embodies a principle man has been using
since the beginning of transportation:
You can
pull more than you can lift.
The tug with its
string of barges, the locomotive and its train
of freight and passenger
cars, and more recently, the automobile or truck and its trailer
are all examples of the economy and increased
efficiency
of towing.
Its adaptat"ion to air
transport was a long time coming but now is here
in a big way.
It is a startling fact that by towing a single
glider,
a cargo airplane can double its load
with the 108s of only about 12 per cent in efficiency.
With a tow of two and three gliders,
the advantage
is naturally that lIuch greater.
Colonel David M. Schlatter, Director of GroundAir Support, of the Army Air Forces, furnishes
this excellent example:
"It has been calculated,"
explains Colonel
Schlat ter, ..that a single DC-3 transport plane
flying the route of the Burma road can carry in
a month the same amount of equipment that could
be handled by 56 trucks.
If you double the
carrying load of the transport by having it tow
a glider, you are doing the work of 112 trucks.
Then instead of using one transport and glider
team, have many. You can readily see what this

means in the transport
picture
allover
the
world."
Going further, Colonel Schlatter predicts the
day when single airplanes are an oddity, when
planes
with trailing
baggage
and passenger
.. cars" are common.

Our whole thinking on the subject of gliders
has changed almost overnight.
We have suddenly
awakened to the fact that in the widespread use
of large gliders we have the solution of warfare's complicated transportation problems--not
only the transporting of cargo but of troops and
equipment for invasion.
The possibili~ies
are
Hmi tless.
There was a great deal of excited talk about
Hitler's "Secret
Weapon" when the Germansused
gliders in the invasion of Belgium in 1940 and
later in the taking of Crete in May 1941. Talk
has now given way to action.
At Wright Field there is a Glider Unit working
day and night testing and flying and perfecting
gliders
of all types, from small trainers to
large troop-carrying
ships.
At factories In Bt , Louis, Wichita, Elmira and
a dozen other places gliders of a size and capacity that will astonish even the glider conscious Germans are rolling off the production
lines.
At preliminary schools in Kansas, Arkansas,
Oklahoma, and South Dakota thousands of men are
being trained in power-off "dead stick" landings
to prepare them for the job of piloting big war
gliders.
At advanced schools in Texas and California
full fledged glider pilots are being graduated
in large numbers, tt;ained in the art of bringing
down their gliders on any available
patch of
ground.
At our Tactical Training Centers huge troopcarrying gliders and their pilots rehearse with
the air-borne troops that will be their "cargo".
Yes, the American glider is definitely ready
for war.
Now a glider is of no earthly, or rather aerial use unless there are means for getting it
aloft. The glider's power plant is the tow airplane.
In fact, an aeronautical
engineer recently pointed out that a glider is simply an
airplane with a remote power plant.
The towing, once the glider is in the air, and

HOW IT WORKS: ==:::::;\
1

With pick-up arm lowered, the airplane pilot swoops
down toward the ground station at more than 100 miles an
hour.
An instant after the first picture was taken, the
grapple hook at the end of the arm snatched up the glider
tow line seen suspended between the two posts.

i

At the moment of contact, the airplane is only about 14
feet off the ground. The pilot quickly gains altitude and a
winch inside the plane goes into action, taking up the slack
in the tow line which is attached at the other end to the glider seen in the background. A 2-place training glider, the
TG-3, was used in this first actual demonstration of a nonstop glider pick-up at Wright Field.

,
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And up goes the glider with the greatest of ease as its
pilot expertly guides his craft to one side of the ground station posts. The nylon tow rope and an attachment on the
cable winch in the airplane act as automatic shock absorbers.

the setting free by the pilot when the enemy objective is reached, presents no real problems,
but getting the glider aloft--the pick-up from
the ground--does, or did, present its difficulties.
First there was the problem of the take-off
for the tow airplane.
The added weight of the
glider called for a longer runway. With a train
of two or three gliders in tow it required a
runway longer than is ordinarily practicable.
especially
for operations
from our fighting
fronts.
Then there was the all-important corrollary to
the first problem; getting the glider and its
occupants off the ground again once the mission
behind the enemy lines was accomplished.
Were
gliding missions to be one-way tickets with no
means of getting out in a hurry?
Were costly
gliders
to be destroyed
or abandoned
to the
enemy in case of reversals?
Wasn't there some
way in which gliders landing in small fields
could be emptied of their equipment and men and
brought back to deliver more troops.
Until recently these were both real problems.
Now the Army Air Forces is experimenting with a
non-stop glider pick-up by means of which our
gliders that go to war will be able to come back
when their job is done, and load up again.
Pick-Up

System

This pick-up system is simplicity itself. It
is an adaptation of the mail pick-up by an airplane in flight, widely used for many years.
A few weeks ago the writer witnessed a highly
successful demonstration at Wright Field during
which a two-place glider was picked up from the
ground time and again by a power plane zooming
low at more than 100 miles an hour. The demonstration didn't attract much attention, but its
significance
from a military point of view is

clear-cut. What is accomplished by a small airplane picking up a small glider can be duplicated by a large transport airplane picking up a
war-going glider or train of gliders. The principle is the same. All that is needed is larger and stronger equipment.
The essential ground element of the non-stop
pick-up device is a set of posts resembling the
goal posts on a football field, except that instead of the cross bar a tow line--one end attached to the glider--is suspended between the
poles.
The actual pick-up mechanism is in the airplane and consists of two parts, a revolving
reel or drum on which 700 feet of light cable is
wound and a 12-foot pick-up arm with a grapple
hook on the end attached to the bottom part of
the fuselage.
The tow plane comes in and as it approaches
the pick-up ground station, the pilot levels off
much in the same manner as he would in making a
landing, except that his speed is greater, anywhere from 95 to 120 miles an hour. He lowers
the pick-up arm, and as he swoops down the hook
at the end catches the suspended tow-line.
At
the moment of contact, with the airplane from 12
to 14 feet above the ground, the cable reel inside the plane is permitted to spin freely. paying out additional tow-cable to cushion the initial load imposed by the dead-weight
of the
glider.
Some of the shock is also taken up by
the tow-line itself, which is made of nylon to
give maximum strength with a high degree of resilience.
Gradually the reel-brake is applied, the glider accelerates smoothly, and by the time the
speeding tow-plane has levelled off, the glider
is air-borne.
Then the brake is locked and
the glider is in full tow. If at any time while
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the glider is in tow the acceleration becomes
greater than 1 G, an automatic shock absorber
goes into action.
No Shock or Strain

GROWING UP:=======;'1
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During the demonstrations at Wright Field,
even with the airplane making the pick-up at
more than 100 miles an hour, there was no noticeable shock or strain on either the airplane
or the glider.
Lest this solution to the pick-up problem
makes the job of the glider pilot seem simple,
don't forget that there is no mechanical device
that will bring the glider to a perfect landing
within the limits of a small pasture behind the
enemy lines. That is up to the skill and judgment of the pilot.
When he once cuts loose from the tow-ship,
5,000 or 10,000 feet up, miles away from the
small pasture that is his objective, the glider
pilot is on his own. He must know air currents,
rate of glide, and the performance of his glider. As he silently glides down, carrying his
precious cargo of men and guns and ammunition,
responsibility for the success or failure of the
mission
is his alone.
He must make his approach just right.
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It is true that the Army Air Forces' troopcarrying gliders are equipped with flaps and
spoillers to cut down the speed and increase the
rate of glide, but if the pilot misjudges and
undershoots
his mark there is no engine to
throttle and gain altitude for him. That is why
the glider pilot will be the top man in the airborne troop invasion on the books of our high
command.
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HE gnats dive at you like
Stukas
and the
flies sound like a heavy bomber formation.
The swamp turns your GI shoes
from brown
to
black.
You eat standing up. sleep under mosquito netting. and shake the snakes out of your
shoes.
Your workshop is a sweltering
tent. and
you wish you could find a job to do in the air
conditioned trailer where flight instruments are
checked.
The heat bounces off the runways and
hits you in the face.
Sweat soaks your shirt
and sand whirls up in your eyes.
It might be an advanced airdrome on anyone
of a half dozen combat zones. but it is just a
field somewhere in Florida where heavy bombardment groups of the Third Air Force Operational
Training Units are learning how to rough it.
The life
is tough. designed
to be as tough
as anything a combat zone offers.
All that is
missing is an enemy raid.
It's a long way from
operating
out of a fixed base with long concrete runways. brick and steel hangars. and big
permanent
repair shops and barracks
to running
mission from a jungle clearing. filled-in swamp
land or leveled hills.
Here your control tower
is a precarious camouflaged perch in a tree top.
your repair shop a row of tents and trailers.
your kitchen
a hole in the ground
with iron
grates. and your quarters a bug-filled
tent.
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An improvised field headquarters,
using packing crates for furniture.
Below, elaborate hangars and runways are dispensed with at the front.
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A dental clinic, (below) set up against a jungle background at a
Third Air Force field, handles toothaches under combat conditions.

Transition

Training

It is a transition that AAF outfits are making in increasing numbers as they swing into action on more battlefronts of the global war.
It
is training designed to teach them how to operate under the worst possible
field conditions
without softening the blows they strike against
the enemy.
A heavy bombardment
group always covers a
lot of ground. but when it is dispersed
to camouflage all its ground installations
it really
spreads.
Everything is on wheels: first. to cover the distances
around the base; second.
to
enable the base to be evacuated in a hurry.
By
the time an outfit
finishes
its operational
training
it is able to evacuate
its 200.000
pounds of equipment on wheels in less than six
hours.

Improvising
and making the hest of what is
available
ia the keynote of this type of field
training.
Furniture
is made from old packing
cases.
Every bit of scrap metal is salvaged
and used for something.
An old tenant's shack
near one field was converted into a beer garden
for t ne PX.
Traveling
PX's were rigged up in
trucks to deliver cigarettes. candy and cokes to
the group squadrons scattered under camouflaged
groves
The operations office and the weather station are a pair of tents in which lights hurn
all night.
Field trunks have been rigged to unfold as desks to hold weather
and operations
maps.
A Link trainer is set up under a canvas
and the pilots put in time on it in underwear,
shorts
aod shoes.
Model identification
airplanes ~re strung from the trees.
The guardhouse is a log stockade made from nat i ve timber.
Open Fire Cooking
The cooks preside over great pots, grates
and steam cookers heated hy open fires.
Mess
tables
are built for stand-up
eating and the
only utensils
are those from individual
mess
kits.
Gasoline comes in drums from concealed underground
storage depots instead of the conventional hose at a fixed base.
Ammunition is also
kept in underground
storehouses.
Barbed wire
entanglements and machine gun nests surround vital installations.
A brake drum hung from a
limb serveS as a gas alarm and when its clang
sounds
on the field every man in the outfit
wears his gas mask until the all-clear is given.
Problems
that are non-existent
in an ordinary base tax the ingenuity of men in the field.
A barber sets up shop with a packing case chair
and a tree for a shop.
His razor strop is hung
from the trunk and a board wedged in a crotch
holds his tools and soaps.
The waiting room is
a soft spot in the sand.
The field de-lousing
equipment
is re-rigged
to provide
open air
showers
with hot water.
First aid stations are set up in each squadron and a group hospital
is fashioned
from a
pair of tents and mosquito netting.
The group
dentists
operate their drills by hand power.
Chaplains
hold services
in the open air.
A
blackout proof screen is erected between a pair
of trees
to show training
and enter~ainment
films
to the men at night.
Out on the line another row of tents houses
each squadron's
armament,
supply
and repair
units.
There are no hangars for the big fourengined bombers scattered in the far corners of
the field.
Turrets and other vital parts are
protected against the sun and sand on the ground.
Sentries guard the planes at night.
Planes

operate day and night simUlating
(Continued
on Page 21)
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Polished desks are out when night planning time rolls around. Above,
in a rude operations building, a bomber crew gets its instructions.

.~
"Tent shops", (above) set up as they would be under combat conditions.
Below, there won't be any air-conditioned repair shops at the front.
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Bide and Seek Warfare

T

HE airplane and the submarine are engaged
in one of the war's strangest but most important duels.
It is a game of hide-and-seek that has few
equals--played
along thousands
of miles of
rugged American
coastline.
The game matches two unnatural enemies. pitted
together because of a relatively defenseless
third party--the
surface vessel.
It is the
plane's job to defend it. the sub's job to destroy it. But in defending, the plane must seek
and get results. Against the plane. the sub has
only to hide.
If you stop to think of a duel between an air
weapon and an underwater
weapon it smacks of
Jules Verne at his best.
But when a sub is
spotted down below. you really don't have time
to stop and think.
Sporadic

Action

In hunting submarines you swap hours of monotonous. nerve-wracking
patrol for infrequent
flashes of furious action. and doubtful rewards.
You know the 'odds are against you. but you can't
afford to give a damn. Day in and day out you
continue to skim low over the water, looking for
a needle in an ocean haystack. always hoping to
get a shot at the needle and strike oil.
If a U-boat's silhouette is painted on the
nose of your plane, feel free to carry a puffedout chest. And if by any chance you're sprouting the Air Medal. burst your buttons--you've
had it coming.
The plan of action in sub hunting is logically
shaped around the known facts concerning the
submarine's method of operation.
Subs usually

hunt in packs--sometimes as many as 10 or 12 Uboats concentrated in one shipping lane. During
the daytime they cruise at periscope depth. or
with decks awash and the conning tower visible.
On surface passage, a sub proceeds on diesel
power at about 10 knots an hour. The noise of
its motors makes it virtually impossible for the
U-boat to hear an approaching aircraft before
seeing it. That's a definite advantage. But at
night. when the sub has surfaced and is idling
about charging batteries.
an aircraft can be
heard as far as three miles away before it is
seen. even in bright moonlight.
And remember
that U-boats do a lot of their dirty work at
night.
The theory is that if depth charges or bombs
are placed reasonably close to a U-boat. the attack is never wasted.
But spotting the sub is
the first big job. And that. in itself. is fast
getting to be an exact science.
•
The U-boat lookout system is so thorough that
two out of three times the sub will sight an
aircraft and dive before it can be sighted by a
plane. Three members of the U-boat crew usually
stand in the conning tower, arranged back-toback in such manner that each man commands a
120-degree view.
When the sun is bright, you have your troubles. Try looking for U-boats against the glare
in a mighty big expanse of water and find out
for yourself. You learn to play "hard-to-find"
in broken cloud formations on the clear days;
and if the underparts of your ship are painted
white you become much less visible from the
water.
In thick weather you can make the heavy spray
(Continued on Page 29)

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE MEDAL
LT. GEN. GIDRGE H. BREIT--"As

United States Army member of
War Councils in England, Egypt, Burma, China, Java and Australia, as Deputy Commander-in Chief of the Southwest Pacific
and as Commander-in-Chief
of the United States Army Forces
in Australia he has shown a keen perception of existing conditions, excellent judgment and a superior quality of leadership, thus rendering exceptionally meritorious service to the
Government in a position of great responsibility."

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE CROSS
cot. CHARLES A. SPRAGUE- -For exceptional
valor in action against the Japanese in the battle of the Philippines.
Colonel Sprague has been missing since February after engaging
Japanese fighters over Bali. (Also awarded the Purple Heart.)
LT.

CAPT.

FRANK P.

LT.
For gallantry

CAPT.

BOSTROM
HOYT A.

WILLIAM

mLEMAN

JULLY

in action against the Japanese,

somewhere
in Australia.
Bostrom was also awarded

P.

No details
the D.F.C.)

while stationed

available.

(Captain

DISTINGUISHED FLYING CROSS
For gallantry

in action

against

the Japanese.

No details

available.

MAJOR WILLIAM
~.
CAPT.
LT.

ALBERT

LEWIS,

JR.

LT.

J. l'4)XE

HARRY E.

SPIETH,

JACK CARLSON

JR.

WILLIAM

H.

CAMPBELL

MfSGT.

KARL G. JOHANNSON

Sf SGT.

JOHN C.

PFC.

HADOOW

CLYDEL HORN

CAPT: ALBERT J. MO¥f

L't COL. 9PRAGUE
LT" JOHN 1:QJMPTON

LT. W"f1.CAMPBElL
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SILVER STAR
For gallantry in action against the Japanese.

No details available.

BRIG. GEN. MARTIN F. SCANLON
LT. JOHN T. COMPTON
MAJOR WILLIAM LEWIS. JR.
LT. HAROLD E. SNIDER
LT. WILSON L. COOK
S/SGT.
RALPH E. MOUSER
LTS. roNALD K. EMERSON (Pos thumous) and VERNON A. HE,IDINGER-For bravery while participating in a successful bombing raid on
an enemy airdrome north of Australia.
LT. SAMUEL W. BISHOP--For bravery during the Japanese attack on
Pear 1 Harbor.

LUTHER B. WARD. CDRPLS. HENRY R. SHEPPARD and ANDREW J.
SWAIN--For extraordinary heroism and bravery in an aerial fight
against an armed enemy. These gunners shot down two Jap Zeros
when their plane was attacked over New Guinea on May 1.
PVT. FRANCIS J. CARVEY--For bravery in saving the life of an Australian soldier on Mar. 16, when Japanese planes attacked an
airdrome at Port Darwin.
SGT.

PVT. HENRY E. SMITH--For conspicuous

bravery and courage in action. (Posthumous)
Private Smith was killed while repairing
airplanes at Pearl Harbor during the Japanese attack •

•

PURPLE HEART
LT. CDL. ELMER P. ROSE--For bravery during the Japanese attack on
Hawaii. Colonel Rose attempted to take a plane off in the face
of enemy fire. Wounded in the first part of the attack, he received first aid treatment and went back to duty as post operations officer to direct for several hours the work of defense
and aid to the wormded. Other Air Forces men to win this award
for bravery during the attack on Hickam Field are:
SlSGT. WILLIAM S. MOCZAN
SGT. RUSSELL M. WEISS
SGT. HAROLD J. 0' CDNNEU..
CORP. WILLIAM G. KENNEDY
SGT. HENRY SAUNDERS
PVT. JOSEPH SILVA
CAPT. DEAN HDEVET--For outstanding skill and achievement
in an
aerial fight against an armed enemy.
While piloting a B-1?
bomber on Feb. 21 against a Jap convoy approaching Bali, the
plane developed engine trouble 170 miles out over sea. captain
Hoevet dived from 28,000 to 4,000 feet and on his approach to
Java was informed of the expected Jap attack on his base. He
managed to keep the plane in the air an hour with the engines
almost failing, and when the field was clear, landed safely.
CAPT. RAYrvOND SWENSON--For his cool leadership during a 45-minute
engagement with the enemy while on a night attack against Jap
installations at Rabaul on Feb. 23.

LTS. WILSON A. CHAPMAN and CLARENCE T. JOHNSON--For displaying
bravery

in aerial combat over Horn Island north of Australia
14.
Although wounded in an attack by 9 Jap fighters,
they continued to fight, knocked down one attacker and got safely
back to their base.

on March
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~OleMiss' Goes to Java
87

£aptaln AI Key
~

Back in 1935 the Key brothers, Al and Fred, established a heavier-than-air endurance
record by flying a low powered Stinson monoplane, "Ole lIiss", continuously
for 653
hours and 34 minutes over their home town of lIeridan, lIiss.
On January 1 of this year Captains Al and Fred Key of the Army Air Forces, piloting
the most powerful long range bombardment planes in the world, took off a few minutes
apart from a Florida airfield. They had dubbed their ships "Ole Miss 11" and "Ole Miss
111." They were bound for Java.
The brothers, flying in the same squadron, bombed and fought the enemy allover the
South Pacific until the evacuation to Australia.
Fred stayed to carryon
the fight
from Australian bases. Al was ordered back home for combat instruction duties. At
this writing he is stationed at Barksdale Field, La. His story adds another chapter to
the story of that heroic handful of American airmen who waged the Battle of Java--The
Edi tor.

T

HE first stop in our flight to the Far
East was to be the West Indies. I told the
crew as we passed over Miami to take a good look
down because it was going
to be the last
lighted town they'd see. I was just joking at
the time. but it turned out to be true.
The Navigator said we would arrive at our destination in the West Indies at 2:05 P. M. We
did, and my opinion of navigators rose 100 per
cent right then and there. It was his first
long distance trip as a navigator. too.
Sometime later on, over water and headed for
Africa, the navigator called me on the phone
system and said, .Captain, you've passed the
point of return."
That meant that we were out too far to turn
back, even if we'd wanted to. Just then a storm
struck and we flew on instruments for almost an
hour.
Just as the weather cleared I got a call on
the radio. It was Fred. MAl, where in the hell
are you?" he asked.
That's a fine question to ask a man who is
right out in the middle of the ocean. I thought
a second and said, .You see that cumulous cloud
ahead; well. I'm just going into it." Fred
said. •I"11 be damned; so am 1." I looked out
and saw Fred's plane right on my wing. We
hadn't moved 100 feet apart.
Delayed

As it turned out, our ship was delayed due to
engine trouble. and when We landed in Java Fred
Was on hand to greet us. He already had been
bombing the Jeps, who at that time were advancing on the Indies.
I was a little shaken up from the flight
across the Indian Ocean. but the commanding officer informed me that I would go on my first
bombing mission the next morning.
I didn't
sleep a wink that night.
Takeoff came next morning before daylight. and
we found the Japs at Macassar straits.
We
dropped our bombs and on the way back were
jumped by pursuits. We were flying the first

B-17E's that the Japs had come up against and
they didn't know we had those stingers in the
tail. We managed to shoot down everything that
attacked us. Fred's plane was shot up pretty
badly, but he wasn't hurt, nor was his crew."
American flyers kept shuttling back and forth
from Java for about 10 days. But no matter how
many laps were killed they kept coming.
Next the laps started on the Celebes and the
Dutch set fire to the oil well~ on those islands. One night the Dutch reported that the
Japs were attacking and that the light from the
burning oil wells would serve as a good beacon.
Three flights of us took off that night, and
the Japs were right where the Dutch said they'd
be. Fred. Lieutenant Hillhouse and I were in
one flight. I told the other two to fly around.
and I'd see if I could stir up some trouble. We
•sashayed" around and let go some bombs. Then
the laps turned on their flood lights.
Fred hadn't cut off his radio. and I could
hear him giving orders to Soupy, his bombardier.
The bombardier's name was Campbell, so Fred
nicknamed him Soupy.
"Soupy". said Fred, "you see those lights down
there? Well. put 'em out." A few seconds later
I heard Soupy say. "Captain. they ought to go
out soon; there's eight bombs on the way down."
The lights went out.
When the laps started moving in on Sumatra. a
squadron of American flyers caught thousands of
them in small barges in some of the narrow
straits. The Americans dropped bombs from 1,500
feet and blew laps. barges and water almost as
high as the planes.
But the laps kept coming. And since American
and Dutch flyers had to take time to refuel and
service their planes. the laps could get considerable troops through.
After Sumatra came Bali. Americans sank 16
Jap ships at Bali. In one raid we destroyed an
airfield which had fallen to Jap troops, together with a number of lap planes. Then, when
it became certain that the Indies couldn't be
held. the evacuation to Australia began.

All in a Day •••
A few of the trials and tribulations of a
student mechanic have been caught by Private Paul Snyder. of Kessler Field. Miss •• in a
series of cartoons reproduced here. Inspired by
the technical training course at Kessler. they
show what the neophyte mechanic has to contend
with before he is graduated. Hard work. boners.
constant study--all are part of the picture.
But they all combine to make good mechanics--and
AAF mechanics have to be good.
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ELIMINATION
of the red circle in U. S.
military aircraft markings in no way effects the
design of the AAF shoulder patch. The red dot
was removed because it could be mistaken for the
Japanese rising sun emblem. • • .but the dot in
the shoulder patch is still with us.
RESERVE officers. cOlmlissioned before Sept.
26. 1941. are now entitled to the $150 uniform
allowance.
PROv.lDED they had not completed any
three periods of active duty (of three months
each or less) when called to extended
active
duty.
The grant does not extend to National
Guard officers; to AUS officers commissioned
since Sept. 26. 1941 who had prior commissioned
service.
or to AUS officers above the rank of
captain.
But it still holds for AUS officers
ORIGINALLY commissioned
since Sept. 26, 1941.

Permits your C. O. to make the open neck-band
wi thout tie legal for the duration--when circumstances
warrant.
Within proper restrictions
governing neatness. the C. O. may now dispense
with the tie when personnel
are engaged
in
duties that must be continued at maximum speed
regardless of mid-day heat.
And on the subject
of ties. have you seen the blue and gold striped
jobs now available
at most Post Exchanges?
These are intended for off-duty wear by AAF'ers,
under the same restrictions that apply to civilian dress.
(Wear only when participating
in
sports. or in private quarters
with less than
three persons present).

YOU, too, may be entitled to wear that
yellow faille ribbon with red and blue stripes
that recently made its appearance over left
breast pockets. It's the American Defense Service Ribbon, and as widely publicized, appeared
to be restricted to officers and men who completed a year of active service between Sept. 8,
1939 and Dec. 7, 1941. Actually, however, ANY
officer or soldier who STARTED active service at
any time within the above dates is eligible to
wear the ribbon and receive the award of the
American Defense Service Medal.

WELL, the word "Air Corps" is back allain.
That is, for use on sillnatures. The name Army
Air Forces still lIoes, and the desillnation of
THE old Army cot is OUT--tossed into limbo General Arnold remains Commanding General. Army
But for the rest of us, the offifor the duration.
The infamous steel torture Air Forces.
cial moniker is now John Doe, Lieutenant,
Air
device. cleverly designed to look like a piece
of furniture, is to be replaced soon by a wooden Corps. It was that way for years and years, but
contraption
arranged
to form one-half
of a chanlled over to John Doe, Army Air Forces, a few
doubledecker.
The new bed promises no more mid- months ago. It seems that the name Air Corps is
night collapses; no more omashed fingers, no a desillnation of an arm of the service fixed by
an act of Conllress and would need an act of Con.more pain-wracked
forms.
It's wonderful.
IIress to chanlle it.
The name Army Air Forces
YOU can now perpetuate the name and memory was adopted for administrative purposes by exeof your lost or missing buddy through the AAF cutive order.

Aid Society. Your cash contribution to the Society's trust fund will be acknowledged in your
behalf to the bereaved widow or family. A card
will explain that you have donated an undisclosed amount, to be added to the general fund
that the Society will use for post-war assistance to AAF personnel and dependents. Send any
amount to the AM' Aid Society, Room 703, Mar itime Bldg., Washington, D. C.
~E
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OW
TO SAVE
cash
H
dow, don't
you

IIONEY DEPARTIIENT:

Next

time

a money order at a post office winbe a sucker and pay the fee ordi-

narily charged for this service.
The rule regarding collection
of the fee has been suspended for the duration of the war, for properly
identified
service
men. • • .1 f you were
a
Federal
employee
before
joining
the
Army,
any
accrued
leave
to
which you
may have been entitled can be converted
into CASH, according
to
WD Bu 11 e tin No.
19 (4-16-42) ••••
free legal service

A

is

being maintained
for
officers and enlisted
men at "eChord Field, Washington.
The service,
which includes the otherwise costly preparation
of wills, powers of attorney and other legal
documents, will be extended to other fields••••
All soldiers honorably discharged for injury or
disease incurred in line of duty, (or aggravated
thereby) and not the result of their own misconduct, are entitled to apply for pension benefits
wi th the Veterans Administration.
Organizations
commanders will help prepare application papers
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IF you draw the short straw and get yourself captured,
don't forget
that an effective procedure
exists for communicatinl
with
relatives and friends.
Within the framework
of the']apanazi interpretation
of these codes,
contact wi th the luckier ones left behind can be
arranged
through the
Red Cross.
Captors
are required
to permit the prisoner
to
send his name, rank,
serial number and address
of prison
to
the International
Red
Cros s Commi t tee at
Geneva,
Switzerland,
pos tage free.
Letters
only
are allowed;
parcels
are
banned.
lIail
to
prisoners of war works the other way.
If you
want to write to a captured civilian, the full
amount of postage must be attached to the envelope. Standard forms are supplied by your Red
Cross representative;
they limit the message to
25 words.

WHEN a pretty young stranger sends you a
sweet-scented letter, describing herself as
"Rich. lovely and lonely"--run. don't walk. to
the nearest ash can. Deposit the billet-doux
• • • .A pamphlet, "Are You a Responsible Per- firmly therein. to avoid Uncle Sam's frown.
son?" is available by mai 1 (10,) through the Correspondence between Army personnel and unknown civilians (sex not specified) is out for
Book Dept •• Command and General Staff School,
the duration. No approval will be given "Lonely
Ft. Leavenworth, Kan. It furnishes a valuable
Heart" clubs or other plans intended to incourcheck list of things-to-do to put your personal
However. this policy
affairs in order, anticipating service Overseas. age such correspondence.
SAFE arrival of U. S. Army personnel over- is not designed to discourage normal letter
seas will be heralded in the future by -arrival" writ'ingbetween soldiers and friends. relatives.
cards. which the soldier fills out and addresses ar--of course--the girl back home.
to Mom and Pop. the girl friend and relatives
A soldier who is physically qualified can
before leaving. The cards stay right here. and noll'be appointed directly to an Officer Candiwhen the saf~ arrival of the contingent abroad date School of his choice without having to aphas been confirmed. the cards are mailed by the pear before the usual board of officers for acArmy.
ceptance.
Any general officer is now authorized
SPEAKING
of Officer
Candidate
Schools,
that a ten-day leave of absence is authorized for all graduates
before
reporting
for
duty.
If you insist on the official wording,
struggle through Par. 21, All 605-115 and Par. 12
C, WD. Cir. 126, cs, 1942~
note

to direct in orders that an enlisted man under
his command, who has been especially selected
by reason of his demonstrated fitness, will be
detailed as an Officer Candidate.
Such appointments are limited to ten per cent of the quota
currently alloted to the command for the school.

Being a good neighbor to the rest of the
Americas is one of the specialties of the
Army Air Forces.
In the effort to help build a united American air front against aggression, AAF training centers have opened their facilities to
flying students from our neighbor countries
south of the Rio Grande.
In cooperation with the CAA and the Coordinator of Inter-American
Affairs, the
Gulf Coast Training Center is training a
large number of Latin American cadets

VENEZUELA

LT. JOSE GUERRERO of
Venezuela (above) is taking a
refresher course at Kelly Field.
Below, a student from Argentina handles the control tower
at Randolph Field.

\

ARGENTINA

DKALIL

en sent here to win their wings.
5e students are either civilians
who have had no previous flight
to this fledgling training progF training centers are offering
:ourses to a number of junior
rs of Latin American countries
) give them an opportunity to
ican flying and training techniof these refresher
students
he best flyers in Latin America.

MEXICO
BRAZIL
sends these student fliers
.above) to Randolph Field.

--

f

~J---=:!!G
~
.,...

.•

URUGUAY

)EATH
TO THE AXIS" is the
edge of AAF fliers and Mexican trains at Foster Field, above. Lt. Edmundo
argas, of Nicaragua, (left below) and
. R. K. Simeral, AAF.

.~~

CUBA
\

E

r

MODEL PLANES playa big part in teaching aerodynamics to these Uruguayan students
(above) and a trainee from Cuba (below).
Study is directed by A A F instructors at
southern training centers.
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strategy. communications and planning. all center in the Palace grounds--the most military objective of the JaPanese Empire.
The Palace must be pulverized.
On the next
trip. our airmen must bomb the Palace as viciously as the Sumida river arsenals or the Yokohama chemical rubber. tank and auto. plants.
The Grand Shrine at Ise is the burial place
for Japanese ancestors of the Imperial Family.
If the Palace is bombed. and the Shrine demolished. a wholesale hara-kiri will follow. and
the entire government will be overthrown.
Mass

Hari-Kiri

Imperial Household authorities would commit
suicide.
The head of the Metropolitan
Police
Force would kill himself.
Premier Gen. Hideki
Tojo and his Nazi trained staff would resign.
The Minister of War and the head of the Imperial Western Defense Command
would be put in
shame. The Board of Shinto would be tossed out.
Hysteria would prevail.
The fact that a high placed general resigned
after the first American attack. and that the
chief of the defense command was out from loss
of face. proves the vulnerability of the Imperial system.
Others have been thrown into prison.
A close study of the report by Brig. Gen.
James H. Doolittle on the epic flight of his 80
men over Japan. the third attack on Japan since
1937. points up the extreme vulnerability of the
Axis empire partner. and reveals that the Japs
are not the calm. composed residents they have
been interpreted.
.
Often. it is said. the Japanese are a people
who can endure floods. earthquakes.
typhoons.
monsoons.
tidal waves, landslides.
volcanic
eruptions. great conflagrations
and epidemics.
Such were natural events. Air raids are not in
the Japanese book of rules of experiences
although air raid drills have operated since 1934.
The first raid, on Formosa. Japan's giant Gibraltar of the Pacific, the spring-board for her
Philippines attacks. and earlier the debarkation
point for Hainan and Indo China. caused severe
damage to a field near Taihoku. the capital. in
1937.
Chinese. and it is believed some Soviet
pilots. did the trip. Though nearly 2000 miles
distant. Tokyo ordered a blackout for two nights
foUowing
that attack.
Chinese appeared over western Japan in 1938 to
drop pamphlets instead of bombs. The psychology
of the pamphleteering
was poor for it advised
the Japanese farmer peasants to "overthrow the
Imperial shackles."
Workers who fear the Jap
police and revere their god-emperor. instead of
carrying through the Chinese hint. picked up the
handbills and carried them to nearby police stations.
A year ago I began a research job for Flying
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and Popular Aviation. on a pattern of air attack
on Tokyo.
The result. in 5000 words. was published in Flying for December. under the title
"Stop Japan Now". the theme being to "give her
Hobson's choice otherwise drop our compromise
policy and face the dilemma with firmness and
force ."
Gen. Doolittle remarked in Washington
that
there was little difficulty in finding the assigned
targets.
My research
job stated "a
flight of bombers will find. in one glance.
three vehicular bridges and approaches
of the
mile-wide
Shinagawa
river
south of Tokyo.
Tokyo's suburbs have mushroomed
thousands
of
armaments
factory smokestacks."
JaPan cannot have effective air defenses because it will be practically impossible to organize sufficient anti-aircraft defense on boats
to strike at enemy craft before they arrive at
their objective.
One month after the Tokyo bombing. a great and
famous Japanese ship. the Nagasaki Maru. hit a
mine in Nagasaki harbor and was destroyed.
The
Captain. a veteran in the Japanese marine service. shot himself in the offices of the N.Y.K.
line. Three months after Pearl Harbor. a wellknown Jap diplomat, Satomatsu Kato, "feU"
from
a window in his Paris embassy and was killed.
To bomb the Imperial Palace on the next trip
will hasten an end of the war and by suicide.
many of Tokyo's leaders will save the day of,an
Axis hanging.
~

Roughing Up
(Continued

From Page

9)

types of combat missions.
Nearby towns used as
enemy installations day after day are "annihilated" by the squadrons in training.
Missions
are changed while planes are in the air. and
all hands are taught to operate while under
fire. Ground crews learn to cut servicing time
to a minimum to prevent planes being caug?t on
the ground by enemy attack.
A comprehensive
plan for defense
of the
field against
enemy bombers.
paratroops
or
ground attack is worked out; constant drill in
defending the field and its installations accompanies the rest of the training routine.
This field practice is designed to make AAF
units bound for combat duty able to operate entirely on their own. to build them into selfsustaining units that can provide their own supply and maintenance wherever they may be and can
defend themselves against any type of attack.
Anyone who has seen the Air Forces in action in
the bug-filled
blistering
sand and swamps of
Florida will know that when these men go into
action on foreign soil they will be ready for
anything.

P
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/rOl/t.
TO KEEP 'EM nYlNO
MIAMI BEACa, fLORIDA

N January, 1943, the
Ipay
raise finally
caught

up with Pvt.
Doakes. One Monday morning he couldn't
get up for sick call, so
his Sergeant, a kindly
man, called an ambulance.
The Medical Officer
gave Doakes
a long,
diagnostic
look and
whistled.
"Spots before your eyes, Private?" he asked.
.Well, not exactly -spots, sir," Doakes
whispered. "More like dollar sigDS they are."
"Hm. And you feel tired at Reveille?"
"Yes, sir."
"I see. When, exactly did you start feeling
like this?"
Doakes considered. "As near as I can remember, sir, it was back in August, a couple of
months after the pay raise went into effect.
That was when I started to slip behind."
"Slip behind?"
"Yes, sir. I suddenly noticed it was coming
in faster than I could spend. And then, sir, I
decided to take steps. I stayed up in my room
all one evening tearing up myoId budget and
making out a new one. It took a lot of figuring, sir, I can tell you."
"I can imagine," said the Medical Officer.
"Go on."
"Well, sir, I had this old budget worked out
exactly to twenty-one dollars a month--right to
the last penny. Fifty cents for photographs,
two-fifty for laundry, three dollars insurance,
three dollars beer, seventy cents haircuts,
eighty-five cents toothpaste, soap, blades and
so on, twenty-five cents stationery, twenty
cents shoe polish, fifty cents papers and magazines, two dollars movies, three dollars cokes
and four bucks fifty cigarettes."
"A good, conservative, sound budget," said
the Medical Officer, apprOVingly.
"Yes, sir. Well, I got to thinking--just a
little, of course, sir. I could see there were
a lot of items in myoId budget I couldn't possibly spend any more on-.So I saw I'd have to spend lots more on
some things. I ran my insurance premiums up to
seven dollars and bought only the best eD9raved,
monogrammed stationery. Instead of fifty cents
for photos, I got five bucks worth and sent
them out, special delivery air mail, to a lot of
people whose names I found in the phone book.
Along with my haircuts, I got shampoos, facials,
<NdI)

>-

manicures, shines and violet ray treatments.
Instead of comic books and newspapers, I bought
Fortune and Harper's Bazaar. I only used each
razor blade once and took to drinking cokes before breakfast.
If a fellow asked me for a
cigarette, I gave him the whole pack. But of
course the other fellows were getting fifty a
month, too, and pretty soon they stopped asking.
The best I could step it up to was forty-one
seventy-five."
"Surely that didn't make you as sick as you
look, Doakes."
"I haven't told you about December yet,
sir," Doakes said, painfully.
"What about December?"
"That was when I ran into real trouble, sir.
Almost all through the month I suffered reverses, sir. First there was a long session of KP-I'd had a little trouble with an MP--then I got
a series of special duties that kept me busy all
the time. Firs~ thing I knew pay day was here
again, and I hadn't even gotten into my November
pay."
"Tsk, tsk," said the Medical Officer.
"Well, sir, last week I really went to town.
On my feet all day long I was, sir, trying to
catch up with myself.
But my heart wasn't
really in it. I knew when I was licked, sir.
Haircuts every day, pictures until I couldn't
stand up to pose any more and had to have them
lying down. Cokes for the Squadron. Then came
the dawn this morning, sir, and I just couldn't
seem to <jet up."
Doakes closed his eyes and shuddered.
"Nurse!" the Medical Officer shouted, "nurse!
Wheel this man into the contagious ward and pull
down the blinds. He's to have absolute quiet,
and on no account is anyone to rattle any coins
near him. And--oh, yes--mark his card 'in line
of duty' so he won't have his pay docked."
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HIS P-43 is covered with hair--but it didn't grow there. The
hairy tufts visible in the photograph are really pieces of
string which were fixed on the plane by engineers who use them to
study air-flow direction during wind-tunnel tests. Pictures taken
of the tufts while the plane is undergoing tests show up inefficiencies in aerodynamic design.
PROSPECTING
FOR BOMBS
HE men in the picture below get a ten ific "bang" out of their
work. They are looking for unexploded bombs on the practice
range at Kelly Field. The bombs are left over from World War I,
and some of them have remained underground for over 25 years.
The man in front is operating a metal locator which signals him
when he is over a shell. The men behind are carrying a litter
containing a dynamotor and batteries, used to operate the locator.
When the searching crew finds a bomb, a demolition squad moves in
with TNT and explodes it.

T

Pilot

T

Dud Hunting

at Kelly

Toaster

HIS is the Air Forces
new electrically-heated
flying suit, described
in
the May News Letter.
Little
heavier than an ordinary
uniform. it will keep aircrews warm down to 60 degrees below zero.
Several
thousand of these suits will
be in use by next winter.
The new suits will replace the bulky woolen uniforms now used for highaltitude
flying.

fROM RUBBLE

T

HEAP TO AIRPORT

HIS is a before-after series showing how steel landing mats and aviation engineers together
can turn a rubble pile into a modern runway. even in such out-of-the-way places as this far
northern outpost.
IJandinq mats such as these are making it possible for Air forces planes to land and take-off
in the farthest corners of the earth--sometimes where planes were never seen before. These
mats were laid on roughly leveled subgrade. which was later ballasted with clean cinders. making
the surface smooth and hard.
The picture above shows the kind of ground that greeted the aviation engineers. The completed
runway in use is shown below.
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GUNNERS

No Crack-ups Here

M

AXWELL Field makes sure Air Forces control tower operators know their job before
they are permitted to play for keeps. To do
this student operators are provided with a
miniature airport. complete with runways, buildings and control tower, to practice on.
In the above picture Private Ferdin F. Terry
brings in a B-24 while Private Jack V. Nelson
operates the control tower. They communicate
over a standard two-way radio.
The control-tower course lasts three weeks,
and is taught by Staff Sgt. Glen Mackay.
It
is patterned after the system developed by the
Civil Aeronautics Administration for the control
of commercial airline operations.
OGDEN

"ELEPHANT

Learning to Spot at Tyndall

S

O they won't blast the wings off a friendly
plane, prospective
AAF gunners down at
Tyndall Field, Florida, learn what both Allied
and Axis planes look like by making a close
study of wall charts and models. Here Private
Francis Grant is getting tips on aircraft recognition from Corporal Harold Ellis.
NEW

AAF

LIFE

RAFT

TRAINS"

Raft and Equipment

of Army bombers patrolling over water
CHEWS
aren't going to drown
Air Forces engiif

Transportation at Ogden

D

ISPERSED parking lots for employees are no
problem at Ogden Air Depot. Colonel R.J.
Minty, Engineering Officer at the depot. has
put the "elephant
trains" shown below into
use carrying employees from the parking lots
to headquarters
and supply buildings.
The
trains operate on a 24 hour basis. and accommodate all sh~fts,

neers can help it. One of the latest lifesaving devices developed is the collapsible
rubber raft shown above.
The raft can carry
five men comfortably. plus emergency rations,
20 feet of line and a waterproof bag containing
a Very signal pistol. The raft is inflated by
pulling a lever which releases carbon dioxide
into the tubing. The oars are collapsible and
may be stored away.

Twelve Pounds of Prevention
By
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Captain Darry Barsantee
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in college we had a course in English
BACK
Literature and the textbook was an enormous

tome entitled -Twelve Centuries of English Prose
and Poetry.
After lugging it to class a few days we renamed
it -Twelve Pounds of English Prose and
P
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bac k and forth from orne t0 e 0 ~ce a number
of times.) This pile of manuscripts was the answer to General Arnold's recent directive asking
pilots of the AAF to write and submit to him accounts of their narrowest escapes from fatal
airplane accidents.
"He re they are, " I was told. "See what you
can do with them,
The manuscripts were already somewhat dogeared through constant study by statisticians,
engineers and other experts in the field of accident control who had gleaned much valuable
data on accident causes from them. My task was
to select the most typical narratives and rewrite them for publication in booklet form.

onels with thousands of hours, and these errors
caused trouble in heavy bombers and basic
trainers alike. Ships changed greatly in design, but accident hazards common in 1917 were
still prevalent in 1942.
.,
th'
~wever d'
~sappo~nt~ng
1S d'
~scovery, ~'t cer'U_

tainly was illuminating. If accident causes are
.,
so few, so bas~c and so s~mple, surely correch
d
t~ve met 0 scan b e equa 11"! b'aS1C an d' s~mp 1e.
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tives.
Cockiness and over-confidence, it seemed,
popped up in one out of every two or three manuscripts. Listen to this:
My most hair-raising
experience came one
fine clear day whi le I was making sport of
sailboats
by blowing
them off course with
prop wash. About the third pass around, I
became just a little too much interested in
the boat's reactions and before I had time
to realize what had happened my prop hit the
water. There was a roar, a jerk, a huge
spray and one moment of a thousand years.
So ended my days of blowing sailboats!
Weather was a factor in a good 20 per cent of
the near-accidents, but in almost every single
Prevention Wholesale
case the pilot admitted that he deliberately in"Talk about an ounce of prevention, I mused vited disaster by digressing from the regulato myself after leafing through the first few, tions or the rules of common sense. For instance:
"Here's at least twelve pounds of it!"
.... ,My face is red as I write this, but I
Actually, some 500 narratives were submitted,
must admit that the very same weather report
ranging from a couple of paragraphs to 10 pages
that I got after
landing
had also been
in length. The narrators included raw cadets
available
at my point of departure
and I
who hadn't yet soloed and two-star generals who
hadn't even bothered
to check!
Only luck
were flying before World War I. Virtually every
and a crazy hunch had prevented
what certype of ship ever used by our Army was mentainly would have been a nasty smear.
tioned; the locales ranged from Alaska to Puerto
Improper preparation on the ground before takRico to France; just about every conceivable
situation in which a pilot would ever find him- ing off is a major cause of accidents, as every
experienced pilot knows. Stories in support of
self was described.
Naturally, it looked like a rich vein of in- this fact were legion. This excerpt from one
formation on accidents and their causes; a tech- is typical:
In my eagerness to get started on that longnician's bonanza and a writer's dream.
cherished
trip I jumped into the newly reA few days of refining, however, brought the
paired plane and took off in the general
realization that the lode was not as rich as it
direction
of Detroit.
No maps, you underappeared.
There was a sameness about the
stand:
no drawn course of any kind, no
stories which soon grew almost monotonous.
flashlight--and, I realize now, no brains!
There weren't 500 basic causes of accidents, I
The accounts having to do with just plain
Soon discovered; as a matter of fact, there
weren't 50, or even 25. Lieutenants with a "boners" made a sizeable pile in themselves.
dozen hours made the same mistakes as did Col- Typical is this fragment:
II
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As I taxied up to the line, burning to crucify the inspector who had passed on a plane
in
that
condition,
the clerk
ran out.
"Lieutenant",
heyelled,"you
took the wrong
plane.
I said number so-and-so but you took
number
this-and-that.
This plane hasn't
even been finished by the assembly department!"" Yes, sir; I had been flying a ship
that was literally
falling apart, and the
horse was 100% on me.

buted.
Entitled "Lessons that Live, as Told by
AAF Pilots",
it contains eighteen of the most
typical
among the hundreds
of accounts
submit ted.
There is nothing of an. admonitory nature in
the book except that each story naturally points
a moral by implication.
The theme of the brochure is aptly pointed up
in a foreword by Colonel S. R. Harris, who heads
the Directorate of Flying Safety.
There is an old axiom to the effect
that

Cer e l ee eneee

experience is the best teacher.
It's a good
axiom and I wouldn't quarrel with it. Where
accidents are concerned, however, experience
is likely
to be bitter
and costly.
The
first lesson can be and often is the last"
In flying, it's a whole lot better to learn
from the mistakes
of others
than to make
them yourself.
Presented
here are true
stories
of accidents
or near-accidents,
written
by Air Force
Pilots
who lived
through them.
Each could have resulted in
one or more fatalities if LadJ(Luck had not
smiled at precisely the right moment.
Read
them; yes, study them and resolve right now
that you will never make the same mistakes.
This booklet should help you to grow old in
the business of flying!

Inattention, carelessness, thoughtlessness-call it what you will--it is the reigning cause
of accidents in our Air Forces.
Not more than
15 per cent of all mishaps reported can be attributed to forces over which the pilot himself
has no direct control.
I rather expected, since
it would be only human, that many of the pilots
would have a tendency
to place the blame on
their ships in order to cover their own mistakes
or shortcomings, but such was not the case.
Pilot error and faulty supervision is responsible for the vast majority of accidents.
In view of this, it would certainly seem that
the remedies are obvious and not too difficult
to apply.
Education
will do the trick among
those amenable to it; disciplinary
action must
be taken among those who will not respond to
education.
One of the fitst steps in the program of education is a booklet which is now being distri-

The booklet also contains a vital message from
General Arnold, as well as charts, tables and
other oddments of information
of especial interest to pilots.
It is profusely illustrated
in full color.
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Hide-Seek Warfare
(Continued from Pa~e 10)
and whitecaps work for you. Lookouts on U-boats
surface cruising on such days have difficulty
locating aircraft that patrol near the water because seaspray gets in their binoculars, forcing
them to go below now and then to dry out their
goggles.
In case this suggests that U-boats lie around
on the surface like decoy ducks. consider that a
submarine can make a crash dive 25 seconds after
.it spots you. And within 40 seconds after a Uboa.t submerges,
count on it as being out of
range. That gives you a total of 65 seconds actual working time, not very long: so. spotting a
sub is just the beginning.
It all means that you can't have too much
speed. And it also means that you can't relax,
because that crowded 65 seconds may come anytime--sometimes
after eight hours of patrol
duty--and you don't want to miss the fun.
To counteract the speed with which a U-boat
can submerge, you usually make for the sighted
vessel in a straight line, hoping to drop your
eggs before the sub has dived.
Once it has
dived, the only aiming mark for the bombardier.
is the swirl left behind on the surface, Qaused
by the conning tower
. The after-effects of an attack on a U-boat are
usually informative, although often disheartening. But they do give the bomber crew an opportunity to evaluate
the success of the hunt.
Depth charges themselves give off an oily residue after they explode, so a slight smear of oil
and minor debris is not considered significant.
Even a considerable
quantity of oil may mean
only that the relatively
flimsy external fuel
tanks on the sub have been broached. or that the
bellows-action
of the depth charge blast has
forced some oil through the self-compensating
system. Appearance of large quantities of oil,
however,
are considered
evidence of a "near
miss'~ and the escaping oil leaves a trail by
which the sub can sometimes
be followed for
hours.
Bubbles Can Fool You
Don't get too excited over bubbles r~s~ng to
the surface in a small stream.
They may only
mean that the U-boat is adjusting a temporary
upset by "blowing" some of its air or water ballast to regain even keel. But bubbles in large
and continuous quantity are evidence of damage
to the external connections
of bottles of high
pressure air, often carried in the casing under
the upper deck and above the pressure
hull.
While this is annoying
to the sub crew, it is
seldom serious.
Large bubbles that produce an active boiling
of the water's surface over an extended period
intimate that Hitler & Co. is having its troubles down below.
Such commotion generally means
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that serious internal flooding is taking place
in the U-boat, and that its commander is blowing
out the main ballast
in an effort to restore
buoyancy.
When accompanied by large masses of
oil. it may even mean that the fuel tanks are
being emptied.
It is possible, however, for a
sub to fill and sink without any considerable
external evidence such as large quantities of
debris.
Consequently,
the bombardier
always
tosses over an extra egg or two for good measure.
A submarine under attack frequently will break
surface momentarily
at large angles. either
stern up or bow up--but this may only be due to
temporary loss of trim or control, and in itself
is not conclusive evidence of serious damage.
All in all, with speed at a premium, you get
to work on the .shoot first and talk about it
later" basis.
It is not surprising to hear that
depth charges have been tossed on unsuspecting
whales. And no one should complain at this. It
might have been a U-boat, and it's always worth
an explosive egg or two to find out.
And you must rem~mber that more U-boats are
being bagged than are announced in the papers.
It's hard enough getting them without reporting
to Hitler each time it happens.

..ALWAYS

WARM 'ER UP BEFORE TAKING OFF"

newest heavy bomber,
the HeinGERMANY'S
kel HE-177. appears to have two radial. but
actually has four liquid cooled engines.
Two
are placed side by side for each nacelle, with
a circular nose radiator.
Dive-brakes
are a
notable feature of the new plane.

cal climate. it is actually in
about the same latitude as New
York City. You could get there
by going out to Mitchel Field.
taking a plane and heading due
east for about 5.000 miles.
The trip would take you out
over the Atlantic. then over the
northern tip of Portugal. Spain.
the
Mediterranean.
Italy.
Greece. Turkey. and finally the
Caucasus itself.
Once there.
you would probably
"set her
down" at Baku. the oil capital
of the Soviet Union.
Baku is a big. bustling.
cosmopolitan city. Located on
the shores of the great inland
Caspian Sea. it is the shipping
point for the tons of oil sent
every day up the Caspian waterways to the industrial cities to
the north. and westward throuqh
the great pipelines across the
Caucasian isthmus to the Black
Sea ports of Batum and Poti.
Baku is a modern. yet an ancient city. The job of getting
the oil out of the ground and
into the boats and pipelines has
brought a western industrial air
to the old oriental
town.
By Oliver H. Townsend
Streetcars. busses and automoHe.dQuarter~ ........
'
biles whirl passed donkey-riding
peasants. Modern business cenUST north of th. Holy Land. in the very ters have sprung up among the ancient shops and
shadow of ancient Mount Ararat where Noah dwellings. and modern homes and parks are making
ended his nautical "cross-country".
lies the residential suburbs out of the city's outskirts.
rich Transcaucasian valley of tpe Soviet Union.
The thousands of workers and adventurers
Stretchiug along the border between Russia that have been attracted to Baku by the oil inand Turkey. where Europe ends and the oriental dustry give it a gay. holiday air even in warEast beqins. the Caucasus is the focal point of time. Most of the 800.000 to a million people
German drives through Russia and the Middle speak Russian. mixed in with the scores of naEast.
tive dialects that stamp Baku as a crossroads
And for good reason. Here are the great oil between the East and West.
fields that feed the mechanized forces of the
Russian Army. Here also is the world's largest
Look Like Forests
supply of high-grade manganese--enough to keep
the wbeels of the steel industry of Europe and
America turning for'centuries.
At night the oil wells that fill the counTucked away between the two great mountain tryside ~round Baku look like great forests
ranges that run from the Black to the Caspian aC]ainst the moonlit sky. Out beyond the oil
Sea. the Transcaucasian valley has remained wells there's desert--desert
that stretches
pretty much of a mystery to the outside world. westward for .iles toward the foothills of the
Even the natives themselves know little about Caucasian mountains.
their homeland.
Back in this "hill country". west of the deAmericans. like everyone else. have never sert. outside the big centers of population.
bothered to find out much about the Caucasus. many of the ancient customs of the natives are
Now they must. however. as they join the rest of still preserved. Each small community has its
the United Nations in the defense of this area own language. few of which were ever reduced to
from the Axis pincer drives.
writing until a few years ago. Russian is not
Althouqh the Caucasus has a much more tropi- even spoken. and is rarely understood. by most

The Russian Caucasus
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of these people. Up until a few years ago they
knew very little of the "outside'~ and few of
them realized
there was any country
in the
world except Russia. Parts of the Caucasus even
remained unexplored until recently.
Although
the benefits of sanitation
and
cleanliness are still largely unappreciated in
the Caucasus.
the natives are very friendly.
and. like their country. very picturesque.
Their horsemanship. their black lamb-skin caps,
their long black coats and knee-high boots are
echoes from the day when the Cossacks were the
pride and the scourge of southern Russia.
The Soviet government in recent years has
brought many of the benefits of western civilization to the Caucasus, including education. the
Russian
language and rural electrification.
Such westernization, however, hasn't changed the
native taste for foods.
If you want to eat
their food, you'll have to be educated to it.
One of the favorite dishes is bread made out of
corn meal and water, finished off with a swig or
two of sour milk.

Tiflis is the capital of the Soviet Socialist Republic of Georgia. Russia's Georgia, although not as large as our own, has nearly as
many people--and Tiflis is almost twice as big
as Atlanta,
The other two Russian Republics
that comprise the southern Caucasus are Azerbaijan, where Baku is located, and Armenia, in the
mountains south of Georgia.
The money used in
these Republics
is the same as that used all
over Russia--rubles.
worth roughly about 20
cents.
The climate of the Caucasus varies greatly.
Along the Caspian it's dry and hot. Along the
Black Sea it's tropical. and up in the mountains
it's cold--especially
in the Greater Caucasus
range, running just north of the Tran.caucasian
valley.
These mountains are higher and wilder
than the Alps (they contain the highest peak in
Europe--Mount
Elbrus) and form an effective
barrier to an invasion force heading southward
across the great barren steppe from Rostov,
Kerch and the Don River basin.
And the Russians know how to use the mountains as a barrier.
For years they've trained
Li fe Not Bad
special troops to fight their way across the
The life for the men, though, isn't bad. glaciers and crevices of this forbidding range.
They let the women do all the work.
Between
They know they have to defend the Caucasus not
wars they sit in the village squares smoking and only for itself--but also because it is a stepswapping stories while the women raise the chil- ping stone to Iraq and Iran. and a link in the
dren, do the housework and till the fields, To- German attempt to join forces with the laps in
day the village squares are empty--the men are southern Asia.
in the Red Army.
There are two other gateways to the CaucaIn the middle of the Caucasian isthmus, be- sus besides the isthmus--the Black Sea to the
tween the Black and Caspian Seas, is the second west and the Holy Land. to the south.
The
city of the region--Tiflis,
Tiflis is even
fight to gain these approaches is a tough one.
more of a Babel than Baku. with Armenian, Tur- Americans who get in the battle will have some
kish, Jewish, Greek, Russian, Iranian, German
of the best fighters in the world on their side-and scores of Caucasian dialects all mingled in and
some of the United Nations' most prized
the market places and cafes,
possessions
to defend .
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By

Lieut. John M. Jenks
Headquarte_~

AAF

and a 30 caliber machine gun in each wing and a
APAN'S
"How to Fool the Enemy" Department
must have stayed up nights working on its pair of 30 caliber machine guns mounted to fire
wacky system of aircraft designation.
But once through the propeller. Early models of the Zero
you have the key. the great Zero mystery folds
lacked pilot armor and were extremely vulnerable
up like a parachute.
to machine gun fire. Later Zeros carry some piThe so-called Zero is generally described as lot armor but offer much less protection for the
Am~rican
pursuits.
It
a fast. highly maneuverable fighter plane.
Its pilot than standard
chief claim to fame was gained in action against carries a jettisonable auxiliary fuel tank slung
under the fuselage which adds about 500 miles to
Allied aircraft in the Southwest Pacific.
Matits normal cruising range of 1500 miles.
ter of fact. it is one of the best operational
One of the United Nations' leading authorifighters in the world.
Actually. there is no
ties on the Navy Zero is Lieut. Col. Boyd D.
single Japanese plane with the exclusive desig~uzz) Wagner of the AAF. who has had considernation of Zero.
Every Jap plane of every type
placed in service during 1940 is a Zero.
To able contact with them both in the air and on
the ground.
He describes the Zero as follows:
make it more complicated.
this includes both
Army and Navy ships.
Descr ipt ion
The Japanese designate their military air"It's not a wonder plane. but it has the recraft with two numerals representing the year spect of all our pilots.
The Zero's wings and
the plane went into service. To start with. the fuselage are made in one piece. which means the
Jap calendar begins at 660 B. C. As a result.
Japs can't change wings if they are damaged. but
our year 1940 becomes 2600 (according to the Son must replace the whole job. The system has an
of Heaven).
Only the last two numerals are ap- advantage in less weight and speed of manufacplied to plane designation.
Consequently. 1940 ture if the Japs can make enough for replacemodels are designated
by "00". or just plain
ments. which I doubt.
I doubt if even we could
"Zero."
The letter T which precedes the numer- with that system.
ical designation stands for "type".
"The landing gear folds completely into the
fuselage. creating no additional drag. and the
"Strange
Setup"
plane is entirely flush riveted with only a few
drag-creating
protuberances.
The cockpit is
This strange setup appears to be a deliberroomy and comfortable.
Armament is controlled
ate attempt to baffle ""lsuspecting foreigners.
by a lever on top of the throttle which permits
but even the Japs must stew and fret to underthe pilot to fire either cannon or machine guns
stand it. For example. there is a Navy single
or both.
seater fighter; an Army single seater fighter;
The Zero is credited with a top speed of
an Army heavy bomber; a Navy torpedo bomber; an well over 300 mph and does pretty well up to
Army light bomber and a four-engined Navy flying
~O.OOO feet.
It can dive as steeply as AAF
boat--all designated as T-97. This designation
fighters but has trouble pulling out as rapidly.
merely means that they all went into service
It has outclimbed AAF pursuits. however. and a
during the Jap year 2597 (our 1937).
favorite maneuver in the early days of the war
The Zero fighter generally referred to is a was for a Zero to allow an enemy pursuit to get
single seater Navy ship made by Mitsubishi.
It on its tail and then go into a steep climb. flip
is sometimes called the Mitsubiahi Zero.
Its over in a sharp loop and come out on the tail of
official Japanese name is the "Mitsubishi Navy
its opponent. The Zero's cannon have not proved
Fighter T. 0."
effective against other fighters but have caused
considerable damage to heavy bombers.
The Zero looks like a North American AT-6
AM' fighters have an advantage over Zeros in
with a slimmer fuselage and wing guns.
It retains its raw metal silver color and is often
their sturdier construction. pilot armor. leakproof tanks and heavier armament. 50 caliber maidentified by the Sun flashing on its duralumichine guns and 37 mm cannon.
num stressed skin. It carries one 20 ma cannon
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Other Jap Planes Now in Service
AICHI

T.99

- Deck-landing,
Tor pedo Bomber

Low-wing

t

,
MITSUBISHI

T.97 - Deck-landing
Torpedo
Bomber

T

HE AAF has opened its first flight
strip, "somewhere on the middle
Atlantic seaboard," The strip. shown
above, is 8,000 feet by 500 feet, with
a runway down the center 7.000 feet
long and 150 feet wide, paved with
concrete
eight inches thick,
Roomy enough to accommodate
the
flight operations of two full squadrons, the number one strip is also
capable of handling the largest of AAF
planes, as shown by the Flying Fortress taking off at right, and landing
below.
Flight strips such as these are
being erected in many defense areas as
auxiliary landing fields and dispersal
points.

Airdromes in Wartime
Lieut. Col. Rudolph E. S.yser
AYI.tlen Engineers
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EACE-time practices governing the construcP
tion of airdromes have followed a conventional pattern. A large tract of land is obtained and the entire area is graded and leveled.
The runways are laid out in rigid geometric
patterns, every effort being made to obtain
pleasing symmetry. Special efforts are taken to
make the runways conspicuous.
All this, of course, is undesirable on an
operational airfield.
Regardless of the shape of the landing area or
the relationship of the runways to each other,
taxiways are necessary to permit maximum utilization. All runways should be connected to each
other and to the dispersal parking or revetment
area to permit the rapid movement of airplanes
from dispersed positions to the runway. .Taxiways in general follow the perimeter of the
landing area, but like runways should avoid
conventional patterns; whenever possible. they
should follow the trace of existing roads. The
required width is 50 feet, with a clearance of
15 feet from wing tip of plane to nearest tree
or obstacle; paving thickness may be slightly
less than for the runway. Taxiways should be
laid out in a series of tangent, rather than in
a sinuous trace. A two per cent grade is acceptable. These taxiways also serve as service
roads for supplying airplanes at their dispersed
locations.
Except when undergoing major repairs, airplanes at operational airdromes will be dispersed, generally in protective pens or revetments. Hard standings and route of access to
these dispersal areas are essential. For safety
and control, dispersed airplanes not in revetments should be in groups of three planes, each
plane at least 150 yards from the next, and with
no group closer than 200 yards at any point to
any airplane or another 'group. Revetments
should be 150 feet apart, and must not be laid
out on straight lines nor be in prolongation of
the runway or other natural bombing runs. The
floor of the revetment should prOVide a hard
standing and be above ground surface. Sunken
revetments can be built, but are operationally
unsuited. Not only does the depression become a
sump unless underground drainage is provided,
but the difficulty of getting aircraft in and
out of the revetment is increased. In event of

this type of revetment becomes a gas trap. No
type of construction should be permitted to
interfere with the free and rapid egress of the
aircraft.
Whether the revetment will be covered depends
on local climatic conditions and the supply of
materials.
A removable, fire and chemical
resistant covering will give protection against
weather and liquid chemical; it is also valuable
in deceiving the enemy as to whether or not the
revetment is occupied. Considerations of major
maintenance, such as engine changes, must not be
permitted to influence the height of the roof.
The covers must be as low as possible to permit
concealment. The impracticability of concealing
a large structure mitigates against such covers
for bombing planes. Considering the clear span
reqUired, the provision of a cover becomes a
definite engineering task of some magnitude.
Air raid shelters for the combat and maintenance
crew are a necessary part of a revetment.
Pursuit Remains

Pursuit aircraft will remain on the actual
airdrome area, near the down wind ends of the
runways. as they must be able to take-off with
minimum loss of time. Although not desirable,
it may be necessary to permit parking these
planes within 300 feet of the centerline of the
runway.
For bombardment and observation airplanes, the
ability to take the air rapidly is less necessary. Accordingly, it is these airplanes that
can well be dispersed some distance from the
airdrome proper. No exact guide to this distance can be given as it depends not only on
local terrain, but also on the requirements for
protecting the dispersed aircraft from sabotage
by local inhabitants, or from possible hostile
airborne action. One mile is not excessive if
it facilitates concealment.
So far it has been assumed that the landing
area can be seen by the pilot, but in actual
practice, a great proportion of landings will be
made at night or under adverse weather conditions, for which provision must be made. Peacetime systems of lighting, visible for miles. are
manifestly inappropriate. present practice is
to place beacons, visible from certain positions
only, some distance from the airdrome. Having
located the beacon, by means of a series of
hooded lights, designed to be visible at varying
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altitudes. the pilot is brought to the proper
runway at the desired altitude. Further hooded
lights. of minimum intensity, frequently with
colored filters. give the pilot his angle of
glide. and indicate the edge of the runway. A
few floodlights may be available. but are not
employed except under unusual conditions. the
additional illumination needed being obtained
from the landing lights of the plane. Whenever
possible. lights will be set flush with the
ground. but only under unusual conditions will
elaborate underground conduits be used to carry
the power. Normally a flexible cable to a portable generator in a trailer unit will suffice.
Servicing and Storage Facilities

Fixed servicing and supply facilities are not
built at field airdromes.
Not only do these
elaborate systems take larger quantities of
material and require much time to install. but
they are tactically unsound in the presence of
an enemy.
Gasoline. small arms ammunition,
bombs, and other supplies must be delivered to
aircraft at their dispersed locations. For this.
purpose air force tactical and service units are
provided with special trucks, trailers, and
dollies. The construction of the storage units
of the following types is normal:
Storage of gasoline will be preferably in
underground tanks not exceeding 25,000 gallon capaCity. Tanks should be in pairs with
individual tanks separated by 3 feet of
earth or equivalent concrete wall with the
same amount of overhead cover. Pairs should
not be closer than 100 feet with duplicate
but separated pipe connections. If underground units cannot be built, above ground
tanks should be dispersed, and surrounded by
a protective earth traverse on all sides.
Tanks of 25.000 gallon maximum capacity. if
given this protective traverse. should be
spaced.at least 150 feet apart; without protection individual tanks or storage piles
should be spaced not closer than 200 yards.
Regardless of spacing. all above ground
tanks must be located in woods or other
areas suitable for camouflage. In lieu of
large capacity tanks, storage frequently
will be in drums. Piles of drums should be
treated the same as above ground tanks.
Where opportunity presents, gasoline may be
delivered in tank cars to a railroad siding
uear the airdrome. This siding should he at
least ~ mile from the airdrome. and on a
road suitable for heavy trucks. In lieu of
delivering to tank trucks at the siding. it
may be necessary to lay a temporary pipeline from the siding to a distributing point
on a road nearer the airdrome.
Underground storage of small arms ammunition. bombs. pyrotechnics. and chemicals
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will be exceptional. Normally. all storage
will be dbove ground in dispersed and concealed splinterproof magazines or igloos.
For bombs and other supplies which are not
affected by weather. open storage in revetted traverses is ample. Whenever possible. the standard safety distances given
in ~dnance Technical Manuals should be followed. but modification will have to be made
to fit the actual terrain.
Spare parts for engines. airplanes. wings
and other items of Air COrps Supply require
protection primarily from weather. Although
valuable. the quantity on hand at field airdromes will not justify attempting to give
protection against small arms fire or bombs.
Theater of Operations type warehouses only
should be built. care being taken to get
maximum camouflage by the fullest possible
use of any existing structures. or by siting
to obtain the maximum inherent concealllent.
These warehouses need.nat be on the landing
area itself. but should be on roads within
500 yards of any repair hangar that may be
erected. (This is the second of a series of
articles On wartime airdromes by Colonel Smyser.
The third article will appear in the August
issue.)

Lieut.
General
H. H. Arnold.
flanked
by
Bri~. General James H. Doolittle.
awarding medals to Tokyo raid flyers at Bollin~
Field.
D. C., on June 27.
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Midway
(Continup.d from Page 3)
toms at 1.000 feet, tops at 6,000 feet with high
thin-scattered
at 18.000 feet.
The carriers
were circling under the clouds and we had to
search for them.
There isn't much doubt that
they had seen us and were trying to avoid our
planes.
All elements of the main body of the fleet
could be observed except the carriers; then. after a search, three carriers were seen to break
cloud coverage.
Again it was Captain Payne who
spotted the first carrier.
He directed us over
his radio. and we went in to attack.
The enemy started fir ing as soon as we opened
our bomb bays. The fire wasn't effective. but a
bit disturbing.
The fighters came up to attack.
maneuvering beautifully, but they failed to follow through.
It appeared that their heart was
not in their work. and in no caSe was the attack
pressed home.
We divided
our ships into three groups.
Each group was instructed to take a carrier, and
we bombed away.
We are fairly certain we hit
the first carrier, but we didn't claim it. The
second group. under command
of Captain Cecil
Faulkner, hit its carrier amidships.
Lt. Colonel
Brooke Allen, commanding
the last flight. secured hits on the third carrier.
We didn't have
time to wait and see them sink, but we left
knowing they were badly crippled.
Captain Faulkner's
tail gunner sustained
the only injury, a cut finger.
There was some
damage to the ships from machine gun fire and
anti-aircraft fire, but we all returned to Midway successfully.
We found the island had been
attacked in our absence.
During this attack we
lost a crew chief and an officer who remained on
the ground.
laps Sink Their Own
That afternoon (June 4) we went out again to
attack a troop ship convoy reported to be approaching from 265 degrees true and estimated to
be about 260 miles from Midway.
Enroute we got
orders to attack a carrier bearing 334 degrees
true and about 180 miles from Midway. We searched
that vicinity. but although a burning carrier
and a burning capital ship were sighted, no commissioned carrier was located.
We learned later
that the others we had hit sank or were sunk by
the. Japanese.
As sunset was approaching we decided to attack a heavy cruiser. All remaining units of the
enemy fleet were noW deployed and weaving.
We
attacked at 25,000 feet. Visibility Was perfect
and the bombing run excellent.
At the bomb release line an anti-aircraft
shell burst at our
altitude off the wing of the number three plane
followed by fairly heavy fire.
As soon as our
bombs were dropped we adopted evasive tactics.
We scored hits on the cruiser and left it
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burning, a heavy cloud of smoke issuing amidship. Numbers two and four planes were unable
to release their bombs on the first run so they
returned and attacked another ship.
They did
not remain to determine the results of their attack as the Japs had gotten a bracket on them
and the fire was extremely
intense
and all
around
them.
About 25 enemy fighters
were
sighted below on a northerly heading as we put
out for Midway. but none reached our altitude.
This same afternoon Major George Blakey led
another
flight of B-17s in and attacked
the
burning carrier. Attacking at very low altitude,
they succeeded in scoring many hits.
Fortresses Blast 'Em
All told, on the afternoon
of June 4 our
B-17s are credited with scoring three hits on a
damaged carrier, (probably the AGAKI); one hit
on a large ship; one hit on a cruiser which was
left burning, and to have damaged one destroyer,
believed to have sunk.
Other B-17scarried
on the attack the next
day (June 5), contacting an enemy contingent of
battleships and cruisers to the westward of Midway despite unfavorable flying weather.
Quoting
the Navy's official report on that action by our
Army bombers:
-They attacked. and scored a direct hit on
the damaged cruiser.
Another bomb damaged the
same cruiser's steering gear.
She was last observed listing badly and turning in tight circles. This attack was followed quickly by a second Army Air Force attack which scored a hit on
the stern of a heavy cruiser.
Meanwhile,
at
about noon (June 5) U.S. Marine Corps aircraft
located the damaged enemy cruiser and delivered
one direct hit.
-In the afternoon of June 5, Army 'Flying
Fortresses'
attacked enemy cruisers again and
scored three direct hits upon one heavy cruiser.
On the return trip, one of these planes was
lost; a second was forced down at sea 15 miles
from Midway.
All except one of the crew of the
second plane were rescued."
Our morale was high throughout, but after it
was over we were as tired a bunch of flyers as
you ever wish to see.
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Aleutians

sOO-pounder caught it squarely amidships.
The
next plane to visit the island found the Jap
transport belching a mile-high tower of flame
and black smoke.
The next day only her stern
showed above water."
Our aircraft have continually attacked enemy
shore installations.
On one raid Army bombers
dropped 56 eggs on the Japs at Kiska.
But. as
always. the glue-thick fog made it difficult to
determine results.
Based in the Alaskan theatre. according to
Wheeler. are our B-17 and B-24 heavy bombers.
P-40. P-39 and P-38 fighters. B-26 medium bombers
also used as torpedo planes. and airliner DC-3s
converted into Army transports.
The same writer describes the "workhorse"
Navy PBY Catalinas. whose squadrons are making
history by tirelessly flying patrols and searches.
shadowing lap surface ships. fighting Zeros.
loosing torpedoes. strafing subs. carrying cargo
and troops. and even serving as makeshift dive
bombers.
Wheeler reports that some Catalina
airmen flew 102 hours in two weeks. with the
planes beached for repairs only when they would
no longer fly. Meanwhile. the Navy's submarines
search for underwater targets. and are credited
with sinking several destroyers.
Land-based aircraft. fighting under unified
Navy commqnd •.often operate from bases cut out
of areas Wheeler picturesquely
describes
as
"mucky morass that looks like land God plowed experimentally
and then wisely decided to throw
away."
I
B-26 Torpedoes
It is a "blindman's bluff" sort of aerial
warfare. waged hour after hour in the pea-thick
Wheeler describes "our first sizeable lick
soup. You fly clad in heavily-lined rubberized
at the enemy" as action by two B-26 bombers
"that suddenly found themselves out of the mist parka and pants. high boots and thick wool unYou sleep in tents and burrows and
and sitting over a 10-gun heavy cruiser. one of derwear.
pare
living
down to its lowest essentials.
An
Japan's best. They attacked and hit her bow and
stern with two torpedoes.
It appeared. they re- underground chamber is likely to serve as "HQ"
Canned sausage. canned corn beef. canned salmon
ported
laconically.
as though 'destruction
become the order of the day.
You gulp down
seemed certain.
..
Impossible weather made contacts with the steaming black cof fee between flights. The pilot calls the navigator "the key man up here;"
enemy few and brief after those first grueling
48 hours. until June 10. when a scouting Cata-. the navigator says a mile visibility "is all we
need."
When crossing
the dateline you argue
lina located
the invaders
in Kiska harbor.
about whether the bombs will be dropped today,
Then. five B-24s launched the first concentrated
tomorrow or yesterday.
attack on Kiska. Describing this action. Wheeler
states that the 24s came in low over the harbor.
Heading the Air Forces bomber command in
got caught in heavy anti-aircraft fire. climbed
the Alaskan theatre is Colonel William O. Eareckback to 18.000 feet to drop their loads. "and
son. who not only 'directs but leads bombing misleft one heavy cruiser flaming in the harbor.
sions. and has served as co-pilot.
squadron
hit squarely by heavy bombs."
Later that same
leader. navigator and even gunner.
An Alaskan
day. he adds. B-24s made direct hits on two
fighter unit of the Air Forces has all its
cruisers and a destroyer and left them burning.
planes decorated with the sign of the "Flying
Two of the 24s were lost.
Tiger'~
and is commanded
by Captain John S.
son of Brigadier
General
Clair~
A battle-scarred B-17 bagged an enemy trans- Chennault.
port ship and a fighter plane in a single flight Chennault.
whose Flying Tigers of China have
to Kiska in mid-June. according to Wheeler. who made themselves
well known to the enemy.
reports:
"The fighter went d~wn in flames afAs General Kuter expresses it: The Japanese
ter trading blows with the bomber's gunners.
are now between two Flying Tigers. "and bot,h 1
The transport
was lying in the harbor when a of them clawing."

(Continued from Page 4)
a belligerent.
bristling and scrappy outfit as
we have up there."
Army fighters and bombers were up after the
enemy from the outset of the June raids.
That
is reported
by newsman Keith Wheeler of the
Chicago Times. whose series of Navy-approved articles have come straight
from the Aleutian
theatre. where Wheeler has lived and flown with
the airmen.
"A ranging P-39 encountered two Jap cruiser
type observation planes in Umnak Pass and shot
one down in flames." writes Wheeler.
During the second day's raid. Army fighters
shot down two of nine enemy pursuits
which
strafed Fort Glenn installations; the remaining
seven attackers withdrew without inflicting damage.
That same day, Wheeler reports. "Catalinas
led Army bombers through the fog to two carriers
hanging out 250 miles south of Umnak island.
That day a torpedo-carrying
B-26 established
contact long enough to attack.
He bored in at
the carrier's looming hulk. one of Japan's largest. and cut loose his tin fish.
Instead of
going into the water. where it could aim itself.
the torpedo dropped on the carrier's
flight
deck. and worked as much destruction as a 2.000
pound weight can work anywhere it happens to
fall.
It did not explode."
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REAL AND POTENT WEAPON IS BEING CARRIED ABOARD OUR BOMBERS.

~

THIS WEAPON IS TEAMWORK--THE
FLYING

PRECISION

TEAMWORK

,

FOR OUR

COMBAT CREWS.

PRECISION
ANOTHER;

TEAMWORK

COMES

OF MEN KNOWING

OF TRAINING AND PRACTICING

AND LIKING

LONG ENOUGH

ONE

TO KNOW EACH

OTHERS ABILITIES AND LIMITATIONS; OF FACING DEATH TOGETHER FOR
A COMMON CAUSE.

ON THE GROUND, IT PRODUCES EASY FELLOWSHIP AND

A NEW KIND OF DISCIPLINE.

IN THE AIR, IT IS THE MOST POWERFUL

FORCE OUR ENEMIES MUST FACE.
ALL MEN IN A BOMBER CREW MUST WORK TOGETHER AS PRECI SELY AS
THE PARTS OF THE INTERNAL MECHANI

SIt

OF A FINE WATCH.

ANY ERROR

BETWEEN PILOT AND NAVIGATOR ON A 2,000 MILE RUN OR THE SLIGHTEST
FLAW IN CO-ORDINATION BETWEEN BOMBARDIER AND PILOT IN THE SHORT
RUN ON THE TARGET CAN MEAN THE FAILURE OF A MISSION.
FLIGHT

ENGINEER

BOMBER

IN ORDER

CANNOT
DURING

KEEP
FLIGHT

THE COMPLICATED

IF THE

MECHANI SM OF A

OR THE RADIO MAN DOESN'T

HIS JOB, WHY RISK THE SHIP ON A MISSION AT ALL?

KNOW

AND IF YOU "HO

MAN THE MACHINE GUNS IN COMBAT CANNOT COVER EVERY FOOT OF THE
SURROUNDING

SKY WITH LEAD, DEATH STARES AT THE ENTIRE CREW.

PILOTS, BOMBARDIER,
AND GUNNERS

MUST

NAVIGATOR,

STOP FUNCTIONING

THEY STEP ABOARD THEIR BOMBER.
ONE.

THAT IS "HY PRECISION

FLIGHT ENGINEER,
AS INDIVIDUALS

RADIO MAN
THE MINUTE

THEY MUST BEGIN TO OPERATE AS

TEAMWORK IS A VITAL PART OF EVERY

BOMBING OPERATION AND THE MOST POWERFUL WEAPON ABOARD OUR BOMBERS.

SUCH PRECI SION TEAMWORK PRODUCES PRECI SION BOMBING.

GEORGE E.

Major
Chief

ER,

General, U.S. Ar.y,
of the Air Staff.
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TO A GOOD many
the term Kiwi
(kee-wee) won't
mean a thing.
and we aren't
much concerned
about it. The
name Kiwi rightly belongs to a non-flying.
witch-like New Zealand bird
about hen size. and although it
popPed up some 25 years ago as
the slang description of nonflying Air Force personnel, we
are not sure it means all that
it did back then in view of the
recognized importance today of
earthbound officers and men in
the Air Forces.
We are concerned at the
moment with the mechanical Kiwi.
or what we like to call the
Mekiwi, and which we will have
no truck with and don't mind
saying so. In fact. we are
about to suggest an open season
on the flocks of Mekiwis now
roosting throughout the Air
Forces.

MEKIWI

•
The Mekiwi, if you please,
is an airplane mechanically unfit to fly because someone
flunked his job or became careless or failed to realize the
importance of maintenance in
.....
aerial warfare •
If our useless Mekiwis
nested primarily in the combat
• -areas. we might be tempted to

dig up some excuses. But when
this country has three to four
times as many available planes
out of commission as have such
spots as Alaska. Hawaii and
Panama. we haven't much of an
argument.
To hunt down the Mekiwis and
keep more planes in the air.
Headquarters needs ammunition
in the form of ideas and suggestions from the field. especially from officers and me,n
directly engaged in maintenance
and technical Lnspec t Lon work.
Mekiwi hunting demands,
first of all, a general buckling
down to work, but we do need to
,hear more about the specific
boners that have come to your
attention. Send in suggestions
for a series of -do's" and
"don'ts'~ Shoot us ideas for
articles. cartoons and posters
that might help improve the
standard of maintenance •
Reports tell us the Mekiwis
are thriving on such earthworms
as these:
Bodily removing a generator
when a slight adjustment
of
the voltage regulator would
have corrected
the trouble.
Wanning up a plane where loose
rocks or gravel
can cause
serious
injury
to nearby
planes and crews.
Failing to ~round the magneto
wire and thus preventing the
engine from being stopped.
Using
improper
cleansing
agents that ruin equipment or
endanger life and property.
Failing
tation
moving

to make proper noon Form One when rea plane

part.

thus

prompting
a crash
after
a
pilot has taken up the plane
in good fai the
Hold~ng
up a 100-h9ur
inspection
for lack of such
simple "IO-cent store". items
as washers and gaskets.

That merely scratches the
surface of easily correctible
boners that daily ground our
planes and breed Mekiwis. How
about passing on information
concerning
the maintenance
bottlenecks, that are gumming
up the works? Jot down your
ideas and suggestions and send
them to Headquarters in care of
the News Letter.
It will help
eliminate the Mekiwis.
a.os

ONE OF THE WILDEST
confirmed war stories to come our
way features a British fighter
pilot who downed two Nazi planes
without firing a shot. His report: "OWing to the position
of my Hurricane and that of
another machine of my squadron.
I crashed into a Do. 215 (German) with my right wing. The
wings of both planes broke up.
.1 then crashed into another
Do. 215 on my left with my
left Wing. I then went into a
rocket (wingless) dive." While
the Nazi planes were crashing to
earth. the Hurricane plunged
down out of control.
The
English pilot landed safely by
parachute. his only injury a
sprai.ned ankle.
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AIR FORCES

DICTIONARY
0 f Br I t ish
slanA: "Mickey Mouse," bomb
droppinA mechani sm; "Bro lLy;"
parachute; "bus driver," bomber pilot; "dust bin," rear
..
"G eor5"e, ..
gunner's pos~t~on;
automatic
pilot; • balbo,"
larAe formation of aircraft;
.completely cheesed," no hope
at all; "collect a gonA," ~et
a medal; "crabbinA
along,"
flying near the ground or water; and "Kipper Ki te," coastal command aircraft used to
convoy fishin~ fleets in the
North and Irish seas.
ESE

COMBAT NOTES:
It's rather important that pilots know
the voice of their flight director. The laps are old hands
at radio deception. At Midway
the laps were talking a lot of
English on frequencies u~ed.by
American planes •••••Ant~-a~rcraft fire directed at one plane
has been known to pass right
through and hit the following
aircraft. In strafing of any
kind, it is important not to
follow exactly in the path of
the ship ahead •••••lap Zeros
are believed to be landing on
carrier decks without the use of
hooks•••••Last minute checks before combat on such items as
guns charged, carburet ion and
proper engine RPM are very es~ntial.
A check-off sheet
mounted on the instrument board
has been recommended•••••Full o~
partial deflection shots are accounting for the great percenta;)'e
of planes downed in fighter
combat.

AN informant from the Southwest Pacific Area warns against
runninq for shelter when the
bombs begin to fallon an airdrome. -Lie flat on your face
behind small protection such as
sand bags or in shelter trenches
says he, and your chanc:s of
getting nicked are less l~kely.
Take this advice, we are told,
and you will be surprised how
close a bomb can hit without
doing you wrong.
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TWO late arrivals in the
enlisted ranks have given us
cause for smiles. The one, at
a southern Camp. nervously asked
the Sarge what that AUS meant
after his name, and was told it
stood for Army of the United
States. "Whew," mumbled the reauit, .1 thought it meant
JllJSTRALIA." The other, reportedly at Keesler Field, and
~rvous for another reason,
walked into a post building,
hesitantly peered about, and
asked a nearby Corporal if there
happened to be a men's room
around, The Corporal pointed
toward the door marked "Enlisted Men." The recruit sorrowfully shook his head and
said: "I can't go there: 1 was
drafted ..
WE PICKED this one up at
least fifth hand, but an Aviation Cadet at some field or
other, after beinA transferred
to another field for advanced
training~
is said to have
written his former tactical
officer in this fashion:
"At last, after weeks of
silent suffering, I am now far
from the range of your jurisdiction and as far as I am
concerned you and all of your
staff can take a jump in the
lake."
.
Not long after, so the story
eo e» . the Cadet got this
reply:
"All information as
to troop movements must be
submi t ted on Form 245B."
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YOU PROBABLY
DON'T know
too much about the Swiss Air
Force. Neither did we, until
we ran across such incidental
information as this: The Swiss
Air Force was originally ~.
branch of the Army but was made
independent in 1936. Since
September, 1939, it has been in
a state of partial mobilization.
Under the Swiss militia system, each young male citizen,
unless he pays a sp~cial military tax, enters the armed
forces. After serving as a private soldier for six months,
he may volunteer for flying
duty. If so, he enters a flying school, progressing to advanced training. Active duty
can come only in the event of
mobilization.
The Swiss Air
Force is organized solely for
defense, has no bomber command.
Flying personnel are reported
extremely proficient. Equipment is either German Me 109s
or French Morane 405/6s, hoth
manufactured under license in
Switzerland. Swiss pilots are
said to prefer the French ships.
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A memorandum calling our
attention to Army Regulations
on the conservation of valuable material, including a
reminder against the use of
duplicate paper clips, didn't
carry
the punch
it might
have, inasmuch as the memo ~as
weighted down with two sh~ny
paper clips.
I /~
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A teletype report passing over our desk was cause
for a second glance. It read:
TWO LINK TRAINERS DEPARTED
TH I S STATION
DA TE ETA
281600Z END.
Just when we
thought the faithful Link had
finally soloed. we learned
fhat the message referred to
Link trainer operators.

~
WE CAN'T PROVE
it, but
the report comes from the Midland (Tex.) bombardier school
that more practice bombs are
dropped every day on Texas
prairies than the daily average of real bombs dropped by
the Germans in the September,
1940, Battle of London.
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NO there we were. upside down at ten feet
dropping our bomb". and so goes the old line
without which any aerial gunner would feel as
naked as though he were without his clothes. but
back of those lines lies a story that entitles
most winged warriors to tell their own stories
in their own way.
Through the events of the past four months
it has been my good fortune to become an aerial
gunner. and through consequent events. to be a
member of the first American combat crew to drop
bombs on occupied Europe.
Because of these
events. I have been requested to set down on paper as nearly as P088ible the trend of events
that reached their climax with the Fourth of
July raid on Holland.
I entered the Army Air Corps in June of
1940. at Chanute Field. Rantoul. Illinois.
I
had been a newspaperman on the Fredonia (Kansas)
Herald and someday after the war I hope to be a
newspaperman again. It wasn't long before I began to 'move about. leaving Chanute a month later
to attend the Aircraft Armorers school at Lowry
Field. Colorado.

A

Training

Was

Valuable

Later. that training which I received at
Lowry was to be one of the most valuable pieces
of time which I have ever spent. However. at
the time it was a lot of hard work figuring out
how so many little gadgets put together in one
"shell" could cause twelve hundred rounds a minute to come out the muzzle.
After graduating from Lowry Tech •• my journeys really began. and from that time. October
25. 1940. until April 29. 1942. I was stationed
at eight different stations for varying periods
of time--Brooks Field. Kelly Field, Goodfellow
Field. Sherman-Dennison Air Base, all in Texas;
Will Rogers Field. Oklahoma City. Oklahoma;
Hunter Field. Savannah. Georgia; Lawson Field.
Fort Benning Georgia. and Fort Dix , New Jersey.
In all this time, I was on and off combat
status rather spasmodically. but even at that
time. I had definitely made up my mind. that one
way or another. should I ever get into thecombat zone. I'd either become a gunner or 80me
other part of a combat team.
After landing in England, which was preceeded by a boat ride that was by no meansuneventful, things began to move rapidly and
things happened fast. Early in June of thi8
year orders came through from the commanding of-

'0-

fieer that eighteen men _would proceed immediately from our base to one occupied by British personnel for the purpose of a short but intensive
period of instructions as aerial gunners,
The training which we received from the
R.A.F. instructors at this base, has and will
continue to be, one of the guiding factors in my
present and future operational flights. Too
much cannot be said about the tireless way in
which these boys. none of them over 25, unfolded
for our observation and discussion stories which
theretofore they had never discussed even among
themselves. Stories of actual experiences by
men from Malta; of sweeps against the Norwegian
coast; of low-altitude attacks against shipping
in the channel and the North Sea. It was from
these men that we learned what to expect from
"Jerry". Through mistakes that had cost the
R.A.F. lives. we profited.
We were g~eatly pleased to find that the
particular British squadron. with whom we were
to coordinate our efforts. was flying "Bostons",
the British version of the Douglas A-20. But
suddenly we discovered that we were a long way
from being ready to go on "Ops". the British
term for operational missions. There was the
job of each crew getting to know each other. to
learn the little pecularities. which tend to
make one individual different from another; the
radio men had to learn the English procedure.
and in general we all had a lot to learn.
Met Sgt.

Cunningh811l

It waS at this point of progress in events
that I first got to really know Sgt. Bennie B.
Cunningham. Bennie is a quiet-spoken lad from
Tupelo. Mississippi. who says very little. but
always does his job plus just a little more.
Bennie and I were crewed up with Captain Charles
C. Kegelman •.who was commanding this particular
operational group.
It had been my good fortune to know the captain for some time before we came overseas, and
having seen several demonstrations of his flying, I knew he was tops when it came to being
skipper of a plane. either in the air or on the
ground. Believe me, it means a lot to have a
C.O. like that.
The ohserver was Lt. Randall Dorton, Jr.,
who, in the captain's absence was more or less
mother to his little brood. and continually kept
after Bennie and myself to keep training. rain
(QJntinued

on Page 35)

Sqt. John J. Gogoj
STAFF
of Bellrose. N.Y., was the
top gunner in one of the Air
Forces' B-26 torpedo planes
that put their tin fish into a
Japanese aircraft carrierduring
tAt_plied Ity ~•• t. ~h.rle~'
the Battle of Midway. His pilot, Lt. James Muri, of Riverside, Calif., was guiding his
plane to the scene of battle
bullet holes in her. She isn't
several hundred miles from Midmuch good now, but it was worth
way. When the B-26 was about
it, putting that torpedo into
25 miles from the Jap task
that carr ier.
It sure was
force, which included at least
worth it.
four carriers, Sgt. Gogoj's
All members of the B-26 crew
story began.
were awarded the Distinguished
"We were sailing along,
Service Cross for their perheaded right for the Japs' ships
formance.
out ahead of us. Me. and my
"We got in 54 hours of flyguns were pointing forward, out
ing time in four days," said
over the pilot's cabin, ready
Capt. Charles E. Gregory, of
for any trouble from in front
of us. That's where the Japs
Houston, Texas, after his rewere, and that's where I ex"Then I went down below
turn from piloting a B-17 in
pected trouble from," Gogoj into the plane and took some
the Midway batt Le , "At one
• •oi/
said.
sulfanilimide and started to
time we were as close to Yoko"Then I heard Ashley,-- bandage my head.
I had the
hama as we were to Honolulu.
that's Earl Ashley, a pfc, he's bandage all ready and just But not as close to Yokohama
from Williamstown, South Caro- ready to put over the cuts when as we'd like to be."
lina,--start shooting his gun. a bullet hit my hand here,"-.Capt. Gregory and his crew
in the tail. I swung around, and Gogoj pointed to a scarred scored definite hits on a Jap
and t here about 500 feet away nick on his left middle fin- battleship and a carrier. Ourwas a Jap pursuit plane right ger,--"andbounced off, I guess, iag the height of battle Sgt.
on our tail.
It was one of and hit me here over the left Bernard Carroll, of Tom's River,
those Zeros.
eye. Boy I tell you that made New Jersey, upper turretgunner,
"He was shooting right into me mad. I was sure bloody then. calmly spoke to Capt. Gregory
us, I could see the flame com- You might say that after that over the inter-phone.
Said
"Some Zero's
ing out of his wing guns and I was immune to pain. but I Sgt. Carroll:
that cannon was lit up plenty, sure looked bad with blood all right behind us, Sir. If you'll
slow down a little bit, Lomax
too.
All I know is that I over my face and coveralls.
swung my guns on him and
"Then I went back up to my and I'll get 'em. Cpl. Melvin
squeezed the trigger.--then guns. The right one was still Lomax, of Wichita, Kansas, was
the rear gunner.
hell started popping.
working.
And it was a good
"He hit my left gun with thing because another Zero was
Sergeant George Scherba, a
one ef those cannon shells. My on us. He wasn't actually
Pittsburgh boy who has three
turret cover was all busted. shootingat us. but was up above brothers in the service, tells
Pieces of it hit me. Pieces us about a thousand yards. I what a belly-gunner in a B-17
of it cut my scalp," he said could see that he was trying went through off Midway.
pointing to a half dozen cuts t~ get just a little more alti"After weeks of 'special
on his scalp. ..I put my hand tude so that he could zoom down
up to my head. Then I felt on us. I figured he was ready
something kind of sticking to to drop on us, so I opened up
my right temple. It was sticky with the right gun. I pulled
and wet. I tried to brush it the trigger.
of f , but I couldn't get it
"Tracers went up into him
.....
loose. It was under the skin. right around the pilot's comI picked at it like this," he partment. I think I got him
indicated, making a tweezer- all right because he just plain
action with his thumb and fin- disappeared,--just left comqer, "It was a bullet that had pletely. I'd like to go back
gone in under the skin. I got to Midway to look at our plane.
ahold of it and pulled it out.
You know we bad more than 500
If

If

MAylJ
eltoD_ Dleka. Field

It

alerts' we were given orders,"
Scherba said.
"Take-off
was
scheduled.
No one seemed to
know where we were going--lots
of rumors
about
Australia.
Once in the air, we found out
'where we were going and why.
As we were flying along I spent
most of my time jumping in and
out of my lower ball turret.
I practiced tracking diligently
because
something
told me I
was going to use it. I thought
the world of that turret before
we left and before we qot back
I was 'nuts' about it.
"lust as the sun was on the
horizon, I heard someone say
over the inter-phone,
'There
they are, boys!'
I swung my
turret to the front and saw
clouds of smoke coming up from
. burning
ships down ahead of
us. It was a good sight because
I knew someone had done a fine
job.
We were at least 10 to
15 miles away when I saw the
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and it was a funny feeling to
be looking down into their gun
barrels from my position.
"Then I heard 'Enemy Aircraft' over the inter-phone.
LookiDCJ out I saw a Zero fighter
coming up about a thousand yards
away. The tail-gunner let him
come up to about (00 yards.
I
opened up too. From the tall
stories about fanatical Japanese
pilots, I thought he would close
in fighting.
Not this Jap.
Tracers were flying all around
him as he broke away. Just at
that point
three groups
of
tracers hit him. He started a
Zigzagging
glide towards the
sea with black smoke pouring
out of him. I did not see him
crash because I started looking
for other targets.
All in all
I saw just three Zeros.
When
we landed a tail-gunner
from
another plane told us that he
saw our Zero fighter crash in
the sea."
A hard luck story was told
by ~nd Lt. Bernard E. Anderson
of Fayette, Utah, a bombardier
on a B-17.
Anderson's plane,
piloted by 1st Lt. Fred Wesche
of New Jersey and 2nd Lt. Arthur
L. McMullen of Akron, 0., joined
a flight of 16 other planes
sent oVt from Midway in chase
opening up on our planes.
We
of the fleeing Japanese navy.
were so low that the laps
couldn't get it through their
skulls to shorten their range.
It seemed all their shots were
bursting above us. A carrier
that was burning at the stern
was firing heavily
from the
prow.
"A plane headed for it, hut
before I could see what happened
I noticed a heavy cruiser immediately below us. I opened
up on it. The guns started at
the stern and went over the
whole length of jt. I was fir-After searching for five
ing bursts of 6 to 10 rounds hours we finally sighted two
at it steadily.
The cruiser
Japanese vessels which I think
seemed to suck the tracers right were cruisers,"
Anderson reinto its deck. All the while counted.
"Three planes up in
the Japs were shooting at us front of ourform~tion
went
first bursts of anti-aircraft
dot the sky.
"I saw the shrapnel spatter
allover
the ocean,"
Sgt.
Scherba continued.
"They kept
firing like this while we got
the sun behind our backs for
our bombing
run.
As we got
closer every boat seemed to be

Capt. Raymond
Creekmore

after the first ship below and
I don't think a single one of
their bombs missed,
because
the vessel just buckled up in

AAF Artist

(Continued on Pa~e 37)
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Army Air Forces'
newest safety device is
a seat cushion for sitting
down purposes that becomes
a one-man raft for life saving purposes.
The gadget was demonstrated for Wright Field
officers recently
by Lt.
David Allen, of Ft. Benning,
who leaped into Indian Lake,
Ohio, from 5000 feet and
paddled ashore.
At the right is Lt. Allen
poised for his jump. On
his back is his main parachute; in front is strapped
his emergency chute and
under the Allen rump is
the rubber life raft.
On arriving in the water
(picture 2) Lt. Allen disengages himself from his
chutes, and turns the valve
of a s mall gas tank attached
to the raft, inflating it instantly.
He then pulls himself
into the raft (picture 3) and
proceeds to bail out the
water shipped during the
boarding operation.
In the final photo, we see
the Lieutenant ready to go
places by means of paddles
strapped to his hands.

Tailor-Made for Combat
By

Captain Selby Calkins
Wright Field

A torpedo-carrying

8-26

medium

bomber

...
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HE scene might be enacted in anyone
of a
dozen or so cities in the United States,
from the Mexican
to the Canadian border.
A
group of young workers, lunching within hearing
of a steady roar of aircraft engines. have the
day's newspaper on the table in front of them
and are discussing yesterday's successful attack
by American Air Forces over France or Germany or
Libya or some far outpost in the Pacific.
The discussion is less one of words than an
exchange of knowing smiles. Then:
"C'mon. you guys, lets get back to the shop
and do it some more," says one of them.
Maybe the combat "show" they have been reading about was a torpedo attack by an Army plane
known heretofore as simply a medium bomber. Or
maybe they had been reading of the exceptional
Success of an already obsolescent--from
our
standpoint here at home--fighter plane which has
proved to be a pretty good ground strofer and
light bomber in the North African desert.
These lads are young but skilled.
It is
likely that their supervisory heads are veterans
in aircraft construction and maintenance.
Certainly they are everyone
of them artisans, for
they are employes of one of the U.S. Army Air
Forces Modification Centers, set up and operated
for the Materiel Command's Production Division.
General

Wol Fe Is Ch i e F

The Materiel Command is the Army Air Forces'
agency for supplying our far-flung fighter commands with the airplanes and the equipment needed
in this global war. And the Production Division

is its "shirt-sleeves" organization. From Brigadier General K.B. Wolfe, Chief of the Production Division. down to the newest apprentice
to skin his knuckles on a cylinder stud in a
factory, the one objective is more airplanes.
more guns, more bombs--more
sudden death for
the Axis. It takes rolled up shirt-sleeves, and
sweat and daring thinking.
to do the job as
rapidly as it has to be done. That is the "why"
of the Modification Centers.
Does an idea for a telling blow against the
laps form in the alert brain of General Doolittle?
He and General Wolfe go into a huddle.
Somewhere in the United States a number of airplanes
start touching down on an airport and taxiing up
to huge shops, one by one. Engineers and project officers armed with rolls of blueprints and
technical instruction~
filter in from Wright
Field, and another Modification Center project
is under way.
No telling what happens after that .....maybe
Tokyo will get bombed again. Maybe lap aircraft
carriers will be sinking allover
the Pacific
because the Nips didn't know that land based
bombers carried t0rpedoes. Or maybe ships that
the Luftwaffe "knew" had a range of only a few
hundred miles, suddenly strike at key industries
a thousand miles from the nearest Allied air
base.
Let 'em guess!
Colonel Bryant L. Boatner. Chief of Special
Projects at Wright Field. passes over the special projects of our Modification Centers with:
"We don't say much about past jobs--we might
want to do 'em again'"
Then he boils down the
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broad Modification Center program with a homely
comparison:
"Suppose you make kitchen stoves." he says.
"Your factory is all tooled up for one model on
a mass production basis and you're turning out
thousands of them. Then your salesmen tell you
that you've got to add another gadget or your
competitors are going to put you out of business. Which is easiest--retooling your plant
or adding another little shop where the gadget
can be installed on the IICJSS production stoves
before they lIeet their coapetition?"
"That's the basic function of all our Modification Centers--we add. subtract aDd change
to meet and beat our competition--the Axis. We
can take production airplanes and fit them for
Arctic or desert operation. increase their range
or build up their bomb loads •••••sometimes fix
up little surprises for the rellowAryans
in
Asia and the paperhanger's stooges in Europe."
he explains.
Broadly. the purpose of the Modification
Centers (exclusive of special projects in the
"surprise"category)
is to permit up-to-theminute developments to be incorporated in combat
aircraft without interrupting the flow of production from factories. Of course when a number
of these changes merits inclusion in all production airplanes. steps are taken to provide
tools and manufacturing methods for the change.
All preparations are made without interrupting
the flow of production. Then. when everything
is ready. the change in tooling and methods is
made literally overnight--and from that point
forwaJ"dthe uninterrupted production stream from
the factory is a stream of the more advanced
type airplanes.

..

Personnel Are Experts

Such procedures in one airplane does not
wipe out the affected Modification Center. On
the contrary. it continues to operate--perhaps
with the same airplanes coaing in for even newer
installations--perhaps with another type. from
another manufacturer. getting the attention of
the experts assembled there.
The word -experts" is used adVisedly. Personnel of the Modification Centers are not beginners.
In the search for facilities which
could be used at the earliest possible moment
and used to the greatest advantage. the terminal
overhaul shops of the nation's airlines loomed
like beacons in the night. The Army Air Forces
knew that these airlines had for years been
training crews of skilled mechanics in the need
for speedy. yet perfect. overhaul and repair and
even major modification of their transports. An
organization which can take a work-weary passenger transport and turn it out a few hours
later in factory-new condition. is an organization which has been trained to perfection.
Thus it was that the airlines were approached

•
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with a proposal that they operate these Modification Centers under contract with the Army
Air Forces. They voiced assent with the same
eagerness that gave our war effort their airplanes and their pilots and their experience
in so llany other phases of the war's demands
upon their industry.
Today the airlines operate exactly half our
Modification Centers. Others are operated by
manufacturers themselves. and a few by the Army
Air Forces at Air Depots.
By and large. the
airlines have carried the major load in volume
of modification work performed to date.
Geography

A Factor

By design. Modification Centers operated by
airlines have geographical advantages.
For
instance bollbers manufactured on the Pacific
COast aDd destined for ferrying to a combat zone
via a South Atlantic route. may be flown from
the factory to a Center in Texas. They arrive
there as plain "production jobs"- -but they' 11
leave ready for combat CIljainstthe type of competition they'll ... t and equipped for the kind
of weather or terrain they'll find at their destination. Too. there are Modification Centers
geographically close to North Atlantic jump-off
points. and in the Pacific Southwest and Northwest •
00 Intelligence reports advise uS of conditions in North Africa which our ships are encountering? There's a Modification Center in
Arizona. perhaps. where those conditions can be
exactly duplicated for test purposes. Would it
be wise to plan on operating certain types of
ships under Arctic conditions? We can take care
of that too. knowing that when we send our ships
away to fight they'll do what they are intended
to do.
Finally. our Modification Centers serve us
in another way.
We know that Army engineers
here at Wright Field. or engineers in the aircraft industry. can't foresee every condition of
combat in a global war. or every trick of a Wily
enemy. But they can cancel those tricks out and
develop new ones.
Everyone knows that the laps found no tail
guns in the earliest "Flying Fortress" bombers
they met over the Philippines.
True. the lap
guns downed but few of the big Boeinqs in flight.
But our pilots out there clamored for tail guns-and got them. They were production jobs. for
there were no Modification Centers then. But
now such pleas would be answered from Modification Centers in the interim before the production change could be made.
The Modification Center organization is
expanding in size and scope. There's no intimating whc:tsurprises in the way of speedy alterations "to meet the competiti.on" are in store
for the Axis •

We Seoor the Seas
By

Air Vlee-Marshal G. B. A. Baker
RAF Coastal COlDlDaad

C

OMPARATIVELY
little of the work of Coas- Catalina of the Royal Air Force broke cloud a
tal Command receives the limelight of publi- rew hundred feet above her. Those on board the
city because of necessity what happens at sea is Bismarck had no illusions as to what her presnot everybody's business. at least not unti~ ence me.ant. Every A.A. gun and some of the main
long after it has ceased to be spot news. As a armameIl::t
as well opened up: the aircraft was
result less is kn~n of the duties of the air- hit. a shell fragment pOssing up between the two
craft of the Command than is the-case with other pilots: but the sighting report was made none
Commands of the Royal Air Force. It is not un- the less. and the lost contact was re-estabcommonly theUcjht t.hat their roleia defensive
llshed. The Scharnhorst in 1940 and the Lutzow
and that their main objective is the protection
in 1941 both attempted to break out. But their
of the Coasts of the British Isles.
fre~~oiilwas' snort l,ived. dnd they returned to
In point of faet nothing is further from the port for prolonged repal.ras the results of entruth. The Coastal pilot.passes over the Brit- counters with Coastal Aircraft.
The fortunes of war ebb and flow. and at
ish coasts on his. outward mission to return.
hours later. to his aerodrome or anchorage. In times the dice are too heavily loaded. Later
and Gneisenau broke out of
the meanwhile he .may have been operating any- the Scharnhorst
where on the coastline of Germany or German Oc- Brest in a dash to the German ports. They made
cupied territory from the North of Norway to the run at high speed under cover of bad weather
Gibraltar:
or out deep in the Atlantic. 600 and relays of shore-based fighters concentrated
miles or more.
over them throughout the passage in overwhelming
numbers. They effected their escape. not withFirst Duty
out damage. in circumstances which clearly favored success.
Such actions are incidents which stand out
The first duty of the Command is reconnaissance. searching for the enemy on the sea. against a background of weeks and months of inunder the sea and in harbor: but the matter does tensive reconnaissance of the harbors and docknot end there. for. once he has been located. yards in which the German Navy shelters. and
the enemy is attacked with all the means avail- which provides the necessary information on
able. The com.and is equipped not only with which to anticipate projected movements • In adlong range flying boats and reconnaissance air- dition patrols must be maintained to search for
craft but also with aircraft capable ofbollbing and locate convoys of merchant ships which pass
or dropping torpedoes. in addition to long up and down the North sea Coastline. Shipping
range fighters. Many of the types used are of plays a substantial part in the German econAmerican origin--tbe Hudson •.which has done yeo- omy: it eases the overloaded and somewhat
controlled railways: it carries
man service throughout the war on medium range groaniaq Ger~
general reconnaissance and U-boat hunting. the supplies of food and ammunition to German troops
abroad and it brings back from. the occupied
Catalina and the four-enginedhiberator;
What then are the problems with which Coas- countries spoils in the form of iron ore. farm
produce. fish and other necessities for the Gertal Command haTe to deal? There is a German
Navy. which is powerful enough to cause consid- man people and their war effort. Bitter exerable trouble if it gets out of control and perience has caused them to arm their ships
heavily and to form them into convoys closely
breaks out onto the crowded Atlantic trades
routes. The escape of the Gneisenau and SCharn- escorted by flak ships mounting A.A. guns and
horst in March 1941; resulting in the sinking of covered by shore-based fighters. Nevertheless
at least 19 merchant vessels. provides an ex- they are continually harassed and attacked by
ample of the damage which major naval units are day and night. at times not without losses. 'with
capable of inflipting. The Bismarck set out on the result that many a ship carrying a German
a similar voyage which ended less happily for cargo lies at the bottom of the North Sea.
her. After sinking H.M.S. Hood. she tried desThe convoys make their journey in stages.
perately to make a port in the Bay of Biscay in putting into harbors on their route. But even
a damaged condition. In the bad weather she had here. protected by shore defenses they ride unshaken off the following British fleet and her easily at anchor. alert for the drone of airchances of escape were favorable. And then a
(Continued on PaAe 29)
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DISTINGUISHED

SERVICE

CROSS

MAJORS Conrad Necrason. Hervey H. Whitfield.
FIRST LIEUTENANTS Robert Taylor Hanson. Randall
Dorton. SERGEANTS Bennie B. Cunningham. Robert
Golay.
DISTINGUISHED

FLYING

CROSS

MAJOR Charles C. Kegelman.
CAPTAINS James J.
Collins. George E. Kiser. Robert L. Morrissey.
FIRST LIEUTENANTS James B. Morehead. Herbert C.
Mayes (Post.). Pren L. Moore. James P. Muri.
SECOND LIEUTENANTS Richard R. Birnn (Post.).
Gerald J. Barnicale (Post.). William D. Harbis.
Jr. (Post.). A.T. House. Jr .• Russell H. Johnsen.
William W. Moore. Garrett H. McAllister (Post.).
John P. Schuman (Post.). Colin O. Villenes.
William S. Watson (Post.). Thomas N. Weems. Jr .•
Leonard H. Wittington (Post
SElCEANTS Raymond
S. White. Salvatore Battaglia (Post.). Richard
C. Decker (Post.). John J. Gogoj. Jack D. Dunn.
Ernest M. Mohon. Albert E. Owen (Post.). James
Via (Post.). CORPORALS John D. Joyce. Frank L.
Melo. Bernard C. Seitz (Post.). PRIVATES Earl
D. Ashley. Benjamin F. Huffstickler (Post.).
Roy W. Walters (Post.).
i

SILVER

}

,

STAR

Lynch. Harold J. Martin. Lawrence R. Mesereau.
Andrew J. Reynolds. Jacob P. Sartz. Richard
Werner. Merle C. Woods. Claude Lee Dean. SERGEANTS William P. Bonner. William P. Campbell.
Durward W. Resmire. Henry J. McElderry. Glen
Beard. William E. Bostwick. Earnest E. Creach.
Kullervo T. Aaltonen. Ralph B. Baldridge. William
D. Bettis. Orville W. Kiger. James O. Mink.
Robert A. Mocklin. Michael J. Novello. CORPORAL James L. Shannon.
PRIVATES George W.
Motley. James W. McCabe. Ralph C. Riddle. Albert
A.Wagner. Francis J. Marvey.

PURPLE

HEART

COLONEL Hilmer C. Nelson. CAPTAINS Carl M.
Sidenblad. John J. Webster. FIRST LIEUTENANTS
Charles C. Johnson. Harry J. Schreiber. SECOND
LIEUTENANTS Keith B. Brown. Eddie W. Hayman.
Wallace F. Pickard. Melville Pound. Kenneth T.
Taylor. WARRANT OFFICER Gottlieb J. Kaercher.
SERGEANTS William L. Bayham. Robe.t G. Eidem.
Charles A. Fay. Kraig L. Van Noy. Vernon C.
Rider. Glover Burke. John M. Diehl. Arthur W.
Norgaard. John F. Dorondo. Milton J. Dunn.
Ethelbert E. Lovell. John J. Ostrum. Gerald L.
Suprise. George J. Van Gieri. Theodore E. Wesala.
Lewis Coburn. Ira Pickingpaugh. David Runager.
CORPORALS Robert A. French. George C. Ames.
Robert Stewart. George Tillett. Bryson C. West.
Ford Everett Dodd. Frederic W. Sprague. Merritt
Wimsett. PRIVATES Daniel A. Mahoney, Russel
C. Thompson.

BRIG. GENERAL A.L. Sneed. COLONELS Caleb V.
Haynes. William D. Old. Robert L. Scott. Jr .•
Birrell Walsh. MAJORS Julian M. Joplin. Robert
D. Van Auken. CAPTAINS Dalene E. Bailey. N.H.
Blanton. Bert M. Carleton. Walter Coss. Fred
Eaton. Felix M. Hardison. W.J. Hennon. J.J.
Kruzel. Guilford R. Montgomery. Edward I. Pratt.
Jr .. Wayne K. Richardson.
FIRST LIEUTENANTS
Frank E. Adkins. Ben S. Brown. James A. Gibbs.
SOLDIER'S
MEDAL
Donald J. Green. John H. Posten. Eugene A. Wahl.
Varian K. White. SECOND LIEUTENANTS J.J. Boll. FIRST LIEUTENANT Edward O. Hubbard. SERGEANT
Paul F. Conroy. Robert L. Hartzell, Thomas J. Samuel C. Dragone. ffiIVA1EWoodrow W. Ravenscraft.

Hunting for One ill a Million
By

Liellt .• John M.• Jenks
Headqul ... t ....S. AAF

T

highly trained engineering and technical experts
refer an invention or idea to the Army or Navy,
it is swallowed up in the mists of official secrecy, and the clamp-down is impenetrable. Even
the Colonel rarely knows what happens to them.
It is possible that many instruments, devices
and gadgets now used in our military aircraft had
their origin on Colonel Lent's desk.
Among the practicable proposals now going
through the appraisal mill are jet propulsion
devices of the ~rocket" type to add power for
aircraft take-offs on short runways, and refueling equipment designed to increase the effective
range of fighter planes.
Other ideas and devices which hove interested
the Army Air Forces include engines, construction
methods, de-icing equipment, flying instruments
of many types, lubricants for armament and other
things that must function properly at both high
and low temperatures, and photographic equipment.
"Most of the stuff that is being developed
at the present time is good," states Colonel
Lent .• So good, in fact, that we don't dare
speculate on the extent to which they may someday
affect our military proficiency.
.Unlike some other branches of the armed
service, most good inventions useful to the Air
Forces Come from Air Forces personnel--so tell
the boys to keep up the good work."
Right after Pearl Harbor, the number of ideas
that funneled into the Council's offices in the
Dept. of Commerce building in Washington spiralled
A Plane That Never Stops
astronomically.
One .inventor" proposed a perpetual motion
From a daily overage of 200 before December 7,
airplane that would run forever by means of an 1941, the volume of suggestions grew to more than
electrical motor hooked up to the prop which 2500 a day, and the flow has only recently begun
would run generators, which in turn would supply to ebb. The quality of ideas submitted also imjuice for the electrical motor, which in turn proved after the Jap stab in the back, indicating
would spin the prop, and so forth, ad nauseum.
the more serious members of our society, outNot all of Colonel Lent's visitors are crack- raged at the sneaking attack, were thinking along
pots, however.
In fact, nearly five thousand
inventive lines.
inventions submitted to the Council within the
Civilian Thinkers
past two years hove been considered sufficiently
Unusual
though
it seems, some of our most
meritorious to be referred for development
to
various branches of the Army, Navy and other important military weapons and devices hove been
invented by civilians without military experigovernment agencies.
ence.
The airplane, for example, was invented
This is roughly 5% of the total of 90,000
by
the
Civilian Wright brothers, the submarine
inventions, suggestions. ideas and what-hove-you
that the Council has reviewed since its organ- by Civilian Simon Lake, and so on.
Were it not for the National Inventors Counization in October of 1940. Of the acceptable
cil,
the flood of inventions and ideas from civ5%, about one quarter are in the field of military aeronautics with the remainder divided among ilians would have to be reviewed and passed upon
Ordnance, Signal Corps, Engineers, Medical Corps by officers of the Army and Navy •..•. a task
and other government departments connected with which would distract needed talent from its wartime duties. Into this breach steps the Council,
the war ef fort.
(Continued on Page 29)
After Colonel Lent and his staff of seven

HE man in Colonel Leon B.
Lent's office set a distracted pigeon on the desk and
pointed to it triumphantly.
"Suicide pigeon squadrons!"
he yelled. "Just think of it!
Thousands of birds--each with
a little bomb tied to its leg!
Col, Leon B. Len t
Then all we hove to do is train
'em to fly into the propellers
of enemy airplanes! It'll win the war for us!"
Colonel Lent, who is used to this sort of
thing, ran fingers through his snowy hair and
explained gently that the idea just wouldn't work.
What he didn't explain was that the pigeon man
belonged to the lunatic fringe of visitors who
almost daily wander into his office at the National Inventers Council in Washington--like the
man who proposed that battalions of skunks be
posted around airfields to guide night fliers in
by sense of smell.
"We get them all the time," says Colonel
Lent, "but each one is given a sympathetic hearing and courteous treatment, because we never
know when the one idea in a million will Come
along ...
Definitely not in the "big idea" class are
such screwball proposals as a bridge around the
world for the swift movement of troops and supplies, or -death ray"devices
that capture so
many addled imaginations.
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Miami Beaeh Goes to

M

IAMI Beach has gone to war.
The Technical
Training Command has converted
this luxurious playground
into a gigantic
war factory
producing thousands of trained ground officers
and men for the Army Air Forces.
The conversion
of Miami Beach's civilian facilities into a vital
part of the Army Air Forces war effort is as
spectacular
and effective
as any that private
industry has made.
The streets are still lined with ultra-modern
glass and steel hotels and the ghosts of night
clubs.
The sea still pounds
along the long
stretch of white sandy beach and the full moon
and tropical nights are still better than any
of the Tin Pan Alley songs written about them.
But the streets now resound to the tramp of G.I.
shoes and the cocky stanzas
of the Air Corps
song roared by hundreds of sunburned
marching
men.
The empty night clubs are classrooms.
The hotels stripped of former furnishings
are
barracks.
The beaches and golf courses are full
of sweating soldiers getting whipped into shape
with drill and calisthenics.
Few see the moon
except on weekends.
Call to quarters sounds at
8 p.m. and taps at 10.

Every available
scrap of space has been
pressed into use by the Technical Training Command.
Much valuable
time has been saved by
avoiding new construction.
A large modernistic
department store is now a classification center.
Air conditioned
theaters are used as lecture
halls in the mornings before the matinees begin.
Many night clubs are classrooms during the day
and blossom at their old trade after dark. The
former burlesque theater has been converted into
a
clubhouse. Former brokers offices, stores,
ballrooms
and hotel courtyards
have all been
converted into classrooms.
Biggest of the three Technical Training Command installations at Miami Beach is the Replacement Center commanded
by Col. Mert Proctor.

usa

Tens of thousands of Air Forces recruits
flow
through the center for three weeks processing
and classification
before assignment
to permanent posts.
The Officers Candidate
School organized by Col. James Stowell trains men to be
commissioned
as administrative
officers in the
Army Air Forces.
It offers a three months course
based on a streamlined
West Point curriculum
adapted
to Air Forces needs.
Most interesting of the three installations
is the Officers Training
School
organized
by
Lieut. Col. W.A. Roberts.
Here officers commissioned from civilian life because of special
talents which can be utilized by the Air Forces
are put through six weeks training to whip them
into the physical and mental condition necessary
for the assumption
of their responsibilities
as Air Forces officers.
To learn how to command soldiers, these men
commissioned
directly
from civilian
life, are
soldiers
themselves
for six weeks.
They are
organized
into squadrons,
stand guard, police
their quarters, act as orderlies and are trained
so that any man can take over command
of his
squadron at any time.
Anybody who thinks assignment to Miami Beach
means lolling in the lap of luxury is due for a
shock.
Sweat and study is the theme of the new Miami
Beach.
The war is close to the men at Miami
Beach. Patrol planes are constantly buzzing overhead. Sentries patrol the beaches and the blackout descends every night at dusk. Men of the early
OTS and OCS can remember the days when they saw
torpedoed tankers blazing hardly 10 miles from
their hotel barracks.
From early morning until
dark the officers and men of Miami Beach are working hard at their task--to
turn out trained
officers and men to match the flow of weapons from
our great industrial system.

t8EFORE

you sink any base pay
in the purchase of a new winter service coat, be sure your
tailor designs it according to
the new approved style.
War
Dept. specifications
now authorize only one type of coat-basically the Same as that worn
heretofore
by other than Air
Corps officers.
The approved
coat is provided
with side
pleats in the back. has a fully
detachable cloth belt supported
at the side seams by removable
cloth belt loops, and the fourth
button will be bone or plastic
instead of ornamental.
In the
enlisted
men's department,
service coats
will be worn
without the pleated bi-swing
back, to save wool.
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J1F you sawed a fiddle back
home. or drove the neighbors
wacky
with
trumpet
toots,
they've made it a bit easier
tor you to turn your talent
into tunes for Uncle Sam. Liberalized regulations regarding
eligibility of mil'tary personnel for attendance at the Army
Music School have recently been
announced,
and they provide
that candidates must be at least
25 years of age and not more
than 44 years and eight months
at time of examination for appointmert.
In addit ion. three
months service
in the armed
forces is required. Previously,
~nly non-commissioned applicants
with three years service as
Ar my ban d s men. p 1 US 0 the r
qualifications. were accepted.

~EGAL DEPT:--If Representative
Durham of N.C. has his way.
a Pharmacy Corps will be established in the Army for the purpose of eliminating an overlap
of authority among other medical branches that reportedly
confuses the purchase and handling of drugs and medicines.
It's not likely that you pharmacists now on latrine duty
will learn much about this opportunity before late Fall. as
the proposed bill is now under
consideration by the Military
Affairs Committee of the House.
More proposed legislation. requested of Secretary Stimson,
would remove the necessity of
obtaining a new oath of office
and acceptance of a commission
from an officer each time he
is promoted.
The thought behind the suggestion is not to
make it easier for you career
boys to leap up the ladder.
but to save the War Dept. considerable paper work.
~HE
time limit on railroad
tickets used on furlough has
been extended
from 60 to 90
days. and now the boys are wondering when furloughs
themselves will be extended to 90
days ..... Officers
who have
faced the danger of sleeping
on park benches in overcrowded
Washington
will be happy to
learn that a Billeting office
has been set up in the War Dept.
to which they can apply in advance for hotel or residential
accommodations at the Nation's
Capital .....All members of the
armed forces will be granted
special concessions in computing
their income taxes, under the
terms of the new war revenue
bill now before Congress.
The
bill provides
an additional
$250 personal
exemption
for
single men and $300 for married
men.

~

~~~:~--..

~ISUSE
of military insignia
is currently plaguing official circles. and all personnel returning to this country
from foreign stations or from
combat units preparing
to go
overseas are warned to avoid
displaying squadron, group or
other identifying markers for
the benefit of press photographers--as
well as for any
enemy agents who read newspapers. And in connection with
insignia. note that "any person
wearing military
insignia or
any colorable imitation thereof without proper authority
shall ....be punished by a fine
not exceeding 5250, or by imprisonment
not exceeding
six
months." Yes--this applies to
the girl friend.
~

you were in World War I,
be advised
that the draft
registration
cards
you and
23,999,999
others
signed 2S
years ago have been transferred
from the War Dept. archives
to the Census Bureau.
where
they are available as a source
of evidence on age and place of
birth for persons lacking birth
certificates.
Also, veterans
of the last conflict who served
overseas are now entitled to
wear a service ribbon attesting
to that fact. The ribbon has
a black center with a wavy red
and blue stripe at either end,
and may be purchased
at most
PX's.

~TYLE
NOTE:--G.I.
footwear
will undergo
structural
changes soon. but the appearance of your clodhoppers
is
not likely to be improved, nor
their weight
lessened.
Instead of the quarter pound of
crude rubber that now is used
in composition soles and heels,
about 10% of uncured tire scrap
will be used.
Less bouncy,
but lots of badly needed rubber
will be saved.
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The Link Gets Tougla

DOWN

at the AAF Advanced Flying School at
Moore Field, Texas, they have fitted out
three Link Trainers with high-velocity B.B. machine guns, and the boys are shooting lead pellets at moving targets that look like Heinkel
Ill's.
It's a brand new idea, developed by Lt. Col.
German P. Culver, as part of his plan to improve students' gunnery before they are assigned
to outdoor ranges with .30-calibre ammo.
The
gadget works so well that the Gulf Coast Training Center has given its assistance, and all advanced flying schools in the southwest may be
equipped with the indoor gunnery ranges before
long.
Thirty-seven feet away from the gun-equipped
Trainers is a target range, where a small electric locomotive pulls the targets along a small
railway track. Traveling at nine feet per second, the
target moves
at a speed which, to
scale, represents 120 miles per hour. This will
soon be stepped up to 140 miles per hour. Eighty
pounds of compressed air enable the students to
blast away with a muzzle velocity of about 300
feet per second.

First Photos of New Range
novel compressor shown at top
furnishes 80 pounds of pressure for
the air gun mounted on the Link Trainer,
enabling the student to fire B.B.'s with
machine-gun rapidity. The tube on top
of the hood is where B.B.' s are inserted.
At left, Lt. Col. German P. Culver, inventor of the device, is shown demonstrating it. Note that the hood of his
trainer has been removed for "contact
flying". At left below is a close-up of
the target, traveling a circultous course
which the trainee must follow constantly
with his sights, as shown in the photo
below. The muslin drapes in the background collect pellets that miss, and
they are used over again.
THE
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'I:he Trieyele Landing
. Johnsto

T

HE
tricycle landing gear is almost as old
as heavier-than-air
flying.
On the first
man-carrying
powered
airplane,
the undercarriage
consisted
of a set of sled-runners,
wide enough and long enough to prevent the flying machine from tipping over in landing.
This
contraption
made it necessary
to launch the
plane
from a greased
track; upon landing
it
came to a stop as abruptly as a sled fresh out
of snow.
Airmen soon found that constru~tion of launching tracks at every open field desired for landings and take-offs was impractical.
They added
light bicycle
wheels.
And in the first old
pusher type airplanes.
it was natural that the
two main wheels should be located beneath and
behind
the airplane
motor on the lower wing,
with a third wheel up in front to support the
nose.
Thus the tricycle gear came into existence.
Further experiments in flying, however. led to
tractor propellers
and tront-mounted
engines.
In such types. the two main wheels usually were
located
by designers
to follow
the weight.
Pusher airplanes were seen less and less often,
until finally the type almost disappeared--and
with the pusher went the tricycle gear.
Some Chan Res Marie
This condition existed during World War I.
through the boom era of trans-Atlantic hops and
on until about 1937.
Then. with prospects of an
air war on the horizon, there were increasingly
loud whispers of 2.000 horsepower engines and of
400-or-more-mile
per hour fighters.
Drastic
changes in airplane design began to receive real
at tention.
Out at the Douglas aircraft plant in Santa
Monica, Calif., an old Dolphin began slapping

the runways
with three wheels
for an undercarriage.
The laughs continued
when a steel
tricycle-gear frame cooked up by North American
Company's engineers. the frame loaded to the limit with sand bags. turned over during a test
one bright morning while being towed behind an
automobile.
But the tricycle landing gear was
staging a come-back.
It has since gone on the
Consolidated B-24 heavy bomber. the North American B-25 and Martin B-26 medium-bombers,
and
the Douglas
A-20 light bomber,
the Bell P-39
and Lockheed
P-38 pursuits.
and the Douglas
DC-4 and DC-5 transports.
Among pilots, vague opinions about tricycle
landing
gears still are prevalent.
Praise.
fear and criticism
vary with each group using
such equipment.
It is the writer's opinion that
few know exactly why the gear is an improvement,
or the best way to handle it.
It is particularly
important to understand
that with the tricycle gear. and its comparatively short nose wheel arm and broad base of
support, the center of gravity is ahead of the •
main wheels.
In the conventional gear. having a
long tail arm and small tail wheel. the center
of gravity is behind
the main wheels.
Let's assume that we are in an airplane with
conventional gear and forced to land in a cross
wind.
If we have not straightened
out before
touching the runway. or a gust happens to have
hit the rudder while we are still taxiing fast,
or the pilot has over-corrected
with motors or
brakes, we are almost certain to find the tail
swinging
to one side.
And since the airplane
will tend to exaggerate
this tendency.
if we
don't correct promptly, we are going to have a
"ground loop."
Scientifically speaking, the danger is in the
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center of gravity going outside the radius of
the turn and outside the line-of-inertia
movement.
When this occurs the airplane
must be
"flown" every second to prevent a "ground 100pM
or possible accident.
"Crab-Wise"

Approach

It's different with a tricycle gear.
You can
come in Mcrab-wise"
for a landing right down to
the approach and even on to the runway until the
wheels
touch.
Your airplane
actually
will
straighten out and assume a runway heading equal
to the ground track being made good on the approach.
Provided the runway or landing surface is not
so slick that the wheels are unable to get traction, it is impossible
to "ground loop" a tricycle landing gear in the accepted sense of the
word.
Tests have been made, locking one brake,
or gunning one motor.
Under such abnormal conditions the airplane either continued straight
ahead or changed course slightly and held that
new course.
Continued
application
of a motor
wilL
of course,
slowly
swing the airplane
around in a long-radius
turn, but normally the
tricycle gear will safely withstand abuse from
amateurish operation which would wreck a conventional-geared airplane.
Blown tires are always a danger in aircraft
landings,
but a tricycle gear will not ground
loop with a blown tire.
When a tire blows at
the highest possible
speed on the ground. the
airplane will change course not over IS degrees
and will hold the new course.
Wet asphalt, grass and icy runways constitute
a very real danger
to modern
airplanes.
and
those equipped with conventional gear often have
accidents
in landing
under such conditions.
With the tricycle gear. when one brake is applied as the wheels touch a very slippery runway, the airplane may change heading and sometimes will spin around, but it will not change
course off the runway--it will continue on the
path it was making good when the skid began.
Many pilots appear apprehensive of the nose
wheel of a tricycle gear, usually because they
have heard it is subject
to failure without
warning.
This is the worst misconception
that
exists.
Nose wheels will "take it" when treated
with normal caution, having respect for design
limitations.
Most nose wheels have failed when
operated on muddy ground, soft sand or deep snow
or when a pilot
attempts
to taxi against
a
turned wheel or a wheel having improper position
of the towing pin lock.
Most nose wheels "caster"--that is. they trail
from the pull of the strut in spite of the fact
that the nose wheel strut has a forward slant.
Muddy fields, sand, snow and high grass all tend
to eliminate
the caster
effect
of the nose
wheeL
When anything of this nature "builds UpM
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in front of the wheel to a point in line with
the strut. the castering
effect is destroyed.
As a result. the accumulation becomes a pure resistance. tending to twist the nose wheel sideways until it is crosswise
to the taxi direct ion.
Here is a major cause of nose gear failures-pilots
attempting
to pick up speed in rough
going. or, in trying to pullout
of the spot.
gunning the motors against a turned nose wheel
and snapping the strut.
It is easy to see how.
unless excessively
heavy braces are installed,
the retraction strut can "snap" under the pull
of 1.700 horsepower engines when the nose wheel
is turned sideways.
Operation

Hints

A few hints on operation with tricycle gear
to be in order. so here goes:
When entering your airplane look at the nose
wheel--be sure it is straight.
Roll straight ahead for several feet before
beginning
a turn and layoff
the brakes and
motors as much as possible.
Sudden brake applications jerk the nose wheel around.
In approaching intersections for turns, anticipate the turn sooner than with conventional
gear.
Put on the outside motor well before the
turn; hit the inside brake easily.
Always stop with the nose wheel straight.
This is best accomplished
by rolling straight
into the stopping point and applying both brakes
equally.
Check the motors before coming to the end of
the runway prior to the take-off.
After
the
check. roll on to the end of the runway and begin the turn at slow speed. using the outside
motor. with as little brake as possible.
Keep
rolling and before completing the turn bring the
inside motor up to a speed equal to that of the
outside motor.
On take-orfs. once on the proper heading, ease
the motors up to 1500-1700 revolutions and hold
them there for three or four seconds. al lowing
the airplane
to pick up speed--this
gives the
nose wheel a chance to begin "tracking"
properly.
Most tricycle-geared
planes will not take
themselves
off, so when elevator
control
is
gained at 60 or 70 miles an hour. ease the controls back, letting the nose wheel lift off the
ground, and run on the main wheels until takeoff speed is gained.
Don't trim the elevator
tab to the tail-heavy position for take-off; the
gain in speed and the retraction of the landing
gear after take-off would make a stall imminent.
In landing, set in with more than stalling
speed and land on the main wheels, nose wheel
off.
After landing, hold the nose where it is
until a little speed is lost and then let the
seem

(Continued

on Page 38)

MECHS OF THE
AIR CORPS
F OR every

AAF man in the sky, at least
ten must remain on the ground, performing the thousand and one tasks required
to "Keep 'Em Flying".
.
The AAF has confidence in its mechanics. It is betting millions of dollars worth
of equipment and thousands of lives that
they know what they're doing. In order to
make this a safe bet the AAF makes sure
its mechanics are the best. Only the cream
of the enlisted personnel of the Army can
be Air Forces mechanics--and
then only
after months of intensive
training.
In
return
for his services
the Air Forces
pays the mechanic well--up to $150 per
month plus clothing, food and shelter.
The AAF mechs not only "Keep 'Em
Flying" in the United States--they
follow
their planes right into the toughest combat
zones. Their's
is no soft life, but they
have the safisfaction of knowing that they're
good, and that they're
doing one of the
biggest jobs in the Air Forces.

Constant

core keeps 'em 'hummlng.
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We are the lads of the
Air Corps
Nuts to you! Mud in your eye 1
We're the guys who made
'em fly,
The grease balls of the Air
Corps.
It takes a crew like me and
you
To keep the planes up in the
blue,
Grease
balls
keep rolling
the Army.
We're the vital "Ten"
and
something more,
You're hot on the stick when
we make 'em tick,
But you'll come home when
the weather gets thick,
To the mechs, the grease
balls of the Air Corps.

--

A me{~honiewannoTer puts the stin!l into {] pursui~.

-

From the song "Meche of the
Air Corps," by Robert Crawford
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of a B.I? are given

last minute

pre-flight

inspection

Thousand .. of "crews ID\"!t be i';sl'"cted.

Through British Eyes
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examination
of Germany's
present
air
strength suggests that the Luftwaffe of 1942
is inferior, both in numbers and in quality, to
the Luftwaffe of 1941.
Such a statement
may appear to be born of
optimism. yet the more the facts are probed the
more certain the condition appears.
The flying
equipment of the Luftwaffe has been improved during the past year, but the introduction of new
fighters and bombers
cannot make good shortcomings in other fields.
Briefly the reasons for the present shortcomings are:
(1) Loss of valuable leaders and
experienced pilots, (2) Less thorough training,
(3) A wider distribution
enforced on the Luftwaffe. (4) Heavy losses in Russia and over Malta.
(5) Curtailed production as the result of R.A.F.
bombing, and (6) A falling aircraft production
relative to Allied production.
The backbone of the Luftwaffe's flying personnel has been the several
thousands
of exmembers of the Condor Legion who fought in Spain.
They were the first European airmen to gain experience of air tactics in modern war.
Almost
all the well-known Commodores and Wing Commanders
of Jagdgeschwader Pursuit Groups and practically
all the fighter pilots with more than 70 victories to their credit. belonged to that crack
formation.
The late Colonel Molders, the late
Majors Wick and Balthasar,
the present Inspector of Fighters, Colonel Galland. and the Commodores of Pursuit Groups, Lieutenant
Colonel
Lutzow, Majors Trautloft and Oseau, all belonged
to the Condor Legion.
Most of the holders of
the Knight's Insignia of the Iron Cross flew in
the Spanish War.
Like the German Army, the Luftwaffe suffered
heavy losses during the Russian Winter offensive.
It has paid a heavy price for its raids on Malta.
and in meeting
the daylight
challenge
of the
R.A.F. over France and the Low Countries.
The
number of obituary notices in German papers announcing the death of Luftwaffe
personnel who
fought in Spain rose sharply during the Winter
months.
There were many fatal accidents.
and
the Luftwaffe's
fighting strength was drained
still more by transfers of experienced airmen to
training schools or to the staffs of Air Divisions, Air Corps or Air Fleets, and other admin-
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istrative posts where their experience was considered of great importance.
Moreover, several
Luftwaffe officers--their number will remain unknown until the end of this War--were drafted
to other services, and there is at least one instance of a former pilot of the Condor Legion becoming a submarine commander.
Airmen trained since the outbreak
of war
have been sent into action by the thousands.
Although many of them have shown courage
and
skill as high as that of their older comrades,
they lack the long experience
which the "Spaniards" gained.
Moreover,
they are not as well
trained as the regular airmen or those who joined
a front-line unit during the first 18 months of
the War.
Since the Battle of Britain, when the Luftwaffe suffered its first severe losses, training
has had to be accelerated to match the output of
the British Commonwealth Joint Air Training Plan.
Before the War. German pupils averaged about
200 flying hours before
they received
their
wings, and underwent special operation instruction before going to a Staffel. an operational
squadron.
Now. the average pupil obtains his
pilot's certificate after 100 hours, and most of
the operational
training
is gained on active
service.
As the selection of candidates is now
less strict than before
the War. the average
German pilot of today cannot be as efficient as
the average airman of a year ago. and still less
than at the beginning of the war.
Equipmen

t

Squadrons of the Luftwaffe
fighting on the
principal fronts--in particular over the Channel
area--are equipped with better aeroplanes than
they had a year ago.
The ME 109Fl and F2. and
the Focke-Wulf FW 190H single-seat fighters have

Three-quarter

View

of

"FW 190"

better performances
than the earlier ME 109E.
The ME 110C is being replaced by the ME 210. and
reports from Germany
indicate that the FockeWulf company is still experimenting with the FW
187 Zerstorer (Destroyer).
The Henschel HS 126
is no longer in quantity production and is being
replaced by the more efficient FW 189 twin-boom
type built for tactical reconnaissance and ground
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attack.
Of the new bombers.
only the Dornier
DO 217 multi-purpose
bomber is yet in service.
Comparatively
few of the queer-looking
threeseat Blohm and Voss BV 141. the four-motor HE 177
and the new Junkers
JU 91 four-motor
bomberb
have been in service so far.
These tYP2S are
only just coming into quantity production and few
are likely
to be seen for some time--unless
there is truth in the report that German aircraft factories iD former Polish territory have
been building
neW types in large numbers for
some time
Perhaps the most important point of all is
the numerical
strength
of the Luftwaffe.
The
Luftwaffe of 1942 is certainly inferior in numbers to the Luftwaffe
at the outbreak of the
Russian campaign.
At that time the operational
strength of the Luftwaffe was about 6.500 firstline aeroplanes.
This fell to about 4.000 machines by the end of 1941 and the first-line
operational strength can now hardly exceed 5.000.
This deficiency
in numbers is not offset by
the higher quality of the equipment.
More efficient fighters and bombers can make good a deficiency in numbers
only when the opposing air
force cannot command aeroplanes of equal quality.
or when the force with superior quality can concentrate at a few vital points while th3 more
numerous force is widely scattered. Neither condition applies
to the Luftwaffe.
Allied Air
Forces are using aeroplanes
at least equal in
quality. and the Luftwaffe
is now widely scattered and unable to concentrate
as it could in
the early days of the War.
Distribution
At the start of the Russian
campaign
in
June, 1941. the bulk of the squadrons
of the
Luftwaffe were stationed along the Eastern Front.
waiting
for reinforcements.
particularly
in
fighters. from Marshal Sperrle's Luftflotte (Air
Fleet). which had had to guard the Western Front.
The units did not arrive before the middle of
July in the Southern and Central sectors of the
front.
Elsewhere
there were only comparatively
small Luftwaffe contingents.
General Geissler's
Air Corps had been recalled from Sicily and had
gone East. North Africa held a bare 200 fighters,
reconnaissance
machines.
Stukas and bombers;
more were not required as the opposing British
forces did not receive reinforcements until some
months later.
Practically
all the Luftwaffe
units which had fought in the Balkans and over
Crete had been transferred
to the Ukraine.
Probably
fewer than 50 German first-line
aeroplanes were stationed
in Greece and Crete.
and even the Italian air units which could be
spared for newly occupied countries were small
because of the heavy losses which Mussolini's
"White Eagles ", had suffered from the attacks of
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the Royal Air Force in Africa.
Inside Germany,
fighter--and
in particular
night fighter--protection
was poor.
General

Side

View

of

"FW

190"

Kammhuber was busy forming his Night Fighter Division which was to be equipped with more suitable types.
Until then, the chief German night
fighters were the elderly Arado AR 68 and Heinkel
HE 51 single-seat
fighter biplanes, although a
few HE 113s and ME 110s were used.
The new
Night Fighter Division was to be equipped with
ME 109s for interceptor
work. with ME 110s for
pursuit. and with ]V 88B night fighters for pursuit and intruder work.
The pauses
in air operations
during
the
Winters of the first two years of the War were
not accidental.
The Germans used them to overhaul their war machine, to improve its organization according to the lessons learned, to train
and re-equip the troops. and to prepare for coming offensives.
Something like a million and a
half men were sent to the factories in each of
the two first Winters
of the War in order to
speed up production, but in the third Winter the
Russian offensive upset the Nazis' plans and demanded the recall of thousands
of German soldiers who had been sent home on industrial leave.
In consequence.
armament production
schedules
were not fulfilled. and still sterner measures
had to be enforced
to raise factory outputs.
One of the new rules made absenteeism
a crime
almost as great as treason.
Shortage of labor is Germany's most serious
problem--as
it was in the last War.
In an attempt to overcome it. the Germans are employing
still more women in industry and still more foreigners.
Despite
all the measures
taken. aircraft
production
from June. 1941, to the end of the
first quarter of 1942 fell far short of German
needs. Output increased by a bare 10 per cent.
and was attained
only by extending
existing
plants. Though higher than a year ago. producr
tion is inadequate to meet the increased commitments of the Luftwaffe and, judged side-by-side
with Allied production, shows a comparative decline that may soon become catastrophic.
But it is too early to assume that the symptoms now visible are comparable with those that
marked the decline of German air power in the
last war.--Reprinted
from Aeroplane.
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Red Sentries of the Skies
By

Major N. Denlsov
Ra_I.D Air Foree
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IR patrolinq
is a very important phase
of the combat duties of fighter planes. PaA
trol fighters can safely cover their own ground
troops on the battle-field, on the march and in
bivouac. Properly executed patroling prevents
the enemy planes from reaching military objectives. The following is based on the combat experience of our fighters:
During combat it is impossible to have
forces everywhere. The main mission of fighters
is to support the assault groups or echelons and
parties raiding enemy rear. It does not mean.
however. that other ground troops are without
protection; these latter simply have less air
cover.
Combat plans for fighters must include a
careful study of meteorological conditions. A
cloudless sky simplifies our fighter problem but
also permits higher altitudes and greater maneuverability for the enemy. Clouds at average altitudes require close coordination between patrol ships. If it is very cloudy the methods decided will depend on the altitude of the clouds;
if our patrols are improperly employed. the
enemy planes can approach under cover of the
clouds and, breaking through them, make sudden
attacks. Conditions of visibility, light and
other meteorological factors, studied before
hand by the commander, frequently permit the
fighters to gain a tactical advantage over the
enemy: and also permits anticipating the attack,
nullifying the element of surprise.
Very important is the schedule of' flights
based on consumption of fuel. For clarity, I
shall cite an example. A squadron under command
of Captain Potanin was covering our ground
troops attacking an important objective. The
captain organized his command on a two-altitude
and two-relief plan. The schedule called for
half of the planes to be in the air while the
other half was refueling. When the fight started
the beautiful schedule become practically a
worthless piece of paper.
What happened was
that most of the unit was over the ground troops
at the same time so that when refueling was necessary the ground troops were left undefended.
During the critique of the battle it was
learned that all the pilots operated their
planes at maximum speed all the time. Naturally
the schedule. which was based on average speeds.
waS worthless. Although the number of take-offs
was more than the schedule called for. at times
most of the planes were in the air and at other
times the ground troops were without protection.
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This occurred because the personnel of this
squadron was accustomed to fly at maximum speed
forgetting about the flight time and the effect
on the mission. Maximum speed, which consumes
the most fuel, is applied to overtake the enemy,
for acrobatics and the air fight itself. Using
maximum speed in any other case causes the pilot
to remain in the air a shorter time and burns up
considerable fuel unnecessarily.
In one case, one or two flights can be in
the air at the same time to cover a very limited
area at all altitudes: in another case patrols
may be disposed in groups echeloned in altitude.
A combination of these two methods may be used.
One cannot prescribe one method for all cases.,
The Germans have tried different methods in
attacking our troops. Sometimes they concentrate their attack in one place and, echeloning
their flights of four to six planes on a time
basis, try to bomb our troops. Sometimes they
use the so-called tactics of nuisance bombing-their bombers. mostly singly. periodically fly
over our troops dropping bombs promiscuously.
It is evident recently that, fearing losses. the
Germans have applied the principle of force in
their attacks. For example. in several sectors
of the Southwestern Front recently it was noticed that the bombers were accompanied by a
considerable number of fighters.
Such mixed
groups of 25 to 30 planes were made up of Junkers
and Messerschmitts.
One of our squadrons had six Laggs cruising
over the front line. The upper flight was flying in a 5 - 6 point cloud density and the other
under the clouds at a 1.200 meter altitude.
There appeared four Junkers-81's,
flying in
pairs. at a distance of l~ kilometers and just
under the clouds.
Thd first attack was made by our lower
flight on the leading pair of Junkers. One of
them caught on fire and plunged to the earth:
the other. expending his ammunition. disappeared
into the clouds. The second pair came on and,
not changing their course. went into the clouds.
The lower flight commander. knowing that the
other flight was above. kept his altitude and
continued observation.
The succeeding events
proved the correctness of his actions.
Emerging from the clouds a Junkers plane
from the first pair headed for his own lines but
was observed by our upper flight. Our leading
plane began pursuit and the remaining two Laggs
continued to patrol.
(Continued on PaAe 38)
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HE P-47s are girding for action.
These big. tough packages of firepower, long
looked forward to as "the best fighter planes in
the world", are already on the wing. as these
pictures show.
Loaded with eight .50 caliber machine guns
and thick sheets of armor plate, the P-47 Thunderbolt weighs six tons--compared to the two and
one-half tons of the flimsy Jap Zero. But that
doesn't keep it from flying higher and faster
than anything else on wings with only one engine.
Turbo-supercharged for high-altitude flying,
the P-47's 2000-horsepower, IS-cylinder engine
can pull it along at a speed of approximately 400
miles an hour. and can send it zooming up to
40.000 feet without any effort. The engine is
merleby Pratt and Whitney.
"Eclipsing the best" is what General Henry
H. Arnold has said about the P-47. Assistant
Secretary of War for Air Robert A. Lovett has
called them "the sweetest stuff you ever saw in
your life." Engineers and airmen who have flown
and tested the Thunderbolt are unanimous in
their description of it as the roughest, toughest and best fighter plane so far built by this
or any other country.
In the picture at upper left three P-47s
hold a tight formation at 10.000 feet. At center
a Thunderbolt is silhouetted against the sky.
Below is the "Lucky Seven"--a P-47 presented
by the employees of the Republic Aviat ion Corporation to the Army Air Forces. The men in the
picture are. left to right. Lt. Col. Davis D.
Graves, who accepted the gift for the Air Forces,
Harold Frovo, representing the employees of the
Republic Aviation Corporation. and Major Richard
AI Ames. another Air Forces representative.
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Ambulances

PEEDY transportation of wounded to behindthe-lines
hospitals
is the objective of
the new Medical Air Evacuation
Group of the
Army Air Forces.
Transport planes converted into aerial ambulances capable of carrying as many as 40 patients will be used by the Group.
Each plane
will contain facilities for medical treatment
including blood transfusions while in flight.
The planes
will serve a double
function.
bringing in supplies as well as taking out the
wounded.
Over difficult terrain. a trip that
may take as many as 18 hours by ground travel
can be accomplished
in less than an hour by
air.
The photograph below shows the interior of
one of the converted
airliners.
filled with
practice "patients" being transported speedily
to a hospital well hehind the "front". The men
were brought to the plane in field ambulances.

Nail

Pickup

A T Gunter

Magnet

Field the Post Utilities Office
has developed
an electro-magnetic
nail
pickup device for retrieving
old nails and
scrap metal from roads. parking areas and runways. The purpose of the device is to eliminate tire punctures on airplanes. trucks and
automobiles.
and to obtain metal for salvage
purposes.
The magnet shown above consists of one
piece of four by six inch wood. 72 inches
long. two salvaged tail assembly wheels from
a training plane. two pieces of angle iron.
11 electric coils and the necessary
bolts.
The wood is mounted on the two wheels. the
coils are mounted between the two angle irons
and connected
to each other in series.
The
irons and coils are then suspended by chain
under the wood. clearing the ground by approximately two to three inches.
The generator
is of the small portable
type. gasoline driven. and capable of producing 110 volts and 22.7 amperes direct current
at 2400 rpm. The generator is mounted on the
front of the motor tug by use of flat iron
straps.
The magnet is hitched on the rear.
The motor tug can be the standard AAF Clark
Truck Tractor. or some similar tractor.

Plexiglas

P

for Face Protection

LEXIGLAS.
the plastic material used in
streamlining
the Air Forces' fast combat
planes. plays a far different role at the Sacramento Air Depot. McClellan Field. California. in protecting
the eyes and faces of war
workers.
A safety shield. made of the crystal-clear
glass-like material. has been developed by the
field's safety and fabrication
departments.
The shields are not only used at the field.
they are also made there from salvaged materials.
When large squares of plexiglas
are
cut to manufacture
a cowling
of a pursuit
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For Training
Combat
Crews
o rivets spoil the smooth exterior surface
of this new Air Forces combat crew trainer
announced in the June issue of the News Letter.
Built almost entirely of Duramold, the
AT-13 is one of the largest and fastest of AAF
training planes.
It was designed to train
bombing crews as a unit, and contains places
for bombardier.
pilot, co-pilot. navigatorradio operator. machine gunner and camera man.
The AT-13 has been successfully
test
flown. and is going into quantity production,

N

plane or a gun blister for a bomber. the scrap
cuts are used for safety shields.
The McClellan Field safety masks cover the
whole face. They are held in place by elastic
head hands similar to those used on the common
sun visor. A simple device makes it possible
for the wearer to lift and lower the shield as
it is needed.
More comfortable
than the old-fashioned
goggle it replaces,
it is at the same time
more sanitary. No part of the device comes in
contact with the wearer to paSS on skin or eye
diseases.
Free circulation of air behind the
shield prevents fogging. Workers wearing the
safety shield have unobstructed
vision and
those who wear corrective
lenses may do so
with no difficulty.
Lt. Vahan Eghoian.
safety officer at
McClellan Field, points out that by actual experiment it has been found that in some cases
efficiency has been raised as much as 30 percent, and that less fatigue on the part of the
workers has made them less susceptible to industrial accidents.

Transportation

Device

T

HE word "drip" probably means something to
you--but the chances are it doesn't mean
what it means at the Air Force Basic Flying
School, Gardner Field. California. At Gardner
a "drip" is a two-wheeled wood-and-metal frame
resembling a truck trailer, designed to carry
pilots from their planes to the operations office.
With the drip approximately 30 passengers
can be saved the half-mile walk to the flying
line at one time. The drip is tiered so that
pilots may sit down, and has a top platform
that can be used for luggage.
The drip was invented by Major William O.
Moore. Commanding Officer of the Sub-Depot at
Gardner Field. who got his idea from the "elephant cars" that transported visitors around
Treasure
Island during
the San Francisco
World's Fair.
Nobody seems to know how the
device came to be called Hdrip'~
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ANGARS at field airdromes are designed to
protect against climatic conditions only.
Generally these structures will be simple wire
or steel frame buildings or with metal. wood or
canvas sides_ They should be fire and storm resistant but the size including
the vertical
height should be the minimum consistent
with
proper use. If planning for the future. it appears that a hangar will have to be at least 200
by 165 feet with a clear height of 35 feet and
with a door opening approximately
125 by 25
feet.
Hangars to accomodate
the larger type
planes will be rare at field airdromes and in
lieu thereof simple nose hangars. either single
or double will be substituted.
If smaller
planes are housed at the field as another expedient. plans may include either a blister type
hangar. which is a thin metal with canvas nets.
or even a revetment with a light covering. which
is also equipped
with canvas drop to form a
door.
Essentially.
what is desired is that
there be some place in which mechanics can work
both with protection from the weather and with
facilities permitting operation during blackout.
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damage to them would ensue. At field airdromes
these facilities will generally be in trailers
which can be parked under trees in the vicinity
of the hangar. When a semi-permanent establishment is indicated. these trailers can be given
improvised protection of sandhags. or earth traverses.
Under special conditions. it may be necessary to construct Theater of Operations
type
buildings to house these power tools.
In this
case. the buildings
should not be added as a
part of the hangar but should be kept at least
200 yards away. Other technical repair facilities should always be located off the landing
area and not within 200 yards of the hangar or
other conspicuous targets.
Technical and operational buildings comprise
the structures
necessary
for the operational
control and continued technical training of the
air units. Although most of these will be located in the immediate vicinity of the landing
and take-off area. a formalized
arrangement
should be avoided. Only the control tower needs
to be located i~ the immediate vicinity of the
runways. and even this structure can be made
less conspicuous by utilizing an eXisting strucOne Hanger Per Airdrome
ture if available. or by so siting to obtain the
maximum amount of screening possible from topoNormally. not more than one hangar per airdrome will be constructed.
This building must
graphy or existing ground cover.
Operation buildings should not be near conbe carefully sited to obtain the maximum conspicuous features of the runways or other promicealment.
Whenever possible. it should not be
ment landmarks. Buildings should be low and inon the actual landing and take~off area. but rather in a nearby area to which airplanes can
conspicuous. s.hould duplicate local architectaxi. No aprons will be built as they tend to ture and should have no standard location with
give the hangar location away.
respect to other airdrome features. or similar
features at other airdromes.
This building
It has been suggested
that these repair
hangars be made bomb-resistant.
preferably by
should be splinter and gas proof. Where existbeing underground.
Superficially
the idea is
ing shelter is inadequate and tentage is unsuited. Theater of Operations type housing will
attractive. but loses merit under close-scrutbe constructed.
Before actual construction is
iny. Even were men and materials
available.
undertaken. thorough reconnaissance of the area
such structures cost roughly two to four times
the value of all planes that could be placed in near the airdrome to find suitable areas is necessary. Except for the shelter required by airthem at one time. yet would never give absolute
protection. After all. the important eleme~t is drome defense personnel
and crews on 24-hour
not the one or two planes undergoing repair. but
duty. all other housing. messing and recreational
the machine tools and essential spare parts. A
facilities should be in 200 to 300 man groups
off the airdrome area but within 1.000 yards.
direct hit on a simple steel hangar as preThese groups should be not closer than 300
viously described would not destroy the entire
yards to each other. and centered roughly on a
structure; in fact relatively slight structural
communal site which contains post exchange.
damage would result.
planes within would be
mess. and other facilities
shared in common.
seriously damaged or destroyed. but if the machine tools were given a surrounding protective
Fuilest possible use should be made of any exwall of concrete or sandbags. relatively little
isting building. and to the greatest possible
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extent. any new structures should be designed
and sited to conform with those indigenous to
the country side.
Avoid

Pattern
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no element of passive protection is so frequently misunderstood. misused. or neglected. For
some reason an air of unreality is connoted by
the very first word. ~ven though it is only a
general term for a number of common sense ways
of preventing an enemy from seeing what is being
done. or has been done at a particular place.
For an airdrome subject to enemy attack. it
is vital not only to hinder the enemy bomber in
locating the general area of the flying field.
but to make the identification of a particular
target confused. if not impossible. Concealment
from the camera is the final goal. but from
practical standpoints. ability to deceive the
eye is sufficient. Like any other remedy for an
ailment. it works best the sooner used.
In
fact. best results can only be obtained when
camouflage is considered siaultaneously with the
first plans. Camouflage must be aforethought.
not an afterthought.
Without going into the technique of camouflage. we may state that there are four general
steps or procedures which may be employed.
The first is to make the airdrome less conspicuous. primarily by merely reducing contrasts. Thus sharp white concrete runways are
darkened. and large hangars and administrative
buildings are given neutral dull colors.

Preferably the hospital buildings will be in
a separate group by themselves. and the extremely characteristic covered walkways between
buildings should not be used. nor should a formalized close-knit layout of buildings be used
unless such groups are to be found elsewhere in
the vicinity.
As an adjunct to all living accommodations.
as well as other buildings in which personnel
habitually stay. air raid shelters are required.
The simplest and one of the most effective is
the slit trench. revet ted and braced to resist
earth shock.
Splinterproof
overhead cover
should be prOVided both for protection and to
assist in hiding the location of the trench. In
lieu of trenches. dug-outs or cut-and-cover
shelters can be made. Simple ones designed for
25 men are readily constructed of corrugated metal with earth. or earth and concrete covering.
Defensive structures are required on all
field airdromes. No airdrome is immune from the
threat of hostile attack. so provision must be
made to meet and overcome this danger.
In
peacetime airdromes at least. such installations
are conspicuous by their absence. being generLandin8 Area Dis8uised
ally confined to a fence around the airdrome and
a siren or whistle suitable for audible signals.
Next we attempt to lessen its resemblance to
On an operational airdrome. an audible siga conventional airfield. by making it appear
nal system is also necessary. and may be supple- like something else. This may be accomplished
mented where possible by a loud-speaker system by disruptive patterns and screens. with the
connected with the various dispersed elements of idea of breaking up form lines and shadows of
the command. Through this system the command buildings.
can not only be placed on the alert. but can get
The third step carries the deception to the
specific information about the type of attack
point of actual disguise. The landing area is
expected.
given false hedge lines and roads. while buildUse Barbed Wire
ings are made to resemble farm houses or other
structures
of the neighborhood.
Instead of industrial fencing. which is primarily an anti-sabotage measure. barbed wire is
useq to inclose vital elements of the station.
thus forming defended points of resistance. As
with any obstacle. it must be covered by the
fire of defensive weapons.
For weapons. a variety of emplacements are
needed. most being of the typical field type of
earth and sandbags. However. concrete pillboxes
may be constructed where opportunity permits.
These should be sited to be mutually supporting.
and to cover the landing area and routes of approach to the airdrome. Too much reliance can
not be placed on these fixed emplacements. for
even with a liberal use of dummies and camouflage an attacking enemy will succeed in destroying a good percentage by bombing.
No description of an operational airdrome is
complete without a discussion of camouflage. yet

The last step is to draw the enemy away from
the actual location through the judicious use of
a dummy or decoy. At some convenient point.
preferably from l~ to 3 miles from the installation to be protected. a replica is built. This
dummy faithfully follows the general pattern of
the original. but is allowed to remain not too
well concealed. Camouflage is placed poorly.
and obvious marks of activity are simulated.
Properly done--and not overdone--the decoy will
give the real installations good protection for
a long period. At night. excellent results can
be obtained with a few lights. placed to simulate the markings of the real field. When oper~
ated under direct control of the real field. the
decoy can be darkened while friendly planes
land at the real airdrome. then turned on again
as soon as the need for the lighting is past.
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craft engines growing louder on the night air. taking the full load of preliminary examination
The attack at Aalesund is perhaps typical. In and study of ideas submitted.
November, 1941, nine Hudsons attacked at mast
In addition, the Council serves to coordinate
height shipping in this small harbor deep in ideas throughout the military establishment. It
the Norwegian fjords. Four enemy ships were will send reports of devices to all branches of
sunk or left sinking.
A fifth was left in the War and Navy departments which might remotely
flames and an escort vessel was severely damaged. be interested, thus making sure that no possible
A fish oil factory was set ablaze and a power use for the suggestion is overlooked.
station and German barracks were bombed. And to
When an idea or proposal is submitted to the
complete the night's work a lorry was hunted National Inventors Council, it is classified in
along a road and forced to crash into a ditch! one of three categories:
(A) "Hot stuff":
Behind all these activities lies the Battle
(B) ..
Has possib il i ties", and (C) "Not good".
of the Atlantic--that grim war which goes on un- This classification is directed by Colonel Lent's
ceasingly and relentlessly aqainst the U-boat, engineering staff, and meritorious suggestions
waged to keep open the supply lines essential to are referred immediately to the ~ppropriate
the Allied war effort. The U-boats leaving or office or agency of the Army or Navy. In the
returning to their harbors in Germany or the Bay case of the Army Air,Forces, ideas considered
of Biscay are forced to travel submerged while useful in the AAF are coordinated through Colowithin the range of aircraft or to take the Con- nel Benjamin W. Chidlaw, who acts as liaison
sequences of being caught on the surface. This officer between the AAF and the Council.
means a prolonged passage and less time on actual operations:
and so the U-boat tends to
Board Acts On Ideas
take a chance even when actual necessity does
not force him on top of the water. But he is a
Three officers, respectively ~epresenting
small target and a wary one. Many hours of fly- the Air Forces, the Ground Forces and the Serving in all weather conditions are necessary to ices of Supply, review all worthwhile ideas COnsight him. Again there are convoys to be pro- nected with the war effort, and a monthly linetected when threatened by the U-boat pack. Ex- up of those proposals considered to have value
perience has taught that no more effective anti- by the armed forces are submitted to Colonel
dote to sinkings exists than the maintenance of Lent, so he can keep his scoreboard up to date.
air escort through the threatened zones.
In
Colonel Lent's interest in inventions Con-'
this, as in all its operations, Coastal Command »ected with the airplane is understandable: he
works in the closest co-operation with the Ad- is one of the founders of America's present-day
miralty: and that so many convoys arrive un- air strength. He joined the Aviation Section
scathed is a tribute to the effectiveness of of the Signal Corps back in June, 19l?, after
this teamwork.
several years experience in-designing, building
and operating gasoline engines, and one month
Just
a Few
later was commissioned a Captain. After conThese are but a few of the activities of the siderable service as engineer officer, he won
pilots and aircrews of Coastal Command--space
his wings in May, 1918, serving variously as
prevents little more than their mention, and Commanding Officer of Brindley and Roosevelt
others, such as the work of the Long Range
Fields. His rise through the ranks was conFighter Squadrons, Meteoroloqical Flights, and tinuous until 1919, when he was honorably disAir Sea Rescue, must be passed over.
charged with the rank of Major--but eleven years
The coats-of-arms of the Coastal Squadrons
later he was SOOn back in harness again as ~
hang on the walls of the Mess at Headquarters.
reserVe air officer and in 1931 advanced to the
Their devices are numerous, their mottoes are rank of Lt. Colonel in the Air Corps Reserve •••••
many--but the latter are summed up in that of a rank he holds today.
the Command, "We search and strike". Day and'
night, in fair weather and foul, the pilots and
aircrews of the Command have been flying on
operations since the first day of the war. It
The U.S. Treasury has created a "War Conhas been computed that already more than 50 mil- tributions Fund" into which all private donaliOn miles have been flown, or approximately
tions for the furtherance of the war program
2,000 times round the world. This has~ot been will be deposited •••••Next time you fellows in
carried out without cost: nor has it been with- the Hawaiian area write home, ask the folks to
out successes, as well perhaps as disappointreply by reqular mail rather than air mail exments. The Command will so continue with in- cept in emergencies, to help cut down the overcreased numbers and increased effort until the load of billet-doux that tie up needed aircraft
space.
day of final victory comes.
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Friend or Foe?
By ~aptain F. w. Warlow
Wright F,.,d

look up, you'd better look out.
IFMostyouofwon't
the world learned that the hard way.
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identification instruction now used in the serf
vices.
Another popular identification method is the
Block System. In this system, which originated
in England, the parts of an airplane's structure
as seen from the side, top, bottom and front are
represented by standardized blocks. Each one of
these represents a structural unit. such as fuselage, engine, tail.
After a student learns to associate particular blocks with the structural units of an airplane, he learns to identify types of airplanes
and then individual models by variations in the
arrangement of the blocks. For instance. the
block representing the vertical fin and rudder
will be farther from the end of the fuselage on
one airplane than on another. and the blocks
representing the engines will be in the wing on
one multi-engined airplane and slung below the
wing on another.
On the surface, the block system seems too
general. Those of us who have had experience in
identification usually stress details like the
belly line of the fuselage or the location of a
radiator for quick identification. We forget
that the block system is designed to get green
students quickly under way. It accomplishes
this by developing an eye for form rather than
for the details that confuse beginners. FinTh e "Common Sense"
Method
ally, the door is left open for limited advanced
training through the representation of details,
The most basic of these is the "common sense" such as turrets, with additional symbols.
method. This study, which was used until recently by the majority of service schools, beThe WEFT System
gins with general characteristics and leads into
specific. First, the airplane's structure is
A third method of identification is the
divided into units and terminology is estab- WEFT system, another British development. This
lished for each unit. Then, types of airplanes is the system now used generally throughout the
and, later. individual models are identified Army and Navy in conformity with the Allied Nafrom the top. side and bottom by beginning at tion's program of standardizing equipment and
the nose and working backwards; and from the training. The WEFT system gets its name from
front by beginning at the wingtip and working in the structural units which the student is drilled
toward the fuselage.
Realistic perspective
to take up in order: W--wings; E--engines; F-views are also included.
fuselage; and T--tail. By constant drill, the
When Pearl Harbor loosed a cry for identifi- observer is taught to study airplanes systematication material, the Signal Corps Training Film cally. his eyes moving to the four salient feaProduction Laboratory at Wright Field under Col. tures. In time. he learns speedily to syntheF. W. Hoorn. began production of 30 Air Forces' size these features.
films based on this method, ph~tographing moIn some respects. the WEFT system is the
dels, silhouettes, and actual planes. The com- same as that first described. the "common sense
pleted motion pictures of this series have been method". This similarity exists because the
used extensively to complement other aids to wings and engines of distant airplanes are not
We still have time to learn it the easy way.
When the bombs began to fall from the skies
over Europe and China the people looked up--but
too late. When they tried to retaliate, ignorance frustrated their efforts--many times they
didn't know their enemies from their friends.
Sometimes they were slow in firing and got
bombed; sometimes they were hasty and shot down
a friendly plane. Even the British, who staved
off invasion, made mistakes. Through bitter experience they learned the importance of a tested
spotting technique.
With the sterp lesson of Europe fresh in our
minds, Americans are beginning to realize the importance of being able to identify the planes
that in ever-increasing thousands are spreading
their wings over continents and oceans. But it
is doubtful if the average American knows with
certainty the silhouettes of five AAF military
planes. Too few men in the AAF can make positive identification of an equal number of foreign
types.
In a nation committed to total war, this is
serious deficiency that can only be corrected
by a definite overall program of instruction.
For the establishment of such a program a number of different identification systems have
been under consideration.
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a twin-motor airplane at three or four miles will
reveal a silhouette of fuselage and tail alone.
By necessity. the WEFT system sometimes becomes
an FT system.
Just as in the common sense method, the fuselage is studied, beginning with
the nose, and then the tail.
However, the WEFT system is better for our
purposes than the "common sense" or the Block
system.
It does not involve too radical
change from the methods of instruction employed
until recently by our armed forces.
It has a
catchy name, which is important in securing popular support.
It is emphatic, stressing as it
does only four points.
It lists in order of importance to the beginner's eye the basic elements of an airplane's outline as seen in classroom illustrations and in flight nearby. It has
been adopted of f Ic Ic.lLy by Great Britain after
several years of experimentation
with various
systems; and finally, our adoption of it has
made it the standard of the English-speaking
world.

a

Other

Methods

Needed

The WEFT system alone, however, will not
make Americans reliable airplane spotters. Like
all present systems it emphasizes almost exclusively the elementary
stage of instruction.
Other devices must be employed to prepare our
soldiers, sailors and civilians for split-second
identification.
This can be achieved by drill
in details.
Advanced students should be taught
to identify airplanes by peculiarities
in one
structural unit.
Cards or slide films bearing
no more than a tail, nose, or section of wing
should be enough clue for the keen spotter.
Gradually, the time allowed for study of these
details can be shortened until speed and accuracy in recognition are developed.
,
More realistic methods of teaching speedy
recognition are through motion pictures.
The
Signal Corps Training Film Production Laboratory
at Wright Field has experimented
with "Quiz
Reels." Two-engine fighters, for instance, are
reviewed and then shown in short flashes while
the commentary challenges the audience to test
its skill in identification.
The media employed
are animation,
model photography,
and stock
shots, some of which are actual battle scenes.
Major R. C. Locke, working under the Air
Forces' Direct or of Individual Training, is preparing training films which dramatize identification. Through these screen stories, identification instruction is subtly woven. The hero is
the man in the cockpit of a P-39 or the tail of
a B-17E who knows which fast flying silhouettes
deserve a squeeze of the trigger. This project
is in a preliminary
stage at the Signal Corps
Training Film Production Laboratory at Wright
Field.
When the WEFT system is augmented more
fully by advanced forms of instruction, the me-
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thod for a thorough, nation-wide identification
training program will be at hand.
The systems and facilities we already have
and those to be developed, however, must be centrally controlled.
We have an indoctrination
program of national scope to administer, and we
have to make up for a late start. Some beginnings in centralization have been made. Lt. Col.
J. M. Hayward of the Foreign Developments Laboratory at Wright Field has fostered the collection and organization of identification material
for military uses.
Files are kept of aircraft
by nationalities and individual models. Periodically, this information is condensed into pam- •
phlets dealing visually with all the leading
military aircraft of one nation or with .an outstanding indivudual model.
In addition, a chart presenting the principal Japanese aircraft according to the WEFTsystem has been prepared.
The Signal Corps Training Film Production Laboratory found this infor-.
mation invaluable for identification films. The
Foreign Developments
Laboratory,
however, is
primarily interested
in technical changes in
aircraft rather than in changes in appearance.
Colonel Hayward has tried to keep abreast of
identification only because he thought it a neglected area in our military preparations.
Standardized

Program

A standardized identification program should
include a centralized agency to administer national identification.
It would be desirable if
this agency could be composed of representatives
of the Army, the Navy, the Federal Office of
Education and the press. This agency could not
only develop methods of teaching aircraft recognition but could also prepare teaching aids and
distribute
them to service
schools,
public
schools, Boy Scout organizations, the"press, motion picture syndicates and other responsible
organizations.
In addition to Army and Navy
sources, this agency could utilize the photographic files of newspapers and newsreels in obtaining material for educational purposes.
It
would be the duty of the Army and Navy to determine the correctness of the silhouettes, photographs and models that were utilized.
Many other advantages and means of identification instruction 'through a centralized agency
could be enumerated.
It is of the utmost importance that both military and civilian Americans
be indoctrinated 'with this important subject.
The time required would not be great; but the
need is tremendous.
Our lives and those of our
pilots must not be lost through ignorance and
our airplanes
needlessly
demolished
through
mistaken gunfire.
Let's learn to spot the enemy in order to
pot him!
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He wants Egypt because then he could move against
the Holy Land and Syria, Iraq and Iran. And
perhaps he could join forces with the other Nazi
armies coming down through the Caucasus--maybe
even with the Japanese in India.
As this is written, Rommel, after a see-saw
battle climaxed by an 800-mile dash across the
desert, is stalled at El Alamein in the narrow
"isthmus" between the Mediterranean and the
great, cliff~bordered marshy lowland known as
the Qattara Depression. This narrow.stretch of
sand between the sea and Qattara is like the
mouth of a funnel that lets the desert into
Egypt from Libya.
Rommel, as soon as he can. will try to break
through the funnel into Egypt. The British will
try to stop him. Also trying to stop him will
be the U.S. Army Air Forces.
If you are one of the officers or men that
are being sent to fight the Nazi in Egypt you
ought to know something about the land you are
going to defend.
Egypt is like a huge mass of protoplasm living from one great single artery--the Nile River.
The Nile begins back in the mountains of central
Africa and flows for 4:000 miles to the sea.
Only the last 960 miles of its course are through
Egypt.
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gleaming in the hot sun like a jewel in the
handle of the fan-shaped Nile delta, is the
great city of Cairo--capital of Egypt and the
largest city in all Africa. A large, cosmopolitan metropolis in ordinary times, Cairo's normal
populati~n of over a million.and a quarter is
today swelled by thousands of soldiers from all
the United Nations.
Cairo's crowds have made living quarters almost impossible to locate. They jam the cafes
and restaurants, they raise the price of food
and they make entertainment hard to find. Social life is practically nil. Most of the cafes
outside of the two.or three ultra-swank spots
are honkytonks with an artificial "atmosphere",
often operated, not by nat ives, but by former
.pub" owners from allover the British Empire.'
There are a few movies in Cairo. All but
one are outdoors under the cloudless Egyptian
sky. Most of the films are made in Hollywood,
but the Egyptian subtitles, the jabbering of the
natives, the eat-and-drink vendors and the long
intermissions make them at least "different " to
attend. The one modern enclosed, air-conditioned
cinema in Cairo is operated by an American firm.
Pound is Used

The money used in Cairo, as in the rest of
the country, is the Egyptian pound. It can be
purchased for $4.10, but if you don't watch out
The Nile Valley, though long, is very nar- it won't go very far. Prices are high and you
row--not more than 10 to 12 miles wide--until it have to know how to deal with the natives to
reaches its delta just north of Cairo. There keep from going broke, especially if you feel
the river fans out into a myriad of small streams, like patronizing the many street vendors.
Although Cairo is an ancient city, it has
creating one of the most fertile regions on
earth. The Nile delta and the lower valley sup- many modern sections, and the large foreign popport a population ~ over 1,100 people to the ulation gives it some of the aspects of an occisquare mile. Even Belgium, the most crowded dental town. Automobiles and streetcars are
country in crowded Europe, has only 600 people everywhere, and modern office buildings are
mixed in with the domes and minarets. Perhaps
to the square mile.
But the rest of Egypt's 386,000 square miles because of the large foreign population, you can
are little more than barren wasteland. Although easily find western food that is'fairly good,
the Nile bisects the desert, it has no tribu- though expensive. Too much experimentation with
taries in Egypt proper, and the single stream the native foods should be avoided--it might
has made only about 14,000 square miles arable, lead to that common African affliction known as
even with the aid of the most modern irrigation "gyppy tummy"
The Egyptian people are generally apathetic
methods. It is in this area that most of Egypt's
toward the war. But they are friendly toward
sixteen million people eke out their existence.
In ancient times the Nile used to dry up to the soldiers who have come to keep the Nazis
almost nothing during part of each year, and out, and a tolerant and friendly attitude tooverflow into cities and farms the rest of the ward the native will usually find a warm restime. Now the river is harnessed by a series of ponse. Mostly the people are interested in the
control dams, with the system built around the business the war has brought them. Many.of them
great Gabel Awlia dam that spans the Nile sev- will want to sell you souvenirs or take you
eral hundred miles above Cairo. Its 16,400 feet sight-seeing.
The sight-seeing around Cairo is good. Just
of concrete make it five times as long as Boulder Dam, but only one-fifth as high. Probably across the Nile and upstream a little is Giza,
the most important bastion in all Egypt, Gabel where the famous pyramids and the Sphinx are loAwlia controls the flow of the Nile, preventing cated. Sight-seeing parties leave often for
Giza, or you can go over by yourself. In Cairo,
floods and keeping the valley fertile.
About 100 miles from the Mediterranean,
(Continued on Page 38)
Nile Valley Narrow
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of anti-aircraft defense we could expect to find
there.
. From that poi~t on. the leader of each vic
or shine. Actually, both Bennie and I learned
of
three planes took over, and laid out the
some navigation from Dorton.
plans fo~ his particular job.
We were to go in low level, line abreast,
Tempo Picks Up
with each of the three planes concentrating on
Finally July came and things began to move a definite part of the aerodrome. It was to be
with plenty of speed. Just tpree days later the our particular job to get the hangar, while the
entire thirty-six men, composing the first Amer- other two got dispersed airplanes and the barican combat group on an operational basis in racks. Of course any enemies which might be
England, found themselves assembled in the crew caught on the aerodrome were to be open to atroom, listening to our Commanding General tell tack from the man nearest them.
Captain Kegelman, S/Ldr. Kennedy, and Lt.
us that we were to have the honor of celebrating
the coming Fourth of July in away which we had Leehrel. the pilot of the third plane, were busy
never celebrated it before. The ~eneral's pre- discussing the way in which we would approach
the target, the manner in which we'd leave it,
dictions were quite concise and true.
The evening of the Third of July, a -Battle and what evasive action would be taken. Lt.
Order" for the succeeding day appeared on ,the Dorton was busy checking his course with the
bulletin board in the crew room, and on that other two navigators, and Bennie and myself were
battle order were six American crews, or a total questioning every R.A.F. gunner on the mission
as to the correct radio procedure, colors of the
of 24 men.
day, and what sort of calls we would use if
.We had all seen R,A.F. crews come out of the
enemy aircraft were sighted.
briefing room, each man wearing a different expression, but in the eyes of all of them a
Silence Again
strange determined look, which defied any questions which might be asked.
Then silence fell again, and I think for
We were wondering if we too would be that
just a second every fellow in the room held his
way! Without exception we were.
breath for just a second, Anyway, I know that I
Our first look inside the briefing room was did, and then the Wing Commander said something
rather terrifying. Maps, with colored pins all like, "Gentlemen, your time of take-off will
over them, covered the walls. Aerial photo- be 07:15 a.m"
tomorrow morning: be in your
graphs of prev ious raids were posted on bulletin ships by 07:00 a.m. Are there any questions?
boards around the room. Occupying the most Good luck. gentlemen'~
prominent spot in the room was a large display
After that we started filing from the briefboard_ which was divided into four parts. In
ing room, each crew instinctively g~tting tQeach one of the sections were photographs and
gether, but not one of them saying a word about
scale drawings of one of the four targets for
-tomorrow." That night it is doubtful that anythis particular mission.
one slept very much: everyone, I think, kept
The particular target in which our crew was turning over in his mind what we had been told,
interested was an ME 110 aerodrome at DeKooy, what we were expected to do.
which is located at the northezn-most tip of
Early next morning, at 5:00 a.m., we were
Holland. In our particular formation of three roused out of bed by the orderly and after
planes, besides ourselves, was another American dressing proceeded to the mess hall for breakcrew and one British crew, captained by Squadron fast. It is surprising when I look back on it,
Leader Kennedy, who was a veteran of unnumbered how very much was said, and yet not one word was
operations.
mentioned about the coming operation, which I am
The room was in a roar, with everyone speak- quite sure was uppermost in every man's mind.
ing at once, but suddenly silence fell as the
That hour. between six and seven o'clock on
Wing Commander and Group Captain walked into the
the morning of July 4, 1942, is probably the
briefing room from the Operations Office. At
hardest I:ve ever spent. waiting for the zero
once everyone focused their attention on the
hour. Finally we were in the airplane, and with
Wing Commander and listened attentively to every
the starting of the engines, all nervousness' and
word he uttered.
impatience vanished. We were about to begin our
First he explained to everyone that the first operation.
operation was to be a joint effort by American
Taking off and circling into formation acand British crews. From that point on he care- tually took minutes: to me it seemed to take
fully outlined each target, where they were lo- hours, but eventually we were down low, in close
cated, what kind of planes we could expect to "v ic " formation out over the English Channel.
find based there, and most important, what kind We could see the other three -vics" off to our
(Continued from Page 3)
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right, all (Our vics holding a loose formation.
At that time Bennie and I were checking our
equipment for about the ninety-ninth time, and
forever looking out for anything that might come
out of the blue above and down at us. It wasn't
too long before the other three .Vics" started
to leave us, as we changed our course in a northerly direction and they went south, and from
then on we knew it was we three crews against
the Germans, and we could hardly wait.
.. Terribly

Long Time"

It seemed to take a terribly long time before we were' across the Channel. But before we
were within range of his 30 millimeter antiaircraft guns "Jerry" started sending out a barrage of tracer that looked impenetrable to the
leader of our "vic". Immediately we knew that
our approach had been noted and sent ahead of
us, and that the Germans were ready and waiting
for us.
The only recourse 'left open was to attempt
to circle the field and come home, and this was
the course that S/Ldr. KennedV followed. Immediately after crossing the Dutch Coast, the No.3
pl~e of our vic was hit, and crashed, the speed
of the impact causing the plane to disintegrate
entirely. Shortly following this incident, the
right or starboard engine of our ship was hit,
and the prop was shot Gway, came sailing past my
hatch in the bottom of the plane.
It is easy to imagine what a startling effect this had on me, and as if that wasn't
enough, that was followed by a loud "whrump",
and suddenly both my legs were thrown to the top
of the fuselage.
My first impression or thought was that
Bennie had knocked down a Messerschmitt. but
when the right Wing went down and we hit the
ground with a terrific crash, I didn't have to
be told that it was our propeller: I was very
much aware of it.
Lying on my stomach in the bottom of the
plane, I received a terrible shaking when the
plane struck. A hole of about two-square feet
was knocked through the bottom of the fuselage
just aft of the bomb-bay doors. The force of
striking the ground numbed both my legs, and for
a few seconds I thought they had been shot up.
It wasn't until we were actually away from the
target and I could examine them was I at all
sure.
•
With our right engine gone, a big hole in
the belly, and the right wingtip crumpled for
about a foot hack from the end, the right wing
and engine nacelle caught fire.
This had all happened while we were flying
at about 300 m.p.h., and consequently lasted but
a few seconds, although in those few seconds, I
made a few hasty resolutions. In the meantime.
the leader had drawn away from us and was quite
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some distance ahead, and firing at him directly
on his right was a flak tower. In order for us,
on one engine, to effect a safe passage back to
the coast, it would be necessary for us to pass
this tower. As slow as we were on one engine,
it seemed impossible.
Therefore the captain
flew directly at the tower, knocking it out with
his forward guns.
In the meantime, both Bennie and myself had
been busy with our flexibles, and both feel confident that we accounted for one gun emplacement each. After getting back over the channel
again, nothing was said by anyone for a couple
of minutes, and with the cessation of gunfire,
the silence was deathly.
Then all of a sudden Capt. Kegelman called
back and asked if we were all right. We answered
yes, and checked on him and the bombardier ••••
they were both O.K., and then we really talked
the thing over. Every few minutes we'd check
each other to be sure that all possible angles
of attack were covered. and to eliminate that
awful nervousness that follows a terrible nervous tension such as we'd just been under ••
It seemed that it took us hours to get back
to the English coast. We were overdue at the
base, and everyone was getting anxious about
whether or not we'd return.
Shaken

Bu t Sa fe

It's hard to find words to describe the
feeling you get when you come so close, and then
once more get back and can crawl out of the old
"kite" onto good old mother earth again, but believe me.it is one of the most sensational feelings I've ever experienced.
Immediately following our return, we were
interrogated by the intelligence officer. At
the interrogation a complete story is told, as
accurately as can be observed and remembered by
all members of the crew, of any thing which pertains to a military nature. This might mean the
typ~ of flak encountered, enemy ships which attacked you, troop movement observed, or anything
else which might catch the eye and appear out of
place on the landscape.
In our case there wasn't much to tell except
that the Germans had a devil of a lot of guns
over there and sure knew how to use them. Of
course the loss of number three ship had to be
reported and all possible details concerning it
given. After the interrogation we had lunch and
at lunch we could and did freely discuss all
points of the trip.
In closing this story I'd like to say to
anyone who reads it, especially aerial gunners
about to pull their first operation, that the
job of the aerial gunner is comparable to any
other job in the Army, and to do that job successfully and completely, there must never be an
end to your training, for training can begin,
but it must never end.
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Midway
(Continued from Page 5)
the middle and broke into what looked like half
a dozen big pieces."
Anderson complained he didn't get a chance
at the second vessel either. said it met a similar fate almost simultaneously.
"There our ship was in the air 17 hours. and
I didn't get to drop a single bomb."Anderson
said.
Lieutenant L.W. Felling, navigator of a B-17
told of his first battle impressions.
"In the distance we saw hundreds of fighter
planes hovering above the fleet of burning ships.
Someone said on the inter-phone,
'Everybody at
battle-stations, here come the Zeros'.
In spite
of what appeared
to be long odds against
us
every crew member took his battle-station
and
qot ready for actioq. The flight then continued
to fly on course to bomb the Jap ships.
"Finally we had another. but a more pleasant. surprise.
We found that those clouds of
Zeros were nothing but bursts from the Jap antiaircraft guns.
In the future our crew plans to
study identification until we can at least tell
the difference between Zeros and A.A. fire".
"Zeros

Dove On Bombers"
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ducked his head into the cockpit and yelled.
'Look at that Zero down there. Why. that damn
fool will kill himself if he doesn't pullout
of
that dive'.
Technical Sergeant A.D. Johnson enjoys telling the following
story about Lieutenant
Sid
Ingram, bombardier
in Major Ernest Manierre's
Flying Fortress.
"We were going in our bombing run". Sergeant
Johnson said, "Anti-aircraft guns. machine guns.
and pom-pom were bobbing us around like a cork.
We were all kind of tense and excited.
About
that time Lieutenant
Ingram's voice came over
the inter-phone in a calm southern drawl:
'Bombs
away. Let's get the hell out of here, Ernie ••••
One of the pilots reported a crash landing
at sea.
"Our gas supply was getting low.
At
about two o'clock in the morning we started down
to make a crash landing in the water.
All the
crew were in the radio compartment
except for
me and the co-pilot.
They had taken all our
winter flying suits and padded the compartment
the best they could.
Well, we mushed into the
water and skipped twice, like a rock skipping
across a lake, and then we hit. If you can imagine a large truck weighing about 15 tons going
about 90 miles an hour, crashing into a brick
wall about 10 feet thick, you can imagine the
noise when we crashed.
Water flew everywhere.
Then there was complete silence for a moment.
then the crew started coming out of the rapidly
sinking airplane.
We piled into two life rafts
and then took a rapid count of who was present.
One man was absent.
We watched the ship go
under.
Then everyone settled himself as best
as he could to get some sleep and wait for the
coming dawn ",
II

Lieutenant
Balfour Gibson told of one way
of getting injured in the Battle of Midway:
"We started our run across the Japs with the
sun directly in back of us. Their battleships
and cruisers were giving us broadsides as well
as heavy anti-aircraft fire. The Zeros had been
diving on us and suddenly I heard Major George
Blakey, our pilot, holler.
Looking up I saw a
Jap plane slow-rolling
over us,--bullets
from
four '50s' hit him, that's all there was to
Like Swarm Of Bugs
that. 'Upon landing at Midway and leaving the
Lieutenant
Dave Everitt of Milwaukee
sums
plane I walked into the wing. cutting my eye".
up the accounts with this typical experience:
Lieutenant
Otto Haney, Springfield,
Mis"My first impression of the Jap fleet was
souri, pilot of a B-17, tells this story:
that
of a great swarm of water bugs tearing
"After our first engagement
with the Jap
around all suffering from hot feet.
As we apFleet and we had landed and serviced the planes,
proached
they
took
on
a
more
real
shape.
as they
Some of the crew members were sitting around
shot
wave
after
wave
of
anti-aircraft
fire
at
talking about the battle and I overheard one of
us. When we were just starting t he bombing run
them say, 'Did you see that big ship of ours
the Zeros hit us. I'll always remember Corporal
out there flashing us signals'?
When we deterBlair,
bombardier,
hollering, 'Somebody shoot
mined what he was talking about, we all knew we
that first clown'.
About then all three ships
had seen the big ship. We had seen the flashing
in
our
formation
opened
up on him.
The Jap
all right, but it wasn't our ship--it was a Japfighter
pulled
up
over
the
formation
in
preparaanese battleship
and the flashes were nothing
less than broadsides.
You might call them sig- tion for a diving attack, and when we hit him,
he just seemed to wilt and fallout
of the sky.
nals. at that".
The
tail-gunner,
Corporal
Dickson.
reported
that
Lieutenant
W.A. Smith. who works with his
he hit the water burning.
brother, Bob, as co-pilot in a Flying Fortress
"We dropped our bombs on a big cruiser that
reported this incident:
was
putting up a terrific blast of A.A. trying
"This was the real thing and we were in the
middle of it. Jap A.A. fire all around us and to protect a Jap carrier that had burned almost
to the water line. We got one hit on the stern.
Zeros beginning to dot the sky. Sergeant Yeomans
was at his gun mus t 0 f the time and, nat ural! y ,
was pretty excited, which was proved when he
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Landing Gear
Continued from Page 17)
nose wheel down on the runway.
Under icy-runway
conditions, the best technique is to come in low
and slow, under power, and land tail low using
flaps and attitude to slow the airplane as much
as possible.
Apply the brakes in quick, light
actions, never putting on or holding much force.
An airplane usually has provisions for a tow
bar to be attached (by means of a locking pin)ro
the
nose
wheel
fork.
If this pin is 'not
locked, the nose wheel is free to turn exclusive
of the shimmy damper making a 180 degree turn of
the wheel probable, with possible strut breakage.
It is the pilot's pre-flight duty to see
thst the locking pin is in its proper position.

~

Red Sentries
(Continued

from Page 23)

The second pair of Junkers-87's,
after'
spending several minutes in the clouds, tried to
dive-bomb our troops but was intercepted by our
lower flight.
One plane began to smoke and
tried to land--the crew was killed.
The other
plane'tried to slip through the clouds but ran
into the upper flight again--it too caught on
fire. Out of the four Junkers, three were destroyed and none accomplished its mission.
The schedule of patrol reliefs in the air
must be worked out very carefully.
There have
been times when our planes have had to return
for fuel ahead of time, leaving the air free to
the enemy for five to seven minutes.
The Germans would observe from the air and ground, and
when our planes ret~rned
for fuel they would
signal their own planes by radio to attack at
that time.
Efficiency of air patrols depends considerably on control.
It is inadvisable
to have
patrol landing fields too far from the front
line. This not only lessens the fighting time
but also hinders the control by the commander.
Airdromes and command posts must be as close as
possible to the front line troops.
By being
close, coordination
between the air commander
and ground commander
is facilitated.
If airdromes cannot be located forward, advance landing fields must be provided for refueling. Control of planes in the air can be accomplished
from the ground with radio and signals.
These
methods of communication are employed to designate targets.
All ground commanders
must be
able to give signals understood by air patrols.
Whenever
air support
is given, the air commander must establish the signals to be used.

~
All Officer Candidate School graduates ,who
are discharged to accept commissions may retain
all their clothing that is serviceable.
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Egypt
(Continued

from Page

34)

Alexandria and Port Said there are other famous
sights to see.
Most of Egypt is filled with
historical landmarks, mosques and ancient tombs
and palaces.
Enemy

Is Dus t

Outside of Cairo is the desert.
It rolls
right up to the very gateways of the city.
Out
on the desert life is hard. The soldier's great
enemy is the dust.
It gets in his eyes (it's
a good idea to take goggles if you're going to
Egypt), in his ears and in his clothes.
It gets
in his food.
It gets in the motors that drive
his trucks, his tanks and his planes.
The other great enemies of man in the desert
are the heat and the lack of water.
Getting
water to drink is hard enough--to find water for
bathing and washing is sometimes impossible.
But in spite of the hardships many soldiers
have developed a kind of fondness for the desert. The crisp cold nights, the dry air and the
cloudless skies are all to the desert's advantage. Sometimes it gets so cold at night that
you need to sleep under four or five blankets.
The desert moon is big and bright, and good for
romance--but good for bombing, too.
Desolate or not, forbidding or not, the German covets the desert--and
he's tried hard. to
get it. He has tried it from Libya, and he will
try it again.
He can also try by air from his
bases in Crete, Greece and Italy.
The fight to keep the German out of Egypt
and to drive him back where he belongs is a big
one--one of the biggest of the wpr. If you're
going to Egypt to fight the Nazi you'll probably know you've been in a fight before you get
back. But you'll also know you've had a part in
writing one of the most important chapters in
the history of the desert, of the United States-and of the world.
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HERE'S HOW WE GOT THIS WAY
11'1 Maf04 dJaJh cIIahHU!1,
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emergency parachute jump by Lieutenant
Harold R. Harris in 1922, the News Letter reguarly devoted considerable space
24 years ago. And each year since, with
to report the experiences of pilots who
but one exception, it has remained on
were forced to bailout.
The News
..flying status."
Letter became a sponsor of the now faThe first issue, back on September 21,
mous Caterpillar Club; whenever some'1918, was a typewritten, mimeographed,
one qualified for membership in this
four-page "Weekly News Letter." The
mythical organization by completing a
name later was changed to Air Corps
forced jump, the News Letter kept a
News Letter, then Air Forces News
record of the event and published the
Letter. Now it is AIR FORCE. The fornew member's experiences for the edifimat, likewise, changed. It remained a
cation of prospective members.
typewritten, mimeographed publication
During 1922, 34 issues of the News
until July, 1941, when the varitype-multiLetter were published, but in succeeding
,lith reproduction process was adopted.
'years, due to the reduction in personnel,
Flat color was added for the first time
the annual output gradually dwindled
last February but the same printing
until it was possible to publish only 21
method was used up to this issue.
issues in 1925, and from 15 to 17 issues
As in aircraft, the designs and type
in the years up to 1938. Ten issues were
names have changed, and range and size
published in 1938, when, in October of
have increased. But a service journal
that year, the News Letter was disconbecomes no more obsolete than plane
tinued. It was resumed in 1935 as a semitypes becoine obsolete. Thus, the commonthly and 24 issues were published
plete and colorful history of the Air
annually thereafter until July, 1941.
Forces for the past 24 years is to be
Father of the Air Forces official service
journal was the late Lieutenant Colonel
found in the yellowed and worn copies
Horace M. Hickam, in whose memory
of old News Letters, just as new issues
Hickam Field, Hawaii, was named. Colwill record the events that are to become
onel Hickam was in charge of the old
Air Force history.
Information Division of the Air Forces,
That first issue back in September,
which fostered the News Letter for many
23 years ago, the first page of which is
years, until 1922, when the Division and
reproduced below, began with this call
for airmen:
the News Letter passed over into the
hands of Colonel (then Major) Ira A.
"Irrespective of status in the draft,
Rader, one of the Army's pioneer airmen.
the Air Service (predecessor to the Air
The names of officers who have had
Forces-Ed.)
has been reopened for indirect supervision over the News Letter
duction of mechanics and of candidates
include Lieutenant General H. H. Arfor commissions as pilots, bombers, obnold, our Commanding General; Major
servers and balloonists, after having been
General H. R. Harmon, Brigadier Genclosed except for a few isolated classes
eral LeG. Walsh, Colonel Henry W.
for the past six months."
Harms, Captain Burdette S. Wright,
The issue dated October, 1918, carries
Lieutenant Colonel Ira Longanecker,
the story of the high flight made by
Major General Walter R. Weaver, ColCaptain Rudolph W. Schroeder, who
climbed to a record-breaking 28,900 feet
onel John D. Reardan, Colonel Harrison
H. C. Richards, Brigaover Dayton, Ohio; In
the News Letter he wrote
dier General Robert C.
THE FIRST NEWS LETTER
Candee, and Colonel
of his sensations before
SejJt. 11, l~lH
Arthur I. Ennis.
and after he resorted to
Other officers who
his oxygen supply. Many
have been closely asimportant flights are resociated with the News
corded in later issues.
Letter include Major
In 1921, a column in
General Ira C. Eaker,
the News Letter was inchief of the U. S.
augurated under the ti tie:
Bomber Command in
"And I Learned To Fly
From That." It was conthe European theater;
Brigadier General Lesducted on the principle
ter T. Miller, Colonels
of the old-fashioned
William H. Crom, DaMethodist
experience
meetings in which individ S. Seaton, Roland
Birnn, Thomas M. Lowe
viduals bared their souls
for their own benefit and
and Ross G. Hoyt, and
for the benefit of others.
Captain Corley P. McFollowing the first
Darment (Ret.).
OUR service journal, AIR FORCE,
Y
looks brand new. Actually, it is an
old standby which made its solo hop

THE COVERscene for this issue was selected
as typifying what might be called the most
dominating action of the Army Air Forces
during the lirst year of war - high-level
bombing with aerial gunners aboard au I'
heavy bombers shooting down enemy interceptors. The cover is a reproduction of a
painting by \X'alter Herrington, a New York
artist who received his art training in Chicago and applied his brush in Te;as before
coming East.
MAJOR FALK HAI(~rEl.. whose history of
the Air Forces News Letter appears in the
adjoining columns, modestly omitted hIS
own name from the list of men responsible
for the development of the publication. Actually, Major Harmel has been more closely
associated with the News Letter than anyone
else during his 20 years and more at Headcluartcrs, He now is attached to the Historical Section of Air Intelligence.

o

i.n BAC;OF BOLTS cline off the same
production line as other B-2is but it he
comes a definite personality in the article.
Page 6, by Major Ben H. Pearse, a former
Washington newspaperman on duty with
the: Air Transport Command. Major Pearse
re-cently was assigned to the Command's
Alaskan Wing.

AVIATION CADETROHERTGIBSON, whose
combat experiences as a radioman in the
Southwest Pacific appear on Page 35,
received his original radio schooling at
Chanute Field, Illinois, in 1939. He now
is training at Scott Field, Illinois, to become
a Communications Officer. Cadet Gibson's
story and the "Bag of Bolts" article were
found to coincide at one point: the "other"
plane referred to in the paragraph on Page 7
which describes how "Bag of Bolts" amazed
the- Dutch at Bandoeng, Java, is the same
B-2,j Gibson was in when Dutch anti-aircraft
fire forced his pilot to return to Singapore
(Page 35).
T HI' soldier at Scott Field who reported
the loss of 16 teeth (his false uppers) following a hitch-hiked ride en route to camp.
should find a double meaning in the security
message on the back cover: "\X'hen You
Open the Door ... Shut Your Mouth."
WHEN four Colonels, three Majors and
two Captains were given a preview of the
AIR FORCE quiz which makes its first appearance in this issue (inside back cover).
the top score was 90, the lowest 55 and the
average 75.
AIR FORCE. December.
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CROSS COUNTRY
spot up front will he used to piece
t ojzethcr odds .m.] ends of the month,
whether they he of the com hat and training
variety or of a more ,general nat u rc.
For this issue it seems fitting that a few
words he de\oted
to how the Air Forces
News Letter became AIR FORCE and what
Am FORCE is all about,
In recent months the demand for News
Letters far exceeded the supply. To meet
this demand it lxxamo necessary to change
our method of reproduction;
redesigning of
the journal
fell right in line with the
change. Hence this new format. The words
"News Letter" were dropped from the title
hecause they were outdated.
That's
the
hackground.
Am FOJ(u: is puhlished hy the Army Air
Forces for offICers and men of the Army Air
Forces.
It will he nude available to all
Air Forces personnel within the continental
limits of the United States
and hy "all"
we mew officers, enlisted men, cadets and
students.
Sufficient copies will he furnished
each
Air Forces activity for all to read. However. hulk station shipments. not individual
mailings, are our (JIll) method of distrihution to the field. If you fail to sec a copy
check with responsible
authority
at your
own field or installation.
At the outset, it isn't possihle to distrihute
as many copies as we would like to overseas
units without hurdening our transport facilities. As much as we want everyone in the
Air Forces to receive the service journal, it
is far more important that you who arc overseas get the maximum of guns and ammunition and plane parts and letters from home.
AIR FORCE is your medium for exchanginy ideas and information
pertinent to the
operations of the Army Air Forces and pertinent to you r own mil itary interests.
It is
your medium for linking Hc.idquartcrs
with
the field. one field unit with another, individual with individual.

T
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'We believe Am FOJ(CF should he fundamentally helpful.
not merely inf orm.rt ivc
and entertaining.
But we think all three em
be achieved by ('resenting material that is accurate, readahle and adelJuately illustrated.
In our opinion, a good aviation story,
factually sound. can always stand on its own
feet; and we will try to gi\e you good aviation stories. If, in addition, that story contains information that will he helpful to you
as a member of the Air Forces, in some way
help you fight the war
then we have accomplished somcthinu worthwhile.
In Am
FORCE that is the objective
we will keep
shooting at.
We depend on you for the bulk of the
m.rtcri.il that appears in Am FORCT. and for
suggestions
and criticisms. Your ront rihutions do not have to he written in some
"inimitable
style"; write the article just as
it comes easiest to you, or merely gi\'C us
facts and points to he put across and let us
do the rest. Remember that we prefer to run
articles that appear under the by-lines of the
authors and th.u we give credit to \'ri\ates
in the same size type we use for generals.
And now for some odds and ends.

Dl '1\lI\:C;the raid on Dutch Harbor last rune,
Jap fighters sturnhlcd
onto an alh;;nced
Army airfield out in the Aleutians.
Our
land hased aircraft, up on patrol at the time,
immediately tore into the enemy.
Meanwhile,
according
to one of the
sources for our Alaskan article in this issue,
a big C-.17 transport landed at the hase with
a load of cargo, the pilot not realizing what
kind of a show W~IS going on up above. As
he cut the motors. the pilot turned to the
co-pilot and pointed to the small winged objects hurtling across the sky.
"The boys sure do play hard, don't they?"
he commented,
"Yeh," the co-pilot grinned. "if they don't
look out somcl-odys going to get hurt I'L!Cticing that way."

A moment later they froze in their scats,
One of the "hays" had started down, quite
obviously hurt. Their jaws dropped in unison when it got low enough for them to
make out the rising sun insignia on the
fuselage, and the familiar white star on the
shir' hot in pursuit.
"Well I'll he damned
was all either of
thc C-.i7 men could fmd to say.
I"

HFADQlfARTERS is encouraging and intends
m.ik iru; the fullest use of original thinking
among Air Force personnel on tactical, technica] and administrative
suhjects. e.O.s have
heen directed to encourage their personnel
to develop and submit constructive
plans,
ideas and criticisms ;llong these lines, They
arc to be submitted
through
command
ch.inncls to the Assistant Chief of the Air
Staff, Management
Control, who will forward them for consideration
to the proper
Headquarters
agency. The procedure docs
not apply to unpatented
inventions, which
arc to he s u b m i t t c d as provided
in
AR S')()-')(), Dec. ) 1, J ,).l), as amended by
Sect. 1, eire. zrs. WD, 19.j2.
(AIR FORCE will pay particular attention
to original ideas from the field which improve the over-all effectiveness of the Air
Forces: we intend, whenever
possible, to
publicize these ideas after proper clearance
has heen obtained at Headquarters.')
THIS technique was reportedly
used hI' a
German squadron in a recent attack on a
coO\'oy off the northern coast of Norway:
Sixteen
aircraft
approached
the convoy
head-on at low altitude and in column until
a point was reached two miles from the head
of the convoy, From this point each attacking plane attempted
to fiIter through the
convoy columns singly at very low altitude,
One captain in the coO\oy said each aircraft
carried two torpedoes which were released
singly from as low as J () feet, and that the
planes, after launching
their torpedoes
at
the outer
column
of ships,
proceeded
through to the inner columns so low that
his forecastle
machine
guns were firing
downward at the attacking planes.
LI'KE FIELD'S location in the Arizona desert
makes it difficult to keep up with the daily
newspapers, hut the men at Luke miss little
of the important
news of the day. Twice
daily a Public Relations Office represenl;lt ivc jumps on a motorcycle, dashes around
to field detachments
and delivers
news
flashes taken from radio reports.
EXAMPl.FS of ingenuity arc springing
up
th roughout the Air Forces. We want to hear
about more of them. At any rate, belated
congratulations:
To Private Arthur \\/. Rodrick, Air Trans-

port Command
radio operator, for rigging
up a makeshift
radio homing
device by
stringing wire from his grounded
plane to
a motor vehicle and thus guiding two stormlost B-25s, unable to make radio contact, to
a safe landing
in a mountainous
area in
C111na during the monsoon season.
To the boys on a Pacific island who salvagcd lumber from a wrecked ship, washed
up on the beach years ago, to make an .u rplane hoist capable of raising a fighter plane
almost as easy as if it were in a model
hangar.
To First Lieutenant
Lew Jordan,
who
needed an antenna base insulator in Aruba,
couldn't
wait for the regular supply ship,
and used a soda pop bottle which worked
to perfection.
To Harry 1'. McCormick,
machine shop
superintendent
at the Minter
Field subdepot, who has designed 2') sq)arate Jig, to
speed up production
and repair of aircraft.

WHEN flying in the Greenland
area it will
pay to have these points in mind:
In imestigating
strange fjords it is better
to start from the icc cap side and fly seaward; in some fjords you can't turn around
at the inboard end.
An icc cap is smooth ncar the crown and
extremely rugged ncar the mountains.
If
forced down on an icc cap, stay with your
plane to enable searchers to locate you more
easily.
Radio ranges which run over the icc Clp
contain many multiples below 10.000 feet.
Skis and ski poles for each member of
the crew should be carried on missions in
this area. A Primus stove also should be
taken along in the plane.
A .22 caliber pistol or rifle is much better
to have along than a ..15 in case you arc
forced down. Rabbits and ptarmigan (Arctic grouse) arc the only game available in
southwest Greenland.
Remember
to carry the most protective
dark glasses you can get. And don't for,t.;d
the heavy, long underwear.

item in the Control Tower section of
the August-September
Air Forces News Letter concerning the Army of Occupation
of
Germany Medal should have pointed out
that this award is authorized not for (ill veterans of the World Wlr I, but for Officers,
Army Nurses, Wlrrant Otiircrs and Enlisted
Men of the armed services who served in
Germany
or Austria-Hungary
during
the
period from November 12, 1918 to July 11,
192,), inclusive.
Applications
will not be submitted until
the Medals become available. (Because of
the metal used, they will not be struck until
after the present conflict.) Until then, those
who arc entitled to it, may purchase and
wear the authorized
ribbon.
For complete
details, sec W. D. Circular No. 176, June
G, 1912., THE ElJITOR.
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W II EN the Japanese were cv.uu.itc.l from
the Seattle area a Jap printer walked out
leaving a printing press in the basement of
a building.
Lieutenant
Lawrence A. Rogers, Special
Services otliccr at Mc010rd
Field, heard
about it and bet.;an dickerint.; on prices. He
finally bought' the press f~r S I, with the
prO\iso that he would move it out of the
basement.
The press, representing
something like S500 in equipment,
was loaded
on a truck and taken to McOlOrd.
Now, much of "Rip Carll." the camp
newspaper,
is printed on the former .lap
press, and the cost of the weekly publication has been greatly reduced.
AI\'

Jt:ST another

reminder to check your rights
and benefits if you carry accident or health
insurance
policies'
Practically all accident
and health policies contain provisions which
exclude any coverage where the injured person is engaged in military service in time of
war. You may be paying premiums on such
policies (which you held prior to entering
the service) and arc receiving restricted or
no coverage for these premium payments.
Your insurance agent should be glad to give
yOLlall the information
on your policies, If
you haven't already done so, check with him
for your own protection.

IN FOR!\! A L

reports from Russia state that
Soviet airmen have repeatedly used inland
lakes as landing areas to make contact with
their troops behind enemy lines. In summer months flying boats, not only light amphibians but heavier planes, have been used
on these missions. With winter at hand, the
Russians expect to continue this aerial supply line by using aircraft equipped with ski
runners to enable them to land on frozen
lakes.

invcstiuation
of a recent crash showed
that the pil~t had deviated, contrary to specific instructions.
from the authorized route
of his mission. Since the death of this pi lot
was "not in line of duty and was a result of
his own misconduct,"
all gratuities to which
his beneficiaries were entitled under provisions of A.R. 35-1560 were withheld.

..

Russians report unofficially that German bombers under attack have been known
to release small time bombs attached to miniature parachutes. These 'chutes, when swept
up by air current behind the bomber's t.ul,
endanger
fighters which arc pursuing
the
bomber.
THE

R.A.F. SLAl\'G .•••
"A black," something badly done;
"bornbphlctccrx."
airmen engaged on the early pamphlet raids;
"to be browned off," fed up; "in the drink,"
to come down in the sea; "fan," propeller;
"get cracking,"
get going; "office or pulpit," cockpit of aircraft; "play pussy," hide
in clouds; "quick squirt or quickie," short,
sharp burst of machine gun fire; "saus'lge
machine,"
pam-pam
gun; "shot down in
flames," severe rcprirn.md ; "stationmaster,"
CO. of station;
"tee up," to get ready;
"touch bottom," to crash.

MORE
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f!f IJlfrir Ail' rorce Serge:lllt cOllllted
Ollt 12 III IIIjJ I 0/ (0,;1 fl'OIil tbe gllilll)
s.ic]: be.rlde Ibe (,./.
st o i« 'lIId drop/led
tbe
11iJ1ljJ.r.rtl'cllegie.i1I) 0111' by 0111' Oil t bc little
bed oj co.t!». Tbell be jJeered tbrollgb
t h«
}I<lp 0/ the t eut, '/"'t di.rgll.rteclly
at tbe
/I bllhllg
stro u cllI,/'fI'etcbed
Ollt ag.lill Oil
t be (01. T'be Serge'"11 leeilled 1'1'1) 1IIII(b ,II
hOllle ill IbiJ Al cr/t r.m : olltjJOI/.
"I1'J 'U jJl'lill as the jJl'Op Oil a pearboola,"
ber,Ii'/'
"Ir« gol il all fig/Ired
0111. 1 Jd) tbe J.l/n b,,,1 big idedl ubcn tbey
tried 10 droll ill Oil Dirt c]. Hurbor l.n! [rare,
j\lid/l'd)
uu, cI big ide;;. too. bllt 1 figllre t be
J,lln 10 att,I(1 Siberi'l belol'e t bc v t rv to illr.ul c tb« St,lIer. /;';'1'11be/ore St,;lillgl'dd Ibeil'
IIIlIld uas Oil Siberid FI'II of .tl].
"Ba: be/ore tbcy ti'y to t,lke Oil tbe RlIJ.l.nrs tbey'l'e got to I)/'oteel tbeil' I'igbt fldllk.
Tbey'l'e
got to Cllt 0 IT tbe ro.td [or rein[orccnrcuts
[ro n, t hc St.u es, 'The Inily /I'd) 10
do thll is to Cllt oj{ J/''''.rtem AI'lJld.
"SOli',
ex(elJt /01' dil'pldlleJ bl'illgillg
ill
bigb jJl'iol'ii) JtlllT. t hc ouly /I'dY to JIIIJjJly
"'ertel'll
Al.tsl« il by bo.it, alld the J.lp.r
/',;1'1' bee» /,'.rbillg al'oll/Id here IOllg ellollgb
to 1111111'Ibat tbe .rbol'teJt .in.! bert uu ; to
Bc ii.«], to SOllie 'lJid to .tll tile ot lier pi,lCeJ
0'111,1' /I'e.rlCI'II ro.ts! is br Ullilll,11 P'lJJ, bet uceu Ll trt nr.t]: .in.! UII:;lcllkcl 1r/,lIIdJ. So
Ihc) Fr!,//l'cJ /;) Idlilig
f)//tch
Harbor,
011
L' n.tl.rvl», Iber (oliid cI ole Ihe II,/r.r {lIId boltie IIII ,;II J/"e.rlel'll AI'lIf'd."
'll:« Sagc'llil
filbcd a (ig.ll'ette ore! o] hil
pocl;«! {lIId IiI il. lIcal'illg 110 (OIIIIllCIII (1'0111
t h« ot li«: cot s, he looked al'OllIld to be sure
bi.r ((JIIIII,lIIioll.r beld 1101 gl)//e t o sl ec p,
"f),lIIl11cd ij 1 drnr'! bclicl'c they ((wid
L..r« .lot:« it, too. if tbc) hid kllockcd oj]
Dra c]. lLtrb or," bc uc n! Oil. "T'bcre /I'oliid
h.u:« been .t /ledge a 1!)(J//ldJld nril cs uid e
bct uccn liS (lIId tbe J(//J.riclll.r ill tbi.r nee]: of
Ibe globe,
Alld t bat uonldn'! b.n:e belped
.tn v, bel icre IIII'. '{be rlp.r ((mid li.n:e gOlle
,Ibedd Il'itb till) 1'1'"11 tlre ; b{ld ill Sibel'id.
"Ollly
tbe) didll't
get Dlltcb
Harbor.
T'he JapJ are JIJI.ll't dlld f,'IO/I' (I lot. bllt tbc v
didll'l
cxlh.(t
10 rmt into 'Ill) l,md-b'lJed
pl.in«: as far orrt ill tb« illalld.r (1J tbe ; did
I,Ht sn nrnrer, 'There are l ots of llIllllllg bero«:
ill tbis lJIall'J 11'<11', bill [or III)' 1II01ler I'll
take t lie /!,u)'J ill the B-20 tlrat dl'ojJped tbc
till Fib Oil tbe JdP c.uricr tliat dd), If''bell

Fighting weather and Japs
with our Air Force in the
fog bound Aleutian Islands.
the IUdl'till dmlJjJed
thlt IOl'pedo Oil tlic
carrier deel, it u.rs Ibe l.is: 1/1'<1/1'.
"A fl'ielld oj IIIill e uns .tt t be I'ddio lirtellillg ill at the tillle (lJid liedI'd t b« JtljJ pilolr
cdlllllg their fLII lOp. '''''bae,lbolltl,
jJl'e,lIe,
1;,11 tcrc« l o u. 0111') 10 lIIillllteJ 1;d.r,' t hcnt
J.IIJJ u.ere Id)ill/!, orcr tbe I'ddio'. '''''bel'edbo/lt.r, jJl'ccue, (111) fil'e tulmct es gaJ,' Tbell
il ua: 'olllf tbrc« lIIilllltel gal cllld Ill) /I'ielld
coliid ul nrost be,11' tlien: JapJ pl/llllPillg
mt o
tbc uat er 0111' by one ,II Ihey looked <lwlllld
jol' t be lalldillg
deck tbey bdd I,lkell oj]
[ro nr to gil'e tbc II'Ol'kJ to Dlltch Harbor,
Plop.' Plop.' Plop!
Fifteell,
t/l'elll),
III,I)be
th.rt ; of '1'111. ALlybe 11101'1':ubo l.nou:s?
"Tbe jJilol oj tbat B-20 canre back [or
anot h«r tOlpedo, (!IJJillg lile bell bcc.n/sc be
dldll't gel Ibe carrier t bc iirst t itue. 'lben he
/1'1'111b,1i1 1)/11 tliere. 'Ib« pilol u.t, nc tcr
be'lI'Il of afta Ib"t, bllt nch li«): uas tbe j,IP
r.u rlcr, 1 tbillk be got t be c.trrrcr lile be
[,lid be /I'oliid. Erc n if be di.l u'), 1'111 bettill fl be .r(clred it JO fa;' ,111''') it b"l1/l beer:
tl!'f;;lIld these p,ntJiillce.
"Of (0111'11'. i1'J 110 (ill(b to get tbe rlp.r
0111 of Ki,LI.
Bill Ihey're Oil Ibe dejelile ,11
KIII<l, ubile ucd be t lie on«: Oil tbe defellle
if they ucre ill Dlltch Hurl/or.'
The Scrgeallt
I'OJe to I'ca o n! tbl'ollgb
t h : ten! fldP dgaill,
A (/II,/aill of fog obICIIl'ed th« .nrt i-unrr.ri! ellll,I,I(elllellt
oil a
l uoll Iess tb,1II 50 yal'dl .tu.rv, He '/"lt bi.r
dirg!l.lt OIl(C 11101'1',lIId 'I'OIt b.tr]: to bir cot .
This article was compiled from material
submitted in informal reports hy Colonel
H. W. Shelmire, Headquarters, Army Air
Forces; Major Ben H. Pearse, Air Transport Command, and Lieutenant George
Bradshaw of this staff. Illustrated by Captain Ravmond Creekmore.iv Ttr n FmHlR.
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opened up the third day of
June along the sub-Arctic string of \'01runic rocks that form the Aleutian Island
chain,
The drone of Jap planes through
the
early morning
mist silenced radios from
Pt;get Sound to San Diego. even sounded
an alert at the Pan.un.i Canal. but there was
plenty of noise on the northeast corner of
Unalaska Island.
The Jell'S came from different directions.
fi\'e flights of three planes each. They swept
down over Dutch Harbor and Fort Mears,
straling the streets at 5()() feet, attacking antiaircraft batteries which opened up with a
volcano of lire. Anti-aircraft
guns on the destroyers, a mine sweeper, a Coast Guard cutter and an Army transport joined in as they
got under way in the harbor. A Jap plane
drew a black smudge across the sky and
disappeared
behind Priestly Rock. A PBY
taking off from the bay was shot out of control by a Zero and crashed on the beach. A
Jap jighter hit by ack-ack burst into !lames
and dove screaming into the harbor.
Five minutes later four Jap bombers appeared flying high and dropped high explosive and incendiary bombs. One raised
an oil tank more than I ()() feet in the air
and another started a lire near a warehouse.
A gunner on one of the ships in the harbor
brouuht down a bomber which trailed black
smoke until it disappeared
behind the hills.
It was all mer in 2() minutes.
Jap rcronnais.uuc
planes returned at noon
but if their cameras were any good they
showed all the fires were out and the same
number of surface ships in action as before
the attack. The enemy came back the next
afternoon
with 1 H carrier-based
bombers
escorted by 16 fighters, but it was his final
appearance in the vicinity of Dutch Harbor.
Only a poet could do justice to the story
of the aerial slugging match that has been
gomg on ever smce.
(Cullt/lllleJ
Ull P'lg\! 27)
IRF\X'ORKS
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From landfall on the coast of Labrador
there had been intermittent,
moderate icing
of the rime type. Then things hegan to
happen. Without warning, the rime crystals
changed to h.ird clear icc, formed from
large, supercooled
rain drops. Bolts was
laboring. Second Lieutenant
C. W. Dun,
co-pilot. turned on the de-icer fluid for her
props and the boots on the leading edges
of her win,~s and tail, but the altimeter
needle kept sinking. First Lieutenant j.uncs
W. Anderson,
I'i lot. pushed forward the
throttles as the needle continued
to turn
slowly downward. At last. when the throttles
were wide 0l'en. the needle stopl'cd. ])e,1I1
and Anderson hre.uhcd a sigh of relief.

Till

Old Bag of Bolts
AIR
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was blessed with an assortment
of
names. To many she W,\S "Old 'Ui."
Some called her "Red Cap" and others
"The Grayy Train" because she carried so
many important
personages
to the four
corners of the earth. But the name "Old
Bag of Bolts" seemed to lit her best.
Officially she was just A.C. Serial Nurnher 40-2,'>7(" a B-2,/ airplane with a history
all her own, as r.m be vouched for by the
scores of men. women and children whose
lives she s.ivcd
ferry pilots in the 010rth
Atlantic, combat crews and rdugces in the
South Pacific.
It is anybody's
,~uess what the cnemy
might h.ivc called her. Old Bolts sccmed
to have a charmed life while she w.i-, trucking precious cargo all mer the Pacific combat zone in a dan~erous ~amc of hide .in.!
seck with J'lI' ai'rcraft ~luring thosc iirst
hectic days of W,Ir.
SCluat and lumbering on the pround. she
would waddle ul' to the head of 'I runway
like a duck out of water. But on.c her
ponderous
landing ge'lr W,IS tucked aw,ly,
she \I'as ,I crc.rt u rc t r,msformed
mancu \'CTing her big hulk with the lightncss of a
toe danccr.
When
Bolts was tu rnc.] oyer to the
Ferrying
(now Air Transport)
(omnund
one day last yc,lr. months
before Pearl
Harbor, she h,ld alrc,ldy cut her eye teeth
on dozens of missions~ She had 'reKhed
middle age for a I'lane of her type, but it
was just .uiothcr case of life beginning at ,io.
As a FerrYll1g (omnund
ship, Bolts h.u]
no regular run. Home W,IS any place she
plumped
her wheels down. And it was
here, there and everywhere on short notice.
Her crews had uncalled-for
LllIndry all
mer the globe, Their b,'ggage
included
HE

COMMAND

fleece-lined clothin~ and hoots for the Arctic. shorts and 1;1os'luito boots for the
tropics.
Bolts knew what it means to labor along
through
the heayy fog and mist of the
North Atlantic burdened down with tons
of icc. On the South Atlantic
run her
paint blistered
under the cqu.u orra l sun;
her motors choked throuuh
dust storms
and wallowed
through
thunder
s,]ualls
where St. Elmo's fire played about the lead,
ing edges of her \\'ings and zigzagged
eerily Kross the windshicfd.
Her crews ate quinine instead of undy
as she shuttled back and forth from \X/,Ish,
in,~ton to Cairo over steaming
Afrir.in
j unples .in.] sh irumcri n,~ desel't s.ui.Is. Now
and then they would zoom her low and
let her chase herds of ,~ir,dfes to hre'lk the
monotony. \X/ith liu lc more than a wrench
and scrC\l"llri\er to work with. mcrh.mics
would Jump out almost ,IS her wheels
touched
the ~round.
then S\\C,lt in the
torrid shade 'of her win,LCs to dl,lnge a
cr.ukcd cxh.uist br.«c or hroken stalk ITplace an oil v.i ivc, dl.lnge spark plugs,
se-rvice the oleos and clean the xtr.uucrx.
So thorou,dlly
did the Llctory workers
who put old Bolts to,LCether do their job
and so thorouuh lv did her own mechanics
S\IC,lt th.it lu-r I;ilots wcr« ahle to report
.u the end of c.ich IeLCof c.uh tliLCht. under
the heading of ",\I~lll.lnical
nitJiculties,"
the sweet monosvl l.rlilc "None."
Not th.it Bolts didn't h.ivc her moments.
Back before her South At I.mt i« and South
Pacific adventures,
for instance. on that
t r.uis-At lant ir round trip to the United
Kingdom.
She held ferry pi lots as j'assengers and the trip W,IS routine until two
hours out of Montreal on the return hop.

coating of icc, vixibl« with a flashli,~ht out thc Side window», wasn't ,LCetting
any thinner.
Anderson
decided
to turn
around and try to get out. Bolts reacted
slugp,shly to the controls. It was like 11',1\'cling down stream in a he~l\i1y loaded
canoe. hut she made it without losing any
of her skimpy altitude.
Then,
for Iour
hours. Bolts w.is lost.
Second Lieutenant
A. H. Anders. n.ivi~ator, kCl't look inc for a hrca]; in the
~I'hite mist that wOl:ld ~i\e him a ch.mcc to
get a fix. Staff Sergeant James A. McVir.u ,
Lidia operator, listened in v.un through the
sputtering
static for a signal that would
,~i\'e an inkling of their course. The Northern Lights had lxcn acting up; sometimes
they interfered
with reception, sometimes
they didn't. Now. of .i ll times, they m.ulc
his e,'rphones
sputter
like a hamburger
st.md on circus day. He couldn't
raise a
soul.
The passengers
in the bomb bay knew
well what was going on. If that tirst loni-',
<~radual turn wasn't cnouuh of a til' off,
the crash1I1~ of hunks of icc thrown off the
propcIlers ,\g,linst the fuseLlge behind them
left no doubt in their minds. Then the utter
h"'ckness of their fripid cell W,IS broken by
a shaft of li~ht .uid 'I cheerful voi.c from
the pilot c~ml,.lrtment
forward:
E\erybody put on your p'ILlchutes."
Staff Sergeant D. D. Circcnw.i lt , engl-

..

hours, but after some tugging at the conncer , watched the dials on the panel before
trols Bolts slogged around like an obedient
him for the flicker of a needle that would
dray horse and turned
her pug nose
tell him that Bolts was gi\ing up. The icc
toward LR. Pulling back on the controls
built up on the engine cowls until it reached
would not raise her nose an inch, but her
the arc of the props and was knocked back
four motors chugged on through the darkinside, but the carburetor stayed out of the
ness until she settled herself gently on the
danger zone. The de-icing system worked to
perfection.
As the ice built up on the t.u l mile-long runway at LR.
No sooner had Bolts rolled to a st 01'
surfaces, Old Bolts would shake herself all
than goggle-eyed ground crews beg~lf1 ar,guover, but her de-icer would break it loose
ing whether
her coating of icc two to
and .il l would be smooth for two or three
three inches broken off by the de-icer boots
minutes. Meanwhile, her four motors roared
-weighed
one, two or three tons,
on in unison with never a conk or sputter.
But Bolts had tougher /lights than that
Finally,
IS hours after a takeoff that
before her. Her instructions,
to be cx.ut ,
seemed a year away, Lieutenant
Anders
camc 111 ;l rccor rcctcd copy of Operations
spied a patch of dark sky and three beautiOrder No. I ()). That was December
s
ful stars. He lingered the thumbscrews
of
his octant, herded the errant bubble between the hairlines of the artilicial horizon,
and ,]uickly ligured on a scratch pad before
The Saga of a faithful old 8-24
him until he had a line to draw on his
that asked no quarter while
chart. He couldn't tell where he was along
that line without a second fix that would
making
history
during
the
giye him another line to intersect the first:
then X, the intersection,
would mark the
early days of the war
spot, thei r position. But the break in the
clouds W,IS gone now. He waited, eyes
glued to that little glass hatch ovcrhc.u].
i vn.
She subsetluentl)
covered
ne.ir ly
The door to the bomb bay opened and
150.000 miles on the grind
it was really
Scruc.mt MrVicar 'Ippeared, climbing oyer
one continuous
/light
.ind her engines
fer~~' pilots packed in like s.rr.Iincs. 'There
hardly ever cooled until the \'Cry end. Time
h.«] been a bre;lk in the radio fog, too, and
for her 25. sO and t onhour
checks Ilcw
past unnoticed. all lxxau sc of the scribbled
he h.ul a bearing. Would it help"
note that /Iuttered in the radio opcr.uors
"Will it help"
Hell yes, it will help."
hand as he dashed out to Bolts at Tr inid.ul,
With this protractor,
Lieutenant Anders
"Pearl Harbor attacked by Japanese at
marked off 1')1 degrees true from -and
drew a line that intersected his lirst I1I1e. 072S," the note read,
He measured carefully-.i20
miles NNW
The n.uuc of Ambassador
William
C.
of LR in Newfoundland-then
leaned mer
Bullitt headed the list of passengers as old
Bolts roared out oyer the Caribbc.m. But
and Lipped Lieutenant
Anderson
on the
famous names were soon to become comshoulder.
monplace with Bolts. At Cairo, on th.it hop
"Sir, you are now over Labr.rdor flying
going O\'Cr, a party of high-wnking
onicers
straight for the Atlantic Ocean. A course of
boarded her for .in emergency mission to
1(,') 'de,grees should get you to LR in about
Australia. Then she W,IS loaded down until
two hours."
her sides were about to pop with ammuruLieutenant
Anderson
nodded
without
t ion and scores of other items badly needed
turning around and bore down he,l\'ily on
in a hundred spots in the East Indies.
the wheel. The ailerons, clcv.uors .ui.] rudI\Ltps were SClrce. good ones, ,In)way.
der on old Bolts were frozen ,lg~lIn. as they
First Lieutenant Ben Funk, the pdot, picked
had been intermittently
for the lust four

up some information
from a Dutch pilot
at Karachi, but he still wasn't prepared for
that short runway at Calcutta. It was marked
"1,(JOO yards" on his map-barely
enough
for a B-2,j loaded until her tires bulged-but actually it was only 7(,0 yards. Somehow, with plenty of brakes, Lieutenant Funk
and old Bolts managed it. -with 100 feet
to spare. To get off that runway, Bolts had
to IC1\"C some gas behind.
On to Rangoon,
which the Japs were
bombing daily, then to Bandoeng in Java,
where the Dutch made quite a fuss over
Bolts. They had never seen anything like
her 2S-ton body close up before.
In fact,
she was such an unfamiliar
sight that an
Allied plane looking \ery much like her
had been fired on by Dutch anti-aircraft
less than a half hour before. But Bolts came
in without diniculty, (The other ship went
on to Singapore.)
At Socrabaya, the next day, Major General Lewis H. Brereton and Major Ccncr.i l
George H, Brett were taken aboard old
Bolts' for a 10,OOO-mile inspection
trip.
)J,OO miles of it in a one-day flight from
the west coast of Australia to Sumatra.
There was ,great need in the Indies for
rn.untcnuncc personnel to service the B-1 7s
that had come in. Bolts was ordered to tI-0
{rom Australia up into the Philippines and
bring out as many key maintenance
personnel as possible. That W~ISlate January. The
ground crews in the Philippines
h.id been
removed from Luzon to a secret ai rport on
Mindanao.
Japanese-controlled
Davao was
only 100 miles away. It was a ticklish job.
flying in at night, picking up the crews.
and getting out unseen. Bolts had no armor,
no self-scaling
tanks, and only a few machine guns for protection.
STAFF Sergeants
Leo Zulkowski and Frank
Sayko worked all day on Bolts, checking
and rechecking for the afternoon
takeoff.
The motors h.id long since passed the cloohour mark. From Australia
to Mindanao
and back was :;,(,00 miles, almost all of it
over open w.it cr. Things had to be right.
Old Bolts made the trip without incident.
although Lieutcrunt
Boselli had to change
course' 11\(' times to avoid Jal)-Controll~d
areas. During
the last lap of the /light,
(.Iptain Hewitt T. Wheless. who had flown
e\ery mile of the coast in his 13-17, stood
between Lieutenant Funk and First Lieutr-nant Charles
Bowm.m, co-pilot, to guide
them to the secret airfield. Bolts brought
out 25 CLick mcch.mus
in her bomb I~ay.
About a week later Bolts W~IS off for
Runuoon with Gcncr.il Sir Archibald Wa\ell
abo,:rd. The Jell)S h.«! raided a Iicld nine
mt!cs from R~lll,~(}On,I h.i l! hour before her
(Clill/IIIIIL.!
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, she sat d01l'1I
ill tbc uat er
fell' bu ndrcd feet off shore.
/lfler nt ore t lun, (j()() hours, her
tu ot ors had sjmtt crcd for 1/'"
fl ••
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SQUARE PEGS IN
SQUARE HOLES
S, .flud. I/u'en
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Here's how psychologists use scientific
heckling to select the bombardiers, navi.
gators and pilots of the Army Air Forces

OIT ARE srrrt-«: in a room with a h.ilf
dozen other cadets, each of vou facing a
small steel plat<: with a tiny 'holc: Il1 the
center. In your hand is a stylus. You must
place the point of the stylus in the hol«,
rememhering
that each time the stylus
touches the edges of the opening an electric
charge scores one point against you,
The examiner speaks in a quiet voice:
"Arc you ready now' Insert the stylus."
Electricity spits through the room. You
are certain you touched the edges a dozen
times, You wonder how the other fellows
arc doing, The examiner is about to speak.
This time he shouts,
"All right. Try it again I"
More elect ricity,
"You!" the examiner yells
.m.] you arc
certain he means yo/{. "How do you think
you will ever he a flier if you can't do a
simple
thing
like this without
getting
nervous?
You'll never make a flier. You
couldn't he a huck privatc !"
His words hite a little and the stylus shakes
even more. The examiner pu! Is a lever, A
horn honks. Another lever. A buzzer rasps.
Above this added confusion,
the examiner
screams:
"Look at you! How steady do you think
you'd he under machine gun fire) \1(Ih,tt
would you do in real combat? Lin' hullets ,..
Then he hits the racket "jackpot." A hunk
of metal which he has released from the
ceiling comes thundering
down on a loose
piece of sheet iron. It sounds as if all hell
has broken loose. You almost lift the steel
plate with the stylus,
"What are you jumping For?" bawls the
examiner. "Docs a little thing like that make
you nervous? Now, remember this number:
two, four (honk, honk,
. , toot, toot. , .
crash I), five, nine, eight (buzz, buzz.
, .
honk !) se\'en, four (CRASH!
. . . toot,
toot, honk) eight!"
The room becomes suddenly quiet and the
examiner
purrs:
"Now write down that
number, please."

Y
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You ponder for a moment. \X'hat numlx.r ?
But you put something down on paper and
the test is O\'C['
This whole procedure appears to he more
th.in a trifle on the crazy side. Actually. it
is a sample of the mental obstacle course
which noted psychologists
have devised to
help providr;
a short cut in earmarking
avi.u ion cadets at Army Air Force Classification Centers. Not all of the course is as
\\.lCky as this noisy test desi.gned to judge
nervoux stahility, but part of it is.
Scientific heckling, an outgrowth of long
and arduous experimentation,
has hecome an
import.mt feature of the classification process
now used daily in the centers at Nashville,
Tennessee:
Kelly Field, Texas, and Sant.i
Ana, California.' Cadets arc exposed to devices ranging from "nightmare"
games of
Chinese ~he~kers to rcvolviru; pirate's gangplanks; from wingless, tailless airpl.inc» to
ingenious
noisemakers
set off at just the
proper moment to have a maximum nervesluttering
effect. And the entire procedure
is designed to help predict:
1, For research
I'u rposes--whether
a
cadet is likely to succeed or fail as an Army
flyin.g officer,
2. For practical
pu rposes--whether
a
cadet should be trained as a pilot, bombardier
or naviuator.
The ~ld cJuestion was: "Can you pre-determine whether a man can fly)" The new
cluestion: "Can you pre-determine
which one
of three intricate jobs this cadet should
have)"
In two days the psychologists accomplish
what formerly
required
months to learn
.thollt applicants for flying jobs.
The ideal test of whether a cadet should
sit at the controls, plot a course with a compass or drop bombs on a target would be
to put him through the entire courses for
each job and select his hest effort. But in
addition to a cost of more than S I 00,000
per man, such a proccuurc might outlast the
war with the tirst class of students.

~~
In sleadiness test, Cadet' UonelHumpbri(S' "I
holds a pin-sized stylus in a nail-sized holelU ,
the instructor attempts to rattle him. If, the
styllts toltches the hole, it records a demerit.

Science docs the job with tests and p.adgets
hased on simple logic. As one expert in the
field expressed
it: "If a man can flip a
button into a water glass with a paper clip,
it is a fair indication that he can also play
a nice game of tiddlc-de-winks."
The tests devised hy the psychologists
have
"face
validity"-actually
resemble
parts of the joh to he done-no
matter how
much the average cadet thinks otherwise as
he struggles through the classification procedure,' iests now 'in usc were first tried on
almost 1,000 cadets, and each test proved
itself. The cadets were scored on a gi\'en
test and then watched closely as they went
through their training. If an overwhelming
number who had done well on the test did
proportionately
well in assigned courses,
and, similarly,
if the nurnher who failed
the test, did poorly in the courses, the test
W,\S
pronounced
sound for this phase of
classification.

IN

ADDITION
to the stylus-in-the-hole
test
for nervous stahility, here are sorne typical
hurdles a cadet must take as he goes through
the classification center:
On the first day, the cadet is given a written examination,
meted out parcel hy parcel.
He finds himself in the same room with
about 100 others, each sweating over papers
in individual
stalls designed
for the purpose. The written tests range in suhject
matter from mathematics,
to vocabulary, to
map reading,
The papers invariably
arc
turned in with misgi\ings,
Jittery, the cadet shows up the next day
and pushes into a small room with six or
eight others, He sits at a long table and is
baffled by two boards conf ranting him, side
by side, In one board is inserted a maze of
small wooden pegs; in the other arc holes.
"When I givc the word," explains the

AIR

FORCE.
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examiner, "you will transfer the pegs in one
board to the holes in the other in the shortest
possihle time. Stop immediately when I say
stop. The number of pegs you have removed
from the hoard will determine your score."
This simple hut effective test measures
hand and arm dexterity. As in all similar
tests, a few trial runs arc made so that examiners may be sure the cadets understand
just what is to be done.
There is another peg board test. In this
one the pegs arc sCjuare, with round tops,
h.ilf yellow, half black. The objective is to
pick up the peg, turn it completely around
and replace it in the same hole. The cadet
is told to turn as many pegs around as he
em in a specified time. This test measures
the finger dexterity needed in performing
many flying duties.
The name of the next one places a cadet
on guard. It is called the "Discrimination
Rea~tion Time"
test. A group of sCjuare
boards stand pcrpcnd irular to the table.
Five lights stare from each board. Four of
the lights, when flashed on, will be either
red or green; one, white. Four small levers,
resembling the turn-on-turn-off
switch of a
radio, stick up from the table at the foot
of the board. The cadet is told which switch
to pull when certain combinations
of red
and green Iights flash on. When he pulls
the right switch the white light, which also
shines on the board with every combination,
will go out. The cadet is scored on the time
it takes to put out the white light in 50
trials. An operator at the end of the table
flashes on different
light combinations
to
confuse him, A clock at the end of the table
records the total time, (Average
time for
some 50 trials is about 49,3 seconds.)
The contraption
in the next test is a
"panic" for the average cadet. The machine,
called the Serial Reaction Time Apparatus,

consists of a low scat for the subject. an airplane rudder and a joy-stick. A pattern of
red and green lights pops out on a board.
By coordinating
the movement of the stick
in his hand with the movement of his feet
on the rudder bar, the cadet brings the lights
together in the quickest possible time. Not
until all the lights line up will they click off,
then a new pattern of lights appears. The
idea is to make the lights click off as often as
possible in a given l~ngth of time,
the cadet has done what he considers his worst
which probably isn't too
bad in reality-he
is his own greatest problem. A self-cultivated
crop of jitters makes
him a fit suhject for the heckling test which
features the stylus-in-the-hole
nightmare,
The psychologists are not dogmatic. They
are the last to argue that thei r decisions be
considered final in all cases, A cadet who
feels he did not get a sc]uare deal in being
classified is entitled to an interview with the
commanding
officer. If, in this interview,
sufficient reasons arc brought out as to why
the decision should he reversed, it may be
done at the officer's discretion.
Psychologists are quirk to admit that thei r
prediction
average will come closer and
closer to the bulls-eye of perfection in direct
ratio to the betterment of their equipment.
Psychological
research is so far ahead of
the equipment
with which it has to work
that many psychologists
also must be inventors, draftsmen, carpenters, metal workers and machinists to make practical application of their own brain children.
This war jumped the gun on psychology
as on everything else. A research program,
following a comparatively leisurely pace, was
underway at the old classification center at
the Southeast Training Center Headquarters,
(Colltilllied Oil Pdge 33)
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"We'll Go Back Some Day • •• "
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NDER sunny Mi,"_i"ippi. skies. th:: Royal
Nether lands Last Indies Air Force IS
traininu
for a comchack
against
the Japanese.
It is a long way from the Jackson
Air Base to the Southwest
Pacific, hut to
these intrepid
Dutchmcn
who survived the
hattie of the Indies
last winter,
it's the
first step toward home.
With new Amcrican equipment
and hundreds of recruits
who cscapcd
from thc
Indies
the Dutch colonials
arc rchuilding
their sllattcrcd
S(lu'ldrons.
OtIiccrs and mc~
of the former army and navy air forccs arc
now mcrgcd into a singlc scparatc air forcc
commanded
hy Licutcnant
General
L. H.
Van Oyon. Under his lc.ulcrvhip
thcy arc
preparing
to carryon
their hattlc to rcg'lin
the lost colonial
empire
of Holland.
Backbone
of this new Dutch air force are
veterans
of the Indies campaign
who now
serve as instructors
in the Jackson tr.uniru;
program.
Thcy wi II lc.id the new squadrons
back into the hatt le of the P'lcific.
Typical of these veterans
and the batt Ie
they w;lgcd arc three young flight licutcnants who fought the .laps last wintcr with
inadequate
equi pmcnt
agai nst dcspcratc
odds. Lieutenant
Fritz Dcn Oudcn cngaged
Zero and Mcsscrschmitt
fighters
of the
[npanosc
na\} in an ant iquarcd Martin B-1 0
bomber.
Lieutenant
Henry
Simon, a fightcr
pilot, took on Zcros and Nakaj ima homhcrs
in a Brewster
Buffalo.
Lieutenant
Herman
Arens met similar opponcnts
in the s.unc
Lockheed Lodestar commcrcial
planc he had
flown for the Royal Dutch
Air Lines in
peacetimc.
The Martin B-10 was once the
\-ery latest in bornb.u dmcnt
ai «r.ut, hut
that was hack in I <X; i when
Licutcn.mt
General
H. H. Arnold
won the Mackay
Trophy for Icading a s'luadron
of them on
a survcy flight from Bollin,g Ficld to Alaska
and rcturn.
Seven years later, for Icading
a flight of B-I0's
a,gainst the Japs, I.icutenant Den Ou.lcn won the Kin,g \X!i1liam's
Order,
highcst
Dutch rni lit.irv honor, and
the: Dutch Distin,guishcd
Flying Cmss, personally awarucd him hy C2uccn \X!ilhclmina.
The B-1 o: s flown l.v Lieutenant
I )en
Oudcri's
squ.ul ron werc'souped
up to do
:.'10 mi lcs pcr hou r. Thcy carricd
a .00
calihcr machinc
,gun forc and aft and two
1, IOO-pound
homhs,
hut were
without
armor plate and lc.ikproof
g,lS tanks. With
this old equipment
Lieutenant
Dcn Oudcns
squadron
sank 1'\ Jlpanesc
vcsscls. inclu.l
in!.i two hc.. \} cru iscrs. A rr.i I'cd agai nst
th~'sc Dutch
homhcrs
were ,~Oo-m;lc-anhall r Zcros and M E- IO<)'s armed with (\\-0
20 mm. cannon and [ou r machine
guns.
"Ag'linst
the armament
of cncmy'lightcrs
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even a formation
of B-1 (l's had
little
rh.mrc,"
Lieutenant
Dcn Ou.lcn said recently,
rccalling
his encounters
over the
Indics.
"Whcn we were attacked our flight
scattcrcd
and rau for it. \X1e t ricd to gct
down just above the water and zig-zag to
throw off the .lap fire. Whcn we were that
low it was hard for Zcros and ME-I o<)'s to
di, c on us without crashin,g. If thcy caught
us highcr thcy usually made a rear .ut.uk.
We tried to wait until the instant before
they c.nne within raru:e.
If you pu llcd the
B-IO into a sharp stall at exactly thatmomcnt the Zcro would go sailing hy overhead
and you could get a shot at him from
underneath
with your nose gLll1. We got
scvcr.rl Zcros that way."
LII't'TE:\,:\l\;T
DFN OI'IlFN'S squadron
was
mohilizcd
at Ihndocng,
Java, on December
2, I C)i 1, after Dutch IU\',1I patrol plancs
had reported
largc conccntrations
of Japancsc naval vcxscls in the South China Sca.
Six days later thcse f1cets attack cd the
Phil ippinc-. and Malara.
By December -1,
Licut cn.int
Dcn Oudcn's
squ.idron
was
cstahlishcd
in a secret air base in Borneo
rC<idy for husincss.
Lieutenant
Den Ouden
went into action
on Christnus
Day over Kuching.
capital of
S'trawak, wherc J'lpancsc troops were landing. His flight straddled
a hig ammunition
sh'ip with three I,IOO-pound'
homhs from
I .2,000 f cct,

sea seemed to explode
under our
Licutcnant
Dcn Oudcn
reca l lcd.
.. Many hargcs clustered
around the big ship
vanished
in the explosion.
Our plane W,IS
rockcd by the blast. We knew it must have
hccn an ammunition
ship we hit. After the
smoke cleared away there was only wreck'1,12:(; on the water. \X'hcn we got hack to au r
hase my homhardicr
discQ\ered
a Japancsc
sailor's cal' jammcd in the l-omb hay doors.
It must have been hlown up into our plane
just as the homh hay doors closed.
"Three
days later over Miri in Sar.iwak
we sank a largc tranxport with two 1, I 00
pounders.
I was watching
the ship burn
and roll over when the rear gunner shouted
'cnernv fightcrs taking off from Mir i.' There
was no r~gular airficld there, hut we learned
l.itcr that [apancse
fifth columnists
h.id prcpared
a secret base on a large cocoanut
plantation
owned hy Japancsc
n.it iona ls.
"Five
Zeros hit us. My left wing man
went down in f1amcs. I saw two men hail
out as the homhcr plun,gcd out of control.
Then I heard the rattle of bullets
against
the metal skin of my plane and the staccato
of my own guns in .ut ion. My rear gunncr
shouted,
'I got one.' hut immediately
I
heard louder explosions
and smelled
the
odor of bursting
20 mm. shcll from the
Zero's cannon.
finally got into the clouds
and lost the Zeros."
Lieutenant
Den Oudcns wife, Tillie, was
a Dutch Red Cross N u rsc at the hasc where
his squadron
was stationed.
On Decemhcr
2:-;' .ittcr waiting hours for Lieutenant
Den
Oudcn's
flight to return,
she finally saw
one of thc three P!:Il1CS limpinj; in.
"The tail was almost
shot away,"
she
s:,id, "Pieces of the skin were shot from
the fUSC!:lgC. Only onc motor \\',1, work iru;
\\'('11. Thc'rc wcrc' bu llct holes all over. 'I
didn't sec how anvbo.iv
could hc alive In(COIIIIII/;ui 0;/ P,lg!! 38)

l-ornbs,"
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In obsolete B-]Os like this, Dutch fliers nt ad e (Oil/hat history.

homhin,Le air pl.inc is an offcnsiyc
\\T.lj'on
with wh« h we cun rc.uh the
elJlmy .It vit a l !'oints where no other we'lj'on
C.IIl reach
him.
It hurdles
mountains
.uid
defies h,ld wc.u lu-r. It hy-passes conccnt r.it ion-, of enemy defen,i\ e pl'Ound \ITapon,.
It he,lh otI enemy fiphter, hy expert usc of
ih OWIl dcl'ensi\T
.um.umnt . It Le0es over
the tOi'
eI1\Tlol"
the enemy In 'a \ertll,tI
pLlIll.
The homher's
offensive fire has Liken the
Ionn of missile, of 111.111\'v.uictic-,
!'rin'l!',tlly hi,Leh cx!,loSI\e
.in.] Incelldi,lI'y homl».
It Leets ih m.i x unum rct urn
its LeIT.lte,t effe,'tl\eness
l-v "minLe direct 'hits, 0!e.lr
mi"es
m.1Y Cl\l~e some 'd.ln1.lc'e' La mi"es
n~.IY not C\ ell ,lIlll0Y the ellemy,
Our Leo.tI is the destruction
of those thillLes
wh ich 'm.lke it pos,ihle
for the ellemy to
Clr:-y on the w.ir .I,Leain,t us, Such ohjecti\TS,
I", they .ur.r.u: Llctorie,.
steel milk
aluminum planh,
oil refineries,
t r.uivport.u
ron
equipmellt
or shipy'lrds,
must he m.u!« u-cles,; to the enemy, 'Ih i-, IT'luire, de,tructloll
.uid destruction
dun,mds
hits hy \'ro!'erly
selected munit ion«.
Thu-: we sec the IlCce"it\,
for !'rCCI'lon
homhillLe
homhillLe th,lt \,iil Lect lur-; .uul
hih tlu't will CIUS~' destru,t,ol;,
Some t.II"
Leeh r.m he ,1e'tro\Td
hest hI' 1.1rLeedCllloli'tion homhs,
III o'ther" mOI.'e extenSi\T
dext rutt io n wii] result from a 1.1rLeer numbe-r
of sm.i llcr homhs splTad 0\ IT a ,~re,lter .uc.i.
I-'//I/J/g
is \ery impol'Llllt,
l'enetl"Itioll
is
sometime,
nue',.lry,
either
into stroll,:ly
constructcd
huildil1~s or into the L:roul1d' t:J
d'lm.lpe
w.u cr 'illd' ,Le.I' m.uns.
!';)\ITr COI1duih and suh\,ay
facilitie"
III other c.hes,
.in inst.uu.rucou-.
ex!,I(l'iioll
at the su rI.uc
will do LeIT.lt lLlIll.1Lee hy hl.cst .ui.] fr'ILelllent.rt ion eircct"
Still'othl:r
LlI'L:ds m.iv I~est he
atlxked
hy illcell,li.lrie,
1.1Ll"II1P lle~trUltlUIl
hy fire,
l\Ltn\' LHLeeh c()\ rr r.u hcr extellsi\c
'He.I"
This h' tnl~' of Il1.U1Y sll-e! milk
of t.uik
I.um-, f(JI' fuel .111" o'iL and <omct u uc-, .Iil'.r.i lt Llct(JI'ies, Yet. ill most t.trpd'
there IS
a \iLtI .sl'ol. \Ihich, wlic-u destro\T,L
rel1ders
the l11.1j(JI' !,ortioll of the rcm.un.kr
11101'cr.u ivc or usele",
It I' tnle t h.u m.m , humhs
which miss the \ it.i i sl'ot \Iill du pr~.'It .i.un.1L:e in the \ ilil1ity,
~e\erthele",
\IT must
h\t the \ it.tI S!,ut :lIld de,tro)
the usdullle"
uf the lUm!,lete esLlhlishmellt
to the el1llll),
Tllll', ,I,L:.III1,we Illu,t hOlllh hy !'ITCI\IUIl
l11etllO,k \X'c' ClIlIHlt al1IlO\' the ellelll\' to
,ll.lth, \\'e Illllst l11.1ke it /111/'''' ,/I)!" fm'him
to l.lrry Oil the \1.lr .1.'~.lil1st u"
l\skill,Le fUI' .lh,olutL' !'ITlISiul1 hUlllhill,Le i,
a'killL: .1 L:n:,lt lle.tI, l{ele.l,e of hUlllhs l1Hl'it
he m'.ll!c" frolll 'I «lrrut
!'Ulllt 111 S!'.lle sO
tll,It 'If tel' 111.lllYthUIIS.IIHls uf feet uf \ nt Il.il
tLl\c1 .ll1d 111.1'11\11I1lldrL.ds of feet of llOrizonLtI tr.l\el th'ey \\ill lilld [heir m.lrk, Tu
as,-ist u, In dderinllllll,L:
thl' rele.he l'OIIl( ill
'!'.ILe, lillite !'ITChe hOlllhslphts
h.l\e heell
de\cloped,
like all !'ITCisioll imtnllllellts,
tIle hOlllhsirht
must he h.IIl,lkd
hy '!'U l.tll) .11111
hil:\:\y trained
indi\ldu.tls,
The homh-;iL:ht
i, 'nl'l'e-;,.Iry ,IS an ,lid tu detnmille
the c'or.
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red I'oint of rele,lse hut it must he h.m.lk«]
with skill. It i, imj'rlli'cr
.111<1 11l1nol1ol11il.tI
10 pl.lce 1'lTCisiol1 illStnllllUlt,
III the h.111,b
o( O!'eLtlors who .uc un.il ilc to ,L:et [he full
v.i luc out of them,
A \ITIII,LIlllle,1 homhil1,L: mis,ion illliude-;
m.II1\' elemel1ts, The I.lrL:ets ,elll tell must he
slllh'tiut
their destl'llcti~lI1 will t.ur-«. ,I n i.t x imum of dis.lhilitl' to the cncmv. To m.u« il'i
SUlles-; rel.ttl\el~'
«rt.ii». 11ll;llt lIHlSldn.lt ion should
I'e ~i\l'11 tlte ,ize uf tlte l orc r.
sellt Oil t l«. I1llsslUn .m.] [he t.u u. • o! it.s
ellll'lo)'llJel1t.
Lconomv
of furLe is .tI\\,I\'S .t \ it.11 lOI1sider.ltlon.'
RCj,etitlUIl of ,t lllis-;iol1 should
not Ill'
neccss.lry, 'It Ie.lst 110t unt i l the ellelm iLl,
sl'lnt
murh time .ui.l clfort ill rehuiLlill,L:
the .lcst rovc.] Llcdity, \\'e must cx!'ell lossL"
of .rir.r.ur .ind ClT\IS in !'r.llliulh
.t l l 1111
l'01't:lllt lllissiollS, Too 'Ill.tli :I forle or IIll,
I'roper t.lllics, Illlessit.ltin,L: immo.Ii.u« rl'j'et it ion, on lv add to OUI' losscs. l.ncmv O!'!'Osition r.in he '1\'!'lie,1 etfllti\TI)'
:I,L:.lillSl ou r
llJIssions ollly to :I cerl.lill 1lllmeril.tI extent.
If repetition
of our mi"iol1-; is I1Cle'S,II'\',
much of th.u x.u ru cucmv op!'ositiull
r,u: he
al'l'lied
a,L:ainst us on c.i.h sUl'h rl'!'C1itloll,
The Slllce"
nf ;t homl,inL: mis-;ion IT"luires not 01111' J'lTl i-ion hr;lllhin.L: .u tlte
t.lr,:et hut tltu['()[IL:lth' courdill:lted
t c.unwo rk
hy' .i ll mcml xr-, 'of 'the hOlllhin.L: new .in.]
unit.
h ery m.ui li.r- his lu nct irm to !'ertorm. The 10,-; or Llilure of .1Il\' lIT\\' mcmlxr jeo!',lrdize,
[he SUCle,s-; of' the mlSSlUll,
The !'l.llle must he !'ro!'erly
h.II11lk,l
lt-.
en,L:ines .uu] other lllui!'mult
must lunttiot i
!'ro!'erh',
(ol1ll1lulliutiollS
I1llls1 he re.ll!l'
for illsl.lllt u,se, Defellsive
L:ullller' mllst he
!'ITI,.lred to !'rlltect tlte cllt'ire mi-;siol1. The
IU\ i,~.ltor
Illust filld the I.lrl'C1 .III I tlte
hOIl1I',lrdier 11111',[,n' t!l.ll his i;Olllhs hil It
The nUlllher u( ,ul'lles :I"ul1l!,ltsh,,1
(JI'
I

.... A.2

t l». tons of l-oml», dro!'!'ed
do not pro\'ide
the criterion
ll\'On which sUllc"flll
homhillL: «.in he judL:e,1. Hils .u i.] the destruc'
tir~n of tlte el1en\y's facilities .irr. wh,lt COUIlt.
The
v.i luc of homhin,L:
alcuLlcy
r.ui
li.r I'd Iy he ovcrst.ucd.
E\ny
red uct ion of
.1\ er.I,L:e homhil1,L: errors hy onc-h.ilf
multipile, thc hOl1lhin,L: effelti\cness
hy foul'.
Errors
nuy he reduced
hy two major
me.ins. 'Il«. fil'st is hy !'rO\idin,L:
the most
hi,L:hly t r.uncd
homh,lrdiers
and homhinp
i
This fall 0 I' is of
v.i
under
.i!l c i rc urnxt.uuc-; The Ill:cessity for it ClIlIlot he O\er-eml,h.lsizl:d,
nor r.ui too much
elfort he expended
10 :lccom\,II,h
it.
The sllond
means of reducillL: errors is
ill the selection
of the he,t hOI;lhinLe a lt itude,
It is incvit.ib!«
tl1.lt homhinL: 'errors
incrc.r:«. wit}: altitude,
l)omhlnL: ,:!"or-; ,II
2il,()()()
feet .uc .ibout twile wh:lt' t luv 'Ire :II
I ,J,()()();
thncfore,
the etfclll\I:IlI:S~
is 1'1:duced to onciourth.
The :ld\anl.lL:e
to he
L:.llIlCd hI' 100ITr .rlt itu.lc hOl1lhillLe, Lowe\cr.
;l~ust he 'h.danced
a,L::linst the p(~s-;ihility of
ai rtr.ut :ll1d new
!osse, due to .mt i-aircr.itt
0l'!'osition
l-oth from the ,L:roul1d .m.] in the
air, Ap'lin, howeve-r. I'ro!'er Lillics will pro'
vi.lc coordinated
.u t.uk s wh irl: will neutralize such o\'po-;ition,
In ,tdditiol1 to t h« !'rol'lT selection of t a r,L:ets, lite desi,Lell.ltion of .1 !'roj'er force and
the presni!,tiol1
of prol'er t.ut ir-, .m.l techni'llle, there is the matter of j'roper homh
'eiect ion, the !'ro!'er fusin,L: of such homl-s.
lite he,t usc of existin,L: wc.u hcr conditions,
the em!'\oymel1t
of lipltler eslOl'\ wlun I'L\lt ir.ib!c. .m.] the plallllillp
of othe-r coor d in.lled lllissiollS which \\illc.IUSl
.1 nUXIlllum
di'!'lTSion
uf a\.lliahle
enUll)
fl,Leltler U!'!'OSit ion,
These precision
homh.trllmel1t
princil'le-;
arc hein,Le tr.IIl,l.ltnl
tod,n' illio \'idesprcld
d.!\li,Lehl Llids hy tIle Army
Air hJrlcs,
Sm.l-;hl'd r.li Iro.ltl cellter-;, sh Ij'!'i 1l,L: )'.1r,k
w.lr LIllories
al1d utlter Illilil.lrl' ohjecti\es
In r\xi, tl'rri[ol'\' he.lr \1 it ill'S-; lo'the !,olenc)
of !'relisiol1 hOl1lhin,L:, which the Arl1l), Air
hrc l'S h,l-; (OIl1C mu( h llo'lT
to Ilusterll1p
t11.11l ,Ill)' of our enemies,
The excellenl
re"d[,
of thl' Air Force.;'
homhill,L: r,tid, on ~.Izi hl'lel htrll!'e
,Ire a
t rihute huth 10 tlte l1len .md tlte IIll.'illr!,.lssed
l'l.llles tltel' 11)', HilI tlte hest CIT\\S .\IlII the
he,t 1'1.111(', ill the \lor!,1 .Ire 'I llllTl' luxury
i! Iltel' l.IIlIHlt Itit tlte 1.11);d,
()IlL' l'blle
th.1I hih its I.lr.L:d 111.ty he
\\urtlt .l IlLllldred l'LIIles tll.lt Lui.
c.uu-;
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Notes from the Air Surgeon's Office:

How to Keep Well in the

LIBYAN THEATER
B~~

qeH.&u:d :hamd h. 'W. qlUMd
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ejj ort delii'lidilig JO he'lIil; Oil Ihe ln .tl t l. of
el'(")'
officer dod ellli,led 111.111. AIR FORe!' !J.1.f
requcst cd t bc Office of the Ai" S,,"gcoll to [ir epare a series of .irricl cs Oil /Je.dtlJ (OJlJit;O)Jf
in the 1,,,,.;OIlJ t bc.u crs o] opcr.ttrrn), 'with
e'''!J!JJI/r
O)J !JrcctlllliollJ
rit.d to 1II"il//./i"il/g
1,!JJliud [iIIlCJr. The fo!lozi'il/g .rrricl e is the
[int of tbe lericl,-TIII'
I:DITON.

is no resp~.cter of individuals.
Neither gunner, pilot nor rornrnandinu
officer is immune.
Illness can strike just as
squarely
at the heart of combat operations
as the most devastating
man-made weapon
of war.
The medical service of the Army Air
Forces has cstahl ished certain standards of
fidd sanitation and set forth immunization
programs
applicable
to different
parts of
the world. Y et, these measures will su Hice
only if the individual
takes every possible
personal precaution,
An example of the many ways in which
the individual
may safeguard his health in
theaters of operation can be drawn from a
study of health haz.ir dx encountered
in the
Libyan Theater and of suggested methods
to combat these hazards,
The health of troops living and operating
in the Libyan Theater
is generally better
than can be expected in more normal terrain.
Except in actual combat, however, the bulk
of the troops do not remain in the desert
proper
but visit inhabited
areas nearby,
where native populations predominate,
sanitation is poor and communicable
diseases
are prevallOnt.
Principal health problems in north Africa
arc related to the procurement
and usc of
water. Excessive heat and lack of moisture
in the atmosphere
increase water consumption in an area where water is almost nonexistent.
Except for water treated under the supervision of Army personnel, the water in this
area must always be considered
potentially
contaminated
with various organisms
ca-
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p'lble of causing such diseases as typhoid
fever, dysentery, schistosomiasis and guineaworm infestation.
Personnel
ordered
to this area should
know one or two emergency methods of
treating drinking water. If the facilities are
at hand, water boiled from three to five
minutes, or water treated with either halaZone or the more satisfactory calcium hypoch loritc, the same material used in Lister
hags (F.M. 21-1 ()), should he used, Remcm
her, when using a chlorine method of water
purification,
much more chlorine will he
ncrcssary if the water is turbid or cont.uns
large qu.int itics of organic material.
Of great imporlance is a thorough knowledge of the practical uses of water. The
amount available
is restricted and in forward areas each man nul' be allowed as lit! lc
as one or two gallons a day. Moreover, with
the exception of the larger coastal and river
towns, only limited amounts are obuinable
in the rear.
One or two gallons of water is a very
small amount when it has to be used for all
purposes: drinking, cooking, bathing, shaving, and brushing the teeth. Then, too, if
forced down on the desert, you may have to
get along on a tluart a day, This can be done
for four or five days without serious consetjuences,
THE necessary conservation
of water under
such ci rrurust.mccs can be accomplished
by
I'rokcting
the supply before consumption,
and by conserving water after ingestion by
limitin,g, as much as possible, fluid loss by
perspiration.
It will pay to form the habit
of drinking small amounts of water slowly.
Nearly all water that is consumed rapidly is
thrown off in excessive perspiration
and
thus wasted. Small sips from the canteen
moisten the mouth and throat and alleviate
the first cravings for water. Chew gum if
a\<iilable but cut down on the smoking for
it accentuates the desire for water. More0\ er, become accustomed
to salty water, for
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you may have to add salt to your supply,
usually three or four tablets to a tluart, to
make up for body losses due to perspiration.
You wi II find that desert well water is
usually very salty. Incidentally,
strong unsweetened tea is an excellent [iquid to carry
in the canteen. Boiling the water in preparing tea guarantees the purity of this refreshing and thirst quenching drink.
Personnel should learn to differentiate between sunstroke and heat exhaustion, Either
is easily prevented if the early symptoms arc
recognized
by the individu.i l or his companions.
Early signs and symptoms of sunstroke
arc headache, dizziness, irritJbility,
dry hot
skin. ,1I1d seeing objects such as red or purple spots before the eres, Sunstroke victims
have a high temperature,
and immediate
stel's should be taken to reduce this temperature to prevent death, Disrobe the victim in
the shade, If no other shade is available, rig
some clothing for a tent. Sponge the body
with water and provide a cool drink of
water. Sunstroke virt irns should he LIken to
a medical officer or ambulance as rapidly as
I'ossible.
Heat exhaustion and heat cramps arc signalled by muscular craml's, pale, moist, cool
skin, dizziness f rcqucnt ly accompanied
by
vomiting,
weak pulse, dilated pupils, and
shallow rcspi ration, Place the victims in the
shade, and lower thei r heads. They are in
need of salt, so give them small amounts
of fluids continuously
such as hot tea or
coffee to which large amounts of salt have
been added,
Even though water is restricted in this
hot, dry area, it is stil I necessary to bathe JS
frequently
as possible. The skin-folds
between the toes and in the crotch and armpits
must be kept clean in order to prevent
fungus infections such as dhobie itch. After
b'lthing, dry the parts well, and apply powder-army
issue foot powder is excellent for
such use.
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Impostors in Uniform
C

now the case of M:ljor X.
First information
on him comes from
:I private
who W:lS h:l\'ing dinner one night
with friends
in :I New York restaurant,
The Major W:lS at the bar,
The Major ha.] been at the bar too long.
Otherwise
he might not have come over
and stood before the priv.uc's table.
"Soldier,"
he blurted,
"what arc you
doing here)"
The pr ivate stood up. "Just ILl\in!-, :I
hite to cat with some friends, sir," he replied.
The Major stared. "\Xfh:lt outfit do you
bclonj; to )"
The private told him.
The Major shook his head. "I don't helicve you," he said.
Where the scene mil-:ht have l-:one from
there is anybody's gu~ss. but j:lst then a
couple of the Major's friends hauled him
away.
Now the private had good connections.
The next day he told his Colonel what had
happened.
The Colonel. being a moderate
man, hit the ceilinl-:. "You find out who
that guy is," he sai~1.
So back to the restaurant went the private
the next night. The Major was ag:lin at the
bar. The private knew the owner. "Jack,"
he asked, "who is the Major)"
Tack was full of information.
The Major
w~;s a famous flyer. "And look," Jack ex.
claimed, "he has just been gi\'en the Distinguished
Flying Cross."
Sure enough.
There
was the D.F.e.
ribbon.
So the privat« figured he'd forget the
whole thing. After all. why make an issue
of a situation
in which the principal
is
something
of a hero. Besides, maybe the
Colonel would consent to forget, too. The
Colonel did.
Another scene took place in New York's
most LUl10US night club.
Our Major X
was al-:ain at the bar. The discussion centered on phonics who wear uniforms.
The Major reached into his pocket and
pulled out his identificttion
cards. "Here's
one way you can :llw~tys tell," he said authoritativcly.
"Just ask to sec a man's papers.
A real officer has these with him, and he's
got them with him al l Ihe lillie." For emphasis, he pounded the bar.
The Major lived high, wide and lundsome. Last Fourth of July, for instance, he
was a special guest in a test run up the
Hudson to \Vest Point in a Navy PT boat.
And, he had become, quietly enough, a
0l\:SmrR

Lieutenant
Colonel, letting himself in for
the usu.il congratulations
and a qu.mt itv
of free drinks.
But silver leaves weren't enough. Two
weeks later he appeared with the eagles of
a Colonel.
At that, even his night club
com pan ions became curious.
"How come)" they asked.
The new Colonel was almost bashful in
telling about it. "I was down in Washington and George (Major General Harold L.
Ceorge, Commander
of the Air Transport
Command)
said I was doing such a hcluva
swell job that he took a pair of eagles out of
his pocket and told me to wear them."
Some of his companions
gagged at that
one. This was just too much. It wasn't long
before the Provost
Marshal's
offIce was
notified. The Colonel was turned oyer to
the proper authorities.
After the Colonel's
"record"
had been
given a thorough going over, it was obvious
that he had no connection
with the Air
Forces whatever. The Colonel was just a
guy who liked a pretty uniform.
He had
been a commercial
photographer,
which
explained his ability to forge identification
papers.
T'S HAPPF:-;'Il\:G all the time. The Provost
Marshal's office and the F.B,I. are picking
up fake officers by the dozens. And a good
proportion of them wear Air Forces insignia.
The wings, it appears, arc romantic.
Every phony has his reason. A few of
them are crooks, but a good proportion get
dressed up just out of vanity. When you

I

Catching up with the phonies
who masquerade in military
dress to ring the bell socially
and financially.

arc a bona fide member of the armed service
and know how tough it is to keep your official papers straight, you wonder how anybody would dare to pull a fake. But plenty
of them do.
N at all of them aspi re to be officers.
Last summer, out in Hollywood, an enlisted
man stepped into high life for a few weeks.
"Stepped"
isn't quite the right word.
He came in on crutches.
One night at a radio broadcast, he asked
if he could be introduced
to Cecil B. DeMille.
Mr. DeMille was delighted,
asked
him to come around to Paramount Studios
next day and watch shooting.
So he arrived.
crutches
and all. He
watched Mr. DeMille for awhile and then
was taken to the set of Miss Claudette Colbert's new picture.
He made an instantaneous
hit. He W:lS a
nice-looking boy, modest, and wounded, of
course.
His story was that he had been
struck in the head by a piece of shrapnel
seven months before, and had been paralyzed by the blow. He was then waiting
to be sent to Johns Hopkins Hospital for
an operation which, by a slim chance, might
relieve the pressure
and permit him to
walk again.
He wouldn't
talk of his troubles.
He
just smiled and said. "Well,
it's a war.
Somebody has to get hurt." The whole cast
and crew fell for him. He became their
personal hero.
He had his picture taken with Miss Colbert, with Fred MacMurray, and other stars.
He made a recording of his voice and Miss
Colhert's.
He was wined and dined.
He
came back day after day and sat quietly
on the set.
Our hero let more than a week elapse
before he ,l-:otto work. Then one day, after
(CUll/illlleJ
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Army or any distinctive part of it is punishable by fine, imprisonment, or both, under Section 125 of the National Defense Act.
A soldier who has reasonable cause to believe that a person
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attempt to arrest such suspected impostor, but should report the
facts to his company commander, the Military Police, or, if neither
of these is available, the local police.
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he had left. the director of the I'icture approarhcd
the cast. "Look,"
he said, "we've
got to do something
about this. \X!hile our
)'oung
friend
was' hitch-hiking
into the
studio this morning,
he lost his wallet, either
d roppcd it or had 'it stolen. There was 5170
in it, e\crything
the hoy h.id in the world,"
There was pr0l'er
audience
reaction.
"Now,"
said the director,
"let's LIke ul'
a purse, \'x/e can all I'ut in a little bit and
never notice it." It W.IS agreed,
But Miss Colbert
wondered.
Why was
the Army I'ermittin,g
a wounded
h~ro to
hitch-hike
all over town)
And why, if he
got hit in the head with a piccc of shrapnel,
didn't he li.iv« some sign of a scar)
When
she thou ght aloud she got some
scornf ul looks f rom the rest of' the cast.
That Colhert,
they said, herc.'s a guy who's
heen risking
his life to defend
us and
now she, , .
So Miss Colhert made out a check for a
xizc.ibl« amount and I'ut it in the hat, "All
right," she said. "Only do one thing.
Bef~re you gi\e him the money, call l;p arid
find out ahout him,"
Her suggestion
was carried out. The fellow Iud' ~i\'en an address
to which the
I'hoto,gral'ils
and recording
were to he sent.
A land lady answered
the telephone.
"Him)"
she s.lid, "why he left here two
weeks .lgO to go down to Long Beach to get
a job. \X' oun.lcd ? \X!hat are you t:t!kin,g about
~ -Hcs never even been in the Army."
cases could he cited, A
"M.ljor"
in Ch,lttanoog,l.
A Terry Pilot"
in Newark.
A "Flying
Tiger"
in Los Angeles.
And two Air Carl's "Second Licutcn.mts"
in New York. These last two were I'retty
ambitious
fellows, They had been draftees,
hath stat ioned at Fort Bragg; one had gone
over the hill in December,
l'.)il,
and the
other in Mav of this yur. They met in a hal'
one fine e\'ening.
E.tCh was terrified that the
other would lc.un the truth about him. Each
was then wearing an otJicer's uniform.
Bul they man~l,ged to ar rivc at an underst.ll1ding,
and from
that time on they
teamed
ul', They had a merry six weeks
before the F.B.I. caught ul' with them.
They left a t rai I of 51,100 worth of had
checks and unp.ud bills in hotels and ni,ght
cluhs in New York and New Jersey. They
just missed buying a car with an 5 I ,SOO had
check. hecause they could not ohtain a priority. They had stolen identification
cards
f rom a Lieutenant
and a Captain.
One of them met .1 dancer in Alhany, and
from Newark sent her a 51 ').j diamond
ring
he had I'u rchased with a ruhher check. On
the side, he stole war sa\ings stamps from
his mother.
The F.B.I. cau,dlt up with them in Atlantic City.
So it goes. \X!.tr and eXI'.llldin,g armies
bring out the uniforms.
And a few of the
hays' get them the easy way. Too easy.
I:'o.'l\'TMI11.-\BI.F
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Single Engine Operation
B'f .Pt.
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a pilot is flying a tWln-en,gine
I'Lllle and one en,gine Llils, he muxt
remember
.ihovc all else:
NEVER
SACRIFICE
SPEED FOR ALTITUDE!
You can lose control of heavy, high horseI'0wer, t win-cnuinc
airl'Lmes from uot lun r
hut loss of airs]1eecl.
If a rate of 50 or 'I;~
miles per hour over the minimum
sin,gle
en,gine 0l'erating sl'eed is ma int.unc.]. no loss
or' cout ro l can result. The sill I' r.in be banked
steel'ly !!Ilo the dead engine and he .IS solidly
cont rol lcd as though hoth were in use.
The amount of ai rSl'eed necess,lry mer th~
minimum
single engine opcr.u inj, speed deI'ends ul'0n the .i lt itudc in which the .urcr.rtt
is I'LtCed (such as a steel' bank),
which
en,gine is down (therehy controlling
tor'jue ),
the amount of ai lcron heing used, and other
I.utor».
For instance,
it" the air pl.mc is
st.lIled with one en,gine opeLlting
only, the
tor que of the other en,gine tends to "th row
the .ur pl.mc over on its back" and more and
more rudder cont 1'01 is necess.lry to I'rnent
this tendency,
As the airplane
al'l'roaches
tit:.: complete
stt!ling
speed, full rudder is
filLllly being used and when the rudder cont rol l~ecom~s inadequate,
the tor'lue of the
opcr.it im; en,gine will tend to throw the .urplane over. The use of a ilc ron in such a
situation
ill\ol\'ing
low ai rSl'eed does not
help hut LIther increases the tendency of the
ai rpl.m« to go mer.
Therefore,
when you eXl'erience the loss
of one engine, the til'st thought
should be
:ldu]uate
:lirspeed,
If nul' ~t.t!ling speed
when the one en,gine fai Is, it may be nctcss:try to (/11 the operating
engine LIther t h.m
allow it to pu ll the airplane over on its back,
If any altitude wh.ucvcr is ava il.ihlc, your
fi I'St move, rather than 0l'en the good engine, should he to shove the stick forward
to gain aduluate
ai rspccd.
Once th.ir is
.uhicvcd,
you can satisfactorily
go through
]'roper single engine flying procedure.
If just off the ground,
you must h.ivc
minimum
single engine
operating
speed.
\X'ith such, YOl', can b)" quirk action ~'Iimb the
pLme on one engine.
But in such action
your I'rimary thought must still be airspeed.
Thus .• 1 r.udina l rule, in the event of
an engme
failure,
is to put forward
the
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wheel until sufficient
vclority i, obtained.
Once aduju,lte
speed
is achien'd,
the
I'ilot's ne-xt problem
is directional
control.
To olu.un this with safety
IIJe (11/)
Ihe
I'fIJJcr.
Usc of the ailerons at low speeds
tends to I'ut an increased ,Ir-.I,g on the inside
win,g, which only adds to the ditJiculties
caused hy CIl,gine tor'jue.
Conscqucnt ly, the second cardina l rule is
to [o)'(c[llllr
r/:« Ihe I'flJJ,'1' 10 O/;I,lfll Jnc(I!O/I,;/
;'011/1'01. Ic,lrili/;
Ihe
.ul cro n .tl ou«.
If ade'luate
airspeed
under the conditions
olu.iincd
already has gin'n full control to
hoth .ulcron an:1 rudd~r, this rule ce.hes to
he impo rt.uit , hut inasmuch
as the ,bn,ger
sl,ot occurs at 10WLT airsl'eeds
the rule
should inv.uiahly
he adhered to.
Only after adnluate
airspeed
and dircction.i l control
are secured
should
a pilot
go into the normal single engine oper.lting
I'rocedure
n.unclv,
ollenin,~ of the: l'itcL
control. opening
of the good engine
trimming of the ai;l'lane,
~lI;d so Forth. '
Admittedly,
a pi lot cx pcr icncc.] in sin,g!e
engine opeLlting
I'rocedure
will rc.ut .iut om.rt ir.il ly and will obt.iin airsl'eed
and dirertiona! control practically
at the same instant
that normal procedure
is adopted.
However.
a great deal of practice is necess.lry for accomplishment
of all opcr.rt ions at oruc. And
the slightest
failure to ,gain sutJicient speed
and dircrt ion.i l control iirst nul' he the diHercnrc het ween success .m.] a Llt',lI crash.
(In practicing
sin,glc en,gine flying .t!ways
allow for a suhstanti,t!
loss of :lltitude
in
order to m.rint.un
ail'speed in resLlrting
a
de:ad engine and for unfeathering.
The: safe
altitude:' for acrob.u ir flying sho;dd he considered
the minimum
altitude
for single
en,gine practice
flying.)
Disre,gard
of these principles
may result
in the airpl.uie
heing thrown
0\'<:1'
on its
h;iCk, with a resultant spin, It is then difficult
to get the stick all the way forward
and cut
hoth engines.
If these things are not done
the spin may easily continue,
\X!ith the modern .urpl.ir.«, hi,gh wing loading
and high
hc.rsc power result in a great dc.i l of tor'jue
and hc.ivv weight;
and as these factors all
add up to higl~ kinetic energy in a sl'lI1 or
sl'iraL nuny thousands
of feet nuy be rc'luired for a complete
recO\e:ry.
AIR Foar.r , l rcccntber,
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FIFLD
has no stately trees, no
ivy-covered
buildings,
and very little
t r.idit ion.
There's
no time for tradition.
Not now.
\X!est Point is "souped-up"
for the duration.
And, though only a few months old, Stewart Field, the Air Forces Basic-Achane<:d
Flying School at the U. S. l\1i1itary Academy,
is as much a part of \Vest Point as the List
and \1(!est Buildings,
the assault course, and
the mule mascot of the foothall team.
The first ,:.:roup of cadets to he trained
.it Stewart
hq,an
work on August
::''i of
i hi-. year. Wheeling
BT loA's out onto the
l'lJI1way, they took off Irorn a field which
\LIS then, and still is, an air field in the raw.
Stewart Field W'IS once the city airport
of peaceful,
historic Newhurgh,
New York.
Tod.iy, like many other Air Force fields.
it is a hoom town
,1 scene
of cement and
,:.:r",I\<:I, planks and hlucprints,
and the litter
fresh construction.
Bulldozers
arc everywhere
-uprooting
tree stumps, jogging out rocks and hou ldcr s.
le\ elin:.: :.:reat hunks of :.:round.
Lahorers
ill O\<:'l',lils and enlisted'
men in Llti:.:ues
hustle in all directions.
Army trucks s\\~arm
over nciuhboriru;
ro.ids.
On th'e south 'side of the field, half a hill
ILl" been cut away. There arc scores of new
red-hrick
huildin,:.:s and the wooden framework-, of more to come.
Flanking
this colI'F\X'ART

or

WINGS of WEST POINT
Cadets take
Military
flight

to the air as the

Academy inaugurates
training
Stewart

program

at

Field.

onv is a 700-acre pl.ltcau. a l-ro.id I.-shaped
t:lhle-top,
which soon will hold 6,ooo-foot
ruriw.ivx.
There
is much
to he done at
Ste\\"a~t. Construction
will not he complete
until September,
l')!).
But already, from the welter of dust and
dir"t. there has taken form in the :.:ranitefilled mountains
above the Hudso;1 River
;1 school
whirh nul' well pl.l)" 'I starring role
in the future of the Arrnv Air Forces.
The or iuin of the scho~1 d.ucs hack really
to I ')::'7. when an Air Corps Dct.uhrncnt
at
the Ar.uk-mv was fir'st .ruthorizcd.
The det.uluncnt
consisted
of a few of/icers and
enlisted men, a [c«: .unphil.i.m planes, .ind
a couple of han,L:,ll's a loru; the rive-r b.ink.
But this was not cnouuh for those Arrnv
fliers.
"Ducks"
were a'il ri,L:ht, hut the}'
w.int c.] land
pl.mc:s.
too.
Lnluckily,
the
country
around
\X!est Point was too hilly
for a suit.iblc field.
They hegan to talk about Ne\\burgh
12
miles to the north.
In I') 00, Sarnuc! Stewart had deeded some Lind to the city and a

cocktail napkin of an airport h.u] been huilt.
It was xmal l hut it would do.
For several years the Air Corps Det.Khmont used Stewart Field as a hase, and eventually,
in 1')",7, plans for its expansion
were developed.
Last fall, General
George
C. Marshall
and Lieut. Gener:t1 Henry H. Arnold
decided to introduce
fli:.:ht tr.uriinu as an elective in \Vest Point's' course or' instruction.
Flight training
thus hcc.unc the only major
elective at the Point.
Obviously, Stcw.trt had to become a field
second to none in Cljuipment
and I.ui lil ies.
No one can foretell
the number of cadets
who may have to he schooled
there during
the WM. In peacetime
it should he able to
provide
full aerial training,
primary,
hasic
,mel ach'anced pilot work, plus hoth single
and multiple
engine eXf'erience.
The directors at \1(!est Point took a good
ILird look .it their old lvlucpri nt», threw them
a\LlY, and ordered new ones. They decided
to move the hill. Instead of two han:.:ars,
they pl.mncd 10. They visualized
mile'long
runways that would accommodate
any type
of plane, up to the heaviest bomber.
They
projected
all the manifold
housing
and
recreational
needs of the ofticers, instructors
and enlisted
men stationed
there.
(C(JIII/IIlleJ
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AIR RESCUE
in Jungle Country
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FLIGHT SURGEON

nO~!BFR was down ---- somewhere in the Dutch Guiana jungles.
The plane, with ei,t.:ht otJin:rs and men. had
taken off at midnit.:ht from its base in Guiana, on a secret ,)atrol mission along the
coast. Nearly two hours had passed. No
word had come in. Trouble was certain.
To the Hight surgeon ,It an outlying Air
Forces base, the phrase "plane missing" is
an ominous challent.:e. It is like hc:.trinL';
"wanted in emergenc}'" over ,1 hospital loudspeaker. If there has been a cr.ish, men's
lives will depend on swift. decisive action.
Fears for the crew of the bomber were
confirmed
when the plane which should
have been relieved of patrol duty returned
to the base. No relief had appeared,
no
message had been received. Through
the
ni,t.:ht, our field m.idc ready for a search.
At dawn several search ships took off
f rom the base. Less than an hour later, the
missing plane was sighted about 2S miles
to the cast, apparently badly cracked-up. We
did not know whether anyone survived the
accident.
Captain Ernest Ljunggrcn, operations officer, and I left immediately
in a C-ol to
survey more closely the scene of the crash
and to determine,
if possible. the best way
of getting help through to the crew mcm-

bcrs, should they be alive, Meanwhile. Capbin Richard Cunckle, commandiru;
otliler,
had organized a rescue sc!uad which was sent
out on foot with native guides.
Flying at tree-top level, we soon located
the patrol plane. It had cut a jagged gash
in the jungle and bits of wreckage were
sr.utcrcd all about. Two of the crew were
a li vc-, at least-- for we could sec them sitting
on what was left of the tail.
\X'e cruised low over the surrounding
count ry. The nearest clearing of ,lIlY size
was six miles away. But this was too small.
Finally, about ]() mi lcs from the crashed
plane, we came upon a savannah that was
spacious enough to offer some hope. By a
pre-arranged
signal,
Captain
Ljunggren
notified the other planes that we were going to attempt a landing.
Then,
gently
and skillfully,
Captain
LJlll1ggren set the plane down into the clearing and brought it to a stop after a short,
hard-bumping
run. We rolled our ship to
the edge of the savannah and prepared to
enter the jungle, following a compass reading we had taken in the plane indicating the
direction of the crash from the savannah.
Captain Ljunggren
took with him a .15calibre pistol, 50 rounds of ammunition,
a
compass, a head net, and two cans of rations.
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I carried 50 rounds of ammunition,
two
tins of rations, and a first aid kit. We both
had machetes, and ration cans to be used
for water.
Starting
into the jungle at 7:)0 in the
morning, we encountered
heavy going. The
trees and undergrowth
were almost impenetrable, much of the ground underfoot
was
swampy; here and there were little streams
we had to ford. Most of the streams were
infested with alligators and man-eating fish.
It was ticklish business.
Literally hacking our way along, we kept
going, slowly, mile after mile, until dark.
We then made a bed of palm fronds and
slept, alternating
two-hour watches.
At dawn we started off again and began
firing shots at interva ls. Around nine o'clock
we heard answering shots from a machine
gun and, cutting in toward the sound, discovered we had nearly passed the scene of
the crash while a few hundred yards away.
Frankly, we did not expect to find many
of the crew alive. But we were due for a
surprIse.
Captain Charles H. Ross, pilot and Lieutenant Roy A. Webb, co-pilot, were the
only members of the crew able to walk, and
all the others were lying by the side of the
fuselage in a tiny clearing, several of them
badly hurt. But all, fortunately,
were alive.
The group included Lieutenant
Charles 1.
Jones, observer;
Technical
Sergeant Louis
Castro, bombardier;
Sergeant Gerald Forman, crew chief; Sergeant Herman Goldstein, radio operator; and Privates Albert K.
Will and Andrew W. Budinsky, gunners.
Examination of the injured men disclosed
several serious fractures of jaws and ribs,
brain concussions,
lacerations,
contusions,
and bruises. I gave the whole crew first aid
and treatment
for shock, then chlorinated
some water from a nearby stream so our
supply would be ample.
Ross told us what had happened. The plane, apparently in good shape,
had taken off on a direct course to the point
of patrol and risen to 1, SOO feet. About 1 S
minutes later both motors had failed without warning.
After trying vainly to discover the trouble, Captain Ross told the crew to prepare
for a crash landing and maneuvered
his
plane into a shallow glide, giving Sergeant
Castro a chance to get out of the nose.
Suddenly, the big plane knifed into the
jungle with a terrific impact. All the men
were knocked out. That they were not all
killed outright was due only to the skill of
Captain Ross in bringing the plane through
that welter of trees, vines and underbrush.
Lieutenant Webb was the f rst to recover
consciousness.
Sergeant Castro's feet were
in his face, They both had been thrown clear
of the ship, into the jungle, a short distance
f rom the fuselage,
Inspection of the plane revealed complete
wreckage. The entire nose had been ripped
away, both wings had been shorn off, and
the two motors had been hurled into the
undergrowth.
Part of the fuselage was inCAPTAIN

tact, although badly bent at the tail. Gasoline
drenched the ground. The plane had been
carrying a sizable load of bombs but none
h~,d exploded.
Captain Ross recovered consciousness
a
few minutes after Lieutenant
Webb. Although injured themselves, they carried the
other men to a place that had been cleared
away by the crashing bomber, where Captain
Ross gave them what first aid treatment he
could with the plane's kit. Some of the crew
were only semi-conscious
when Captain
Ljunggren
and I reached the scene, a day
and a half later.
Clearly, there was no time to be lost in
evacuating these men. Captain Ljunggren
said he thought he could take off from the
savannah in which he had landed the C-61
and would take along Lieutenant
Webb,
who was in the best condition of the injured
crew. I gave them a list of the medical supplies and the food and litters I would need.
Even though
the trail had been cut
through,
it took Captain
Ljunggren
and
Lieutenant
Webb several hours to retrace

A flight surgeon gets a look
at the rough side of Dutch
Guiana
bomber

and helps bring a
crew

back

alive.

the 10 miles to the plane. But, just before
dark we heard the drone of motors and saw
them circling overhead, the signal that all
was well and they were en route to the base.
Meanwhile,
I was busy doing what I
could for the men. I gave them stimulants
from a special kit and stopped the severe
bleeding
from
which
many suffered,
cleansed and bandaged the deeper wounds,
avoiding suturing as much as possible because of septic conditions.
Despite this treatment.
however. it was
clear that our plight was serious. All the
men were suffering
badly from shock.
Quick hospitalization
was imperative.
At dawn the following day another plane
flew over, signaling that it would drop supplies. Soon a huge bundle of litters, blankets,
food and the like floated down to us by
parachute,
making
a perfect
bull's-eye
through the hole in the trees.
Not long after the rescue party from the
base arrived. There were 20 infantrymen
under Lieutenants Arthur. Lemon and Calhoun and 1 S native guides. It had taken
them two days to cut their way through 2B
miles of dense jungle and they had been
able to do it only because planes had flown
over them from time to time, indicating the
direction to follow. So heavy was the foliage
that they had been unable to see the planes
much of the time but took bearings from the
sound of the motors.
It was quickly decided that evacuation by
foot through the jungle would be too arduous and take too much time. Our best bet
was evacuation by air from the savannah in
which Captain Ljunggren and I had landed.

After the rescue group had rested, we
bundled the injured men onto litters and began our trek, with some of the infantrymen
and guides leading the way, cutting the trail
\V ider for passage of the main party.
It was late afternoon
when we reached
the clearing. I set up a first aid station and
made the men comfortable. More planes appeared to drop food to us. We spent a miserable night, for the place was infested with
sand flies against which even head nets were
no protection.
Nobody slept.
morning
Captain
Ljunggren
flew
over in a medium bomber and dropped a
note requesting that the clearing be surveyed
to determine if he could land. Captain Ross
examined and measured the ground. He decided, that with some more clearance work,
the plane could safely come in.
This job of slashing down underbrush
and vines and laying out and marking a
runway with stakes took about three hours.
Then, as Captain Ljunggren
flew over
once more, the men waved a signal that
the field was ready. The plane swept low
toward the clearing but couldn't make it.
C'ptain Ljunggren circled, tried again. But
again he changed his mind and pulled up.
At last, on the third try, he brought the ship
in for a perfect landing and came to a stop
just short of the danger area.
The bomber would hold three men at a
time in addition to Captain Ljunggren, Lieutenant
Wilhite,
and Technical
Sergeant
Holmes. So a fast ferry service was begun,
with the plane taking off and landing in an
incredibly small space on each trip. After
the injured men had been transported,
the
infantrymen
and I returned
in the same
manner. The native guides came back over
the jungle trail.
At the field hospital the men's wounds
were dressed and sterilized, and shock treatment was administered.
The patients rested
for 2.1 hours and were transferred
by plane
to the Trinidad Base Hospital.
There was nothing spectacular about the
medical side of this evacuation. The work
was commonplace,
everyday flight surgeon's
work. But the evacuation itself was a significant example of the kind of rescue being
duplicated
again and again by the Army
Air Forces, on a wide variety of fronts.
Because Captain Ljunggren
and I were
able to fly into jungle never before visited
by white men, a severely injured air crew
received fi rst aid that was urgently needed.
Because planes could fly out quickly from
the base, we had a constant supply of food.
medicines, blankets, litters, and other necessaries. Because planes served as guides, a
rescue squad reached the accident on foot in
much less time than it would ordinarily
have taken. And, finally, because a bomber
transported the men to a hospital in a matter
of hours rather than days or possibly weeks,
many valuable lives were saved and the total
illness time substantially
reduced.
Yes, every man recovered and is back at
his flying duties. That to a Flight Surgeon
means a battle won.
NEXT
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arrival. Pilot Funk c!<:cided to po to ;l sat cllite field in Burma to esclpe ;l possihle Iol
lowup .ut.uk. Luck was with Bolts. TILlt
nipht the Japs r'lided Runuoon three times.
The return to J;l\'a with Gcncr.il \X!,l\ell
was e'lsy,
Sin,f:'lJ'ore fell .in.] the j'lf's hep'ln their
first raids on Ja\,\' The Llids kept Bolts on
tile a k rt sUying a\\"IY from her field while
the Japs str'I'feci it. \\lhen the air raid .i i.ums
r.unc, Bolts would lumber out to the run\\',IY, take off and fly south over the water
.md wait for the all clear to he pi\en.
Then Bolts was ordered hack to I),lrwin,
departin,f: Fehru,try I (), the ,by of the hlg
J'lp r.u.l. Ahout two hours out of l i.uwin,
she got radio information
wa rn iru; her not
to c~me in, so she Linded a few' hundred
miles to the south. w.utc«], and then r.unc
into Darwin shortly aft cr the attack.
When the J'lf's went to work in o.irnr-xt
on the inv.ixion of [ava, Bolts W;lS cilled
upon for e\'l,uat ion '\\'ol'k. Twicc she we-nt
h.lCk into j.iva from l i.rrwin, hringinp out

AIIl

i\fl:"ISTRY puhl ic.u ions have .lc.i lt
.u some lenpth with conditions
to he
cxpcctcd
hy personnel
poin,f: to the
United St.ucs, Now the flow is in rcvcr-,«. Amcrir.m forccs arc couu ni; to
th is country. \Xl c arc the hosts, not the

2() evacuees e'lCh time. Luck continued to
ride with Bolts. The day after she left
Broome, Australia, with the List lot of pasSel\gers she had taken out of Ja\'l, Broome
sufferec! a heavy raid. After it \\',IS over. she
went hack to Broome under coyer of n t ght
to hring out personnel.
'
Bolts made a second trip to the Philip,
pines. This time she took in sorely needed
sUI'I,lies for the wounded who h.i.] eSl.ll'ed
I.i licn B.lttan and Corrivcdor.
ln addition
to her crew of seven, she hrou ght out)()
otiicers an.] men f rom that secl'Cl' .i irfield on
i\lllldanao.
includinp
Licut cn.mt
John
Bulkeley of Na\)' PT lo.u f.imc.
That \\.IS her LIst trip for the Ferryinl2:
Comrn.md.
\\'ithin
a few d.ivs her CI'C\\
was oiled h.uk to the States al;d Bolts \\,IS
tu rnc.] over to the Commander
of the
Southwest P.lcific. \'Chen Lieutenant
Funk
and Bolts parled comp'll1y they bad been
together nearly .j()() hours.
'Bolts nude' one more darin,'.: trip after
that, back to the Phi lipr-incs
in another
rescue ;lttempt. lt \\'as bel' Lisl.
The gas lo.«l g.l\'C Bolts only a fe\\' minutes to locate the 1\lind.lll.lO a iI'fielcl. She

THE AMERICAN
CONTINGENTS
-/I B~'dB'tduh

Me.M.aye to
-/It/uneH.

guests.

The arrival of Lir,f:e cont inucnts of
Arncrir.m forces. and their imp.ut on
us, will nuke 'ldjustment
of attitude
and outlook necessary.
There wi II he on,cslons of irrit.u ion
on hoth sides. not hecllIse one is Brit,
ish and the other Arncr ican ; but hecause they arc people.
There is as much likelihood of such
friction between two En,f:lishmen. or
two Arncrir.mx,
as there is bet ween an
Englishman
and an American. \\1care
not yet, thank the stars, regimented
out of our personalities.
When we arc. the Nazis will have
won a major \'ictory for their philosophy.
At the same time, look ins at the
bro.«l issue, we may he recluir~d to diS.
ciplinc our personalities
because Jifth
columnists,
spies, Nazi proJ,a,f:'llldists
and .ill subversive groups will fasten
with delight on any indication of impaired coll.rbor.u ion.
ln this country, the British h.ivc the
lar,l:er sh.irc of responsihility.
There
will naturally he an element of pcrson.il
selection in our likes and dislikes. just
as there is between Briton and Briton.
There will he different stresses and a
different outlook. Some arc persorl.ll.
some arc cconomic. Americans will not
be An"licised ovcr ni.-ht. For one t hin«
they J~n't want to'~ be; for ;lI1oth~;,
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by Fletcher Allen
there would he no pain if they were.
Amcruan»
have a different \(K'lhuLiry, a different tradition.
a different
accent. There is ;lS much difference,
however,
in these matters
het ween
Yorkshire and Sussex or California and
Maine, Notwithstanding
such differences. the United States huilds up into
a unity, as Britain huilds up into a unit)',
and local var iat ions arc accepted as hein,g in the family. :'oJalions arc much
more th.in the sum total of 'Icre.l!~e and
I'o;,ulation.
Quarrels
still occur between
indi
vidu.i ls : there is a fair amount of "rappin,f: in York, and in New York Some
of us go on a "hinge," so do some of
them. 'Neither ILlS ;1 monopoly of had
lan,f:ua,ge, nor of ,f:ood manners. \\1c' re
just human, showing to better adv.mtage, possihly,
ind ividua lly, than in
hulk. \X!hether indi\'idually
or in hulk,
the point of departure is the rca liz.u ion
th.it we arc two strong peoples, with
the virtues and faults of our st rcnuth,
pulling to,f:dher, ;lnywa)' hecause' we
must, and learning to pull together be.
cause we like to.
There
arc some other
points
of
potential misunderstanding.
One is ush. Amcru.au r.ucs of 1"IY arc higher

circled overhead,
trying to get a signal
through. The Japs were everywhere:
perhaps the)' had taken the field. Bolts didn't
make cont.ut in the darkness. She headed
h'lck toward Australia.
But Bolts couldn't nuke it hack with the
rcma iniru; fuel. She he.lded toward an island
for an emer,gef1l} 1.1l1ding. Her positIOn was
r.idiocd to aid in the rescue of her crew.
Then Bolts f:a\(' out of f:as. She sat down
in the w.ucr a' few hundr~d feet oft shore.
A lt cr more th.in (j()() hou rs her motors
sl'uttered for the first and 1.1sttimc.
And
then onl), her.ruse she lackc.d fue!'
M cmlx rs of her crew S\\',Ul1 to safet \'
an.] Liter were rescued h)' '1 sulvrn.i rint-, Be:yond s'l\ing
was A. C. Scr i.il Number
ej().!

)
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They don't hand out ;lw,trds for airpl.incs. and we don't me.in to get slopl'y
sentimental
0\('1' a hig hulk of steel. hut in
our hooks Old B.lg' of Bolts went down
with a Conf:ITssion,l!
Medal of Honor
pinned to he;' fat chest.
The
lilt
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th.in ours. That should rcrt.iinlv not he
a personal ,griC\ance between 'indi\id.
ua ls. It may he the American's
,good
fortune
and allow a greater latitude
than we can always ris~ to. The Amc-ricans are, inridcnt.rlly,
usua lly good
spenders and do not like to he thou aht
"tumhlr-rs." 1\fostly, when they .i rc l.ivish it is without any desire to Il.uirit
their hi,gher p'ly. More often than not
it is a likin,f: to share out.
Another human interest enters. There
is an undcrst.mdulvl«
tendency among
some of our young women to Jind a
stranger who spe'lks our Ian,f:ua,f:e en.
terLlining.
The girls in the United
States and Canada arc showing a simi.
l.ir interest in our lads. That is .in individual nutter, and not one on which
.f:eneralizalion
can he made. Some of
our American
visitors will ccrt.un!v
make friends among the gi r1s. \Ve car{not reasonably exp~ct them to become
recluses, or he unresponsive.
We tend rather to understatement.
The Americans like emphasis that not
infrequently
sounds like cX'lgi~eLltion.
bnphasis
is not always line-shooting,
anv more than undcrst.ucmcnt
is alw'lys
ejJiciency gone modest. They may he
e'lually powerful expressions. according
to temperament and custom, of the same
pride and purpose; hut each form takes
an undcrstandinj;
h)' the other fellow.
As individu.i l«. we arc concerned
with the details of rol l.il-or.u ion. lt is
for the Governments
to deal with the
bro.ulcr issues, but if individu.i ls bi!
in thci r joh the Govcrruncnt-,
cannot
succeed.
('olldelned
from 'be HopI!
/11i' FUi'ce J 011 rn.tl,
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Wright Field
T

HE words "\\' right Field, Ohio"

arc renowned among a irplanr: desi,gners, builders and IIicrs the world

over.

They are all hut magic words hecalise they stand for 1 S years of successful pioneering
on the technical
frontier
of aviation,
because they
mean high qu.i l itv design and performance, and because they stand for
airplanes like the Flving Fortress that
executed a successful mission and still
llew home with 1 SOO bul lct holes in
its wil\gs and fuselage.
If you're going to deal with Air
Force materiel-and
that's everything
from bombers to bolts-you're
going
to have to deal with \\1 right Field.
There
all the equipment
the Air
Forces use was either conceived, developed or tested-tested
and retested
-at the Materiel Center near Dayton.
In many ways \\/right
Field is the
spa wn ing ground
of American
ai r
power. On its designing boards and
in its Iluorcsccnt-l iahtr-d labs are spun
the cocoons that hatch weapons for
aerial warfare on all the fronts.

'lbe tail of tbc B-1') do urinat es t liis rieto
of a fligbt line at JI"rigbt Field. III tbe
backgroulld
are laboratory
hllildillgs
awl Idalles of lIIall)' t)'lles and sizes.

Wright is a Battlefront
\\'rit:ht
Field loob more
like a l l ol lvwoc»] III 0 \ Ie lot dun 'In .ur
ha,e. (;rc.lt .r.uic-: sllln,t: cn,L:lnes. 1,.lrt, .iu.]
whole 1,1.111Csovcrht .i.}: hip hOlllhcr, w.ld,lle
bchin.]
,111.111motor tup U!' the !'.l\cd. .rt vlike ,trclh
i h.u rut: hl'l\\ccn
ih« l.il- hUII,Iin,L:': ,L:mtl'''lue
sh'!J'es of testill,t: dCl I,es
CoI,t Iut u ri-t Il ,h.ldOl\', OITr t hc I.mdsl.lj'e.
Out on the tlipht line .\!csserscillnitts
.ind
S!'ittires .i rc lined 1I)' hc,ide the P./lh .m.]
B .!(,s, L.lhs cont.un the I.It cst (;lTlll.IIl .ui.]
J'!J' ClI'II!'ll1uJ! Liken lrom !,1.1I1e, <hot .lown
OIlT Al!icd t crrit orv. At \\'I'I,t:ht
i lu-vv c
t.il.cn CI lTyhod{s
1,l.mc '!j,.lrt to ,ce what
m.il.c-, it tick,
In the ,t:re.lt I.d" of \\'ri,t:ht
Ficld there
is 'I h.ltllc poin,L: on
)ll,t ,IS ll1Ul h .1 l..u t lc
as t ho-«: foupht ove-r Ki,k.1 and (olo.L:Ilc.
I Iere mi l it.nv .1I1d ci\ ili.ui tu h ni.i.m-, m.u ch
their wits .ui.] ener,L:\ in a dC'I,lh COlHc,t
with the 'lerol'llpinccrs
of the A:\i"
LI'on
their .'Ulless or I.n lurc nu)' hinpe the outcornc of thi-, w.i r.
You Com tel! how h.m] thcv a rc tr)'inp
to \\ In Irom the li,t:hh th.u plc'llll trom
l.ib \\illdows
a l l niL:ht lorn, .. m.] Irom
the 1'0,11' of ),rol' 'In~1 en,L:ln~ tc,tin,t: t h.it

fills the air around \\?rit:ht :'.j hours a d.iv.
Buss of \\' rt.t:ht hcld j's Brl,t:.I,her (;cller:d
A. \\'. Vun.un.ui.
\\'!J() work« di rcrt lv un.k-r
'\!'lJor (;cller.d
(l. P. Echuls, (:ollln;.lI1ding
(;cncr.d of t lu. .\!.Ilericl ( ornm.in.l.
Ilcll'inp
(,cncr.d
V.llLlllun
\\ith
t lu. en,t:ll1Cerin,l:
!,h.ISC ot hiS loh .IIT Bri,t:.hlier (;cllcr.d K. B.
\\'ulfc,
(hicf
o! t lu. IJrudlidlon
1)1\ r-.run ,
who slIl'er\ \'es the 1ll.ISS I,rodll,tilll]
of .dl
Arlll)' \1.IITI.mcs, .ui.] Coloncl F. O. c'nrul!.
(11ll'!" of the E:\!'erilllcnt,d
I)i\ 1'1011, who
run- the IT,c.lr,h .ui.] dc\ e!ol'lIIc!1t l'm,L:r.lll1
of the i\!.JtlTlcl (uIll1l1.1n,1
To ,lld (;enlT.d
\\'olfe
.in.] his \\'ri,t:ht
]-"icld'Ltli" .out ro l the m.t nu i.n t u rc ot [\rlll)'
!'I.mcs, ih« .\l.ltlTlcl (olllilland
Ius di\ided
the I' S. into iour Procure-men:
[)i,tri,h
(LI,terIl,
(.Cllt r.i l. ,\lldwesterll
.uu] \\' estcrn ) c.uh wit l: a [)I,uid
SlI!'lT\ ISIll' .m.] a
st.tli" uf Lldur)' rl'!,IT,enutl\eS
t li.u
h.m.l lc
Air lorc c intlTest, on the 'I'ul.
Thc.'c ,llstl.ids, tU,L:cthlT wit]: \X'ri,t:ht hel,1 h".I,I'lll,lrtrr-, .uc IT'!'un,ihle
fur I11Cctlll,t: l'["()dllltion
"hc,llIles,
,u!'!'I)'mp
1',lrts .1I1d tools In sufli'lcnt 'Iu.mtitics .. llld i"uin,t: c1l.lllpe or,lers
on .on: r.lch to kel'!' Lutoric-,
ahre'lst
of
latest alTOIUU til .il de\c lopmcnt-;

radial ellgille b cl o u is heillg pl accd
a t est st a n d for a trial ru n 10 d et crnt iu e
it s o/Ieralillg cbnruct eristics, III t bls t est ,

t
ellgille
1101 agaillsl a
er,
bill agaillsl
'I speci,dly-u)/Hlrlleled
dyn a nt o m ct cr equi/I/led
uitb uat cr brakes.

AT FlgST (,1.,1\;(1:
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The
Oil
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cll

sbo u. bow
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E"(;{',,-,,,n~(;
.u i.lit ion

isn't thc whol« storv
Tn
to thc 1.1hor,ltory :111,1 I'mdu, [iOIl work, :111ArlllY Air lorcc-, m.u cr icl
co nt r.ut-, .i rc \\ritlL'1l ,111,1,1\\',lrdc,1 ,It \\'ri,e;ht
Fil,l,1
This is ,I hip joh, .uid it inv ol vc-, a
JO[ of [nOlll'\"
Thl' llull'who
handles it is Colollcl A, E.
IOIlCs, ,\LltLTiLI C'ouun.ui.l (,0111 r.« tll1e; ()tli~cr, ,h()\\'[) ,II left al:ixill,e; his SI,e;Il,t1U;'l' [0 a
tYI'Il:tI Air For.« COIlILllt.
A, OIlC of the
rount rv< two 0[' thrcl' tOI' sl'cndLTs, ( olonrI
Joncs ILLS si,e;lll',1 or SIlI'LT\ iscd t h« SIPIl[llg
of all A/\F m.u cricl cout r.u;-, SlnlC I'))'),
Durin,e; tillS pCrlud of uruc hc Ius llJlltrolled

11/(11/)'

"G,"

it uil!

t a]:« before

cr"ckillg.

th« cXl'cnditurc
of lll:lIlY hillions of dollars.
( ololll'l ,Iolll's, \\'I]() ILl' l'ontr,llll'd
for ,IS
mul: as II)() milliun .io ll.rr-, worth of a\ 1,1t ion l"IU'I'llll'lll
with hut one s\\ish of his
I'cn, Ollll' slplled
:111 A Ir lor.c
.ont r,lllS
hillhLlf
no-v he ll('c,ls ~ I ,1"isl,lIltS,
III his efforls 10 hu\ cx.ut lv what thc Air
FOI'lcs w.mt , Colonci
[onc-, 'works
in .losc
lOOI'LT,IIIOIl w itl: Ihl' ~'ll,e;I[ICLTS of \Vripht
lu l.]. \\'ho .ir.r«: ['I' dcuiled
sf'ccilicalions
of ,III l'rtll'ml',1
I'ur, h.i -.«. Thcsc "PClS"
.t r« 1',lrt of thc COllt r,ICI' .m.] no \ .ui.u ions
.i rc !'Lrllliuul
IIllles" ,I l h,II1,e;l' order IS l"IILc!
hy t l«. COlltLlltill,e; Olliccr.

This sb cl t cr b o o d keLps t lie ucat licr "lid pryillg

eyes (Ill'''y [ro nr (/ secret

!)mieet.

WINGS OF WEST P'OINT
(Continued from Page 15)
Then the dirt began to fly. Ten months
later, on August 25, Stewart Field, "Wings
of West Point," was dedicated.
The field was rough and full of debris,
but it was ready. When Major General
Francis B. Wilby, superintendent of West
Point, summed up the significance of the
occasion, he called the decision of Generals
Marshall and Arnold "one of the most momentous in the history of the Military Academy, if not in the life of the nation."
Since that hot August afternoon, day
after day a steady stream of BT-13A's has
kept the air about West Point churning
with activity.
There are 245 cadets in this first group of
students. They are in the class of 1944.
Ordinarily, they would have two years of
training ahead of them.
But West Point's course has been shortened from four years to three, so these men
will graduate next June, a year ahead of
time. Somehow, they must get in their flying
time, must absorb the rudiments of aerial
navigation, bombardment, and kindred subjects, and at the same time must keep up
with all the other studies at West Point.
These courses include chemistry, modern
languages, mathematics, physics, history,
military art, military engineering, military
history, mechanics (including thermodynamics and fluid -dynamics), ordnance, economics, government, military topography
and graphics, military law, military hygiene,
military administration, theory of flight,
weather, and the tactical employment of
Air Forces. That, understand, is in addition
to the instruction they receive for flight
training which takes in navigation, meteorology, aerial mapping and photography,
code and communications and, of course,
actual flying.
Each cadet in this first class at Stewart
took primary flight training at a civilian
school. Chances are, he gave up his summer furlough to get it. No primary instruction will be scheduled at Stewart for
awhile.
the flying cadet lives at the Point
and pursues the routine of his class. First
call is at 5: 50 a.m. At that time, the cadet
arises, gets dressed, polices his room, and
stands reveille at 6 o'clock. Breakfast is at
6:30 and by 7 o'clock he's on his way to
Stewart Field for flight instruction. He
leaves the field in time to stand noon formation at the Point, eats lunch, and gets to
class at one 0' clock. After three hours of
class, he may either get practical field exercise or continue an additional two hours of
directed study. At five, he leaves the classroom, dresses, stands afternoon formation,
and eats the evening meal. Then comes a
precious 25 minutes that are unscheduled
-the cadet's own. At 7: 30, call to quarters,
and two inspections before 10 0' clock taps.
The second class men, who are doing

their basic flight training at Stewart Field,
must also recite each day in mechanics,
three mornings a week in chemistry, and
two or three afternoons a week in languages.
If it rains, the cadet gets an additional two
hours in military topography and graphicsone hour to study and one hour to recite, for
the West Point system is based on a recitation and grade for every man every day,
not a quiz now and then.
The average day, outlined above, is Monday through Friday. Saturday is usually
half-day, but in many cases the flying cadet
uses the week-ends-including
both Saturday afternoon and Sunday-to
make up
some of the flying hours he might have
missed because of bad weather. The command at Stewart Field is exceptionally careful never to send cadets into the air when
the weather is threatening.
An advanced flight training course will
be activated at Stewart Field in December.
The cadet now taking his basic will begin
advanced training on New Year's Day,
1943. He will continue his ground school
work, taking such subjects as photo interpretation, identification, armament, gunnery
and bombardment.
Ne2<.tTune 1, he will get his wings as a
pilot and, at the same time, graduate from
the Military Academy with a complete background of military education.
By then, younger classmen of the Point
will be coming along and Stewart Field will
be in full swing.
This speed-up of instruction at the Academy has been accomplished by close scheduling of study periods and by wartime elimination of certain activities, such as the
famous and impressive dress parades.
Today, Colonel John M. Weikert, commandant of the flight school, is worried
about one thing-weather.
"Winter is hurrying us," he explains.
"After a certain time up in this country,
you simply can't pour concrete. But if we
can't pour concrete for the new apron, let

us say, we'll just finish up with gravel and
keep going." That seems to be the whole
spirit at Stewart Field-keep going. Nothing
else could have brought about the results
already visible.
More than a hundred buildings have been
erected. This fall has been one "Grand
Opening" after another. One day it would
be the opening of the PX. Another, the
first service chapel on the hill. Another, the
first night of the camp movie theatre.
ENLISTED men, assigned to Stewart for
duty in school and service squadrons, had
to be housed for months in a "tent city" in
woods bordering the field. But just before
cold weather set in, the camp was struck
and the men all moved happily into brick
barracks. Bachelor quarters and a club for
officers have since been completed.
The principal concern of the officers directing Stewart Field, of course, has been
the actual airplane and training facilities.
Almost all these are completed or nearing
completion-runways,
hangars, operations
headquarters, storage rooms, a control tower,
Link Trainer buildings, ground school classrooms, libraries, and the rest. Three auxiliary fields are in the making.
When construction of Stewart Field is
finished next September, 200 officers and
1,800 or more enlisted men are expected
to be on duty there. From 250 to 300
cadets should be in training by that time.
Right now, Stewart is strictly on a wartime basis. Every man on the field, civilian
or officer, "G.!." or cadet, is in a big hurry.
A sign at the road entrance reminds them
that "Hitler Won't Wait."
The men training in this first class are
in a special hurry. They are going places,
preferably to the points marked by arrows
all the front of a hangar, where signs read
"To Berlin-3,121
Mi." and "To Tokyo8,117 Mi."
This atmosphere, come to think of it, is
a tradition in itself-a logical heritage for
the new, raw "Wings of West Point." As
one officer at the field puts it:
"Some day Stewart will have some ivy,
too."
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PRELUDE TO DESERT COMBAT
T

HE desert

floor is sparsely
clothc.] with
stunted
growth:
cactus, mesquite,
Joshua
trees, sage brush
and Palo Verde.
The soil
consists
of sand and rubble from the mountains. Like an abandoned
brickyard,
the loose
rock
and
shale
make
travcliru;
by foot
\i rtual ly impossible.
Tanks
and
half-tracks
have supplanted
the
Gila
Monsters
and
jack
rabbits
as
denizens
of the desert
When
these armored
monsters
move they mark their progress
hy
towering
walls of dust
But when they ITmain still the tanks and half tracks
blend
into the desert floor. With rudimentary
camouflage,
tanks
melt from
sight
in an unbelievably
short distance,
From
the .u r. at :,>,()()() feet, it is impossible to pick out a stationary
tank. An entire
.u morcd rcgimcnt,
if propcrlv disperscd,
cannot be spottcd.
From the air the desert Hoar
scems harc.
"Thc
explanation."

cxplainc.]

R. H. Lee, who

Coloncl

Icd the Second Air Support
Sub-command
in rcccnt
desert m.mcuvcrs
with the A rrnorcd Force, "lies in the distortion
causcd by the hc.it."
"\x/hcn
I first ilcw mer this area last
May I couldn't
,cc a hiding
pLicc anywhere.
But the truth IS that the whole desert is one
Am

FOller. J),-lul/ber.

J')

t:

America's

air

forces are

learning

the

fickle ways

country

to

the

and
of

ground
to adapt
the

sand

requirements

of modern warfare.
hugc hiding
pl.uc for vehicles that remain
st.u ion.rrv.
Ground
rommanders
should
akays
r~mcmber
that. If they let the dust
scttle and remain stationary
the planes above
cannot
pick up their dispositions."
This is one of the lessons learned
in the
desert by the Air Forces Air Support
units.
Thcy have learned
too that it is impossiblc
to tcll the differcncc
hct wccn
tanks
and
trucks
from
normal
hci,~;hts
when
the
vchiclc-,
arc in motion.
The
he-at waves
cm.m.u inj; from
the
superheated
sand
dcstroy
all form for the eyc.
"But,"
C:oloncl Lee pointed
out, "There's
one thing to rcmcmber.
Whcn
you see a
dust cloud, and you can't sAcly come down
to look the column
over, there is much to
be learned by just watching
the dust
"If it billows
along
in a solid
wall,
th.us 'I truck column.
If the dust wa]] is
mark c.] by curling
spires of dust, it indi-

catcs track-bying
vehicles-tanks
or halftracks. But you can't ,tlways bc sure. Thcrcs
a little trick thcy pullout
here. Thcy have
the pecps dressed up with papcr
mache
coverings
that make
them
look like light
tanks.
They drag empty
gas cans and logs
lx-hind
them to hc lp stir up dust. \Xfhcn
you run into anything
likc that from
the
ai r you must
be very clrcful.
Otherwise
you'll
h.ivc your people out chasing
the
papcr

tanks

somewhere

while
else."

thc

real ones smack

you

Air support
is the big problem
of the
dcscrt maneuvers.
The Unitcd
Statcs Army
in t hc western dcscrt of Ctlifornia
is trying
to
.lcvclop
a
comhination
ground-air
striking
force that can move with speed and
powcr.
The highly
mobilc
tank
units
can
strikc
and
he t;onc
within
a maruin
of
minutes.
To b~ etfcc.ti\'C.
combinc:l
tank
and air operations
must be co-ordinated
to
the split second.
The low-Hying
clements
of the air support unit must strike
immediately
in front
or the ach'ancin,t; tanks. Thcy must he dcvastatingly
swift. The attack lasts only a rcw
sc.onds : then the Links and thc armored
ini.mtry
t.ikc over. From thcrc on In, with
(CUll/lillie,!

UII
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SUBSTITUTES
/I SIuvd-eut
rRITICAL shortages
of raw materials are
,,
more of a challenge than an ohstacle to
engineers of the Army Air Forces and the
aviation industry.
The biggest challenge so far---the aluminum shortat(e-is
being conquered
by the
successful introduction
in large quantities of
plastics, plywood, fiber, steel and wood into
airplane manufacture.
The use of these materials saved over :'>0,000 tons of aluminum
up to September
1, 19.12. The substitution
of wood for aluminum
in training
plane
propellers alone has saved over 250 tons of
this vital aviation material.
The next biggest challenge---rubber-is
being taken care of just as successfully. The
discovery and utilization of non-critical materials have so far reduced crude rubber
consumption
on mer 000 different items of
equipment,
and completely
eliminated
its
use from over 250 more. The largest single
saving of rubber---l 0,000 tons-was
accomplished through the development
of a new
self-sealant
for fuel tanks that requires 25
percent less crude rubber than formerly.
This big saving has been augmented
by

7.4

to. V~
such other "tricks" as substituting
plastics
and leather for rubber-coated fabrics in cushions and linings, by using felt on scat pads,
by eliminating
rubber grips from control
sticks on certain airplane models, and by
utilizing
linoleum in the manufacture
of
bombardier's
window mats.
Such discoveries do not come accidentally.
Thousands of tests are involved: flight tests,
wind tunnel tests and laboratory tests. In
the battle to save aluminum,
AAF technicians went over every airplane in the Air
Forces with a fine tooth comb and microscope. They changed name plates to plastic,
compass parts to bakelite, conduit clips to
hard fiber, trim tabs and cockpit flooring to
fabric-based
plastics, and camera parts, instrument
cases and hose connections
of
oxygen masks to steel and plastic
But aluminum
and rubber are not the
only materials for which substitutes
have
been adopted.
In two plane types, :'>3,700
pounds of copper have been eliminated
through substitution.
Over 420,000 pounds
of nickel was saved when the exhaust system
of the B-17 was changed to stainless steel.

High-grade
chrome and nickel is being conserved through the usc of lower grade steels
that need little or none of the critical materials normally required in ferro-alloys. Bolts,
for instance, have been changed from a
nickel alloy steel to a less critical molybdenum steel without interfering
with the
performance
characteristics
of tl~e airplane.
Other materials. critical because of supply,
processing
or shipping
reasons, are being
conserved on an ever-increasing
scale. In
July the Air Forces cut down its requirements for high octane gasoline by 5,175,000
gallons, its mica requirements
by 505,000
pounds, and its silk needs by ')1-l,201-l,OOO
slJuare yards.
Throughout
the search for substitutes,
engineers have conducted hundreds of tests
to assure the maintenance of adequate safety
margins.
Some substitute
materials
have
resulted in increased weight, some even in
greater strengths
than the materials
they
replaced. Generally, engineers of the AAF
Materiel Center at Wright Field believe that
all substitute materials now being used on
production
lines arc at least as good as the
materials they replaced.

Grauer Field's ueto radio conrnt unicatio us unit,

C()~I~l(It"[CAT[()t"S
flexihility
has been
achieved at Gunter Field. AIaI<ama. throuc:h
a transmitter-receiver
radio unit designed 11Y
the staff of the Post Communications
Department.
Originally designed as an emer,c:ency control tower unit, the t r.rn-aniuc-rrcccivc-r,
with
its compactness,
lic:ht-weic:ht and mohile
features,
has prov~d inva'luelhle in many
other phases of operations
in and around
air fields. Its simple design permits inexperienced personnel to set up the outfit and
quickly put it into operation.
At Gunter
Field the dcvirc Ius proved
very efficient in 10Citing the scelles of airplane crashes. This is especi,tlly true in
mountainous
or forest-cO\'ered tcrr.iin where
the spotting pLll1e. after locating the wreckage, conducts a radio-e(Juipped
command
car to the crash via the shortest route.
The unit has also provc.] extremely successful in cant roll ing ai r tLtfJic for ni ..ht
flying. When
auxiliary fields arc used~ a
reconnaissance
car ec]uipped with the unit
may he dispatched to the field and used as
a base for ground-to-air
cornrnunirat ions
from radio set SCR-AL-IS:;.
Another use
has been discovered
hy the Gunter
Field
Provost Marshal, who utilizes it on his mili(;(ry police cruisinc: cars. These cars rnak in ..
their patrols on 'the post and
nearh~
Montgomery,
keep in constant touch with
the city police radio. the post military police
headquarters
and the control tower.
The original device was bui It under the
direction of Lieutenant W. R. Stur~es, an.]
has since been improved hy Lieuten:ll1t R. \.
Di Martino,
Post Communications
OtJice~,
and the personnel of his department.
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Sergeant W'ipli}Jger operates the ueto
"nt ecbanized" pre-oiler

E0:(,[;\;F "hurn-outs"--Iong
a curse of aviation technicianshave been almost clirninatcd at the Albucjuer(jue Air Base, New
Mexico, by means of a mechanical
"pre.
oiler" developed by CapLlin \\/illiam Ham.
rick, Chief of A lbuqucrques
Engineering Division, and Staff Ser~eant Bernard WiplinRer.
Every time a hu~n-out occurs it mea~s a
new en~ine must he installed while the damaged one is removed, crated, and sent to an
air depot for rehuilding, with a ronsequcnt
wastage of veduclhle time. rmxh.mical skills,
and eCjuipment. Often planes with burnedout engines are out of service for a week

or more. This, to Captain Hamrick and
Sergeant \'(Tiplinger,
was a situation
that
could stand correcting, and they set out to
do something ahout it.
Fi rst they studied the cause of hum-outs
and found that most were attrihutable
to
the /uphazard .ind varied methods hy which
most AAF engines were oiled before flight.
Since this was done manually, it was imposslhle to achieve any kind of uniformity and
guesswork was often resorted to. Periodic
hum-outs were the result, sometimes within
1') minutes after engines had been tuned up.
In his search for an answer to the problem Captain Hamrick went first to the commercial
airlines.
Although
their system
proved impractical for AA F adaptation, it
did provide him with an idea.
After experimenting
with the idea on an
assortment of pumps, solenoids, power units
~:nd other miscellaneous
equipment, he was
!lnally ready to hegin construction. This was
Sergeant Wiplinger's
job. From a selection
of used airplane
parts he made the first
machine, consisting of a pump energized by
a hattery unit, an oil reservoir with a capacity
of two and one-half ,c:;l!lons, a hose attachment and a set of rec:ulating instruments
all controlled hy a ce~tral sw'itch.
'
After a number of preliminary
tests and
final adjustments
the machine was gi\'en a
linal test in actual maintenance
of "line"
planes. It was a success. Over a period of
two months 15 planes were pre-oiled with
the machine and not a single hum-out resulted.
In addition, the time required for
pre-oiling was reduced from two hours to
approximately
I') minutes.
Plans for the standardized
use of Captain
Hamrick's
pre-oiler
throughout
the Air
Forces are being formulated.

o

t\: F of the most val uablc
pieces of aerial
photo ccluipment to come out of AAF laboratories
is the Park Trainer --" a photographic training de\ice invented hy Lieutenant Colonel W. Sidney Park, formerly of
Lowry Field's pllOtogr'l!)hic schoo/.
The Park Trainer is 10 the aerial photographer what the Link Trainer is to the a\i.uor. Simulating
actual flying conditions, it

Because cou rent io nal airplane tires hal'illg all-rrrbbcr treads usually skid 011 slick ice
«nd SIlOI/', a uc u: type tire uit b sharp cvli n drica! iuscrts t bat look like beer-bot tl e CtlPS
are heillg Il/tlilufa(tured
for the /1AF to gl/tlrtliitee safe u-int er Itl/Illillgs Oil northern
airfields, A pair of tbe uc u tires, uit b their "icc-gri]: tread" risible, are sbo uu abo re.

Colollel

Park l nspccts

tu, "Trailler"

gi\es
prospecti\T
aerial \)hoto.~r.\phers
,\
thorough
realistic training on the ,~round
hefore they take the .rir.
Operation
of the t r.uncr is intricately
clever. A cal)in is e'luil'l'ed with ,1 st.lIldard
camera and vicw finder. An InLlpe of !llOSaIC,
or aerial rna p. !llO\TS anoss the ~round ~Iass
in the ,ie\\' finder 111 the s.unc m.mncr ,;s the
Ltndscape mO\TS across the lie\\' tinder in 'I
l-cal .urpl.m«. The cahin can he tilted, and
"cr.ih" (turning of the pl.inc into the wind
to offset drift) can he int ro.lurc.! to require
corrections hy the 1)1l()to,~ra!)her.
Pictures arc not actually taken hI' the deI icc, hut
it docs record h;)\\, aCCLIr.;te.utu.r]
1,I,otos would h.ivr. lxcn. In these calculat ions it automatictlly
records the crah 'lnd
tilt the student had to overtorne.
"An a\'er'l,~e student"
says Colonel Park.
"will have ohtained sutJicient !)ractice after
ahout 10 lessons of I') minutes c.ul: to Like
luticalmapping
!)ictures as well as the m.ui
who has a ~reat m.mv hours of actual exI)crience in'the .ur." ;"his shortens colhiderahly the lonp hours of tli,~ht tr'linin,~ usu'llly nccess,lry for .ic-ri.rl I)hoto,~raphers,
This is not the tirst venture into I)hoto
experimentation
for (olonel
P,nk. He has
also huilt the Park aerial I)recision c.uncr.t
and is a \eter'ln of OITr a qu.utcrtni ll ion
square miles of tlyin,~ shutter work, He is
now on duty at Hollin.~ Field, \V.lshington,

Otl of the d,lI-k room of the Photographic
Section, Shaw Fiel,1. S C, Ius come an
irn prOlTd photo,l;ra!)hic delTlol)i n,l; formu l.r
\1h ich not only removes ddelts in O\Tr-age
film hut increases shaq)ness of detail.
The formula was discOlered after a month
oi patIent experimentin,l; hy Corporal Stele
Couzeas and Pfe. Clarence Leino. It is a
delTloper Iormul.r th.u pnn'ides for normal
Ii1m speed, ,l;ood tone r.uu;c. norm.rl contr.is: .ind line grain. E\Tn when !)hoto,l;raphs
<1!T enLtr,l;ed
up to a hundred times their
orlpin.t1 size, they still retain their deLlil
.in.] contain a minimum .unount of l;r.lin.
In the new mixture,
which i~ called
"Le,l;o," there is 'I preponder'll1le
of sodium
s,"focpllate.
According
to its discO\erers
a ne«: I'or rnul.r can he mixed .u a cost of
7') cents .t ,t.;allon .m.] it lLlS excellent keeping qu.i lit ic-;

B-17dA

D.c:.

Ca/Jtaill L B. W bit field, ,\IacDil! Field,
sbo us a prospccti re gllll/ler of the Third

The colonel he,l;,ln work on his t r.uncr
heiore he ('lIl1C into the AII' I--or,es,\\o
years ago_-S/;!.
jde/; /111/;(11, LOlli) Field.

Bomber
Co 111/11,/1,,1 t lu: filler poillts
of
a cria! gllll/ler)'
Oil his
t urret-nt ouut ed
sb ot gllll.
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:\1\\'
.ii r filter, dl:\cloped
hy Colonel
Leslie C. ,\Iulzer, comnunding
onicer of
the i\lx])ill
Field SubDepot,
Florida, has
simplified m.urucn.uuc
of the Flying Fortress and incrc.rscd engine dJiciency hy -"00
«. roo I)ucenl.
The filter, I)erfected and first put into ex!)uimental
usc ,tt '\L!c])ill
licld, is now
sL\!1lbrd elJllil'menl on ,tIl H-I7s.
By co\uillg
the .iir int.ik« opening and
!'Iclcntin,l; !',Irticles thrown lip by the proI'ellers Irom ,ICLLlmul.ltinl; in the enl;ine. the
ne\1 del icc h.1' Kert s,lI~d and gri"t out of
the r.ul.urcror in.lurt iun system and gre'ltly
len,l;thened the opcr.uioria l period of Fortrl'sse, lct we-en ovcrh.url ing,
lkiore ado!,tion of the filter the :l\CL1,l;e
I'uiod of oi'eLltion for 13-17 en,l;ine W,IS .to
hours.
Colonel
.\lulzer's
invention
has
hoosted this time to .IS high 'IS 700 hours,
I)\' miriimizrnj: the we,tr on the piston rJllt.;S.
, "OUl'
chic;' trouhle before.'
the col')J\eI
cxpl.unx. "1\,lS fl'.ltherJn,l; of I'iston rings,
but the nltcr h.i-. counter,llted
this."

ALASKAN
He'd have to he a weather-hardened
poet,
to be sure. The Aleutians
arc up where
th.. weather begins.
Strictly impartial,
the
weather protects friend and foe alike. But
too often the unprcdict.ibk- mists that sweep
over Kisk.i Harbor
provide the Hirohito
clan with the afternoon,
and sometimes the
next ,lay or two, to repai I' the damage that
bombers and fighters h.ivc spent all morning inflicting.
Crewmen of the Air Force up there don't
bother to pray for imp'trtiality,
or decent
weather.
All they ask is h,lif-decent,
even
tenth-decent
wc.uhcr
any kind of weather
th.it will gi\e them two or three shots at
Ki-k.i the same day; if possible, for two or
three days in a row.
after a summer and fed I of it. the Air
l'orce has gro\\'n used to the wc.uhcr and
used to life in the Aleutians, despite the fact
that life goes on pretty much the same ,Lty
after day, After Dutch Harbor, he,ld,\u'lrtel's became the a,h,ll1ced base from which
Lll1d-based planes operated durin,~ the r.ud.
On th.it gray, treeless ivl.m.], home lxr.unc
'1 tent du,~ in ag'linst str.ding, and friendly
ri\<tlry dC\clol'nl
over who:«: tent would be
best prep,ned
for the h.ir.! winter.
Revetments were du~ around e.«h tent; lumber
w.i-. carefull\' <'lh,l~ed"
to m.ikc doors and
sketch)' f1()(;rin~.
'I:he ,~L1SS th.it tried to
,
~row durin~ the summer turned out to be a
1',:le ,~reen' in color; a I,atch of r.rdishcs
I'Ltnted for a "I'ictory garden"
sent up
Sj'routs only one inch hi,l;h in three months,
\1('ells were dug almost .uiywhcrc to furnish
rook iru; w.it cr. The water \\'as close to the
surface .m.] di~~inl: W'IScaS\', The men even
found a W'ly t(')'uk~ a hot sl;ower, They dug
up a 55-g,tllon
w.it cr LlI1k, fitted
it with
intake and outlet spi,~ots and attached it to
a pipe of icy w.ucr. \Vhen the Welter reached
the right level they poureel fuel oil on top
and tos,ed in a match, Aftet' a decent intenal
of pyrotechnics,
they could risk a
warm. if some\\h,tt smoky. shower bath,
Life on the base has always been dominated by the constant raids on Jap instal l.it ions. And the long list of decorations
awarded since Dutch Harbor prO\es that the
A i I' Force t.ikcs its chances on fog and icc
.ind tricky crosswinds,
on long hops 0\ cr
water co Id cnou ~h to freeze a m.in in ..'()
minutes, and on' all the Zeros and ack-ack
the .laps can get into the air.
'Tor repeated day and ni,l:ht over-water
instrument
flights during icing conditions
in the A leutians to 'ItL1Ck an .u mcd cncnu ....
is the phrase most often used in otJici,li c[utions. "Going
the full r.inuc of the ship
without re~ard to the safety mar~in of Iuol."
is anothe;
phr.lse that appcclJ~s regu Ltrly,
Citations describe "f1i~hts in bad weather
under a ceilin~ of fran; 5() to )()() feet in .in
attack on an' cncmv n.rv.il concentration."
Still others cite transport missions carrl'in~
personnel
and vital supl,lies,
Hying' unarmed and uncscortcd
over hostile areas
BI'T

OFFENSIVE
patrolled by enemy craft. The list of citations is long, M,my of the awards have
been posthumous,
\1(/eather be ,Lunned, the battIc is being
won, The oo.up.uion
of Attu, Agattu and
Kiska islands Ius been h.u d to crack.
But .lap installations did not long remain
a lengthy over-water jump from the Dutch
Harbor area. Something new developed in
the Aleutians.
It started one morning as August drew
to a close, when a stLln~e collection
of
American surface craft w,;s herded within
the protecting area of its com'oy, The collection ranged from huge t r.insports to the little
tu ~ towin~ a four-masted schooner loaded to
th~ ,I:um\'~des with ,~'lsoline and a thous.uid
and one miscellaneous
items, Curtained by
fog, the surface \cssels headed westward.
Not a );11' I'lane m.ir rcd the lllU rky sky
or a .lap warship the gently rolling SCI as
the comoy crept .u a sn.ii l's pace !'ast the
rocky shores o{ the Andrc.inof IsLl11ds, The
ann.ul.i ruched
the shelter of the isl.uid
harbor without a shot being fired.
Til!: rattle of the anchor chains rn the
hawse pipes had sClrcely died away be {ore
the troops under full field equipment .l.unbcred down the rope nets into the LlndiJl,~
barl.';es. Dri\.in~ rain and hi~h seas soaked
Illo~t of them to the skin h:lt also assured
the ahsence of enemy air attack. Soon antiai rcr.ift and CO,lStb.ut cric-; were set up along
the low hills to support the guns on the
ships covcriru; the Ltndin,~ operations. Jeeps,
command cars, t rucks and cateq,i liar t r.ictors began sphsllln,~ tow.ir.] the bc.uh.
There were not enough
trucks to go
around, but that didn't stop them,
From
pilot to tail gunner, crews pitched in and
r.uric.], mostly on their hacks, all of their
equipment
from the beach to the airfield
that was LIst t.rk iru; shape under the noisv
pushinj; of the E~,~ineers' bulldozers
an:1
cats, Then for 1 () ,Ltys the men of the Air
Force ate out of tin r.ins and got hy with
only snatches of sleep,
The expedition landed on a Sunday morning, August:;o,
The lighter planes
PCCI'
shooters they call them
drol'I'ed
out of
the sky Sept em her I I onto as smooth ,I run-

KISKA

way as could be found anywhere--that
is,
anywhere in the Aleutians. Two days later
came the B-2 is, Although
the .laps on
Ki,ka did not know it, the mission that
paid them that hlasting vixit on historic
September ].j took ott from an island airfield that had been nothin~ but an urunhabited waste of tundra-cO\e'red
volc.mic rock
just 15 days before.
That was the ooupation
of the Andreanofs, which based the Army Air Forces
some 2()() rni lcs from Kisk a Island.
It didn't change the weather.
Nothing
could change that. But the occup.u ion of
the Andreanofs
placed the Air Force within
ji;,~hter striking distance of the J'lpS in the
Aleutians.
It permitted scenes like this:
In his headcllluters
hut on one of the
Andreanof
islands, Major \X'ilhur Miller,
lighter s'lu,ldron commander,
s.it at the end
of his cot and leaned ag'linst his "desk,"
improvisc«]
from an empty ammunition
p,'ckin,~ box. wh il« he called the roll from a
pocket notebook
on his knee.
Squadron
pilots, many of them with .lap 1,lanes to
their credit, amwCI'ed cluickly as their names
were read ott. Stuflinl: his notehook back in
his pocket, Major l\li'lier tore ott a I,iece of
wLlpping p,q,er from a p,lcl-.:,l,l:eunder the
cot .uid sketched a rou!~h semi-circle representln,l; Kiska Harbor.
"You all know that harbor well cnouuh
hy th is ti me," he began ina tone as ronvorx.u ion.r] as tholl~h he were out l i n iru; a
t r.rininj; Hight inst~'ad of the I,Lln for 'the
next day's mission, "so I wont need a nul',
Hr-rrx the dOI'e {or tomorrow,
"\1(le'll follow the photographic
ship over
and rendezvous f1\'e mi les southeast of I.itt Ie
Kisk.i."
He outlined a circle route C1St of
the li.irhor and drew a line. "\1('e'll come in
on the south side of Little Kisk.i;" he said.

No\x', our objectives
are anti-aircraft
guns alone this time, The hom bus ha\'e
been getting it pretty heal'} and we've ,I:ot
to knock ott every gun we can before they
come over. \\Ie'li have two minutes to get
in and out hef are the bombers arc due so
we'll have to ,~et out of the w'ly fast."
He looked up to impress his audience
and pushed b.uk his fedora hat, with its
major's
leaf pinned on the front of the
round, uncreased crown; it WilS the only
relic of civil i.m life on the ixl.ui.].
"I don't want anvonc w'lnderin~ around
ch'lsing .hps tomol~row." he w,n'ned, "so
Iccl\c the clmp areas alone,"
He joined in
the gl'in that sprccld around the circle of
faces, He referred to an incident which had
gil' en the Ai I' Forces its biggest laugh to
date. The incident occurrcd during '1 strafing
r.u.] not unlike the one they were now prepilrin,l: for. One of the fi,l:hter pilots had
cllJght '1 .lap with his pants down
literally.
\X'inl:in~ in low over the Clmp area on
Kisk~l, l;c found himself hClI'inl: down directly in the path of a Jap da'shing halfdressnl from a lent and runninj, for more
solid rover. The pilot ,I:ot to Ltughing so
h.i rd 'It the little ti,I:UITwit l: the huge strides
i h.u he almost
forgot to pull the trigger.
'1'1

"Now for those who weren't over this
morning,"
the Major continued,
"the antiaircraft guns haven't been firing when we
come at them. The Japs have heen keeping
their heads below the revetments until we
get past 'em and then popping up to shoot
as we're going away. The wing men have
got to watch that. When they pop up to
fire at the lead plane, the wing man has got
to knock 'em down a,l;ain.
"Joe, you follow 11K in. We'll go in over
the south side of the harbor, ci rcle around
and duck out over that ridge just before we
get to the head on the north side. We'll
circle off shore until the bombers
ha\'e
dropped everything,
but don't get away.
"Chuck, your flight will go in over the
north head and swing around to come out
toward the southwest. Tom and Bill, I want
you to be top cover and stick pretty close
to the photographic
plane.
One of those
Zeros might get too close. Red, your flight
goes straight in for those ships in the harbor.
The bombers say the most accurate antiai rcraft fi re is coming from that destroyer
and that other ship you'll lind nc.ir it. Come
in low, deck [eve] or lower if you can. The
J;IPS can't get those guns of theirs down
very well.
"Mac
you're to spend all your time
looking for submarine nets. I don't C;He if
you don't fire a shot. Don't. unless someone
shoots at you. You fellows with the P-Ws
wi II go wi th a bomber t1Llt'S to look over
Gertrude
Cove on the south side of Kiska.
Somebody thought they S'IW a couple of subs
in there this rnorninu.
If you don't find
anything,
you run come over and join us.
There's a little val ley that runs from Gertrude CO\'C almost over to the harbor, but
bc careful you don't get tangled up with us.
You'd hettcr w.u! until the bombers have
finished and you'll only have Joe and me
to watch out for in case we have to come
back for another shot at those float planes
ju~t north of the dummies.
Any questions

now?"
"What time do we take off?"
"Who's
going ,"
The Major pulled out his notebook ag.lin
and read off a list of fumes.
"The rest of you will get to go in the
afternoon
jf the wc.uhcr holds out," he
s.rid. "Takeoff will be at 7: 1 'i. Be there at
a cjuarter of seven. You can get chow starting at a qu.irtcr of six. Any of you that
haven't got alarm clocks be sure to tell the
sergeant so he can wake you in plenty of
time. Now get a good night's sleep."
Next morning, back in the headquarters
hut of Brigadier General William O. Butler,
commanding
general of the Air Force, a
little group of officers and enlisted men sat
huddled around the radio. On schedule to
the minute,
they could hear the rasping
voices of their fighter pilots. punctured with
static, as the pea-shooters
dove down over
their targets at Kiska.
"Look out, Bill, there's one above you."
"Take that one, Ed, I'll «over."
They drew closer to the radio to try to
make out the voices. It didn't take much
'10

imagination to picture the hurricane of fire
being loosed by the .)OS, the .50s and the
.,7 mrn. cannon from the pea-shooters. Then
r.une slurp commands over the Lidia as the
bombers swung into action. A few minutes
of breathless, unseen action and then out of
a welter of calls, answers and hurried warnings a strange voice was hc.ir.] clearly.
"\Vhere you going now, Eddie ,"
The J'lp radio Opu'ltor on Kiska eve-n
had the name right as he tried to draw out
the raiders' next'mO\c.
There was a fraction of a second of rcl.itrvc silence; then came the answer in an
unmistakable
Texas clenched-teeth
drawl
that not even a throat mike could hide.
"None of your god dam huxincxs, you .lap
---~ I'll blow your radio shack off th.it
damned island."
A torrent of profanity drowned out the
static and fairly made the little t.ihlc Lidia
at headcluarters writhe. The C;enera! pushed
b.uk his chair and threw up his hands. "I
thollght I knew some CllSS words," he rnuttcrcd.
Then came the .lap voice ag.lin. a little
less wcl l disguised this t imc in the he.it of
the excitement.
"Co~n~, back here, you American.
You clte.
"We'll come hack, don't you worry. \,('ith
more homhs, you.
"
Then a sharp call for the PHY rescue
ship. The call hrought the little ,group to
the edge of their chairs.
"1'-)') down just west of Little Ki-k.i,"
it said.
The group around the r.idio exchanged
~lances. That would be .i lmost in the mouth
'of the harbor.
"Drop a life raft. somebody." they heard
next. Then:
"WhC're is it' \X'hC're is it' Can't sce it
f rom here."
group
around
the radio at headqua rtcrs discussed the chances of the fallen
fi,~hter pilot as the planes returned from
the r.iid,
All the B-2is
returned;
all the peashooters hut one came hack. In little knots
along the runway the crews talked excitedly.
"I saw him get out of his ship," said a
pilot. "He was floating on his hack w;l\'ing
me on but I don't know whether the PRY
found him or not. It was pretty close to
those guns of Little Kisk.i."
"Maybe the Japs picked him up," added
another. "He came down just outside the
harhor."
Lieutenant A. T. Rice, who got two of the
five .lap float pLll1es hagged that da)" swore
softly to himself. "I'd trade the two I got
in a minute for the one that knocked him
down," he said.
The ground crews were swarming over
the pea-shooters,
removing empty ammunition helts, checking motors and surveyiru;
the bullet holes in wings and fuselage.
"Hey, Sarge, I need a new aileron."
A
tall, rangy pilot who looked as though he
never would be able to fold himself into
Tfll'

the cockpit of a P- 39, wiggled the left aileron, half shot away by an enemy anti-aircraft
shell. "Here's something for the scrap metal
collection, Sarge, hut the controls worked
OK all the way home."
Another pursuit pilot turned over in his
fingers a hullet he had fished out of the ammunition compartment
in front of the cockpit and whistled softly to himself. "I won.
der where that one carne from,"
A slap on
the hack jarred him.
"\'«ell, Jack, I'll tell you. It carne from
the late Tom Tojo, or mayhe he was Sam
Saki, pilot of one Zero Ho.it plane just
fresh deceased. He's now lish food in Kiska
h.ulor. ,:hanks to your \ery tine work as
a decoy.
"Decoy, hell. I never even saw him. All
I saw was tracer bullets whizzing by both
sides of the cockpit and I sure pulled in my
e1hows, WhC're did he come from ,"
His companion
shrugged
his shoulders.
"Search me. All of a sudden he just 'lp'
peared out of the nowhere into the here, a,
my Dad used to say to me. He flew right
into my sights,
practiClJIy,
One burst
cI id it."
Jack .gulped ever so slightly. "Thanks.
Pod, I owe you th rce beers. Those Zeros
sure can climb like hell and turn on a dime,
hut I wouldn't
trade this old battlewagon
for one of them." He counted an even dozen
huIlct holes in the wings and fuscJal;e.
"Those Zeros r.ui't Like it\'
On the other side of the landing strip the
bam her crews were stretching their legs and
sti,kin,g their fin,~ers curiously into hullet
holes. In one B-2 1, just .rbovc the side gunners' port, there was a hole about the size
of a porterhouse
steak, the jagge,l edges
cuning
outward.
An ambulance rolled to
'I stop
beside the plane and a leather clad
figure slid slowly to the ground from the
rear floor hatch. He was holding a bloody
rag to his mouth. Two stretcher hearers
cJuickly grabhed him hy the arms and placed
him on the stretcher.
The tail gunner stuck his head out of the
side port. "Skippy's
,dl right, fellows. all
the Japs got W'IS his moustache,
He can
grow another one in six months."
, As the stretcher was heing lifted into the
ambulanrc. the top turret .gunner rushed lip.
"S'IY, Skip, I got that guy. He Cline up
from below shootinj; into the bomb hay as
soon as the doors were opened and was too
low for me to get at, hut when he climhed
around to get on our tail I g'l\e him hell.
Have you ever pulled both ha rrcls on a
partridge)
A II you can sec is feathers. That
Zero got e\'erything
I had left. almost )00
rounds, and all you could sec was feathers."
So it goes with the Air Force in the Aleutians, d~y in, day out, in fai r weather sometimes, hut mostly foul, with no one able to
tell from one hour to the next what the
weather will be. During the winter months
the gale comes in at 100 miles an hour or
more, and sometimes it lasts for days,
Not long ago the hays were suggesting
that a S(J()-pound homb be rigged as a wind
sock,
c,
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The distaff side is fighting
too-shoulder
with
air

men
depots

throughout

A

to shoulder
workers
and

in

offices

the nation.

e,"eryonc knows about the \'{T A FS
---the first women fliers in the history of the Army Air Forces. The announcement
that 50 civilian pilots would
form
the \Vomen's
Auxiliary
Ferrying
Squadron
to deliver training
and liaison
craft from factory to field has aroused
nation-wide
interest. And justifiahly so.
But not so well known is the fact that
for e\-cry woman flying an Army plane,
more than 1,000 women arc serving the
Air Forces on the l.:round. That means a
civilian army of so~e 55,000 women behind the men behind the planes.
Personnel
ofJicers tell us it is only the
heginning.
The Technical
Training
Command, for instance, is planning for the day
when ijo percent of all its civi li.m employees will he women. The Air Service
Command
estimates that in the future 7)SO percent
of the civilian employees in its
supply dep'lrtments,
50 percent in its engineering
departments
and so percent at
its Headquarters
e\entually
will he women.
At our huge air depots and husy suhdepots former waitresses,
now slack-clad
and goggled, puncture sheets of metal with
powerful
electric drills;
heauty operators
have traded hnir-rur liru' l.:adl.:ets for flaming acetylene torches:' cc\-ed's drive "elephant" trains; mothers who not long a,!!O
were darninl.: junior's socks now stitch fahric wing s:lrfaces and pack parachutes;
salesgirls
and housewivc-,
in fume-filled
rooms spray paint on fuselages;
school
teachers
operate
hanlklws
on precision
woodwork
tasks: high school gradu,tlcs in
their first johs h.unmcr sheets of tin into
rihs, and clean and repai r generator ethics.
Xx/omen dispatchers direct pl.mc-. in .m.]
out of McClellan Field. Ctlifornia.
\X'omen
teach parachute rig/.:ing an.] teletype oj'eration to the men of Chanulc Field. Illinois.
Women train as greasc:-monkeys at 1\Ltxwell
Field, Alahama.
\Vomen study to lxxornc
radio instructors
at Scott licl.], Illinois.
Women opeute pr int iru; machines at Duncan Field. Texas. \X'omen rcp.ur a irrr.tf t
radios at Hill Field, utah, \Voillen sene as
dental hL!!ienists at the Sam.r Ana Air B,lse.
\X/oillen t r.un at Bowman Field, Kentucky,
and Randolph
Field, Texas, as dortorx'
assistants
for actual flight duty in .icria!
ambu l.incc«. \Vomen 11;I\e Liken over the
p'lracllllte del',trtment at LlI1gley Fic:I,1, Virginia, \Vomen ,L1Sh ahout Keesler Field,
Mississippi, as nKssengers on motor scooters and hicycles, \X'omen drive trucks, st.uf
cars, and jc:eps at dozens of ai rfields.
As Air Force pmcu rcrncnt insl'ectors at
scvcr.i l aircraft
plants, women check the
work of other women employees to sec that
!.J\fOST
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it meets

ril.:i,! gO\'Crnment rcquircmc-nt s.
etr'tll;!.:r,;phers and gc:olo,!!Il,tl survc:y d r.ift swomcn do highly detailed nul'
work, Others sene as meteorologists
and
weather clerks.
At \Vright
Field's enormous Matc r icl Center,
women work as
mcLlliurgists,
physicists, acron.iutir.rl en,!!iricers. chemists. stat ist ici.m-. and economists,
A~; l.ibor.uorv tcchnici'lils. they de\elop pictures in photo,!;r'll'hic d.uk roorns, test and
an.i lvzc m.ucri.rls, conduct cxpcruncnts with
gLtss and pLtstics.
Thousands
more sit hehind tYJ,e\niters,
husiness m.uhincs,
telq,hone
switchho,trds
and teletYJ'e machines 'It nc.t rlv nery Air
Force field and station in the country, Cunp
\\(Tomen

lihr.u ians. service cluh hostesses. auditors,
clel'ks, hookkeC!1lTs. I),t1'- labore-rs. g'lrdc:ncrs. janitors. l.umdrcsxc«, cooks. "-'ills of all
t r.ulc-," keeping
'em flying--cjuietl1',
elliciently and without f.rnf.uc.
A few months ago fliers were astonished
to he met hy womt-n driving
tugs, and
urcase-sme,lred
ladies in sLtck~ cLu'nhering
on their "Ltnes .in.] Liking over. But the'y
arc !!ettin!! more .in.] more accustomed to
ShOl;t ing: '" Hey, lady. how's about gassing
up and checking the tail wheel~"
The 1irst .illwom.m .urcr.if t maintenance
crew took over a damaged multi-motored
!,LlIle rrtcnt ly at Ell ington Fiel,1, 'lcx.rs,
Other fields arc followil\!! suit. Cirl graduAIR F()!«T.

f)ccell/ber,
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and skill to her radio re ptlir uorle.
atcs of a Texas aircraft
school proved
to he
such
capahle
mechanics
that
their
tlyin~
school hosses at Lubbock
Field arc look irnfor more like them. Maxwell
Field opcnc.]
the Air
Forces'
first
aircraft
school
for
women
last sprin~.
The school
now turns
out experienced
workers
who can take a
smud~e
on the chin and like it.
At the O~dcn
Air Depot
at Hill Field.
Utah,
which
serves
:IS supply,
repair
and
maintenance
station
for
the
mountain
states, you will find more than 2.()()O women .tt work and another
thou-and
in t r.unin,!.:, You'll
sec middle-a~ed
women,
their
faces visible behind
plexiglas
masks,
operatin,1.; lathes and milling
machines.
repair-

A ueat spot weldhlg

job is bundled
/I/"ofessiol/all)'b)'
Miss [eannc Brad v,
Bcl o u, "(iss Jackie l l osclral l .,peetls
iin po rt a nt war III essa ges 0 III heir 1I 'ay.

in~ and making
parts for the planes
their
sons arc flying.
Many of the younger
ones
g~.t someone
to look
after
the ch ild rcn
~\'hile they take their places in the a inr.u t
elect ricity shop. the cloth-cutting
rooms and
the enl.;ineering
section.
Scores
of school
tead1l:r's
from 'the Rocky
Mountain
St.ucs
wed
their
summer
v.u at ions to work
as
classified
lahorers;
some
arc staving
on,
You'll
sec them nailing
cases shut, s;)rtinl.;
.in.! packing warehous~
supplies
and keq~ing hundreds
of thousands
of machine
pMts
in order as suppl)'
clerks and stock tracers.
\'J(lith few variat ions. it's the same story
:It an)'
hig Air Force
suppl)'
station.
A't
I\1cClellan
Fielll women
water the acres of
,I.;reen lawns that surround
the depot build
inl.;s. opcr.itc electric rnowinj.
m.uliincs. .md
tri'm the tall evcrurccn
shr'uhs which
I.;i\'e
c
,
the place a country-estate
appear:mce
t h.it
hel ies the acti\'ity
inside. Between
the warehouses.
you sec I.;ir Is--" stock chasers."
they
cdl
the;ll
coll~cting
and deli\'ering
supplies from one pMt of the field to another
with small
tractors.
Out on the runwa)'s.
other women sit atop tugs, with flag markers
in their hands, ,I.;uidin,t-; a plane to its I,ark.
in." sp,Ke. \Vhen
the pilot leaves his ship
.m.l enters the opcr.u ions otJice he is checked
III h)' one
of four ~irls who have the distinction
of being
the first
full
crew
of

women
airplane
dispatchers
in the Nation.
"\'J(' e' rc uSll1g
women
dispatchers
as
,I.;uine;l pigs," their supervisor explains.
"\Xle
couldn't
get trained
men of non-draft
status
so we decided
to tr)' out the girls on a \'ery
toul.;h assit-;nment
to sec if they could take it.
Th~y
can~ We selected
these
girls
from
dozens
who came in when \\T sent out the
r.i ll. \X'e required
that the)' h.iv« a good
educational
hackt-;round
and know
how to
study, he 25 or under,
ha\'e emotional
st.ihilit)'. better than avcraj;c tact and an excellent mcmor)'.
After
all. it's up to them to
,I.;et these planes
in and get 'em out again.
That's
a pretty
tall order
hut these
girls
h.ivc certainly
measured
up to it. and the
results of our experiments
should
pro\'e to
others
that women
can do the joh." Three
of the I.;irls arc collel.;e I.;raduates.
One was
a SdlO~1 teacher.
Th;. f(~urth is the wife of
an

Air

Forces

flier

who

is on combat

duty

overseas.
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foreman
in the woodwork
section
at
McCk ll.m points out :1 .Iirninuuv«
brunette
as a tYl,icd woman
worker
under his supervision.
"For weeks she spent an extra three
hours
a nit-;ht in cLlsses,
in addition
to
wor kiru; he~ rel.;ular eidlt
hours."
he comments. '''She is l\ainsLlk'in,l.;. ClP;lhlc and amhitious.
She's had three
r.usc:s in the fcw
months
she's been wo rk irn; here and now
is nukin,g
about S I.SOO a }'Clr."
The ,I.;irl in question
is absorbed
in an
intricate
wood
pattern.
hut stops her m.r.hinc to answer :l'luestion.
"Dull)
Heavenno. This is the most Llscinating
joh I ever
had." She points to t hc hlueprint
hefore her.
"You
sec, we arc gi\'en
one of these.
and
then we just go ahead
and nuke
lip whatncr
it says. I rca lly don't
know what jlart
of the plane
I'm making.
But it can't hecome horint-;. hecause as soon as I finish this
ti,er ,I.;i\e l~le another
hlucpr in: ;1l1d I st.ut
.rll mer from sc r.uch. The toughest
part of
it was getting
used to reading
blueprints,
')1

but once you get on to it, it's fun." Here's
hew a goggled,
red-haired,
32-year-old
welder at the same field sums up her job:
"Whoever said this was a routine job didn't
know what he was talking about. I've been
a saleswoman,
worked in stores and oHices
and done all sorts of white-collar jobs, but
I'll take this any day. I'd like this type of
work after the war. The men in this section
treat me just like one of the gang and that's
what I want."
The blonde working with an electric drill
nearby happens to be the national women's
pistol champion.
In her off-duty hours she
organized an auxiliary police squad made up
of several women at the field and has taught
them the finer points of target shooting.
In a large, sun-lit room upstairs several
women sit on high stools bending
over
flight instruments.
With a patience which
some women arc credited with possessing
to a greater degree than men, these gi rls
make repairs and adjustments
on delicate
pressure and balance instruments
requiring
100 percent precision operation.
Ticklish
work, this. Very little talking goes on in
this room; wholesale concentrating
doesn't
permit it.
In one corner, with a half dozen tiny tools
spread before her, a serious young woman
is adjusting a bank and turn indicator. She
is not to be disturbed. At another bench a
woman in her mid-thirties
reveals that she
sold orthopedic supplies before joining the
Air Forces. At the moment she is assembling parts that make up flight goggles and
packing them in xrn.ill containers.
"We han: thousands of pai rs of goggles
to pack and we try to do as many as we can
between repair jobs," she comments. "Every
once in a while, just for fun, I slip a little
note into the box before I close it. Somehow
it makes me feel closer to the boys who'll
be wearing
those goggles
.. What do I
write? Oh, I just wish them luck, that's all."

IN

the optical section, women work on
cameras and camcr.r guns. Several of them
in the darkroom
have taken men's places
a'i laboratory technicians. They develop and
enlarge sections of mosaic negatives from
an a~rial observer's r.uncra an~1 later piece
them together to form a large-scale view
which sometimes rovers an entire wall. This
is not as simple as it sounds and getting
these various pieces of an unknown aerial
view to fit into a glorified jig-saw puzzle
requires considerable
skill. The girls have
been doing the work for several months
now and arc as expert at it as the men.
"I have a hoy-friend in the Air Forces." one
of them explains, "and I wanted a job that
had to do with flying. This fills the bill."
At Duncan Field, at Sheppard, Patterson,
Langley,
Will Rogers, the Spokane
Air
Depot and at several other large stations
you find women comprising from 30 to 50
percent of the mechanic-learner
classes, and
the figure will probably rise sharply in the
next few months to meet the increased demands imposed upon the aircraft mainten.mce division of an air force stepped up
')'1

to 2,000,000
men.
By the end of the
year, it is estimated
that 50 to 75 percent of the civilians in technical and mechanical positions at these depots will be
women.
This calls for an extensive training program, now under way in every part
of the country.
Women who left peacetime jobs, usually in fields widely divorced
from the mechanical,
arc gin:n aptitude
tests to determine
their skills in metal
and fabric work and instrument
repairing.
Occasionally,
classes arc conducted
right in the shops of the field itself, but

Our Women Pilots
no time for glamour
in the
Women's
Auxiliary
ferrying
Squadron. The first contingent
recently
completed a tough, four-weeks'
Armyconducted refresher course at the New
Castle Army Air Base near Wilmington, Delaware,
and are now ready to
ferry light planes from plants to Air
Force fields.
Women who want to fly with the
WAFS must meet the same rigid requirements
as regular
civilian ferry
pilots. They must have 500 hours flying time, cross-country
experience,
a
commercial
license of 200 hp. rating,
high school education,
American
citizenship and must be between 21 and
35 years of age. They'll
keep their
civilian status and will be paid $3,000
a year.
Heading
the organization
is Mrs.
Nancy
Harkness
Love, 28 year-old
pilot who has been flying for 12
years and has 1,200 hours to her
credit. Miss Jacqueline
Cochran,
as
director
of women's
flying training
for the Army Air Forces, will train
women in cross-country
flying as part
of a program
to create a pool of
trained women pilots from which the
\X' AFS can draw to meet future needs.
THERE'S

more often in nearby Cities. The avcr.u;c
ciass lasts about three months. During this
time, the students arc paid $75 a month,
the same as aviation cadets. With the exception of Maxwell Field's school exclusively
for women mechanics, most of these classes
arc co-educational.
The women spend 40 hours a week in
classes and in the shops. During two weeks
of initial basic training, they arc taught the
background
work they'll need in repairing
and taxiing planes. Then they are divided
up for specialized tr.iininj; in airplane engine rncch.tnirs and sheet-metal
work. Instructors have found women apt pupils and
willing workers. They arc put to work on
virtually all jobs except final engine installation and landing gear assembly. Hundreds
of depot graduates, who agree to go anywhere in the country. arc sent to other fields
and sub-depots.
Currently,
the National

Youth Administration
also is conducting
preliminary
courses in aviation mechanics
for girls between 17 and 25 at many State
centers ncar lar,ge depots. They are paid I
S IO.RO a month plus room and board for
four months. After that, most of them arc
sent to the nearest Air Service Command
installation for further training.
An urgent need of the moment is for
women radio instructors. They are needed
to teach radio operation,
radio repair and
radio code to enlisted
men of the Air
Forces Technical Training Command. Many
are in training; hundreds more can be used.
If they have I1ad previous radio training, or
possess a commercial or amateur radio oper.itor's license, they can qualify for a studentinstructor's
rating. They are sent to Scott
Field, the parent radio school of the Army
Air Forces, for a three months'
intensive'
course under experienced civilian and Army
instructors.
They receive $1:;) a month
while tra ininu and on graduation
are appointed junior' instructo;s at $2,000 a year.
Women with more extensive radio experience can c]ualify for other instructorships
at
$2,(,00 and $:;,200.
It's not an easy life.
These women instructors put in seven hours
a day, six days a week, on an early shift that
hegins at the crack of dawn or a late one
that doesn't end until 10: 30 at night.

IN the field of meterology several girls
already arc working for the Directorate of
Weather as "junior scientific aides," compiling weather maps, doing cryptanalytic
work, engaging in research on oceanography
or making olim.ua louica! studies.
Hundr~ds of the~e women workers left
comf ortahle homes to live in over-crowded
rooms, vacant school buildings, dormitories
or any place they can find: frequently
in
towns and cities from 5 to 7) miles away
from installations where they arc employed.
Many fields have set up government trailer
camps adjacent to the reservation pending
completion
of housing projects. Hill Field
has )00 units in its "trailer town," all of
them limited to married depot workers and
their families. At \'('endover
Field, Utah,
the housing problem for girls employed at
the field was so acute the Army gave single
girls permission to rent trailers. Two girls
live in each trailer and pay $(, a week rent.
They arc clean and adequately
furnished
with a double studio couch, table, chairs,
cupboards
and kitchenette
with running
water. Bathing facilities arc located in community huild'ings;
water is anything
but
plentiful
and its usc is often limited.
Girls less fortunate than those living in
trai lers at Wendo\'Cr
have had to rent
small, crowded
frame
motor-court
type
"houses" for rents of $(,0 to $RO a month.
At present there is practically no recreation
for these women when the day's work is
over, and the nearest town of any size is
140 miles away. But you'll hear no word of
protest. They like to watch the huge fourmotored bombers fly overhead and know
that they have had something
to do with
the bombers' being there.

SQUARE
(ColllilJ!led

Booby Traps!
A

GFR~rAN
I'lane
hrought
down
over Malta W,IS e'juipl'ed with a
new type of radio. \X'hen the British 'Ittempted
to remove the radio, an explosion killed fi\'e men.
A Nazi officer in captured Sevastopol
turned on a water faucet in his new
headquarters.
An explosion ripped out
the ent irc floor.
A British Commando on a raid acroxs
the channel kicked open the door of
what seemed to be a peasant" s home. The
enti rc house blew up.
In each case "booby traps" were responsible.
A "booby trap", so named
for obvious reasons, is any form of concealed mechanism
desi~ned to be set
off inadvertently
by 'the enemy or
worked automatically by means of a time
dnice.
"Booby traps" rely on surprise
for their success. Hence, the operating
mechanism is either covered or made to
resemble some harmless object.
A German whistle was found lying
on the Aoor of an officer's lJuarters.
When the whistle was blown, the vibrating pea hit a striker which caused
an explosion.
When the British captured Agedabia
in Africa, the entire
town was mined with both anti-tank
and armor-piercing
cxpoxivcs.
In the midst of these cout riv.mrcx,
"booby traps" were found under many

guises. Innocent looking tar barrels had
been left along the ro.ul. In them were
found three large shells ri,~ged to explodc by electricity. Behind the doors
of most of the houses in Cvrcnaica, the
British discovered
wires 'which were
att.uhcd
to hand gren'ldes. They ex.
ploded when the doors were opened.
A f.tvoritc "booby trap" of the Germans
is the stick ~renade.
These
~renades arc left Iyin~ around, seemingly a part of captur~d booty. When
:1I1 attempt
is made to usc them against
their former owners. the grenades explolle inuncdi.ucly
without the usual
delay of a few seconds.
Traps usually arc set in groups in
order to reduce the chances of complete
ciiscovcry. A detected trap is a t iporf
that more will be found in the vicinity,
Very often an obvious trap is used to
mask a well-concealed
one nearby. Suspicious signs denoting the existence of
"booby traps" include the presence of
pegs, nails and pieces of wire or cord
for which there is no apparent use, traces
of camouAage and withered vegetation
indicating some attempt at concealment,
indications th.it an area has been carefully avoided and irregular footprints
or wheeled
traffic marks for which
there is no apparent reason.
\X'hat can be done to avoid these
death traps) If at al l possible personnel
of the Engineer Corps should inspect all
materiel in newly occupied territory.
Engineers
are fully trained to lor.uc
"booby traps" and well e'juil'ped
to
spring them h,trmlessly. If engineer personnel is not .rv.u lahl«. the use of extreme caution and good common sense
will go a long way in protecting you
from injury. Before entering a house
formerly occupied by the enemy, get
behind some protection and use a lorn,
pole to push open the door. Carefully
inspect e\cry object in the house to determine if hidden wires arc attached.
Don't move any furniture unless necessary. Act on the assumption that e\cry
object left by the enemy is a potential
"booby trap" and treat it accordingly. If
you find anything that looks suspicious,
mark it well so that other personnel
will recognize the danger zone.

PEGS
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Maxwell Field, when the Pearl Harbor epiSOlie took place. Since then, the motto in
psychology, as in many other fields, has been
"go as fast as you can with what you have."
"What you have" 1C<1\'esa lot to be desired. Many testing instruments, for instance.
require
specially-built,
delicate
timing
clocks. At present, it is hard to buy a stop
watch. But rapid progress Ius been made
and by now several of the early devices have
been replaced by shiny new models carefully
designed and engineered to meet the exactiny rcquircmcnt-, of the research specialists.
Only the ingenuity of the department has
enabled it to keel' up with the w.rrt irn« pace.
Priorities
were hard to ~et. Commercial
orders, when they did ar'ri\'C, were often
inaccu rate and useless. A commercial
peg
bo.ird of the type used in factory aptitude
tests,
for
instance,
arrived
impossibly
waq'ell. The psychologists turned clrl,cnters,
built their own peg board set to the desired i.ooou. of '1I1 inch accuracy.
A "sway test" to measure balance and fear
of height was ri,L:,L:edup from SCLlp metal
parts taken from the wrecked
airplane
"graveyard"
at Maxwell. Styluses used in
the stc.idines» test were made from ordinary
pencils with straightened
p'lper clips substituted for lead.
The usc of practical psychology to predetermine the probable success or failure of
Aiers is not new. Edward L Thorndike, Professor of Psychology at Columbia University,
did extensive work along this line in the
first \X'orld \X',lr. Some tests were developed
as the result of his research, but in the post.
war clamor for disarmament,
the program
was dropped.
Now many of the best known psychologists in the country are back on the job. In
charge of the Nashville C1assitication Center,
for example, is Major Lau r.m.c F. Shaffer,
former professor of psychology at Carnegie
Tech. Assisting him arc men like Captain
Frederick Wickert. who received his Ph. D.
Degree from the University of Chicago and
worked in aptitude testing with \X'estern
Electric Company; Captain Lewis B. Ward,
Ph. I). from Yale and former clinical worker
in this field; Captain Neal E. Miller, former
associate professor of psychology at Yale
and author of several volumc-, on the subject, and Lieutenant
Frank H. Boring, son
of Professor Edwin Borin~. director of the
psychological
laboratory
:It Harvard
Univcrsitv. Most of the enlisted men in the section I;a\e l\f.A. degrees: some have PhD's.
The profession which was called upon in
the last war to handle the vit a l, thou~h ncaativc, task of eliminating
mental i~comJ)etents, now finds its niche in a positive job
dca liru; with the brightest, quickest minds
and ablest bodies in the country.
Practical psychology
is thus saviru; the
nation millions of t[<lining dollars and, more
important,
saving a maximum number of
men for aerial combat by placing them in the
ri,L:ht jobs.
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PRELUDE TO DESERT COMBAT

the enemy demoralized
hy the fury of the
air assault, the ground
forces can strike
home
their own blow.
Like the hard
swinging right that follows the sharp left,
the tanks deliver the knockout.
Air support
of ground
forces consists
generally of four phases:
(1 ) The planned attack where the pl.incs
deliver their hlow .ucordiru; to the schcdulcs laid out in the combined operations
tent of the ad\'ancing
army.
(2) The attack delivered
hy the air
forces when a ground
commander
finds
himself
in trouble
and appeals for aid
through the air support p'lfty travels with
a division or a smaller task force.
(3) The "lead-in"
attack where high
flying,
speedy
pursuit-type
observation
planes spot a target and guide bombers
summoned
hy radio to the mark.
(1/)
The supply support de hued
hy all
types of planes in co-ordinated
action,
Of all the phases of air support, probahly the most specatcu lar, from an aerial
standpoint,
is the "lead-in attack."
During
one of the later problems
of the recent
desert maneuvers, this aerial blow was carried out with perfect timing.
A high flying p-l,', dodging in and out
among the clouds spots a column of dust
marking the movement of enemy vchitlcs.
The keen-eyed pilot is haffled hy the dust
and bv the heat distortions.
But he feels
that tJ;e column moving hclow might he a
ta rget. He estimates
the length
of the
column and flies f.rr out of sight and hearing, drops from his high level and returns,
But now he is flying low. Following the
contours of the ground, he approaches
at
an altitude of from 1 () to .'>()fed, Finally
he bursts on the convoy from behind the
screen of a 10\\' dune. Making a single p'ISS
under the protection of his 'own ,~uns, he
verifies the composition
of the column,
Is it a LH,get j Is there enough strength
present to make it protit.rhlc for .rir attack I
There arc tanh,
h.i ll't r.uk s. personnel
«.urir-r-; trucks
and ,guns, Thous.uid-,
of
men on the move.
The pilot of the ohsc-rv.it ion pl.in« pulls
.tw.r,: ahruptly,
He 1c,1\cs the iml're"ion
that his i,s merely 'I str.tlin,g enemy I,LlI1e.
But, actually he h.i-; a f.ir more deadly
nus-non.

Away from the column he climhs once
more, carefully 'l\oidlng
,my cont.ut with
enemy pl.mc-; S'lfcly free of the area. he
I'adios Air Supf,ol.t Hc.u lqu.irtcr«. He outlines the Lngd.
reports
its approximate
\t I ength, its route and 'If'\'arent dcst in.it ion.
But in the de\ert r'lpidly movini; armored
.o lumnx can he lost l.lsily. He is instructed:
"\Vatch
them. At ()l). i 'j meet hom hers
.it ....

"

Ihck at the airdrome
rt adiness
for a mission.

e\erythin,g
is in
Pilots arc brictcd

and. after an incredihly few moments. the
planes take off. Meanwhile,
hi,gh in the
'IiI'. keeping out of the way of the enemy
aircraft, the observation
pilot continues to
watch the enemy column, marked hy dust.
He waits until the last possible moment
before Icaviru; to keep his rendezvous.
Finally
he departs,
meets the attack
planes and guides them hack. This time
when he rOMS in at ')() feet he leads attack
planes loaded with destruction,
The blow
is struck home hard and--the
umpires decide, "bloody."
In this way the enemy can always he
kc pt from moving hy day, If he has to
move at night he doesn't have the freedom
of mO\Tm~'nt necess'lfy for victory in the
desert. And what nukes this type of attack especially damaging
is the fact that
the bombers arc alw'lys within radio ca ll
of Air Support Headquarters.
If necess'lry
they can he diverted
to other more important targets. It keeps the pLlI1es in usc,
making them an alw'l)'S eHecti\c \\C,lpon.
important
operation
is the resupplying of an armored b.ut.i lion hy .ii r.
According
to one problem set up at the
maneuvers, an armored battalion was locked
in hattie, unable to disengage.
Ammunition was running
low. Gasoline
supplres
were fast vanishing.
\V'lter and r.u ions
were needed.
Over his radio net the ground
commander asks for supplies. A;1 air support
p'lrty with a combat
command
of an
armored
division
picks up the request,
p'lsses it on hack to support command hc.rdquarters.
There,
after conferences
with
Ground Forces, G-.'>, the decision is nude.
The batt a lion will not he sacrdiced. It will
be supplied hy air!
At the airdrome where the hig tr.msport«
arc basc.], ,t ground supply otlicer nukes up
the stores needed to keep the lxut.i lion ,going:
one tire unit of ammunition,
a day's r.u ron
of food and welter and g'lsoline and oil for
the tanks and half tracks. The sUl'plies 'Ire
atLlChed to different colored p,tr.lc!llIll'S designed to aid the ground comm.mdcr
in
pi'cking up the most' necess,lry items.
ANCHIlFR

Ammunition
goes on chutes of one color,
water and rations on another, gasoline and
oil on a third. While ground men load the
hig planes, support command headquarters
co-ordinates
the operation.
Pursuit ships
must meet the transports and escort them
safely to the scene. Low \('\TI homhers arc
on hand to blast out enemy ack-ack and,
then. after the chutes arc lowered. to sweep
across and keep enemy heads down while
the supplies arc picked up.

By NOW the planes arc in the air and
the ground commander
knows that help is
coming. He has drawn up his vehicles in a
huge oval. The guns of the battalion arc
all trained
outward.
He has his panels
out indicating
the direction
of the wind
and the path along which he wishes the
transports to drop his supplies.
The homhers come over. then the transports, swini!-ini!- in ,It .j()() feet. From the
opened doors come the chutes. They fall
in clusters, mostly within the bivouac. The
chutes that fall outside arc retrieved
hy
tanks which mO\'C forward,
guns hlazing.
Men slide from the hatche; and douh'le
quick their way to the ammunition
chutes.
dragi!-ing them hack to the cO\Tring tank.
Later they will pick up the water. food and
i!-elsoline. But first they want the wherewithal to fight.
The attack bombers have kept the enemy
down while the ammunition
chutes arc rct ricvcd. The ammunition
is issued and the
enemy is driven hack suf1iciently to permit
i!-assing and distribution
of the food and
water.
Also, durirn;
the maneuver,
an
airhead" is cstablishc.]. Transport
planes land
1 ()()
tons of supplies at an improvised airdrome in the desert Ihts in an hour and a
half. Opcrat ions such as this explain the
Nazi success in Libya. Our own Army
ground-air
tc.un is m,tstering the task.
Exccsxive temperatures
and the constant
gritty sand flying about have created a maintcn.inrc problem comparahle to that experienced in Libya. And competent authorities
say that the Arncrir.m desert, on the average. is ten degrees hotter th.ui Eg}'J't.
"Simplest and most import.int of all the
maintenance
dodges."
Colonel
Lee explained,
"\\',tS one that entailed
a little
education.
\X1e Iud to teach the pilots to
stay out of each other's 1'1'01' wash. \'('hen
they,c:ct in the \\ash the iur.ikcs fill up with
sand, Simple enOlli!-h. hut \ery import.int ."
There arc nuny other important technic,tl
)'h'lses of m.uru cn.uuc. But most of them
arc secret, J'erLlinini!- to our own e(jui],mcnt. But Colonel Lee remarked:
"Our plelnes
the slu ps wcv« been usin,g
out here have stood up very well. \\'e
couldn't .ixk much more than wh.u we're
gettin,g in the way of pcrforrn.u»c."
A mcch.mir
\\ol'king
under
lights at
nipht was l'hiiosoJ'llIc.t1. S,lid he:
"Gotta keel' 'em flying. \\'e I rcquc-nt l,
work .i l] nic:hl. But it's wort h it to 'iCC
th(sc h.thies 'uke otf in the d.iwn rudy for
anythlllg. "
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The author. in his
flying radio studio.
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FI.F\X' ag:1inst
the .laps O\Tr Balj
and Jay;!.
I hL}' chasl'd
us out of
;ingaporl'.
We ran into them again fl)"ing
.unrnunition
from Northern
Australia
to
Port Moresby.
We were alwa)"s outnurn)ered in those: early days of the: war and,
,til in all, we took quite a licking. But even
.hcn we were sure the .lap Air Force would
!.;et a good drubbing
before it was oyer.
. My joh was radio operator. And I know
irst hand that a radio operator
is a mighty
mportant
man on e\'ery combat mission.
f that sounds like hra,!;p;ing it isn't meant
o be. I don't mean just me: I mc.m every
'adio operator.
And I can show you what
me.in.
But that's l..:ettinl..: ahca.] of rnv storvchout seven n;onths' ahead to he e~act. B';lCk
n November.
1 ')j I, we leit th« United
;tatl's on wh.u w.i-, to h.ivc hl'l'n a three.-eek suney
trip of the Ferry Command's
outhcrn
route to Africa.
Seven months
nd (J'.J(J hou rs of Jlyin,l..: t ime l.ucr we .rrivc.l back in the L; nitcd SLltl'S hI' lo.it
rom Australia,
Mc.inwiii!c,
we ha:J hel'n
i Egypt,
India, Singapore,
New Guinc.i,
.ust ra li«, Burma, Java and Bali,
\X! c W['J'l' in Egypt when we fi rst hc.u d
- the ourl-rc.ik
of W;Ir. Instructions
came
lrough
to pick up Lieuten;tIlt
(;ener;d
rctt in Cairo
and take him where
he
anted to go, And the only I' "ICl'S he w.uucd
I
l..:0 Wl'I'(' where
the fl!;lttinl..: was the
lickl'st.
Before
I got into tl;l' A rmy I
;ed to think that (;eneuls
st;lrcd a comirtahlc
d ist.uirc
aW;I)" from' th« .utu.i l
-htin «. But after
hl'inl..: with (;l'ner.tl
~ett,
changnl
my m'ind. He is the:
'oinl..:est" man lvc ever met.
'W~ took the Gencu]
to India and then
Australia
where he left us and we went
) to j.iva. That's
where the p:oing rl'.dly
it tough.
It's ;1Iways tough LIking a be.itE
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ing, But for the number of planes we had
down there, we did a lot of ;tl..:itatinl..:.
As radio operator
(I wa~ a T~chniul
Sergeant
at the time),
it was my complete
responsihility
to guide our plane in and out
of the combat zones. The Dutch and British
who were opcr.uiru;
the .mti-aircr.rft
l..:uns
had \ery itchy fil\~ers.
If the r.ul io 'n1;ln
didn't send in the ri!;ltt reco!;nition
si!;n;lls
at the ri!;ht time. h~ and h'is crew \~ould
probably'
be cited for valor, hut posthumously.
Some of the: t imc, p;lrticuLtrly
when flying ammunition
from Australia
to
Port Moresby, we flew without a na\'i,!;;ltor
so we could get the maximum
.unount of
cargo
into the plane.
It isn't chl'erful
flying without
a n;l\i,!;ator,
hut somcumcs
you just h.ivc to do it. And with .i ir r.uds
occurring
\Try often. it W,IS Uf1 to the radio
m.in to determine
whether
\\'[' would be
coming in under a bombardment.
were three signals \\T p;lid special
attention
to. Onl' W.IS CJCJ\X' which mc.mt
th.u the sl'ndin!; st.u ion was h.ivim; an air
r.iid alert, The'sl'cond
\\,IS a CJQCJ which
indiuted
tktt an air' r.u.! was in pro,!;ress.
And the most looked for W.tS the QQZ. or
";tli clear."
If thl' radio nun \\'.Isn't on the
be;:m .i l] thl' time, lie wou ld bl' hrin!;lI1!; his
I'Lme into his st.u ion with ;mtr-;Iirc'r,tt't nrin,!; at him from hcnc;uh ;lnd J;lP homhers
glTdin!; him from above.
bTl;
with all our prq1.tr.ttion
and the
const.mt
w.uxhirn;
of our ;lssi!;ned
frc
(jul'nc)'. w« got 'into a lot of "trouhle. I
reml'lnher
when we were tn'in" to "d [rom
Runuoon,
Burma, to BanJol'l~~.
J~\a. \X'e
told B,tLlyi;l that we were on our \\.IY to
Bandol'ng.
But when we got 0\('[ Bmdoeng
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we were met with some: of the most terri fI(
.uk-ark lire we h,id ever experienced.
Bandoellg didn't h.ivc a radio, no one had told
them we were coming, they had never seen
a B-2/, ;lnd they just weren't
taking any
chances.
They
let us have it. The only
thing we could do was turn around and go
hack to Sin,!;apore.
But that meant danger
and it would probably have meant the end
of us if I h.rdnt been IUlky enough to h.ivc
pickl'd up Singapore's
radio frClluency before we left Rangoon.
Actually,
there was
no onicial reason why I should have known
Sin,!;apore's
f rl'l]Uency hut I had found out
Ion,!; bdore
that yo« can't know too much
when you're In the combat zone. Without
those siL:n,tls. Sing;lpore would have hrou!;ht
us dowr\ so fast it' wouldn't
have been fun'ny.
Any unidentified
plane, no m.utcr what its
insignia,
was fair hait,
But to get b.uk to the .laps and the
reasons why xvc think we can take them.
First of all, .il-out the mud) Ltlked about
J.II' Zero planes,
I'd he a fool to S,ty t h.rt
they .n cnt allr ,!;ood
they g;l\T us too
much t roul.lc
for that. Thl')' climb at a
terrific r.u« of specd and m.mcuvcr
with
preciSIon.
But ,I cou plc of hursts and thl')'
Ltil ap'u'[
Thl' ),tp I'I;lne makers ;11'1"11'cnt ly don't h.ivc too much rl',!;ard for the-ir
!1i!ots, They \\UC ,!;i\ing them 11r;\('tic;lll)'
no !1rolcction
;ind ler)' little lire 1'0\1('[,
The bop in thl' l.ucr model
B-17s don't
hother much .il-out the Zeros. \'('hal's more.
the Zeros don't ml'SS .uoun.l the 17s. Those
J .If's look mighty good when they h.ivc you
outnumbered.
hut when
rou arc strong
cnouuh to tiL:ht t hc-v often run like hcl].
() 1\ n: o\c~ }.I\a ~\T \\CTC flyin,L: a hl'a\ily
armored 1.13-3(), Fitteen J.lrs cline down on
'Jh

us and our gunners
opened up, All but
three of them left in a hurry, and those
didn't hang around \'ery long, The japs
seem to like being heroes hut they don't
like getting bullets tossed at them,
The Zeros I saw were not particularly
fast. One time in an unarmed B-2.j on the
way to Rangoon, we saw three Zeros about
five miles away, Major Paul F, Davis, for
my money the hottest pilot in the Far East,
pushed the plane down to tree-top level and
we started running, They chased us for 50
miles and were still five miles away.
Up in the hi,~h altitudes, around )0,000,
the Zeros don't have enough soup to make
more than two passes at you. They don't
like to dive because it's tough pulling their
flimsy planes out.
Over Bali one bright morning, a lot of
Japs jumped one of our ships out of the
sun. Just as one of them came in on their
rear gunner, his gun jammed. So he fired
his flare gun right in the Jap's face. They
never saw one ,~uy get out of a place in
such a hurry as that Jap did, On another
occasion,
the blankets they had piled in
hack of the ship accidentally callght on fire
right in the middle of a fight. They tossed
the burning blankets out of the ship and the
Japs high-tailed
it for home, They must
have thought we had a new kind of secret
we,lpon,
One thing the .laps could do well was
strafe Our planes on the ground.
In the
car ly days, communications
were pretty b.id
and we got a lot of surprise air attacks, It
was especi,illy had around Port Moresby,
That New Guinea
town is located in a
sort of valley with mountains
around it.
The .laps would come tearing over the
mountains
before we had an inkling that
they were around and they'd give us hell
on the ground.
Japs did very little night bombing
and thei r hombers seemed slow compared
to our models, They invariably flew with a
lot of pursuit
protection,
Their pursuit
planes looked mighty potent from a distance-lined
up and flying in smart style.
But when you went in with our heavy
bombers and started blasting away, it was
"you take the high road .ind I'll get to
Tokyo before you,"
I don't want it to sou nd ,1S if we can
wi pc the Japs out of the skies with two 17s
and a 2.1. Many of the Japs arc hard, fearless lighters. But when we get anything ncar
numerical c(luality down there, I'll bet a tenday furlough that they'll be easy pickings.
Docs a radio operator
need gunnery
tr.uninu ? The answer is that in combat you
arc a gunner lirst and a radio operator afterwards, You can't fight this war with dots
and dashes. On a Llctical mission, you can't
have a we,lk link because the Japs will fmd
it soon enough,
Gunnery
means
selfpreservation,
Next to heing ahle to man a gun, the most
important
job the radio man has to do is
to pay strict and constant attention to his
assigned
radio frequency,
This can't be

over-emphasized.
You have to glue yourself
to that frequency even if there is a complete silence, And you have to take it fast.
When the scndiru; stations shoot out the
information,
they ~lon 't take a long time to
do it. In many Clses, they don't have a
chance to repC<lt their instructions, especially
when they're tellmg you there's an air raid
Il1 progress,
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day we were peacefully flying from
SoeLlh,lj.l to Bandoen)..:. The r.i.l io h'ld been
dead for a long tunc. Suddenly, and for no
more than a second, the flash came in that
they were having an air raid, \Ve had to
turn out to sea and wait for the all clear,
If any r'ldio nun h'ld let his attention
wander
from th.it f rcqucnry
for just a
split second, the plane would have come
into Bandoeng under a Jap bomhing,
Here in the States it's quite ditferent
You can ridl: the heam and somebody gi\'e
you the wc.uhcr reports. But in combat
you're on your own. And the more able yOl
arc to adapt yourself to all sorts of nev
conditions, the longer you arc going to live
Every time YOll get in a new country, yOt
oct a new code to work with. And you hav.
~ know it cold, You can have the be>
damned ii~htin~ crew in the Air Forces bu
if you do~'t kr~ow your code and recogn
t ion sign,ds, brother, you're through,
And that husiness about adapting youl
self to new conditions is mighty important
\X!e left early one morning to go from tlu
Gold Coast to EI Fashcr, Egypt, and WI
didn't realize we were losing time gain,
cast. Before we got to EI lashcr it was dark
I took three first-class bearin~s and EI Fashe
was completely hlacked out only two mile
away, They were taking hearings on us bu
our radio compass w.rsnt designed to pic
up CW.
If he was shooting hearings a
us, I fl<~ured, why couldn't
that situatio
he reversed? So we turned the plane to th
right and our indicator moved to the righ
That showed we were going away from t]:
station, We made a I HO-degree swing hac
on course and came right in.
Another time, going from Australia
Port Morcsbv, we were given just enoup
,~as to nuke the SOO-mile jump in a hcavi
loaded B-17, It was the radio nun's job
bring the pl.me in, If we v.ir icd from tI
course to any extent, our gas would n
out over the ocean. Incases
like that t
radio man has just got to he on his toes.
Generally speaking, it's a smart idea
have your plane idcntificu ion down pat.
the South Pacific, some of our planes we
scaring hell out of our own boys becau
they looked like Zeros,
But it wasn't all work, You get yo
share of bu)..:hs. That day off in Darwi
for inst.mrc. when we decided to go to t
movies,
They showed
us a James
Fitz Patrirk travelogue
about Bali, Film
in peacetime,
it ended with the usual
"and now with fond reluctance
we ta
leave of the sunny isle of Bali." Fond
luctance, hell, we took leave of sunny B
10 minutes hefore an air raid.
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"1 dOI/'! care ulrat YOUI' altimeter says.
I sa)' it's time to pull out,"
-BROOKS
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becol1le jhlliidr.
Stay ncar your plane until nightfall
or longer if you expect a search to be
made for you. If you have been forced
to resort to your parachute, make your
way to the wrecked plane if it is not
too far distant. Prepare some sort of
signalling
device such as a piece of
fuselage from which the paint has been
scraped or a smoke smudge from oil
and waste. Whenever
possible, hold
rockets in readiness.
When absolutely sure that you will
not be picked up, decide on a definite
plan of action and follow it. Although
, you may have passed a camp shortly
before
landing,
remember
that you
were traveling
more than a hundred
times as fast as you arc able to walk.
Remember
that desert distances
are
deceptive, don't be fooled by rni rages.
Make your way toward a known route
of travel, a source of water, a point
from which you can signal, or an inhabited
area.
Do not travel during
the heat of the day but only at night
or in the early morning and late afternoon. Follow the easiest route possible.
A void soft sand and rough terrain unless it is absolutely
necessary to traverse it in order to follow your course.
If caught in a sandstorm, put on your
sun glasses, cover your nose and mouth
with a piece of cloth, and get in the
lee of a rock, hill, cliff or some other
object.
Do not trust to instinct. Proceed
only by instruments
of navigationsextant, stars and compass. Travel light,
take only the bare necessities from the
plane-all
of the water and food, your
compass
and gun, first aid kit, sun
glasses, a knife, matches or a flint and
steel, an improvised
sun helmet, and
a 10-foot sc]uare piece of silk cut from
your parachute.
The sun glasses will
protect your eyes from the sun and
blowing sand; the piece of parachute
silk can be used as a tent to protect
you from the heat of the sun and as a
shawl at night. Probably the only water
that you will have is that in your canteen, so guard it carefully and use it
sparingly.
If your supply of water is
limited,
use it only to moisten the
mouth and throat at infrequcnt
intervals. - The All' SlIrgeoll'J
OJjice.
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Bathe whenever you can, but remember
that the streams, irrigation
ditches, and
ponds along the coast and in the Nile delta
are contaminated
with the flukes that cause
schistosomiasis. It is not safe to swim or even
bathe in this water. However
sea bathing
close to shore, where there are no shark~,
and away from outlets of rivers, is safe.
You will probably want to shave. but do
it in the evcn iru; to amid sun and wind
burn, The brush tess, rub-in variety of shavinl~ creams require little or no water, and
serve their pu rpose adequately.
Troops in this area should beware of native foods and drinks, even in Cairo. The
Arabs are not familiar with our habits or
standards of sanitation, and take few precautions to keep themselves or their kitchens
clean. Nor do they protect their food from
flies, which arc a particular menace, Flies
live and breed in filth and transmit disease
germs by contaminating
food.
Fruits and vegetables almost invariahly
are dangerous because they are irrigated and
fertilized with sewage. The safest method
of preparation
is to dip them in boiling
water for a few minutes before peeling
them. A strong solution of potassium permanu.mate
can be used if the fruits and
vegetables arc allowed to soak for a minimum of four or five hours.
The best safeguard is to cat onlv at Army
posts, even wh~n on leave, or in 'EurOI,c;\l1
restaurants that have been inspected and approved by an American medical olhccr.
Milk should always be boiled, for pasteurization
is not commonly employed and
many of the dairy animals have tuberculosis
and undulant fever.
Food spoils rapidly in this area so be sure
that your lunch is made up of staple foods
before going out on an operational
Hight.
Thus. tinned foods such as fruit juices and
army concentrated
rations.
crackers
and
thick-skinned
fruits are preferable.

A LTHOUGH the greater part of the territory is a desert area, malaria is prevalent
among the natives and should be guarded
against by troops, Mosquitoes
are found
along the coast, river valleys, and not infrequently
about oases. In an area where
mosquitoes
arc known to abound. stay indoors as much as possible after dark. Sleep
under mosquito netting at night or in a well
screened building.
Stay away from native
towns where the infected inhabitants act as
reservoirs of disease. and where many mosquitoes arc usu.i lly found.
Insect repellents may be helpful but it is
best to rely on such safety measures as mosquito boots, head nets and gloves if you are
on night duty. Do not wear shorts or shortsleeved shirts at night when living in malaria country.
There arc several other mosquito-borne
diseases in the Libyan Theater
including
dengue fever and filariasis, for which the
same precautions
arc applicable.
Sand fly
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fever is also common. and although neither
it nor dengue are fatal diseases, they arc
capahle of prostrating a large part of a command for a week or ten days.
\X/ith the exception of the upper class
Egyptians, the native people have little interest in personal cleanliness. Many of them
have scabies and are infested with lice. It is
well to stay out of their homes, for they arc
f rcquont ly filthy. There is a great danger of
contracting
typhus fever during the winter
months from associating with the individuals infested with disease carrying lice.
PROMISCUOUS
women arc frequently
encountered, especially in Cairo and Alexandria, both as clandestine
pick-ups and as
professional
prostitutes.
The majority of
these individuals
have venereal
diseases,
Ninety percent of one group of prostitutes
were found to have venereal disease, the
majority h;l\'ing all three of the common discases: syphi l lix, gonorrhea
and chancroid,
The temperature
varies greatly in north
central Africa. Even during the hot season
nights can be so cold that blankets are necessary. The discrepancies between ground and
air temperatures
add an additional problem
to flying personnel. E\'Cn though it is 130
de~rees in the plane on the "round
tempcr.uurcs in the forties and fif~ies or'lower
will be encountered
at relatively low altitudes. \'V'hen an over-heated and perspiring
pilot passes through this degree to temperature change in a few minutes on ascending.
he will become chilled and be apt to develop
a cold or even pneumonia unless he is careful to arrange his flying equipment
so that
varying degrees of warmth can gradually be
added. Excess perspiration should be wiped
off prior to donning a flying suit.
Minor cuts and ahrasions become infected
easily and f recjuently develop into seriously
disabling
injuries, so that immediate
first
aid treatment of all cuts, burns, abrasions.
and mosquito bites-no
matter how smallshould be applied.
More serious injuries
should receive attention as soon as possible.
The extremely hot sun during the summer months makes it difficult for one who is
accustomed to the clim.u« conditions of the
United States to evaluate the intensity of the
sun's rays. Consequently,
serious burns may
be acc]uired after relati\'ely short exposure,
and the glare of the reflected light from the
desert often results in serious eye irritation.
This, coupled with the mechanical irritation
produced by wind and blowing sand, makes
it necessary for all personnel to wear protective goggles at all times, even when on
land.
A thorough
knowledge
of the dangers
you face and a determination
to take all
personal precautions to guard against those
dangers will go a long way toward keeping
you physically fit to do the job assigned you
-and
do it well.
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"'WE'LL GO BACK SOME DAY ..•
(COil/jill/eel

side. I felt terrible. Then it landed and
Fritz climbed out grinning.
I have never
been so happy in all my life,"
"Landing
was purely a matter of luck,"
her husband
commented.
"I had almost
no control on the elevator and rudder. The
only reason the tail settled after the wheels
were down was that my mechanic had made
a mistake that morning
and trimmed the
plane "ery tail hea\'y.' Later we counted
300 bullet hole, in the plane plus some big
cannon shell holes."
On the List day of I ')11 the first Arnr-rican B-17's from the Philippines
arr ivc.] at
Lieutenant Den Oudcns base in Borneo.

IN January, after the bi", attark on the
Indies proper was launched by the Japs,
Lieutenant
Den Ou.lcns
flight was officially credited with sinking four transports
and a li,ght cruiser during the landings on
Tarakan.
Later in the month the remnants
of the Dutch East Indies Air Force.
15
bombers and 1 (, fighters
went into action
with the U. S. Army Air Forces over the
Straits of Macassar.
"It W,IS the first time we ever had tighter
protection,
so we felt \'ery good,'" said
Lieutenant Den Oudcn,
"On th.it first mission our objcct ivc looked like a fleet review
-three
rows of cruisers and transports-2(, in all
-steaming toward Bal ik pap:ln, an
important oil center on the Borneo coast.
"We made our runs through the thickest
anti-aircraft
fire I have ever seen. Aided
by Our fine German-made
bombsights.
we
h}t a heavy cru iser with two 1, I (io- pound
bombs.
A heavy explosion
followed. The
ship was enveloped in black smoke and it
toppled
mer in less than two minutes.
Meanwhile,
fighters
dive bombed
and
strafed the t ransports.
That was ou r best
day. Our bombers made 12 direct hits on
eight ships. \X/e sank one heavy cruiser, one
light cruiser and two transports,
set afire
one destroyer and damaged two large trans.
ports, one of which W:IS beached' and the
other abandoned.
"We had no armor so we used sections
of steel from oil drums and even the heavy
base plate of electro-motors
to protect our
pilots and gunners. We had to play hide
and seck with the Japanese planes that tried
to bomb our camouflaged airdromes.
Only
by outguessing them did we survive,
"Japanese
pilots arc tricky. Often they
faked attacks to draw fire from our gunners.
When the gunners bent down to feed a
fresh pan of cartridges
into the gun, the
Jap pilots would flash in to attack. We
fooled them by bending down before the
guns needed reloading
and then catching
the Zeros with a burst as they closed in.
"One Zero pilot we shot down was found
in his cockpit wearing a large Japanese fl:lg
under his flying suit, wrapped around him
like a sarong. An ME-I OC) pilot we brought
down had big feet and blonde hair. He
must have been a German,"
38
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By March 0 :111 Dlitch bombers
were
expended
and three days later Lieutenant
Den Oudcn left the Indies for Australia.
Lieutenant Simon reported for duty with
a fighter squadron on January 2(, without
ever havinj; flown a modern high-speed pur.
suit plane. He finished his achanced train.
ing with 10:lded guns over Socr.ihaja within
range of the Jap;lnese carrier-based
Zeros.
Later, his squadron of 12 Brewster Buf.
f.ilocs was shifted to Ihndoeng.
where it
formed the sale aerial defense of General
\V:l\'ell's ho.ulquartcrs.
"In our first h.ittle we met a sky full of
Zeros right over the General's
hcudquartcrs." Lieutenant Simon related. "\':re were
caught by the top cover of Zeros as we
dove to attack a grou p below. I remember
shooting
many times and being shot at.
Then all of a sudden the sky was empty and
I was all alone except for a few planes in
the distance.
I was disappointed
because
I didn't think we had shot down any Zeros,
but the next day our ground ['atrols found
the wrecks of fi\'e .lap planes.
"In the battle of the .l<n'a sea we flew
escort for an American dive bomber xquadron
three dive bombers and 20 fighters to at t.uk the big .lap transport fleet. \X'e had
eight American
P.. jo's, seven Hurr ic.mcs
fl~wn by Dutchmen and fi\e Brewsters.
"That day we saw a sight none of us will
ever forget. Below, the Japanese warships
were racing around the edges of the com'oy
spouting flame and smoke and le:l\'ing long
white plumes of spray in thei r wake. In
the haze of the setting sun we could see
the long rows of transports steaming aloru;
in perfect battle order. It was :1 terrible and
a beautiful sight.
TIl F dive bombers
sank one transport.
\Vhen we l.mdcd we all looked at each
other, everybody thinking what would have
happened with 000 dive bombers instead of
three. But thinking didn't help us any. We
took a drink and went home.
"The next morning, with the dawn at our
backs, we skimmed the water raking the
landing barges along the beaches. We could
see the soldiers dive over the sides as our
bullets hit the barges and silenced the antiaircraft guns in the stern of each barge.
"Within two hours after we landed from
that mission, the Americans were ordered

to leave Java. Two days later we had ani)
one fighter in shape to fly. The battle of the
Indies was over for us.
"\x' e had too few planes and what we
had lacked performance.
But they were
sturdy and never fell apart in the air under
the heaviest fire, I have seen planes land
with 20-inch holes in wings and rudders,
with windshield
screens shot away, tires
punctured
and holes all through the fuse!age. It was amazing.
All those planes
needed to be perfect was a few hundred
more horsepower and additional guns."
Lieutenant
A rcns was a veteran KLM
pilot in the Indies before he went into
action against the .laps. (He is now the
personal
pilot of General
Van Oyen.)
To keep .lap fighters away from his unarmed plane, Lieutenant
Arens p.rintcd the
rear of the fusela,ge to rcscmhlc a plexigla~
gun position. He then inserted two fivcIoo
lengths of lead pipe so they stuck out behinc
the tail like a p.iir of machine guns.
the Jap fighters steered clear of the
"tail stinger" and made beam attacks, the
crew of Lieutenant
A rcns' Lodestar pokec
machine guns through the cabin windows
and blasted away. Three Japanese Zeros fel
victim to this tactic while avoiding
th~
lead-pipe "tail guns."
I
Lieutenant Arens delivered his cargoes 0
food, cigarettes, gasoline, ammunition
ani
parts to bases scattered through a chain a
islands that stretched one and one-half time
the distance from New York to Los Angeles
\Xfhen there was .unmuniuon
or gasolinl
aboard. Lieutenant Arens' gunners g:l\'e th:
tail "stinger" a fresh coat of paint.
The Lieutenant's
linal flight out of Java
the last from the island, was a classic. Pas
sengers aboard his Lodestar included wive
anci families of high Dutch colonial ot1icial
and otJicers. Lieutenant
Arens took off :
night. As he passed over the Japanese-hel
ai rport at Palembang,
he saw row on roof Japanese planes parked on what former
was his KLM home base. In the brigl
moonlight the planes made a perfect targe
It was three o'clock in the morning an
there was no indication the .laps haJ eve
heard his plane. He couldn't resist.
Lieutenant Arens signalled his crew. Pa
sengers were strappe~l in their scats wi
safety belts.
Cunners
manned
the cab
windows.
Lieutenant
Arens
poked tl
Lodestar's
nose down toward the moon
field. Down he went sashaying across tl
field to give gunners on both sides a sh
at the parked planes. Inside the transpo
pa.,sengers were screaming and airsick. Oi
side, Japanese planes burst into flames. T
garrison awakened to a tardy alert.
With throttles wide open and the wbe
pulled back against his chest, Licutena
Arens lifted his Lodestar
up and aw:
Australia bound.
"It W:1S one time we caught the Ja
asleep," Lieutenant Arens recalled. "Paler
bang was my home for years. I would li
to go back there 'lgain some time. It was
lovely place."
WHEN
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Action in Russia

On Shining Shoes
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TIll: southern
sector of the: Sovieterrnan front, American
bombers of the:
os ton III type: have: provc.] e:ffe:ctive: as
tack
planes
in low altitude: missions
~ainst German columns and troop ronrcnat ions and on e:ne:my aircraft at airdromes.
Russian pilots find the: Bostons gre:atly
ihanced as fighting we:apons when bomb19 is combined
with strafing of c:ne:my
round forces, Also, by suitably maneuverIg, our Boston pilots can attack and bring
own e:ne:my fighte:rs.
Using combine:d bombing
and strafing
ctics. Pilots Sirokin, Glusnov
and Bloch in
'ie flight alone: rccent ly set 1'5 (ic:rman
rcraft afire. In repeated action over several
ays, Captain
Ossipovs
squadron, flying
ostons,
have: destroyed
S2 tanks,
2i7
ucks, ),000 German soldier» and 7 bridges
! such
low altitude: tactics.
This low flying has many advant.urcs,
Id it pre:se:rve:s the: clement of surpr ise.
ying at low altitude: makes it possible: for
ir pilots to attack in bad weather under
.ver of low-hanging
clouds. Thus, beSides
irnbing, our pilots are able: to fire point
ank at the enemy with machine: guns.
In view of these consider.uions,
the: annaent of these pl.mes has been somewhat
edified in order to increase thci r firepower.
re small ca libcr machine: guns installed on
)ston Ill's h.ive been re:placed by large
liber .l'uns. Other details have been altered
increase bomb load and the number of
.rnhs that can be dropped in scru-s. The
ter is highly
important
in bombing
ound troops, e:specially columns on the
arch. New large cal ibcr machine: guns
iO .l'ive the Bostons
better
protection
ainst enemy aircraft. It is only with such
'narncnt that our .l'unners can maintain
e against German
Mcsscr schrrutts. Capn Ossi povs Boston squadron
has shot
wn ei.l'ht ene:my aircraft.
Russian pi lots flying American planes arc
nstantly seeking new forms of combat
tics in an effort to achieve maximum
ectiveness in e:vc:ry battle flight.
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I could prob'lbly make .1
lot of money by patenting my specially
developed method of shining shoes, I
am happy--in
the interests of comr.ulcship and a mutual dislike for KY. duty
-to
pass my secrets on to you.
You probably received your first hints
on the gentle art of shoe shining from
that delightful cha r.ictcr, "Old Sarge:."
There's at least one in e\Try outfit and
he knows all the questions before you
get a chance to ask for the: answers.
Old Sarge will tell you, in that imposing way of his, to get a bucket of
water, a cake of sandso.ip and a G.I.
scrub-brush. Then you are: supposed to
scrub your shoes down to the bare:
leather. Naturally, this "G.I.ing"
process injures the delicate tissues
or something, At any rate, you hear a lot about
it, not to mention the adde:d touch of
sprinkling a few drops of water on the
shoes before giving them the final brisk
rub-down.
Probably
Old Sarge will
mutter something about toning up the:
job by rubbing a few drops of .l'lycerine
over the fresh polish.
But the Army knows some of the
answers, too, and new shoes are not
finished as they are just to gc:l you used
to the fed of a G.1. brush. And now,
after a four-month
period of research,
I seem to have proved that only the
hard original surface of your G.1. shoes
will take a deep polish. Leather softcried by scrubbing and the use of saddlesoap will take a gloss or even a good
sheen, but never that glassy glitter.
Some of the fellows have these fancy
so-called shoe-shine
kits with enoujrh
tins of paste and polish and enough
brushes and daubers of all kinds and
sizes to keep a cavalry regimc:nt glisten-ing. Of course this "remote control"
method of polishing is good enough for
.1 mass-production
job. It'll pass inspection every time--but
give me an old
woolen sock for that fine hand-polish.
Grapple that shoe with nothing but an
old woolen sock between you and it and
the can of polish. That's the secret of
success.
For one thing, no one ever invented
a dauber that would spread polish as
evenly as the fingertips
employing
a
gentle, rotating motion.
And in the
second place, a shoe-brush will always
leave tiny groove:s and scratches in the
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basic polish. You can't lay down that
mirror-like
finishing
coat on a dull,
scratched base. Moreover, these dark
brown glosses you see around aren't
strictly G.1. The G.l. brown has a
slightly reddish tone preserved under
a transparent
glassy surface approximately :i~nd of an inch thick.
Of course, I don't wear the shoes I've
been talking about. I used to when I
was taking my basic training but I goldbrick in an office now and most of us
here find it more: convenient
to buy
oxfords.
My two pairs of G.1. shoes
are reserved for inspection only. The
soles and heels of one pair are pretty
far gone, but they put up as good a
front today as they did back at Fort
Snelling
the day they stopped
the
Major. They outshone oyer 1 ,ooa pairs
of shoes that day, They may be a little
over-polished
now-that
can happen,
too. But you can't detect a case of overpolish unless you get down on your
hands and knees and inspect the edges
of the stitching.
There's always the hope that some
<by we'll have a General making a tour
of inspection.
And maybe the sun will
latch my shoes just right.
He may
even order new shoes issued to me; and
order myoid ones displayed in a glass
lase with a placard reading, "All Milit.iry Personnel Will Note: These: Shoes
Are Strictly G.1. And For Your Future
Guidance."
Well I can dream, can't I!
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ANSWERS TO QUIZ
011 o p p osi:« /hlge

'<;c-£/ 'oz
'PV'Jl;~ B dn V'U1Ul\UJljM
.(Ilrllsn '~ol'd :np OJ S.lJP.lO SJA~ZfSJW~~
-JUJOS JJ~P.ll;C!UJOq JILL ('JSIB,r) '61
',)Ul~ld Jlp UI IfljS JfllfA\ JjlllPBJlxl JIlOA
uo.lo ~lf?lllll 110.(.10 ino J.lB Ilo.{ Jljun pJOJ
du J1\l30 Plolf ,)~q ~.uoCI ('JSP;:l)
'81
'SJl\ql1llJ{l
jSIP~J)0S j.11\OS .10 uOIun Jlp .10.1 UO!~
-n\JJl]l]B Jlp S! 'lissn
('JSlr:l)
'L I
'~lf;l!J U.lIl~ (J) '91
'BJU!n~
.\\IN UI JV'UrJ UI1~jUIlOUIV (J) '<; 1
'JJJlfdsOlrJ~s Jlp MOP£! (q) 'vl
'p,)VOI ,).11'sJ~r.lq Jlfl ~np .10 SIJJlf'\\ Jlf~
.lJpUI1 o.n: sVOlfJ Jlp ~np JJS (q) '~I
'ssrdUJoJ Jlp 30 sruiod Jlp ;]'ur
-jrJlpul suod.rn: ~r UO.ldB JjJJ.)UOJ Jlp
uo p,)~.lrul JIJJ J) p,)ju,rd V (1') 'z I
'lJoljr~.\1: 30 ssq.) JUIl:S ,)lp .10 sdllo.l;]' .10
S?lUI\\ J.lOUJ .10 O.\\) lfjlA\ J.\I~r.l~SIU~U
-pI: pm: jr.JIlW~ IpOq S~pUBUlUlOJ B pUB
: Sjlf?lllJ JJOUl .10 o.w: ?lUIUllqUOJ JA!~
,pJjS\ulUljW pm: jrJlj)q IpOq S! dlloJ;)
I' : SJuqd
JJOUI .10 JJ.l1ll .10 ZfUI~SISUO
jlUI1 W)fpq Jlspq Jlfj Sl ~lf;]'llJ B : nun
Ip)lj.Wj puP ,)\ljLljSIUllllIW J~SBq ;np
SI uorpunbs V 'uo.lppilbs V (J) 'I I

'PIfJJ

Iruolsu.)llIIP
p.lllp OjUI slfdB.I?ioWlfc
J1~!JJr30 JJq.lns jrU Jlp P,)[O.ld (q) '01
'sJ.lIlI!rJ ')llIIP,).lJOJ urllll1H (q) '6
( 's?lllJ~.lnu qSI~~.I£!lWM
p,)jUlrlb.l pur p,).IIl~dr.J sr.\\ ~np ~~IUllP5
-.lJSSJ}\! 1; sy '110.( 1")1°°.1 Jur,d JIF
-plUl Jlp .II) 'O!-d pur 'nlllllpS.I;::JSSdy\
'rJqOJr.l~V :~lf?lu oi ~P[ ?lulprJ{l '~
'Juqd ~J[lS.lnc
,)\Il?lm JI;]'u~s 'J.wrd Jj;)U!S V (J) 'L
'JJm:lrc! u~ J?luBlf:
s,:mqd r JOj JjrslIJdlllOJ
o,L (q) 'S
'sprlf.).lO sdrtu s.\\r.l(1 (q) "
'.loir}\! (J) ,
's~oUlllI 'J!!I
-,)IIJ£! OJ ~S,)Jr.)u SI PPI:1 ~~OJS (1') "
'.lJqllloq Vl:JjB llBISSllli (p) ';
'ssor) ?llll.(U pJqs!n;)u!
-siCI 'JrjS JJ\ f1S 'ssor) JJIUJS pdqsm~
-Ul~SI(J .o.n: ~llB.I )0 .lJP.lO u~ SJJ1ll(
'JOuoH .10 J1T')I\f rnIOISS,).I?luo:) (q)

On Giving Orders
From the equivalent of a reg
mental
command down, th,
Germans prefer verbal rathe
than written orders, given in th
presence of all unit commanc
ers, to facilitate coordinatio
and save time. The local terrai
should be well known, inde
pendent of maps, and ordel
should be given in accordanc
with the terrain and not wit
the map. As an aid to c1arit~
the commander should plac
himself in the position of the r«
ceiver of the order.
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EST your knowledge
with this AIR FORCE quiz. Score five points
for each question answered
corrcct ly. 50 is terrible;
Go means
back-to-the-books;
70 is passing;
80 is damned good; 90 and vou ' rc
excellent.
If you make a IOO--we'd
like to sec your idea of a cluiz.
Answers
are primed
on Page 40! No peeping.
Ready!
Contact!

T
I , The highest award
won by a member
Air Forces is
Distin,L;L1ished
b. Con,L;ressiorul
c. DistinL;L1ished
d. Siher'Star
a,

2. A Stormovik

which can be
of the Army
FII'inL; Cross
"'1~',I.;/ o( Honor
Scr, i.c (ru,,,

Poorly eCluipped pl.lllC'S
b. lIL1m.lI1 correctihle
r.u lu rc-;
c. Luk of instrLlction
d, B.ld Hying wc.uhcr
a.

is

a. A (;crman
!,.lratl'oO!'er
b. J\ Russi;lI1 .l rink
C. A wind tee to ll1e.1S[lrl'slorm
vclocit v
d. 1\ Rlls~i.ln attack hO[llhl'r
3. Scott Field is located nearest
a. Iklle\i1Ic.
Illinois
h. Sh,ln,L;ri -1.1

to

Runl oul, Illinois
d. S.ll1 Antonio.
TlX.1S
4. In the R.A.F., a Squadron
leader
is equivalent
to our
a. Lic.u cn.u u
h. Ll)'I.,in
c. .\l.ljur
d. L[CLI!l'IUlit ( olone!
c.

5. A Cartographer
a . .\l.lIlllt'.illlllTS
alllOn1<lhiles
h. I )['a\\s 11U!'S or clurt'
c. ])[-.l\\.S C;l[-I()(lnS
d. (.I['ts ,L;r.q,lls III O\USC1S L1ni!s
6. Trim tabs are used
a. '/0 pi\ c Ihe !,I.lIlC its (lll\\.l[-'!
!'it,l,in,L; nlo\CI1Knt

h.

'10 «)[ll!'Cns.lte
(ur a
Cll,ln,L;e in lul.llHe
c. '1 o hel!, ,L;.lin ;lltiILl,1e

d.

7. The
.r.

b.
c.
d.

in

!'I,llH:'S
(Illilkl)'

!,I.lnc
'/ U
kcl'j) I;lh of the tli1111l11l1,L;S
) ou Likc in !'(lkCT
German
Focke-Wulf
190 is
j\ 1\\0 !,I.ile, S1I1,L;icl'I1,L:llll' ]'"rs\lit 1'l.u1C
:\ IIK,lillll1 l-oml xr
1\ SII1,i.;1e!'l.lle, S[I1,L;1cC1\i.;illc I'"rSllit 1'1.111'
:\ 1t',I\ \. hOl11hcr
;1

8. Identify

at least

"

two of the planes

I

-

9. Eighty percent of Army aircraft
accidents
in the United States
are the result of

10. The stereoscope
is used to
a. Determine
hc.ir; he,lls
b. Project the Il.rt SlII'Lll e o(ICTi.tl
],hoto,L;raphs
into th ir.] ,ILlllenxion.: I rei icf
C. A,ljllSt
pitch propellers
.m.] l ont ro l deli\ery
of de-icinp flLlI,l
d. Determine
the .unount of OX;,L:cn
in the hloodst rc.un

14. The troposphere
is
a, l\hO\T the st r.uosphcrc
b. Belo\\' the sl Lltosl,here
c. :\o!l1e !,I.lce in RllSSl,l
d. Six !l1ilcs due \\'lSt
Ze.t1.lllJ

16. In routine flight when approaching a plane head-on you should

and administrative unit in the Army Air Force
is a
a, 1'1 i,L;ht
h. (; rOlli'
c. S'lu.ldron
,I. (O[1l11un,!
A compass rose '5
.
12.

13. In making
a pre-flight
tion check of a plane
thing to do is
a.

inspec-

the first

I.or.u« the fire cxtin,L;L1ishu .uu]
Jirst .i i.] kit
b. s'c t li.it the chocks arc llll,kl ilic
\\;lccls or tJut hLlkcs ;lrc I(Jckc,!
C. Check the i,i.;l1ition systel11 .u i.] ,ec
t l i.it it is off
J. \\';11'111 up .ui.l chcck the j'l'llj'l'r
{lIllltioninL;
of t l«. cnL;il1e .m.]
chc.k the l:ul1trul scrv il~s .u i.t the
ills! rllll1C111S
pictured

below:

0:'ew

15. Owen Stanley is the name of
a. The c!OIH)[' o( (he ill' hockey (1I!,
h. The !l1.1Il wlio foun.] l.ivinust on
c. 1\ mount.un r.u u;« in :-s!C\\' (;Uil1C.l
d. I\ssistant
Senet.lr)'
of \\'ar
for
Air

11. The basic tactical

a. A pink ro-«. of the :\llll1i,.ln
he.llIt)' Llmily
b. The mctho,lot'
dclul11inillL: lOI11P;lSS v.ui.u ior, ;1I1d dc\utiu!l
C. £\ cum]'ass
cont.uncr
J. A !'.linted circle m.i rk c.] on the
cou.rctc
;q'IO!l ;It air!'Olh
in.iiCiting the ]'oints of the lOllll'.lSS

of

a. (,UU\nllll11
c. Turn ri,t;ltt

TRUE
17.

h. (;olll1,krhi!l1
d. Turn lett

OR FALSE?

U.S.S.R. is the abbreviation
United States of Socialist
publics
a. True

for
Re-

b. Ltlsc

18. Before making a parachute jump
you should grasp the rip cord
while sti/l in the plane.
a. True
b. Ltlse
19. The
bombardier
never
orders to the pilot
a. Truc
b. F.t1sc
~':8. The
.l
h.
c.
d.

plane below is a
.\!.lrtlll B ,'(,
\:OI'lh :\111nil.ll1 1\ 25
l.u,khce,1
IItI,l""1
CurtISS CUIlII1I.lI1,lo

gives

.tJoJ
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